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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an attempt to address the major theoretical and practical problems in

compiling a monolingual Tongan dictionary. The first question that is asked is: what can be

learned from the lexicographical experiences of Pacific languages to date? Since the Pacific

islands share a common history with regard to European contact, and since many Pacific

languages are characterised by the same basic principles, many languages being of the same

language family, Austronesian, it is expected that important issues pertaining to lexicography

in a language like Tongan would be similar to those in related Pacific languages, and much

will be learned from the experiences and achievernents in lexicography of other Pacific

languages. For this reason, chapter 1 looks at a brief history of lexicography in the Pacific

islands, and chapter 2 reviews selected Pacific dictionaries with a view to identifying their

merits and demerits. Chapter 3 then identifies the main functions envisaged for the

monolingual Tongan dictionary in developing the Tongan language. These functions are

responses to language needs that arise out of the sociolinguistic situation.

Chapters 4 - 7 exarrtine various aspects of the language that are relevant to dictionary

making and try to determine appropriate ways of describing the language in the dictionary.

Chapter 4 gives a description of the main aspects of the Tongan phonotogical system and

suggests ways of improving the present orthography for use in the dictionary. Chapter 5

looks at Tongan morphology and suggests, with reference to the sociolinguistic process of

conventionalisation, an answer to the question: what is a lexical item in Tongan? The

principles governing the selection of lexical items for inclusion in the dictionary are given

here. Chapter 6 looks at major aspects of Tongan syntax, namely parts of speech,

transitivity, and possession, with a view to determining how they are to be used in dictionary

enfries. Chapter 7 looks at the way meaning and usage are to be represented in the

dictionary.

Chapter 8 addresses the question of organization and presentation of material in the

dictionary. Principles of ordering headwords, homonyms, the senses of headwords, and the

elements of an entry are discussed. Chapter 9 coruists of sample entries for different word

categories in Tongan. The entries, which are translated into English for assessment

purposes, show the recommended ways of presenting different word types in Tongan.
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INTRODUCTION

The subject matter of this thesis - problems in Tongan Lexicography - was chosen as

a result of a decision by the Ministry of Education, Tonga, in rhe late 1980s to compile a

monolingual Tongan dictionary. It was considered that the time had come to modernise

Tongan lexicography as it was left by C.M.Churchward, who published the definitive

bilingual dictionary of Tongan in 1959. Since it was apparent that a shift in emphasis from

Tongan to English had taken place in the school system, resulting in a gradual decline in the

status of the Tongan language, it was anticipated that compiling a monolingual Tongan

dictionary would help raise the status of Tongan. As the monolingual Fijian dictionary

project, directed by linguist Dr Paul Geraghty, was already well under way, it was felt that

the Fijian project would be a model for a similar Tongan project.

Meanwhile, the Ministry was upgrading its Tongan Language curriculum. There was

a general re-thinking of the Tongan Language curriculum - what should be taught, what

should be the areas of emphasis, who should teach them, and so forth. As a result, a new

Tongan Studies curriculum with emphasis on the development of literacy skills was trialled

in 1987 to replace the old Tongan Language curriculum in which the major component was

grammar. The new emphasis on Tongan literacy necessitated a re-thinking of Tongan

orthography. [t was already generally accepted that it was not easy for Tongan children to

learn how to write Tongan as the spelling system was not as simple as it could be. It was

envisaged that a monolingual dictionary of Tongan would help to standardise a simpler

orthography that would make it easier for Tongan children to become literate in Tongan. A

follow-up project after the monolingual dictionary would be the production of a modern

grarnmar of Tongan.

As the envisaged monolingual Tongan dictionary project would be the first of its kind

in Tonga, it was clear that research needed to be carried out on Tongan lexicography and

linguistics. I took up this challenge in the form of this doctoral thesis on Tongan

lexicography.

xii



CHAPTER ONE : HISTORY OF LEXICOGRAPITY IN THE PACIFIC

I Introduction

The aim in this chapter is to provide an overall picture of the reasons why and the

ways in which lexicography has developed in the Pacific since its first introduction. The

chapter will provide an insight into the general directions in which lexicography is moving

and, with the description of the progress of the Fijian monolingual dictionary project at the

end, help to put the envisaged Tongan monolingual work in perspective.

The discussion of Pacific lexicography will be confined to Fijian and Polynesian since

these languages, which make up a natural grouping, being closely related subgroups, are the

ones which the author is most familiar with, and are the subject of many of the best

dictionaries of Pacific Island languages. Moreover, when the Europeans first arrived in the

Pacific, it was the Polynesian languages and the Fijian language that were first documented

and described in any detail. Considering the scope of the lexicons covered in dictionaries,

and the proportion of languages in a given area that are lexicographically covered, linguistic

work on Polynesian languages and Fijian is generally more detailed than that on Micronesian

and Melanesian languages. Although there have been fine dictionaries of Micronesian

languages and the languages of the Solomons and New Guinea, developments in Melanesian

lexicography have only been very recent, with the bulk of Melanesian languages still

undescribed (Laycock 1974, Crowley and Lynch 1985, Snyder 1991, Dutton 1992), while

work with Micronesian languages has thrived only since the 1970s (Bender 197t, Hsu and

Peters 1984, Topping 1994). However, the generalisations made here about Pacific

lexicography can be taken to apply generally to all parts of the Pacific, if differences in

precise time and scale are taken into consideration,

The history of lexicography in the Pacific is part and parcel of the history of

European contact. Almost all dictionaries and wordlists produced for Pacific (vernacular)

languages have beenby Europeans. Because these Europeans varied in their occupations and

nationalities, they also had different reasons for producing their vocabularies, and these

differences were reflected in the different natures of their vocabularies. However, it is

possible to single out patterns of development in Pacific lexicography by systematically

examining such factors as kinds of authors, kinds of wordlists, purposes of the works and

their intended audiences.



The development of dictionaries and wordlists of Pacific Island languages may be

divided into four distinct yet overlapping stages. The first stage consists of the production

of the earliest wordlists by the first Europeans to visit the Pacific. These first Europeans

consisted of explorers, whalers, traders and beachcombers. To the second stage belongs the

development of the missionaries' dictionaries. [,ater, the professional linguists and

lexicographers produced the first professional dictionaries of modern times, making up the

third stage. Finally, it is possible to perceive a new trend in Pacific lexicography, the fourth

stage, in which there is growing interest in Pacific monolingual dictionaries. The sections

that follow will examine these stages more closely.

2 The Earliest Wordlists

The earliest Pacific wordlists were compiled by European explorers, traders, whalers

and beachcombers. The era of these visitors to the Pacific may be said to have begun, for

the language-centred purpose of this thesis, with the arrival in the Pacific of the Dutch

explorers, Schouten and Le Maire, in 1616 and lasted until the 1820s when the next lot of

visitors, the missionaries, arrived.

2.1 Length

The first wordlists were generally short. Schouten and Le Maire collected a couple

of wordlists in 1616. The wordlists, recorded in Kern (1948), consists of a short one with

32 words for the language of Tafahi (Cocos Island) and Niuatoputapu (Traitors' Island) and

a longer one for (East) Futuna and Alofi. The wordlists, which total to about 150 words,

contain common everyday words such as 'houseo, body parts and numbers (Schiitz 1985: 4).

Like Schouten and Le Maire's wordlists, other wordlists were short. Elbert (1954:

6) lists wordlists produced for Hawaiian before 1829. Schiitz (1994a: 33) adapts Elbert's

list, giving wordlists produced for Hawaiian before 1820. In both lists, few wordlists were

over 400 words. But there were exceptions. The wordlists compiled during the voyages of

Cook were longer. On these voyages he and his crewmen compiled wordlists of several

hundred words for several Pacific Island languages. For example, William Anderson, the

surgeon on the Resolution, had collected about 600 words for Tongan which included

numbers of up to a hundred thousand (Lanyon-Orgill 1979). The wordlist compiled by



Anderson for Tahitian during the second voyage of Cook contained some 1,500 words.

Other exceptions were the missionary Robarts' wordlist of Marquesan words

published in Dening (1974), of which there were some 1,400 English words with their

Marquesan glosses as well as some 30 phrases and their glosses. Robarts lived in the

Marquesas from 1798 to 1806. Another missionary, William Crook, lived in the Marquesas

from 1797 to 1799 and produced a Marquesan wordlist that had, according to Biggs (1977:

546), about 1,000 items. Butperhaps the most notable exception in length was William

Mariner's wordlist of Tongan, which consists of over 2,000 words published in Martin

(1981). Mariner's wordlist, which was accompanied by a grammar with a fairly detailed

explanation of pronunciation, can be referred to as the flrst dictionary and grammar of

Tongan. This work is generally taken to be the most comprehensive treatment of a Pacifie

language for its time.

2.2 Purpose and Intended Audience

According to Schiitz (1994a: 32, 236-7,324), intellectual curiosity was one of the

main motivations for the compilation of the earliest wordlists of Hawaiian. This seems to

have been the case for the earliest wordlists in general. Compilers wanted to satisfy their

own (and others') intellectual curiosity about the Pacific peoples and lands they were, in the

case of explorers, discovering. The wordlists constituted information that would eventually

reach the compilers' homelands. This was true especially of the explorers' lists, but it was

also true of other wordlists such as Mariner's vocabulary of Tongan, whose main purpose

was to expose to the outside world features of Tongan, a newly discovered language.

Schtitz (1985) describes how some explorers tried to make use of their wordlists and

earlier ones to find answers to their questions about Pacific Island languages and to satisfy

more practical needs during their voyages. For example, comparing a wordlist of Fijian with

one of Tongan, Anderson noted that only eeo'yes' in the Fijian list agreed with Tongan, and

latoo'chief' was the same as that in Le Maire's list. He concluded that Tongan and Fijian

were of different origins. When Tasman visited New Zealand in 1642, he wrote that the

words which Maori natives were shouting to him and his crew did not resemble those in Le

Maire's wordlist. In Tonga a year later, he tried some of Le Maire's words but he was not

understood. In Fiji, however, although Tasman did not actually converse with any Fijians,

he thought the Fijians seemed to understand the Le Maire worfu that his men shouted.



Although the early wordlists were comparatively short with littte information other

than essential meanings, some of them were later used for comparative purposes. For

instance, Biggs used Le Maire's list to infer that the Niuatoputapu people spoke a Samoic

language rather than Tongan (t^angdon t977:248, endnote 4). Biggs (197L:491) states that:

At that time Niuatoputapu was not Tongan speaking as is evident from the words /acy
or taci'one', loua or loa'6t'/o', I ima'five', l ickasoa'corals'. The Tongan
equivalents are tahi [src, read taha], ua, nima, kahoa. The Samoan equivale[ts on
the other hand are tasi, Iua, lima, ?ss6a. To clinch itthe li- of the last Dutch item
appeius to be Samoan /e'definite article singular', an innovation of the Samoic
languages.

The lists were also used by Hadrian Reland in 1706 to infer a relationship with Malay and

Javanese (Biggs l97l: 467). According to Schtitz (1985), Richardson's wordlist of Fijian,

compiled in about 1811, was later used by Humboldt for comparison with Polynesian

languages, and Gaimard's wordlist of FUian showed dialectal variations as well as early loans

from English and Tongan, which were later used by linguists in their comparative studies.

Some inferences about loanwords have been made, such as the observations of Elbert (1954:

6) about the word caucao'eat' being probably a "Hawaiianization" of the Chinese pidgin

word. chowchow. The word was recorded in the Hawaiian wordlist of the Spanish-American,

Quimper. The wordlist, consisting of some 250 words, was probably compiled in 1791

(Elbert 1954: 6).

In general, a second purpose of some of the earliest wordlists was to enable

communication and trade with the various Pacific peoples encountered. Some of the

wordlists of traders, whalers and beachcombers were mainly to facilitate their trading with

natives in such commodities as sandalwood and beche-de-mer. The traders and whalers were

interested in the Pacific Island languages only to the limited extent that they could

communicate with the natives to enable the exchange of goods to be carried out. An example

of such a wordlist was William Lockerby's 1811 wordlist of Fijian which was intended to

provide only the essential words to enable him to carry out his trade. The wordlist had the

introduction "a vocaboulary of thier Tongue sufficnt [ninety-three items] to purchase Sandle

wood" (Schtiz 1985: 8).

The earliest wordlists were thus compiled for the use of the compilers themselves

although later linguists and other researchers made use of the wordlists to deduce historical



information about the languages and peoples of the Pacific.

2.3 Differing Ways of Writing the Languages

The explorers, traders, whalers and beachcombers who visited the Pacific at this time

were of different nationalities. Elbert (1954: 6) lists authors who produced wordlists of

Hawaiian. They were British, Spanish-American, Russian, French, American, and ltalian.

The significance of this fact is that the wordlists produced adopted ways of spelling that were

similar to the spelling system of the first language of the compilers, so that it would be

possible to tell, at a close examination of the wordlists, the nationality of the compiler.

Thus, English explorers and traders spelled words with an English-like spelling while

French compilers used a French-like spelling, and so on. Lockerby's Fijian wordlist was

based on the spelling of his first language, English. Later in 1811, William Richardson,

another English sandalwood trader, added his own list to Lockerby's. Although Richardson's

spelling was better than l,ockerby's, his spelling was still based on English. The Frenchman

Gaimard, zoologist on Dumont d'Urville's ship Astrolabe, had collected about 300 items on

Fijian. His spelling was based on the French spelling system. For example, he wrote zioua

for ciwa'nine' and tended to use ou to represent u.

The international character of the visitors to the Pacific meant. there were several

different ways in which words of the same language were spelled. The compilers of the

early Hawaiian wordlists were British, French, Spanish-American, Russian, Hawaiian,

American, and Italian. Anderson's list of about 250 words were spelled like English words.

For example, ee was used for i as in neema for ntma 'hand' and, oo for z as tn manoo for

marut'bird'. The Spanish-American Quimper's wordlist of 250 items used a Spanish-like

orthography. Elbert (1954) gives the examples that the letters 7, g and .r were sometimes

used in place of h, as intajuna'priest' for kahuna, metuagine 'mother' far makuahine, and

xare 'house' for hare. The letter b was sometimes used for w, as in aiba'ntne' for eiwa.

A double / was sometimes used for what is today the glottal stop e.g. ella'ftsh' for i'a, and.

qu was sometimes used for ku, as in quomo 'spine' for kuamo'o.

A common feature regarding spelling in the early wordlists was the tendency to use

two or more symbols to represent a single sound, and one symbol to represent two or more

sounds. Anderson's Hawaiian list uses ee for i, as in eeeheu for ihu'noseo , oo fot lr, as in



nooe for ruti 'large', and y for ai, as in myry for maika'i 'good'.

Another common feature is the use of a single symbol to represent several different

sounds, and the use of different symbols to represent a single sound (see chapter 4, section

4.1). One of the earliest wordlists of Fijian, Davies' 1809 one, used ng for both the sounds

now represented by g and 4 (Schritz 1985). In Mariner's vocabulary of Tongan, several

symbols would often be used to represent the same sound, for instance, the symbols c, g and

k were all used to represent the sound now represented by k alone (see also chapter 4, section

3.1 above). In Anderson's wordlist of Tongan the ksound is represented by kineekafor

ika 'fish', 
I in heega for htka'knitting needle for knitting nets', gh n kaghaka for kakd

'parrot' and c in coffa fot kofe 'bamboo'.

The earliest wordlists are also characterised by, as Elbert (1954) points out, the nearly

unanimous omission of symbols for the glottal stops and long vowels.

2.4 Some fnnovative Features

Of the wordlists of this period, there were some which were better than others in the

kinds of information provided. According to Schiitz (1985), the Frenchman Gaimard's

wordlist of Fijian is one of the more sophisticated lists of the time and contained information

that linguists find useful. It included some dialectal information under some headwords as

well as instances of early English loans such as ouvou tabalca for uvu tavaka, now kana

tavako'smoke tobacco'. The article aand the verbal particle s4 were written as parts of

other words thus anticipating the vexing problem of word-division.

In most of the early wordlists neither vowel length nor the glottal stop (in those

languages that had it) was indicated. However, although Mariner's vocabulary of Tongan

did not indicate the glottal stop or vowel length, there are indications that Mariner thought

they existed in Tongan (but see chapter 4, section 2.4.2 for my arguments that vowel length

is not contrastive in Tongan). The use of the letter ft instead of the glottal stop in some

words that have the glottal stop shows there was some awareness of the existence of the

glottal stop (see chapter 4, section 3.1). Martin, who devised the orthography from

Mariner's pronunciation (Martin 1981: 389), explains that i is pronounced "like the English

e 1n see, we, be, or i, as it is pronounced in most European languages; except where a

double consonant follows, in which case it is pronounced as in ink, sing". It seems that
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consonants that were considered to follow short vowels were often doubled, as in the word

matta'face'. The use of double consonants here may be said to mark, though indirectly, the

length of the preceding vowel.

A few of the longer wordlists had explanations of pronunciation in an introduction.

At the beginning of Mariner's wordlist are the words: "For the rules of pronunciation, see

the grammar" (Martin l98l: 420). In the grarrmar, Martin outlines a fairly detailed

explanation of the way letters are pronounced. About stress, he makes the following astute

observation:

Upon the subject of accentuation, I must observe, as a general rule, (to avoid the too
frequent and unnecessary use of typographical accents), that in words of two syllables
the emphasis is to be laid on the first; in words of three syllables, it is to be placed
on the middle one; and in words of four syllables, on the first and third. In all
exceptions to this rule, and in some of those instances where vowels themselves form
syllables, typographical accents will be placed accordingly... (p. 390)

Another attempt to illustrate the pronunciation of words in the earliest wordlists is

William Anderson's "directions for the pronunciation of the [Tahitian] vocabulary" (Cook

1777:319-22). Anderson's directions show that he had a notion of phonemic representation:

...as this is very complex, and tedious, by reason of the great variety of Powers, the
characters, or letters, are endued with, under different circumstances, it would seem
necessary, at least, in Languages, which have never before appeare'd in writing, to
lessen the number of these variety's, by making the same characters, always represent
the same simple sounds... (p. 319)

An illustration that he gives is that:

A, in the English L^anguage, is used to represent two differentsimple sounds, as in
the word Arabia; where the first, and last, have a different power from the second.
In the Vocabulary, this letter, must always have the power of, or be pronounc'd like
the first, and last, in Arabia. The other power; or sound, of the second a, is always
represented, in the Vocabulary, by a, and i, joined together... (p. 320)

Anderson also gives information about stress, as in: When a particular stress is laid

on any part of a word in the pronunciation, an accent is placed over that letter where it

begins, or rather between that and the preceding one" (p. 321). And about word junctures,

he savs:



It often happens that a word is compounded as it were of two or in some cases the
same word or syllable is repeated. In these circumstances, a comma is placed under
them at this division, where a' rest or small space of time is left before you proceed
to pronounce the other part, but it must not be imagined that this is a full stop. (p.
32r)

2.5 Main Features of the Earliest Wordlists

The main features of the earliest wordlists produced by the explorers, traders and

whalers may be summarised as follows:

l. The earliest lists were quite short, often fewer than 400 words. The exceptions

were some of the wordlists of Cook and his associates, such as the Tahitian wordlist of

Anderson, and the wordlists of Crook, Robarts and Mariner.

2. Although these early wordlists were quite short and provided little other

information than essential meanings, some of them could still be used for comparative

purposes. Examples were Le Maire's wordlists which were used by Biggs, and Richardson's

wordlist of Fijian used by Humboldt.

3. The purposes of the wordlists were to enable communication with the natives

(especially the traders' wordlists) and to satisfy intellectual curiosity about the languages and

peoples of the Pacific (especially the explorers' wordlists). The early wordlists were

intended for the use of the compilers themselves rather than cater for anyone else's needs.

4. The spelling was always based on or influenced by the spelling system of the first

language of the compiler. Common among the early wordlists was the tendency to use one

symbol to represent two or more sounds and two symbols to represent a single sound. In

these early wordlists, vowel length was not indicated, and nor was the glottal stop.

3 The Missionaries' Dictionaries

The visit of Captain Wilson's ship the Duff to the Pacific n 1797 brought the first

missionaries into the Pacific. It was the first missionary voyage to Tahiti, Tahuata in the

Marquesas, and Tonga, though it was not successful in installhg Christianity in Tonga and

the Marquesas (Davidson 1970: 7). In Tahiti, missionaries from the London Missionary



Society managed to establish themselves firmly by the first decade of the nineteenth cenfury,

but in most other places in the Pacific the missions became established later in the 1820s and

1830s. For the language-cenhed purposes of this thesis, the endpoint of the era of the

missionaries' dictionaries might be placed in the period around World War Two, when the

next lot of dictionary-makers, the professional linguists and lexicographers, began to emerge.

3.1 Purpose and Intended Audience

lt was part of the briefs of missionaries, as Elbert (1954) says of the missionaries in

Hawaii, that the missionaries must above all preserve the native tongue. He quotes Judd as

saying: "It was a maxim with the mission that in order to preserve the nation they must

preserve its speech. " Geraghty explains that missionaries were not content with the rough-

and-ready foreigner talk taken for granted by the earlier visitors. Instead, they ha.d "strict

instructions from their superiors at the Wesleyan Methodist Mission Society in London to

learn the language well, devise an orthography, and eventually publish not only religious but

also linguistic works" (Geraghty 1989: 381).

Schtitz (1974) states that the brief of the missionary David Cargill from his superiors

in London was that he was expected to translate portions of the Bible first after which he

would draw up a comprehensive statement on the character of the language, the difference

between it and the other Polynesian dialects, the principles on which he had settled its

grammatical form, and the rules by which he had been guided in translating into it the word

of God. So it was particularly the missionaries' efforts in the translation of the Bible into

the various languages that really gave rise to the first dictionaries of the Pacific.

The intended audience of these dictionaries were the missionary-teachers themselves.

They needed to reach the people through the indigenous languages, so they used their

vocabularies to learn the languages (Schiitz 1994a: 307). Later, with formal education

already starting, some dictionaries that provided English-Pacific language sections also aimed

at helping the indigenous people to learn English. This was true of Pratt's Samoan

dictionary, as Newell explains in the preface to the third edition, and John Emerson's

Hawaiian dictionary. John Emerson's English-Hawaiian dictionary of 15,000 words appeared

between 1842-1846. It aimed at helping Hawaiian-speaking students until they could

understand English definitions (Elbert 1954: l2).

In 1845 the first dictionary compiled by a missionary in Tonga was published at the



Wesleyan Mission Press, Neiafu, Vava'u. [t was a Tongan to English dictionary by the

Wesleyan missionary, the Rev. Stephen Rabone. A list of proverbs follows the body of the

dictionary. As he explains in a letter in August 1845 to the General Secretaries, Wesleyan

Mission House in London, the purpose of the dictionary was to help those coming after him

learn the language as he himself found learning Tongan difficult on account of there being

no resource materials except Mariner's wordlist, which did not help him much. His letter

also shows that linguistic description was part of the work of missionaries.

...On my arrival in these islands I began learning the language as all
my predecessors had done...by "picking up" the words when and where I
could this we all found a very slow & inconvenient method of proceeding but
what could we do? there was nothing in the shape of a vocabulary except
what is published in 'Mariner's Account of the Tonga Islands' this in some
respects for one beginniag to learn the language is worse than [none?]...

Such as it [the dictionary] is, it is laid at your feet... to one learning the
Tonguese it may be of a little service. Sure I am it would have been so to me when
I began to learn. to others it may serve to them that while pursuing our much higher
and more important duties we have not been altogether inattentive to this department
of missionary enterprise... (Rabone, letter to the General Secretaries, Wesleyan
Mission House, london, August, 1845)

With Mariner's list as a basis, Rabone added many more words and greatly improved the

spelling, which was modelled on Nathaniel Turner's orthography. He describes his

methodology and main problems as follows:

The many duties of a missionary in these islands preclude the possibility of his
devoting any large portion of his time to pursuits like these. [few?] indeed are the
hours he can pursue undisturbed any sfudy or work. generally two or three hours in
an evening after lamp light and the time allotted to their work and this not to the
collecting so much as the arranging of the words and getting their meanings. Most
of the words were collected when on the [illegible] when journeying or voyaging or
conversing at home with natives the practice being to carry a small blank book and
on hearing a new word to pencil it down there & then it was very difficult to get the
meanings of some of the words [when?] obtained. Still more so to give that meaning
in English, hence the awkward length of many of the meanings no known English
word expressing the full sense of the Tonguese...

In addition to missionaries recording the languages for reasons of "preservation" and

as part of their briefs, there was also an assumption that missionaries would have to actively

change the languages in some way, in particular, by introducing new vocabulary in order to
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allow the expression of the new faith. Crowley (1993) remarks that pre-l860 lexicographers

did not want to include borrowed words such as 'cigarettes'o 'soap' and 'money' in their

dictionaries. Yet, they included many introduced words in the Bible, such as 'willow',

oanathema', 'week', 'chrisophrasis', 'dragon', and 'publican'. These were words that arose

out of their Bible translation but which were not ordinarily used in everyday conversations.

However, a few dictionaries, such as Davies' 1851 dictionary, included some ordinary

everyday borrowings, e.g. moni 'money'; also, some Biblical borrowings were listed

separately, and were not in the main body of the dictionary.

3.2 Length

Perhaps the most salient feature of the missionaries' dictionaries in comparison to the

preceding wordlists is that the missionaries' works were much longer and contained more

detailed information than the first wordlists. Items were in the thousands. The dictionaries

represented the first genuine attempts to study the Pacific Island languages formally. The

fact that describing the language was part of the brief of missionaries must have been a factor

in the production of the missionaries' much longer and comprehensive works, resulting in

the change from the word "wordlist" to "dictionary". Some missionaries, because of the

demands of their profession, must have come to the Pacific better prepared for linguistic

work than the explorers, traders, whalers and beachcombers before them. Thus, we have

missionaries such as John Davies in Tahiti, David Cargill in Fiji, George Pratt in Samoa, and

l,orrin Andrews in Hawai'i, produced excellent works relative to their time.

Davies' dictionary of Tahitian, Cargill's manuscript dictionary of Lauan, and Pratt's

Samoan dictionary were examples of much more detailed works than the early wordlists.

Each contained several thousand words; extensive grammatical introductions in which the

multifunctionality of words was often indicated and parts of speech given; and sections on

such traditional domains as proverbs and idiomatic expressions, fishing, native plant names,

body parts of fishes, the seasons for planting certain foodcrops, and times of the night and

day. Many archaic words were recorded in these works. There was often a shorter reverse

dictionary or finderlist.

l,emaitre (1987) describes Davies's 1851 dictionary of Tahitian as a unique document

about the state of the language following the arrival of missionaries. Not only did it use a

better spelling system that reflected the Tahitian phonological system better, but it was also
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more detailed than previous vocabularies and dictionaries because of the author's familiarity

with Polynesian culture. It was particularly rich in cultural information about different

aspects of classical Tahitian culture such as institutions, ceremonies, feasts, dances, artefacts

and religion.

Cargill's dictionary of Lauan was very detailed for his time. It included some

diacritics to guide pronunciation; it had parts of speech with multiple functions; and it listed

derived words as headwords in their own right. Cargill's dictionary showed words of

Tongan influence, English loans from the Bible, and other loans such as npussy", "pencil",

and "farthing". It was Cargill's dictionary that formed the basis of Hale's more scientific

work which later provided reliable and detailed information for Fijian, However, when

Bauan was selected in 1843 as the lingua franca instead of a language from lau or Vanua

L,evu, the missionaries directed attention towards Bau and Bauan while other languages

became merely dialects. Thus, when the Rev. David Hazlewood's grammar and dictionary

appeared in 1850, it was hailed by some such as Colwell (1914) and later writers such as

Capell (1973) as the first dictionary of Fijian.

Pratt's dictionary of Samoan is also a good example of a detailed dictionary. It

contained many words in specialist terminologies, archaic words, and names in Samoan

tradition; sections on poetry and proverbs; and an extensive grammatical sketch which

included a consideration of the choice between A and O possession in Samoan. His

methodology was surprisingly modern for his time in that he had culled words and examples

from Samoan genealogical accounts, songs, traditional tales, proverbs, and so on, for the first

edition of 1862. To these he added over 4,000 new words or meanings for the second

edition in 1876. To the third edition of 1892, which contained some 12,000 words, he added

many more words, new meanings, and proverbs, culled from poetry, and myths and tegends

by native speakers which he was translating. He enlarged the grammar and added 550 new

words to the English-Samoan part of the dictionary. Like Davies in Tahiti, Pratt was

something of a grammarian. He was interested in comparative studies and conrributed the

Samoan section of a Malayo-Polynesian Dictionary that also had Hawaiian, Maori, Tahitian,

and Fijian.

The major works for Maori, the Williams dictionaries, are examples of the longer and

more comprehensive records of missionaries. Published in 1844, the first Williams

dictionary was the tirst of seven subsequent editions, the first five of which were produced
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by members of three consecutive generations of the missionary family of Williams. The first

edition was the work of the missionary, William Williams. An excellent work for its time,

it consisted of 185 pages, a grammar, and a list of colloquial sentences. Many words had

illustrative examples. In the 1852 second edition of William Williams' A Dictionary of the

New Zealand Language, the first substantial English to Maori vocabulary appeared. It

contained about 4,000 English headwords, many of them with several Maori equivalents.

The l87l edition by W.L. Williams, missionary son of William, had few changes, but his

fourth 1892 edition contained a new English to Maori vocabulary which was substantially

different from the earlier version and contained a few hundred additional entries. English

borrowings were a different type face. After that edition, no English to Maori section was

included, and the title became A Dictionary of the Maori Language. The fifth edition of

1917 was a greatly revised and expanded work by the son of W.L.Williams, Herbert William

Williams, himself another missionary. Only the last two editions, the sixth and seventh,

were works of the modern era by people outside of the Williams family, but these editions

did not effect any substantial revision. The state of the dictionary now is basically the state

at which Herbert Williams left it (see chapter 2, section 5, for the review of the seventh

edition).

3.3 Orthography

Characteristic of the missionaries' dictionaries was the recognition of the need to

devise orthographies that better suited the Pacific Island languages. The orthographies of the

missionaries were much better than those of the early wordlists. In all cases, the

missionaries' orthographies were nearly phonemic. In being so, they pre-dated the explicit

notion of the phoneme as a basic analytical notion in western linguistics by nearly a century.

Elbert (1954) comments on how the missionaries in Hawaii were a hundred years ahead of

their time when they ignored predictable changes of morphophonemics in their orthography

of 1829. Cargill of Fiji is credited with having devised an ingenious orthography for the

Fijian language a century and a half ago, one that has been changed little.

However, vowel length and the glottal stop were either not represented or

inconsistently so. Since the missionaries were not professional linguists, it is hardly

surprising that these important features of pronunciation were generally overlooked (but see

chapter 4, section 2.4.2). A noteworthy exception was Colomb's (1890) Tongan-French
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dictionary in which the macron was used to indicate long vowels and the acute accent was

used to represent the glottal stop (see also chapter 4, section 3.1).

It appears that the missionaries may have influenced one another in devising the

orthographies of the various Pacific Island languages, which is not surprising given the

frequent contact between the missions of the different Pacific countries. The orthography

of Tahitian seems to have been particularly influential. The work of the Rev. John Davies

was important in the devising of the Tahitian orthography. "Something of a grammarian"

according to Schiitz (1985), he arrived in Tahiti in 1801. In March 1805, representatives of

the London Missionary Society in Tahiti decided that five vowel letters with more or less

continental value and the consonants b df h m np r t v w would constitute the Tahitian

alphabet. Newbury (1961: 77) explains that "Mr Davies and several others thought

simplicity and uniformity ...oughtto be aimed at, so that the natives might easily learn to

spell their own words ...u B and d were to be used for loan words only, but the natives did

not distinguish voiced with unvoiced.

The early work on the Tahitian orthography could later have indirectly influenced

other orthographies, such as the Tongan and the Fijian (Schtitz 1985: t9-20, Geraghty 1989:

381). With the help of the Fijian, Tdkai, and the Tongan, Langi, in 1825, Davies produced

the first primer of Fijian Sa Alphabaa Na Vosa Faka Fiji, said to be the first book in Fijian

(Newbury 1961: 288-90). This primer was supposed to be taken to Fiji, but instead was

given to the Tahitian missionaries, Hape and Tafeta, who, with Tdkai and Langi, went to

Tongatapu in March 1826 and remained there till late 1827. Since Hape and Tafeta remained

in Tonga, it is likely that they had shown the Tongans something of Tahitian writing. They

had established themselves in Nuku'alofa under the protection of the Tu'i Kanokupolu

Aleamotu'a. Despite their presence, Aleamotu'a asked for English missionaries. In 1827,

then, the missionary Nathaniel Turner came to Tonga. Based in Nuku'alofa, he took over

the small congregation gathered by the Tahitian missionaries. It was he who devised ttre first

orthography of Tongan (see chapter 4, section 3.1 above).

Since Nathaniel Turner had worked among the Maoris four years earlier, it is likely

that he was advantaged by his previous knowledge of Maori in devising Tongan spelling

(Ldtukefu 1977: 122). ln the booklet that sets out his orthography, there are insrances of the

Maori words e...ana, which do not exist in Tongan, as in the sentence E nofo ana Jihova

iloto lagi'Jehovah dwells in heaven' (Turner 1828: 14). Turner was working closely with
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william cross, the missionary who later went with David cargill to Fiji.

Although three Tahitian missionaries were sent to Fiji in 1830, they were not effective

in introducing literacy because of language difficulties. It was the missionaries, David

Cargill and William Cross, of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission Society, who had worked in

Tonga for some years, who were the bearers of literacy to Fiji in 1835. They took with

them a primer in Fijian that was printed in the Vava'u Mission Press. Their years in Tonga

meant they were familiar with the orthography of Tongan. Cargill based his orthography on

the Tongan one (Geraghty 1989: 381), in turn based on the Maori and possibly the Tahitian

one, but he put in letters to represent those sounds that were not in Tongan. These were:

r s w y, and the prenasalised stops. Cargill wanted to use the Greek theta to represent the

voiced apical fricative, but the printer could not produce it and chose c instead (Schtitz

1985). Like most missionaries' orthographies, the Fijian orthography had the defect of not

distinguishing between long and short vowels (Geraghty 1989: 381).

It appears that the Tahitian and Maori orthographies also indirectly influenced the

Hawaiian orthography devised by missionaries in 1829. The Hawaiian orthography of five

vowels with continental value and 12 consonants with English value was confirmed by

comparison with a Maori grammar and vocabulary. The missionaries and Ellis, a missionary

who came from Tahiti, decided on k, w and I instead of /, v and r and rejected the variant

sounds (Elbert 1954:8). Like other missionary orthographies, the orthography of Hawaiian

was nearly phonemic.

But the earliest of the missionaries' dictionaries was the first dictionary of the Maori

language, which appeared in New Zealand, in 1820. This is the workwhich the Hawaiian

missionaries checked their orthography of 1829 against (Schtitz 1994a:107). The material,

a hundred pages consisting of a vocabulary and a grammar, was compiled by the missionary,

Kendall. The orthography, however, was devised by the scholar, Samuel Lee, of l,ondon.

In view of the fact that in an ideal orthography each separate phoneme should be represented

by a single orthographic symbol, Biggs (1981) explains that the only flaw in the orthography

was the use of two symbols to represent a single sound on two occasions: ng and wh.

3.4 Some rnnovative Features

Some missionaries were better prepared than others to compile dictionaries. Schtitz

(1985: 56) describes David Cargill, who came to Fiji from Tonga in 1835, as a missionary
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with special language ability. Cargill can be said to have been the major brain behind the

linguistic description of Fijian at this time. Like Davies in Tahiti, he was considerably better

educated than his colleagues and therefore was among the better prepared missionaries. He

was fluent in Tongan and was used to Tongan orthography. The orthography he devised for

Fijian (see previous section) can be said to be the main innovative feature of his dictionary,

but he was efficient in other ways. After a year in Fiji, he reported having completed about

3,000 words in his manuscript dictionary, and by July 1838, he wrote that he had done 5,000

or 6,000 words with their signification, accentuation, and probable historical source (Schtitz

1985). Cargill's dictionary was not published, but his manuscript was used for pedagogical

purposes and was the foundation for subsequent work on the language.

lnrrin Andrews' 1836 dictionary of about 5,700 words was greatly expanded into his

revised dictionary of about 15,500 words, published in 1865. Andrews' revised dictionary

was a great achievement, making him the most important single name among missionary

dictionary authors in Hawaii (Elbert 1954). Although Lyons, another missionary, criticised

Andrew's dictionary in 1878, it is clear that Andrew's work was valuable for its large

amount of information. In 1915 Henry Parker was appointed to revise tle Andrews

dictionary. He added diacritics and about 500 new words as well as revised definitions done

by Lyons.

In some countries, dictionaries were written by missionaries from different sects, such

as the work of Father Neyret of the Roman Catholic Mission in Fiji. The Catholic missions,

which were established later than the Methodists in most countries, often developed a

Catholic variety that differed from the standard literary language of the Methodists. This

was the case in Fiji and Tonga. Rabone's (1845) dictionary tended to represent Wesleyan

words while Colomb's (1890) work tended to reflect Catholic words. The first of the

following pairs of words are Wesleyan and the second, Catholic: kelesi / kalasia'grace',

peesi / pasina 'page', srsa Lses, 'Jesus', 
faifekau / pdtele 'ministernn 'd.ngelo I 'aselo

'angel'. Many Catholic words are adapted from Latin or ltalian, and sometimes French

while Methodist words are based on English. Some dictionaries gave both Catholic and

protestant terms, such as Mosblech's Hawaiian dictionary of 1843. Mosblech's dictionary

of Hawaiian, in which French was the metropolitan language and in which Hawaiian and

Marquesan words were mixed, was unique in that it had data from both Catholic and

Protestant sources (Elbert 1954: l2).
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An innovative feature of Colomb's dictionary of Tongan was his attempt to represent

both the long vowel and the glottal stop (see chapter 4, section 3.1).

Although a noticeable feature of missionary dictionaries is that they generally lacked

any detailed information about usage so that many dictionaries did not include "rude words",

there were a few exceptions. Those few dictionaries that included "rude words" were

criticised for doing so. Andrews' Hawaiian dictionary was criticised by Lyons for including

them. In the course of his work on the second edition of his Samoan dictionary, Pratt

changed his mind and inserted "immodest words" that were not in the first edition. He

argued that it was useful to know which words were "immodest" in order that they could be

avoided. He also had a small section on honorific language. However, Pratt had a purist

side to him. He thought that the Samoan use of k for t was causing a "great injury" to the

language. He did not like the tendency of Samoans to replace the sounds t and n by k and

zg respectively in conversational Samoan. The Tongan dictionaries of Baker, Rabone and

Colomb provide some information on honorific language in Tongan in the entries of

appropriate words.

3.5 Main Features of the Missionarieso Dictionaries

The main features of the missionaries' dictionaries mav be summarised as follows:

1. The main motivation behind their compilation was evangelical. The missionaries

desired that the heathens of the Pacific be converted to Christianity, and to do this they

wanted to learn the indigenous languages in order that they could preach the Word of God

and translate the Bible into the indigenous languages. Thus, the intended audience of these

dictionaries was largely the missionary-teachers themselves, and later, a few dictionaries

were aimed at helping Pacific peoples learn English.

2. The missionaries' dictionaries were much more detailed than the early wordlists.

Cargill's manuscript dictionary of Lauan and Pratt's Samoan dictionary are good illustrations.

3. Characteristic of the missionaries' dictionaries is the fact that in all cases, the

missionaries' orthographies were nearly phonemic. However, it was still the case that vowel

length and the glottal stop were either not represented or inconsistently so.
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4. In some places there were dictionaries written by people of different sects, so that

some dictionaries recorded Catholic terms while others recorded Methodist terms.

5. The dictionaries of this time did not include much information about usage. With

only a few exceptions, they tended not to include "rude words".

6. Finally, the missionary dictionaries were prescriptive in the sense that they

included words that would not have been used in ordinary spoken language. These included

words for things needed for Bible translation, such as words originating from Greek, Hebrew

and Latin.

4 Modern Bilingual Dictionaries of Professional Linguists and Other Scholarsl

It may be said that the age of the modern bilingual dictionaries of professional

linguists and other scholars began in the 1940s and has continued to the present time.

By the 1940s, western-based institutions, such as systems of government, legal systems and

education systems, had become established in the Pacific Islands. It became noticeable to

Ieaders of education systems in the Pacific that the indigenous languages of the Pacific were

beginning to face serious competition from the language of the colonizers, which was English

or French in most places (see chapter 3, section 2). There had been a shift in educational

policies in the Pacific from emphasis on the vernacular languages to emphasis on flre

metropolitan language (Siegel 1996). It was against this background of the changing status

of the languages that the modern dictionaries of the professional linguists and other scholars

were created.

It may be true to say that the missionary era introduced major changes in the value

systems of the Pacific peoples as evidenced in the change in their religious beliefs, but these

changes largely took place through the medium of the indigenous languages themselves. The

basis of the new religious beliefs was the Christian Bible, and the missionaries had seen to

it that the Bible was translated into the native languages of the Pacific. When the

missionaries introduced western education systems, the medium of instruction was initially

the indigenous languages themselves. But by the 1940s, English came to be emphasised

I Because the next chapter constitutes
of development, this section will be

reviews of dictionaries selected from this stage
kept brief.
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Pacific-wide (Benton 1981, Geraghty 1989, Siegel 1996, Spolsky et al. 1983. See also

chapter 3, section 2). From then on, the situation began to change, gradually at first, but

after World War II it was obvious that English had become the language of prestige. This

change in the status of the languages became reflected in the goals of lexicography in the

second half of the twentieth century.

There was an increasing awareness that indigenous languages needed to be recorded

and maintained. The following speech of the Minister of Education, Cook Islands, though

written recently in anticipation of the completion of the dictionary of Rarotongan, may be

said to represent one motivation behind the compilation of the professional bilingual

dictionaries of tie Pacific:

...Our language is at a eritical stage. Some of our people no longer speak it well,
some hardly at all, and a first-class dictionary is an essential part of the
implementation of our policy of maintaining and strengthening it as a vigorous core
of our cultural heritage... (Buse file, Centre for Pacific Srudies)

Like the recently completed dictionary of Rarotongan by Buse (Buse 1995), some modern

dictionaries are aimed primarily at recording the indigenous language as part of language

maintenanc€ and language education programmes (see, e.g., chapter 2, sections 5.1 & 8.1).

Dictionaries would also help standardise the written language and provide guidance for the

formal teaching and learning of the Pacific Island languages in the school systems (see

chapter 2, sections 3.1 & 4.1).

With advances in the study of linguistics and knowledge of Pacific linguistics, a few

Pacific Island governments undertook dictionary projects after World War Two. Compilers

were usually Western-trained linguists who were, in some ways, better equipped for the task

of dictionary-making than their missionary predecessors. They drew attention to the Pacific

Island languages as worthy of being studied formally. Thus, a main purpose of these

dictionaries is to describe the indigenous languages as accurately as possible as an aid to the

formal study of the Pacific Island languages especially by linguists and other scholars and to

a limited extent, the metropolitan language by speakers of the Pacific Island languages. Most

of the dictionaries are based on extensive grammars either previously written or written as

Whether recording the indigenous language will help in the maintenance of the
language is a separate question (see Chapter 3, section 6).
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an introduction to the dictionary. The intended audience is always bilingual. Since meaning

is described in the metropolitan language, which is mainly English, non-English speakers are

unable to use the dictionaries. The main intended audience is therefore English-speaking.

Although the main aim of these dictionaries is to facilitate the formal study of the Pacific

Island languages, maintaining the indigenous languages is a secondary aim.

The category of the missionaries' dictionaries and that of the modern professional

dictionaries were overlapping categories rather than discrete categories with a clear-cut

dividing line. There was a transitional period in which C.M. Churchward produced his

grarnmar and dictionary of Rotuman, and Capell put out his dictionary of Fijian. Just before

C.M. Churchward put out his Rotuman work in 1940, he had obtained his doctoral

qualification (Litt. D.) under the supervision of A. Capell (letter of Capell to Churchward,

October 1940, from the Correspondence of C.M. Churchward with the Government of Fiji,

Capell and others about the Fijian and Rotuman grarnmars, 1939-1940). Although

Churchward was a missionary, it was as a scholar that he produced his work on Rotuman

and Fijian. Marshall (1960) describes the hiring of Churchward by the Tonga Government

in the 1940s to begin work on a grammar and dictionary of Tongan in this way:

As yet the government of Tonga is the only Polynesian administration to take
effective action upon the area's universal and crying need for professional linguistic
assistance. Their choice of a linguist was peculiarly appropriate. Dr Churchward's
several decades of continuous field experience, his wide comparative knowledge, his
continued seeking of and benefiting from technical assistance, and his invaluable
previous publications assign him the role of "Dean of Polynesian Linguistics" left
vacant by the death of Frank Stimson. (p. 917)

It may be appropriate, therefore, to say that the modern professional dictionaries of

Pacific Island languages began with C.M. Churchward's Rotumnn Grammar and Dictionary

of 1940 and A. Capell's A Nau Fijian Dictionary of 1941. Later, C.M. Churchward's

Tongan Dictionary came out in 1959. In 1957, Pukui and Elbert put our the first edition of

their dictionary of Hawaiian. G. Milner's Samoan dictionary was published in 1966. Later

works included T. Schneider's (1977) "functional" dictionary of Tongan, R. Firth's Tikopian

dictionary, S. Elbert's Rennellese and Bellonese work, and the Tokelauan dictionary of R.

Simona, Other works that started around the 1960s and came out recently are H.M. Ngata's

English-Maori Dictionary of 1993 and J. Buse's dictionary of Cook Islands Maori (1995).

As Schiiu (1994a:231) writes, the professional dictionaries have an expanded scope,
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a more accurate indication of glottal stops and long vowels, and usually some kind of

statement on word accent. Professional dictionaries attempt to improve upon the mere

glosses of the missionary dictionaries. For example, they try to ndefine" and "explain"

rather than simply "translate" with the result that more encyclopedic and usage information

are included (see chapter 7, section 2.3, and the reviews of modern dictionaries in chapter

2). They consider more subtle problems of lexicography such as defining a clearer boundary

between homonymy and polysemy, and arranging lexical items in ways that would be helpful

to the dictionary user. They are more scholarly than most of the missionary works, as in the

provision of referenced examples and sources of lexical items as well as historical

information on efymology such as proto-languages. Some modern dictionaries have so much

information that they are much longer than the dictionaries that preceded them. The

Hawaiian dictionary of Pukui and Elbert as well as Churchward's Tongan dictionary are

examples of very comprehensive works.

Emphasis on everyday language seems to be characteristic. of the modern professional

dictionaries. Often, many obsolete and archaic words entered in the missionaries'

dictionaries have now been dropped. This is very noticeable in Yves Lemaitre's Tahitian

dictionary when compared with Davies' dictionary of last century. However, there are

exceptions. The Hawaiian dictionary attempts to include all words whether their meanings

are known or not. The word "obsolete" has been replaced by the word "archaic' because

the authors are trying to revive lost words (see chapter 2, section 9). The emphasis on

contemporary language also means that many loanwords are included. These loanwords

mostly arise from technical fields and the new technology. Churchward's Tongan Dictionary

actually anticipates some future loans (see chapter 2, section 3.2.1).

Changes in methodology are currently in progress. The dictionaries that came out in

the forties to the sixties were compiled using the traditional methods of recording words in

cards stacked in shoeboxes. By the seventies, projects began to be increasingly computerised

(Hsu and Peters 1984). Most dictionaries being written now no longer use the old methods.

The computerisation of dictionary-making is making the task of dictionary-making much

easier and less time-consuming than in the past. For example, it is now much easier to

create reverse lists, make corrections, and re-order entries. Although the basic task to

defining still takes as much time as before, computerisation enables organisational tasks to

be carried out more efficiently. Dictionary projects for Micronesian languages and
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Polynesian outlier languages in Micronesia made much use of the computer in the seventies.

In the Pacific Islands it is likely that national projects will turn to computers in the way that

professional lexicographers have done.

In addition to the major comprehensive works such as those already discussed, much

smaller, simplified students' dictionaries of a few thousand headwords are being produced

in a number of Pacific lsland languages. These smaller works are aimed primarily at

students learning English as a second language and at people wanting to familiarise

themselves with the indigenous language at rather short notice. In these small dictionaries

glosses are usually quite short and grammatical information is very minimal. In conffast, the

major works are much more comprehensive. They are usually much larger than previous

dictionaries with most including a finderlist or reverse dictionary at the back for easy

reference.

4.1 Main Features of the Professional Dictionaries

The main features of the professional bilingual dictionaries may be summarised as

follows:

1. An important purpose of dictionaries in this modern era is to assist in the formal

studies of Pacific linguistics.

2. Modern dictionaries are often more comprehensive than the works that preceded

them. This reflects the fact that more information is now seen to be necessarv if the

descriptions of lexicons are to be complete.

3. Attention is paid to points of orthography overlooked by the missionaries'

dictionaries. Most of the major bilingual dictionaries of modern times indicate vowel length

and the glottal stop where appropriate.

4. There is an emphasis on cont€mporary language. Most modern dictionaries

include many loanwords particularly from English but drop archaic and obsolete words.

5. Many modern dictionaries seem to provide more encyclopedic information than

previous dictionaries. A notable example is Sir Raymond Firth's (1985) Tikopia-English
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Dictionary.

6. A change in methodology is in progress, in which dictionary-making is

increasingly characterised by computer use although shoeboxes and cards are still used.

5 Monolingual Dictionaries

Most recently has been the advent of the monolingual Pacific dictionary, set in motion

by the monolingual Fijian dictionary project that began n 1971.3 In the last two decades

it has become increasingly clear to Pacific Island nations that English is developing at the

expense of the indigenous languages. After many countries gained political independence

there was a general trend towards localising employment in areas previously occupied by

expatriates such as in the teaching force and in government departments. There was a move

in various countries to develop the "cultural heritage", a vital part of which are the

indigenous languages. It was felt that the time had come to try to raise the status of flre

indigenous language and draw people's attention [o the importance of maintaining their

cultural identity. This was the kind of nationalistic revival that has fostered interest in the

making of monolingual dictionaries of Pacific Island languages.

The trend started with the monolingual Fijian dictionary, which is now nearing

completion, but there are plans afoot in other places to compile monolingual dictionaries.

The monolingual Samoan dictionary project is now in its initial scages, and the Niuean and

and Tongan are to follow shortly.

Since the situation leading to the making of the monolingual dictionary is broadty

similar in other counfies to that in FUi, a brief description of the Fiji situation follows.

After becoming an independent member of the Commonwealth in 1970, the

Government's implementation of a policy of localisation resulted in a dramatic increase in

the use of Fijian in offices, classrooms, government departments, books, newspapers,

cassette tapes, and broadcasting. This surge of interest in the Fijian language is what

ultimately gave rise to the Fijian monolingual dictionary project. In 1971, there was a grand

3 Much of the information in this section was gathered as a result of my observation
of the Fijian Monolingual Dictionary Project in December 1990. I had the
opportunity to talk to the Assistant Director, Paul Geraghty, and other staff members.
Other sources are Schutz (1974), Geraghty (1989) and (1993).
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meeting of about 30 people at the University of the South Pacific (USP), where five

expatriate linguists who work on Fijian, Arms, Biggs, Milner, Pawley, and Schtitz, met with

Fijian chiefs, teachers, journalists, and officials of the USP. Bruce Biggs suggested that Fiji

should try making a monolingual Fijian dictionary. The linguists debated, then put forward

proposals for monolingual and bilingual and comparative dictionaries. The Fijians then went

into private discussions for two days to evaluate the proposals and make a choice. Once the

idea of a monolingual dictionary was chosen, the linguists and USP officials met to consider

financial and organisational matters. Schiitz was appointed director (after Pawley declined).

Training of trxro Fijian lexicographers took place at the University of Hawaii in 1973-75. In

1973, an agreement was made between the late Raymond Burr and the then Prime Minsiter

of Fiji, Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara, that the monolingual Fijian dictionary be compiled with

funds provided by Burr. By 1975, the actual data-gathering began.

In 1987, the government took over the dictionary project, which was becoming "the

de facto centre for the study of Fijian language and culture, and has accordingly been

designated the Institute of Fijian Language and Culture" (Geraghty 1989: 392). The Institute

(and therefore the dictionary) was dedicated to promoting true vernacular literacy with a

literary standard based on spoken Standard Fijianrather than what Geraghty (1989: 384) calls

Old High Fdian (OHF), a kind of "foreigner talk" Fijian that has developed mainly out of

missionary times, which was a mixture of l,auan and Bauan and English-influenced Fijian.

The Institute is dedicated to helping native speakers in both standard and non-standard Fijian.

The Institute implements these aims by running a weekly radio prografirme that disseminates

ideas and liaises with the USP and the Ministry of Education (MOE) in teacher training. Ir

also helps in producing material for the teaching of Fijian in tertiary institutions. But its

most important nla6 are to raise the prestige of Fijian, improve Fdian teaching in schools,

and counter the negative influence of OHF. As this is the only well-established monolingual

dictionary project in the Pacific, a brief description of it is given here.

5.1 The Monolingual Fiiian Dictionary
5.1.1 Aims

The intention behind the dictionary project is to compile a dictionary along the lines

of the Oxford English Dictionary but for the Fijian language. The specific objective is to

help improve the Fijian people's knowledge of their (standard) language. The dictionary is
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encyclopedic in nature since there is no other publication of the same scale with encyclopedic

information. It is mainly descriptive of the language, but it is prescriptive to the extent that

it tries to take people back to the state of the language before it was influenced negatively

by missionaries. The size of the dictionary is about 24,000 entries.

5.1.2 Establishing a Standard

Because Fijian has about 300 "communalects", the word Geraghty (1984: 32) uses

instead of dialects, the first problem for the project was to establish what is "slandard". It

was decided that the *standard" language would consist mainly of all the words of Bauan and

words from other languages and communalects that are known and used in the Suva area.

Standard Fijian includes accepted borrowings from English and other languages and

communalects. Examples of borrowings would be bastop frorn English "bus-stop" , beg for

Ettglish "bag" , nikua, a non-Bauan word now used generally, meaning 'today'. Included in

the dictionary also are all non-standard and non-Bauan words that have no standard

equivalents, such as Tongan loans used in Lauan, e.g. telefua'naked' and talanoa 'talk', and

words indicating social levels, such as the respectful terms in Lauan for 'spouse'. Usage

indicators are given to show levels and subject fields. Some non-standard words are given

even when there is a standard form, as with flora and fauna and disease names. Thus, in

various entries, the variations of a word are listed if they are commonlv used.

5.1.3 Staff

Of a staff of about ten people, only three are fulltime members of the team. Most

of the team are teachers employed by MOE. The team consists of the editor, a computer

operator, a typist, and the definers, who make up the majority. The editor, a trained

linguist, carries out linguistic research into the Fijian lexicon and grammar. He direcs and

monitors the project, and he spends a lot of time editing the work of definers and going over

with them individually what they have written. In addition, he reads newspapers for new

words, listens to radio programmes, and culls words from short stories gathered from

competitions. Only non-translated sources are read. The definers are allocated words that

begin with certain letters, such as all words beginning with a to i, as well as words that

belong to certain subject areas, such as "handicrafts" or "men's work", e.g. agriculture.

\
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5.1.4 Kinds of Lexical Items

lexical items are expected to cover all kinds of words in the lexicon from archaic and

obsolete words to modern English loanwords. Protestant and Catholic words, some proper

names, and commonly-used variants from other dialects are given. A full entry conveys

information on spelling; different forms of the word including dialectal variations;

gtammatical information largely on part of speech; meaning; usage; derived words including

reduplications and compound words; idioms related to the entry word; and etymological

information on loanwords. The dictionary conveys encyclopedic or cultural information to

a greater extent than has been done for Pacific bilingual dictionaries in general. Although

the Fijian dictionary tries to include archaic and obsolete words from 19th century sources,

the main concern of the dictionary is to describe the present language. Slang and obscene

words are also included.

5.1.5 Metalanguage

There are a number of original features that have been devised for the dictionary.

These include a metalanguage used to convey grammatical and usage information. Many of

the words or labels are Fijian words carefully chosen and given a new figurative sense.

There are many ingenious uses of words in which words for everyday things are turned into

technical language. For example, the word for verb is vrl which means 'basis'. The use of

this word is intended to suggest that the verb is basic in Fijian. The word idusi'pointrng'

is the word for demonstrative particles. An ikuri 'appendix, supplement, addition' is an

affix, with ikuri liu'precedtng supplement' as prefix and ikuri mui 'following supplement'

as suffix. However, the Fijianisation nauni is retained for 'noun' so that the n. and v.

symbolism is kept.

5.1.6 Sources

The listing of the lexicon is likely to be the most complete so far in Fijian

lexicography. The definers make use of all major bilingual works on Fijian to make sure

that words and their meanings are exhaustively listed. The major sources used are the

following old dictionaries of Fijian: Cargill's manuscript work of 1840, Hazlewood (1850),

the Marist brothers' work of 1903, Father Neyret's 1935 work, and Capell's 1941 dictionary.
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According to one of the definers, Capell's work is one of the most useful to her as a definer

because ,5r msanings he gives to many words seem to have been collected from several other

dictionaries, making his dictionary a "summary" of the other works. It is perhaps for this

characteristic of Capell's dictionary that the team had taken the trouble to check and correct

many errors in the work. The editor also adds those words that are culled from material he

reads, such as newspapers, texts from radio prograrnmes, correspondences with people, and

various other recordings.

5.1.7 Definitions

All the glosses and definitions of words in previous bilingual works are painstakingly

recorded by definers to ensure that no sense is missed out. Definers then add all senses that

have not been included. If the word being defined turns out to be dialectal and is not used

generally, the definitions are not copied since only the word will be quoted as dialectal in

another entry. If it is dialectal but has no other standard equivalent, the word is listed as a

lexical item. Because encyclopedic information is given freely whenever it is considered

necessary, the definitions of many lexical words are really explanations of meanings rather

than definitions (see chapter 7, section 3.2). The definitions of grammatical words and

interjections are mainly explanations of their functions (see chapter 7, section?.2). The

language of the definitions is kept as simple as possible.

In a monolingual dictionary, a lexical item is described in terms of other concepts in

the language. The resources to which a definer looks includes synonyms, antonyms, and

other lexical relations. Sometimes the meaning of a word is difficult to bring out unless

aspects of the culture are also explained. Thus, an emphasis of the Fijian monolingual

dictionary is that it is "encyclopedic" in nature (Geraghty: pers. comm. 1990).

Definers have a network of contacts all over Fiji, most of whom are elderly people

and teachers. Definers might contact these consultants and then base their definitions of

headwords on the information from consultants, glosses in the old dictionaries, and their own

knowledge of the words. After writing the definitions, the definer writes the parts of speech,

and illustrations of the use of a word. Included in the entry are the derived forms and their

definitions, in which the headword can be used since it is already defined. After the

definition, a colon introduces the illustrative phrase or sentence. The headword is bolded,

and the illustration is in italics. ldioms are entered and defined under the first major word,
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e.g. bera vakalevu'much too late' is defined under bera'slow', not vakalevu'very much'.

After a definer fills in a card with definitioru, he or she discusses the definitions with

the editor. The definer then writes a revised card, and enters it in the computer box which

has places for the letters of the alphabet (a to y). The computer operator then enters the

work and gets a print-out which the definer checks. The print-out is retyped, then checked,

this time by the editor. Nothing is final until the editor is completely satisfied.

An illustrative sentence or phrase is given only when a definer considers that it would

greatly improve the clarity of the statement of meaning. Illustrations are given for perhaps

less than half of entry words. They are either taken from published texts or invented by the

definer. A fair amount of usage information is often inherent in the illustrative phrases, but

there are also usage indicators giving information on whether a word is associated with a

particular dialect or subject-field.

5.1.8 Pronunciation

By way of providing guidance on the pronunciation of long words, an acute accent

mark is used to show only secondary stress. Since primary penultimate stress is always

predictable, it is not shown (cf. chapter 4, section2.4.5). Long words with affixes have

predictable stress patterns, so stress is not marked in such words (cf. chapter 4, section

2.4.4). [n long words that are not reduplications or derived words, only secondary sfresses

are shown. This means that stress is marked only occasionally. The long vowel is

represented by the macron. Sorne guide to the pronunciation of some borrowed words is

given by means of italics. For example, the word bas from English "bus" is written Das.

The italicised b represents a sound that is different from the Fijian prenasalised bilabial stop

represented by the Fijian letter b.

5.1.9 [1.1nngement

The arrangement of lexical units is largely alphabetical. For instance, some derived

words such as the causative form and compound words are defined in their own alphabetical

places. However, reduplications are defined in the entry for the base (root) (see chapter 5,

section 2). Derived noun forms with the i- prefix are also defined under the base. If the

headword is the first major word in an idiom, the idiom is defined under that word. A full
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entry usually gives several kinds of related words, e.g. synonyms, antonyms, and words from

the same semantic tield as the headword. Cross-references are used to point out where

words are defined. Etymological information, given at the end of an entry, is provided only

if a word is a loanword. With English loanwords, if the dialect, e.g. American English or

New Zealand English, is known, this is also given.

Senses and homonyms are ordered mainly according to frequency of use. Frequency

of use is determined more or less by the intuition of the definers, but sometimes some uses

are found to be more common than others in particular texts. This helps to determine order.

A historical order is sometimes used. More recent usages and loans from other dialects and

languages are placed after the more "original" uses.

6 Conclusion

Up until the 1970s, dictionaries of Pacific Island languages were written largely in

response to the needs of the missionaries in the past and of linguists in the present. The

initiation of the development of Pacific monolingual dictionaries has promised a change in

that situation. Native speakers of Pacific Island languages seem to be increasingly important

as audiences for dictionaries, so we may expect that linguists and scholarly users are finally

going to lose their monopoly as main audience of dictionaries in the Pacific in the foreseeable

future. Even in places in which native-speaking populations have fallen drastically, such as

Hawaii, there may now be reason, as Schtitz (1994a: 237) contemplates, to consider the

possibility of initiating monolingual dictionaries. The work of the Fijian monolingual

dictionary project is likely to be a model for subsequent monolingual projects.

Quite recently, a trend has started on the production of relatively small, learners'

bilingual dictionaries. Such works include Edgar Tu'inukuafe's dictionary of modern

Tongan, Richard Thompson's dictionary for Tongan students, and R.W.Allardice's dictionary

of modern Samoan. Some of these smaller works are aimed at helping Pacific peoples learn

English as a second language. They also cater for people who need short-term material on

Pacific Island languages. Such people include VSA (Volunteer Service Abroad) workers and

Peace Corps volunteers as well as tourists who are interested in the languages in non-

academic ways.

The major bilingual dictionaries, however, continue to be increasingly imporiant, as

indicated in the recent publication of the well-received English-Maori Dictionary by
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H.M.Ngaa and the Cook Islands Maort Dictionary by Buse that was completed by Bruce

Biggs and Rangi Moeka'a. Although monolingual dictionary projects are being initiated, it

is not likely that monolingual diotionanies will replace biltngual dictionaries. Pacific

lexicography is simply branching out to new and exciting areas.

trt seems that lexicographical activity in the Pacific is on the rise. Computer

technology is likely to greatlly assist its passage in the, near future. A popular programme

for dictionaries is Bob Hsu's lrxware dictionary progranme. An upcoming programme

called Shoebox has been developed by SIL personnel. Perhaps the main requirement for

dictionary projects now would be a stable and permanent staff, especially definers.
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CHAPTER TWO : REYIEWS OF SELECTED DICTIONARIES OF
POLYI\ESIAN LANGUAGES

I Introduction

This chapter presents a critical survey of the following bilingual dictionaries:

I
2
3

Title

Tongan Dictionary
Samoan Dictionary
A Dictionary of the
Maort Language
Dictionary of the Language
of Rennell and Bellona
Pan I Rennellese and
Bellonese to English
Dictionary of the Language
of Rennell and Bellona
Part II English to
Rennellese and Bellonese

Tikop ia- En g li s h D icti onary
Hawaiian Dictionary
Tokelau Dtctionar.t

Author & Date of Publication

Clerk Maxwell Churchward 1959
George B. Milner 1966

H.W. Williams l97l (7th edit.)

Samuel H. Elbert 1975

S.H.  E lber t ,  R .  Kusche l  &
Toomasi Taupongi 1981
Raymond Firth 1985
Mary P. Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert 1986
R. Simona 1986

5
6
7

Five of the dictionaries have a main component consisting of a Pacific language - English

section and a less detailed English - Pacific language section. Williams (1992) and Firth

(1985) have only a Pacific language - English section. The works on Rennell and Bellona

are in separate volumes, Part 1 and Part 2. Part I constitutes the main Pacific language -

English dictionary while Part 2 constitutes the less detailed English - Pacific language

dictionary.

I have restricted my selection of dictionaries to Polynesian because they are the

closest to Tongan, yet we can find in them a range of variables that would represent

dietionaries produced in the Pacific. These are good dictionaries to learn from, and they

were produced by different types of lexicographers and dictionary projects. For example,

Firth was a Social Anthropologist, and his dictionary was also concerned with etbnography;

Simona was a native speaker, and his dictionary is the most recent. Pukui was also a native

speaker, but she was working in close collaboration with Elbert. The Williamses were
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missionaries, and their dictionary grew out of the missionary era. Milner and Elbert were

linguists, and Churchward was a missionary linguist.

The purpose of the survey is to identify those areas in which it may be possible to use

previous bilingual dictionaries as models for the monolingual dictionary of Tongan. In

section 2 below, the main differences between bilingual and monolingual dictionaries are

discussed with a view to determining the extent to which bilingual and monolingual

dictionaries are comparable and identifying criteria for reviewing the selected dictionaries.

2 Distinction between Bilingual and Monolingual Dictionaries
2.1 Differences in Purpose

I^andau (1989) notes that the two types of dictionaries, bilingual and monolingual,

differ in their essential purpose. A bilingual dictionary is intended mostly to help a person

who understands one language but not the other. In the context of the dictionaries of

Polynesian languages reviewed here, such a person might be a linguist who knows English

but not the Polynesian language, or a native speaker of the Polynesian language who is

learning English as a second language. In a bilingual dictionary, the lexicon of one language

is matched against the lexicon of the other with the intention that meaning in one language

will be understood in the other. In the Pacific bilingual dictionaries, the meaning of words

in the Pacific language be understood in the metropolitan language, which is usually English.

A monolingual dictionary, in contrast, aims primarily at helping native speakers of

the one language, although sometimes it is designed to help learners of the language as a

second language. In a monolingual dictionary, enky words are rephrased in words of the

same language which are likely to be understood by native speakers and / or learners of the

language as a second language.

In a Pacific language - English bilingual dictionary, the two specific purposes are to

bring about comprehension, as in reading, of the Pacific language and to aid in the

production, as in writing, of the metropolitan language, English. As Zgusta (1971) points

out, the most important factor in determining the typology of a bilingual dictionary is

whether the goal is the comprehension or description of the source language, henceforth SL,

or whether it is to provide an aid to the generation of texts in the target language, henceforth

TL. For instance, English-speaking people may use the main section of Churchward's

Tongan Dictionary, the Tongan-English section, to look up the meanings of the Tongan
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words they hear or read, but Tongan native speakers who want to write English may use the

same section of the dictionary to look up the English equivalents of the Tongan words they

know natively and use the English equivalents to speak or write English.

The purpose of the main audience can determine the kind of information given in a

dictionary, such as the lexical items actually listed in the dictionary. If a Tongan-English

bilingual dictionary is primarily for English speakers to comprehend Tongan, then the

dictionary would be likely to include culture-specific words as headwords. If the dictionary

is mainly for Tongans to express themselves in English, then culture-specific Tongan words

would not be essential headwords since the Tongan learners would be aiming at developing

their English speaking and writing skills. Tongan users will not need big words such as

monimonfrmonitonu'blessed with good fortune' since they can look up simpler words of

similar tnsaning in general use such as lelei'good, fine' or Inkoifie'(regal word only) well-

being'. However, for the English speaker who is interested in learning the meanings of

Tongan words, these big words are important and would be included as headwords.

The purpose of the intended users is also likely to affect the kinds of equivalents or

glosses given in a dictionary. To use Churchward's dictionary as an example, if the English

equivalent of a common Tongan word is an uncommon word in English, it would present no

difficulty to English users who are interested in comprehending Tongan words. Linguiss

who are interested in learning the meanings of Tongan words would not have any problems

with complicated English glosses. With the Tongan users who are trying to learn English,

however, the way the gloss is phrased and the use of uncommon equivalents can present

major problems if they do not understand them or know how they are used. For the Tongan

users, it is important for the glosses to be idiomatic and easy to understand so that they can

provide good models of English. For these learners, too, examples and usage information

in English would be helpful.

Catering for these two different purposes may result in quite different types of

bilingual dictionaries. A Pacific language - English dictionary intended tbr a linguist who

knows English and is experienced in grammatical analysis is likely to contain glosses that are

not simple and grammatical information that is expressed freely in technical language with

little attempt at simplification. Churchward's Tongan-English diaionary is an example of

this kind of dictionary. A bilingual dictionary intended to aid a learner of English as a

second language would need to be very simple in style and presentation. An example of such
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a dictionary is Thompson's (1991) vocabulary called The Student's English-Tongan

Dictionary. This work is very different indeed from Churchward's comprehensive work in

almost every important aspect, and the difference is largely determined by the purpose for

which it was written and the audience for whom it was written.

A monolingual dictionary, in contrast, is aimed primarily at native speakers of the

language. For example, a monolingual dictionary of Tongan may be aimed at Tongan native

speakers who want to learn more about Tongan beyond the non-formal level of language

acquisition. They would use the dictionary especially to find out about the use of more

advanced words, perhaps technical or cultural, that they had not picked up but which would

require formal learning. Such words would be the so-called "dictionary words" which native

speakers learn about only in the dictionary as opposed to "experience words" which native

speakers "pick up" in acquiring their first language. Such a dictionary would need to have

characteristics that would suit the requirements of native speakers. The choice of words in

an enfry, for instance, should not be too technical or this will impede understanding even if

the users are native speakers; the dictionary should explain the meanings of at least most

entry words in a fair amount of detail; it may contain more detailed etymological information

and more encyclopedic information that is relevant and likely to be of interest to native

speakers. Kilham (1971) gives an account of the feafures that should be present in a

dictionary for native speakers, though her emphasis is on bilingual dictionaries.

There may be certain restrictions imposed on monolingual dictionaries written for

native speakers in the types of lexical items listed. For example, there might be an emphasis

on certain categories of words such as cultural terms or technical terms used on a daily basis,

and their inclusion in the dictionary could be part of a public education policy. Such

monolingual dictionaries can afford to be selective because native speakers already know so

much of the lexicon. Thus, instead of aiming for an exhaustive coverage of the lexicon, only

those lexical items in foci areas need be exhaustively listed.

Monolingual dictionaries that are aimed specifically at learners of the language as a

second language need to be specifically oriented towards the needs of second language

learners. They will also be restricted as to the kinds of lexical items listed as well as the

level of sophistication of definitions. Above all, a dictionary for learners of the language as

a second language must be comprehensible to the learners. The learners need to understand

the definitions and other information in a dictionary, so words that are too advanced or
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technical are screened from the dictionary. To help learners understand the language of a

dictionary, some monolingual learners' dictionaries, such as Longman's Dictionary of

Contemporary English (1987), are based on word frequency counts, which means that only

so many commonly used words in the language as identified by some authoritative study, are

used in definitions. Ideally, learners need to have reached a certain level of competence in

order to understand the definitions in a dictionary. Because these users are not native

speakers, the information contained in a lealners' monolingual dictionary may not be as

detailed or diverse as that in a native speaker's monolingual dictionary. Thus, dictionaries

catering for learners may be quite different from monolingual dictionaries catering for native

speakers.

With regard to its pulpose and intended audience, a bilingual dictionary is either

monodirectional or bidirectional. It is monodirectional if it is mainly interested in translating

one language into another but not vice versa or if, in addition to the main component of SL-

TL dictionary, there is only a (usually much) less detailed component reversing the direction

of the translation process. Such a component is sometimes called a finderlist or an index.

Among dictionaries of Pacific Island languages, a finderlist is an English - Pacific Island

language dictionary, and its main purpose is to give guidance to English-speaking users who

know only English on what words in the Pacific language to look up. Finderlists in

dictionaries of Pacific Island languages are usually much less detailed than the main

component. Since the finderlist is intended for the use of the same audience catered for in

the main component, the dictionary is still monodirectional. A bilingual dictionary is

bidirectional if the translation moves both ways with the depth and quantity of translation

being more or less the same each way. A monolingual dictionary can only be

monodirectional since the SL is itself the TL.

For both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, it is usually possible to achieve only

one main purpose and cater for only one kind of audience. It is not easy for a bilingual

dictionary to cater equally well for the comprehension of, say, a Pacific language and

production of, say, English, nor is it easy for a monolingual dictionary to cater equally well

for native speakers and for second language learners of the language. With regard to

bilingual dictionaries, this means it is not usually possible to be bidirectional. As already

indicated, the needs of the different audiences do not necessarily coincide. It is often the

case, therefore, that a monolingual or bilingual dictionary would have only one intended main
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audience.

2.1.1 Purpose of Dictionaries of Pacific Island Languages

trn the light of what has been discussed so far, it would appear that the major existing

bilingual dictionaries in the Pacific are mainly monodirectional in that most of them have a

main component of a Pacific language - English section and a finderlist that does not have

an equal degree of thoroughness of treatment but largely repeats, in reverse order, what is

already given in the main section of the dictionary. Five of the dictionaries reviewed below

are of this order, and two are even more literally monodirectional, each being without a

finderlist.

Laycock (1972) points out of Pacific bilingual dictionaries published to date that they

have rarely been conceived for the benefit of indigenous populations and that usually they

have been written by and designed for the missionary in the past and the linguist in the

present. Although Laycock makes this comment in connection with "minor languages", the

less described languages of the Pacific, the point he makes is also true of most dictionaries

of the better described Pacific Island languages. Not only have dictionaries of Pacific Island

languages been written with the English-speaking linguist or missionary in mind, but also

they have often been judged according to how well they cater for the needs of linguists and

missionaries, in addition to how adequate they are as fair records of the languages described.

In reviewing Tu'inukuafe (1992), Schiitz (1994b) gives, as an example of information that

is "missing" from the dictionary, cognates in other languages. Tu'inukuafe (1992) was,

however, written with a Tongan audience in mind, particularly students, the main component

of the dictionary beipg an English-Tongan section.

Although it is often the case that dictionary authors in the Pacific do not explicitly

state their intended main audience, several features of dictionaries of Pacific Island languages

show they are geared towards the needs of linguists and scholarly users rather than those of

native speakers. This is a point that is also argued by Crowley (1992). These main features

are:

The TL or the language in which meaning is to be understood is English, and many

definitions are in sophisticated English which the average native speaker would hardly

understand. Only indigenous functional bilinguals would understand the English
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ii)

iii)

meanings, but then such competent bilinguals would already know how to speak and

write English. The fact that there exist no major monolingual dictionaries of Pacific

Island languages to date is revealing of the fact that native-speaking populations in the

Pacific do not yet constitute intended main audiences for dictionaries of Pacific Island

languages.

Dictionaries of Pacific Island languages are basically monodirectional. They are

either literally one-way or have only finderlists to enable English speakers to know

what to look for in the main section of the dictionarv.

Many dictionaries lack or treat only sparsely the kinds of information that native

speakers would be most interested in, such as information about etymology, levels of

usage, and specialised cultural information such as poetical or oratorical usages (see

next section for illustrations).

2.1.2 Linguists versus Native Speakers: the Politics of Dictionary-making

lt is no surprise, then, to find that a bilingual dictionary written with the requirements

of linguists and scholarly users in mind may not necessarily please other audiences such as

native speakers of the vernacular Pacific Island languages. From time to time there have

been differing evaluations of dictionaries by linguists and native speakers. An example of

a native speaker perspective that clashes with that of linguists is represented by Papaali'i

Semisi Ma'ia'i, a medical doctor and native speaker of Samoan, who gives his view of

Milner's Samoan Dictionary of 1966: "[Milner's dictionaryJ was unpopular because of his

apparent liberties with the language, especially shanges in the use of words and their

meanings to suit the English equivalent..." (Star, 24 larnary, 1989). Ma'ia'i explains that

he is specifically against the recording of words that in his opinion are not really Samoan or

should not be regarded as Samoan. Citing the word mainiga'to mind' as an example, he

states that the adoption of the word has resulted from the corruption of the English word

"mind" in the sense of "not to mind", the idea of which can be expressed in Samoan

adequately without resortilg to this unnecessary borrowing (Ma'ia'i: pers. comm. 1993).

It is to be noted, however, that Milner merely recorded words that Samoans were already

using, in which case he was not taking liberties with the language. Perhaps what Ma'ia'i
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objects to is Milner's inclusion of such words in the Samoan dictionary.

Ma'ia'i is currently completing a dictionary of Samoan for the purpose of helping

Samoans understand and communicate in English. Significantly, he would like his work "to

encourage Samoans to be proud of their language and work to preserve it. " Here is a

perspective that would be different from that of the less purist linguist, for his notion of what

makes for "pride" in his language does not include what he calls these unnecessary

borrowings. For instance, Ma'ia'i thinl$ that we should recognise the "dignity" and the

"correctness" of the language. That, he says, is the only way we can retain the language.

"We cannot just let the language change in any old way; we can influence change and direct

it. " Although he fears that he would be accused of being an unrealistic purist, he believes

in informed and intelligent change. He acknowledges that a word like sapasui'chop suey'

is inevitable, but he sees no justification for such words as piliki'to bleed', naifi'knit-e',

kilini 'clean', 
foloa 

'flooro since there are already traditional Samoan words for them.

Ma'ia'i has a similar attitude to Tu'inukuafe's A Simplified Dictionary of Modem Tongan

which he says is like a rubber stamp that endorses foolish and lazy coining, which may be

all right today but what of future years and the next few generations? This process, Ma'ia'i

says, is leading to loss of words in the Samoan lexicon and is certainly not something to be

proud of. According to him, recognising the inevitability of language change does not mean

we should resign ourselves to whatever direction the language moves in. It would be better

if we could at least put in an effort to direct change.

Ma'ia'i explains that one of his own emphases in compiling his dictionary, which is

expected to be published soon, is on words that are commonly used by the people and he

records their meanings as he understands them. Among the words used by Samoans are

those that feature a lot in imagery in the speeches of orators. These words are those that

form the unique identity of Samoans and give Samoans their "feel" of Samoanness. In a

newspaper article he explains, "the Samoan language is replete with imagery and it provides

a constant flow of words which my forebears undoubtedly must luve used in the negotiational

speeches and oratories. They only lacked the modern machinery and opportunity to put those

words in a more Iasting format than their memory and their chants could afford" (Star, 24

January 1989). Ma'ia'i prefers Pratt's dictionary to Milner's because he thinks that Pratt is

more original and has a feel for those words that brought out true fa'a-Samoa or

Samoanness. He feels that Milner is a refinement, having introduced words like mainiga'to
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mind', which he thinks are not Samoan, into his dictionary. However, it is to be

remembered that Pratt is a century before Milner, and naturally has fewer English loans.

Another Samoan native speaker maintains that Milner is a good dictionary to the

extent that he has provided a core of the Samoan lexicon. But in the area of cultural

meaning, however, those semantic categories that the native speaker cares for are not

sufficiently dealt with (Afamasaga Malia Williams: pers. comm. 1993). Many words and

expressions of cultural significance in the culturally focal area of oratory are not represented

adequately in the dictionary. Or if the words are given, the explanations do not bring out

the kind of rich imagery that Samoans value and are proud of. The word tautai is glossed

by Milner as 'a master fisherman, captain of a boat', but in orators' speeches the word is

used to symbolise a leader or a person who leads. A tautai matapalapala is a skilled leader,

organiser, or master of ceremony, but this term is not listed by Milner. The word

fa'atamasoaali'i is not just 'fishing' but also a reference to the people in a meeting,

especially a mntais' meeting. The expression fuaga o lalovaoa, literally 'offspring of

underbushes', is a reference to the future generation, to those not yet born. The figurative

meaning of lalovaoa'the underbushes' is the young plants, the raw and unripened. Samoan

is said to be full of such words, and these are the types of meanings that make Samoan a rich

and figurative language. This is the type of language and meaning that Samoans most

associate with their identity as Samoans, it is their pride and joy, an important part of their

cultural makeup and mentality, their fa'a-Samoa, and they want these represented in a

dictionary of Samoan. When this aspect of their life is absent from the dictionary, Samoans

feel that an important part of their Samoanness is missing. Since what constitutes

Samoanness also includes knowledge that is "encyclopedic" in nature, linguists and foreigners

may not be aware that anything is missing. Some linguists, e.g. Malkiel (1962), do not

regard encyclopedic information as suitable for a dictionary.

One would suspect that part of the problem is a conflict between what native speakers

conceive as important and what is traditionally expected to be the domain of the dictionary.

I am referring here to what is conventional to a speech community as a whole. Some

cultural knowledge, such as poetical language, is not conventional in the sense that it is the

special field of orators only (see chapter 5, section 3.1). If Samoans consider this aspect of

their language a central part of their Samoanness, then it might have to be recorded, not in

a general purpose dictionary because of its non-conventional status, but in a special dictionary
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of poetical language. Or, ideally, it should be recorded in a monolingual dictionary of

Samoan for native speakers. It would appear that at the heart of the politics that permeate

the compilation of dictionaries everywhere lies this conflict between the linguist or

lexicographer and the native speaker in their conception of what constitutes the lexicon of

a language. Moreover, native speakers often differ in their opinions of i,nformation in the

dictionary (see Lindstrom 1985).

In speaking about his dictionary of Samoan, Milner concedes that the "professional"

approach of the linguist or lexicographer to Tongan or Samoan from a Western point of view

may leave out their deep poetical and emotional associations, born of hundreds, thousands

perhaps, of years of intimate relationship between the speakers of the language and their

culture, their joys, sufferings, victories and defeats. He believes that native-speaking poets

and elders would be needed to record those parts of a language, for a pdlangi 'European'

linguist can only do so much. Although he realised in compiling his Samoan dictionary how

deep the Samoan language was and that he was only skimming the surface, some information

had to be left out because of the time factor and he had to publish the work as it was

(Milner: pers. comm. 1993).

Sometimes there are also differences in the opinion of linguists and native speakers

regarding the orthography devised or refined by linguists. In true linguistic tradition, most

linguists expect that the orthography (at least of Pacific Island languages) should always be

based on a careful analysis of the phonological system of the language. The resulting rules

are then often judged in terms of the extent to which they accurately and consistently reflect

the phonemic system of the language. In contrast, native speakers' attitude to an orthography

may be based on its perceived simplicity or on mere conservatism. To them, it is not of

much import that such things as vowel length and stress, to which linguists are acutely

sensitive, be represented at all, and diacritics are often seen as messy and too difficult to

apply consistently. Thus, for quite a long time after the publication of Milner's dictionary,

one Samoan education authority simply disregarded Milner's accurate and consistent

orthography and encouraged schools to dispense with the glottal stop and the macron,

preferring that people work out meaning from context. Milner explains that leading Samoan

educationists were opposed to his use of the koma liliu'inverted apostrophe' to designate the

glottal stop, and tbe fa'amamafa 
'rnauon' for vowel length because Samoans who use

Samoan as a first language seldom need those helps. They argued that it would prevent
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children reading words in sentences from using their common sense and reading words

intelligently. More recently, though, there would appear to be some Samoans whose attitude

to at least the glottal stop has been modified. They now prefer to put in the glottal stop in

order that meaning be effectively disambiguated in all contexts. In response to the objection

to his orthography, Milner explains that his only purpose in using his orthography was not

to set those marks as part of the official orthography of Samoan but only as pronunciation

helps for non-native speakers, who need to be told when a vowel is, or is not, long and when

to use, or not to use, a glottal stop. This comment indicates that the conflict here is due to

a conflict in intended audience.

A similar attitude exists among Tongan native speakers towards Churchward's

orthographic representation of vowel length and the definitive accent in Tongan. I-eading

educationists maintain that his orflrography is too involved and there is a need for its

simplification since native speakers are not always able to distinguish between the long vowel

and the definitive accent or between the long vowel and the long vowel and definitive accent

used together. Several newspapers use whatever seems reasonable to them. Some

newspapers use the double vowel to designate both vowel length and definiteness. Others

use sometimes a double vowel and other times a macron to represent the definitive accent.

Only the Government newspaper, the Kalonikali Tonga, makes a real attempt to adhere to

Churchward's orthography, but even here the use of the macron and that of the definitive

accent are often confused.

However, since Churchward was commissioned by the Tongan Government to

compile a grammar and dictionary of Tongan, his system is also officially taught in schools.

But it is generally recognised that one of the reasons why there is a lot of inconsistency in

the use of the orthography is that Churchward's orthography is simply too difficult for native

speakers. Firth (1985), in his introduction to his Tikopian dictionary, notes the free attitude

of native speakers to the way their language should be written. Many native speakers simply

ignore any "official" orthography and write in the way they prefer. Firth also makes the

point that there appears to be little problem arising out of that.

It would appear, then, that in the case of bilingual dictionaries of Pacific Island

languages at least, linguists and native speakers have quite different perspectives and interests

with regard to a dictionary. Here, I am generalising broadly about "linguists" and "native

speakers" although, of course, each group includes a diversity of attitudes and practices. The
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rather practical aim or purpose of many native speakers is different in an importrant sense

from the often largely academic interest of linguists. The attitude of native speakers is also

tinged with emotion and has to do with a keen sense of nationalism. As such, there are

spheres of life represented by certain areas in the lexicon that native speakers consider to be

important and represent their cultural identity in ways that ordinary, everyday words do not.

The speeches and oratories of Samoan seem to be focal areas that native speakers would like

recorded in more detail in a dictionary. Native speakers want to bring out their own feelings

and knowledge of their language. Seeing these in the dictionary will give them a sense that

the dictionary is a true reflection of their values and something that they can be proud of.

Absolute accuracy and strictly principled methods of defining in the best lexicographic

tradition are not necessarily of major importance to them. A linguist interested only in the

workings of the language may record the language without these native speaker feelings and

preferences, and it may be that a different picfure of the language emerges as a result. This

may be what causes conflict between linguists and native speakers. It may explain Ma'ia'i's

attitude above as well as the somewhat negative reaction to Milner's dictionary among some

Samoan native speakers when the dictionary first came out and their seeming preference for

Pratt's dictionary. In direct contrast, prominent linguists rate Milner's dictionary as one of

the best dictionaries of Pacific Island languages (Pawley: pers. comm. 1989).

Between the more objective, factual aceount of meaning of the linguist who is

interested in the formal properties of the language, and the more subjective, emotively

coloured account of meaning by the native speaker who is often fiercely proud of his

language and wants it recorded in a way that refleets that pride, a compromise is not

necessarily what is needed for the simple reason it may not be practicable. Rather, there

may be a need to separate the two types of dictionaries altogether, even though the purposes

of linguists and of native speakers may not be totally mutually exclusive. The linguist's

dictionary should perhaps be bilingual with an emphasis on an exhaustive listing of the

lexicon. That makes completeness and quantity extremely important from linguists' point of

view (see below). The native speaker's dictionary should be a monolingual work with

emphasis on what are considered to be foci areas from the native speakers' point of view.

The result should be copious references to cultural contexts, so we can see in the record a

reflection of the people's values, beliefs, aspirations, fears, loves, hates, moral and ethical

systems, customs and traditions, material culture, aspects of their behaviour and way of life
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in different spheres of life - as much of these as is possible within the constraints of time and

space. This is the vision of a good native speaker's monolingual dictionary.

2.1,3 Implications of Different Purposes for Reviewing Selected Dictionaries

Because native speakers and linguists have very different perspectives, a dictionary

review based on native speaker perspectives would be very different from that based on the

perspectives of linguists. A fair review of the selected dictionaries below must therefore be

in terms of the extent to which they aid linguists rather than native speakers since dictionaries

of Pacific Island languages are written mainly for linguists, not native speakers. This is a

point of view that is often taken for granted, but as shown above, linguists are not necessarily

the only kind of audience a dictionary may cater for.

Thus, a typical Pacific language - English dictionary such as Churchward's Tongan

Dictionary should not be reviewed with vernacular speakers learning the vernacular in mind,

or vernacular speakers learning English as a second language in mind. ldeally, Tongan

speakers learning Tongan would best use a monolingual Tongan dictionary, and Tongan

speakers learning English as a second language would best use English monolingual learners'

dictionaries such as Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary or the Longman

Dicttonary of Contemporary English. The English glosses in a dictionary such as

Churchward's would most likely be too difficult for second language learners. And since it

is generally acknowledged that translation into or constant resorting to the mother tongue

during second or foreign language learning tends to be counterproductive (Krashen 1985) in

second language learning, a second language learner of English would be better off with a

monolingual learners' English dictionary. Nor should the dictionaries of Pacific Island

languages be reviewed with English speakers learning or acquiring the vernacular languages

in mind since linguists are not primarily interested in acquiring the vernaculars but rather in

the formal study of the languages. Linguists tend only to use the dictionaries as reference

books in their formal study of the vernaculars and use them as aid in formal language

description.

2.2 Differences in the Statement of Meaning

A second major difference between a bilingual and a monolingual dictionary is that
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they are different in their types of definitions. In a monolingual dictionary, the SL is also

the TL, so the definition is in the same language as the entry word. An implication of this

is that the definition seeks to use lexical relations such as synonymy, hyponymy, and

antonymy in the explication of meaning. If these are absent, or if they do not adequately

cover the meaning of the lexical unit, the definition must include an explanation or a

paraphrase of the meaning. In a bilingual dictionary, the definition is phrased in a different

language, the TL, from that of the entry word, the SL. An implication of this is that the

statement of meaning is often in the form of translation equivalents. If the translation

equivalents do not adequately cover the meaning of the lexical unit, the definition should

include further explanation of the remaining elements of meaning. The problems of bilingual

definitions are often derived from problems of ffanslation across the two languages.

Because this section anticipates the reviews of only bilingual dictionaries, a

description of bilingual definitions follows below while monolingual definitiorui are treated

in chapter 7. For bilingual dictionaries, a basic problem is one of translation across

languages. Translation consists of transferring the meaning of the SL into the TL. This is

done by going from the form of the first language to the form of the second language by way

of semantic structure. It is meaning which is being transferred and held constant; only the

form changes (Larson 1984).

Quite often, only when an SL form is being used in its primary sense or function does

it correspond to a form in the TL. The remaining senses of the SL form, which may include

figurative senses and such devices as metonymy and euphemisms, do not correspond with

those of the TL form. This characteristic of "skewing", or anisomorphism, which is the

diversity or the lack of one to one correlation between form and meaning across languages,

is the basic reason that translation is a complicated task. [f there were no skewing, a literal

word for word and grammatical structure for grammatical structure translation would be

possible.

When the primary meaning of a Pacific language lexical unit happens to coincide with

that of an English word, the task of ranslation, hence of definition or explanation, is

straightforward. In this situation, the translation involves only a change in form, and the

gloss may consist of only English translation equivalents. The remaining senses of the

Pacific language form may have other English forms as translation equivalents. But if there

are no direct equivalents, then the senses must be explained in the TL.
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The common experience shared by humans everywhere means that many languages,

even if they are not closely related, will have a core of words that represent that common

human experience. [f we accept a basic equivalence of meaning on experiential grounds,

then theoretically, many lexical items in the SL will have translation equivalents in the TL.

For example, in English and in Pacific Island languages, there will be words that represent

such concepts as 'mother', 'slq/', 'up', 'night', 'sun', and so on (cf. Haiman 1980). It

follows that bilingual glosses will be easier to write, for at least part of the dictionary, than

monolingual definitions (see next section). The problem will be in explaining any finer

differences in meaning between the SL form and the TL equivalent.

If we assume a fundamental equivalence in meaning between any two languages, it

is possible to identify three types:

i) where a lexical item in the SL has an almost identical equivalent for the primary

sense in the TL, e.g. the noun/ale in Tongan and the noun "house" in English

where a lexical item in the SL has a rough equivalent for the primary sense in the

TL, e.g. the verb mahino in Tongan and the verb "understand" in English. These

have the same basic meaning but differ grammatically in that the English word can

be both transitive and intransitive whereas the Tongan word can only be intransitive.

The Tongan word hfilouifi and English word "apologise' are basically equivalent, but

they differ in that the former word describes a custom in which people are required

to dress and behave in culturally specific ways in order to apologise. Tongan manu

and English "animal" are basically equivalent, but they differ in their degree of

generality; mnnu includes birds, fish and insects in a way that "animal" does not.

where a lexical item in the SL has no one-word equivalent in the TL. This last

category includes culture-specific words, o.g. words for flora and fauna, idioms,

social terms such as kin terms, culinary words, political terms, religious terms, and

so on.

In a bilingual dictionary, the glosses of words such as those in i) and ii) above can be given

as translation equivalents with extra explanations of any remaining differences. With words

such as those in iii), there is no alternative but to provide explanations for these terms.

iir)
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Words that do not have a direct equivalent in the TL are sometimes "cultural words"

(as in iii) above) whose meanings include cultural items, institutions, attitudes, beliefs,

values, and so on, that are specific to the SL. In Tongan, examples of such words are kin

terms llke mehekitanga 'paternal aunt', some material items such as mohenga'bed', and

words in which values are important such as finemotu'a 
'old woman'. The mehekitanga

'paternal aunt' has the highest social rank in the extended family. She is superior in rank

to both her brother and his wife, and her children are superior in rank to her brother's

children. She and her children have ceftain ceremonial roles in the celebration of births,

marriages and deaths in the extended family, and she is cousulted on certain subjects such

as the choice of a spouse for her brother's daughter or son. Without knowledge of these

functions of the mehekitanga we are restricted in our understanding of the meaning of the

word mehekitanga. The word mohenga'bed' is culturally significant in one of its senses,

which is a layer of mats and tapa cloth piled on the floor as a place for sleep. In traditional

marriages, part of the ceremony includes the bride being taken by her people to the

bridegroom's place. The bride's family takes with them a mohenga for the bride.

Nowadays, the mohenga includes a European bed and mattress, but traditionally, mats and

tapa make up the mohenga, the quantity and quality of which are a mark of status and a

symbol of the willingness of the bride's family to give away their daughter to the groom.

This cultural significance of the mohenga is an important part of the meaning of the word.

The wordlnemotu'a 'lit. old woman' is a derogatory label for an unmarried woman who has

lost her virginity. The unfavourable connotation of this sense ofy'zemotu a is due to the fact

that premarital sex is frowned upon by the society at large (see ehapter 7, section 2.2.1).

An understanding of this societal value is needed to understand this sense ofy'nemotu'a.

In all of these words, there are elements of meaning that do not coincide with their

English equivalents. If such meanings, which may sometimes be described as

"encyclopedic", are not described, it is not possible to gain a full understanding of these

words, and this in turn will lead to problems of lack of comprehensiveness in the dictionary

(see chapter 7, section 2.3). If this culture-specific information is not added to the

translation or gloss, the user might get the wrong idea of the meaning, and this will adversely

affect the quality of the dictionary.

The mismatch appears to be greatest in situations where the SL is very different from

the TL, where the SL has little or no literature yet, and where the culture of the SL is very
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different from that of the TL. The mismatch often gives rise to an ethnolinguistic dictionary

in which meaning differences are explained because there are fewer direct equivalents.

Zgusta (1971) mentions also "onomasiologically productive" bilingual dictionaries where the

SL is not yet fully developed and the lexicographer either explains a new metropolitan term

or coins a term or borrowing for the new concept. The precise nature in which

lexicographers handle this mismatch is often determined by the nature of the audience they

are writing for. In Churchward's Tongan dictionary, some borrowings were coined as

translations of unknown English words (see section 3 below), but as Zgusta (1971) points

out, this is strictly not a task of the lexicographer but of the language planner.

Where the TL is so very different from the SL especially because of cultural and

technological differences, some lexicographers do not even attempt a translation because

there are no conventionalised equivalents in the TL. This is the case with some English

words in Churchward's English-Tongan section of his Tongan Dictionary (see section 3

below). Thus, in bilingual dictionaries, we may find that with certain categories of words

such as cultural, technical and perhaps functional or grammatical words, we may need to

"create meaning" in the TL, as Grace (1987) suggests. Grace (1987) maintains that meaning

is culturally-specific. Accordingly, translation does not consist of conveying meaning from

the SL to the TL. It consists of "creating" the SL meaning in the TL, using TL form (see

Kikuchi 1992). [n terms of the bilingual dictionary, this is done by explaining the new

meaning in the TL. If there is no direct equivalent owing to a mismatch in the meaning of

the lexical units in the two languages, then the definition will consist of a description or

explanation of the entry word rather than a translational equivalent.

Sometimes the mismatch is so great and the languages are so different that it is

difficult to express the translation in idiomatic words, given the need of the dictionary to

conserve space. According to Larson (1984), the underlying premise is that the best

ffanslation is the one which:

uses the normal language forms of the TL,

communicates, as much as possible, to the TL speakers the same meaning that was

understood by the speakers of the SL, and

maintains the dynamics of the original SL text so that the TL translation must be

presented in such a way that it will evoke the same response as the SL text attempted

r)

ii)

l l l
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to evoke.

But sometimes even i) is not possible when meanings are very different. Thus, literal

translations are not fully understood because the words used, though they may be the closest

in meaning to those in the SL, may be combined in ways that are not idiomatic in the TL

(see the review of Firth 1985 in section 7 below, and the review of Pukui and Elbert 1986

in section 9 below). Unless the translation is made very free, it is not always possible to

achieve idiomaticity while maintaining the same basic meaning in the translation. Laycock

(1972: 205) comments that "at times the semantics of the vernacular language can almost

defeat even "ffanslation English" ".

Thus, it would appear that because of the lack of isomorphism in languages there will

always be some loss of concordance in fanslation. However, in bilingual dictionaries it is

important that the meaning of the translation is equivalent as nearly as possible to the

meaning of the SL entry word or text and that at least the thematic words are concordant.

An important by-product of the translation process in a bilingual dictionary is that

sometimes sense discrimination is made easier in bilingual than in monolingual dictionaries.

Sometimes the TL translation equivalents for flre senses of an SL entry word are separate

enough in meaning to be considered as different meanings of homonyms rather than the

separate senses of a polysemous word. In a monolingual dictionary, the boundary between

senses may be quite fuzzy. Sense discrimination can then be more difficult in a monolingual

dictionary. There would be more homonyms in Churchward's Tongan Dictionary than in a

monolingual version of it, and this may be because the TL in a bilingual dictionary is often

able to separate senses in the SL by having separate words for each sense. In a bilingual

dictionary, the "bird" and "machine" meanings of the word "crane" may be considered to

be clear homonyms because there may be two totally different words for them in the TL.

This is the case in the English-Tongan section of Churchward Out cf. chapter 2, section 8.3

above). But in a monolingual dictionary, the "bird" and "machine" senses of the word

"crane" may be considered to be polysemous senses of the same word because the definition

of one sense may be regarded as only a figurative extension of the other. This is the case

in the 1987 edition of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English.

It is not surprising that the Hawaiian-English dictionary of Pukui and Elbert (1986)

lists nine homonyms for maka 'eye', which include 'eye (of a needle)', 'point (of a
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fishhook)', and 'mesh (of a net)' as meanings of separate homonyms. In a monolingual

dictionary of Tongan, it is likely that the cognate mate 'eye' would have much fewer

homonyms because the senses would be seen as much more related. Senses such as 'eye in

face', 'front of house', 'point of needle', 'blade of knife', and so on, would be regarded as

senses encompassed by a general definition such as the most salient part of something, or the

part to be displayed, or the most important aspect of something in terms of its salience,

beauty or function (see the definition of mata in the pilot dictionary of chapter 9).

2.3 Areas of Similarity

However, despite these major differences, monolingual and bilingual dictionaries in

some respects involve essentially the same processes, hence problems. Completeness, clarify

and accurateness of the statement of meaning are just as important in bilingual dictionaries

as in monolingual dictionaries. Decisions regarding arrangement and presentrtion are equally

important in both types of dictionaries. In reviewing any dictionary, whether monolingual

or bilingual, one needs to look at those factors and the way they contribute to the quality of

a dictionary.

Monolingual and bilingual dictionaries are both about imparting information about a

language. Moreover, the intended audience of both types of dictionaries, whether they are

linguists and scholarly users or native speakers, are learners in one way or another who want

to learn about some aspect of the language. Thus, the ability of a dictionary to present

information in ways that are comprehensible and readily accessible to users, no matter what

their level of sophistication is, is an important part of reviewing a dictionary. In reviewing

a dictionary, one would need to examine not only the quantity and quality of the information

that is given, but also the way in which the information is ordered and organised.

Perhaps the most basic similarity between bilingual and monolingual dictionaries is

that both seek to expound meaning using some kind of translation process. Whereas the

bilingual dictionary concentrates on finding translational equivalents in a TL and then

explaining any differences not covered by the translational equivalents, the monolingual

dictionary strives for equivalents of the entry word within the same language, and then makes

up for any remaining difference by further explanation. The monolingual definition still

"translates", but the equivalent is sought by examining lexical relations such as synonyms,

hyponyms and antonyms in the same language (cf. Jakobson's 1959 "intralingual translation"
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or "rewording").

Biggs (pers. comm. 1994) maintains that monolingual definitions are harder to

formulate than bilingual glosses while Nida (1958) speaks of bilingual dictionaries as being

more difficult to write. Nida is thinking more of elusive encyclopedic information whereas

Biggs is talking about the task of explicating meaning in the same language. The reason why

writing glosses for bilingual dictionaries is less formidable than writing monolingual

definitions is that a large part of the lexicon of two languages, especially basic nouns and

verbs, will more or less match in meaning, at least in the primary sense, because of the

fundamentally similar human experience in many spheres of life. For example, the Tongan

word, kult is readily glossed by the word 'dog' in English, matapd by 'door' 
, and punaby

'to fly', and so on. [n a monolingual dictionary, words llke kult, matapd and puna will need

to be defined by reference to their sernantic features, so longer explanations need to be made.

However, decisions relating to what cultural information should be included in definitions

are still decisions that have to be made for both types of dictionaries, and explaining any

remaining differences after the translation equivalent (in the case of bilingual dictionaries)

and the definition (in the case of monolingual dictionaries) are given still has to be done for

both types of dictionaries.

2.4 Criteria for Reviewing the Selected Dictionaries

Various lexicographers give their ideas on what is important in reviewing dictionaries.

landau (1989) describes the work of James B. McMillan, who put forward the following

criteria, which are general enough to apply equally well to bilingual and monolingual

dictionaries:

t) Quantity of information: This includes the number of entries; the number of

definitions; the number of new terms when compared with other dictionaries;

frequeney of use of subject-field labels; the amount of grammatical information; the

amount of usage information, including the number of synonyms, and so on, in the

usage brackets; pronunciation guides; and etymologies. Taken together, these factors

should be able to indicate a general comment on the quantity of information in a

dictionary.
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ii) Quality of information: This includes accuracy of information; completeness of

information, e.g. the inclusion of culture words, idioms, and so on; clearness;

simplicity; modernity; inclusion of illustrative sentences or phrases, which may or

may not be invented, and should be relevant and unbiased (e.g. they should not be

written to advantage only one particular gender, race, religion, and so on); and the

inclusion of a good guide to the dictionary and front-matter material and so on.

Taken together these factors should enable accurate comments on the quality of a

dictionary.

Method of presentation: This includes comparisons of the systems of alphabetization;

the placement of etymologies within entries; the order in which definitions are lisled;

pronunciation systems; typography; and cross-references. For referential integrity,

a number of cross-references should be tracked down. Also, front-matter essays

should be considered. Taken together, these factors should enable an informed

judgement on the method of presentation.

Landau (1989) sffesses the importance of having some knowledge of lexicography for

evaluating dictionaries. He explains that too often reviewers lack this knowledge. For

instance, experts in technical fields usually criticise definitions of their own fields and expect

encyclopedic essays on each entry. But lexicographers know there is not enough space for

this. Critics should take into consideration practical limitations on the size and cost of a

work. The great majority of reviewers of general dictionaries are popular authors, literary

critics, or professors in the humanities who do not know why certain decisions were made

with the result that they lack the basis for making informed judgements about dictionaries.

Haas (1962) lists a number of desiderata for a bilingual dictionary: there should be

a translation of each SL word; the dictionary should eover the whole SL lexicon;

grammatical information should be provided; usage guidance should be given; names should

be included; special vocabularies or registers should be included; spelling aids and alternative

spellings should be included; pronunciation guides should be included; and compactness is

important.

These factors should be borne in mind but they do not have to be all present in a

bilingual dictionary for linguists. As Laycock (1972) points out, Haas has points that are not

required in special linguists' dictionaries. For example, levels of usage are not needed since

iii)
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linguists do not necessarily want to learn the SL. Laycock comments

dictionary cannot be equally oriented to speakers of both languages. Thus,

are not major flaws.

According to Laycock, the following are some of the kinds of

linguists and translators would require in a bilingual dictionary:

that a bilingual

in reviews, these

information that

ii)

iii)

An extensive listing of the lexicon and a complete system of cross-references to use

as a tool for their comparative works on languages, reconstructions and so on,

A complete finderlist to help them use the main section of the dictionary.

Grammatical information in both the body and the introduction to enable tanslation

of vernacular texts. Wordclass is particularly imporiant.

Affixes can be left out "at the expense of some extra effort on the part of the user"

(Laycock 1972:204), but irregular forms should be listed especially if the irregularity

is such as to move them away from the alphabetic location. Dutton (1992), however,

makes the point that if affixes are not included, the index may miss entries for words

like'and', 'but', 'if', 'while', and so on, which are usually expressed by affixes that

are attached to stems in some Melanesian languages. This would be inconvenient for

linguists.

Other important points to note when reviewing the dictionaries arise from earlier

discussions above (sections 2.2 and,2.3); these should be noted in addition to the comments

of lexicographers above. Completeness, clarity and accurateness of the statement of meaning

are just as important in bilingual dictionaries as in monolingual dictionaries. The

requirements of bilingual dictionaries written primarily to provide a record of a language and

to cater for the needs of linguists working on a language may necessitate establishing

completeness as a major criterion. In order to achieve completeness in the explication of

meaning, mere translational equivalents may not be adequate, especially in explaining certain

categories of words such as cultural words. Fuller explanations giving "cultural information"

may be needed (see chapter 7, section 2.3). Elbert (1960) criticises the Williams dictionary

of Maori for the lack of "poetical meanings" the inclusion of which would have made a more

complete account of meaning (see section 5 below).

iv)
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But completeness or quantity should always be coupled with quality, of which clarity

and accuracy are important components. Clarity must be shown in the arrangement of the

dictionary as well as in the style of glosses and definitions. This entails examining decisions

regarding arrangement and presentation. For example, sense discrimination is revealing of

whether a dictionary is well-organised or not. Elbert (1960) criticises Williams for not being

more careful with the organisation of homonyms and polysemes (see section 5 below).

Accuracy should be assessed by taking a close look at the adequacy of glosses, definitions

and illustrative exarnples. The quality of the translation should also be monitored carefully.

Translations of lexical items and examples should be idiomatic. Some translations are so

literal that they are hardly meaningful to speakers of the TL (cf. sections 7.2.3 and9.2.2

below).

2.4,1 Ileadings in Reviews

To avoid repeating the same things in different places if the dictionaries are discussed

under the overlapping categories of quantity, quality and presentation, I discuss the

dictionaries under the headings of: purpose, in which will be described the intended audience;

content, which examines the size and scope of the work as well as the kinds of information

presented; arrangement, under which will be examined the way material in the dictionary is

ordered or arranged; and finally, quality, under which I look at the general merits and

demerits of the work.

3 Churchward's Tongan Dictionary
3.1 Purpose

According to His Majesry King T5ufa'dhau Tupou IV, Churchward's 1959 dictionary,

together with his grammar of 1953, was written mainly with the purpose of standardising the

writing of Tongan (pers. comm. 1991. See also chapter 4, section 3.1). After the works

were completed, however, two major problems relating to the standardisation of the language

have remained: first, the works have not been accessible to the bulk of Tongans because they

are written basically in English, and second, the suggestions relating to the orthographical

representation of vowel length, stress and word-division are so complicated that most

Tongans are unable to follow the rules consistently. These problems highlight the fact that

Churchward's dictionary and grammar are oriented first of all to linguists and English-
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speaking users rather than Tongan native speakers. Capell (1960) describes the work as

having long been needed in Tonga and "in the scholastic world". Because the account of

meaning is basically in English, and because the dictionary caters primarily for the needs of

linguists and scholarly users, the dictionary is hardly used by Tongans except a small

minority of specialists, mainly translators and Tongan language teachers, although people do

tend to buy the dictionary for cosmetic purposes (see chapter 3, section 5). Tongans seem

to be more familiar with the grammar because a translated summary of it is taught at

secondary schools as part of the Tongan Studies curriculum.

Both the reviews of the dictionary by Capell (1960) and by Marshall (1960) implicitly

recognize that the main use of the book lies with linguists, as in such comments as "it will

be the indispensable basis of future comparative and reconstructive studies of Oceanic

Languages" and "a must for students of Polynesian languages in general...". Churchward

himself also stresses in the introduction to the dictionary that the English-Tongan section

should not be used without the Tongan-English section because there are details about the

meanings of words that are present only in the Tongan-English section. He thus implies that

the dictionary is mainly monodirectional with the English-Tongan section being largely a

finderlist (see also section 3.2.1 below). The fact that the dictionary is meant to be

complementary to the 1953 grammar would, moreover, present no difficulty for linguists

since they are also ordinarily interested in the grammar and possess the linguistic

sophistication to understand it. Abbreviations such as s-f for semi-transitive verbs, s.d. for

self-defining nouns, v.g. for general verbs, and o.p.p. for objective possessive pronouns

cannot be understood without reference to the grammar.

There is some expectation, however, that at least some native speakers will be able

to use the book. Churchward mentions briefly in his introduction that the Tonganised forms

he has invented are given Tongan explanations in the English-Tongan section nfor the sake

of natives using the dictionary..." (1959: viii). An example can be found under the English

headword "helium", which is glossed with the invented Tonganised word hiliume alongside

which is a Tongan explanation in brackets. Only native speakers with functional literacy in

English, however, would understand the English glosses; the average Tongan and perhaps

even the majority of students at upper secondary level would be hard put to comprehend

many glosses in Churchward's dictionary. The glosses under the word anga'behaviour' are

examples of the rather sophisticated choice of vocabulary used in glosses. Ease of
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comprehension by Tongan native speakers would also be hampered further by the use of the

abbreviated grarunatical and usage information, often quite technical or requiring specialist

linguistic knowledge, that is prevalent throughout the dictionary. Tongan native speakers

learning English are more likely to find useful much less comprehensive but simpler works

such as Thompson (1991) and Tu'inukuafe (1992). Such works lay emphasis on simplicity

of language and style as a factor that is conducive to language learning.

3.2 Contents
3.2.1 Size and Scope

With 574 pages of approximately 20,400 entries in the Tongan-English section and

261 pages of approximately 20,300 entries in the English-Tongan finderlist, Churchward's

dictionary is a massive work by Pacific sundards and second only in size to Pukui and

Elbert's Hcwaiian Dictionary, 1986 edition (see section 9 below). The wordlist is a good

representation, though not an exhaustive one, of the lexicon of Tongan about 50 years ago.

A new or revised dictionary would have to take into account the very many new words

formed in the last two decades or so, particularly words adapted from English.

A high percentage of the lexical items listed consists of archaic and rare words.

Churchward took many of these frorn previous dictionaries of Tongan; he singles out three

earlier works: Baker (1897), Collocott (1925) and Colomb (1890). Although Baker's

Tongan-English dictionary was largely copied from Rabone (1845), a Tongan-English work

of about 13,000 entries, his English-Tongan index was a welcome contribution, making his

work much more accessible to linguists and English-speaking users. Colomb's Tongan-

French work, though slightly smaller than either Baker or Rabone, coniains many Catholic

words and many illustrative sentences and phrases. Another interesting addition by Colomb

is the French-Tongan-English index which gives an English equivalent in brackets after the

Tongan. Collocott (1925) is a wordlist of about one thousand words which includes some

Niuafo'ouan words (Collocott considered the language to be a dialect of Tongan). The

wordlist was written to supplement Baker's work.

Churchward included in his dictionary well over half of the words given in these old

dictionaries, but he never copied glosses directly. The inclusion of such a large portion of

old terms has contributed to the fact that in almost every page of his dictionary there would

be a few words that are no longer known to the present adult generation, and many more that
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are not in common use, especially compound words. Some native speakers have criticised

the dictionary saying that many words included are and probably were not used at all.

It is likely that Churchward retained those lexical items whose meanings could be

verified. Words ltke kaiftsi'to depend on others for food', kaimalotafoa'to eat in a wasteful

woy', and tangitofahia 'to bleed from the ears and nose after diving or swimming under

water' are probably examples of such words. That he rejected a substantial number of words

may have been due to one or more of the following reasons:

Some words were probably quite unknown by Churchward's time and the meanings

given for them could not be verified using the available literary texts or informants.

Words likely to be in this category are pakna adj. fluet: Koe tangata 'oku 
_. Voir

Tatue. Pakau. [ean, thin] (Cotomb 1890: 224), hakana 'to do in imitation of another,

to pursue the work of one dead' (Baker 1897: 124), and kaimatuu'a disease of the

eyes' (Baker 1897: 135). Although some of these words seem to be made up of some

known affixes and / or roots, the words are quite unknown nowadays.

By Churchward's time some words were probably being replaced by more modern

words so that the old words went out of idiomatic use. The difference between these

words and those in i) above is that these words were probably still known in

Churchward's time but were being replaced by alternative forms, so that it is likely

that Churchward included the newer words and rejected the older ones. Examples

of such words could be: me'ateka'wheel', now replaced by ve'eteka or vo'e;

me'afoaki 'gift', now replaced by me'a'ofa; and tangatafana 'sportsman', now

replaced by tokotaha sipoti.

Some entry words in the old works were probably considered by Churchward to be

several separate words that ought to be treated separately. An example of such words

would beme'akotoabe'everything', which is now written as three separate words:

me'a kotoa pE.

An examination of the large number of words in the old works which Churchward

rejected suggests that many of these words could be reconsidered for inclusion in a new or

revised dictionary. The words show features of being at least researchable, and some of

iD
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them, such as me'avala 'clothes', me'anoa. 'nothing'andkaitangata'cannibal', are now in

currency. Whether they have always been in currency or whether they have re-entered the

language is uncertain. Researchable words include those that look like derived words

containing some modern roots or are reminiscent of modern words in their root. Examples

of sucta words are pakevekeva 'lean, thin'; sl'komekina 'to dirt, to soil, to tarnish';

nofonekinanga'seat'; nava'gland du penis (parole, mauvaise)'; atungia'to dart, to throw,

to cast'; 'akaufanakumd 'a sporting bow (used for shooting rats)'; fotamanava 
'the right

auricle of the heart'; and,fakateteme 'trembling, shivering'. Other words look like borrowed

words from other Pacific lsland languages. Examples are ngasengase'weak, languid'; sau'ia
'revenge'; lovosd'a pitfall with pointed stakes in the bottom'; kalanui'green or dark blue

beads (labelled as obsolete in Mariner's Vocabulary)'; and nu'u'one's own country', this last

being in current use. Knowledge of possible related words or cognates in other languages

may provide further information about these words. Given these avenues to finding out more

about the meanings of these rejected words, it would be possible to research them further for

possible inclusion in a monolingual work (compare the situation in the Hawaiian Dictionary

concerning old words, section 9 below).

Of particular use to comparative linguists has been the large number of obsolete and

archaic words listed by Churchward. Less satisfactory has been the fact that despite the large

number of uncommon words found in the dictionary, most such words are not marked as

such. Examples of rare or archaic words which are not labelled as such are 'akivao 'to

plunder and lay waste.. .'i 'akihl '(of a fish that was cooked in leaves) to remain (in leaves)

as a skeleton only (after someone has surreptitiously eaten its flesh); veitu'utdvakia 'to suffer

from indigestion as a result of overeating'; veitalatala 'poetical for conversation';

va'anganaki'lo attribute to something, to say that it is due to it or caused by it'; vanutl'(of

land) to go down steeply so as to form a deep valley or ravine'; vdului'(of two pieces in the

game of lafo) to be close together but still far enough apart for another piece to go in

between them'; vaka-loa 'ghost ship'; fingekina'sheltered'; and, tu'utangamfulie '(only of

persons) well-proportioned, shapely, not too stout or too thin'. All these are rare words not

known to many present-day adults, and yet are not marked or differentiated in any way from

ordinary everyday words.

Not only did Churchward include verifiable obsolete and archaic words giving his

dictionary an historical dimension, but he also included a substantial number of loanwords
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from English as well as loans from other Pacific Island languages especially Fijian. Many

of the English loanwords were words for inftoduced technological items, introduced names

for plants and animals, introduced concepts and technical terms, and introduced religious

terms, mainly Wesleyan and Catholic, though many Catholic terms have been borrowed from

l,atin or Greek. Capell (1960) acknowledges that the dictionary can be used to carry out

very useful studies of loanwords, and indeed some have followed this up (see Schiitz 1970).

Of the loanwords from English, Churchward distinguished between two types. The

first type, under which he placed about 1,400 words, are marked with a single-crossed t signs

to show they are loans. An examination of these loanwords shows that about two-thirds of

them are retained in the language while the rest are not used any more. Although a third of

the loanwords no longer exist in Tongan, it seems that many of them have been replaced by

some variant of the dictionary loanword. For example, lepupilika 'republic' is the word used

now, but the form given in the dictionary is *lepupelika; and senitolo'sandals' is the word

used now, but the dictionary word is *saniteli. Sometimes the dictionary form is not used

because non-loans are used. For instance, te'elango 'lit. fly-shit' is the word used for
'candle' instead of the dictionary word xkaniteli; and fakamalu vakapuna 'lit. aeroplane

umbrella' is used instead of the dictionary word, *palasiuti'parachute'. In a few cases it

seems the dictionary form has simply gone out of fashion or perhaps is used only as a

personal ruure, e.g. taipalefi 'typewriter'. The word used now is taipe.

The second type of "loanwords", about a hundred in number, are marked with double-

crossed t signs to show that these words were bound to be assimilated into the language in

the near future. An examination of these predicted loans shows that only ten percent have

furned out to be used. It seems that there are three reasons why Churchward's predictions

have not come about:

i) [n some cases, the form that has turned out to be used is slightly different from the

predicted form. For example, the dictionary form is xtipoloma'diploma', but the

form in actual use is tipiloma; another dictionary form is xpalasitika'plastic' but the

form in use is pelesitiki.

ii) In otlrer cases, more orginal Tongan words are used instead of the dictionary form.

For example, *keleneiti 'granade' is the dictionary form, but pulu'esf (lit. husked
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iii)

(with the teeth) bullet) is the word in use; *petdliume'petrolium' is the dictionary

form, but the general ward lolo'lit. oil' is used instead; and the dictionary form is
*selofeni'cellophane', but the generally-used word is milemila.

In the case of the majority of the predicted forms, the thing for which the predicted

form stands has not been adopted in the culture and has tended to remain unknown

generally. Some of these predicted loans are technical terms or names of plants,

animals or foods. Examples we kolove 'cloves', tainamiki 'dynamics', sikueli
'squirrel', saveloi 'saveloy' 

, paikaleti 'pikelets', siateni 'chutney', and sitilima
'sfreamer'.

For a new or revised general dictionary, the lesson to be learnt is that only actual

forms should be described. Prescribing future forms is quite risky since for some English

words, there could be as many as five different Tonganised forms, and it is not possible to

predict which form(s) will be conventionalised, if the referent of the word becomes

assimilated into the culture at all. Very new words adopted in the last two decades should

also be included, such as komipiata'computer', 'akauni'account', 'inivesi'invest' 
, pdloni

'baron', and'eit isi 'AIDS'.

The English-Tongan section includes some modern English terms apparently for the

sake of educated Tongans, e.g. "mechanics", "mental disease", "merry-go-round", and

"microscopic". Some fifty headwords, such as "fetlock", "fibula" and "menthol", are left

untranslated because Churchward was unable to find suitable Tongan equivalents. These are

words that represent scientific knowledge that may not be conventionalised in Tongan. The

more technical of these words may be too specialised for inclusion in a general-purpose

dictionary, e.g. "catgut", "chrysalis", "corpuscle", "equinox", "laudanum", "niffic acid",

"nitrogen", "nitroglycerine", "ohm", t'prussic acid", "pupa", t'spore", "strychnine",

"telepathy", "tleorem", "tincture", "turbine", and "vitriol". However, there are somg words

that can be explained simply for the use of students and educated Tongans, e.g. "fetlock",

"fibula", "ulna", "menthol", "glottis", "hormone", "pistil", "protein", "raffia", and "ratio".

Churchward could have given brief explanations of these words to help educated

Tongan users. The word "fibula", for instance! can be explained simply, as Collins

COBUILD (1987) has done: "the outer bone of the two bones in your leg between the knee

andtheankle". Theword "fetlock" isdefinedby COBUILD as "thebackpartof ahorse's
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leg, just above the hoof, which sticks out and has longer hairs on it". A word like

"menthol" may be included and described in Tongan because it is known to many smokers.

A Tongan explanation may be as simple as COBUILD'S "substance that smells a bit like

peppermint, present in some cigarette brands, the stuff that makes it cool, and that you can

use to clear your nose when you have a cold".

The finderlist, almost the same in number of entries as the Tongan-English section,

is very exhaustive. The big difference in length is due to the fact that the Tongan-English

section has more detailed definitions than the finderlist. The finderlist also does not show

part of speech or usage information such as social levels, but its main use is to non-native

speakers in giving them guidance on what Tongan word(s) to look up in the main Tongan-

English section.

Despite the large number of headwords in this dictionary, Churchward himself

acknowledges that the dictionary is not complete. There are only representative typical

specimens of, say, compound words, derived words, and reduplicated words since the word-

forming potential of the language is very great. Several affixes, notably faka- 
'causative

suffix', and compounding agents such as anga- 'behaviour' and loto-'-hearted' are very

productive, so words containing these morphemes are only typical specimens.

Unfortunately, the dictionary contains many derivatives and compounds that are either

not in common use, therefore are not typical, or are literal enough expressions which could

have been left out to save space for less literal lexical items. Examples of uncommon or

unlikely words are anga-lotofi$a'of a happy and joyous disposition' , fakahana'i 
'to cause

to have diarrhoea', fefakamu'angutulahi'aki'to pout at each other', andfefakatdfd'aki'(of

two sovereigns) to bid farewell to each other'. With many of the anga'behaviour' words

given in the dictionary, the use of only the second element would suffice to express the

intended meaning. Compounding with anga sovnds superfluous. Examples of words with

more or less literal meanings are kanahe'la 'abounding in the fish called kanahe' , mo'unga'ia
'lraving many mountains or hills' andfaiako'aki'use as a teacher'. Affixes such as -'aftl

'with' and, -'ia'full of' are very productive and may be attached to virtually any major word.

Words that contain them should be left out of the dictionary to save space.

Churchward found thousands more basic words than in any of the old dictionaries.

These were either in the available literature or provided by informants. As well,

Churchward added many more plant and animal names, including some scientific names.
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The very considerable basic vocabulary has been very useful to linguists' reconstruction

work.

3.2.2 Senses

Although, in comparison with most other dictionaries of Pacific Island languages,

Churchward is very thorough in his coverage of senses and definitions, an obvious area

where senses are missing is when some words are considered to be primarily a particular part

of speech. In such cases senses of other possible parts of speech are often missing. The

verbal senses of words considered to be primarily nouns are sometimes missing, and nominal

senses of words considered to be primarily verbs are sometimes also missing. For example,

Churchward gives the nominal meaning of the word palopalema oproblem', but leaves out

the verbal sense of "problematic". He gives the nominal meaning of lomaki'flood' but

leaves out the verbal sense of 'to flood'. The nominal sense of tamasi'i'boy' is given but

not its verbal sense of 'to be young'. The same applies with the words tu'i'king' and polisi
'police'. Words taken to be verbs only and therefore miss out some nominal senses Ne 'aht

'to go' whose nominal seruie of journey is left out. The verbal sense of lele'to run' is given

but not its nominal sense of 'a race'. The verbal sense of kaukau'to have a bath' is given

but not its nominal sense of 'bathwater'. These omissions would appear to be rather

numerous.

This kind of omission sometimes leads to the associated problem of a lack of

matching between the glosses in the finderlist and those in the main section. For example,

the English headword "speed" in the finderlist is given the gloss of '(hono) vave' , but in the

Tongan-English section, the headword vave is not given its nominal sense of 'speed'. This

is because the word vave rs taken to be a verb only. A similar case is the word mok 'loss' .

The words mamata and fanongo are given only the verbal glosses of oto see' and 'to hear'

respectively. Their nominal senses are not given. Yet, the English headwords "spectators"

and "audience" are glossed as kau mamata and kaafanongo respectively, kaubeing the plural

classifier which marks nouns that represent people.

It seems that while the wordlist itself is relatively complete, it is the senses of some

words that sometimes get left out. However, it may be that as long as a word is listed and

given a minimal gloss, linguists would find those sufficient to find cognates and make other
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generalisations about the language. Whether a word is used both verbally and nominally may

not constifute essential information in a linguist's dictionary if there is a grammar that can

be referred to for such matters.

Glosses are very thorough, especially where a word needs to be explained because

there is no true English equivalent. Only Tonganisations tend to have one-word glosses.

Definitions are lucid and well-written, such as that given for the word fakahfr-kovi. The

literal meaning 'to insert badness' is given first, then the part of speech v.i. follows, then

follows the usual meaning of the word 'to put bad or false ideas into other people's minds'.

Then an illustrative phrase is given: 'Oua te ke f. kia Sione. 'Don't put bad or false ideas

into Sione's mind'. Then follows an illustration of an adjectival use: ko e fefine f. 
'She is

a woman who habitually puts bad or false ideas in people's minds'.

Only quite rarely is a homonym overlooked, such as for the word halain its sense

of 'presentations in a funeral'.

3.2,3 trlustrative Phrases

About half of all entries contain illustrative sentences and phrases, which are very

valuable in showing how a word is actually used as well as in reinforcing meaning. Since

the main audience are linguists who do not often want to learn the language, a stjatement of

the meaning might be sufficient for their requirements. However, users who require more

detailed information about words and the way they are used in sentences would want to see

more illustrative material in the dictionary. For example, the glosses of words like 'ilo 'to

know' would be clearer with illustrative sentences. Churchward lists the following as glosses

of ilo: to see, espy, catch sight of, notice, perceive;... Such glosses would lead us to

believe that a sentence such as

Na'a
TEN

'ilo 'a Mele
know ABS Mele

would mean 'I caught sight of Mele' or '[ saw Mele'. But the sentence means 'I knew Mele'

or 'I found Mele'. To project the sense of 'see', the directional particle atu'yonder' would

have to be added to the sentence:

ku
I
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Na'a ku 'ilo atu 'a Mele
TEN I know dir ABS Mele
'I caught sight of Mele yonder.'

Glosses on their own are not always enough to give the precise senses of headwords.

Most illustrative sentences and phrases used in this dictionary are invented, but most

are of very high quality in bringing out differences between senses as in the illustrations

under the word torutt 'to be exact'. Some illustrative sentences and phrases date the

dictionary, such as those referring to events or things of Churchward's time, for example,

references to the boat "Tdfua". Others were taken from legends such as those referring to

the legendary figures, Muni and Punga. A few illustrative sentences reinforce stereotypes

of women such as the example about the fakahL kovf woman. Other illustrative sentences

have a Christian bias (cf. section 2.4 above), as for 'aofia'protected' ('Oku 'aofia kitautolu
'e he mdfimafi 'o e 'Otad'We are engulfed by the might of God') and for 'atdloa'empty

space' (Na'e ngaohi 'a mdmani 'e he 'Otud mei he 'athlod'God made the earth from empty

space') reflecting Churchward's Christian background.

3.2.4 Grammatical Inforrnation

Despite Marshall's (1960) comment that Churchward lacks technical sophistication,

alluding perhaps to Churchward's rather old-fashioned style and background of traditional

grammar, Churchward's dictionary is a rich store of grammatical information which follows

from his grammatical analysis presented in his grammar. He gives very frequent word class

labels many of which are impressive in their accuracy. A verb can be transitive, intransitive

or semitransitive; it may be a general verb in which case it can be all of the three kinds. A

transitive verb may be durational or executive, or it may be neither of those. An intransitive

verb may be labelled a.v.i. in which case it can be used attributively as an adjective, but if

labelled v.i. it is not used atftibutively. A noun can be an abstract noun, a verbal noun or

a concrete noun, but it can be all of these with different senses.

Whenever possible Churchward gives also the possessive category of a headword and

indicates the difference in meaning. For example, A category matapule refers to a

spokesman of a chief while O category would refer to a woman's sister-in-law or a man's

brother-in-law. Churchward gives the possessive categories of most kinship terms except for
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huli 'young offshoots fig. descendants' and pikilau'tuber growing on the roots of kumara,

fig. children' which take O category. He also gives the plural markers for particular words

and explains when two or more plural markers make a difference in meaning. For example,

under fa'ahikehe 
'supernatural being' are the following: fanga fa'ahikehe 

'literal sense of

supernatural beings' , kau fa'ahikehe 
'persons spoken of abusively as devils', and ngaahi

fa'ahikehe'things treasured with an almost superstitious or idolatorous reverence'.

It has been said of Churchward that he was, in his time, one of the few to recognize

that Tongan cannot be forced into the English grammatical mold. Both Capell (1954-55) and

Milner (1954), however, think he has only pafily solved the problem of part of speech. The

main thing that Churchward did not bring out is the fact that in Tongan it is the rule rather

than the exception that bases can be verbal and nominal, although for some forms the verbal

use may be more conventionalised than the nominal, and for others the reverse may be true

(see chapter 6, section 2 for a discussion of part of speech in Tongan). The most important

practical implication of this for a dictionary is that for most if not all bases, there will be

both nominal and verbal senses. Whether these senses are all included in an entry would

depend on different considerations. What is important is that the multifunctionality of bases

be made clear in the description. It should also be noted that the details of the meanings of

the nominal or verbal uses are not always predictable. Churchward has not shown this

important feature of the language in his dictionary. This is probably incomplete rather than

inaccurate information, but it is the kind of incompleteness that can mislead linguists and

users about the grammatical potential of the language.

3.2.5 Usage

Churchward gives a variety of usage information in this dictionary. Where applicable

he labels words for their levels of usage according to social status. A word may be regal,

honorific, derogatory, colloquial, abusive, and so on. Churchward takes care to list

synonyms when appropriate. For example, under one sense of kaukau'to have a bath' there

are cross-references to words hke tdkele 'hon. for bath', fakamalfr 
'reg. for bath', and

mulumula'derogatory for bath'. Similarly for kata'to laugh' there are cross-references to

laffia'reg. for laugh'. Unfortunately, the giving of such synonyms is not always consistent.

Under other common words such as 'alu'to go' and kai'to eat' there are no cross-references

to regal terms and other rank words. Under some words are given also relationships of
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antonymy. Figurative extensions are often indicated, and some subject fields are given. For

instance, one of the senses of kai 'to eat' is used in the field of gurmes and scoring.

There are also occasional labels of subject fields such as law, medicine and so on, as

far as is possible to cover in a general-purpose dictionary. Included in some entries is

culture-specific information. Examples of words with cultural information are '6fato and
'akitu'a. The word '6fato is glossed as 'kind of white grub found in timber. It is sometimes

eaten by Tongans'. The word 'Akilu'a has the gloss 'to have the hands clasped behind the

back. Regarded by Tongans as discourteous'. There is sometimes some featment of poetic

and ceremonial language and some traditional occupations that carry their own particultr

terminology such as fishing and weaving.

Although Churchward labels some obsolete and archaic words, there are no similar

labels for a lot of rare words, of which there are very many. It is possible that these words

were not rare in the 1950s. But it is probably the lack of indication that led Marshall (1960)

to question the emphasis of the dictionary - whether it is on the current language or on the

classical language. Occasionally, there is dialectal information; for example, pikitongo is the

Vava'u name for a kind of shellfish generally called tuila. The word kdkau'uli is the Niua

name for the 1uee ngatata'Alectryon, of the species, Sapindaceae'. Veitalatala is labelled

poetical for talanoa'to talk'.

Some vulgar and impolite words are sometimes indicated. However, several words

witlr restricted usage are not labelled accordingly, as for the words hana 'to be loose in the

bowels', mene'to shrink back', andtangamimi'bladder'. These words are also swearwords,

but that fact is not made clear. The usage information that is essential has been left out from

many words. Many multiword idioms and proverbs in Tongan are given by Churchward,

but a good number are not, even though they have been recorded in Collocott and Havea's

(1922) record of proverbs, including some idioms from Rabone (1845). Affixes and their

allomorphs are defined and cross-referenced to the grammar, as for the prefixes -anga 'troun-

forming prefix' and ma-'verb-forming prefix'.

Occasionally, etymological information is given, especially cognates in the related

languages of Fijian, Samoan and Rotuman. Under the word sosa'a'uncomfortable', Fijian

sosd and Rotuman sosa'a cognates are given. Some words are of Fijian descent, e.g.

veitapui'to keep away from each other especially as cousins of opposite sex are supposed

to do' and veitokai 'only n feveitokai'aki, probably from Fijian veidokai' . The greatest
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number of borrowed words come from English which Churchward marks in the dictionary.

Sometimes Churchward merely liss cognates from other languages for comparison purposes.

3.2.6 Spelling and Pronunciation

Orthographic representation and word-division are consistently observed. lnsofar as

he has established principles of orthography and word-division and then stuck to them

faithfully, Churchward has done an excellent job (see chapter 4, sections 3.1 and 3.3). He

uses the macron to designate vowel length in some environments but uses double vowels in

others. Churchward is conscientious about his rules and rarely breaks them. He is also able

to rationalise his distinction between the long vowel, the double vowel and stress, with the

result that his orthography is of high quality because of his rationale and his consistency in

applying them, and this is probably why Marshall (1960) comments that it is wonderful to

have reliable data as to both vowel length and glottal stop. He thinks that Churchward's

dictionary is one of the very few in the Pacific with an adequate orthography. Churchward

has devised a system of orthography in which it is theoretically possible to spell words as

they are pronounced and pronounce them as they are spelt. Moreover, of all dictionaries of

Oceanic languages, this is the only dictionary that treats the glottal stop consistently as befits

its status as a consonant and letter in the alphabet. It is the last letter of the alphabet, a fact

that Churchward strictly follows in the alphabeticization of the dictionary.

However, the principles set out as governing spelling and word-division should be

reconsidered for their accuracy. It needs to be said also that Churchward's orthography is

very complicated, with the result that it is not helping to standardise the language. An

example is the way he spells the same word differently according to its phonetic

environment. In chapter 4, section 4, I discuss possible alternative orthographic and word-

division principles and recommend that present practice be changed.

As with most dictionaries of Polynesian languages, there is very little information on

pronunciation since spelling is largely phonemic. Under a few exordinarily long words such

u tokatmn'ananga'all-knowing' there is information concerning stress but such information

is rare. Stress sometimes should be given for those words in which it is not predictable (see

clrapter 4, section 2.4.5).
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3.3 Arrangement

The arrangement of lexical units in this dictionary, unlike most other dictionaries in

Polynesian languages, is strictly alphabetical. Compounds, reduplications and derivatives are

defined separately from their roots in their own alphabetical places. For example, words

formed with the prefixes faka-'causative suffix' andfe-'reciprocal prefix' are to be found

in f and not under the roots of the derived words. Churchward does not give any re:tsons

why he made this decision for strict atphabetical arrangement, but it is understandable that

he should opt for this since otherwise there would be so many subentries for some words as

to disrupt completely the alphabetical listing and the dictionary would have lost its sense of

balance.

Even using an arrangement based on roots, with some words there would still be a

problem of deciding where to draw the line for subentries. For instance, the word tangata
'man' has so many derived words that the subentries would be extraordinarily long, and some

of the derived words would have meanings that are not directly related to the root. Also,

there would be words which, though not formally related to the root, are intuitively

semantically related - for tangata we think of words like fefine 
'woman', tamasi'i 'child',

talavou 'youth', matdpule 'polite tbr man' and many others. Compared to words like

taonatangata 'homicide', these words would be closer semantically to the root. Semantically

related words would have to be grouped together under the root. It can be seen that an

alphabetical listing is thus more manageable.

Slight inconsistencies in Churchward's arrangement can be found. Kinds of birds are

listed under mnnupuna in the main Tongan-English section and cross-referenced from "bird"

in the English-Tongan section while kinds of fish appear under "fish" in the English-Tongan

section and cross-referenced from ika in the main Tongan-English section. These fish names

and bird names are repeated in their alphabetical places. But flrere is no similar listing of

plant names at all. Plant names are not cross-referenced from either "plant" or "tree" in the

English section or from 'akau in the main section.

Although the vast majority of headwords are defined in their alphabetical places, in

a few cases, a headword is followed by several of its compounds as subentries, as in the case

of taka 'to wander' and, Iova'race', but this is the exception rather than the rule. This is

probably convenient with words of a generic nature or words of which there are specific
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kinds expressed by compounding the word in the form of "word plus another element".

Because these compounds begin with the word and are not so numerous as to require separate

entries, they can be easily defined within the entry for the root word. In the finderlist under

"race", the cross-reference q.v. is given alongside the generic Tongan word,lova indicating

that there are compounds (e.g. lova sEpunl) or more information given under the generic

Tongan word. The headword taka'to wander' also includes compounds llke taka tahi 'to

go about constantly at sea' and taka taha'to go round alone'. Some of these compounds are

also listed in their alphabetical places but cross-referenced to the generic word for their

glosses e.g. taka tahi. But some compounds, such u taka taha, only appear under the

headword. This being so, it may be a good idea for users to look up the roots of compound

words in case there are compounds there which are not repeated in their alphabetical places.

The placement of etymologies within entries tends to vary. Sometimes it is placed at the

beginning before the definition, such as veipd2 from Fijian veiba, but other times it is at flre

end in the cross-references which says to compare with, say, Fijian and /or Rotuman forms

/ cognates, or gives the word "Catholic" in brackets at the end. With loanwords from

English, a cross and a double crossed t are used in front of the headword for easv

identification.

Churchward is conscientious about working out the differences between homonyms,

which he marks with raised numbers, while polysemous senses are separated by semicolons.

The use of semi-colons rather than numbers probably saves space, but clarity is thereby

sacrificed. Occasionally, polysemous senses are separated by letters such as for the word

tu'uaki 'to advocate'. Synonyms or different glosses of the same sense are sometimes

separated by commas. Here and there one might disagree with a decision to separate a word

into different homonyms, but in a bilingual dictionary, the defining language can differentiate

between senses more easily than definitions in a monolingual dictionary. Thus, our

designations of senses and homonyms would sometimes differ, as with the word mata'face' .

It seems that some homonyms are listed in order of frequency of use. At least

intuitively it would appear to be the case in entries like that of pule in which the homonyms

are ordered as 'to rule', 'the shell-fish', 'marked with spots', then'abdomen'. Itseems that

with ta'to beat' the arrangement is by what is primary, with the homonym of 'to hit' first,

and the loanword from 'tar' at the end being considered least important. With mapa'kind

of tree (diospyros)', the more well-known homonym of the kind of tree precedes the
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uncommon homonym for turtle eggs. The same consideration of common to less common

or primary to less primary is also used with the homonyms for lolo 'otl'.

With some headwords it is harder to work out the principle of arrangement. For

example, loto'inside' has the arrangement of 'hole in the sea', 'inside', and 'mind / heart',

in which the first meaning is probably the least common. It seems to be the case that a

homonym which is a loanword is usually listed last, such as the case with pipi'brb', polo

'to play polo', and pata'butter', but in a few cases the loanword is listed before other

homonyms. Examples are pine'pin', which is listed first, and szka 'sugar' in which the

order is 'sugar', 'diabetes', then the last homonym, which is not a borrowing and has the

meaning 'to go in (of a boil) instead of being really cured'. [t seems that where there are

two loanwords or more, frequency of use is the principle of arrangement. For example, with

sekoni, the first homonym is 'second, the unit of time' and the second is 'scone'. It seems

there is no single criterion for arrangement. My guess is that there is not just one but

several, depending on the circumstances of the word being defined, but the most important

criterion might be that whichever sense is most "used" by the community is listed first.

One of the most valuable assets of this dictionary is the extensive cross-referencing

system. For a dictionary that is organised in a strictly alphabetical order, the cross-

referencing system is the compromise needed to tie together words in some semantic

domains. Cross-references under toli 'to pick' give words with similar meanings. Under

tolo 'to throw' there are references to words that are morphologically and semantically

related. Under fale 
'house' are the different parts of a Tongan house which are defined in

their own alphabetical places. Under 'ffi 'yam' are the different varieties, which are also

defined in their alphabetical places. The cross-referencing system of this dictionary gives

a rich array of information on semantic links between words. The system turns the

dictionary into something like a chain of events. Words lead to other related words, and this

is what gives the impression that the dictionary is not a list of isolated words that is divorced

from reality, as a strictly alphabetical listing is wont to give. A great deal of cross-

referencing to the grammar is found in the dictionary. This is less appropriate for non-

linguistic users. A dictionary intended primarily for native speakers should have a more

reduced system, especially references to a grammar, since for the native speaker this would

tend to hamper understanding. Also, a dictionary can be made as independent from a

grurmmar as possible, and that would be desirable in a native speaker's dictionary. Only in
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a linguist's dictionary would reference to detailed technical points be desirable.

The typography is unattractive. It is difficult to read the italicised headwords. They

should have been bolded and differentiated from the italics of the cross-references and the

illusffative sentences and phrases. In fact, there is no bolding at all in the dictionary. It is

hard to readily discriminate between headwords in italics and illustrative sentences.

The t62 differing abbreviations leads to too much reference to the front of the book.

There are too many abbreviations although they do save space, and the linguist can follow

if he is interested. A dictionary for native speakers would probably be better off with as few

abbreviations as possible especially as he is not necessarily armed with linguistic skills.

Considering the comprehensiveness of the book there are extremely few misprints, which

points to excellent proofreading. Unfortunately, as Marshall (1960) points out, the book is

poorly made and unworthy of its contents.

3.4 Quality

The major strength of the book lies in its comprehensiveness. The sheer detail and

abundance of information in all elements of the entry is the reason why this work is of high

qualtty. As a record of the language and resource for the reconstruction work of linguists,

the dictionary is simply indispensable since the range of word categories represented is

enormous. Glosses are lucid, accurate and full, and the extensive cross-reference system is

very helpful to the linguist who is interested in studying Tongan in more detail. The

exhaustive wordlist will be a good start for the monolingual Tongan dictionary, especially

words of old Tonga, for these will need to be researched and included.

But, in the end, there are questions that the dictionary does not answer. The brief

guide at the beginning of the dictionary on sources, scope and arrangement does not include

information on how Churchward obtained his data as well as the extent and duration of his

field and library research, as Marshall asks in his review of Churchward. There are no clear

statements on dialects, and it is not clear whether the dictionary is supposed to stress current

or classical speech and whether Churchward is trying to establish a "correct" standard or just

to describe the language as it is spoken. These questions are important because they

represent the kinds of things that linguists and scholars would be interested in, such as

research and field methods as well as thoroughness of description.
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4 Milnerts Samoan Dictionarv
4.1 Purpose

The idea for a new grammar and dictionary of Samoan arose out of discussions and

negotiations between top officials in the Governments of Western Samoa and American

Samoa, in particular the New Zealand High Commissioner in Western Samoa and the

Governor of American Samoa. On behalf of the Council of State of Western Samoa, the

N.Z. High Commissioner in a letter to the Governor of American Samoa, expressed the fear

that "we find it very difficult to secure general agreement as to the correct interpretation into

Samoan of particular passages in English and there is little basic agreement as to what

constitutes correct Samoan..." (Milner 1966: vii). Later, a proposal for professional

assistance was made to the University of London in which was expressed the desire for "a

new dictionary which could serve as an up-to-date standard work of reference in matters of

spelling and translation" (Milner 1966: ix). George Milner was shortly seconded to begin

the task of dictionary-making by visiting the Samoas for a year in 1955 to collect data for

the work. Thus, like Churchward's dictionary of Tongan, Milner's dictionary had the long-

term aim of standardising the Samoan language.

At the same time around the early 1950s, the governments of Western and American

Samoa (New Zealand and the USA) wanted a work to help with the teaching and learning

of English as a foreign language... They wanted to "develop" the education of the Samoans

so as to enable them to take their place in the modern world. At least this latter motivation

is mentioned by Milner as the lesser of the two main purposes of his dictionary which were:

i) to interpret (the Samoan language) and cultural contexts to the world outside through the

medium of English and to try and map out the unspoken assumptions behind the distribution

of words in each principal area of human experience and meaning (synonyms, antonyms etc.)

and ii) to try and help (but recognizably to a limited extent) native speakers to understand

the meaning of English words and to give a rough guide to the ways in which [Samoan
wordsl can be translated accurately into English (Milner: pers. comm. 1993).

He thus implies that the bilingual dictionary has the main purpose of speaking to the

world outside rather than to native speakers. Although there is some expectation that

Samoans will be able to use the work in learning English, the dictionary is clearly

monodirectional in favour of English-speaking users and linguists. According to Pawley

(1969), Milner's Samoan Dicttonary is a general-purpose dictionary and therefore cannot
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cover everything exhaustively. He remarks that there is still a need for a monolingual

dictionary as well as a fullyfledged English-Samoan dictionary, and in the meantime this

dictionary is a handy stopgap. It appears that native speakers would find more useful a

monolingual Samoan dictionary to learn Samoan and an English-Samoan dictionary to learn

English, if not a monolingual English learner's dictionary.

The rather harsh criticism of Milner by some native-speaking Samoans (see section

2.1.2 above) has arisen mainly out of a conflict of opinion as to the intended purpose of the

dictionary. Many native-speaking Samoans believe that a dictionary of the Samoan language

should record the language as it is viewed and valued by the Samoans themselves, e.g. that

the culturally foci area of oratory should be covered adequately as it is an important aspect

of fa'a-Samoa. They believe that the orthography also should be devised to suit the needs

of native speaking Samoans. Being a linguist and scientific scholar, Milner focuses attention

on a core of the Samoan lexicon, leaving out many obsolete words, and his decision to use

the macron and glottal stop was motivated by the desire to inform non-native speaking users

of the way a word is pronounced. As for oratory, Milner acknowledges in his preface to the

dictionary that it would take a lifetime to study that esoteric area of fa'a-Samoa.

A clash of purpose is also evident elsewhere. Pond (1991) derides modern linguists

for failing to record native nnmes of natural kinds like insects. She points out examples in

Williams's dictionary of the Maori language of how insects are "defined in terms of common

English classification" (1991:445), if they are defined at all. She compares Pratt's more

comprehensive record of insect names to Milner's rather sparse treatment and complains that

even in the seventh edition of Williams's dictionary there is no trace of more recent senses

of insect-related words from Maori culture. The clash of purpose in evidence here seems

to be due to the fact that different categories of people have different notions of what a

dictionary should do and who is to be the main audience. Because the dictionary is primarily

to interpret Samoan to the world outside, Milner has justifiably restricted his focus to a core

general vocabulary. Because he is writing mainly for linguists and that his dictionary is a

general-purpose, not specialised, one, words in specialised areas of the language are not

essential to the dictionary. As Landau (1989) warns in the matter of criticising dictionaries,

it is all too easy for critics, especially specialists in other fields, to feel that their own

particular field has been let down, but they should realise that a dictionary has enormous

constraints regarding time and space, and that one should consider the consequences of one's
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criticisms such as that the dictionary should not thereby double in size.

4.2 Contents
4.2.1 Size and Scope

The Samoan-English section has about 9,64A enfties and subentries in 317 pages, and

the English-Samoan section has about 7,900 headwords in 143 pages. Although there are

not nearly as many entries and definitions in this dictionary as in Churchward's dictionary,

the two works are different in that Churchward was much more concerned with an exhaustive

listing of the lexicon while Milner appears to have focused on the core lexicon. Milner was

much more selective. For example, he has not included coarse and indecent words, and he

has not included half as many compounds as Churchward has done. Assuming that the

lexicons of Tongan and Samoan are more or less equal in size, some idea of Milner's

selectiveness may be seen in the number of compounds he lists under certain words as

compared to the number listed by Churchward under their cognates in Tongan. Milner lists

some 40 compounds of mea'thing' while Churchward lists 160 of its cognate. Milner gives

some 40 for loto 'heart' compared to Churchward's 120. Milner lists 2l for aga'conduct'

while Churchward lists 236. Although these particular words are extreme cases, it would

appear that the difference in size and scope between Milner and Churchward is made largely

by derived rather than basic words. Without discounting the possibility that Tongan may

have more compounds than Samoan in general, it should also be acknowledged that many

of Churchward's compounds and derived words are not conventionalised lexical items.

Pratt's dictionary of Samoan provides the original wordlist which makes up the

nucleus of Milner's work. However, it would appear that Milner left out the bulk of old

words retained in Pratt and included in his dictionary what may be regarded as the core of

the modern Samoan lexicon up to the sixties. Unlike Churchward's Tongan dictionary,

Milner's work focuses on the current, standard language with which the adult generation is

familiar. The number of words not known to adult Samoans is relatively small compared to

unknown words in Churchward. Since the publication of the dictionary, Dily new words

have been adapted from English. Some of these are now included in more modern works

such as A simpffied dtctionary of modern Samoan by Allardice (1985). However, several

hundreds of loanwords from English and other languages are represented in Milner's

dictionary. Several hundreds of proverbs are also given.
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Milner's preface includes a most perceptive grammatical sketch of Samoan in which

grammatical terms, especially word classes, are explained. Milner's account uses notions

in the phonology and pronunciation of Samoan to support his classification of lexical unis

of Samoan into bases and particles. The value of Milner's analysis lies in his recognition

that the shape of a word may remain unaltered irrespective of its function. Thus, his word

class analysis has resulted in entries describing multifunctional forms. For example, the

word tele is described as verbal in 'ua tele timuga'the rains are heavy'; nominal In 'o le tele

o tamaiti'the large number of children'; adjectival in'o le i'a tele'a large fish'; and

adverbial iD'ua mamno tele'it is very far'. He explains that if a "base is listed as in use

with verbal particles, it also subsumes the possibility of its occurrence with an article...

Similarly if a base is listed as in use with nominal particles, it subsumes the possibility of its

occurrence adjectivally" (Milner 1966: xxxvii).

Although, as has been noted above by Pawley (1969), Milner's grammatical

introduction would be likely to baffle the ordinary dictionary user, the introduction is

probably geared more to the needs of linguists and scholarly users, who are the intended

main audience of the work anyway. As Capell (1966) notes, the lengthy preface explains the

principles on which the work has been done and discusses salient points in phonology and

grammar so far as they affect the layout of the work. Milner also gives a note on the

orthography, the arrangement of the dictionary, and stylistics.

Unlike some lexicographers, Milner rejected lexical items of doubtful meaning. He

stressed the difficulty of studying in detail the culturally focal area of oratory, and

acknowledged that of the thousand plus proverbs he had collected, many were very difficult

to interpret, some words being already obsolete and figurative meaning depending on

profound knowledge of fauna and flora. It was very difficult to establish a standard because

there was so much conflicting opinions among native speakers, so dialectal was the nature

of knowledge of culture. These factors, along with the fact that indecent language and

proper nouns were omitted, help to explain the scope of this work, which may be perceived

by some to be small and lacking in specialised lexical domains, compared to dictionaries of

other major Polynesian languages. However, as Pawley acknowledges, full treatment is

given to some areas such as respectful language and species identificationof plant and animal

names. The fact that colloquial language is not given as deep a treatment as respectful

language may be due to the fact that, as Milner points out, Samoans believe that respectful
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language rather than colloquial is the ncorrect" version of Samoan.

4.2.2 Senses

Milner is extremely careful in illustrating the kinds of contexts for each sense.

According to Capell (1966), both sections have very full entries, set out in the best tradition

of lexicography. Grammatical elements such as verbal suffixes are not overlooked. Milner

is very careful and thorough in his glossing, and he takes great care with part of speech. His

sensitivity to the differences in meaning between Samoan and English is shown in the way

he glosses some words. For example, i'a 'fish' is said to include some vertebrates like turtle

and whale. He also mentions the great difficulty with which citations are translated into

English in such a way as to use idiomatic English and yet without departing too radically

from the glosses. The translation may have different word-classes, and occasionally an

unidiomatic translation is given in brackets followed by a more liberal translation.

Pawley (1969) explains that the definitions are translation equivalents. In attempts

to achieve better standards of accuracy of glossing, he suggests that the alternative is to

characterise meaning as perceived by Samoans themselves. For example, logona would not

only be glossed using an English translational equivalent but also something like "denoting

the conscious experience of a sensation". He says that this would make the dictionary

"emic", but the cost would be that it might not be understood by the majority of users. This

is probably a suggestion that is made of any bilingual dictionary rather than Milner alone.

It seems that an important question would be whether the purpose of the dictionary is to

present the SL perspective of the meaning of a word or whether it is (also) to find TL

equivalents to help translation or provide models of the target language.

Milner explains that sometimes some possible glosses are left out in order to save

space, especially of derived words from headwords and perfective forms, but glosses are

given if the gloss is considered to be quite unpredictable or special in some way. If a base

lacks a gloss it is because the base only occurs as a compound which follows soon.

4.2.3 Grammatical Information

The kind of grammatical information given in the dictionary is based on the preface

to the dictionary which gives an account of the main grammatical and phonological features
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of Samoan. Milner is sensitive to important parts of the gr:rmmar of the language and tries

to reflect these in the dictionary. The dictionary brings out the multifunctionality of the

language in a way that is clearer and more definite than most other dictionaries, including

Churchward. This is a very important merit of the dictionary as it enables linguists to get

an idea of the shape and potential of the language in a relatively short time, something that

is more difficult to grasp, say, from Churchward's dictionary of Tongan. For instance,

Milner makes in his grammatical introduction the distinction between verbal, nominal and

general particles, a distinction that is criterial in his notion of word class, his noun/verb

distinction. He also gives an example of multifunctionality as he applies it in his dictionary.

Where A and O possession is considered important, the category of possession is

made clear in the illustrative phrase, e.g. in the entries for tama'child' and tqma'father'.

4.2.4 Illustrative Phrases

This dictionary is rich in examples. One of the greatest merits of this dictionary is

to do with Milner's use of illustrative sentences and phrases. A great difference is brought

out between Milner's work and Churchward's in that the skilful use of illustrative phrases

in Milner renders his glosses so much clearer than Churchward. This is brought out in a

comparison of the way both of them define Samoan 'ae and Tongan kae 'but'. Milner's

glosses are reinforced by his illustrative phrases, and small points of sense not clear from the

gloss iself are made up for by the examples. A citation is left out when not needed, e.g.

in plants and animals, except if it is a well-known proverb. Many of Churchward's glosses

tend not to have examples, but his overdependence on the grammar is made more obvious

by too many references back to the grammar. Most people do not have the time to carry out

separate little studies of the grammiu each time there is cross-reference to it. Thus, in this

regard, Milner's work is superior.

4.2.5 Usage

Some information on usage is given. For example, Milner gives some encyclopedic

information under such cultural words as ffiupou'village maiden' , tautapa'praise the virtues

of a noble bridal couple', and ffiumnlae 'be the host of important guests'. A little

information is provided about etymology, B.g. under words derived from English such as
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misionare 'missionary' and Tongan loans such as u'amee'metal'. He puts in a question

mark if something is uncertain, e.g. in u'amea and misi 'Mr.' To indicate social rank, he

also gives polite forms of words e.g. tdumofa'eat'. There is some information on registers

and subject fields, such as Roman Catholic words and provides Latin names of trees. Vulgar

words are not given owing to the wishes of the sponsors. He labels obsolete words, as under

taulauniu 'coconut spathe'. There are cross-references usually to words of a similar

function, e.g. other members of a paradigm, as for the cross-references to d 'of', or to

synonyms or words that are semantically or morphologically related.

4.2.6 Spelling and Pronunciation

Milner gives a most perceptive explanation of vowel length and expresses his hope

that the macron be used more consistently, i.e. it should always be used when there is

"vocalic reduplication". The double vowel is to be used in environments that Churchward

called "synthetic double vowelsn where identical vowels come together but belong to two

different parts of a composite word, as n feoloolo 
'improve' and lauulu 'hair'. He also

stresses the importance of consistent use of the inverted aprostrophe as the representation of

the glottal stop. After consulting with some Samoans he changed his mind about suggesting

change concerning the glottal stop. Samoans were not very receptive to change in this area.

Stress, however, is not described. Nor is it indicated in those long words in which

stress is unpredictable, such as in tafailautalo 'kind of sea-eel'. Thus, it is not clear whether

the pronunciation is [tafa ilau talo] or [tafai lau talo].

4.2,7 Finderlist

The author claims that this part of the dictionary is mainly for the benefit of Samoans

who need to learn English. Unlike Churchward, Milner rejects many technical, scientific and

literary words and used only high frequency vocabulary need by the foreigner of English.

He used West's General Service List of English Words and Phrases in deciding which words

to include. Thus, it is to be expected that low frequency words would be absent from the

dictionary. However, the finderlist does contain some low frequency words because it is also

an index to the (main) Samoan-English section of the dictionary. About half of the lisr of

words is devoted to this purpose, and this accounts for the presence of some low frequency
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words.

Milner acknowledges that the English-Samoan section is not as comprehensive as the

first section of the dictionary and urges readers to use the English-Samoan section in

conjunction with the Samoan-English section. Examples of ways in which the finderlist is

less comprehensive than the Samoan-English section of the work are i) words of stylistic

implications may be indicated as, say, "polite" only in the finderlist but more detail

concerning its usage as a polite term is given in the Samoan-English section. ii) Where there

is no direct Samoan equivalent of an English word in the finderlist, the cross-reference s. for

"seen is given so that the main section is referred to. iii) The part of speech of the English

word in an enffy in the finderlist is not necessarily the same as that of the Samoan gloss or

word given.

The English-Samoan section has much less information than the main section but it

is essential for the linguist. Milner had done outstanding work on words like "beat",

"break", and "run", and generous use of cross-references to the Samoan-English part are

found in words like 'presentation" and "mat". [n general, the finderlist is very organised

and clearly arranged.

4.3 Arrangement

In general, composite lexical units are listed under the root, but a fairly generous use

of cross-references are used to indicate where the word is listed. However, when derived

words that begin with the prefixes/a'a- 'causative prefix',/e- 'plural prefix', and ma-'prefix

used with bases to denote completed action' are not perceived to have any connection with

the bases, they are defined in their alphabetical places with a cross-reference under the base.

For example, the word,fa'amage'open (the mouth)' is defined in its alphabetical place with

the note that it is probably cognate withmaga '(of a tree, road, etc.) fork'. Under magais

a cross-reference to see fa'amaga. If the base is given in brackets, it means the base does

not occur independently. Probably the best solution after unlimited space for duplication of

entries. well organised, clearly set out, very few misprints only. Reduplications,

compounds, derived words, and idioms are mostly under the base, but most also given in the

proper alphabetical place with a cross-reference to the base. Because it is not possible to

keep exclusively to arrangement of items under their bases in every case, Milner uses cross-

references to refer the user to the alphabetical place of a word that is not listed under a base.
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For example, under pEfea 'trouble' is a cross-reference to see alsofa'apEfea 'how'. Under

fa'apEfea is the cross-reference see also pEfea. Even if a base is not used, e.g. Iemo, it is

listed in brackets, e.g. (lemo) lelemo 'to duck'. This shows that lemo is not used but it is

a base. In the alphabetical place of lelemo, the cross-reference says see lemo. In the entry

for lemo, lelemo is glossed as well as other derivatives of lemo. Derivatives defined under

bases are sometimes listed again in their proper alphabetical places with cross-references to

the bases. For example, lauloa'communal fishing device' is listed in its alphabetical place

with cross-references to see under laf @). Proverbs are cross-referenced to Schultz's

Proverbtal Expressions of the Samoans. Other proverbs not referred to by Schultz are given

the cross-reference fs for figurative saying.

The alphabetical order is based on the order for English so that the letter g

pronounced eng is between f and h, and the glottal stop is simply ignored except where a

word happens to be spelt using the same letters, then the glottal and the macron are treated

as diacritics with the order of, say, a, -a, 'a, d, 'd. There is no comment on how the glottal

and the macron in such words be alphabetised, so some sequences appear to be erroneous,

e.g. 'ia ... i'a, but also has i'e ... le (Milner 1966: 81, 82). There is no word on

alphabetical order in this dictionary even though it appears to make a choice that would make

its order different in some details from other Polynesian dictionaries.

Milner tried to order senses for consistency by having senses with verbal and

adjectival collocations first, then those with nominal and adverbial collocations. The main

exception has been with bases or derivative that appeared to be used primarily with nominal

particles and only seeondarily with verbal particles. This is mainly the case with many

words denoting material objects, plants and animals. Thus, the order of senses appears to

be frequency of use. The order of senses can be very different from that of other

dictionaries such as the Tokelauan dictionary which can be seen in a comparison between the

order for the senses of vavd 'be quick, fast' and mrtlosi'be strong'.

Milner also tries to make consistent the order of subheadwords. Usually citations

incorporating the unreduplicated base come first, then derived forms with -gc, ma-, ta-, and

so on come next. Then come perfective forms of the unreduplicated base then follow the

reduplicated forms and their derived forms. The causative forms and reciprocal forms are

next with or without suffixes. Then compound words follow, then compounds with affixes.

Finally, erymological information is given if it is a loan word and pcw 'perhaps
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cognate with' is also given indicating the absence of conclusive evidence. The etymology

usually comes last in the entry. Roman Catholic words are often given the original Greek

word, as in the entry for faresaio 
'pharisee'.

The format of this dictionary is excellent. It is clear and easy to read. To save

space, the tilde is used in citations in place of the headword or a derived word of the

headword. Regarding the typography, this is one of the most handsome dictionaries in

Oceania. The bolded headwords and subheadwords stand out. The difference between the

italicised examples and native words and the rest of the entry is very clear, so the dictionary

is easy to read. Capell (1966) remarks that the dictionary is produced with the excellent

standards of Oxford University Press, but although he likens Milner's work to Churchward's

Tongan Dictionary, it would appear that Milner's is by far superior to Churchward's in this

regard.

4.4 Quality

As Pawley says, this is one of the four or five best dictionaries of Oceanic languages,

but it needs to be said that he is talking here about dictionaries that are intended for linguists,

not necessa.rily for native speakers (1969: 285). It caters for the needs of linguists more than

to native speakers. Although Capell thinks that the dictionary should find wide usefulness

in Samoa, where it was first requested, it should be added that the dictionary would be useful

to Samoans who are functionally literate in English. The methodology of the work and the

fieldwork and research necessary to write it was carried out as befitted a professional

Iinguist. Milner had carried out field work for a full year in various villages in Samoa

collecting data for the dictionary. Even after he was in London working on the dictionary

he had to return to Samoa for more field work, mainly checking information he already had

in his possession.

To the linguist, this dictionary is probably of less value compared to Churchward's

much more exhaustive listing of the lexicon. However, it has several excellent features

which lift it to topmost rank among Oceanic dictionaries: it is scientific in its conception and

arrangement; it brings out the multifunctionality of the language clearly; its glosses are very

clear and well-illustrated; it is less dependent on a grammar; and it is clearly superior in its

format and typography. It is a different kind of work from Churchward. It is like a close-up

look at a smaller but more basic part of the lexicon whereas Churchward's exhaustive listing
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may be described as saying a little about everything.

5 Wiffiams's Dictionary of the Maort La.nguage
5.1 Introduction and Purpose

This dictionary has undergone seven editions, the first five of which had authors from

three generations of the same family. The first edition was compiled by the missionary,

William Williams, tn 1844, and he revised it in 1852. His son, the bishop William Leonard

Williams, effected two more revisions in 1871 and 1892 producing the third and fourth

editions. Then his son, the bishop Herbert W. Williams, revised the book quite substantially,

presenting the fifth edition n 1917. The 1957 sixth edition was the first one to be revised

by people other than the Williams family. It was carried out by the Advisory Committee on

the Teaching of the Maori l,anguage, which was also responsible for the latest edition of

L971, which is the edition reviewed here.

The stated pu{pose of the dictionary is "assisting and furthering the study of the Maori

language" (Williams 1971: v). When the fifth edition of l9l7 went out of print, it was the

growing interest in Maori that prompted the making of the sixth edition of 1957, and when

by 1965 the sixth edition was out of print, "hampering the development of the study of the

Maori language" (Williams 1971: v), plans for the seventh edition were initiated. The fact

that the last two revisions of the dictionary was carried out by the Advisory Committee on

the Teaching of the Maori language can be seen as evidence that the dictionary is pedagogical

in purpose.

Since the first language of the majority of Maori today is English rather than Maori,

it is likely that Maori would benefit from this work more than, say, Tongan native speakers

may benefit from Churchward simply because the Maori's knowledge of English will enable

them to make use of the dictionary. It must be acknowledged that, as a teaching resource,

the dictionary is not necessarily going to preserve or maintain the Maori language (see

chapter 3, section 6). It is a resource only for the conscious, that is, formal study of Maori.

What is more associated with language maintenance is the informal learning of language in

naturalistic environments. Thus, the purpose of this dictionary is not inconsistent with the

major purpose of other Polynesian dictionaries, which is to facilitate the formal study of the

Pacific Island languages, particularly by linguists and scholarly users.
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5.2 Contents
5.2.1 Size and Scope

There are about 36 pages of introductory material to the use of the dictionary,

providing a good guide to the dictionary. In particular, it provides a good perspective of the

history of the dictionary, the rationale behind it, and the reasons for doing things in particular

ways. Previous works are explained, leading up to the present edition. In the preface to the

fifth edition a short history of lexicography in New Zealand is given. Like the Hawaiian

Dictionary of Pukui and Elbert, this dictionary makes good use of earlier works beginning

from William Wiiliams's first edition.

There are approximately 19,000 entries and subentries in the dictionary. There is no

English-Maori finderlist. Although for each edition, additional entries were added to the

previous one, the seventh edition is something of an exception because most of the revision

was to do with corrections of spelling, alphabetical order, and sources and references. The

only new entries were loanwords which were added to the appendix rather than the text of

the dictionary. Thus, the number of pages in the text of the dictionary has remained the

same as that of the sixth edition.

Because this dictionary is a revision of past editions many of whose enFies depended

on sources from the past, it is not surprising that, like Pukui and Elbert's Hawaiian

Dictionary, Firth's Tikopia-English Dictionary, and Churchward's Tongan Dictionary, about

half of the entries are not known to fluent speakers today. Some six hundred and seventy

loanwords from English are listed in the appendix of the dictionary.

With regard to culturally focal areas, it seems that the dictionary gives some

information on words relating to poetical language and the language of the nurae 'village

common'. There might have been, perhaps, better representation of idioms and cultural

words. It seems that there is a lack of the most common idioms found in Williams's First

Lessons. The small number of loanwords included in the dictionary suggests a lack of

modernity. But it may also suggest that these loanwords are subordinate, at least in the eyes

of the compilers, to real "Maori" words, especially given ilre fact that loanwords have been

relegated to an appendix, a fact that Elbert considers to be indicative of a puristic attitude

that has no place in modern lexicography. An alternative view would be that these

loanwords are different rather than inferior in their origin and that their placement in an

appendix would make it easier for those interested in the study of loanwords 0o locate them.
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Instead of listing them separately, Churchward marks them as borrowings in his Tongan

Dictionary.

As a fair representation of the lexicon of Maori, it seems that this dictionary is not

complete. Elbert's opinion of the sixth edition is that it is not complete because it does not

reflect the "figurative and symbolic flights of poets" (Elbert 1960: 431) and there are too

many omissions to warrant the name of a definitive dictionary.

5.2,2 Senses

As in the case of the Tongan dictionary, many senses of multifunctional forms are

missing in this dictionary. Elbert lists a number of forms whose complete senses are not

given; instead, only one or two senses are given. For example, under the word kua'verbal

particle' is the illustrative phrase Ko Paoa kua koroheketia, e tokotoko ana'Paoa has become

an old man', but under the word koroheke'old man' the derivative koroheketla 'become an

old man' is not listed. Many words that appear in illustrative sentences and phrases are not

listed in the dictionary. This may well be a feature of all dictionaries of Pacific Island

languages. Churchward's Tongan dictionary, it will be recalled, has a "completen listing of

the lexicon but lacks completeness in listing the different senses of a word.

Sometimes glosses are vague or too formal. Elbert comments that there are examples

of bookish rather than colloquial definitions. For example, for haere ra and. turituri there

are glosses 'farewell' and 'hush' respectively but not 'goodbye' or 'keep still'. There are

also examples of vague definitions, such as for arero-whero, which is "a term applied to the

fighting men of a tribe". The word mah.urangi is glossed as "used to denote importance;

applied to persons, food, etc." For the word wairehu there is no gloss. Rather than outright

inaccuracy of information, it appeius that glosses here can be better described as "vaguen or

"incomplete".

5.2.3 Grammatisal Information

This dictionary has mainly parts of speech as grammatical information. It has

categories of noun, local noun, verb, intransitive verb, transitive verb, adjective, adverb.

Herbert William Williams explains that most Maori words are multifunctional. He writes

that "many examples of this may be found in English, while in Maori, which is almost
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devoid of grammatical inflexions, most words may be used in more than one of the classes

of parts of speech" (Williams l97l: xxxiii).

Despite this explanation, Elbert thinks that it is an example of a lack of

"emancipation" of the dictionary that many words are labelled verb or noun or transitive verb

and so on, but are not described in their full capacity as multifunctional forms. He

acknowledges that Maori words are more flexible than Indo-European but they are still

treated in the dictionary as though they were only verbs, nouns, and so on. Elbert probably

expects that a word should be labelled as noun-verbs or universals or something similar in

order that multifunctionaliry is brought out. However, calling a form a noun, and then a

verb, and then an adjective is not in itself necessarily misleading. It is only when some

senses are missed out, giving the impression that a word is only a verb or noun, whatever

the case may be, that the label of noun or verb may be deceptive. The real flaw is the

incomplete listing of senses rather than the use of the labels noun, verb, and so on.

Occasionally there are notes explaining points of grammar, usage, or sources, or

possible connections between homonyms and so on.

5.2.4 Illustrative Phrases

One of the most scholarly features of this dictionary is the inclusion of illustrative

sentences and phrases in a large part of the dictionary, and most of these are from published

sources with references. It is an unfortunate drawback, however, that thoexamples are not

translated into English, especially when there is no finderlist to help the user work out the

meaning if he cannot understand it. It is to be understood, then, that this work will be most

useful to linguists who understand Maori. One would have thought that the Maori people,

being predominantly English rather than Maori speakers, would have been better catered for.

This dictionary cannot be of much use to those Maori people who know too little Maori, and

for beginners, the illustrative sentences will be just a waste of space. Dictionaries should be

explicit enough. Linguists and Maori people would be greatly assisted with translations.

It is explained in the introduction that no translation is included in order to save

space, but as Elbert points out, there are ways of reducing space in order to include

translations of illustrative sentences. For example, a lot of space could be saved by a better

use of cross-referencing. Many examples are repeated in different places, such as under

arearenga'concavity, hollow' and under huna'concealed'. The example shows the word
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poho 'chest', but under poho there are different examples. Appropriate cross-referencing

would have saved space for translation of illustrative sentences. Another way of saving space

would be to list the senses next to each other without starting a new line or indenting.

With those few illusfiative sentences that are translated, occasionally the translation

of a gloss is both literal and idiomatic. For example, under hf (iiil sense number 4 is the

illustrative phrase Ka ht te pewa'His eyebrows rose, i.e. He raised his eyebrows.' This is

an ideal towards which anv revision of this dictionarv should strive.

5.2.5 Usage

This dictionary has some very good usage information, such as scientific names of

plants, fish and insects. Some usage information is conveyed in notes, such as for the word

haramaitanga'arrival', and sometimes in brackets as done under kurakura'excrement'. The

illustrative phrase He tangata kai kurakura is followed by the note in brackets "an expression

of contempt". But a great deal of usage information is implicit in illustrative sentences, but

because many of these are not translated, such usage information contained in them would

be missed by many users.

This dictionary does not contain any considerable etymological information. Although

there are abbreviations for Samoan, Tongan, and other Pacific island languages, there is

hardly any use for these in the dictionary. There is only a little dialectal information, mainly

specifying which dialect a word is used in. This goes in the beginning of the headword. The

separate appendix is the main source of etymological information in the book.

5.2.6 Spelling and Pronunciation

There is no information on pronunciations in the dictionary itself. With regard to

orthography and pronunciation, one of main tasks involved in the revision of the sixth edition

was to put in the macron to represent vowel length. As Elbert remarks, the use of the

macron renders the spelling of many words different from Biggs's spelling of 1959b.

Herbert William Williams expresses in his preface to the fifth edition that vowel length in

Maori is better represented by double vowels as this is consistent with the fact that unlike

consecutive vowels are pronounced as two separate vowels rather than as diphthongs. Biggs

considers that double vowels are more accurate and better represent vowel length in Maori.
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lt is not clear why a Dictionary of the Maori Language continues to use the macron when

those most experienced in the study of the language should recommend vowel doubling. It

is to be hoped that in future editions, double vowels will be used instead of the macron. Not

only do double vowels more correctly represent the underlying phonological representation

of words but they are also easier to use in both writing and typing.

It seems a pity also that there appears to be such inconsistency between the use of the

macron in citation forms and their non-use in illustrative sentences. Elbert in his review of

the sixth edition recommends that either the macron or double vowels be used more

consistently in both the entries and the illustrative sentences. This would be an ideal towards

which one would hope future dictionaries would strive.

There is no representation of sfess in words in which stress is not predictable, but

most stresses are apparently fairly predictable.

On word-division, some compounds use hyphens e.g. mangd-pare'hammerhead

shark' under mangd 'shark'. This could be because they are names of animals, trees, or

other things. Hyphens appear to be also used in some names of things that contain

prepositonal phrases. But other compounds are simply separated by spaces, such as wai

mdori 'fresh water' under mdoi 'normal, usual, ordinary'. Others are simply written

together as one word, e.g. many compounds listed following kai 'consume', such as kaihau
'the priest who eats the hau (food used in traditional ceremonies) in certain rites'. These

rules of word division seem very similar to those used in the Hawaiian Dictionary of Pukui

and Elbert. Herbert W. Williams remarks how difficult it is to formulate a rule that

determines whether a compound should be one word, hyphenated or separated by a space.

5.3 Arrangement

The basic system of arrangement used in this dictionary was decided in the third

edition of 1871. Basically, derivatives and reduplicated forms and sometimes compounds are

listed under the words that are considered to be roots. Derivatives are also listed in their

alphabetical places and cross-referenced to their roots where they are defined. Proverbs are

listed under the root that seems to be predominant in determining its meaning, e.g. the

proverb Te manu huna a Tdne 'proverb applied to a person arriving at nightfall' is listed

under huna' unnoticed'.

Where compounds are given under a root, they are listed under the root that is
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thought to be more basic in determining the meaning of the compound. For example, under

maro 'apron' are listed maro-kau'apron worn in the way of spinsters' , mero-nui 'apron worn

in the way of married women', and so on. They are also listed in their alphabetical places

and cross-referenced to maro. But they are not listed again under keu'bare', or nui'big'.

Some compounds similarly listed do not appear again in their alphabetical places, such as

manowa-mri 'stout-hearted' and manautautera 'excited'. These compounds are not listed

again either in their proper alphabetical places or under the other constituent toot wera
'burnt' and nui 'big'. Then some compounds are listed only in their proper alphabetical

places e.g. manuhin 'visitor'. Variant words are usually listed in their alphabetical places

but are cross-referenced to the usual form where they are defined. For example, as a variant

of mnnuhin, the word mnnuwhrn is listed in its alphabetical place and cross-referenced to

manuhiri, where the definition is.

Elbert applauds the idea of ananging derivatives under bases with the derivatives also

listed in their proper alphabetical places. However, he regrets that too often there is too little

cross-referencing presumably from the proper alphabetical place to the base. More seriously,

there is often no apparent relationship between the derivative and the base, e.g. alti'fire' and

ahiahi'evening', lfr 'take fire' and kdinga'place of abode'.

Thealphabet ical  order of  thedict ionary is a ehikmnng op r t  uwwh. In th is

dictionary, the long vowel precedes the short vowel, e.g. a is before a, and 6hau'thy' goes

before ahau'me'. In the very first page of the dictionary, it is strange that the listing of a

and a alternates. It might be better to have all instances of a together and d together.

Homonyms are numbered by Roman numerals, and polysemous senses of each

homonym are numbered by Arabic figures. As with other Polynesian dictionaries, it is no

easy matter to decide between polysemy and homonymy, and a casual galance at the

dictionary will invariably produce disagreements on the way senses and meanings have been

arranged. But because many of these meanings are open to different ways of arrangement,

one should temper one's criticism and restrict one's argument to very clear cases of deviance

from normal practice. Elbert (1960) thinks that there are many arabic numbers but not

enough roman. He disputes the ordering of some homonyms and senses of words. He

considers that it is important to separate homonyms "by respectable hiatus one from another

and from forms the meanings of which appear closely connected" (1960: 428). He gives

several examples of words whose senses are not "equidistant" and that they should really be
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homonyms, then he gives examples of homonyms that should be senses because they are

closely related.

In this dictionary it seems that figurative meanings constitute senses only, but

sometimes it is not clear how a meaning is figurative and therefore listed as a sense. The

word hongr sense number 4 is a case in point. It is glossed as 'Figuratively of trunk of a

tree hanging on the stump if felled; regarded as a bad omen". It is not clear how this relates

to smell, or sniff or salute, even if it is figurative. The fifth sense too could have been a

homonym.

The format of this work is very well-conceived and conscientiously followed. Like

Milner's Samoan Dictionary, it is arranged in lines intended to bring out the particular

character of the language with regard to word-formation. In this sense the format is a good

reflection of the genius of the language. However, it seems that this tight format sometimes

forces the dictionary-maker to put in information that is perhaps not of salient importance in

the language just for the sake of completing the pattern of arrangement. Some

reduplications, for instance, may not be totally conventionalised. On the other hand, there

may be the temptation to shorten subentries if a derived word defined under a stem is itself

polysemous. If such words were listed alphabetically as bases in their own right there might

have been a more complete representation of them.

Most cross-references in this dictionary refer a user to placas where a word is

defined, and also to synonyms or related words elsewhere in the dictionary. Cross-references

are of a moderate scale and much less than the kind of cross-referencing system used by

Churchward in his Tongan Dictionary. The abbreviations used are very good and clear

except where some are used so little that they probably would better have been written

whole, and that would add to the clarity of the dictionary. The use of parallel lines for

cross-referencing is very efficient and saves spacr.

The typography was greatly improved with the indentation of derived forms in the

sixth edition to facilitate an easier search. However, indenting every sense and starting a

new line does not necessarily make the format clearer. It gives also a sense of too much

compartmentalisation. One is also looking for themes ttrat persist throughout the meanings

of words. Starting new lines does not help very much. Also, a lot of space is sacrificed this

way. Putting all senses in one paragraph would give a sense of unity under an overriding

meaning. The senses need only be separated by their numbers. The typo$aphy could also
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be changed slightly to facilitate easier reading. If the illustrations are italicised and the

glosses written in Roman type, it would be easier for users to read. Doing the opposite

would be too divergent from other dictionaries with which users may be familiar.

Because there is no finderlist, the dictionary is reduced in size and in convenience for

the use of linguists. Fortunately, the dictionary by Biggs (1981) of English-Maori entries

was intended to provide a much-needed finderlist for the Williams work.

5.4 Quality

Elbert's review of the 6th edition denies that the dictionary was a definitive work.

His decision was based on several factors that he established and investigated in the

dictionary, chief among which were completeness and emancipation. The revisions that

resulted in the seventh edition did not allow for much diversion from the sixth edition, except

in the area of a more consistent spelling system. The strengths of this work lies in its

scientifically-based arrangement, its conscientious use of authentic Maori-based illustrative

sentences, and its detailed listing of the lexicon. But it is to be hoped that further changes

in the representation of vowel length, a more complete representation of the senses of a

word, a more proportional represeniation of the core areas of the lexicon, translations of the

illustrative sentences, and improvements in the layout and formatting of the work would

greatly improve the dictionary.

6 Elbert's Dictionary of the Language of Rennell and Bellona: Part I Rennellese and
Bellonese to English (1975) and Part II English to Rennellese and Bellonese (1981), co-
authored by Samuel H. Elbert, Rolf Kuschel, and Toomasi Taupongi
6.1 Introduction and Purpose

Like most other dictionaries of Pacific Island languages, this dictionary has no stated

aims. However, Biggs (1977) predicts that it "will delight the heart of any Polynesianist,

especially if he be a comparativist". The implication is that this dictionary, like most of the

major dictionaries of Pacific Island languages, was written primarily for linguists and

scholarly users. Despite this, the authors assume that the English Index will help natives

with their English and that the indigenous people will use the dictionary. Native speakers

who are functionally literate in English would find the book useful. The author also hopes

that the dictionaries, being written records of fraditional knowledge, will help retain
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traditional knowledge. It should be acknowledged, however, that the retention of traditional

aspects of culture and language are not primarily dependent on records such as dictionaries

and grammars. The retention of language and culture always depend on the speech

community. The dictionary is also meant to help English speakers learn Rennellese and

Bellonese.

Like other dictionaries of Pacific Island languages, this dictionary is monodirectional.

The user is urged to use the English Index always with Part 1, the main component of the

work. The list of references at the end of each of Part I and Part II is indicative of the

works being a scholarly achievement, and is likely to be most pleasing to linguists.

6.2 Contents
6,2.L Size and Scope

There are about 17,500 enffies in Part I, the main Rennellese and Bellonese-English

(R&B-English) dictionary. Among these are the 1,000 or so Bellonese variants. Part II, the

less detailed English-R&B dictionary, has approximately 5,600 entries.

A valuable feature of this dictionary is that it gives a wide variety of useful

information. It incorporates both ancient and modern terms. Ancient terms include religious

words no longer known to many people because they are words in the old religion and rituals

before Christianity was introduced in 1938. Their inclusion is aimed at the retention of the

old knowledge of the ancestors so that it is not lost. The dictionary also gives traditional

ways of counting. Modern words are also given including loans in the seventies. Lexical

units include single words, particles, compounds, derivatives, and very commonly used

sequences and phrases.

The items in this dictionary include proper names, a category of words not normally

included in dictionaries of Pacific Island languages. Bellonese variants are given. There are

about 1,000 flora and fauna, many with latin names. About 1,850 reconstructions in Proto

Polynesian or Proto Nuclear Polynesian are given. At the back of Part [I, there is an

appendix in which additions to Part 1 are given. These are words discovered after Part I was

compiled. There is also an appendix of corrections to Part l, and an appendix of personal

names.

Although Elbert himself acknowledges that the lexicon is incomplete and that many

new words and senses were being found in 1975 after Part I was compiled, this dictionary
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can be said to be complete in the sense that there is a proportional representation of the

lexicon covering foci areas such as culture words, modern loanwords and a wide range of

other domains.

6.2.2 Senses

Senses range from a few words of translation equivalents to longer explanations of

culture-bound meanings, as for nebe oa woman's carrying method'. Especially with ancient

terms there is a lot of cultural information in the definition. Glosses are full, and many

English synonyms are given in the glosses for many entries. For example, under 'oso we

are told it means "to touch, take hold of, pick up, reach for, grab". Senses are generally

covered exhaustively, but this is difficult to gauge with confidence, given the creative nature

of words and the multifunctionality of major words.

Because there is an assumption that Bellonese variants have the same meanings as

their Rennellese counterparts, they are defined under the Rennellese forms. Only a native

speaker of Bellonese can assess this situation. One Bellonese maintains that some words do

not have the exact same meanings. If this is true, then it can be said that the dictionary is

incomplete in that the correct meanings of those Bellonese words have not been included.

6.2.3 Gremmatical Infonnation and Usage

The most important grammatical information given is part of speech. Elbert

recognises the multifunctionality of many bases in Rennellese and Bellonese, and this is

manifested in the dictionary through the use of part of speech labels. A word labelled as NV

is a noun and verb. A word labelled as NCVR is a noun, a word in poetic compositions, a

word used also as a verb and a word used in rituals. A word labelled N(o) is only a noun

with O category possession. No adjective label is found in this dictionary because adjective-

like words are considered to be verbs. There is a qualifier, which seems to refer to what is

traditionally called adverb.

Although this scheme for part of speech is independent of an English framework, it

is a scheme that bases part of speech identification on the form of a word rather than on its

function in the sentence. For example, uga 'red' can function verbally, nominally and

adjectivally in a sentence, resulting in different, though related, uses. These different
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functions are overridden by the consideration that it is the same form, so the word is

designated a noun and verb. The illustrative sentences show that the word is used

attributively, a function that is likely to be adjectival, but despite this the word is still

labelled as a verb because the same form is used verbally. Similarly, the word gege 'to

jump' is labelled NAV, which stands for noun, artefact or action, verb, and glossed 'to

jump, fly, Ieap, swing; sling, swing.' Under tuupau'to take care of is the illustrative

phrase Tuupau ake ki tau mnnu gege 'be careful or your bird will fly', and under tnanu
'fauna except human beings and fish' the phrase mnrut. gege is designated as birds and flying

insects. Presumably, the label NAV of gege is meant also to include the attributive use of

gege as rn mana gege. But even so, a dictionary should be explicit in specifying the

conventional uses of words, especially if there need be a distinction between verbs that are

used predicatively and attributively and those that can only be used predicatively.

Grammatical information in this dictionary is condensed to save space. For example,

under the word mdtu'a'parents' the abbreviation N(o,pl)V, com. is given to convey the

following information: noun, O category possession, plural form, used as a verb, and

commonly used. It may take native speaking people some time to follow the abbreviations,

but the abbreviations should present no difficulty for linguists and scholarly users.

lllustrative sentences and phrases in this dictionary are taken from written texts most

of which are made up by oral traditions. They are relevant and help to illustrate contexts

clearly. In illustrations, only the first letter of the headword is given to save space.

Illustrations are translated into English, but sometimes the translation is not idiomatic because

the author wants to capture the spirit of the source languages.

One of the most valuable features of this dictionary is the rich and varied information

provided on usage. Words related to the old religion and rituals are marked with R, which

also means rare. Demeaning or self-derogatory words used in prayers or insults are

indicated. Rude words are marked as restricted, and taboo words are marked with the word

restricted spelt with capital letters. Words from chants and poetic language are indicated.

Words originating from English, pidgin English, and the protoJanguages of Proto-Polynesian

and Proto-Nuclear Polynesian are marked accordingly. Biggs (1977) adds to the

reconstructions of proto terms. Cognates in other Melanesian languages and in the Outliers

are also given. Unlike many other comparable dictionaries, this one marks common

everyday words. Figurative usages are indicated, as well as honorific words. Flora and
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fauna are well represented, also cultural information in which glosses are longer explanations

rather than translation equivalents. In Part II, common insults are listed together under the

headword "insult". Unlike most dictionaries of Pacific lsland languages, so-called rude

words such as "cunt" are listed, as well as words for sexual activities such as "cunnilingus".

In this sense, this work is quite revolutionary and perhaps emancipated for a Pacific

dictionary. Numerous examples of demeaning words are also given under the headword

"demeaning". Traditional knowledge is represented in entries such as "measurements",

"month", and "counting", and there are words that have a great many translations for users

to follow up if they have time.

6.2.4 Spelling and Pronunciation

No information on how a word is pronounced is given in the dictionary entries

themselves, and words with unpredictable stresses are not provided with pronunciation

guides. However, there are notes in the introductory material on the pronunciation of

consonants and vowels in Rennellese and Bellonese. Important in the notes is the fact that

vowel length is called and written doubled vowels, and they are regarded as two syllables.

The normal penultimate stress rule applies generally so that stress falls on the penultimate

syllable in words hke ghadgho'to make twine'. Since we are told that secondary stress falls

on alternating preceding syllables, there will be secondary sfess on the first element of the

long vowel in words ltke haahine 'women'. Thus, the pronunciation of the double vowels

in ghaagho and haahine are different. In the former word the second of the double vowels

is rearticulated whereas in the latter it is not. Even after this explanation of stress, it is not

clear how users of the dictionary can predict stress in longer words and expressions. There

is nothing in the dictionary on word-division. It appears that compound words may either

be written separately or joined together as one word. No rules are given to determine which

method of spelling is preferable.

6.3 Arrangement

Alphabetical order is according to the alphabetical order of English. The digraph g/z

goes immediately after g and the digraph ng goes immediately after n. Although the glottal

stop represents a phoneme, it is ignored except in that the word mea 'to be reddish' goes
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before me'a 'thing'

hyphenated.

Honorific words are capitalised, and honorific compounds are

In principle, the main mode of arrangement is to give a list of derivatives under the

base forms, but not all the derivatives are defined because their meanings might already be

obvious. Other times, a derivative such as a reduplication or passive may merit a definition,

so this is given in its proper alphabetical place although it is listed under the base. It seems

that most of the time, only the causative derivative is defined under the base, the rest are

simply listed but are defined in their own alphabetical places, if they are defined at all. The

ones not defined have meanings that are clear from the base. So the bulk of derivatives are

listed as cross-references to their alphabetical places. The entry rnotu 'ta break' lists

reduplicated forms and other derivatives, but momotu 'same as rnotumota' is defined above

motu rn its own alphabetical place, and similarly motumotu 'to break in several places',

which is defined some way below motu. The only derivative defined under motu is the

causative; the rest were defined separately but cross-referensed to the base.

The listing of derivatives under their bases is convenient for linguists who would like

to see at a glance the kind of word-forming power a base has. The reader is urged to go to

bases first. This system of arrangement differs from Milner only in extent. The other

extreme is the Tokelauan and the Tongan dictionaries which are strictly alphabetical.

This dictionary is aaanged in a way that is very similar to the Hawaiian Dictionary

of Pukui and Elbert. Homonyms are numbered with arabic numerals in the same paragraph.

For example, the headword huahas different meanings numbered 1 - 4, which are: ouffigger

canoe, to pick pandanus leaves, naked, a small wave. All these are quite different meanings

of four homonyms.

The order in which glosses or senses are listed is according to approximate frequency

of occurrence and probably homonyms too, as is the case with most other dictionaries. It

is not clear how frequency of occurrence is determined. Are the sources used or is there

only an estimation based on what is intuitively felt to be the case?

Etymological information is given at the end of an entry.

The cross-referenees in this book appears largely to be a way of pointing out where

a word is defined to save space. Most cross-references are between derived words and their

bases. The method of listing derivatives under the bases has the effect of linking together

semantically and rnorphologically related words.
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In this dictionary, the role of the abbreviations in condensing information and saving

space is clearer than in many other dictionaries. Some abbreviations are quite novel e.g.

NCVR stands for noun, poetic composition, verb, and rituals. Although the abbreviations

are not numerous, with clues to remind the user quickly of what an abbreviation stands for,

the system of abbreviations would probably be best understood by linguists rather than native

speakers. It is one of the features of the dictionary that shows it is oriented towards

linguists.

The format and typography are very clear and superior to other dictionaries reviewed

except Milner's Samoan Dictionary.

6.4 Quality

The shength of this dictionary lies primarily in the abundance of a variety of useful

information provided, particularly on usage. It is one of the most balanced dictionaries of

the Pacific: it classifies words in a way that is free of the English bias, it gives a proportional

representation of the lexicon, the senses of words are fairly complete, the orthography is

phonemic especially with regard to vowel length, the glosses are simple, clear and accurate,

the illustrative sentences are given their sources, the illustrations are given accurate English

translations, etymological information is

scientific arrangement that compromises

derivatives under the base.

detailed, including proto terms, and the

alphabetical listing with placing a list of

very

strict

7 Firth's Tikopia-English Dictianary / Taranga Faka-tikopia ma Taranga Fakainglisi
7.1 Purpose

This dictionary is unique among dictionaries of Polynesian languages in that it is an

ethnographic dictionary. Its emphasis is to draw out the culture of the Tikopia, including

aspects no longer practised, as it is represented in the language.

The author's stated aims for this work are quite ambitious. The dictionary is intended

to be a record of the Tikopian language, and as such there is an implicit claim to

completeness, or at least to complete representation of all important features of the language.

The dictionary is aimed at both native speakers and linguists and anthropologists.

Significantly, this dictionary has no finderlist, indicating that native speakers may indeed be

the main intended audience. The lack of a finderlist would be an inconvenience mostly to
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linguists, but linguists would at least be able to draw on their professional skills in their

discipline and use cognates from other languages to provide clues for headwords they want

to look up, as suggested by Hooper in her review. Linguists would be inconvenienced by

the Iack of a finderlist, but it is not an insurmountable problem.

The great amount of encyclopedic information is intended to help native speakers

appreciate their culture, while illustrative examples taken from authentic sources and

referred-to ethnographic works by the author are intended chiefly to help linguists and

anthropologists in their study of the language. Because the work is in English, the work is

likely to be of benefit first of all to the scholastic audience of mostly linguists,

anthropologists and students of language, and only secondarily to native speakers, only some

of whom understand English enough to be able to access the wealth of information in the

book.

Firth is careful to make clear that his aim of providing a record of the language is not

to correct people or tell them how to write their language, but merely to provide a record

of the language as he understands it. He explains how native speakers generally tend to

ignore any rules of orthography and write the language the way they want. At times he

himself would behave like a Tikopian and write as one word a polymorphemic word that

would have been split up in a more scientific orthography. Importantly, the author is at least

willing to make a compromise with native speakers. It is rare that a dictionary-maker makes

that sort of compromise and acknowledge that native speakers may have their own reasons

for the unscientific way that they write. Perhaps the fact that Firth himself is not a linguist

but a social anthropologist has something to do with his greater flexibility with the language.

7.2 Contents
7.2.1 Size and Scope

There are about 3,601 main entries in the dictionary, but there would have been

several subentries under those main headwords. Headwords appear to be defined very

comprehensively. For example, the word,fua 'naked' has four different homonyms, each of

which has several polysemous senses. Homonyms are marked with raised numbers, and

polysemous senses of each homonym are numbered in paragraphs.

The emphasis in the selection of lexical items has been to record a core vocabulary

of Tikopian extracted from a range of situations such as eating, talking, fishing, dancing,
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funerals, marriages, and initiations. There is a very good representation of archaic language

as well as poetic forms even though some of their meanings are only speculations. Poetic

language is very important, a focus area in Tikopia culture. The form of the word changes

in poetic use. If there are any poetic usages, the vowel a in the headword is replaced by o.

The considerable amount of this traditional material is included as a record of a phase in the

history of Tikopia which could be revived or studied by future Tikopians.

But in the area of loanwords, there is only an appendix with samples of Oceanic and

English borrowings. There are about 50 loanwords altogether, about 40 of which are from

English, and the rest from other Oceanic languages. The list is divided into two, the first

being older loans and the second list consisting of 12 words only are representative of more

recent borrowings.

The separation of this list of borowings from the text of the dictionary indicates a

conservatism on the part of Firth because he thereby implies that these are not "real" Tikopia

words. It would appea^r that the separation is not in line with his emphasis on descrbing the

language for the sake of native speakers. Even well-established loans such as kavemanu
'government' 

, suka'sugar' and kastom'custom' are not listed in the text of the dictionary.

Although Firth thinks that the dictionary "embodies a high proportion of the Tikopia

vocabulary" (p.xiii), MacDonald (1988) suggests that the dictionary is lacking in modernity.

Firth himself also acknowledges that there is now a very large body of loanwords used freely

in Tikopians. Since the collection of the data in the late 20s, there have been major changes

such as the influence from Christianity, more contact with the outside world, people went

overseas, some got educated and became literate, some learned English, and most men can

now speak Pidgin. The implication is that very many words have been coined that are not

in the dictionary. Since a large part of the data for the dictionary was collected in 1928-9,

the lexicon reflects the state of bonowing and influence from English of that time rather than

now. However, the dictionzlry can still be said to be a record of the period before the great

changes.

The considerable front-matter material discusses many problems pertinent to

Polynesian lexicography such as word-division and the ordering of lexical units. Firth's

grammatical notes help an understanding of the use of the dictionary. There are 18 pages

of Notes on Sffucture of Language in which he touches on phonology, orthography, noun

plurals, personal pronouns, verbal morphology, locatives and numerals. But there is nothing
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about structure of noun or verb phrases, varieties of simple sentence patterns, or

subordination. Firth does not want imported categories in the analysis of Tikopian. Thus,

he uses the term 'qualifier' for adjectives, as in the words for good and painful. The particle

ke'infinitive sign preceding a verb or qualifier', however, is called the infinitive particle,

which is taken from an English equivalent.

There are 12 pages of appendices, covering loanwords, words for reef and land

divisions, words for night and day divisions, and parts of a fish.

7.2.2 Grammatical lnfonnation

The main kind of grammatical information given is word class, such as noun, verb,

and qualifier, which covers adjectival and adverbial uses. But would the category of qualifier

discriminate between words that can only be adverbial and those that can both be adverbial

and adjectival? There is no further division of verbs into transitive and innansitive verbs.

Are these important in Tikopian? One may sometimes work out the type of verb from the

glosses, but sometimes in the gloss a verb of the same category as the SL verb is not

possible. Double strokes are used to separate different parts of speech of the same sense,

e.g. kamu verb'chew betel' ll then the noun sense of 'betel mixture'.

Words lke vave 'quick' and papa'flat' are designated as qualifiers and not verbs

even when they are used in the illustrative sentences as verbs. [t seems that words that are

glossed with English adjectives and adverbs are qualifiers in this dictionary. Unfortunately,

the difference between a qualifier and a verb is not made clear.

Illustrative phrases are supposed to give the choice of a and o, as for okufua'my

children' under fua'child'. There is some treatment of the basic meaning of a and o in the

introduction, so it is left to illustrative phrases, but such an important choice probably

deserves separate specification in the entry, particularly those nouns that may take either a

or o depending on the context. There is only a minimal amount of grammatical information

given in this dictionary. This probably reflects the priority of the dictionary which is to

record encyclopedic information for native speakers.

Grammatical particles such as/oi 'individualising categoriser' are well-explained and

supported by several clear examples.
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7.2.3 Senses, llustrative Phrases, and Usage

Glosses are very full, with explanations of literal, figurative and archaic uses, and

illustrative sentences giving comprehensive and rich information about the Tikopia way of

life. The word kai'to eat' is explained fully, giving such meanings as food, bite, and so on.

A man without food is a bat. Fine food fit for a chief is a phrase with kai in it. Kai also

refers to excrement in curses, and that to eat one's words is to stammer.

But the encyclopedic approach is not always exhaustive. As Hooper (1988) points

out, mdiro 'effective in healing' is not referenced to Firth's works on rituals and beliefs.

Sometimes it is not clear what the connection is between a word and a reference. For

example, under fai 
'do' is a reference to vaka tapu 'a rite, lit. sacred canoe', but vaka

'canoe' and tapu'forbidden' have not references to vaka tapu. The second person singular

possessive pronoun is referenced to women's land rights, and the verb meaning to clear

weeds is referenced to bride capture.

The most salient feature of this dictionary is its comprehensiveness in providing

copious illustrative examples for most entries giving syntactic and semantic contexts. Several

illusftative sentences may be followed with cross-references to Firth's other ethnographic

writings on Tikopia. Copious illustrative sentences are taken from authentic Tikopian speech

or text which facilitates clarity of the statement of meaning and helps to explain actual usage.

Sometimes illustrative sentences are repeated, e.g. under/oi 'individualising categoriser' and

under kai'food'. Space could be saved by cross-referencing in such cases.

Hooper makes the comment that the examples were drawn mainly from oral texts,

conversations with informants, and will provide an excellent data base for grammatical

research, further indication that the dictionary is mainly aimed at academic users. Firth

makes use of 36 published works by him, and in explanations of concepts like nwna
'mystical power', tapu 'forbidden' and manil'non-physical power' there are also other

sources. Used properly, the references should provide extra insights into the meanings of

words.

Firth's style of translation of illustrative sentences tends to be literal and therefore

attempts to bring out the exact mode of thinking behind Tikopian idiom. Although

idiomaticity in English tends to be sacrificed, it is possible to understand something of the

motivation behind the total meaning of whole utterances in Tikopian. Firth says he wants the
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dictionary to preserve as far as possible the "Tikopia initiative". Of all Oceanic dictionaries,

this is the one that has made a conscious decision to bring out the Tikopia meaning as it is

distinct from English meaning, to concentrate on what is idiomatic and ordinary in Tikopian

rather than what is idiomatic and ordinary in English. This single decision renders the

dictionary unique and somewhat marked in style. But we are still able to see general

meanings although not ordinary expressed in the way we would express meanings

idiomatically in English. This is an excellent manifestation of the philosophy that languages

are so different yet still basically the same.

Some examples of the marked style of the dictionary are as follows: under ngafa
'grasp' 

, kae ngafa rei toku ima ki tona sema, puke atu o songi ki ei "my hand gripped his

left hand, seized it to press my nose to it" (rather than, for example, "l gripped his left hand

and pressed my nose to it"); under ngae 'tired' 
, e kuou ku ngaengae ma te dsi (poetic) 'oh,

['m sick of the tramping to and fro" (rather than, for example, "oh, I'm sick and tired of

tramping to and fro"); under ngakiopanting', te ngaengae ku ngaki fuere, siei se taranga ke

fai, tatou ku oro o nofo o ono ki ei pe tefea te vakanga one mnta ke mE "when a sick person

has been just gasping, and is incapable of speech, we have gone to stay and see what will

be the time when his eyes will close" (rather than when a sick person can only gasp and no

longer speak, we have gone to stay and watch over him until his eyes close).

A great deal of usage information is indirectly conveyed through the use of a lot of

illustrative sentences without actually explaining. For example, the different uses of the

word. kamu'to chew betef is well-illustrated by the examples.

Another example of usage information in the dictionary is that given under l'sd
'spongy interior of mature sprouting coconut', which is that lso is another word for aso, and

that it was formerly a childish word but now generally accepted. Sometimes there is

information on improper speech in polite society, such as that under lele 'clitoris'. It is

improper for men to use the word in the presence of women. The dictionary also indicates

rare usages.

A good number of synonyms are given, as for ldvaki 'lacking, missing, absent,

disappeared', and leku'lost to sight, disappeared, vanished'. Synonyms in Tikopian may

have important differences which ought to be made clear if possible, such as in mole 'frne'

and taurekareka'fine, splendid, handsome, beautiful'. The scope of usage of taurekareka

seems broader than mole. and illustrative sentences show clearlv the contexts for each word.
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A great deal of information is given about plants, animals and sea animals. Very good work

has been done on identifying plant and animal species names, as for afuru'fish of mullet

family' and akaiki'early stage of surgeonfish'. Use was made of the work of Kirch, Yen

and others in identifying species names.

7.2.4 Spelling and Pronunciation

Some information on pronunciation is marked on some headwords. Word-division

is made mainly on the basis of the separability of a concept. Thus, there are lexical units

lke singakautoki'canoe built by a chief soon after his accession' andfakaokutapu 'babtism',

each of which has an idiomatic meaning (see chapter 5, section 3.1.2). For instance, siga

means 'fall over' andkautoki means 'large squirrelfish'. However, with longer words, Firth

has decided to write the component morphemes separately, as with the words te vaka e rere

i runga 'aeroplane' and fakaisu ngaingan 'nibble'. The fact is that it is difficult to be

consistent in word-division in Polynesian languages because they tend to allow the stringing

together of many types of words. A grammatical string may become conventionalised as a

lexical unit (Conventionalisation is discussed in chapter 5, section 3. 1, and word-division in

Tongan is discussed in chapter 4, section 3.3). In very long words, stress placement cannot

really be determined unless reliable stress rules are given.

So word-division is made subjectively even though Firth tries to be as objective as

possible. He uses also other principles such as the word fepctudkinstand back to back' is

treated as one word since it seems to be a syntactical development of the verb pE'turn'. He

does not like hyphens because they add no further clarity to meaning, and native speakers

do not use them either. He recognises their way of writing, such as leaving out the macron

but tries to reflect in his orthography the structure of the language. Like the Tikopia he

sometimes sticks words hke iasonei 'in these days (nowadays)' and senea 'a thing (se
'indefinite article' nea'thing')' together. He makes it quite clear that he is not trying to

instruct the Tikopians on a "correct" practice. "The language is theirs, and must develop as

they use it. They will speak it and write it as seems best to them" (Firth 1985: xv).

The only information on pronunciation is the use of the macron for vowel

lengthening, and, much more rarely, a dot after a consonant to indicate that the consonant

is being held to give the effect of a double consonant as in the word k.ave'carry'. For some
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words, the author is not certain whether there should be a macron or not, so he leaves the

macron out. Sometimes there is disagreement among informants about vowel lengttr. This

is indicated only when there is a meaning contrast with the regular form of the word as in

kave 'carry'. After r the dot indicates that it is a trill. No information is given on the

placement of stress in very long words.

7.3 Arrangement

Firth gives in his front-matter material a clear description of the problem of

arrangement. He says that a reduplication can mean continuative, in which case it is a

separate word from the base and should be listed separately, but when it means plural of a

noun, it should be listed under the base. He finally opts for alphabetical order of the base,

with most prefixed, suffixed and reduplicated forms under the relevant base. The order of

entries is alphabetical by ttre stem or base or root.

The exceptions are many words beginning with faka- 
'causative prefix' which are

listed in their own alphabetical place mainly because Firth argues that sometimes there is no

clear relationship between the base and the faka- derivative. It appears that a few

representatives of/e-. ..-aki'reciprocal prefix. ..suffix of intensification' words are given also

in their alphabetftal places. Yet, as Hooper points out, fepEtudki 
'stand back to back' is

listed only under p€ 'trrn' without further cross-referencing, but it is important to cross-

reference if a word is given exceptional freatment.

Thealphabet ical  order rsa ef  ik lmnngo p rst  uv.  Where words orparts of

words are spelt in the same way except for the use of the macron in one, the form with the

macron follows after the one without, as infe-'reciprocal prefix' preceding/e 'paddle', and

as fatafata'chest' preceding fi tangi' cry continuously' .

When there is no clear semantic connection between the senses of a word they are

listed as homonyms. In some cases the note pcw (perhaps cognate with) is given to suggest

a possible relationship between homonyms. It appears that the main principle for ordering

senses and homonyms is frequency of occurrence.

The fact that there is only the one column down the middle of the page may give this

dictionary a clearer, more readable feel to it since the entries are relatively long. But the

dictionary is not outstanding. The typography is average. Although the capitalised

headwords stand out, it is very difficult to count derived words and reduplications because
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they do not stand out as subheadwords. See, for instance, keukeu'object' under keu 'tutn

away as in anger'.

7.4 Quality

The most outstanding feature of this dictionary is its use of cultural information to

reinforce the meanings of words. Such cultural information makes for a more complete

representation of meaning instead of just giving translation equivalents. Definitions on the

whole are accurate, being substantiated by a great many examples of the way a word is used.

It is a unique feature of this dictionary that it "gives ample reference to a range of materials

other than purely linguistic, which may help to elucidate the meaning of many Tikopia

words. " The author uses his substantial writings on Tikopian culture to support his

definitions of Tikopia words.

Because of the emphasis on native speaker comprehensibility, he has kept technicality

of language to a low level. So simplicity of language and description is an advantage to

native speakers. In the Tongan dictionary, Marshall considers the lack of technicality as

fortunately not impeding clarity, but he is thinking of the scholastic user such as a linguist.

In the Tikopian dictionary native speakers are more aimed at than in the Tongan.

The feel of this dictionary is very different from other bilingual dictionaries of

Oceanic languages such as Churchward (1959) and Milner (1966). The difference is mainly

to do with the particular perspective of the dictionary, the decision to make ffanslations as

close to the Tikopia meaning as possible even if idiomaticity in English is thereby lost. This

results in a dictionary that brings out what is different rather than what is similar between

the two languages. In many dictionaries, because translations are in idiomatic English, some

elements of meaning are not brought out. Firth's dictionary therefore resembles a

monolingual dictionary in this aspect of it, and therefore is more of a model for a

monolingual dictionary of Tongan.

On the choice of information for the dictionary, Firth is a very valuable work on

which to base a monolingual dictionary of Tongan. There is an emphasis on archaic words

and things traditional (pre-Christian). In a time of rapid cultural and linguistic change, it is

important to check the powerful forces that make people borrow words unnecessarily, and

this category of words would be interesting to native speakers as well as a scholastic

audience. AIso, the emphasis on encyclopedic information would be interesting to modern
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day native speakers especially those who now know little about faditional Tongan culture.

Marrying culture and language is a concept that cannot be overstressed. In efforts to

maintain culture and language, the kind of integrated approach used by Firth would assist in

the maintenance process and assist culture and language to be mutually reinforcing. Keeping

the amount of grammatical information minimal and as simple as possible would suit native

speakers. This dictionary has also proved that one can do a good job of recording meaning

without necessarily having to steep oneself in matters linguistic. Firth has done an excellent

job despite the fact that he is no linguist.

However, to be a good linguist's dictionary, there must be a finderlist, the listing

itself needs to be more exhaustive, and cultural information must be reduced to give more

space for more lexical items. The fact that there is no finderlist greatly reduces the size and

usefulness of this work.

8 Simona's Tokelau Dictionary
E.l Introduction and Purpose

Of the dictionaries under review, this dictionary is the most recently made. It is

unique in the sense that the main person in its creation was a native speaker, Ropati Simona,

altttough he received considerable assistance from the linguist, Robin Hooper. In his review

of the Tokelauan dictionary, Elbert (1987) wonders why Robin Hooper, who played so much

a part in the compilation of the dictionary, was not named as a co-author.

The stated purpose of this dictionary is 'in order to preserve the language as a unique

treasure and resource for the generations of Tokelau still to come" (Simona 1986: x).

Although a worthy aim for a dictionary, it should be remembered that a dictionary cannot

by itself "preserve" a language, but it should be able to assist in the maintenance process by

being a reference work. For a language to be maintained, it needs to be used actively by the

speech community as a means of communication rather than as a written record to be studied

(see chapter 3, section 6). Judith Huntsman and Antony Hooper state in their introduction

to the dictionary that Kirifi and Webster, who compiled an earlier Tokelau-English dictionary

of 3,000 words in 1975, had noted the need for a resource for schools. That resource need

was also behind the development of this dictionary.

However, the dictionary is also for the use of English-speaking users. Although there

is no explicit mention of an audience of scholars such as linguists, the existence of a "partial
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finderlist" and the fact that the dictionary is a bilingual one indicate that the work is aimed

at English-speaking users. Moreover, the work is clearly monodirectional; there is much

more detail in the Tokelau-English section than in the English-Tokelau section, and the index

is named a "wordlist" only while the main Tokelau-English section is named a "dictionary'.

The involvement of native speakers in the compilation of this dictionary, however,

has meant that certain decisions were made by native speakers themselves. For example, the

decision to list words alphabetically, and not under bases, as was recommended by

consultants, ws made by native speakers.

E.2 Contents
8.2.1 Size and Scope

With the Tokelauan-English dictionary consisting of about 7,400 entries and the

English-Tokelauan index about 5,100 entries, this is the smallest of the dictionaries under

review.

An examination of the kinds of words listed shows that there is an ernphasis on the

current language. For example, in almost every two pages, there is a modern loanword from

English, such as alamina 'aluminium', aheta 'acid', and komihina 'commissioner'. The

second most numerous loanwords are of Samoan origin.

Significantly, there are no abbreviations for "rare" or "obsolete" words. [t does not

appear that many such words are known. According to Judith Huntsman and Antony

Hooper's introduction, of the 214 words compiled by Hale in 1841, only 8 words are no

longer in common use. They explain that the dictionary used earlier wordlists as a base, then

added a considerable number of current terms. The earlier wordlists included Hale's

wordlist, a Tokelau-English vocabulary of about I,200 items compiled by D.W. Boardman

and published in 1969, and Kirifi and Webster's dictionary of 1975.

Many words in the language are not included in the dictionary. Robin Hooper has

a list of words that she has not found in the dictionary (Robin Hooper: pers. comm. 1994\.

Elbert (1987) in his review also questions the completeness of the dictionary. He comments

that many words in Huntsman's 1977 tales and Macgregor's ethnology are not included, and

four words in ttre front-matter material are not entered. Some suffixes in many verbs in the

dictionary are not listed in either the grammatical sketch or the dictionary. According to

Elbert, the following suffixes are listed in the grammatical sketch but not in the dictionary: -
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faki, -laki, -na.ki, -taki, -fi, -ki, -ni, -ti, -faga, -laga, -maga, -hia, -ina. Yet, verbs

containing them appear in the dictionary. "Without these suffixes in the dictionary, an

important part of the grammar may escape the reader's attention, as it has in several Western

Polynesian languages" (Elbert 1987:274). Elbert also notes that the common ma- prefrxes

listed in 5.8.4 in the grammatical sketch are not listed in the dictionary.

8.2.2 Grammatical Information

The grammatical sketch by Robin Hooper is one of the most lucid and systematic

grammatical introductions in any Polynesian dictionary. She presents a simple and clear

description of various aspects of the grammar of Tokelauan, such as word class, one of the

most vexing problems in Polynesian lexicography, and other more general problems, such

as distinguishing between homonymy and polysemy. She also gives a wonderfully precise

explanation of the way entries are arranged in the dictionary.

In her account of word classes in Tokelauan, Hooper defines what is meant by verb,

noun, locative noun, and adverbials. She says that words that can both be nouns and verbs

are "universals", but in the dictionary they are designated as nouns and verbs. She also

states that universals and nouns can also be used as qualifying or attributive words. Many

dictionary enffies, therefore, have separate examples under the heading qualifier because this

use is either very common or has a specialised meaning.

Hooper gives a lucid description of the word formation potential of the language,

singling out affixation (including reduplication) and compounding. Criteria for inclusion in

the dictionary include the following: compounds are listed if they are in common use, and

faka- 
'causative prefix' words are listed if they have specialised meanings. Reduplication is

discussed with its various possible meanings. The problem with deciding between

homonymy and polysemy is explained, emphasising the subjective nature of that decision.

Hooper gives a precise and systematic description of functional words, anticipating

and clarifying the way such words are defined in their enties. She also explains the

difference between transitive and intransitive verbs; this is important because the difference

is not labelled in the dictionary. Instead, only v. for verb is given, and the reader would

know from the examples given which kind of verb it is.

Well-described also are the basic meanings of the tense-aspect markers, 4 and o

possessive prepositions, and affixes. Elbert (1987) regrets that some suffixes are missing
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from the grammatical sketch.

In an entry, the most important grammatical information provided is word class. A

word class or several designations of a headword may be given. Plural forms are also

indicated; for example, tamdlod 'man' has the plural form tamdlol.oa. The possessive

category is shown in the illustration; for example, under tamana'father' is the illustrative

sentence E i te vao tona tam,ana'his father is out in the bush', showing o possession.

8.2.3 Senses, Illustrative Phrases and Usage

One of the strengths of this dictionary is that the senses of Tokelauan words and of

English words are very clearly and simply defined. A typical example is the treatment of

the headword mavae 'be gone, pass'. Illustrative phrases delineate the three different

contexts in which the word can be used: pass, as the passing of the night; be gone from the

mind, be forgotten, as someone's words; and pass away, as an old person. Functional words

are defined very clearly in terms of their grammatical functions, using terminology given in

the grammatical sketch. Illustrations of the use of functional words are also given, as for the

possessive pronoun tene'her, his, its'.

An entry often gives several illustrative phrases with translations into English. A few

enffies, usually for the names of animals and plants, contain no illustrative phrases as these

would add nothing further to the gloss. Most of the examples are invented, but they are

relevant and useful in clarifying common contexts and collocations. According to Elbert

(1987), the illustrations are simple and useful, but only rarely are any drawn from songs,

sayings, legends, or honorifics.

A lot of useful usage information is conveyed in this dictionary either in the

illustration or elsewhere in the entry. Restrictions on use, such as specifying that a word is

used "of animals only" or "of the moon", and so on, are given in parenthesis. Tdmilohaga
'orbit' is used of planets; tavilivili'run about' is used of a toddler, and tea 'pale-coloured'

is given the note "used only in species names". The illustrations give useful information on

collocations; for example, the word holo 'procession, march' is supported by illustrations

giving collocations of 'funeral procession' and 'school march'. Wherever known, scientific

names of species are given. Some information on appropriateness is found under some

headwords; for example, under the wordfakafefela'open with one's hand' is the information

that it is not a polite word.
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Etymology is given in entries for loanwords only. Etymological information is

enclosed in square brackets and it follows the headword; for example, following the

headwordTtnagalo'will, desire' is the etymological information [Sam(oan)finagalol.

E.2.4 Spelling and Pronunciation

Hooper states in the grammatical sketch that vowel length is represented by the

macron, but non-distinctive vowel length such as that of the possessive prepositions 4 and

o in some environments is not marked. She gives a precise description of the pronunciation

of Tokelauan, concentrating on those consonants that are pronounced differently from their

English counterparts, namely g, f and h. Only the main points about word stress are given

since no systematic study of stress has yet been done for Tokelauan. No indication is given

of stress placement in long words that are not compounds or reduplications, as in loanwords

suclr as hatenitihi 'scientist'. No information is given about pronunciation in the entries

themselves except that the macron is used to designate vowel length.

8.2.5 Finderlist

This section is only a "partial index" in the sense that not all Tokelauan words in the

main section appear in the index. According to the foreword to the index, some Tokelauan

words that appear in the main section are not included in the index either because they are

not close equivalents of the common English words listed in the index, or they denote things

that are not expressed by single English words in the index. Some common English words

have been excluded from the wordlist because they do not have lexical equivalents in

Tokelauan or the Tokelauan equivalents are derived words formed by productive rules of

Tokelauan grammar. Thus, the word 'impossible" 'hE mafai' is left out; only the word
opossible" is listed. However, words with negative prefixes in English that have non-

negative glosses in Tokelauan are given; for example, ouncomfortable" is glossed as logokino
'be uncomfortable'.

The definitions or glosses are much more detailed in the main section than in the

index. But, as Elbert (1987) says, the glosses in the finderlist are just as clear and simple

as in the main section. One has to refer to the main section to obtain information on

grammar and usage. Only a little grammatical information, such as parts of speech and
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transitive and intransitive verbs, is given. For example, the word "dfuect" has two entries;

one as an adjective, the other as a verb. They have different glosses in Tokelauan.

Sometimes both the intransitive and transitive uses of a word are given. For example, the

word "break" has both intransitive and transitive uses, and the Tokelauan glosses are

different for each of these, even though the difference is only that one is a reduplication of

the other. Names of species are given for words like fish and snapper.

8.3 Arrangement

The Tokelauan alphabet is ordered as follows: a e i o uf gk lmnp htv. The

consonant ft is listed immediately before t because historically it is a reflex of Proto-

Polynesian *s, but this may be confusing. The consoffmt g, a velar nasal, is listed just after

/, the same position as English g in the English alphabet, although English g has a different

phonetic value. The listing of all the vowels at the beginning of the alphabet means that the

alphabetical order used for the Tokelau-English dictionary is different from the order used

for the English-Tokelauan wordlist. Also, the placement of all the vowels at the beginning

makes the alphabetical order for Tokelauan different from most other modern dictionaries

of Pacific Island languages. The short vowel precedes the long vowel, which is represented

by a macron.

Lexical units are listed in strict alphabetical order, which means that compounds and

other derivatives are not listed under bases or roots but in their proper alphabetical places.

However, many deri.ratives are not defined but simply listed in their alphabetical places and

cross-referenced to the base(s) or reduplication(s) of the base(s). For example, tavole'plural

for vovole' is cross-referenced to vovole'make a noise by scolding' under which tavole is

defined; tatipi'pl. for tipi' is cross-referenced to tipi'cut' and titipi'sever'; and tameki'pL.

for meki' and tamekimeki 'pl. for meki' are cross-referenced to meki'to flinch'.

On the question of the order of senses, there is an impression that with words that are

used as both noun and verb, it is the noun sense that tends to be listed first. Examples are:

haamelie n. sweetness, before v. be sweet; maul n. firmness, soundness, stability, before v.

be fixed, be fast; mfrz n. shame, embarrassment, before v. be ashamed, be embarrassed;

mahalo n. suspicion, mistrust, before v. be suspicious; mamafa n. weight, seriousness,

before v. be heavy, be serious; maualuga n. height, before v. be high; and v(Ne n.
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quickness, speed, before v. be fast, be quick. It may be that this order was chosen because

the noun senses are felt to be more basic or more conmon than the verbal senses, but more

likely, this order was chosen simply to make the ordering of senses consistent.

Figurative uses of words tend to result in polysemy rather than homonymy. For

example, the word katapila from English "caterpillar" has as the first sense 'larva' and the

second 'bulldozer'. Some lexicographers would consider these to be two homonyms. As

Hooper explains in her grammatical introduction, it is sometimes very hard to decide whether

one is dealing with homonymy or polysemy. Sometimes the senses of a word have diverged

so much that speakers no longer consider them to be related senses. She admits that

sometimes a particular course was taken simply because it was too difficult to decide which

senses belong together (Simona 1986: xvii).

Word origins are mainly from English or Samoan. This information is placed at the

beginning of an entry, which may suggest that the word is not a "real" Tokelauan word.

This dictionary does not have a comprehensive cross-referencing system. Hooper

describes types of cross-references: "cf. " is used mainly to refer to synonyms; "also" and

"see also" to words that are semantically related to the headword; and "see" is used mainly

to refer a reader to the meaning of a word which is placed somewhere else, e.g. under a base

or root.

There are just over twenty abbreviations in the dictionary, a very manageable number.

Most are to do with usage and grammatical information. There are also abbreviations for

the English-Tokelauan wordlist.

8.4 Quality

A salient feature of this dictionary is its simplicity of style throughout, including the

grammatical sketch by Hooper. This is perfectly in line with the aim of catering for native

speakers.

But the listing of neither the headwords nor the senses of words is complete. This

makes the dictionary incomplete for the use of a more scholastic audience. Hooper now feels

that there ought to have been fewer illustrative phrases since many meanings are already

clear from the glosses (Hooper: pers. comm. 1994). She would be right from the point of

view of linguists, but for those interested in actually learning or experiencing the language,

the abundant use of illustrative sentences and phrases is a merit of the dictionary. Native
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speakers and learners of the language will need actual examples as models and input for

learning. The presence in the dictionary of numerous illustrations gives it a sense of the

"real" language rather than just English glosses and English statements about the language.

This is an attractive book, well-bound, with large legible type. As Elbert (1987) says,

it is a remarkable achievement from three atolls, especially when the principal author is a

native speaker. Elbert notes the excellent editorial job done by Hooper; fewer than ten

misprints were found. The only major misprint not noted by Elbert appears in the main

section of the dictionary on page 130, on which are repeated some of the entries already

given in the correct alphabetical place on page 80.

In this dictionary, the fact that there is no statement on the emphasis of the dictionary

(e.g. on the current rather than classical language), on whether the dictionary is supposed to

be prescriptive or descriptive, on what field work was done and for how long, on what the

major sources were, and the fact that there is no list of references, may point to the fact that

the main author of the dictionary is not a linguist but a native speaker. A native speaker who

is not a linguist does not usually have the needs of the linguist in mind.

9 Pukui and Elbert's Hawaiian Dictionarf (1986 edition)
9,1 Introduction and Purpose

The edition reviewed here is the most recent edition of the dictionary, originally

compiled in 1957. Apparently, with each new edition, new words were added, the greatest

number being with this final edition which incorporated several new features such as a way

of showing sress to facilitate the pronunciation of longer words.

This dictionary has no explicit aim, but in his preface Elbert speaks of "the response

of scholars and of many other readers, not only in Hawai'i but from all parts of the world"

(Pukui and Elbert 1986: vii). Judging from the varied and comprehensive contents of this

dictionary, the likely aim is to provide a resource for Hawaiian studies, with the intended

audience being both "native speakers" and scholarly users such as linguists interested in

studying the language formally. Some kinds of information given in the dictionary, such as

the etymological information tracing the origins of some words to the classical languages,

are obviously geared towards linguists and more scholarly users.

Perhaps the Hawaiian situation is one of the few in which native speakers need a

bilingual more than a monolingual dictionary to learn about their language (but see reference
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to Schtitz in section 6 of chapter 1 above). The bulk of (ethnic) Hawaiians are not "native

speakers" of Hawaiian in the stune sense in which Samoans or Tongans can be said to be

native speakers of their respective languages. The majority of Hawaiians are not equipped

with the kind of native speaker linguistic knowledge that would enable them to comprehend

and learn from an account of meaning in their own language. As with most Maori in New

Zealand, most Hawaiians now need English to learn about their language. Of all Polynesian

languages, it is probably this language, followed closely by Maori, that is most at risk of no

longer becoming a vernacular language. And yet, this is the language for which the most

comprehensive record of a Polynesian language exists. This is a kind of evidence that a

written record of the language does not necessarily maintain a language and in fact has little

to do with the process of language maintenance. However, the dictionary can be used as a

resource for the conscious and formal learning of the language.

Besides being a teaching resource, the dictionary has a historical slant to it. As a

record of the Hawaiian language, it does not restrict entries to current language but instead

records all words ever known to have been in use at any given time. Samuel Elbert says in

his preface that they have not rejected many obsolete words, even though they are not certain

of their meanings, simply because "they are too precious to discard". Thus, says Elbert in

his preface, half or more than half of the dictionary is not known to fluent speakers of

Hawaiian today. This may explain in part why this is the most comprehensive of Polynesian

dictionaries.

9.2 Contents
9.2.1 Size and Scope

There are about 23,500 enffies and subentries in the Hawaiian-English section,

making it the largest of all Oceanic dictionaries to date. Elbert himself claims that it is the

most complete of Polynesian dictionaries to date. There are about 13,000 entries in the

English-Hawaiian section. This finderlist is thus smaller by several thousand entries than

Churchward's English-Tongan finderlist.

About half the entries consist of obsolete words. As Biggs (1959a) points out in his

review of the first edition, the dictionary incorporates material from earlier works, mainly

from the various editions of the Lorrin Andrews dictionaries. But many more words were

taken out of Hawaiian texts, both published and unpublished, and thousands of loanwords are
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included. In this sense, this dictionary resembles Churchward's Tongan dictionary, with the

only difference being that Churchward rejected words from the earlier dictionaries that had

uncertain meanings. tn this dictionary, Pukui and Elbert decided that words of uncertain

meanings would still be recorded.

About half of the dictionary consists of ancient and therefore unfamiliar words. The

label "obsolete" in previous editions has been replaced by the label "rare" since some words

previously thought to be "obsolete" have since turned up in some contexts. This optimism

stresses the historical leaning of this dictionary. Words that qualify for the use of nrare" are

non-cultural words which are not found in texts but only in the Andrews dictionaries and

which have no recognizable bases.

However, words belonging to the "old culture" are not labelled appropriately to

indicate that features of the old culture, described by those words, have gone. Thus, words

from areas such as religion, sorcery, canoe and housemaking, tapa, tattooing, weapons,

diseases and their remedies are not treated any differently from ordinary everyday words.

Users would not necessarily know that a word like 'ahapi'i 'kind of tapa' would be rare

because it could easily be assumed that it is a feature of everyday life. Such words need

specification, especially when there are so many of them in the dictionary.

But is the modern language sufficiently represented? A certain degree of modernity

is indicated by the inclusion of accurate and up{o-date scientific names of plants as well as

the use of metric measurements introduced with this latest edition. Moreover, modern loans

from English are included. As Biggs says of the 1957 edition, it seems that a high

proportion of the enfries in that edition are loans from English. Also included are fairly

recent words that have come into currency in recent times. Words as recent as "computer"

(mikini ho'onohonoho 'ikena, lit. machine to store information' and even sciences like

"linguistics' (kdlai '6lelo,lit. carve up language') are given.

A considerable number of proper nouns, such as the personal name Haulani,literally

"ruling royal chief", and Hau-o-Md'ihi'name of a wind" are given. A great deal of cultural

or encyclopedic information is incorporated in this work.

9.2.2 Senses

Definitions are full for major words, as for the word pu'u 'any kind of a protuberance

from a pimple to a hill'. Words used in illustrative sentences and phrases are always
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defined, and it is rare that a Hawaiian word given in the English-Hawaiian section is not

defined in the Hawaiian-English section. As Elbert warns, many headwords have more than

one English meaning. Examples ue aloha'love', ali'i 'chief', 'ano 'kind, variety', and

loa'a'to find, get'. Such words have many English synonyms and therefore quite long

entries. Some glosses were revised, corrected or added to with this new edition.

A less satisfactory feature of some glosses is vagueness or lack of clarity. For

examples, under Ehd 'syllables repeated at the ends of verses in chants' is reference to "a

genital chant"; under laukanaka 'densely populated' is the phrase "that I peopled with

echoes"; under the word pehu 'swelling' are the words "a business of swelling in pride, a

prideful paying of debt". Most such explanations are Eanslations of illustrative sentences

which verge on the literal but are not always explained (see section 2.2 above). Like the

translation of illustrative sentences in Firth's Tikopta-English Dicrtonary, the translations in

this dictionary tend to be literal in order to bring out what is idiomatic in Hawaiian, even if

this does not sound idiomatic in English. Under 'oehuehu'disturbance' is the illustration //e

aha kcia 'oehuehu nei, pi'i 'akala o ka hulu'what is this disturbance, this bristling of the

fur?' While such renderings are admirable in that there is an attempt to bring out the essence

of the indigenous meaning, they are not always self-explanatory to the mind that does not

think in Hawaiian.

A lot of cultural information is included either in glosses themselves or in the

translations of illustrative sentences. Under the word pua'a'pig' we are told of the "chief-

seeking pig"; under aloha 'dina 'love of the land' we are told that 'this is a very old

concept, judging from the thousands of sayings in which it appears"; under aloalo 'hibiscus'

we learn that in 1923 it was made the flower of the Territory of Hawai'i.

Attention is always paid to figurative meaning and idioms, such as under the word

k1leat 'Pacific golden plover...a migratory bird which comes to Hawai'i about the end of

August and leaves early in May for Siberia and Alaska'. Figuratively, it is "a scornful

reference to foreigners who come to Hawaii and become prosperous, and then leave with

their wealth, just as theplover arrives thin in the fall each year, fattens up, and leaves...'

9.2.3 Grammatical Information

The main grammatical information given in entries is part of speech. Pukui and
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Elbert define in the glossary what they mean by their categories: a verb is a base that may

follow certain markers especially ue'to become', usually marking an action or state. A

transitive verb takes direct objects and passive markers. An intransitive verb does not take

a direct object but may take a marker of the imperative or passive / imperative, and

commonly takes o class possessives. A noun is preceded by an article or a preposition. A

noun-verb is a base that is commonly used as both noun and verb, as the word piltkia in ka

pilikia'the trouble' and ua pilikia'to be troubled'. This is abbreviated as n.v. A stative

verb is rarely passivised and generally marks condition or state e.g. maika'i 'to be good'.

This dictionary introduces a novel approach in which a multifunctional word is

labelled not as a "noun" or "verb" but as a "noun-verb", similar somewhat to the class of

"universals" of Biggs (1969). There are no adjectives or adverbs in the dictionary; when

the word mfrlie'slowly' modifies a verb it is still labelled a stative verb, and when the word

loa 'long' is used attributively with a noun, such as in the name Mauna Loa, it is still

labelled a stative verb. There is probably a need for a category of "qualifier" as is the case

with the Tokelau Dictionary and the Tilcopia-English Dictionary. There are categories of

interjections and numerals. Part of speech is not given for ho'o-'causative suffix' forms,

reduplications and entries that are labelled as variants, as well as those enhies taken from one

of the Andrews dictionaries.

The multifunctionality of Polynesian words is a vexing question for lexicographers

of Polynesian languages, and there is yet no consensus on a common solution.

kxicographers will do as they think fit for a particular language. However, the notion of

a noun-verb is an attractive one in that it goes some way towards suggesting that simply

labelling words as "nouns" or "verbs" as lexical categories does not suffice. But nys is not

a complete solution in that lumping glosses together is not always clear, and it is up to the

user to decide which is the noun sense and which the stative verb. It is unfortunate that the

part of speech label is divorced from the glosses and examples because then the entry is less

clear. The word aloha'love' is labelled as nvt and zvs, and there is no indication which

sense is "noun" and which "transitive verb" and which nstative verb".

The glosses reflect the part of speech given. tf the part of speech is "nvs", then a

noun gloss and a stative verb gloss are given.
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9.2.4 Illustrative Phrases, Cultural Infonnation and Usage

Illustrative sentences and phrases are ffanslated into English, adding cultural

information for clarification. Most illustrative sentences are taken from published texts

instead of being invented. Sources include poetry, folklore, ethnology, chants, songs, ancient

prayers, poetic sayings and proverbs. Illustrative sentences are carefully cross-referenced

to their sources, and sometimes there are cross-references to other parts of the dictionary

where a word is used. The use of these illustrative sentences greatly enhances the clarity of

the dictionary except in situations where literal translations are not explained in square

brackets, as is done for some words. More such explanations should be given of the sort

exemplifiedby loa'a 'to find', in which the translation'eyes not easily obtained' is further

explained as a "chief not easily approached". A great deal of cultural information and usage

is transmitted this way.

A great deal of usage information is given in this dictionary. This includes the

current scientific names of plants, the use of metric measurements, reconstructions of proto-

forms that were recent at the time. About 2,000 plant names are given. Sometimes dialectal

information is given by the provision of the name of the island to which a word is eonfined.

Of all dictionaries of Oceania, this is the one that is richest in etymological

information. At the end of the entry, etymological information is sometimes given, usually

source languages or a proto-language. It traces the source of some loanwords to Greek,

Hebrew, and [,atin. The reader is told in the guide to the dictionary that Greek-derived

words are found mainly in the New Testament, Hebrew in the Old Testament, and Latin is

the origin of non-Hawaiian animals and terms for Christian services. Differences in meaning

between versions given in the old Bible and in the new are also recorded. For example, the

word, keakula or teasura is "pine" in the Revised Standard Version while the term "box tree"

is used in the King James Version of the Bible. Most loanwords, however, are English in

origin. Reconstructed protoforms such as PPN are given. This is one of the few dictionaries

of a Polynesian language with reconstructions of PPN, PNP, PEP and PCP words.

9.2.5 Spelling and Pronunciation

Speaking of the 1957 edition, Biggs (1959a: 53) remarks: "Hawai'ian now joins

Maori as a Polynesian language for which an excellent dictionary in a phonemic orthography
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is available". There is consistent use of the macron to represent long vowels and the

inverted apostrophe to represent glottal stops. This is probably the only Polynesian

dictionary with a systematic guide to stress and pronunciation, which was written by the

linguist, Albert J. Schiitz. The perceptive account of the notion of sfess groups in Hawaiian

is to be applauded. However, there are some less satisfactory features of the way

pronunciation is marked in the dictionary. The stress units described in the introduction are

1. a disyllable such as maka'eye',2. a syllable with a long vowel or diphthong such as /d
'sun'or ke.i'sea', and 3. either of these two fypes preceded by an unstressed syllable such

as mahalo'thank you' or makai'towards the sea'. "For such words, stress falls on the last

vowel or diphthong, or (if the syllables are short) on the second to last syllable" (p.xviii).

We are also told that long words are composed of a series of two or more such units, each

of which has one stress.

The stress units described, however, do not include some sequences given as

examples. The sequence 'aukeku in the word 'Aukeku.lehia'Australia' is given as a single

stress unit, but its structure of diphthong plus disyllable is not included in the explanation of

stress units given by Schiitz. Since a diphthong is a sffess unit by itself, and so also is a

disyllable, there should be a period separating 'au from keku showing there are two stress

units present. If this sequence really is one stress unit, then such a sftess unit is not included

in the explanation. The example ho'dla'to awaken someone' is another type of stress unit

that is not given in the explanation. It is made up of a stress unit as given in stress unit

number 3 above (ho'd) followed by an unstressed short vowel (la). According to the

explanation, hd.'ala'to perfume' has two stress units but ho'dla'to awaken someone' is one

stress unit. The sequence long vowel preceding a monosyllable was not mentioned either as

a stress unit, but in the dictionary we have words likemdhu 'steam'. Also, it is not made

clear whether the diphthong is an alternative pronunciation to two separate vowels. We are

told that the word makai'towards the sea' has the stress on the diphthong, but nothing is said

about stress placement when the diphthong precedes a monosyllable, as in the word, naele
'rock crevice'. Is the stress on the diphthong or on the second to last vowel? Or are both

possible? We are not told.

Moreover, in view of the given types of stress units, stress placement in a very large

number of words should already be obvious. The stress in words llke ndnd'to look at' and

reduplications like nalunalu'rough, of a sea with high waves' as well as words like nalowale
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'lost, gone' are predictable. The use of the periods to indicate stress placement in such

words is unnecessary. Also, if the morpheme boundary has anything to do with stress

placement, then the pronunciation of such words as ho'opulapula 'to start seedlings or

cuttings' and mfrhaehae 'tear to shreds' should equally be clear. The period unnecessarily

clutters up too many headwords. This is one of the areas of the dictionary that needs a more

careful revision. There are already too many interruptions in the division of headwords:

there may be spaces separating words of a phrase, hyphens separating some words in names,

commas separating variant words, and now periods separating stress units. The English-

Hawaiian side looks much more readable because no periods interrupt headwords.

The dash in 'ekale-sla 'church' and in pele-kikena'Britain' appear to be misprints

since they are loanwords, so the dash is not likely to be there to mark any morphological

boundary. These words are given as examples to illustrate points made in the explanation

of pronunciation. Especially in the explanation of a novel feature of a dictionary, utmost

care should be taken with instructions and examples.

Elbert's preface explains one change in the orthography. In a number of words, the

w between vowels is an unnecessary letter in the spelling because without it the word is

pronounced in the same way. The following words have the same pronunciation: aaE, atwE
'an exclamation'. Thus, the headword, arwE has the cross-reference see auE, where the word

is defined. Kaud'outcast' is also spelt kauwd. So far so good. But then the word koali
'morning glory' is said also to be spelt kowali and pronounced in the same way. It is

difficult to see how these two different spellings can be pronounced in the same way as

Elbert maintains.

The orthography used in the dictionary is different in some ways from the

orthography advocated by the Spelling Committee that reviews spelling in Hawaiian (Pukui

and Elbert 1986: ix). Elbert thinks that this is because of different purposes of the dictionary

and the Committee. "The dictionary serves as a reference within which meanings are sought

for spellings that have been found in readings, while the primary goal of the [spelling

committeel rules is to set a standard orthography to be used in teaching the language" (p. ix).

Since the Committee is to standardise spelling, it may be desirable, perhaps at a later stage,

that spelling in the dictionary be made to be in line with that of the "standard" one.

The preface lists the eight spelling rules recommended by the Committee. In five of

these rules there is conflict with the dictionary. The following are the five rules and
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corresponding dictionary practice. 1. Spell each word in one way only. But the dictionary

gives variant spellings whereever there are variants. 2. Spell without using hyphens. But

the dictionary uses hyphens in some animal and plant names. 3. Spell with non-native

letters when so pronounced consistently by native speakers. But the dictionary always gives

the variant with the native letters priority by giving meanings under them and just gives the

other spelling as a variant. 4. Use lwl only to represent the consonant, not the glide. But

the dictionary gives the spelling with the glide as a variant to the spelling without the glide,

though the meaning is defined under the word wittrout the glide. 5. Write a compound term

as one word if the meaning is not evident from its parts. This rule is not as straightforward

as it looks. This is shown in the fact that though the dictionary uses the same semantic

criteria for the spelling of compounds, yet the preface says that the greatest differences with

the dictionary are in compound words and in the vowel length that is given for grammatical

particles. Biggs (1959a) acknowledges that semantic criteria would be too difficult to use and

recommends instead phonological criteria for word division.

Hyphenization in the dictionary is used when a plant or animal name contains a

prepositional phrase or verb phrase such as mo'opuna-a-ka-lfpoa 'red seaweed', but maile

lau li'i 'variety of mnile'. In place names, if there is one or more qualifiers, the qualifier

is capitalized and written separately. Hyphens may be used in mat and tapa designs but the

words are not capitalized. Variant spellings are given side by side, e.g. pailaka'pilot',

pailata; koali'ktnd of morning-glory', kowali; and oloolo'to saw back and forth' , ol.olo.

9.3 Arrangement

The alphabetical order is a e hi k lmnopuw. The glottal stop is not inthe

alphabet although it is distinctive. Like the long vowel, which is represented by a macron,

it is regarded as a punctuation mark; it is represented by an inverted aposffophe. I-oanwords

can retain English letters; they are variants of loans spelt with native letters.

This dictionary is largely alphabetical in arrangement and therefore makes for ease

of reference because entries, whether single words, multi major word items, and phrases, are

mainly arranged alphabetically. Generally, a definition is entered once only under a base or

a reduplication, depending on which form is more common, then there will be cross-

references to the definition from forms like reduplications, bases, passive / imperative forms,

variant forms, and ho- or ho'o- forms. This means that space is sacrificed because the words
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are listed twice with cross-references. The exception is the ho'o- causative, which is detined

under the base every time there \s a ho'o- causative. This means that in the h section there

is a long list of words with the causative/ simulative prefix that are cross-referenced to their

stems where they are defined. Other derivatives and compounds are listed separately from

their stems. Biggs states in his review that he prefers idioms to be under the first major

word, and not listed separately, and passive / imperative forms to be defined under the stem.

However, the strict alphabetical listing is probably the most manageable way of grouping

lexical items. Milner's ordering under bases is very well-conceived, but it must be

remembered that his is a much smaller dictionary. A work of such a scale as the Hawaiian

Dictionary cannot afford to take on the extra burden and decision-making of the obviously

more involved arrangement under bases.

This is one of the very few dictionaries that take the trouble to explain in some detail

the alphabetical order used and address smaller details of ordering such as that single word

entries go before entries made up of more than one word; for example, 'ahamele'needlefish'

goes before'aha mele'song festival'. Elbert also explains that the glottal stop is ignored

except that a vowel without a glottal goes before a vowel with a glottal and also that a vowel

without a macron goes before a vowel with a macron. Unfortunately, there need to be

clearer statements on the way the glottal and the macron are ordered in relation to each

other. For example, the order given as example is quite puzzling: kau,lcdu, ka'u. Sincewe

are told that a short vowel goes before a long vowel, it is understandable that kau should

precede kau. And since we are told that a vowel without the glottal goes before one with

the glottal, it is understandable rJ'nt kau should go before ka'u. What is puzzling is that ka'u

should follow after kau instead of after kau. That would be more in line with the example

pau, pq'u, pe't;t, pA'fr. The example n-, na, na-, nd-, -na, nd will puzzle the careful reader

since elsewhere in the dictionary forms without the hyphen go before the forms with the

hyphen (such as a before -a), but here nd- goes before nd. Moreover, we are told that

headwords with following hyphens go before those with preceding hyphens, so it is not clear

why -na does not follow straight after na-. However, in fhe dictionary itself the order is in

fact correct. It is the example that is wrong. In fact, the tburth item is not listed next to the

third item but instead are variants, so the list should have been given as:. n-, na, na-lnA-, -fla,

nd.

The precise details of the alphabetical order used by dictionaries of Pacific Island
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languages are quite varied. For instance, short vowels go before long vowels for Pukui and

Elbert but the opposite goes for Williams's Dictionary of the Maoi Language. At times the

order of Pukui and Elbert differs quite radically from Milner's alphabetical order. For

example, Pukui and Elbert has the following order: 'a'a, 'a'a, 'a'a'a, after which comes

such words as 'a'ahi. The placing of 'd'd in Samoan is quite different. Because Milner has

the glottal vowel before the long vowel rather than the other way round for Pukui and Elbert,

his order is as follows: 'a'ave, 'A'd, a'e. Words such as 'a'asi go well before 'a'ave and
'a'a. Thus, even though the order of the letters of the two alphabets are basically the same,

there are differences brought about by the way the macron and the glottal stop are ordered.

In many ways, the order of Churchward's Tongan Dictionary is the most consistent and

certainly the most fair in terms of recognizing the siatus of the glottal stop in the language.

Senses are separated by semicolons, with the most common senses listed first. In

general, figurative meanings constitute senses rather than homonyms, as shown under the

word. pehu'swollen', but it is not always the case, as shown under the words hua'fruit' and

lau'leaf' under which some figurative meanings are listed as homonyms. Homonyms are

numbered with arabic numerals according to frequency of use, and semantically close

homonyms are side by side. Homonyms that are loanwords follow homonyms that are native

words. Sometimes it is not clear why a word is defined as one homonym when the senses

seem to be quite disparate. The word komo can mean "to enter, go into, penerate, include"

but also "to entertain or feel, as an emotion". Both these are listed as senses. The word

loa'a 'te find' appears to have several senses that are quite disparate such as "to be born"

and "to find none to compare with". The word oi 'sharp' has a second sense of the sharp

sign in music. Why is this second sense not a homonym?

The average entry is very neatly and logically arranged. The following are typical

elements of an entry: headword; part of speech; glosses; illustrative sentences or phrases;

source references, if available; source of loans, e.g. English, Greek, Hebrew, Latin, or

other, with English translation, if not apparent; variants of the entry word; cross-references

such as to the Hawaiian Grammar; the label rare; names of islands to which a word is

confined; and finally, a protoform, if it is known.

Because of the largely alphabetical listing, the system of cross-referencing becomes

an important way to link up words with similar meanings. There is very good cross-

referencing to compounds and phrasal entries using .lee. These seem to be more numerous
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than the f. cross-references. There are references to the Hawaiian Gramma.r as a

grammatical base and references to the source materials from which meanings and illustrative

senses were extracted. The abbreviations are clear, and the glossary helps to explain things

in the dictionary quickly and efficiently without the need to look up things in other books

such as the Hawaiian Grammar.

In the English-Hawaiian section, the glosses are in order of approximate frequency

of use. Rare glosses are given last, and are often preceded by nalso" or "rare". The

English-Hawaiian index is very clearly presented and looks better than the other section

because it is not cluttered up by periods. The glosses are well-organised as for the word

"ask". There are cross-references to either Hawaiian words in the main section or to other

words in the index. Under "bamboo" the user is directed to see 'ohe 'reed' in the main

section for kinds. Under the word "arrogant" is the cross-reference See "proud". As is the

case in the Hawaiian-English section, a lot of proper names appear in the index such as

"Rarotonga" and "Sirius". Names of the states of the U.S.A. are given and even less

common names such as "Aries", "Ash Wednesday" and "Appomattox". Unfortunately, a

few of the Hawaiian names are not listed in the Hawaiian-English section.

On the format and typography of the dictionary, entry words and causative forms

(ho'o- and ig alternants) are in bold-face type, while Hawaiian words in the glosses are

italicized except for very cofirmon Hawaiian terms like hula and, 'ukulele. This makes for

easier reading. Unforfunately, the overuse of periods to mark stress unig and the ending of

a headword tends to clutter up the headwords and gives them an unnecessarily complex and

cumbersome appearance. Because there are four different kinds of interruptions to

headwords, namely spaces, commas, hyphens and periods, it is easier to become confused

as to their precise meanings.

9.4 Quality

This dictionary is the largest of any dictionary of an Oceanic language. Its most

salient feature is its wealth of information about different aspects of the language, in addition

to its exhaustive listing of the lexicon. For linguists, it is one of the best works of references

among dictionaries of Oceanic languages. It has several novel features, such as the attempt

to facilitate pronunciation and the attempt to better represent the multifunctionality of many

forms. The inclusion of special etymological information would make the work particularly
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2.

valuable for linguists working in that area. The dictionary needs some major revision in

areas such as pronunciation and spelling, so that its rules are brought in line with those of

the spelling committee that is looking to standardise Hawaiian spelling.

10 Implications for the Monolingual Tongan Dictionary

Arising out of the dictionary reviews and description of the Fijian monolingual

dictionary in chapter I are the following general implications for the Tongan monolingual

dictionary:

t . What seems of first importance is that there is a need to first make clear the main

intended audience, then cater for their needs. It should not be assumed that what is

good for linguists is also good for (Tongan) native speakers and the general public.

Monolingual works would appear to be more appropriate for native speakers while

bilingual works would suit linguists. The monolingual Tongan dictionary is primarily

for Tongan native speakers to learn and study their own language.

On the amount of information to be put in the dictionary, it is usually the case that

more means better. But because of the constraints of time and space, choices are

bound to be made of which material should be included and which to leave out. The

policy should be to include as much information about lexemes as possible: for

example, different word categories, especially culturally relevant areas, should be

covered exhaustively; different senses of these lexemes should be listed exhaustively;

full usage information should be provided so users know what is appropriate and

conventional in given situations.

In explaining the meanings of lexical items, the principles of completion, clarity and

accuracy are useful guidelines. The language of definition should be simple and

clear. Emphasis should be on the total meaning, including encyclopedic and cultural

meaning (see chapter 7, section 2.3). It would be better to adequately treat some core

areas than to give a sketchy treatment of as many lexemes as possible.

There is a need to recognise, in those languages that have it, the much-abused

consonant called the glottal stop. Because it is a phoneme and letter, it deserves a
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5.

place in alphabets. Its inferiorised status in some orthographies should not dictate its

place in the recording of a language. Surprisingly, among all Pacific Island

languages, only Tongan gives the glottal stop due recognition as a phoneme and letter

by including it in its alphabetical order (see chap0er 4, section 4).

Some useful lessons can be learned from the dictionaries reviewed. From

Churchward we learn about detailed definitions of many lexical items, and

arrangement of lexical items by strict alphabetical order, in which the glottal stop is

included as the final letter of the alphabet. He is particularly "user-friendlyn,

especially to linguists, e.g. in extensively cross-referencing to other places in the

dictionary and to the grammar. We learn from Milner's systematic arrangement of

lexemes and very clear presentation and layout. With regard to composite lexical

items, Milner is more discriminatory and economical in his selection of items for

inclusion in the dictionary than Churchward (see chapter 5, section 3.2). We may

learn from the abundance of illustrative sentences in Williams' dictionary that are

drawn from acknowledged sources. Firth is important for his attention to the native

speaker's perspective and the recognition that language cannot be divorced from

culture. Simona's dictionary exemplifies simplicity and clarity of definitions and

presentation, and the front-matter material is very clearly and simply presented by

Robin Hooper. Pukui and Elbert come closest to a good historical dictionary. They

do not reject "obsolete" words simply because the meanings are not found. They

simply cross-reference them to the only places where they are found. This is

something we can still do with our old dictionaries. From Elbert on the Rennellese

and Bellonese works, we learn about the wonderful balance between ancient and

modern words, the variety of useful information provided, including special usage

information that is often left out of some dictionaries because it is "rude".
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CIIAPTER THREE : PTJRPOSES AND FI.]NCTIONS OF TIIE MONOLINGUAL
TONGAN DICTIONARY

1 Introduction

This chapter describes aspects of the sociolinguistic situation in Tonga and in the

community in order to identify areas of language needs. The monolingual Tongan dictionary

is envisaged to function in response to these needs.

As we saw in chapters I and2, Pacific bilingual dictionaries to date have been geared

to linguists, language specialists and English-speaking users in a much more major way than

to native speakers. This situation is anticipated to change with the monolingual Tongan

dictionary; native speakers of Tongan will be the main intended audience, which means the

purposes and functions of the dictionary will centre on the language needs of native speakers

of Tongan.

The rising status of English and the coresponding decline of Tongan is sketched first.

This situation highlights the need to raise the status of Tongan and instil among Tongans

pride in their language and culture. A brief history of Tongan literacy follows, showing the

need for a more standardised and consistent writing system. Massive lexical additions to

Tongan mainly tluough the influence of English are then described, heralding the need for

the language to be adapted in appropriate ways to suit modern needs. Then from the results

of a brief survey on public opinion regarding existing dictionaries, the need to educate and

inform the public on the educational role and uses of the monolingual dictionary is evident.

Finally, following remarks on the nature of the process of language acquisition, the ways in

wltich the monolingual dictionary could assist in maintaining the language are discussed.

2 The Rise of English and the Decline of Tongan

The early traders, whalers and beachcombers who stayed in Tonga in the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries communicated with the Tongans in Tongan (Gunson

1977: 96), and some became fluent in the language. l,ater, when the rnissionaries arrived

and set up the first schools, they found that many Tongans did not easily learn English

(Spolsky et al. 1983 : 464), so they concenftated on learning Tongan in order to teach in it.

Moreover, the missionaries' brief was to develop the indigenous language. So the first

schools of the late 1820s and the next few decades laid emphasis on teaching literacy in
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Tongan. English was not emphasised. James Egan Moulton, Principal of the the first

secondary school in Tonga, Tupou College (set up in 1866), laboured to bring knowledge

to the Tongans in the medium of the Tongan language by translating textbooks into Tongan.

It seems that the little English spoken in Tonga at the time was only among expatriates.

There was no real reason to cultivate the knowledge and use of English among the Tongans.

Not until the establishment of the first Government secondary school, Tonga College,

in 1882 was the teaching of English in schools emphasised (Taufe'ulungaki 1988). At the

opening of the school, King George Tupou I used as his text the famous lines from Isaiah:

"my people perish for lack of knowledge". Part of the education provided by the school was

the English language taught as a subject, but it was not until 1921 that the Privy Council

designated English as the medium of instruction at Tonga College (Siegel 1996: 140). For

the first time there was a vision that Tongans could be bilinguals. Spolsky et al. (1983: 467)

maintain that "during the period 1900 until 1970, the presence of large numbers of

expatriates in key government positions must have fostered the move towards English'.

The official view that English was important and should be developed can be seen

from the Cabinet Decision of I92l which declared both English and Tongan to be the official

languages of government and to be used in formal education. Tongan was to be the medium

of instruction at primary school with English taught as a subject, and English was to be the

medium of instruction at secondary school with Tongan taught as a subject. Much later,

1978 Cabinet Decisions reaffirmed this decision but said that Tongan was to be the "national"

language (Taufe'ulungaki 1988).

Despite the teaching of English in the schools and the "move towards English",

knowledge and use of English did not really develop at all. Although some students could

understand and speak a little English, their English skills never developed to a stage in which

they could be said to be functionally bilingual. Spolsky et al. (1983) attribute this lack of

development partly to the emphasis laid by tJre missionaries on the development of Tongan

literacy. They maintain that from an early period, there existed indigenous functions to

which literacy in Tongan could usefully be applied, such as the use of Tongan to encode the

first code of laws in 1839 and the Constitution of 1875. Such functions helped consolidate

the position of the monarchy so that it can be assumed that there were also political motives

for the development of Tongan literacy.

Tu'inukuafe (1988: 1) gives other reasons for the lack of development of English at
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this time. According to him,

the fact that [Tonga] did not become airborne economically has meant that the people
have been restricted to the traditional life-style and the practice of their language and
culture... Rapid economic development ... would have repeated the Hawaiian
experience in Tongan with resultant disappearance of most of the vernacular.

The slow development of English may be attributed ultimately to the fact that the

sociolinguistic situation did not allow students, and Tongans in general, to "pick up' the

language in a naturalistic way, so the development of English was naturally slow. In

schools, much of the teaching of English was form-based (see section 6 below) while actual

communication was in Tongan. In government, although laws and official documents were

in English, there were always Tongan versions, and it was only Tongans in government who

interacted with Europeans in government positions that needed to use English. The majority

of people had no need of English. So il took a long time for the language to make itself felt

in the society. Names for introduced items and concepts were simply Tonganised and used

in Tongan.

It was not until after the Second World War that this situation began to change (see

chapter 1, section 4). The use of English began to pick up momentum. Although there has

not been any serious investigations as to why this happened, it seems likely that a number

of factors helped to bring English so much more to the fore. The most important factor

seems to be that the situation was such that there existed, for the first time, the means for

people to simply "pick up' the language in a naturalistic fashion instead of its being formally

taught as a school subject.

ln the case of Tongan, it is often thought that the turning point was the coming of

thousands of American soldiers to Tonga during the Second World War. The temporary

nature of their stay meant that they could only communicate with the people in English.

They did not stay long enough to learn Tongan, but they stayed long enough to inject some

English at least to some parts of the society. Their coming brought about a surge in people's

awareness of English, with its potentials to open up their world, and of western material

culture in general. Today, people of the older generation still talk about their exposure to

aspects of western culture, including language, at the time of the war.

The hou'el'kl 'aristocracy' had always played a leading role in the political and

economic development of the country. That the king, Tdufa'Ehau Tupou IV, then the
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Minister of Education, had a strong sense of the importance of English was not without

consequence. After his own education overseas, he returned to Tonga to become the

Minister of Education in 1942. Unlike his mother, the late Queen Sdlote, who placed

emphasis on things cultural and traditional, his political career began with a policy of

modernisation (Marcus 1977), part of which was the deliberate cultivation of English. With

this mode of orientation, he established the English-speaking elite school, Tonga High

School, in the same year with the aim of producing future Tongan leaders who would be able

to compete with English-speaking students overseas. In that school, Tongan was not used

or taught at all until more than twenty years later. English was the sole medium of

instruction and any form of communieation. All teachers were non-Tongan speakers

recruited mostly from New Zealand for at least the first two decades of the school.

It appears that plans for the development of English as part of the wider goal of

modernisation was the kind of thinking that dominated the Pacific at the time @enton 1981,

Geraghty 1989, Spolsky et al. 1983, Tu'inukuafe 1988). An article in the Missionary

Review, Sydney, October 1950, declared that all native languages of the South Pacific were

too limited, and were unequal to the demands of the wider modern contacts and higher

education. Only an international language could meet these demands. It explained that the

position was summed up by Prince TungT (now king of Tonga) at the South Pacific

Conference of 1950:

The alarming fact is that it is no longer possible for us to think of our environment
as limited to one specific locality. We cannot say that the environment of the village
is the village. We are now only six hours from Sydney and five days from London.
Our environment now is the whole world. The mastery of English will give us access
to current general and technical literature. We must see in English a second mother
tongue for the Pacific and a unifying language for us all. (1950: 11)

As in the case of several other Pacific nations in the post-war period, Tonga began

a movement in education that stressed the importance of English. Pacific Island nations were

campaigning for the use of English while greatly discouraging the use of the vernaculars in

schools (Benton 1981). National language policies favoured English to the indigenous

languages. [n Tonga, the influence of English in schools since the war has accelerated to the

extent that it now dominates the scene in both secondary and tertiary education, as well as

in written official communication. The education system was being modelled on the New
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Zealand system, and New Zealand, national examinations were introduced. This meant that

examinations were in English, and to be successful in education students had to be successful

in English first. This kind of situation led to the development of English as the prestige

language in school while Tongan became a neglected subject.

But, as indicated above, the developments that led to the rising status of English lay

largely outside formal education. The situation was such that there was much greater contact

with overseas. With improved communication, trade links with overseas countries were

developed. Tourism became more important. The migration of Tongans overseas for

residence or education was just beginning and increased through the sixties and seventies.

The mass media became much more developed. Forms of entertainment such as films and

later videos became much more influential. All these brought English much closer to the

bulk of Tongans, not just to the top levels of the society or the educated classes. So much

western knowledge was being incorporated into the traditional culture, as in procedures in

government, administration, law, commerce and trade. Western types of entertainment that

used the medium of English such as pop music and video films began to take the place of

more traditional forms of entertainment. The adoption and enjoyment of these things could

not be divorced from the non-formal learning of English.

It appears, too, that for most important language functions, English is becoming

increasingly preferred, except for specifically traditional functions such as ceremonial use.

Some important language functions identified by experts (e.g. Pawley 1989) are:

1 . Language of wider communication or lingua franca - used within a country for
interethnic communication

official use - language used for government purposes at the national level

Educational use - the language of textbooks and examinations

Literary function - in literary and scholarly work.

Religious and ceremonial purposes

Vernacular / domestic use

In Tonga, it seems that 1. uses English exclusively; and 2 - 4 especially in the official and

educational uses, English tends to be preferred. Especially in secondary and tertiary levels,

2.

3 .

4.

5 .

6.
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English is the language used for the acquisition of scientific and technological knowledge and

skills required for the development of the nation. English is preferred for the operation of

government, for international diplomacy and communication with other countries although

other languages are sometimes used, such as Japanese, French, German, Mandarin

(Taufe'ulungaki 1988). Only functions such as 5. and 6. seem to be predominantly Tongan.

Most professional persons, especially in medicine and law but also in teaching and

other comparable fields, were educated in English. The language of their specialist

knowledge is therefore English. The lawyers who do the drafting of laws and statutes are

often better at English than Tongan, and also the laws themselves are often British laws to

be adapted to fit the Tongan situation. Occasionally, doctors and nurses, and other

professional people switch to English when their Tongan does not allow them to express

adequately their professional knowledge. Politicians such as members of parliament use a

lot of political jargon in English in their debates. Although Tongan is mostly used in Privy

Council and l,egislative Assembly, and all official communications to the King, spoken or

wriffen, is in Tongan, English tends to be used in Cabinet. Cabinet submissions are always

in English. At the Judiciary branch of the government, the Supreme Court conducts business

in Tongan, but the Chief Justice for a long time had been an expatriate, so a translator is

usually used. tt is only when, in some government functions, cultural mores and practices

overlap with western-derived administrative procedures that Tongan is used instead of

English. Sometimes when people are in a situation where they need to use the language of

respect and they have not mastered it, they would be more likely to use English.

English is taught as a subject at primary level, and at secondary level, it is the

language of textbooks and examinations; officially, it is the medium of instruction. There

is a primary school in every inhabited island in Tonga, so English would be understood in

varying degrees throughout Tonga. There is a rising demand for more English in the school

system at both primary and secondary level. When teachers teach in Tongann as many

teachers do in order that students may understand the content of their subjects, there is a lot

of switching to English, especially in the teaching of subjects in which there is a high level

of technicaljargon such as chemistry and physics. In some subjects, such as mathematics,

many concepts are understood only in English and would be difficult to explain in Tongan

to a monolingual Tongan.

The last word would seem to be that although Tongan is still the dominant language
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in traditional and cultural domains such as religious, ceremonial and, most importantly,

domestic functions, Tongan society is moving towards a greater emphasis on educational and

official domains. English is increasingly being preferred in both these domains, and because

everyone aspires to some education and some official position, English is seen as the means

to these aspirations. Moreover, English is being increasingly used by elite groups, especially

those with political, social and economic powers, and this is providing a model for all

ambitious Tongans. There are all indications that knowledge and use of English will

continue to be on the rise.

The increase in the use of English has corresponded to a decline in the use and status

of Tongan, a situation that is parallelled in other places in the Pacific in varying degrees

(Dixon 1991). In most places it may only be a matter of time before English becomes the

major functioning language. The signs of decline is shown in the education system itself.

Since 1987, Tongan Studies has been a compulsory subject for Form 5 School Certificate

along with English. Every year about 100 applications are received by the Ministry of

Education from parents for exemption of their children from sitting the Tongan Studies

examination ('Uhila-mo-e-langi Fasi, Examination Division, Ministry of Education,

Nuku'alofa: pers. comm. 1992). The usual reasons given are that their children do not speak

Tongan well enough or not at all as they have been overseas at some point in their lives.

Konai Thaman (1980) carried out a survey to find out care-givers' expectations of

their secondary school children. The survey sought answers from parents and employers.

The results showed a significant lack of interest of parents and employers in the Tongan

language. Generally, they preferred that their children should study English in the time

allocated to the teaching of Tongan.

Taufe'ulungaki's (1988) major survey of Tongans' attitude to Tongan and to English

showed that while people appreciated Tongan they had preferences for English.

Taufe'ulungaki found that although people had positive attitudes to Tongan, they said that

if they had the opportunity to use only one language, they would prefer to use English. She

also found that the younger people were, the more positive they were towards English, and

the older they were the more positive they were towards Tongan. This means that if those

attitudes remain constant, adults in the near future will prefer English to Tongan.

Part of the preliminary survey carried out in 1989 about people's attitude to

dictionaries involved eliciting peoples' thoughts about the position of Tongan and English in
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relation to each other (see section 5 below). Of the 30 people interviewed, only two of them

believed that the Tongan language was endangered in any way. Significantly, these two

people were radio and newspaper journalists. They based their opinions on their audience's

reaction to the language of their media. More and more people'were expressing desire for

information to be presented in English.

The evidence of a language shift from Tongan to English is more apparent in overseas

communities than in Tonga. 'Aipolo and Hohnes (1991) is a study of the Tongan

Community in Wellington with respect to prospects of language maintenance. The study

shows that it is probably the community that is best able to maintain its native language in

New Zealand, relative to Samoans, Greeks, Chinese, Sri Lankans and other immigrant

groups. However, 8 percent of the people in that community have expressed a desire to

dispense with the Tongan language. They believe that Tongan is no use to them now that

they are living in New Zealand. With this kind of indifference to the language, it may only

be a matter of time before Tongans in New Zealand lose their Tongan. It is a known fact

that a large number of Tongan children in New Zealand speak a version of Tongan that is

not standard, if they speak it at all.

It seems that overseas Tongan communities are just miniature reflections of the main

community in Tonga. Only the rate of change is different. In Tonga, especially in urban-

dwelling families, there are some English-speaking children. A lot of code-swirching can

now be found ilnong young parents of 20 to 45 years old. Parents of the next generation

are likely to be all bilingual. Although, with the grammar-based way English is currently

being taught in schools, there does not appear to be any major threats, the threat from

English comes from somewhere else. It is the general diffusion of English into Tongan

society as a result of increasing contact with the west that is likely to result in the accelerated

decline of the Tongan language.

By the early eighties, there were concerns that the Tongan language was in danger

from the increasing use of English. So government added an extra aim in the 1980-85 Five

Year Development Plan - "Enhance the quality of life and security of the people, the cultural

heritage of the nation, and the preservation of the envirorunent. " This means that the Tongan

language, as part of that heritage, must continue to be developed in order to fulfil its

functions. The teaching of the Tongan language in the school system was then upgraded

through the introduction of several measures. In 1986, the school subject Tongan studies was
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introduced on a trial basis in secondary schools throughout Tonga. The new subject was

eventually to replace the old Tongan language subject the content of which was based on

formal grammar. The new subject teaches literacy skills in Tongan as well as some formal

gratnmar. In 1987, Tongan Studies was examined for the first time at Form 5 School

Certificate level. The plan was to extend the subject to Form 6 level and eventually to

tertiary level. The teaching of Tongan Studies has also been incorporated into the curriculum

of the Tonga Teachers' College. Workshops for inservice training of Tongan language

teachers are co-ordinated jointly by the Curriculum Development Unit and the Tongan

language teachers' association.

Out of this realisation of the decline of Tongan was borne the concept of the

monolingual Tongan dictionary. It was thought that such a dictionary would play a major

role in at least countering the present trend of English-dominated westernisation and

internationalism. The dictionary should help to raise the status of the language and draw

attention to it as worthy of being used, not only where it is already in use now, but also in

education and in official domains.

The general complacency prevalent among Tongans about the security of Tongan as

a mother tongue is probably not surprising, for the decline of a language is often not

generally recognised until it is too late to do anything about it (Topping 1994, Dixon 1991).

But regardless of whether people believe that their language is in any danger, the

monolingual Tongan dictionary is envisaged to raise and renew interest in the language.

3 Tongan Literacy

lt was the missionaries who first reduced Tongan into a written language, and did so

for reasons that were beneficial to them and to Tongans. Literacy in Tongan developed and

spread after the missionaries established schools (Annual Report of MOE 1939). The first

missionaries belonging to the London Missionary Society arrived in Tonga in t797 but they

were unsuccessful in their mission. In 1822 a missionary from the Wesleyan Missionary

Society arrived but left after six months, also unsuccessful. In 1826 Thomas and

Hutchinson, also Wesleyans, arrived, and this time they set up the first school in Tonga,

attended by adults, at Hihifo, the western district of Tongatapu. It was at this time that

Nathaniel Turner arrived from New Zealand, where he had worked among the Maoris.

Turner's arrival marks the beginning of successful literacy development in Tonga. He set
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up a second school in Nuku'alofa in 1827, which soon became very successful. His

orthography (see chapter 4, section 3.1) and simple books were used in schools of the day

(Latuketu 1977: 123).

During the time of the early missionaries the Tongan language enjoyed a high status.

The language of instruction in the schools was Tongan. The content of the curriculum was

mostly material directly related to the Bible and Christian teaching. The aim of the

missionaries was to teach people to read and write in order for them to be able to understand

the Bible and the new faith. Textbooks were written in longhand, and copies of these were

made by the missionaries and those students who had legible handwriting. At the request of

King George T6ufa'd.hau Tupou l, schools were established in other parts of Tonga. The

syllabus was extended to include teaching the English language (Report of the Ministry of

Education 1989).

In 1866, the Wesleyan mission set up the first secondary school in Tonga. It was

named Tupou College after the king, and it proved to be the first school to produce the first

literate Tongan leaders. The Catholic church too was developing its own school system. [n

1842, Catholic missionaries established a day school for boys at Pea. They were supported

by those chiefs who opposed the rising power of T6ufa'Ehau and his alliance with the

Wesleyans. But the main achievement of the Catholics, the establishment of 'Apifo'ou, St

Peter Chanel's school, did not come about until 1886 (Report of the Ministry of Education

1989).

With regard to the orthography, it seems that the Catholics used Colomb's

orthography (see chapter 4, section 3.1), the Wesleyans used Turner's orflrography while

people in government tended to use Baker's orthography.

From the first, the Tongans were enthusiastic about developing literacy in Tongan.

In 1882, the first Act of Parliament was passed, regulating education in Tonga

(Taufe'ulungaki 1988). Under the terms of this Act, Clause 7 states "In all Wesleyan schools

the Protestant Bible shall be read daily, and in all Catholic schools the Catholic Bible shall

be read daily. " The Premier, who was also the Minister of Education, was to be responsible

for the decision on the type of books to be used, and parents were required to buy suitable

books for their children or be fined a dollar. All books were to be offered for sale at a

reasonable price by the government. Clauses 20 - 25 made school attendance compulsory

for those between 5 and 16. No child was permitted to leave school without the permission
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of the School Inspector. Such permission was granted only to those who could read, write

and do compound division satisfactorily. Absenteeism was excusable only by illness. Fines

of up to $15 were imposed on those who breached these regulations. [.ater, other acts were

passed, the most recent and the one in force today being the L974 act which made further

amendments relating to the development of literacy in Tongan.

For a long time the Tongan language enjoyed a high status in the society. In fact,

Tongan has always been among the things that the king and chiefs cared most about,

probably under the influence of Queen Salote. It is likely that the care and concern of the

monarchy for the language and culture was derived from the attitude of the first king, T\.rpou

I who had found literacy in Tongan useful in his role as ruler of the country. In 1943 the

present king, then Prince TungT, Minister of Education, formulated changes in Tongan

orthography with a view to standardising the written language (See chapter 4, section 3.1).

He was also responsible for commissioning the services of Clerk Maxwell Churchward in

1946 to record the Tongan language in a grammar and a dictionary. In a paper prepared by

the South Pacific Commission at the request of UNESCO, Platten (1951: 7) quotes Prince

Tungl: "There are ways of thought for us that are not quite translatable into English, so the

vernacular must be retained".

As Minister of Education the king, at the encouragement of his mother, the late

Queen Sf,lote, was also instrumental in the establishment of the Tonga Traditions Committee,

whose task was to help maintain aspects of culture and language. The Minutes of Parliament

1949 records a proposal by the Minister of Education, Prince Tungl, which was accepted

by Parliament, that a committee be established to research customs and traditions for the

reason that much had been lost already. The late Queen Sdlote always valued the language

and Tongan traditions, as shown in the following part of her closing speech of the 49th

session of the l*gislative Assembly of Tonga, 24 August 1949:

It is a pleasure for me to see the care which you have exercised in these matters and
the loyalty which you have shown in the valuable motions placed before the House
in connection with ...the codification of Tongan customs and traditions. Such
customs and traditions have always been practised and preserved by certain loyal
families and individuals, but it is particularly pleasing to me that the matter of their
permanent recording and publication in a form which would lead to a more
widespread knowledge thereof and a more general observance of them should have
been brought before the House for serious discussion, and I appreciate such a gesture
and regard it as a further step forward towards the preservation of Tonga's national
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identity.

Throughout the course of the development of Tongan orthography (see chapter 4,

section 3.1), the way Tongan is written now is rather diverse. Older people occasionally still

use Turner's orthography of 1827 in which D is used instead of p. Many have adopted

Churchward's orthography but still ignore the glottal stop currently represented by the

inverted apostrophe. Many also tend to dispense with Churchward's so-called "definitive

accent" and the macron. One reason for this state of affairs is the complexity of the official

orthography that is now being taught in schools. It seems that, though Churchward's

orthography is taught in schools, the attempt to standardise spelling has not been entirely

successful. The monolingual dictionary of Tongan may be able to promote a simpler

orthography (see chapter 4, section 4) and thereby assist in the advancement of literacy in

Tongan.

4 Language Change

A major development in the state of the Tongan language is that it has come to

incorporate literally tens of thousands of new words as a result of the modernisation or

westernisation process and the presence of English. Even in Churchward's time half a

century ago, about a thousand and four hundred loanwords from English were recorded by

him in his dictionary. The awareness of the great deal of borrowing that was going on in

the language prompted the government to establish the Tongan Language Committee in 1989

mainly to look into which borrowings have been accepted and used in government

deparlments and the media in order that some words be standardised for general use. The

Tongan [.anguage Committee is chaired by the Minister of Education, and members consist

of language specialists (including local authorities) from government departments, churches,

and other organisations.

This process of lexical expansion had always been going on since first contact with

Europeans. Before that, there had been a lot of borrowing from other Pacific Island

languages especially Fijian, as is apparent from the old dictionaries of Tongan. But words

from English have been the most numerous. These were mainly for new material culture

items adapted into the language such as sEpuni'spoon' , sea 'chair', and pepa'paper'.

With the introduction of Christianity, many more new words entered the language,
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Early missionaries and explorers must have found that for many English words there were

no satisfactory Tongan equivalents. So a common practice must have been to borrow English

words and Tonganise the spelling and pronunciation.

With the introduction of western education and literacy development, the language

underwent a great expansion of its vocabulary especially during the time of the Wesleyan

missionary, Dr James Egan Moulton. This most influential and most loved of all

missionaries in Tonga worked in Tonga from 1865 to 1905, most of which time he was

Principal of Tupou College, the school he founded in 1866, and the first secondary school

to be established in Tonga. An unusually talented man with a flair for language and love of

music, Moulton's greatest contribution to the Tongan language was the extensive vernacular

literature he produced for his school and church. H.G. Cummins (1980) writes about

Moulton's bookroom:

The bookroom...had produced a vernacular literature without equal in the missions
of the Pacific. Fiji's record, by comparison, was a disgrace. But Moulton was not
only proud of the amount and scope of the material he had produced for Tonga.
What pleased him most of all was that the Tongan people had developed a genuine
love for reading.

His literature included Tongan versions of Paradise Lost, Aesop's Fables, Pilgrim's Progress,

Natural History, Biblical commentaries, the History of the World, Euclid, textbooks in

arithmetic, geography, physics, astronomy, an entire retranslation of the Bible, several

hundreds of hymns, and some of the music of Mozart, Mendelssohn and Handel. He also

devised the Tongan musical notations using numerals.

Dr James Moulton wrote the only grammnr to be written entirely in Tongan around

the 1880s. His work was mainly to be a grammar text for Wesleyan schools. He identified

the following word classes: articles, nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions, and

interjections. Many of the grammatical terms used in this work are those still used in schools

today, which are words used in the Tongan translation of parts of Churchward's Tongan

Grammar. The words hoa nauna 'adjective', mu'a nauna 'article' 
, taki nauna'preposition' ,

fetongi nauna 'pronoun' 
,fehokotakinga lea 'conjunction'and others are Moulton's coinages.

Even though he did not produce any vocabulary, a great deal of the lexical expansion

of Tongan in the latter half of the nineteenth century came out of his extensive literature.

Some of Moulton's coinages have become extinct as they are being replaced by more modern
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loanwords, e.g. the word vfisika'physics' has long been replacedby frsiki and is now used

only as a personal name.

Many of these earlier loanwords bore no real resemblance to the original words but

they were felt to be somewhat "Tongan" and aesthetically pleasing to the ear. Examples are

Puatalefusi 'Port of Refuge' , Polata'ane 'Britain', siotoki'geology', taipaleti'typewriter',

pa'ake 'park, andsiate 'chart'. Someof theseearlierborrowingshavebeenreplacedbylater

versions that are probably closer to the English rendering e.g. siolosl for geology, saati for

chart, and paaka for park.

Sometimes different words for the same thing developed from different

denominations. Colomb's 1890 dictionary recorded many Catholic words. Examples of

Catholic terms ue seli 'heaven' and pasina'page' while hEvani and, peesi are the Methodist

words. The same differences also apply with proper names e.g. Pita'Peter' and Peteld
'Pedro'. Sometimes there are words that specifically belong to a denomination with no

equivalents in other denominations. Catholic borrowings that do not have any equivalent in

other denominations include pulekatolio 'purgatory' and 'imakulata 'immaculate'. The

Mormon Church also has its unique borrowings, suoh as Tohi Molomona'Book of Mormons'

and siteiki 'states'. Spolsky et al. (1983) mention the extensive Mormon literature in

Tongan. Wesleyans have words like kuata'quarterly meetings' and mtsinale 'missionary'.

Many of these borrowings have become part of the Tongan lexicon and are everyday words

since the churches are quite active in Tonga.

The various communities of Tongan speakers in places other than Tonga e.g. the New

Zealand Tongan community are accumulating their own unique sets of loanwords, consisting

mostly of those items of material culture and those features of life that are found in their

community. Thus in New Zealand we have words like simoko'smoko' , kapali 'cuppa tea',

and sapingi 'shopping'. Tu'inukuafe (1988: 8) expresses the view that "... with the present

trend continuing, a substantial part of Tongan vocabulary by the year 2,000, will have an

English base, possibly 50%, and the countries to which Tongans have migrated, particularly

New Zealand, Australia and the United States will have evolved their own brand of Tongan

in response to their new environment".

It appears that the fastest growth area of loanwords into Tongan is in the social,

political, economic and scientific fields (Helu 1985). Many words in these fields and in less

specialist fields have several versions that are used e.g. sitapa and sitamipa 'stamp' and
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palopalema, polopalema, palopolema, polopolemn'problem'.

These borrowings need to be incorporated into the dictionary, but a number of

decisions need to be made first. For instance, a borrowed word like temokalati'democracy'

can be said to be borrowed from English, but it may also be possible, at least for the more

commonly used words, to specify also the original morphemes and the language from which

English "democracy" originated from, which is Greek. Another question relates to the

decision of whether a word is a borrowing or whether it is merely a mispronunciation of a

foreign word or an instance of code-switching. McFarland et al. (1994) and Laycock (1972)

have addressed this general problem. For example, the word, carburettor may be used by

mechanics in conversation, but if they need to write it down, they write it in English. A

likely pronunciation would be [kapureita], but since there is no r in Tongan, the written forrn

would be kapuleita. The problem, however, is that this written form may not be

conventionalised. Should such a word be used as headword in the dictionary? Another

problem is that even if a word is spelt the way it is pronounced, e.g. kapureita, this spelling

would have been outlawed by the 1943 spelling laws of Tongan (see chapter 4, section 3.1).

Because of the significant instance of English borrowing in the Pacific, various bodies

have been set up to deal with aspects of borrowing such as standardisation. The Leo o Maui

database records technical terms in Polynesian languages which are borrowed from English.

ln New Z,ezland, Te Taura Whin o tu Reo Maoi or the Maori Language Commission is

actively involved in coining Maori terms for introduced concepts and objects (Harlow 1991).

They have produced various publications disemminating their coinages. In Tonga, the

Tongan Language Committee was set up in 1989 to help standardise loanwords in Tongan.

One of the envisaged functions of the monolingual Tongan dictionary is to assist in

the standardisation of loanwords in the language. Since a large number of these loans are

used only in the spoken rather than written mode, the dictionary will give literary status to

those loans that are included. In this way the language would be adapted more fully to

modern needs. Because of the problem of space, the monolingual Tongan dictionary is

expected to select for inclusion only the most commonly used loans. The monolingual

Tongan dictionary is expected to record the conventionalised forms and identify the most

commonly used form whenever possible.
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5 Educational Function

To help determine the functions and purposes of the monolingual Tongan dictionary,

a brief survey was carried out to find out people's attitudes to dictionaries and their opinions

of what the functions of a dictionary ought to be. What this survey brought home was that

people had no opinion regarding dictionaries. Thirty people were interviewed. Of this thirty

there was a head of a government department, a member of parliament, the government

newspaper editor, the manager of the Tonga Broadcasting Commission, a number of

journalists, a number of school teachers, a number of civil servants, and a number of people

who were involved in jobs that involved translation between English and Tongan, and a

number of chiefs. The questions asked included the following:

What are some Tongan dictionaries that you know?

How do you like those dictionaries and why?

Do you think Tongans need a good dictionary of Tongan? Why/why not?

What kinds of information do you want to see in a dictionary of Tongan?

Which kind of dictionary of Tongan do you think would be more useful: a
monolingual Tongan dictionary or a bilingual Tongan and English dictionary?

Who should be the main users of the dictionary?

Is it important to teach English? Why/why not?

Is it important to teach the Tongan language? Why/why not?

Is the Tongan language in any danger of being lost?

Who should fund the dictionary and why?

Who should compile the dictionary and why?

What is the best size for the dictionary and why?

Should the dictionary correct the language or should it just describe the state of the
language? Give reasons for your answer.

Should technical language be included in the dictionary or should only everyday
words be included?

t .

2 .

3 .

4.

5 .

6.

.|

8.

9.

11 .

12.

13.

10.

14.
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15.

16.

17.

18 .

Should archaic and obsolete words be included in the dictionary?

Should new words such as slang and loanwords be included in the dictionary?

Should the dictionary include swearwords and taboo words?

Should a Tongan dictionary include Niuafo'ouan and Niuatoputapuan words?

Over half of those interviewed said they did not know any Tongan dictionary. Most

of the rest had only heard about Churchward's dictionary but had never seen it. A few had

used Churchward's dictionary and had heard about Baker's dictionary. Most of those

interviewed were therefore unable to answer question 2. Most answers to the remaining

questions were common sense answers in which people tried to imagine the hypothetical

situation in which they would be using a partially or fully Tongan dictionary.

The result of this survey gives the impression that most people were thinking about

dictionaries for the first time in their lives. Dictionaries are "foreign" things in Tongan

society, even in the school system. People seemed to have a lot to say about the importance

of education and language education, but the idea of a Tongan dictionary that is to be all in

Tongan was so novel that it is clear that an important role of the monolingual Tongan

dictionary for Tongans would be an educational one.

In Fiji the role of the Institute of Fijian Language and Culture in diseminating

information about the monolingual Fijian dictionary has done much to inform and educate

the public on the envisaged functions and uses of the dictionary (Geraghty: pers. comm.

1995). When people visit the dictionary project they generally want to read pages of the

dictionary. It is clear that people are interested in reading the definitions of Fijian words.

There is a possibility that there will be two versions of the dictionary: one appropriate for

the use of the general public including school children and one that includes more specialised

and restricted word categories more appropriate for linguists. A similar line of development

is envisaged for the Tongan monolingual work.

6 Language Maintenance Function

It is sometimes said that dictionaries and grammars should have a role in preserving

or maintaining a language in that they would enable native speakers to "learn the language".

They would also provide a record of the language that would be "preserved". However,
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current thinking in language learning and language acquisition would suggest that such a role

would be unrealistic.

It was Krashen who made the strong claim that the processes of learning LI and L2

are the same in the way language is internalised and stored (1985). Krashen maintains that

first language acquisition and second language acquisition are essentially the same process

and therefore a first language and a second language can be learned in fundamentally the

same way. He goes so far as to say that learners should ignore language structure or form.

If it is true that there is one underlying process of language acquisition, the ways in which

acquisition takes place are applicable in all language learning situations. The kind of learning

that leads to the acquisition of a first language will also work for a second or foreign

language. Naturalistic learning or picking up the language in naturalistic environments is the

way a first language is acquired, and it must also be the case for a second language. Since

formal learning, attention to form and structure, does not feature greatly in first language

acquisition, it will be of secondary importance also in second language learning.

Although writers in second language acquisition and bilingualism do not agree on the

precise details of second language learning tleory, most now acknowledge that at least

naturalistic learning, learning that resembles as much as possible the way a first language is

learnt, yields the best results in terms of fluency in a language. [n assessing the success of

bilingual education in the world, Holmes (1984) finds that there is one basic similarity

characterizing all successful bilingual education: The focus is on the message not on the

medium, the function not the form, the content rather than the structure.

Ellis (1985) tabulates types of classroom settings, clarifying whether the focus is on

form or meaning and how they resemble a natural setting. The immersion classroom is said

to focus on meaning, have simplified input, have the strongest resemblance to natural

settings, with opportunities for the negotiation of meaning, especially if it is learner-centred.

He asserts that there are strong grounds for assuming, as does Krashen, that the role of the

environment is the same in first and second language acquisition.

Ellis (1991) expresses a more recent view. Naturalistic second language learning is

seen as a model of successful learning. lrarning should be allowed to take place naturally

in the course of using the second language for communication. He maintains that the best

reason for going ahead with applications is that there never will be a time when there is a

generally agreed theory of L2 acquisition based on solid and enduring research. I believe
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Krashen too who thinks that the study of naturalistic language acquisition provides a sound

basis for making recommendations.'

Among the things based on recent research that Mcl^aughlin (1987) lists as acceptable

now and may be regarded as generally true is that "knowing a rule does not mean using it

in communication". This is probably the single most important principle that reduces the

importance of the formal study of language. The implication is that the study of formal

descriptions of language in grammars and dictionaries does not necessarily lead to people

using the rules and knowledge they gain, that is, they do not thereby internalise the rules or

knowledge. Formal knowledge of languages are useful to people who do not intend to

internalise the rules, sueh as many linguists. For the purposes of language maintenance,

formal knowledge is simply not sufficient.

Among Polynesian languages, the most described languages, those that have

accumulated the most wealth of analytic, grammatical and dictionary information are Maori

and Hawaiian. Yet, these are Polynesia's most endangered languages. There is an indication

here that "knowledge" about language is not directly related at all to "ability" in the

language. One can have the one without the other. Once this is taken into account, the role

of dictionaries will be seen not to be central in language maintenance.

The implications of all this for language learning and for the dictionary is to be noted.

Content-based learning is by far the more effective of the two types and is the way a

language gets "picked up" in naturalistic situations. Form-focused learning is not nearly as

effective as content-based learning. The dictionary (along with the grammar) provides form-

focused learning, and therefore is appropriate only as a form of supplementary learning to

the major process of content-based learning. A dictionary or a grammar would be very

uset'ul if the goal were to develop formal linguistic knowledge about a language. But if the

intention is that the language be maintained or preserved to prevent extinction, that the

language continue to be used by the native speakers of a language, then dictionaries and

grammars at best are only supplementary ways of learning about the language. Dictionaries

will not, on their own, maintain a language (Topping 1994). People have to pick up the

language for themselves. Similar arguments were advanced by Mtihlhausler (1991) about

language maintenance.

The implication for Tongan is that dictionary-making may aim at language learning,

but it must be understood that a dictionary is not the most effective way to learn a language.
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A dictionary does not guarantee language maintenance. This is the same principle that

underlies Donald Topping's paper at the 7th International Conference on Austronesian

Linguistics. Maintenance is ultimately the function of the ordinary man in the street, the

speech community itself. If he uses it with his children, the language will stand a chance of

being transmitted to the next generation, and if his children use it at school, the language will

stand a better chance of surviving. Formal learning based on grrunmar and the dictionary

may still be largely cosmetic. Since the dictionary (with the grammar) caters for form-based

learning, its role must be regarded as supplementary to more "natural" language learning

situations, which are the real means of maintaining a language.

7 Conclusion

The monolingual Tongan dictionary is primarily for Tongan native speakers. It is

intended to achieve the following overlapping aims:

D raise the status of the language by the fact that it will record and describe the

language in a cornprehensive way using a database that will be constantly modified and

updated. It will make native speakers proud of their language and culture. The dictionary

will be a symbol of the significance of the Tongan language and the ethnic group of which

Tongans are a part. It will give Tongans self-esteem and self-worth.

ii) standardise the language by providing a standard orthography as well as standard

forms. Standardising the language means giving what is "standard" rather than what is

"correct". Aspects of Churchward's grammar are taught in schools, but parts of his

orthography are difficult, and much of his work is intended for linguists. The monolingual

dictionary should simplify the orthography and assist in the development of Tongan literacy.

iii) adapt the language to modern needs especially in technical subject fields by giving

literary status to a largely oral technical lexicon of words adapted from English. The roles

of Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Maori and the Polynesian Languages Forum are comparable.

Although variants for the same word would be given whenever possible, the main word used

would be indicated, and that way the dictionary would act as an "authority", but it would not

be explicitly prescriptive. The major function will remain descriptive.
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iv) educate and inform the public on the uses of the dictionary and be an aid to

literacy development. Despite the high literacy rale of Tongans, their degree of literacy is

not high but rather passive only. The dictionary will be used as a resource throughout the

school system and in the community as a tool for the more effective (conscious) learning of

*1s languaee. The dictionary is intended for older students and adults who have already

acquired the basic structure of the language and can therefore learn new words consciously.

v) assist in maintaining the language by encouraging users to use the language in

various fields, but it will bo supplementary to naturalistic language learning.
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CHAFTER FOUR : PHONOLOGY AND ORTHOGRAPITY

1 lntroduction

This chapter presents a description of the main features of Tongan phonology,

followed by a brief outline of the development of Tongan orthography to its present state,

with a view to determining the extent to which the present orthography reflects the

phonological system of Tongan. Then, on the basis of the phonological description, proposed

changes in the present orthography are given. It is hoped that the changes will result in a

more accurate representation of the phonological system as well as a simpler spelling system.

One of the functions of the monolingual Tongan dictionary could be to promote the use of

the improved orthography and encourage a more standardised form of written Tongan.

2 Phonology
2.1 Phonemes of Tongan

The Tongan phonemic system consists of twelve coDsonants and five vowels. These

are:

The 17 phonemes of Tongan are represented by the following letters, digraphs and diacritics:

Vowels

p tk ' l
f sh
v
mna

I

t u
eo

high
mid
low

front unrounded
i
e

back rounded
u
o
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Consonants

voiced stop
nasal
voiceless fricative
voiced fricative
lateral

2.2 A Note on the Glottal Stop and the Articulation of Vocalic Phonemes

A phonemic distinction exists between the sound of a word-initial vowel, as in ofa
'unit of measurement of length', and that of the same vowel preceded by the glottal stop, as

in'ofa'love'. Because in English, word-initial vowels tend to be pronounced with an initial

glotfal stop, as in "on" [?on] and "in" [?i4, it is difficult for non-Tongan-speaking English

speakers to pronounce Tongan words that begin with vowels, that is, words that begin with

a non-glottalised onset (as in ofa'tnit of measurement'). They would have little difficulty,

however, producing words that begin with the glottal stop (as rn 'ofa'love') because English

word-initial vowels are glottalised. It is due to this feature of English pronunciation that

Tonganisations of English words that begin with vowels tend to begin with the glottal stop

(cf. Schiitz 1.97A: 416), e.g. 'aisi from "ice" and 'eka from "acre".

The Tongan names for the vocalic phonemes, transcribed as [?4'1 for a, [?e:] for e,

[?i:] for i, [?o:] for o, and [?u'l for u, should be changed to exclude the glottal onset since

the glottal stop is a separate (consonantal) phoneme. The name for a car then be pronounced

as [a:], e as [e:] and so on, instead of the present practice of a being pronounced as [?3'1,

e as [?s], and so on. Moreover, since the official names for the consonantal phonemes use

a as the vocalic nucleus, e.g. [fa:] for/, [ha:] for h, [ka:] for fr, and so on (see section 3.1

below), the glottal stop can be named [rn;].

2.3 Syllable Structure

The structure of the Tongan syllable is always either CV or V; there can be no closed

syllables or consonant clusters. Consonants do not play a prominent part in syllable

formation but help only to shape the onset of the largely vocalic syllable. Thus, both [pa]

and [a] each constitute a single syllable. Contrary to Biggs's (1978: 699) generalisation that

two kinds of syllable, short and long, need to be distinguished in Polynesian languages, in

k
ng

pt
mn
fs
v
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this analysis, a syllable in Tongan is neither long nor short since it centres on a single vowel

sound, all vowel sounds being equal in length (see section 2.4.2 below). The existence of

the syllable thus appears to depend on the existence of the vowel. If a word contains four

vowels, such as peaua'wavy' or palalali 'plural', then that word contains four syllables.

If a word contains two vowels, such as aa'to heat over a fire' or ai'there' , then that word

contains two syllables. The number of syllables in a Tongan word is also the number of

vowels in the word.

The presence of consonants in the middle part of a word like palulali makes its

syllable boundaries quite distinct in pronunciation since the onset of each syllable is clearly

demarcated by a consonant, in this case /. In environments where there are fewer or no

consonantal interventions between vowels, such as in a word hke au'me', the boundary

between syllables becomes less prominent. So words with the syllable structure of CVCV

have more pronounced syllable boundaries than words of the structure CVVV.

The particular ordering of vowels also influences syllable differentiation. For

instance, certain sequences of vowels, such as a before e but not e before u., are more easily

merged together in pronunciation than others, owing to features of co-articulation. But if

certain orders of different vowels make syllable boundaries less prominent, the occurrence

of identical vowels side by side, as in aa'to heat over a fire', may completely obscure

syllable boundaries except in deliberate speech. A word llke da in casual speech tends to

sound as though it were a long vowel (see section 2.4.2 below) giving the impression of a

long syllable. In fact, in careful pronunciation, there are two vowels, hence two syllables.

Likewise, a word like di'there' in casual speech will sound as though it were a diphthong

(see section 2.4.3 below) giving the impression of a long syllable. In proper pronunciation,

however, there are two separate vowels, hence two syllables. The casual pronunciation of

the vowel combination ut'i'to influence' sounds as though it contained the semi-vowel w

rendering the word disyllabic. [n careful pronunciation, all three vowels are articulated,

resulting in a trisyllabic form.

2.4 Stress

The most important fact about stress in Tongan is that it is not a property of the

grammatical or semantic word, as in the case of many languages, but of the stress group
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(explained below). The phrase "word stress", therefore, floy be misleading for Tongan.

Unlike English, in which most words such as "underSTAND" would bear the main stress in

the same place regardless of the environment of the word, in Tongan, stress is not intrinsic

to a particular syllable or vowel in a word or phrase. Instead, stress is the property of a

particular phonological environment called here the stress group. The stress group does not

always coincide with the grammatical or semantic word.

2.4.1 Stress Groups

A stress group is a group of syllables that is necessary to sustain a single stress, and

this stress lies on the penultimate syllable. It is a sffessable environment, all others being

unstressable (such as a monosyllable). There are two kinds of stress groups in Tongan: i)

disyllabic sffess group, which will sometimes be referred to for short as a two, and ii)

trisyllabic stress group, which may be referred to as a three. All utterances in Tongan are

underlyingly organised into either or both of these types of stress groups.

Several analysts have identified similar phonological structures. A stress group is

similar in concept to Schtitz's (1978) notion of the "measure" in Fijian. Dixon (1988: 2a)

describes a structure similar to the stress group called the phonological word. In his

description of Polynesian stress, Biggs (197L:469) maintains that "stress is usually on the

penultimate vowel of a stress unit, which is variously defined. " This stress unit is probably

what he elsewhere calls a "spoken-word", which he defines as "a sequence of sounds bearing

no more than one word stress" (1986: 4).

What is important in the stress group is its vocalic constitution. As mentioned in2.3

above, the number of vowels in a word also determines the number of syllables in the word.

A word hke fale, when pronounced in isolation, is itself a disyllabic stress group, and this

is the reason why stress falls on the penultimate vowel of the word. Stress is not intrinsic

to fa it [f6le]. With the addition of an enclitic such as ri 'this', the disyllabic stress group

[f6le] becomes trisyllabic [fal6-nil 
'this house'. Stress then shifts to the penultimate vowel

of the new trisyllabic stress group. With the further addition of the locative preposition ftl
'to' to [fal6-ni], the result is two disyllabic stress groups: [ki-fa/16-ni] 

'to this house', each

with a penultimate stress. The word fale becomes split into two parts which affiliate with

different stress groups. Thus, stress location changes in accordance with changes in the

stress group affiliation of syllables.
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Because stress is not the property of words but of sfiess groups, the stress placement

rule of Tongan is not that stress falls on the penultimate vowel of a word, but that it falls on

the penultimate vowel of a stress group. This explains why stress placement differs inflile
'house' and fal4 ni 'this house'. The former coincides with a disyllabic stress group, the

latter with a trisyllabic stress group. It will be seen, then, that stress in Tongan is

predictable and therefore not phonemic. What is not always predictable is the boundary

between stress groups in composite forms (see below).

2.4.2 Stress and the Long Vowel

Biggs (1971:469) sums up the situation in Polynesian languages with regard to long

vowels by saying that there is "contrasting vowel length which is best interpreted as geminate

clustering". But if it is the case that the long vowel is underlyingly a double vowel, then it

is not clear why those double vowels should be eonsidered "contrastive" since double vowels

are merely a repetition of a single vowel. If long vowels constituted something distinct from

single vowels and double vowels, it would be more likely that it was phonemically

distinctive. However, it seems that most grammarians accept thatvowel length is contrastive

in Polynesian languages, considering the fact that the issue for most of them now is not so

much the nature of the long vowel as the way it should be represented in the orthography,

whether d ot aa is more appropriate as opposed to a short vowel written as a.

Churchward's description of Tongan goes further than Biggs' for Polynesian. He

distinguishes between three degrees of vowel length: normal vowel, "long vowel" and double

vowels. In the orthography, these degrees of length are represented as: a, d, and aa. T'here

is, therefore, an implication that the three degrees of vowel length are contrastive in

Tongan.

My position is that, if we take the "long vowel" and "double vowel" distinction first,

there is no such distinction in the underlying system. Rather, Churchward's "long vowel"

and "double vowels " are merely different phonetic realisations of two consecutive like vowels

coinciding with two different kinds of stress groups. The effect of this is that stess falls on

the first element of the double vowels in one kind of stress group, and stress falls on the

second element of the double vowel in the other kind. It is the different stress placement that

accounts for the difference between them rather than vowel length. I am led to conclude that

there is no (phonemic) "long vowel" that is distinct from double vowels in Tongan. As for
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"double vowels", because they are simply a single vowel being repeated, "double vowels"

should not be considered as "contrastive vowel length".

An example of Churchward's "long vowel" is written as mfr 'bread'. It is pronounced

in careful speech as [m6al. This word coincides with a disyllabic stress group, which by

definition has penultimate stress. It so happens that the penultimate stress falls on the first

element of the double vowel. An example of Churchward's "double vowels" is maamn
'light', pronounced lmaamal. This word coincides with a trisyllabic stress group, and this

time the penultimate stress falls on the second element of the double vowels. The difference

in stress placement, which is ultimately a difference in stress group type, is what gives the

impression that "long vowels" and "double vowels" are distinct.

To illustrate that it is stress group affiliation (hence stress placement) rather than

length that is responsible for the difference, the stress in the word, md'bread', pronounced

[mda], can change if the enclitic zi 'this' is added: rrud ni'this bread', pronounced [ma6-ni].

The monosyllabic word ni cannot be pronounced on its own, being unstressable, so it is

attached to the previously disyllabic sffess group to form a trisyllabic stress group. The

double vowels now become part of a trisyllabic stress group, and the penultimate syllable of

the stress group is now the second element of the double vowels.

Churchward's view (1953: 11) is that when an extra syllable such as an enclitic

demonstrative pronoun is added to a word ending with a long vowel, the long vowel
nexpands" into two vowels which then belong to two different syllables, thus:

/d becomes lad ni

Churchward regards /d as one long syllable with the stress on the long vowel. However, in

proper speech, it is quite clear that the word contains two like vowels, i.e., it is a disyllabic

stress group. Churchward maintains that the transformation above goes from one long

syllable to, with the addition of a monosyllabic word, three short syllables. According to

tlris scheme of analysis, l.d is pronounced lda, two syllables with the stress rule manifested.

With the addition of monosyllabic ni'this', the transformation is from a two (lda) to a three

(lad nf), not, as Churchward describes it, from a monosyllabic word to a trisyllabic structure.

Words such as kumL'rat' are often regarded as disyllabic, with stress falling on the

final "long vowel". My contention is that such words are trisyllabic forms with normal
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penultimate stress, as in kamia. This is shown by the fact that if the monosyllabic word ni

is added to kumd, we get a four-syllable phrase pronounc€d [ku-ma/6-nf (kumad nf) 'this

rat'. Since only a single syllable was added, the resulting four-syllable utterance must have

been trisyllabic in the first place, rather than disyllabic. So there was not an expansion from

a two to a four but from a three to a four.

Words like rnfrma, pronounced [maama], are not possible in Tongan, as they are in

some other Polynesian languages. The reason for this can be explained in terms of the stress

group. It is not correct Tongan to pronounce the word as [mdma] with the stress on a long

vowel which is not rearticulated. Neither is it correct Tongan to pronounce the word as [m6-

a-ma]. What these tell us is that i) stress in Tongan cannot fall on a "long vowel", as

maintained by Churchward and others, or, if the "long vowel" is interpreted as "double

vowels", on two contiguous vowels at once, and ii) it cannot fall on the first vowel of a

trisyllabic form (as is possible in Maori). The stress groups of Tongan, by definition, have

penultimate stress.

In a word llke m6'bread', when sfress falls on the first element of the double vowels

[maa], the perceived sound, especially in fast speech, resembles a lengthened single vowel

that is different from the sound of double vowels. Milner (1956: 6) describes a similar thing

for Fijian. Presumably, Churchward has posited the "long vowel" because of this perceived

difference between the "long vowel" and "double vowels". However, it is important to note

that in careful, deliberate speech, both vowel sounds in words like ma are easily

distinguished. In slow deliberate speech, native speakers pronounce the words written as /d
'sail', d 'to heat over a fire' and s[ 'shoes' as [aa], [6a], [sriu]. Although in fast speech

pronunciation gives the impression of a long vowel on which a global stress is said to be

placed, this is only the phonetic realisation of the underlyingly double vowels. The real

difference between the two is stress placement. The main difficulty with calling each of the

"long vowels" in the words above a single long syllable is that it obscures the exact location

of the stress, in slow deliberate speech. Underlyingly, the 'long vowel" and "double

vowels" are the same thing; only stress placement is different. Thus, the "long vowel" is

not only a misnomer, but is redundant.

2.4.3 Stress and the Diphthong

The usual definition of a diphthong as a technical term is that it refers to a vowel
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whose quality changes during a syllable (Crystal 1980: 113), which implies that there may

be two vowels within one syllable. In a language like English, this is perfectly possible

because, in terms of its stress rules, it is possible for stress to fall on a diphthong, :rs in the

name Mc-GY-ver. But the stress rule of Tongan does not allow stress to fall on two

contiguous vowels at once (in the same way that it will not fall on a so-called long vowel)

because a single stress requires two or three syllables (i.e. vowels), only one of which will

receive the stress - the penultimate - and the other(s) must be (relatively) unstressed. Stress

requires a disyllabic or trisyllabic stress group. In other words, if a diphthong is defined as

two unlike vowels within a syllable (instead of just two unlike vowels existing side-by-side

and making up two different syllables), then the stress rule of Tongan disallows diphthongs

since stress cannot fall on two vowels or two syllables at the same time.

That Tongan has no diphthongs may further be illustrated by looking at how an

English stressed penultimate diphthong is Tonganised. If the Tonganisation is able to retain

such a diphthong along with its stress in penultimate position, then it will be reasonable to

say that Tongan does allow diphthongs.

Three Tongan speakers were observed in their Tonganisation of the English name

MacGyver, pronounced [Ma-gai-va], in which the stress falls on the penultimate diphthong

[ai]. The first speaker, a three-year-old, Tonganised the name as follows:

Im6-ka/f-va]

with nvo disyllabic stress groups. The second speaker pronounced the narne differently as:

[ma:ki-i/v6-a]

in which a three is followed by a two. Note how the last vowel is lengthened to accomodate

the disyllabic stress group. Compared with the first pronunciation, this one appears to be

a closer approximation of the English rendering probably because in fast speech, the stress

would in fact sound as though it were on the al combination thus resembling the English

stressed diphthong.

The third speaker pronounceed the name as:

[ma:k6-va]
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using a three. In terms of stress, this rendering is probably the closest approximation

because the word then becomes a single trisyllabic stress group with penultimate stress,

which is very similar to the stress structure of the English word. However, the diphthong

has been changed into a single vowel in order that it may take the stress and in order that the

word be trisyllabic.

None of the three Tongan speakers borrowed the diphthong directly along with its

stress. This is because there is no such syllable in Tongan. No speaker opted for [ma:kai-

val with the stress on the diphthong -kai- although one would think it would be the closest

approximation to the English rendering. The most plausible explanation for this state of

affairs is that the Tongan phonological system permits the placement of stress on only one

vowel, the penultimate one, given two contiguous vowels. Diphthongs would upset the

requirements of the stress group structure. Thus, the reason why diphthongisation is not

possible in Tongan is that diphthongisation is not compatible with the Tongan stress rule.

Like the difference between the long vowel and the double vowel, the difference between the

diphthong ai and the regular vowel combination ai is not length but stress. If

diphthongisation was a simple matter of reducing the length of a vowel combination without

affecting stress, then it would be perfectly possible to use what none of the speakers opted

for: [ma:kai-va] with the stress on the diphthong -kai-.

2.4.4 The Stress Group in Words and Phrases

Finding the location of stress in words and phrases depends on the identification of

stress groups. Once the stress groups are found, then the stress is on the penultimate vowel

of the stress group. Where, then, is the stress group with respect to monosyllabic,

disyllabic, and trisyllabic words, as well as composite forms of more than three syllables?

Monosyllabic words cannot be stress groups. A grammatical word such as ni'this',

ki'to' , or he'definite article', cannot be pronounced on its own. When it is pronounced in

isolation, it is lengthened to [ni-i], [ki-i], and so on, in order to be stressable and hence

pronounceable. In context, it affiliates with a preceding or following stress group. It may

combine in connected speech with other monosyllabic grammatical morphemes, as in ki he
'to the', pronounced [ki-he], 

'a e'the', pronounced ['6-e], mo e'and', pronounced [m6-e].

Or it may combine with longer preceding words, as n fal6 ni 'this house', pronounced

[fa:16-ni] and ped u'and I', pronounced [pe:6-u], or with longer following words, as in
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kt fale 
'to the-house', pronounced [ki:f6-le], 

'a Mele 'of Mele', pronounced ['a:M6-le],

ke huo'to dig', pronounced [ke:hf-o], b kai'to eat', pronounced ['o:k6-i], and so on.

When monosyllabic grammatical words enter the picture, there may be a reshuffling of stress

groups.

There do not appear to be any monosyllabic lexical words. The vowel in any

potential monosyllabic lexical word seems to be doubled as the natural course of events, as

in the short form of the name Lisiate'Richard', which is written Lr and, pronounced [Li-il.

Also, it does not appear that monosyllabic lexical words - if they existed - would be able to

follow the option taken by grammatical words of being attached to preceding or following

stress groups. For example, supposing that monosyllabic li was possible, pronouncing h'a

Li 'to Li' as [ki:6-Li] would be unacceptable.

Disyllabic and trisyllabic words constitute a large number of lexical words. If

pronounced in isolation, disyllabic and trisyllabic words have penultimate stress since they

themselves are stress groups. A nvo consists of a stressed syllable and an uDsEessed

syllable. A three consists of a pre-stress syllable, a stressed syllable and an unstressed

syllable. Examples of a two we lali'drum', pronounced Ue-lil, Iau'lezf' , pronounced [6-

u], and laa 'sail', pronounced [6-a]. Examples of a three are 'aua'interjection meaning

"didn't I tell you"', pronounced ['a:f -a], maama 'Iight', pronounced [ma:6-mal, peau
'wave', pronounced [pe:6-u], and kaiti'girl guides', pronounced [ka:f-ti].

Words longer than single stress groups are usually compounds, derived words, and

reduplications which are organised into combinations of twos and threes. In such words, the

stress in the final stress group becomes the primary sffess while the stress in every other

stress group is of seeondary status.

A four-syllable word is always organised into two twos, such as mafatua'sneeze',

pronounced [m6-fa/tf-a], and kailao'spear dance', pronounced ft6-i/16-ol. The distinction

between secondary and primary stress is more obvious in fast speech, but in proper speech,

all stresses are equally salient. Words longer than four syllables would have more than one

possibility of stress group sequence. A five-syllable word, for example, may either be a2-3

or a 3-2. The possibilities of stress group constitution in words longer than four syllables

are shown below.
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Number of syllables Possible Sequences of stress Groups

2-3 or 3-2.
2-2-2 or 3-3.
3-2-2 or 2-3-2 or 2-2-3
2-3-3 or 3-2-3 or 3-3-2

It seems that in the majority of cases, the rule that determines which stress group

sequence is selected is related to morphology. Stress group boundary largely coincides with

morpheme boundary. For example, the five-syllablewords maamaloa 'brilliant', pronounced

[ma:6-mall6-a] and rnahimahino 'fairly clear', pronounced [m6-hi/ma:hi-no] are

pronounced as a 3-2 and 2-3 respectively in accordance with their morpheme boundary. The

six-syllable words fakamolemole 
'please' 

, pronounced [f6-ka/m6-le/m6-lef and tangata'eiki
'old man', pronounced [ta:ng6-ta/'e=i-kil, are pronounced as a 2-2-2 and a 3-3

respectively, corresponding to their morpheme boundary. The seven-syllable word

fakamafolalea'broadcasting' is pronounced according to its morpheme boundary as a2-3-2.

The eighrsyllable word, fakatangatangata'a 
'hard to be supplied with a husband or male

partner', pronounced [fd-ka/ta:ng{-talnga:tA-'a7, is pronounced with a2-3-3 according to

its morpheme boundary.

However, in some polymorphemic words, morpheme boundary does not correspond

to stress group boundary. Consider, for example, the five-syllable words fe'ilongaki and

fe'iloaki. In the five-syllable word,fe'ilongaki'to be aware of each other', given the previous

knowledge that'ilo'to know' constitutes the root andfe- and -ngaki are affixes, it is possible

to see that a 2-3 stress pattern would not be likely, since the disyllabic stress group will cross

the first morpheme boundary, i.e., the root would have to be divided into the two nonsensical

components, fe'i- and -longaki. The correct pattern is 3-2 because then the morpheme

boundary and the stress group boundary would not conflict. Such is not the case with

fe'iloaki'to meet', however. In this word, the presence of the separate morphemes is no

longer significant so that morpheme boundary is not there anymore. Had morpheme

boundary determined stress group boundary in the wordfe'iloaki, the pronunciation would

have been [fe:'f-lo/d-ki]. But the word is pronounced as a 2-3: lf6:illo:6-kil. Thus, in

fe'ilongaki andfe'iloaki, we have two similarly structured words differing only in the use of

different allomorphs and yet are pronounced with different stress patterns.

Why are the stress patterns of these words different? A possible answer is that if the

5
6
7
8
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total meaning of a word is still largely determined by the meaning of its root morpheme it

seems likely that the morphemes in such a word will be kept separate in pronunciation, so

that stress group boundary will still accord itself with the morpheme boundary. This is the

case with the word/e'ilongaki, which Churchward (1959) defines as "to know of each other's

identity or of each other's presence or doings or plans". The word/e'iloaki, however, has

a meaning that may be said to be less directly related to the root morpheme'ilo,'to know'.

Churchward gives it the meaning "to meet one another, to see and speak to one another, to

greet one another or to say goodbye to one another". It is likely that the meaning of such

a word has evolved so much an idiosyncratic semantic structure of its own that it is no longer

dependent on the semantic structure of its root morpheme. Because the root morpheme is

no longer semantically significant, it may be split and shared between two different stress

groups. This is the same as saying that a polymorphemic word whose semantic content has

undergone a sufficiently high degree of lexicalisation (after Pawley 1986) as a single semantic

unit would no longer be thought of as polymorphemic and therefore no longer has any

morpheme boundaries.

In long words that no longer have clearly-defined morpheme boundaries, or in

borrowings in which there are no morpheme boundaries, it appears that the stress group

sequence that counts as "correct" is whichever sequence becomes conventionalised. In

borrowings, there may be general principles that determine stress group sequence which

enables stress placement in the borrowing to approximate the stress placement in the original

word (cf. Schutz 1978). Sometimes both sequences become conventionalised so that both

are correct. An example of such words is mfr.'imoa'regal or honorific for play'. This word

is pronounced as either a2-3 [m6-al'i:m6-a] or a 3-2 fma:6-'ilm6-a]. As with the word

fe'iloaki above, the word mf imoa is no longer thought of as polymorphemic (assuming that

it was originally polymorphemic). Both pronunciations are regarded as equally correct

although thje former would appear to be the more common.

Sometimes one possibility is selected for the reason that the other alternative is

avoided. The five-syllable word mdfimafi'omnipotent, said of God only' is pronounced as

a2-3 [miralfi:m6-fl] to avoid the rude word maafi '(of a female's legs) to be spread' in a

3 -2 fma: it-fi /m6- fil pronunciation.

In longer stretches ofsounds such as sentences, it is the stress group sequencing, orce

again, that is important. Two things are important in phrase sffess. First, monosyllabic
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grammatical words combine with preceding or following words to form stress groups. The

consequence of this is that there may be more than one possible stress pattern. Sentences 1.

and 2. below show how stress placement can vary for the same phrase or utterance because

of this. By way of illustration, consider the following sentence: 'O ka ke ka 'alu leva pea

ke ui mai'When you leave, call me'. One possible way in which this sentence could be said

is as follows:

D ['6-ka/k6-ka l' 6-lu I l6-v al pe : 6-ke I i-ilm6- i]

There are six twos in the utterance, each consisting of a stressed penultimate syllable

followed by an unstressed syllable. The fifth stress group, however, exemplifies a three

since it has an added pre-stress syllable marked by the equal sign.

Another possible way in which the same utterance can be pronounced is as follows:

i i) [' o : kd-ke I ka :' 6-lu I l6-v a I p 6-alke : ri- i/m6-i]

In ii), only the third, fourth and sixth sfess groups are twos. The first, second and fifth are

threes. Whereas in i), there is only one pre-stress syllable, pe, rn ii), there are three: 'o, ka

and ke.

The second important factor is that there may be a rule that prohibits the affiliation

of lexical words with preceding or following words in the way that monosyllabic grammatical

words can. Thus, in i) and ii) above, the lexical words 'alu and zi cannot be split up e.g.

it is not possible to have lp6:-alk6-uli: m6-il where u and i in the lexical word ai are split to

affiliate with different stress groups.

An important difference between a two and a three is that in the latter, there is a pre-

stress syllable as opposed to the post-stress, unstressed syllable. These two types of syllables

may not have the same stress properties. It is likely that the pre-stress syllable will show

properties of assimilation towards the following stress in such a way that it may even show

a different degree of stress from the post-stress, unstressed syllable (compare Condax's

measurements of that syllable below in section 2.6 below).

Thus, on the segmental level, only three types of syllables are possible in a Tongan

utterance:
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ii)

iiD

unstressed final syllable

pre-stress syllable which, though its stress properties are unclear, is here
hypothesised to show features of assimilation towards the following stressed
svllable.

No other type of syllable exists in Tongan. This excludes many kinds of syllables popularly

thought to exist in Tongan, such as the stressed final syllable inwords hkefali'the house'

and stressed long vowels in words like lw'enter'. It also excludes the penultimate stressed

long vowel said to be found in in some Polynesian languages such as Samoan pdpa and,

Maori tdu.

That all utterances are always organised into sequences of twos and threes may seem

strange from the point of view of languages that are not organised this way, such as English

or Maori (Biggs: pers. comm.1992). Still, it does seem that the native speaker's intuitive

knowledge of stress groups may be the most important thing about stress in Tongan. One

may actually pronounce words without any perceived stress, and the phonetic properties of

syllables may vary a great deal in actual speech, but I think it is the case that the utterances

of native speakers are always analysable into stress groups, suggesting that native speakers'

utterances &re organised in their minds into stress groups. Even if there is no perceived

stress in an utterance, native speakers "know" that stress is there in the penultimate syllable

of each stress group. For this reason, it is, perhaps, not always wise to expect that the

underlying syslsm can always be deduced from phonetic measurements.

2.4.5 Stress in the Dictionarv

The discussion so far shows that stress placement in headwords, being listed in

isolation, may be different from stress placement in the headwords when they are used in

context in illustrative sentences. Stress information in the dictionary is given about the way

the headword is pronounced in isolation rather than the way it is pronounced in context.

For which kinds of headwords should information about stress be provided? A

summary is given below.
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Kind of HeadWord

monosyllabic
disyllabic
trisyllabic
four syllables
five svllables or more

Specify or Not?

no need because doubled or attached
no need because a stress group
no need because a stress group
no need because allZ-Zs
specify only if different from or no morpheme boundary

This means that most of the headwords for which stress information is provided will

be composite forms whose morpheme boundaries are obscure, such as tokaimn'ananga
'omniscient' and nimoitalafan 'proverb referring to property that is only temporarily lost',

and five-syllable or longer loanwords, such as penisilini'penicillin' and saikolone 'cyclone'.

How is stress to be marked in the dictionary? Because stress is predictable within the

stress group, it should not be marked. Instead, stress group boundary in those words in

which it is not obvious should be marked using a space. The practice in the Fijian

monolingual dictionary is to mark only the secondary stress. This may be confusing for the

native speaker, however, who may assume that if an accent mark is given it has to be the

primary stress. Moreover, secondary stress is probably nphonetic" since there are situations

in careful speech when secondary stress is just as prominent as primary stress. In fast speech

the distinction between primary and secondary stress may be quite blurred. It may be that

it is only the stress group that has psychological reality for the native speaker.

2.5 The Definitive Accent in Tongan
2.5.1 The Definitive Accent: Stressed Final Vowel

Churchward coined the term "definitive accent" when he wrote:

When a nounal or pronominal group is definite..., not only does it begin with a
definite article or with a definite form of a possessive pronoun, or with a cardinal
pronoun, but, as an additional mark of definiteness, the stress or the main stress is
shifted from the last vowel but one to the very last vowel, just as it would be if an
enclitic were added. This sfressing of the final vowel for the sake of definiteness, or
of greater definiteness, we shall call the definitive accent (1953: 7).

He thus takes exception to the stress rule of stress group penultimate stress by saying that

here is yet another environment where the stress may fall on a syllable other than the stress
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group penultimate syllablea.

Since the definitive accent and these exceptions to the stress rule are presently

represented in the orthography of Tongan (see section 3.1 below), the following sections will

examine aspects of the so-called definitive accent with a view to assessing their accuracy.

2.5.2 Churchward's Stress Shift Rule Challenged

The definitive accent stress shift rule has been accepted by Polynesianists since it was

first formulated by Churchward in 1953, until lovanna Condax (1989) made the claim that

the stress shift rule should be modified because what Churchward had described as sFess

shift is not a shift in stress at all. An example of Churchward's stress shift rule is as

follows: fiile -> fal6 (see section 2.7 below for my assessment of this). If Condax's

observations are correct, then there may be a case for basing orthographical representation

on the new premises she establishes. The following section will therefore examine Condax's

findings.

2.6 Assessment of Condax's Findings
2.6.1 Condax's Findings

Condax makes three main claims:

l. The definitive accent is not a stress shift because there is not a lack of stress in the

penult but simply an addition of stress to the last vowel. There is only an impression

of stress shift. She accepts Churchward's description of the definitive acc€nt as a

stressed final vowel, but she does not agree to the term "shift". Condax explains that

"the syllable immediately preceding the definitive accent syllable is longer than the

average of all unstressed short vowels, and by a very large margin" (1989: 434). The

penultimate syllable does not become an ordinary unstressed syllable. Thus,

according to Condax, the phonetic measurements tend to support Morton (1962), who

assigns to the syllable preceding a definitive accented syllable secondary stress.

a The other environments are the long vowel which is said to be always stressed
wherever it occurs and the diphthong where the stress is said to fall on both the
elements of the diphthong.
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2. It is quite colrect to say that definitive accent adds extra length to a formerly

unstressed vowel. Definitive accent makes a short vowel as long as the combined

duration of a stressed short vowel plus an unstressed short vowel (Condax 1989:

438).

3. The increase in duration is not enough to make definitive accented vowels the same

in duration as long vowels (Condax 1989: 438). So definitive accents and long

vowels in Tongan should justifiably remain distinct.

2.6.2 The Refutation of the Stress Shift

The first point that should be made is that Condax's findings do not, in fact, preclude

Churchward's stress shift rule since Churchward's rule says that the main stress now moves

to the final vowel. Condax's findings are actually consistent with this view. In saying that

"the penultimate syllable - the one that no longer bears the main stress of the word when the

final syllable bears definitive accent ..." (1989: 435), she is acknowledging that the main

stress, which used to be on the preceding syllable, is now on the syllable where the definitive

accent is. Regardless of the interesting differences Condax found in the phonetic properties

of the syllables involved, there was still a change in the location of the main stress, and this

is what Churchward said. According to the second claim, her own measurements show that

the final vowel is indeed more stressed.

What her findings actually refute is not the shift itself - for there is a change in the

placement of the main stress - but the properties of the syllables involved in the shift. The

fact that there was not a stressed syllable at the end and an unstressed syllable preceding it,

but a stressed vowel at the end of a word and a vowel with some, but not all, of the

characteristics of a stressed vowel preceding it, as she reports, does not prove there was no

stress shift. As long as the main stress appears on the next syllable consistently every time

the definitive accent occurs, the rule of stress shift cannot be eliminated.

A second problem is that Condax has difficulty interpreting the partial stress on the

syllable preceding the definitive accent. In fact, her findings, when reinterpreted correctly,

will support a stress shift. The newly found stress properties of the syllable preceding the

definitive accented syllable are said to be remnants from a past condition of stress, e.g. the

stress properties of fa in fal6 are said to be remains from its properties when it was strll fd
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\nfdle. This means she is interpreting the stress shift rule to mean the removal of some

material substance from one place to another, so that it makes sense that something may be

left-over. In a word bearing the definitive accent, such as falt, Condax used phrases such

as the following: "there was stress reduction on the penult (i.e. fa)", as though there was

already something there in the first place to be reduced; "there were remains of stress on the

penultimate in reduced form'; "the syllable preceding the definitive accent either keeps or

increases its length". All of these phrases imply that the stress shift is an actual physical act

of shifting, that the actual stress properties in the penult of fdle shifts over and itself

constitutes the stress properties in the final vowel of faIE. However, the physical phonetic

realisations of flile and fal6 are two entirely different things, and it would be physically

impossible for the exact same sfress properties to transfer from one thing to the other, that

is, from fli infdle to li infal6.

Moreover, Condax's own measurements show that there cannot have been a previous

condition. In describing the duration of the syllable preceding the definitive accented syllable

(and duration is the main marker of the stress properties of this syllable since the pitch is said

to drop to the unstressed type and amplitude remains moreorless the same), Condax writes:
'It is intermediate in duration between a definitive accent (the longest short vowel) and a

stressed short vowel (itself considerably longer than an unstressed short vowel) " ( 1989: 435).

This gives the syllable a higher degree of stress than a penultimate stress. But the syllable

is supposed to have derived its (lesser) stress properties from its former condition of being

a penultimate stress, so logically it should have a lower degree of stress than its predecessor,

its predecessor being itself in a former condition, a stressed short vowel.

It follows that the "partial stress" on this syllable cannot be said to be a reduced form

of the penultimate stress that it was before. This means that the partial stress cannot have

come from a former state. Condax's 'partial stressn on the syllable immediately preceding

the definitive accented syllable must therefore be re-interpreted, not as secondary stress as

Morton would have it, or as residual stress properties from a previous condition as Condax

interprets it, but as sound properties newly produced in anticipation of or assimilation

towards the definitive accent on the next syllable.

Condax found quite surprising the fact that the stress properties - the partial stress -

of the vowel preceding the definitive accent are not of the unstressed type. According to the

present analysis, this state of affairs is only to be expected. Consider, for example, the
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sentences:

fale
house

D

ii)

Na'e holo 'a, e
T collapse ABS the
'A house collapsed.'

Na'e holo 'a e
T collapse ABS the
'The house collapsed.'

fal6
house-d.a.

They are pronounced respectively as follows:

iii) ln6-'el h6-lol'd-elfirlel

and

iv) ln6:elh6-lol'iyelfa:l€-el

In iii), the use of disyllabic stress groups means that the only types of syllables present are

stressed and unstressed, and we may expect that there are only two kinds of stress properties

present. [n iv), however, our knowledge of the trisyllabic stress group tells us that the/a-

in the trisyllabic group is a pre-stress syllable and is therefore unlike the unstressed syllables

present, which are all post-stress (see section 2.4.4 above). It should not be expected,

therefore, that it will have the same phonetic properties as unstressed vowels. As already

hypothesised, it is likely to have a different degree of stress showing features of assimilation

towards the next stressed syllable.

It is possible to test, using instrumental studies, whether this is the case. Since, in

the present analysis, a disyllabic word to which is added the definitive accent is really a

trisyllabic stress group, the syllable preceding the definitive accent is also the pre-stress

syllable of the trisyllabic group. If this syllable is shown to have similar stress properties

with other pre-stress syllables in other kinds of trisyllabic units, then the peculiar stress

properties of the syllable may be said to be indeed conditioned by the following sftess. The

following underlined syllables may thus be compared for their stress properties:

i) fal6 (syllable preceding d.a. on a final vowel)
ii) kulT (syllable preceding a "long syllable")
iii) fal6 ni (syllable preceding a stressed syllable followed by an enclitic)
iv) ki fale (syllable preceding a disyllabic semantic word)
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v) lelei (first syllable of a trisyllabic semantic word)

These syllables should not be of the same type as unstressed post-stress syllables since they

are all in pre-stress position.

2.6.3. The Definitive Accent as Disvllabic

Condax's second main finding is very significant from the point of view of this

scheme of analysis. She finds that definitive accent adds length to a formerly unstressed

vowel (1989: 434). Definitive accent makes a short vowel as long as the combined duration

of a stressed short vowel plus an unstressed short vowel (1989: 438). This means that a

definitive accented vowel has the duration of a disyllabic stress group in itself. Since Condax

used only measurements of disyllabic words with and without the definitive accent, she would

have been concerned with describing the stress properties of words such as:

/f6-lel

lfa:16-el

(without definitive accent)

(with definitive accent)

But for the purposes of her measurements, Condax regarded the definitive-accented vowel

as a single syllable, despite her important finding that the length of the vowel indicated that

there were two present. Unfortunately, Condax began her study by taking for granted

Churchward's notion of a single stressed final vowel without taking into account the stress

groups of Tongan and the types of syllables possible in the language.

2.6.4 The Long Vowel and the Definitive Accent

Condax's third main finding is that the increase in duration imposed by a definitive

accent on an unstressed short vowel is not enough to make definitive-accented vowels the

same in duration as long vowels (1989: 438). So definitive accents and long vowels in

Tongan should justifiably remain distinct.

Unfortunately, the phonetic data is misleading in one particular area. The following

types of vowels were measured: i) d.a. in sentence-medial position ii) long vowels in

sentence-medial position iii) d.a. in sentence-final position iv) long vowels in sentence-final

position. The tables show that a total of 28 sentence-medial long vowels were measured.
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The Tongan glosses for these sentences show that 16 of these long vowels must also have

been definitive-accented, a fact that the native speakers who formulated the data must not

have known. Of the total 42 sentence-final long vowels that were measured, the glosses

show that 20 of those long vowels must also have been definitive-accented. The kinds of

results that will tend to be affected by mistakes of this kind are things like totals and

averages, and these are precisely the kinds of things that are used by Condax to base her

conclusions on. For example, the statement is made that no definitive-accented vowel is as

long as the longest long vowel. The force of this statement is weakened by the knowledge

that the "longest long vowel" may have also been definitive-accented. When it is alleged that

on average, in any one environment, definitive-accented short vowels were shorter than long

vowels, the knowledge that about 50 percent of the long vowels measured also had definitive

accent would tend to rob the assertion of its conviction. Condax makes use of average

durations for definitive-accented vowels and for long vowels in different positions. She

makes use of the mean for all long and definitive-accented vowels combined, saying things

like "long vowels are quite long in sentence-final position". It is quite likely that the reason

why these long vowels should be considered quite long is that they also have the definitive

accent.

In claim number 2 above, Condax maintains that "definitive accent makes a short

vowel as long as the combined duration of a stressed short vowel plus an unstressed short

vowel (1989: 438)." This finding makes a definitive-accented vowel as long as a double

vowel. But if Condax's long vowels are longer than that, then it must be concluded that her

long vowels are really quite extraordinarily long, being more than a disyllabic unit. This

"triple length" can only be accounted for by those long vowels that also had definitive accent.

In deliberate pronunciation, long vowels with definitive accent would make precisely a

trisyllabic stress group. It seems that the distortions in the phonetic data has led to the wrong

conclusion that the long vowel is longer than the definitive accent.

2.6.5 Conclusion

It seems that nothing substantial can be drawn from Condax's study. Deliberate

pronunciation which reflects the underlying phonological representation of Tongan is not

accounted for. Evidence for the difference in duration between the long vowel and the

definitive accent is based on inaccurate data. But most importantly, the stress shift that is
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thought to be refuted is not really refuted at all because the stress shift rule itself is

misunderstood. Therefore, Churchward's stress shift rule of Tongan srands despite Condax's

attack.

2.7 The Stress Shift Rule Re-considered

The basic view presented here is that what Churchward calls the definitive accent is

not a sffessed final vowel because a stressed final vowel is not possible in Tongan. A

sffessed final vowel breaks the rules of the stress groups.

Native speakers would, in careful pronunciation of a phrase such as hoku fal| 
'my

house', articulate the phrase as [h6-ku/fa:16-e]. Not being rearticulated, the extsa -e at the

end of fale would be hard to hear, but native speakers know it is there. The length of fal6-e
'the house' should be the same as the length of fal6 ni 'this house' since the definitive accent

is added to fale in the former while the demonstrative ni is added to fale in the latter.

According to this analysis, the definitive accent is not an accent but a morpheme, in the way

that ni is. So its addition to a noun is lengthening rather than accentuation. The accentuation

that results is the effect of the general application of the stress rule made possible by the

lengthening.

I investigated native speakers for their pronunciation of the definitive accent. I

explained that I wanted careful and "correct" pronunciation. What my data showed was that

the definitive accent necessarily re-programs a word so that a previously disyllabic word is

lengthened into a trisyllabic sfess group, with the stress falling on the new penultimate

position and the first syllable becoming the pre-stress syllable of the new trisyllabic stress

group. Such pronunciations come out very clearly in contexts such as when a speaker is

emphasising something or when a speaker is angry, and so on. Apparently, Churchward's

description of stress, vowel length and the definitive accent, was based on perceived

impressions of casual speech.

In his perceptive paper on the origin of the definitive accent, Clark (1,974) postulates

that the missing demonstrative in the paradigm of the Tongan clitic demonstrative pronouns

is the progenitor of the definitive accent. The grammar and semantics of the modern

surviving demonstratives, ni and na, and supporting comparative data show that the missing

demonstrative would appear to constitute a vowel monosyllable that would be cliticised to the
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end of a noun phrase as a means of indicating definite reference. An NP like hoku fal6 is

thus postulated to have once been hoku fale e. With the stress rule in operation, the result

would resemble the modern manifestation of the definitive accent. Clark perceived that an

apparent exception to the otherwise quite regular Tongan stress rule could be eliminated, by

positing an extra vowel. Condax has confirmed Clark's hypothesis, stating that her phonetic

measurements prove the existence of the postulated enclitic. In other words, it would appear

that the definitive accent is not stress on a final vowel but a newly created penultimate stress,

the penultimate stress of the new stress group. Therefore, the assertion that the definitive

accent brings about a phonological stress shift is rendered redundant'.

3 Orthography
3.1 A Brief Historv

The first major attempt to write Tongan was the gra"mmar and vocabulary of Tongan

based on William Mariner's account which was recorded in Martin (1817). Like the earliest

wordlists, the spelling in this wordlist was based on the spelling of the first language of the

compilers, which was English in this case. Neither the glottal stop nor vowel length was

represented. Often, several different letters or combinations of letters were used to represent

a single sound. Some examples are:

Letters in Martin

b,p

c,k,g,cc,ck,krgg

gn,ng

ch,dj,j

oorwrwh

o,aw

Sounds Represented

tpl

tkt

lnl

t  J t

lul

lol

The only time it would be possible to refer to a stress shift is when one is referring
to a semantic word that is followed by an enclitic such as ni 'this'. For example,
vaka ni'this boat' becomes pronounced as a trisyllabic group [vak6 ni], in which the
stress falls on the final vowel of the semantic word. But phonologically this is not
a sness shift. It is the creation of a new stress group.
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i ru lal

Sometimes one letter or combination of letters were used to represent more than one sound.

Some examples are:

Letters in Martin

v

ow

Sounds Represented

lil, lail, l'ail, lael

laul, la'ul, la'ol

Because the glottal stop was not represented, there was no distinction between words

like mfr (maa)'ashamed' and ma'a'clean'. There is some indication that there was some

awareness of the glottal stop because sometimes /z was used to represent it, as in hamusiafor
'amusia and ho for 'o (see chapter l, section 2.4).

Martin's orthography was not taught. It was only a first description of u or*iy

discovered language. Its purpose was to show the novelty of the language and the way it was

different from English.

It was the missionary Nathaniel Turner who devised the first orthography of Tongan

to be taught and used (see chapter 1, section 3.3). The orthography was approved and

adopted 
'n 

1827. According to the minutes of a special Disrict Meeting chaired by Turner

and attended by the missionaries John Thomas, John Hutchinson, William Cross and William

Weiss, "A plan for the orthography of the Tonga language having been laid before this

meeting and being unanimously approved of. Resolved. 1. That it be forthwith adopted. 2.

That a child's first book be forthwith prepared and forwarded to the Colony by the first

conveyance and that a thousand copies of the same be printed... " (Minutes of a special

District Meeting held at the Mission House, Hihifo, Tongataboo by Adjournment November

3rd, 5th, 27th and 28th, 1827).

In his 1828 book First Lessons in the Language of Tongataboo, Ttrner lists his

alphabet of 5 vowels and 12 consonants as follows:
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Vowels

u

as a in father
as a in day
as ee in feet
as o in mole
as oo in good

Consonants Names Consonants Names

The consonant / was used instead of s before the vowel f. The affricate which j

represented has now been completely replaced by s.

This orthography is quite close to the present one. tt differs in that the glottal stop

is not represented,T is included, g is used for lql, b is used instead of p, and vowel length

was either not or inconsistently represented. Although the consonant g is listed in the

alphabet, it appears that the digraph ng was sometimes used, as in the word, Tongataboo rn

the title of the book.

Turner's orthography tended to be used by the Wesleyans. [t was also adopted in the

Wesleyan works of Rabone (1845) and Baker (1897). Since the Wesleyans were by far the

majority of the population, Turner's orthography may be said to have been the main one used

from the missionaries' time to the forties.

If Turner's orthography was close to the present one, Colomb's orthography in

Colomb (1890) was even closer. Colomb's orthography was that used by the Catholic

Church. It was superior to lhe Wesleyan one in several ways. It represented the glottal stop

by an acute mark over the vowel preceded by the glottal stop; for example, the words

mama'o 'far' 
, ha'u'come' , andta'e'excrement' are spelt mama6, hart and tat respectively.

For comparison, these words are spelt in Baker (1897) as matruto, hau and tee, so that with

tlre last two words, there is no distinction with the words hau 'earing' and tae 'cough'.

Colomb also represented long vowels with the macron. Thus, he spelt words hke tEkina'to

drift', tdkele'regal for bath' and sduni'to take revenge' in the way they would be spelt in

la
ma
na
sa
ta
va

ba
fa
nga
ha
ja
ka
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the modern orthography while they are recorded by Baker (1397) and by Rabone (1845) as

tekina, takele and, sauni. Rabone and Baker thus do not distinguish betweentdkele'regal for

bath'and takele'bottom of a well or water container like tub, etc.'

As Baker had been expelled from the Wesleyan Church and become Premier of the

country, his orthography tended to be used by people in government (Taufe'ulungaki 1988).

But since Baker had simply adopted Turner's orthography, it can be said that most people

used Turner's orthography. Catholics tended to follow Colomb's orthography.

This situation was maintained for the next few decades until 1943, when Crown

Prince Tupouto'a Tungl, now King Tdufa'Ehau [V, was appointed Minister of Education.

At his instigation, the Board of Education recommended changes to the orthography (Taulahi

1979: lt). The Privy Council approved the recommendation. According to the Tonga

Government Gazette, lst March 1943, the changes, reproduced below, were to come into

force as from the lst day of April, 1943.

It is hereby notified that the following rules for the spelling of the Tongan language
shall in future be observed in all communications and publications of an official
nature, and in the teaching in all schools both primary and secondary:

1. The letter P shall be used as the symbol to represent the B and P and intermediate
sounds in Tongan words. Examples: Ha'apai (not Ha'abaf; Niuatoputapa (not
Niuatobutabu); papalangi (not babalangfi; vaitupu (not vaitubu); puaka (not buaka).

2. The single speech sound written as G or NG shall be written as NG only.
Examples: Tongatapu (not Togatapu); Pangaimota (not Pagaimotu\; Hunga (not
Huga); 'ofa'anga (not'ofa'aga); kupenga (not kupega); ngatu (not gatu).

3. The sound of S written as S or J shall be written as S only. Examples: fakafisi
(notfakafijf); tamast'i (not tamaji'fi; kapust (notkapujl); siana (not jiana); sro (not
jio); 'osi (not'ojf .

4. Foreign words incorporated into the Tongan language shall be spelt exactly as if
they were indigenous words. Examples: (Britain) Pilitania, not Bilitania; (Premier)
Palemia not Balemia; (blackboard) palakipoe not balakiboe; (pingpong) pingipongo
notpigipogo; (bank) pangike notbangika; (church) siasi notjiasi; (James) Semisi not
Semiji.

5. The glottal stop (') shall be regarded as forming part of the Tongan alphabet.
Examples: Nuku'alofa (not Nakualofa); Vava'u. (not Vavau); Ha'apai (not Haapaf;
Niuafo'ou (not Niuafoou); 'olunga (not olunga). One of the most important
consequences of this rule is that the glottal stop must be shown before all capital
vowels requiring it and not omitted as has been the practice hitherto. Examples:
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(England) 'Ingilani. An omission of the glottal stop will be as serious a mistake as
an omission of any other consonant.

After 1943, these changes were taught in the schools. However, people in the older

generation who were brought up under Turner's orthography continued to use Turner's

orthography, such as b instead of p, and g instead of ng. People who were not fully

educated tended to ignore the glottal stop also.

As Minister of Education, Tungl was also responsible for commissioning the linguist,

Clerk Maxwell Churchward, who had worked on Fijian and Rotuman, to standardise the

writing of Tongan. The Tonga Government Gazette of 11 June 1946 records the following

appointment:

The Honourable the Premier, with the consent of Cabinet, has been pleased to make
the following appointments: - Churchward, M.A., D. Litt., Dr. C. M.; Granted a
special commission to compile a Tongan dictionary and grammar, with effect from
2lst April, 1946.

Churchward further modified the orthography by adding the macron to indicate vowel

length, the definitive accent to indicate definiteness, and new criteria for the division of

words. His 1953 grammal contains the following innovations in the orthography of Tongan:

The definitive accent, which he describes as a stress on the final vowel of a word,

phrase or clause to denote definiteness (see section 2.5 above). In the main, the use

of this naccent" together with the definite article translates into the definite article

"the" in English. The use of the definite article without the definitive accent is

usually translated into English indefinite article "an. For example, 'Oku ou nofo 'i

he fale. 
'l live in a house' . 'Oku ou nofo 'i he fal1. 

'[ live in the house'.

The stress mark preceding an enclitic. When enclitics such as clitic pronouns e.g.

na 'they-dual' are used, they are pronounced as the final syllables of the preceding

words, as in kuo na'they-dual have', so the last vowel of the preceding word bears

the penultimate sffess. Thus, Churchward marks this as kub na.

The long vowel, which is marked by the macron. Churchward distinguishes between

the long vowel , as in kama 'rat' 
, and the double vowel, as in /roosi 'horse' (see 2.4.2

l .

')

3.
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above).

4. Word division based on parts of speech. Churchward identifies ten parts of speech

which form the basis of his method of word division. In general, any part of speech

is a separate word. For example, in ko e and. mo e the prepositions ko and mo are

separated from the definite article e; in ko au and 'i heni, the prepositions ko and 'i

are separated from the pronouns au and, heni: in a word like ko e hd, the preposition,

article and pronoun are separated; in the words kao ne, the tense marker kuo is

separated from the pronoun ne; in the words 'alu pE, the verb is separated from the

adverb pE; in the wordsy'e kai'want eat', the preposed verbfie is separated from the

verb kai. However, Churchward says there may be hundreds, perhaps thousands, of

exceptions. Words that seem to have attained a singleness of meaning, a oneness in

conception, are written as one word. Thus, althoughy'e kai are two words , fiekaia
'hungry' is to be written as one word; in the words ta'e kai'not eat', the negative

ta'e is separated from the verb kai, but ta'efa'alaua'uncountable' would be written

as one word; possessives, although made up of three elements, are to be written as

one word e.g. ha'aku'my-indef.' and ha'akilmine'. Words like tala'ehai 'not that,

let no one say', though morphemically analysable, are written as one word because

of their idiomatic nature.

Churchward's orthography, consisting of these innovations and those made previously,

now constitutes the official orthography of Tongan. Although he accepted the rules set out

by the government in 1943, he writes about the glottal stop, "My only regret is that in

Tongan, as in many other Pacific languages, a mere apostrophe, instead of a letter, has been

clrosen to represent this sound" (1953: viii). Of the use of the digraph nghe writes, "This

also I accepted, though not without some qualms of my philological conscience: for the sound

of ng in slng is simple, trot compound, and ought therefore to be represented by one letter,

not two" (1953: ix). But Churchward did not seek to reverse these decisions.

Churchward's orthography has since been taught at secondary level and is examined

in the national examination at Form 5 level. There is now an attempt by the main

newspapers, especially the government weekly paper Ko e Kalonikali Tonga, to use it more

consistently. However, in general, people tend to write as they please. Since many native
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speakers do not easily discriminate between the sounds that are to be marked with the macron

and those to be marked with the definitive accent and those that have both the nlong voweln

and the definitive accent, many tend to ignore the diacritics, especially the macron and the

definitive accent. Even those who go through the school system find that the rules put up

by Churchward for the use of the macron and definitive accent are not easy to follow

consistently. His rules, moreover, are not entirely phonemic if, as Biggs (1991: 2) says,

"...phonemic spelling is ... one which represents each significant sound confrast of the

language always and only by the same written symbol. "

3.2 Alphabetical Order

Mariner's vocabulary in Martin (1817) used the following alphabet which was

modelled on the English alphabet:

ABCEFGHIJKLMNOPSTVWY

Rabone's dictionary of 1845 and other Wesleyan works followed Turner's alphabet. The

order was derived from the English alphabet but the vowels were placed in front, as follows:

AEIOUBFGHJKLMNSTV

Colomb's Tongan-French-English dictionary of 1890 used the closest alphabet to the present

one:

AEFGHIKLMNOPSTUV

In 1943, the Privy Council approved the following alphabet, the first to include the glottal

stop:

AEIOUFNgHKLMNPSTV.

In 1954, the Privy Council changed the order of the alphabet to the present order:

AEFHIKLMNNgOPSTUV.

(Tonga Government Gazette 1954). The consonants are to be pronounced as follows: P,
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ngA, hd, kA, l.A, md, nA, pd, sA, td, vd, fakau'a. The word for the glottal stop, fakau,a,
means 'pertaining to the throat'. This new alphabetical order is also based on the English

alphabet but the nasal letter ng is placed together with the other nasals m andn while the

glottal stop is placed at the end. Modern dictionaries of Tongan, such as Churchward (1959)

and Schneider (1977), use this alphabetical order, which is now the official alphabetical order

for Tongan.

3.3 Word Division

Since it is lexicalisation (having conventional status in the eyes of the language

community - see also chapter 5, section 3.1.1) and not grammaticalisation that determines

whether a combination of major words becomes a compound word, the exact point at which

a combination becomes a compound word is not determined. That point is not governed by

any grammatical rules. Pawley (1985: 101) speaks of lexicalisation as a continuum in which

sequences have varying degrees of lexicalisation. Churchward gives examples of such words

in Tongan and explains that "...what were originally two or more words, have become,

through long association and continued habit, so closely united in thought that they a.re no

longer felt to be two or more words, but one; and so they are customarily written as one. "

But the same words would have been separate words at a past stage of development. The

implication for word division is that some combinations will be more likely than others to

be written as one word, and it is almost impossible to be consistent about word-division.

Churchward based word-division mainly on part of speech (see section 3.1 above),

but he also recognised something similar to lexicalisation as determining sequences being

written as one word. Thus, all possessive pronouns, all pronominal adjectives, ceriain words

beginning withfie'to want', certain words beginning with ta'e'not' are written as one word

because they are lexicalised as one word.

Churchward also has this to say about compound adjectives: "As a general rule, I

suggest that compound adjectives of the first two classes should be hyphenated as in

paragraphs 12 and 13, but that those of the third class should be written as one word, without

a hyphen, as in paragraph 14" (1953: 192). Paragraph 12 gives examples of "noun-

adjective" combinations: sino-mfrlohi'sttong-bodied, lit. strong body', Ioto-si'i'neryous, lit.

small heart' , anga-lelei 'good-mannered, lit. good conduct', le'o-md'olunga'high-pitched (of

voice), lit. high voice', and kelekele-lelei 'fertile, lit. good soil'. Paragraph 13 gives
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examples of "verb-indefinite object" combinations: faht-nwnz 
'butchering, lit. meat cutting,

but also elsewhere in Churchward, inu-kava 'kava-drinking', 
fanga-maa'chicken-feeding',

td-manioke 'cassava-planting'. Paragraph 14 gives examples of verb-adverb/adverbial

combinations: tu'umfrlie 'wealthy, lit. stand well', tokalelei'flat, Iit. lie well', faikehekehe
'different, lit. do differently' , talangofua 'obedient, tell easily' , and faingata'a'dificult, lit.

do hard'. The problem with Churchward's part of speech analysis is that it is assigned too

subjectively. He assumes that word-class is constant, that a word like inu is always a verb,

and a word like ksva is always a noun (see chapter 6, section 2).

It seems, then, that one must first work out what part of speech the components of

a combination have before we know how to write them. The following toka- eompounds are

written in three different ways in Churchward (1959): i) as one word: tokalalo'defeated, lit.

lie down', tokamdlie 'satisfactory, lit. lie well'; ii) as hyphenated: toka-la'ela'e 'to be

permanently confined to bed owing to illness', toka-mo-e-kafa'heavy-hearted'; and iii) as

two words: toka lingolingo'(of peace) to be deeply entrenched', toka ma'u'to set firm (of

cement, etc.)'. The implication of the different spellings is that the parts of speech of the

components of the compounds are different. It is unlikely that native speakers will have the

linguistic knowledge to analyse the parts of speech of words before they select the right

spelling. Also, despite the rule that "verb-indefinite object" combinations are to be

hyphenated, some words that seem to be "verb-indefinite object" combinations are not

hyphenated by Churchward (1959),e.g.faikavaokavaparty, lit. do kava' andfaikosi 'barber,

lit. do cutting'. It thus appears that Churchward's rules may be too complicated for native

speakers to follow consistently.

4 Proposed Changes in the Present Orthography

In the light of the foregoing description of aspects of Tongan phonology, changes in

the present orthography of Tongan are proposed in the following sections. It is envisaged

that these changes will not only enable the orthography to reflect more accurately the

underlying phonological system of Tongan but also result in a simpler spelling system.

4.1 The Letter I'Engrr (IJ) - from Digraph to Monograph

Since the velar nasal q is a simple, not compound, sound, it is suggested that a single
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letter g be used to represent it instead of the digraph ng. There is a precedent for this;

Turner's 1827 orthography used g ilstead of ng. Churchward (1953: ix) regretted that two

letters instead of one was chosen by the Tongan Government to represent the single sound

of the velar nasal.

4.2 The Glottal Stop - from Punctuation Mark to Letter

The fact that the glottal stop is represented only by an apostrophe creates a number

of problems with present usage. The apostrophe cannot be capitalised. This means words

or names beginning with the glottal stop have the second letter capitalised. So such words

often look as though they really begin with the second letter.

In some government publications, such as the telephone directory, words that begin

with the glottal stop are lumped together with words that begin with the vowel following the

glottal stop. For example, names like 'Uhila and, Uila would both be listed under the letter

u, in the same way that earlier dictionaries, which did not recognise the phonemic status of

the glottal stop, arranged words. If the glottal stop was represented by a letter, it would be

unlikely that such a problem would arise.

Moreover, because the glottal stop is represented only by a punctuation mark, it

becomes easier for people to forget about it and omit it in writing. It would be less likely

to be left out if it was represented by a letter. Also, people whose names begin with the

glottal stop cannot use the first letter of their names in their initials ('.'.) A person named
'Ana'Etu would have to include the second letters as well ('A.'8.).

The question is sometimes asked by Tongan educators and others whether the glottal

stop should be represented at all or whether its presence would already be understood from

the context in the sentence and therefore better left out. A short answer is that the glottal

stop is necessary since it is not in any way different from other consonants in Tongan. The

glottal stop has the phonemic status of a consonant, and if it is not represented in the

orthography, then there is no reason why other consonants should be represented either.

Moreover, the context does not always unambiguously provide the required meaning if the

glottal stop is dispensed with because leaving it out may result in two different meaningful

interpretations rather than one correct and one meaningless reading. The two sentences 'Oku

kamata ke 'afu mai and 'Oku kamata ke afu mai mean, respectively, 'it's beginning to get

hot (of weather)' and 'the rain is beginning to come inside (through the open window or
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door)'.

The inverted apostrophe diacritic should therefore be changed to the letter Q,q in

order that the proper phonemic siatus of the glottal stop in the language be established.

Although I choose the letter 4 to represent the glottal stop, other letters that are not used in

the Tongan alphabet, such as y or c, would also be appropriate as long as the letter that is

eventually chosen is used consistently to represent the glottal stop.

The use of q to represent the glottal stop will thus result in spelling such as the

following:

qaatakai'to surround' , not'aatekai; qaatakaiqi'tosurround completely' , not 'aatekai'i; qata
oshadow', not 'ata; qataa'free', not 'ataai

and the following names:

Quheina, not 'Uheina; 
Qana, not 'Ana; 

Qeneasi, not 'Eneasi; Luqisa, not Lu'isa; Tukuqaho,
not Tuku'aho.

Grammatical words containing the glottal stop will look as in the sentence: Qoku qalu qa

Sione ki quta qo utu mai hafoqi qufi. 'Sione is going to the bush to get a yam tuber' instead

of 'Oku 'alu 'a Sione ki 'uta 'o utu mai ha fo'i 
'ufi.

4.3 The rrl,ong Vowel" - from Macron to Double Yowel

Earlier discussion has shown that the "long vowel" in Tongan is really "double

vowels" since the difference between the "long vowel" and "double vowels" is stress

placement and not length. In addition to those rearions, studies in Polynesian historical

linguistics show that words like d 'to place leaves (for cooking or medicinal purposes) over

an open fire' are derived from double vowels. The word d was originally *rara in the proto-

language. Because modern Tongan reflects proto-r as zero, the form aa results. This double

a is then written with a macron on top. The history of such words indicates that the "long

vowel" is really not distinct from two consecutive like vowels. Thus, the "long vowel",

hence also the macron, is redundant and ought not to be represented any differently from two

consecutive like vowels.

Words currently used with the macron, such as ha and ftrl, would more accurately be

represented as words with double vowels: haa and huu.
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4.4 The frDefinitive Accentrr - from Acute to Macron

From the discussions above, it appears that what Churchward calls "definitive accent"

to denote definiteness is not a phoneme but a morpheme, consisting of a repetition of the last

vowel of a word. The implication is that definiteness is indicated by final vowel lengthening

rather than an accent. The name "definitive accent" is thus a misnomer.

This means the present practice of marking it with a stress mark, as shown below,

can no longer be regarded as accurate.

fale 
'house' becomes fali 

'the house'

kull 'dog' becomes kulii'the dog'

Since the "definitive accent" is really vowel lengthening, with the sfress rule applying

generally, doubling of the final vowel instead of stress marking would better represent the

phenomenon. However, it would be advantageous if the orthographic representation of the

"definitive accent" could be different from that of the double vowel to avoid confi:sion

between words that are will ordinarily be spelt with double vowels, such as kumaa 'rat', and

those on which double vowels would have been imposed to mark definiteness, as in lumaa
'the insult' (from luma plus "definitive accent").

To represent the definitive accent, therefore, the macron (which I suggested in 4.3

above should be abolished as an indicator of the "long vowel") could be used rather than the

stress mark, for example, fale, notfali and, kulit, not kalii. The macron will suggest that

the phenomenon is primarily a vowel lengthening rather than stress. As for the term

"definitive accentn, this should be dropped.

The question is often asked whether the "definitive accent" should be represented in

Tongan orthography or whether it is understood from the context and therefore "read in" by

the reader. The answer to this question is that the context will not always provide a single

correct reading that is unequivocally the meaning that is intended. Sometimes it is possible

to nread in" hro entirely different meaningful interpretations from a sentence that does not

mark the "definitive accent". Texts translated from English into Tongan that are not marked

for "definitive accent" often have ambiguous readings which could impede or indeed prevent

comprehension.
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4.5 The Enclitics - from Stress Mark to No Stress Mark

Since stress is predictable, it should not be marked generally. The exceptions are

when the demonstratives ni and na are used. When these are used, they always make up the

unstressed syllable of the preceding stress group. For example, fale ni 'this house' is

pronounced [fal6ni] and peleti na 'that plate', [p6le tina]. These exceptions should be

described in the grammar or grammatical introduction.

Since most monosyllabic semantic words become attached in pronunciation either to

the preceding or following word in compliance with the stress rule of Tongan, stress

placement in some utterances may vary. For example, the sentence Kuo na d 'They-two

have gone' can be said in both these ways:

i) [ku:6-na/6-o] (3-2)

and

ii) [kti-o/na:6-o]. (2-3)

Because of this variability, stress need not be marked as it will imply that there is only one

correct way of placing stress. The only monosyllabic semantic words which invariably

become attached only to preceding words are the demonstratives ni and, na. This should be

explained in the grammar or grammatical introduction.

4.6 Suggested Changes in Word Division

The following are suggested changes which will result in simpler word-division rules:

Bases are clearly separate from particles, so they should be written separately e.g.

fale ni 'this house'. Bases should be separate from one another e.g. fale lahi 'big

house'. Particles should be separate from one another e.g.ki he'locative particle and

definite article'.

Since part of speech varies according to context, it is not stable enough to be a basis

for the word division of compounds. Since the rule for the formation of compounds

is so general as to allow any two major words to combine, all compound words are

best written separately in order to rnaintain consistency of treatment e.g. fale lotu
'church', ta'aki nifu'dentistty' ,fai ako 'teacher' 

, kai tangata 'cannibalism' 
, me'a hae

kapa'tin-opener', me'a 'ai telinga'cotton buds', fale ngaohi'anga pulu soka soccer

1 .

)
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3.

ball making factory', ako'anga tuitui vala faka-Tonga 
'Tongan clothes sewing

school'. Compounds that are already written by most people as one word, such as

molekemama'o 'not at all', neongo 'although', 
fiekaia 

'hungry', ta'efa'alaua
'uncountable' 

, me'akaf 'food', vakapana'aeroplane', should be left as they are.

Derived words should be written as one word since affixes are attached to roots and

together they have one function or part of speech at a time. Examples are fakaholo
'walk tnalne',fehikitaki'(of several people) fransferred from one place to another',
'ofa'i'be loved'. Some words such as mahae'torn' and mahino 'comprehensible'

are now regarded as monomorphemic but they consist of the prefix ma- and the roots

hae and -hino. These words are now regarded as simple words and can be

reduplicated as if they were monomorphemic, as in mahimahino 'fairly clear'.

All reduplications should be written as one word since they take on one part of speech

or function at a time. Examples are talitali'to wait for a long tiae', kaikai 'to

graze'. Note that three repeats such as tali tali tali'wait wait wait' are not counted

as lexicalised reduplications, but merely repetitions of a word for emphasis.

Hyphens should be used in two instances: i) to separate an affix from a proper noun

e.g. faka-Pilitdnia 
'English', 

faka-Kalisitiane 
'Christian', and ii) to separate

morpheme boundaries in phrasal personal and place names e.g. 'Uheina-'i-Langi-

Ma'a 'Wet from rain under a clear sky' (major words are captalised). Many

surnames and place names, however, do not use hyphens as they are no longer

considered as phrasal, so they are written as one word only e.g. Nuku'alofa'home-of-

love' and Taumo efo lau' struggle-with-the-voyage' .

4.7 Condusion

Taufe'ulungaki (1988) raises the need to simplify the Tongan spelling system. The

changes outlined above would be a move in that direction. The resulting less complicated

orthography will be easier to learn. For instance, there will be no stress mark at all, making

Tongan the same in that respect as other Polynesian languages, and it will then be possible

to spell a word in the same way all the time, unlike the case under the present ortho$aphy.

4.

5.
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Present Spe[ing

hoosi'horse'

hti 'to enter'

Proposed spelling

hoosi

huu

With a Following Enclitic

hasi ni'this horse'

furt ni'this admission'

With a following enclitic

hoosi ni

huu ni

In the case of the first word, the word is spelt with a double vowel when there is no enclitic

but nith only one vowel when there is a following enclitic. In the case of the second word,

the reverse is Eue; the word is spelt with only one vowel when there is no enclitic but with

a double vowel when there is a following enclitic. Such complications can be avoided in the

proposed spelling.

Even though it is likely that such changes will take years to be frrlly accepted, if they

are at all accepted, the Tongan language will end up with a simpler and more phonemic

orthography that will be easier for people to learn to use correctly. It seems to be the case

that people in general are conservative with regard to spelling reforms, and reluctant to

change even in response to a simpler and more efficient orthography. Tongan people

likewise may resist change for some time.
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CHAPTER ITVE : MORPIIOLOGY AND COI{VENTIONALISATION

I Introduction

This chapter describes the main kinds of morphological units in Tongan with a view

to determining the kinds of lexemes that will be entered in the monolingual dictionary of

Tongan. Although, by definition, lexemes are those word-like segments that are the units

of the lexicon, hence also the dictionary, by this reckoning, the lexemes of Tongan would

be so numerous that it would be impossible to put them all in the dictionary. Two main

principles, conventionalisation and economy, are therefore established to determine which

lexemes will be included in the dictionary. These principles are discussed below with regard

to the morphological units of Tongan.

A note about the notions of "word", "lexeme" and similar constructs representing so-

called minimal units of meaning is called for here. It will be obvious from later discussion

in chapters 6 and 7 that it is the phrase which is the basic unit for understanding and

describing meaning and syntax in Tongan. That is to say, units like "word" and "lexeme"

make sense only if they are part of a larger context such as the phrase. Without such larger

contexts, these units mean little (cf. Schttz 1975\. Therefore, although in this chapter,

words and similar minimal units will often be discussed in ways that may suggest their

independence from larger contexts, they should always be thought of as being lifted from a

context, for it is the context that gives a "word" its parts of speech and its various senses.

Thus, where a single gloss is given to a word, e.g. 'man' for tangata. the reader is to take

that gloss as arising from one particular use of the word; in other contexts, the gloss would

be different.

2 Lexemes and Other Tems

Katamba (1993) defines a lexeme (or lexical item or unit) as an abstract vocabulary

item that may have different realisations (in inflected languages). Traditionally, lexemes

have been regarded as the units of the lexicon, which, in turn, has been regarded as 'a list

of basic irregularities [from the grammar] (Bloomfield 1933: 274)". Crystal explains that

the lexeme is "the smallest, confiastive unit in a semantic system (1987: 424)".

Theoretically, lexical items, whether simple or complex, must be listed in the lexicon because
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they have idiosyncratic properties. Simple lexical items refer to morphemes.

A morpheme is the smallest unit of language that has meaning, the minimal

grammatieal unit (Robins 1980: 155). The morphemes of Tongan are of two kinds: free and

bound. The bound morphemes consist of affixes, which are made up of a closed class of

prefixes and suffixes such as faka-'causative prefix'and -'i'transitive suffix'. As

Churchward (1953) gives an excellent description of them in chapters 30 & 31, they will not

be described here.

Free morphemes consist of grammatical and lexical morphemes. Lexical morphemes

have lexical content or lexical meaning while grammatical morphemes have grammatical

functions or grammatical meaning. The grammatical morphemes, such as fte'definite article'

and na'e 'past tense marker', constitute a closed class. Like the affixes, they are well

described by Churchward (1953) and therefore will not be described here. L,exical

morphemes, an open class, include roots, such as tangata'man', kat'eat' and mohe'sleep'.

A root is that part of a word structure which is left when all the affixes have been removed.

Affixes and lexical morphemes can be combined in various ways to form

polymorphemic lexical items. These include derived words, such as fakaangata'all-male';

reduplications, such as tukituki 'to knock'; and compound words, such as kai tangata
'cannibalism'. They may be variously referred to as composite lexical items or

polymorphemic lexical items since they are made up of nvo or more morphemes. A derived

word is a word made up of at least one root and one affix. A compound word is made up

of at least two different roots. A reduplication is a root that has been partially or completely

repeated.

In this thesis, a word is either a free morpheme (grammatical or lexical morpheme)

or a polymorphemic unit (derived word, compound word, or reduplication); it excludes

multiword lexical items, such as idiomatie, phrasal expressions. A subset of nword" is

represented by the term "base" (see chapter 6, section 2.2), which includes all kinds of

words given above except grammatical words.

Simple lexical items may be either bound or free morphemes. They are

uncontroversially included in the dictionary (pending the principles of conventionalisation and

economy discussed below) because they are minimal units of meaning. Complex lexical

items include derived words, reduplications, compound words, and multiword units, such as

phrasal expressions. The story with the inclusion of complex lexical items in the dictionary
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is different. The question often arises as to whether they are separate lexical items from the

minimal units that constitute them, that is to say, whether they differ from syntactic phrases,

which are generated by general rules and are analysable in terms of those general rules.

Complex lexical items (again pending the principles of conventionalisation and economy)

need to be listed in the lexicon by virtue of the fact that, unlike the case with syntactic

phrases, they behave like single units. The discussion in this chapter mainly concerns these

complex lexical items and whether or not they should be entered in the dictionary.

3 Criteria for Inclusion in the Dictionary
3.1 The Principle of Conventionalisation

Hanks (1990) applies fazzy set theory, as expounded by Lakoff (1975), to the set of

all words in a language. He suggests that there are some words which should not go into

a dictionary at all, even one as large as Merriam Webster's New International or the Oxford

English Dictionary and its Supplement. He writes that "there is a distinction between the set

of all words in a language on the one hand, and the set of all conventional words on the

other, even though our definition of 'conventional'may vary ... under various practical

constraints" (Hanks 1990: 33). He gives the example of the word listed in OED "riverrunn

from Finnegans Wake by James Joyce. This word was from a single citation, but Hanks

maintains that if a term occurs in only one source (even several times in one source), that

must be regarded as insufficient evidence for its conventional status as part of the language.

Hanks tries to define conventionalisation by saying that if the lexical item is found in

two independent texts, it is likely that the lexical item is conventionalised. In a third source,

its existence is confirmed. He adds that a native speaker's intuition can be regarded as one

source, and if the existence of the term is supported by other native speakers or by citations,

then that is evidence of conventionality.

Hanks thus defines conventionalisation as having a public meaning. The word

"riverrun", he says, does not have a public meaning. All that is available is its etymology,

but there is no reliable guide to meaning. To know the meaning of a lexical item, one must

have a body of evidence such as citations, concordances to a corpus, indices, and so on.

Also important is the personal knowledge or intuitions of native speakers; finally, there is

also the body of statements in existing dictionaries, grammars, and language studies.

Conventional meaning should not include metaphors that are coined for the occasion, but
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only conventional metaphors, such as pig : dirty person.

According to Hanks, public meaning presupposes frequency of use.

Conventionalisation is measurable by the number of occurrences in different texts as well as

by native speaker intuition. Pawley (1986: 101) makes the same point "...dictionaries may

include any composite form if it is a common usage, i.e. if it is recognized by members of

the language community as a standard way of referring to a familiar concept or conceptual

situation.'

Conventionalisation, then, is an important principle that will be used in the selection

of morphemes, polymorphemic forms, and multiword units to be entered in the dictionary.

If simple forms are,found not to be "conventional" in Hanks' terms, then they will not be

included in the dictionary. And if any composite form or multiword unit is so temporary and

restricted as a private usage of only a few speakers in the community, then it cannot be said

to have a public meaning and therefore should be excluded from the dictionary.

3.1.1 Lexicalisation and Conventionalisation

In a number of articles (e.g. Pawley 1983, 1985, 1986 & 1996), Pawley is concerned

with refining his exposition of the process called "lexicalisation" with a view to determining

which composite forms in a language have lexical status. Pawley (1986) describes

lexicalisation as the social process whereby some sfuctures or sequences of words become

more culturally and socially salient than others. This aspect of lexicalisation is thus very

similar to Hanks' view of conventionalisation. Conventionalisation appears to be a

component of lexicalisation.

Single words like "run" or "rivern presuppose lexical stiatus by virtue of the fact that

they are "words" which, it is clear, are used by the speech community. But such is not the

case with a word like "riverrun"; it needs to be investigated in terms of lexicalisation. Out

of the set of all words in the language, lexicalised sequences stand out beeause they have

been conventionalised, institutionalised and idiomatised, regardless of grammatical rules,

through constant use by the community. When combinations of words become habit, they

are no longer novel, but fixed in the language; they are lexicalised.

Lexicalised sequences are not novel usages coined for the occasion but usages that

have been used for a while and have become accepted by the community as culturally

accepted ways of expressing ideas. Lexicalised sequences are often the most frequently used,
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but they are not important for the fact that they are frequently used. Rather, they are

important because they constitute an important part of native speaker competence in the sense

of Chomsky. Hypercorrect or grammatical but unnatural language sounds funny to a native

speaker because competence does not consist only of what is "grammatical" but also what

is "lexicalised".

Lexicalisation is a process that determines ncorrectnessn (hence also acceptance, and

ultimately, lexical status) by majority use, quite apart from grammatical rules. Superimposed

on the grammar, lexicalisation causes some usages to be more "nativelike" than others,

regardless of the grammatical rules. Pawley (1986: 102) remarks:

Whether or not a possible sequence is common usage or denotes a familiar entity -
these are considerations which do not belong to the language system as such; they
have to do with the use of the language... If we look at the question of what the
language users know and how they organize their knowledge, we will see that native
speakers in fact know more than just grammatical rules - they know what is
lexicalised.

There has been, then, a moving away from the strictly "grammar-lexicon" understanding of

language, from the negative definition of the lexicon as the repository for whatever is not

subject to or accounted for by grammatical rules. Because "correctness" and "nativelikeness"

are no longer seen to be solely determined by the grammar but also by use, there has been

a move towards the domain of use in the investigation of lexicalisation.

Usage rather than grammar is the same motivation behind Hanks' notion of

conventionalisation: lexical status is not exclusively contained in or dependent on the

properties and "grammar" of the form itself but also on the uses it is put to by the

community. So it makes sense that uses of language by the community should be examined

to determine what is lexicalised; it makes sense that the sources of usages be investigated for

what is conventionalised.

The dictionary, then, should reflect what the native speaker knows, not simply what

does not conform to grammatical rules. As Pawley and Syder (1983) maintain, nativelike

command of a language requires more than knowledge of a generative grammar. The user

should be able to speak in a way that is not only grammatical but nativelike. Pawley makes

a useful distinction between the grammarian's lexemes and the layman's lexemes. He argues

that the grammarian's lexemes are not enough to indicate what is nativelike, for the

grammarian's lexemes are strictly only those ones that cannot be generated by grammatical
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rules, i.e., no literal expression can ever be a lexeme. Pawley argues that it is the layman's

lexemes that correspond more with what is nativelike. He estimates that "the bulk of

laymen's lexemes in English - perhaps 90 percent of them - consists of phrases which are

also literal expressions" (1986: 114).

Pawley (1986) lists 27 different criteria that bear on lexical status. They are tests that

indicate the degree of lexicalisation of an expression. Pawley argues that lexicalisation is a

continuum. "There is no cutoff point betrveen lexemes and nonJexemic expressions,

between common usages and nonceforms, between institutionalised and ad hoc ways of

talking about things. There is a continuum (1985: 101)'. Because of this, expressions do

not have to show all of the criteria in order to be lexicalised. A few criteria would indicate

some degree of lexicalisation.

Items with lexical status often:

- have institutional status in a culture, e.g. words that name cultural items;
- have membership in a terminology, e.g. "phrase structure rulesn and "surface strucfure";
- represent concepts backed by customary ways of behaving, e.g. 'leave school", "refuse to

answer", and "disobey an order";

- have legal status, e.g. "breach of promise"; and

- are speech act formulas, e.g. "How are you?" and "I declare the meeting open".

A very common indicator of lexical status is when a usage has a particular meaning

that is selected arbitrarily from a number of other possible meanings. Pawley gives the

example of "bullet hole" which means a hole made by a bullet but, given its syntactic

structure, could have meant several other things. Pawley (1986: 112) quotes Lrvi (1978:

141) who says that "lexicalisation is a result of a historical or cultural process which

associates with a given NP only ONE of its possible readings".

The fact of selection is central to the notion of lexicalisation. That selection is not

rule-governed but incidental and unpredictable. That selection depends on social behaviour,

on what becomes habitual, on what becomes conventionalised. So if the gramrutr does not

give rules to account for such lexicalised usages, then the dictionary should list them as

lexemes.

Grace (1981) describes his misgivings about the success of linguistics in recording

human language. His main concern is that linguistic descriptions traditionally omit much of

what is necessary to know and use a language. Echoed by other writers, such as Pawley and
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Syder (1983), he maintains that traditional linguistic descriptions leave out what he calls

"idiomatology", to which he variously refers as cliches, idioms, or triteness (Grace 1981:

l7). Selection is at the essence of "idiomatology". Why a particular way of referring to

things and talking about things should be selected instead of other possible ways is a function

of conventionalisation. An example he gives is "black and white' (rather than white and

black). The sequence of "black" before "white" has come to be conventionalised and

idiomaticised. Pawley's term for this kind of idiomaticity is "nativelikeness". Genres that

are highly formulaic in nature, such as the language of prayer, can only be understood by

reference to lexicalisation, not grammar. Idiomatology, as Grace maintains, belongs to the

lexicon and should therefore be described in the dictionarv.

3.1.2 Ircxicalisation and Idiomaticness

Pawley's notion of "lexicalisation" includes not only conventionalisation, but also the

idea of idiomaticness, a word I use here to refer specifically to when an expression has a

meaning that is different from the sum of the meanings of its individual components,

indicating that the expression is a single (and minimal) unit of meaning. (I use

"idiomaticness" instead of "idiomaticity" because "idiomaticity" may refer to the situation

when a particular expression (out of several other possible expressions) is simply the standard

and established usage in the speech community, without necessarily differing in meaning

from that of its component parts.) Some of Pawley's criteria for the indication of lexical

status appear to be directly connected to idiomaticness. For instance, he says that fixed or

semifixed usages that show resemblance to simple lexemes have lexical status. Examples

are "tell a [ie" : lie, "do what one is told" : obey, and "have nothing to do with' :

ignore. That these usages can be substituted for single words indicates that they are really

single units.

Another criterion that indicates lexical status is when an item has constituents that

cannot be separated. Examples are "first and only" and "lead up the garden path". The fact

that the components are inseparable indicates that the item is a single indivisible unit.

Another criterion for lexical status is when a composite item is used as one word.

An example in English is "never-to-be-forgotten". Again, this test for lexical siatus requires

that the expression be treated as a single unit.

Then there are those items that are named with acronyms, such as VIP and SOS. The
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use of acronyms changes the composite form into a single item.

Pawley also discusses items that have special syntactic resfiictions with invariable

constituents, such as nwho do you think you are?", which cannot be transformed to, say,

"who do you think you will be?". There is a rigidity to the structure of such expressions that

gives them the feel of a single unit.

Some expressions seem to have no underlying structure with the result that they are

in some way transformationally defective. For example, it is possible to say John "kicked

the bucket" but not "the bucket was kicked" by John. Other examples are "It's easier said

than done". Many compounds have no clear source in a clause, such as "makeshift",

"foothold", and "necklace". Syntactic idioms like "long time no seen and "easy does it"

seem also to belong in this category. Their grammatical behaviour is either defective or

incomplete. These characteristics mark them as single units that are not productive in the

usual way of syntactic phrases.

It seems, then, that idiomaticness is one way in which an expression can become

lexicalised, in the sense of Pawley (1986). Idiomaticness, however, is seen here as a quality

that is distinct from conventionalisation (which Pawley equates more or less with

lexicalisation). Their separateness can be seen in the fact that even if a sequence is used as

a single unit (idiomatic), but is coined only for the occasion, or is part of only a few people's

private vocabulary, it cannot be said to have a public meaning" following Hanks' notion of

conventionalisation. The polymorphemic word "riverrun" is an example of a sequence that

is idiomatic (in the sense used here) but is not conventionalised. Such sequences should not

be included in the dictionary.

All composite items, then, must first be tested for idiomaticness and

conventionalisation. Pawley's criteria for lexical status and Hanks' nmeasurement" of

conventionalisation can be adapted for use in the Tongan monolingual dictionary. Pawley's

systematic criteria would help identify items with lexical status in Tongan. Most of the

criteria are relevant for Tongan (see section 4 below), but some more than others. For

example, it does not seem that Tongan has as much use for acronyms as English, whereas

there are many examples of customs-related words and expressions.

3.2 The Principle of Economy

lf, in terms of the practical needs of the dictionary, an unmanageable number of items
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r)
ii)
iii)

pass the test of conventionalisation and idiomaticness, the principle of economy should be

applied to screen off 'less essential" items. In this screening off process, the grammar can

be used to filter out from the dictionary all those combinations that have a relatively high

level of literal meaning.

To execute the principle of economy, the framework for selecting lexical units for the

dictionary developed by Mathiot (1967) can be used. To answer the question of what lexical

units should be included in the dictionary, she fust classifies all possible lexical units into

three types:

unitary lexemes, e.g. "leaf" and "pen",
lexeme clusters, e.g. "coffee pot" and "tea pot", and
conjunct lexemes, e.g. "two-year-old"

In i) there are only single morphemes, so all such units must be listed in the dictionary. In

ii) one of the words in the lexeme cluster can be replaced by only a few words, so there are

only a few lexeme clusters; all should be listed too. In iii), however, such units constitute

an open class because some words in the conjunct lexeme can be replaced by many others.

In this case, only a few should be listed as representatives of the class.

Examples for i) in Tongan are simple lexemes such as fale'house', sea 'chair', and

so on. These should be listed exhaustively. Examples of ii) are moto'i siale 'b:ud, of the

gardenia' and moto'i lei 'flower bud' or tangata'i fonua'male citizen' and f{ine'i fonua
'female citizen'. Examples for iii) are me'a'thing' compounds which are extremely

numerous, kau'plutal classifier for humans' words, and longer multiword units, such as

mdl6 e ngdue'thanks for working'. For these, only some representatives are required.

It will be found in Tongan that some lexicalised grammatical strings are very

productive. For instance, it is a usual greeting to ask the rhetorical question ko ho'ofO? 'are

you washing'!', ko ho'o tafi? 'are you sweeping?' , ko ho'o feihakaT 
'are you cooking?, fro

ho'o ako? 'are you studying?' on meeting or seeing someone. Obviously, it would not be

economical to include all those items, the only difference between them being the action that

is being carried out. With productive sequences such as this, the grammar helps us to

economise, so we may include only one or two representatives of the sequence.

As Pawley says, probably as many as 90 percent of "layman's lexemes" would not

be counted as lexemes by grammarians because they are predictable by general rules. It
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would be well if we could use that as a reminder in the space-saving process. Perhaps those

would be the items to be wary of most, which are also the ones in number iii) above.

Finally, Pawley (1996) discusses a class of conventionalphrasal expressions suitable

for use in certain situations. These expressions he calls speech formulas, and syntactically

they are nconsffuctions of phrase and sentence-length whose conceptual content is partly

specified but which contain variable elements" (1996: 201). His cennal point is that these

expressions are unlike lexemes in fundamental ways. Whereas lexemes are "indexed to a

syntactic context (part of speech category),... each formula specifies a meaning-form pairing

indexed to a class of discourse contexts and discourse functions". Examples are "Dear Sir",

a formula for beginning a letter, and "I declare the/this X openn, a formula for officially

opening an event. Such formulas, according to Pawley, should be excluded from the

dictionary. Because such formulas abound in different registers of a language, they would

make, as Pawley says, a huge class. Therefore, their exclusion from the dictionary would

fit in well with the principle of economy and Mathiot's "representative" principle.

3.3 Conclusion and Summarv

All morphemes must first be conventionalised before they are entered in the

dictionary. Those that are private usages only should be excluded from the dictionary. All

polymorphemic and multiword units must first be investigated for idiomaticness and

conventionalisation before they are entered in the dictionary. Because there will be so many

of them, there will be a need to apply the principle of economy using the grammar.

4 Examples of Idiomatic and Conventielalised Complex Lexical Items in Tongan

In the previous sections, we saw that the first principle that determines the inclusion

of a complex lexical item in the dictionary is that it is idiomatic, i.e., it has a meaning of its

own which sets it apart from the lexical items that constitute it. If it is, and if it is also

conventionalised, then the item should be entered in the dictionary. In the following

sections, we look at some complex lexical items in Tongan for their idiomatieness. The

generalisation to be made about Tongan in this respect is that very many polymorphemic and

multiword units are indeed separate from their component parts.
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4,1 Reduplications

Churchward gives the various types of reduplications in Tongan and outlines their

general meanings. The meaning of a reduplicated form often falls into one or other of the

following: emphatic, intensificatory, frequentative, multiplicative, repetitive, continuative,

moderative, and diminutive. Examples are: piki 'to hold on', pipiki 'to cling tightly to'

(intensificatory), pikipiki'to keep on clinging to' (continuative). The word hele means'to

cut' , hehele 'to cut roughly' and helehele 'to keep on cutting'. The word, kafu means 'to use

as covering' , kakafu'to use as covering, but indicating that speaker is angry', and kafukafu

has a repetitive meaning. Other examples ue: sino 'to be fat', sisino 'plural for fat' or
'abusiveforfat', andsinoslno'somewhatfat';kata 'tolaugh', kakata 'plural forlaugh'and

katakata'to smile'. Although it is possible to perceive some fairly regular patterns in the

meanings of these reduplications, it is not always possible to predict the specific meanings

of many reduplicated words.

For example, in the set of words moho 'cooked', momoho'ripe' and mohomoho
'blisters', the first two meanings are similar only in the sense of ready to eat, but the two

meanings are quite separate. The similarity of mohomoho with the idea of 'cooked' is that

blisters often result from the burning of the skin. Some meanings have become totally

separate, e.g. mahi 'sour' and mamahi 'sad'. The root word tuki means to knock or to

punch, but the partitial reduplication tutuki refers to the crucifixion of Christ, in addition to

the repetitive meaning 'to punch repeatedly'.

Many reduplications are used in their own particular contexts or collocations, which

adding an element of unpredictability. The word mate means oto die', mamate '(esp. of

limbs) to be numb', and matenwte'(esp. of the sun and stars) to fade occasionally'; motu'to

be severed', momotu'(of the waist) to taper' and motumotu'(of thread, string, etc.) to be

easily severed'; vaku 'to scratch an itch', vavaku 'to scratch with intent to injure', and

vakuvaku'(of the belly of a pig in order to tame it) to keep on scratching gently'.

Sometimes differences in meaning are connotative, emotive or reflective of speaker

attitudes. Instead of the plural meaning for a partial reduplication, there is sometimes an

abusive or angry meaning, as in sro 'to look at', sliio 'abusive for see', and sioslo 'repetitive

for see'; paki 'to pluck' , papakt 'abusive for pluck', and pakipaki 'repetitive for pluck'.

Many reduplications have developed their own idiosycratic meaning, and the task of the
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dictionary is to explain this total meaning.

Sometimes the connection between a reduplication and its root is quite obscure or

unknown, as rnfie 'to want' and fiefia 
'to be happy'; niu 'coconut' and niuniu 'cartilage';

vaka'boat' and vakavaka'side of the thorax'. At other times, the root is not known to exist

independently, as in kau for kakau'to swim' and kaukau'to bath'.

Most of the reduplications above have meanings that would need to be specified in

the dictioniry even though some of them have meanings that are clearly related to that of

their roots.

4.2 Derived Words

Churchward (1953) gives an excellent account of affixes in Tongan which gives their

general meanings. However, the meanings of many derived words have elements of arbitrary

lexicalisation and therefore would need to be included in the dictionary.

The types of meanings represented by affixes tend to be general and abstract, so that

a derived word often has several possible readings, only one or a few of which become

lexicalised. The prefixfaka- is sometimes called the 'causative particle', as infakatangutu
'cause to sit, to seat' and fakalele 

'cause to run, to train or coach others by making them

jog'. However, both words have less literal msanings that are not predictable because the

component morphemes are used figuratively . Fakalele also means to run a business, which

is a metaphorical sense. [t can mean to have diarrhoea, presumably because one is often

caused to run to the bathroom. These senses are conventionalised so that out of a large

number of possibilities, only a few senses are selected and used with the word frequently.

Since we cannot predict these particular contexts, the dictionary should describe these uses.

The word fakatangutu refers to the act of raising (e.g. a baby) to a sitting posture.

This may be the meaning that is closest to the sum of the meanings of the component parts.

However, another meaning of fakatangutuis to defeat an opponent decisively (as in wrestling

or boxing). For example, Muhammad Ali fakatangutu his opponent in the third round,

meaning that he defeated his opponent in the third round. It is also slightly sarcastic in tone.

Such shades of meanings are not brought out by simply knowing the literal meaning of faka-
'causative prefix' and the root tangutu 'sit'. Most derived words have their own

idiosyncratic meanings, so it is the task of the dictionary to make them clear.
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Many derived words are separate from their component parts although it is often

possible to see connections in the derived meanings. The word, fakatangata is a derivative

of tangata. Although we may have some idea of the meaning of the causative suffixfaka-

e.g. 'like' or 'cause to' or 'pertaining to' and the word tangata'man', it is not possible to

predict from them some of the senses of fakatangata, sueh as the sense 'lesbian'. Perhaps

tlre connection is that sense of faka- which is 'to be like', but the homosexual element is not

necessarily brought out by the literal meaning of fakatangata.

Pawley (1986) describes a criterion for lexical status in which a composite form may

have several possible readings (according to the syntactic arrangement and general meanings

of is component morphemes) only one of which is selected and conventionalised. This

particular manifestation of lexicalisation is very common in Tongan. Words prefixed with

faka-'causative prefix' are often of this category. For example, the word,faka-tevolo could

mean a number of things derived from the meanings of faka- and rcvolo 'devil', such as

ugly-faced, or evil-looking, or merciless, and so on. However, in fact the term has only the

sense 'to cohabit, lit. pertaining to devils'.

In some derived words formed withfaka-, the prefix faka- does not even match its

usual general meanings, as fui the wordfaka'ultt'ulu'having an inner reef ('ulu'ulu\ adjoining

the shore' and faka'uli'uli 
'to cloud over'. It is not possible to predict these specific

meanings from the meanings of the component morphemes. Therefore, such expressions are

lexemes to be included in the dictionary.

Churchward gives examples of all the suftixes of Tongan, including the so-called

transitive suffix -'i whose allomorphs are:

-fr
-hi
-i
-ki

Churchward describes -'i as the executive suffixbecause when it is added to averb,

the action or state denoted by the verb is seen to be more complete. If the verb is already

transitive, the addition of the suffix makes the verb express more definitely or more

emphatically the idea of carrying the action through to completion. The verb is said to be

executive as well as transitive. Examples are toli'i'(of flowers or fruit) to pick or pluck',

-mi
-ni
-ngi
-sf
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fromtoli'to pick or pluck'. The only difference between the two is that in the former, the

action is carried through to completion whereas there is no such meaning in the latter. The

idea of carrying out to completion is present in the executive form of each of the following

pairs: tofi 'to cut' and tof i 'to cut to completion'; fakatau'atdina 
'to emancipate' and

fakatau'ataina'i 
'to emancipate totallY'; and tdpuni'to shut' and tapuni'i 'to shut in'.

The suffix -'i is probably one of the most semantically regular suffixes of Tongan.

When it is added to a root, it makes the endpoint of the root clear, i.e., it makes the verb

telic. This is probably why the effect is one of completeness. For the sake of economy,

words containing this suffix can be treated as predictable enough to be unlisted, except when

their meanings are not merely aspectual. For example, fakamfrlohi 
'lo strengthen' becomes

fakamdlohi'i'to rape, to force into sex'. Such differences in meaning would be recorded in

the dictionary.

Sometimes two allomorphs of the suffix are used with the same root, giving different

meanings, as in sio'i 'to stare at' and siofi'to guard, to take care of'; tata'o'to press down,

to press upon' , btfi ta'omi 'to crush' and ta'ofi 'to hold back, to restrain, to prevent, to

brake'; the difference in meaning between motuhi'to cut' and motuki'to cut' is that the latter

tends to take a physical object, such as a rope, and be carried out by an animate Agent,

whereas the former would take a more abstract or figurative object, such as a relationship,

and be carried out by an inanimate Agent, such as a storm.

A second type of suffix described by Churchward is -4, which is said to denote

duration. Usually it turns the verb into a process, state, or something with duration. It

seems that this suffix has a very general and abstract meaning which may manifest itself in

different ways. The verb is viewed as having no endpoints, so that it becomes stretched out

in internal time, attaining a vague and non-specific reference, in this sense, quite the opposite

of the executive suffix. This may be why Churchward describes verbs with the suffix as less

abrupt, more courteous, more emotional, or more friendly. The suffix also has the effect

of making the verb more poetie. With the verb being "stretched" it sometimes is viewed as

plural or as denoting abundance. The suffix -a is usually described as affixed to "nouns" to

indicate abundance. On a more prototypical level, this suffix is one and the same suffix as

the "verbal" suffix. Attached to "nouns" they denote abundance, as in langoa'infested by

flies', but attached to "verbs" the notion of abundance is manifested through such things as

plural agency, durationality or frequentativeness, as in manatua.'to keep on recalling with
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fondness,' folaua'frequented by boats', and lotua'to keep on praying for'. If we were to

pin down a basic prototypical meaning far -a, it would probably be the notion of nmuch".

But a prototypical meaning is not much help as far as predictability of meaning is

concerned. Quite often, the derived word is not predictable. Examples: 'ilo 'v.t., to know,
'ilo'i 'y.t,, exec., to know intimately, to recognise', and 'iloa'v.t., dnl., to be well-known

(compare 'ilonga'to be apparent'); sro 'v. i., to see' but sioa'v.t., to keep on Iooking at with

admiration or reverence, to savour the sight of'.

Ottrer examples of the unpredictability of derived words can be seen in the meanings

of words derived by the addition of affixes to the root afe'to turn at a bend'. The derived

wordfakaofe means 'to invite, lit. cause to turn at a bend'. Afea means 'be inviting (e.g.

of a voice)' as in le'o afea'persuasive voice' or 'api afea 'popular house to which many

turn'. While it is possible to use the word afeato describe many things, it is conventional

to use it with le'o'yoice' and 'api'home'. Afe'i is a transitive verb meaning 'to turn (e.9.

a vehicle) to the left or right when driving or steering'. Maafe is 'to turn emphatically at a

bend, sometimes abusive for ofe'i taafe is'to turn while moving as of a vehicle'. These

derived words have their own cotnmon contexts and collocations. It is not enough to rely

on the meanings of the component parts. They need to be specified in the dictionary.

The affixes should be specified in the dictionary with their prototypical or, at least,

most common meanings. Derived words should make up headwords in their own right since

they often have lexicalised senses that are separate from the meanings of their roots. This

is the case with derivatives of sio 'see' in the pilot dictionary of chapter 9. But ultimately,

considerations of economy may mean that those forms which differ minimally in meaning

from the meanings of the component parts (as in the case of many -'i derived words) should

not be listed separately but instead have the suffix in parenthesis beside the (listed) root.

4.3 Compound Words

Churchward (1953: 191) outlines some compounding rules based on part of speech.

For example, a noun plus an adjective would give lexemes like sino-mdlohi 'strong-bodied'.

But Churchward's compounding rules tend to be more restrictive than what is possible for

Tongan. The main difficulty with his rules is that part of speech is not a lexical eategory in

Tongan. Part of speech is only evident in a context, so to say that sino mfrlohi constitutes
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a noun plus an adjective and that inu kava constitutes a verb and a noun is misleading since

there is no context. The fact is sino mdlohf as a whole may be nominal or verbal depending

on the context, on whether it co-occurs with nominal particles or with verbal particles. A

more serious problem is that, given Churchward's compounding rules and part of speech

analysis (see chapter 6, section 2), there are compounds that do not seem to be "generated"

at dl. Compounding rules in Tongan need to be modified.

It would appear that ttre main rule is a very general one that permits the combination

of any two major words at all (see chaper 6, section 2,2.4). The language is so flexible in

this respect that any combination is potentially correct (but cf. Katamba 1993: 67). It is the

process of conventionalisation that renders a combination actually "correct" and gives it a

public meaning. This is probably what Churchward was referring to when he said: "Indeed,

the actual and potential Tongan vocabulary has no conceivable limit" (1959: vii).

Compounds in Tongan are almost unlimited in number since any two major words can

combine to make some kind of meaning. When enough people use a combination with a

particular meaning, it becomes conventionalised into a new compound. Examples arc lele

kulokula'(of a vehicle) to run through the red light, lit. run red' and lt sio 'watch where one

throws the ball, lit. throw see'. Since lele kulokula is now conventionalised as a traffic

offence, and, lt slo is commonly used in situations of games practices, both compounds have

lexical status and deserve a place in the dictionary.

ln contrast, some combinations are too novel to be included in the dictionary. They

derive their meanings from pragmatic factors in discourse. An example is the combination

lele ava'lit. run hole, run open', which was used by a native speaker in reference to a

vehicle running with the petrol tank open. Outside this situation the combination could well

have meant something else. Another example is the combinationkai ua'lit. eat two', which

was used in another situation to refer to someone eating two pieces of chewing gum instead

of one. But kai ua could refer to many other things depending on the situations. Such

combinations are not conventionalised and should not be included in the dictionary.

Many compounds included by Churchward in his dictionary, such as some me'a-
'thing' compounds, would fail the test of conventionalisation. Sometimes introduced items

in Tongan lack conventional names, and people tend to refer to them using different

descriptive phrases, their English names, or their brand names. When this happens, there

is no one particular conventional name. Some me'a- compounds listed by Churchward are
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descriptive phrases that are not in general use. An example is me'a-t6'anga-'akau 'flower-

pot, lit. thing in which plants are planted'. Sometimes a combination is not conventionalised

because the item has not become corrmon in the culture. Examples listed by Churchward

are m{a fohi 
'peeler, lit. thing for peeling' and me'a ta'ofi 'elelo 'spatula, lit. thing that

holds the tongue'. These usages should be left out of the dictionary because they are not

publicly associated with the referents they are supposed to represent. This is the reason why

some native speakers find some of Churchward's me'a- compounds unfamiliar.

Many other m{a compounds, however, should be included in the dictionary because

they are highly conventionalised: me'a fai m 'camera, lit. thing for hitting' and me'a lele
'vehicle, lit. thing that runs'. Other very common usages, e.g. me'afakapifro 'nuisance' and

me'afakatufc 'nuisance', should be listed because, although somewhat predictable by general

rules, the two elements of each compound collocate quite highly.

Pawley (1986) gives institutional status in the culture as a criterion for lexical status.

Many compounds in Tongan satisfy that criterion in that they represent things or institutions

that are culturally significant for various reasons. Examples are fala pdongo 'mat made of

brown pandanus leaves'o me'afaka'eiki'funeral, lit. chiefly thrng' ,fale alea'parliament, lit.

discussion house', fale lahi'royal family, lit. big house', ta'aki nifo'dentisfry, lit. extract

teeth', tau malu'ifonua'defense force, lit. army defending land', potungdue ako'depwtment

of education, lit. learning workplace', and minisitd mo'ui 'minister of health, lit. life

minister'.

The following are compounds given in the pilot dictionary of chapter 9. They are

listed as headwords in their own right because they have meanings that are separate from

(though related to) the meanings of their components (but see chapter 7, section 2.1). They

are often used to describe states of the sea that are appropriate or inappropriate for flshing.

tahi lelei'appropriate sea conditions for fshing, etc., lit. good sea'
tahi tamaki'bad sea conditions for fishing, sailing, etc., lit. bitter sea'
tahi lahi'high tide, lit. big sea'
tahi si'i'low tide, lit. small sea'
tahi ua'having two low tides in a day, lit. two seas'
tahi pakupaku'very low tide, lit. dried sea'

The meanings of some word combinations have a high level of predictability and

should not, therefore, be included in the dictionary. Examples of these are inu kofi'coffee
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drinking', inu ti 'tea drinking', and tnu pia'beer drinking'. There is reason, however, to

include inu kwa'kava-drinking' because it is a traditional custom. tt is the name of a

cultural institution that illustrates one of the main differences between male and female.

Being a custom for males only, it has associated values and privileges that go beyond the

actual act of kava-drinking. Inu kava, then, is more socially and culturally salient than the

drinking of other kinds of beverages. The compound inuvai'lit. water drinking' should also

be included because it is a polite way of referring to a meal, using the language of humility.

The compounds frai hamu'eating vegetables without accompanying meat', kai ta'e 'eating

lruman faeces', which is a common term of abuse, kai pola 'feasting' are examples of

conventionalised compounds with customary status. Many taboo compounds, such as ngaahi

manu 'manual stimulation of the female genital, lit. making animal' andkai pali'cunnilingus,

lit. eating vagina', are conventionalised. However, they are excluded from the dictionary

for reasons of cultural taboos (see chapter 7, section 2.3).

4.4 ldiomatic Expressions

I use the term "idiomatic expressionn to mean any combination of grammatical and

lexical words that has idiomatic meaning. They can range from two-word expressions, such

as classifier plus major word, to complete sentences. A two-word phrasal expression differs

from a two-word compound in that compounds are combinations of lexical words only.

Many idiomatic expressions in Tongan would probably be regarded by grammarians

as "literal", but they would also have lexical stratus by virtue of Pawley's (1986) criteria

discussed above. Such items, or at least representative samples of such items in accordance

with Mathiot's (1967) scheme, should be included in the dictionary. For example, an

expression such as kau hiva may be said to be predictable to the extent that kau hiva 'lit.

singers' means 'humans who sing'. But kau hivahas additional elements of meaning that

cannot be predicted from the syntactic phrase kau hiva. For example, kau hiva usually refers

to a choir, a special group of people who sing by profession or by choice, a group the

membership in which may be paid or selected by audition. A kau hiva sings to serve a

special function, as in a church. The concept behind kau hiva is different from just 'people

who sing'. [t is not often possible to predict the variable nature of real-world situations.

Kau hiva with the 'choir' meaning becomes conventionalised as a single unit, and so the
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expression becomes more than a grammatical string.

Some sequences are institutionalised and take on a particular character that makes

them different. The expressions kau mamata 'spectators' and kau fanongo 
'audience,

listeners' differ from kau talanoa'those who are talking' and kau tai 'those who are eating'.

Kau mamata does not just refer to people who are looking on (as witnesses) but refers

specifically to people who watch a game. Kau fanongo is not just people who are listening

but listeners to a speech or to the radio.

Numerous kau'plwal classifier for humans' expressions in Tongan seem to be of

customary status, as described by Pawley (198Q. In addition to kau hiva 'choir', kau

mamata 'spectators' and kau fanongo 
'audience, listeners', the following kau words are also

examples of usages with customary status:

kau tele niu'factory workers who remove the brown skin of coconuts'
kau to' o kofu'bridesmaids'
kau hiki me'a mamafa'weight lifters'
kau poupolt'supporters'
kau fo'ou'newcomers'
kau va'inga 'players in such games as rugby, team'
kau md' olunga'V. I. P.s'
kau lea'speakers'
kaufolaa'passengers in a boat or aeroplane'

The lexicahsed kau words above may be entered as lexicalised senses of the major word.

For example, kau lea will be a special sense of the headword lea. The inclusion of kau in

the expressions above is obligatory in that without it the expression is less likely to refer to

a single person who "verbs". However, some words are lexicalised as 'persons who (verb)'

even without the addition of kau or any other classifier. In this category are included also

words that are usually regarded as referential "concrete nouns", such as:

vale'fool'
kdkd.'cunrrjng one'
taki'Ieader'
pule'principal'
tu'i'king'
lahi 'the eldest'
tangata.'man'

The following, however, are examples of novel usages that are largely literal and not
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institutionalised. They should not be entered in the dictionary.

kau fakamanga 
'those who open their mouths'

kau mamno 'those who yawn'
kau vili'those who persist'
kau kata'those who laugh'
kau oma'the fast ones'
kau 'uma othose who kiss'

Many phrasal expressions satisfy Pawley's (1980 criteria for lexical status. Other

examples of phrases with customary status are poto he anga 'considerate, lit. clever in

behaving', and nofo he ako'leave school, lit. stay from school'. Some expressions have

legal status, such as hala loto 'apt 'fiespassing, lit. passage through home' and hufakapo'uli
'burglary, lit. enter in the dark'. Other expressions are speech act formulas, such as the

greeting md.I6 e lelei'lit. it's good that you are well'. Pawley also describes some items as

"semi-fixed items", such as td ha stpinga'give an example, lit. draw a pattern' in which the

word ffi'drawn is used rather than a word like hiki'record' or fai'do'. The expressionfai

e haka'cook some food, lit. do the boiling-of-the-food' uses the word fai 
'do' rather than

a word like teuteu 'prepare'. The corresponding lexicalised compounds are td s ipinga and

feihaka, which cannot be replaced by * fai srpinga or * teuteu haka. These may be

grammatically correct, but since they are not conventionalised, they do not sound correct.

Pawley also discusses lexical items whose components cannot be separated. Examples in

Tongan ate ta'e hano tatau'without equal' and tangata 'i loto 'lit. man inside' which means
'soul' or 'spirit'. According to Pawley, acronyms are also expressions that are likely to be

of lexical status. There are only a few of these in Tongan, e.g. SUTT, pronounced [sd 
'ii

tA tal, which is sometimes used instead of Sl'asi UEsiliana Tau'atdina 'o Tonga'Free

Wesleyan Church of Tonga'.

Other phrasal expressions appear to be literal and predictable, yet they have an

unpredictable element of meaning that gives them lexical status. The rhetorical question fro

ho'o 'alu ki fe? 
'where are you going?' is a predictable grammatical string, but since it is

the conventionalised way of greeting someone on the road, it is also conventionalised and

deserves a place in the dictionary. The same applies to mdl6 e lavanai 'thanks for coming',

mdld e tafi'thar*s for sweeprng', mdl6 e ako'thanks for studying', which are all culturally

accepted ways of expressing goodwill in social situations and yet they all conform to general
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grarnmatical rules. Pawley (1996) prefers such "formulas" not to be included in

dictionary because they differ from lexemes in certain important ways (see section

above).

Proverbs and sayings also fall into this class of multiword lexical items. Some of

them are complete sentences, but most are phrases. These expressions always have meanings

that are separate from the sum of the meanings of their individual components. They are

also frequently used in oratory, songs and poems, and many are used in conversational

Tongan. For these reasons, they should, theoretically, be listed in the dictionary, but for

reasons of economy, only a few representative proverbs can be included. Collocott and

Havea (1922) give a list of over six hundred proverbs with their meanings. These proverbs

are taught in schools. Taumoefolau (1991a) gives some examples of Tongan proverbs with

their syntactic and semantic structure. Many sayings and proverbs have inseparable

constituents and syntactic resfrictions. Tongan examples are some sayings which have a

peculiar structure e.g. pala 'a kahokaho 'lit. rottenness of yam', in which the word kahokaho
'kind of yam' occurs without an article. Some examples of proverbs are given in the pilot

dictionary in chapter 9.

5 New l,exical Items: Borrowings and Technical Terms

The formation of new words often means the formation of new (or modified)

meanings. The processes of forming derived words, reduplications and compound words are

the main ways in which morphemes eombine to make new words or new meanings in

Tongan, but borrowing from other languages is another way of making tlsvv pssnings.

Sometimes loanwords from other languages combine with grammatical morphemes in Tongan

to form yet other new meanings and words.

Hundreds of borrowings from English have been conventionalised already. Examples

of loanwords collected by the Tonga Language Committee (see chapter 3, section 4 above)

from different government departments and organisations are:

Department

Customs Dept

Crown Law

the

3.2

English

mail
duty
trust
article

loan

meili
tute
taldsiti
'dtikolo
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Education

Premier's Office

course
chemical
numerator
jury
ballot
civil

koosi
kemikale
numelato
kau sula
pdloti
sivile

Increasingly, new loanwords are appearing in different registers in Tongan, such as

in the areas of medicine, law, and engineering. The dictionary should record only the

conventionalised loanwords in general use. The same principles that determine whether

words in general should be included in the dictionary apply also in the case of borrowings.

Examples of established borrowings from different registers are 'eliolo 'aerial on a car',

mfsini'gngine', 'akauni'account' 
, pdnast'bonus' , 

'inivesi'invest' 
, supa'superannuation',

penffiti'benefit', konitomu'condom', and,' eitisi'AIDS'.

Sometimes different social and religious groups have their own registers or

conventionalised sets of words (see also chapter 3, section 4). For example, Tongan has

different loanwords for the same basic meaning. The loanwords hEvani 'heaven' and sel6
'from Latin word for heaven' are from the Wesleyan and Catholic Churches respectively.

The Catholic word pulekatolio 'purgatory' has no equivalent in Wesleyanism. The term Tohi

Molomona'Book of Mormon' is commonly used only by Mormons. Catholic kofesio
'confession' is not used in other churches. Many proper nouns have different forms in the

Wesleyan and Catholic Churches, e.g. SEstt Kilisit0 and .Sisr7 Kalaisi are Catholic and

Wesleyan respectively. The dictionary should record those different forms of loanwords

which are commonly used in churches. Usage labels should be used to indicate which church

or group uses a loanword.

Borrowings, especially technical terms, are monomorphemic even if they are derived

from polymorphemic words in their original languages. Borrowed words such as potavdlai,

defined by Churchward as 'to bind or tie up (meat) in the stem of vdlai preparatory to

cooking in a native oven' from the obsolete Fijian word botowdlai, defined by Capell (1973)

as 'a corpse roasted whole - tied up like a frog (boto), with vtdlai', il€ considered to be

monomorphemic in Tongan and should be treated as single roots.

Some borrowings are not really established, When professional people such as

doctors and secondary and post-secondary teachers speak in Tongan but say technical terms

in English, they seem to be just code-switching, even if they may change the pronunciation
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so that it is not altogether English. For example, mechanics may speak of 'radiator" or

"windscreen", computer technicians may mention "software", "saven or nenter", and teachers

may talk about "solution" or "chemical reaction", but these words are not rendered entirely

in Tongan. I-aycock (1972: 204) describes a similar lexicographic problem in minor

languages of the Pacific: "Most speakers of the language are bilingual in the lingua franca

at least, so that it becomes difficult to decide when a word is being "quoted", as a foreign

language word, and when it is being used as a loan-word'. In the case of Tongan, such

borowings should not be regarded as conventionalised until there is no difficulty deciding

whether the borrowing is quoted or used as a loanword, and only when a borrowing is

conventionalised should it be recorded in the dictionarv.

6 Conclusion

So which lexical items should be included in the dictionary? Basically, the following

three steps should be followed:

1 . Include all morphemes (affixes and roots) if they are conventionalised. Exclude all

private vocabularies and temporary coinages.

Test polymorphemic lexical items (derived words, reduplications and compounds) and

phrasal or multiword units for idiomaticness. If they ile, test them for

conventionalisation. Include only the complex items that are idiomatic and

conventionalised. Exclude items if they are coined for the occasion only.

Apply the economy principle. Step 1 and 2 wilJ probably give us a dictionary in

which the "grammar" and the "lexicon" greatly overlap, so we use the grarnmar as

a space-saving device. If there are too many sequences that are largely literal, then

only a few examples should be given, to save space (Mathiot 1967). In support of

the economy principle, we can say that a monolingual dictionary written for native

speakers, most of whom are already fluent in the language, can afford to be selective

(Milner 1993: pers. comm.).

2.

3 .
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CHAPTER SD( : ASPECTS OF SYNTAX

1 Introduction

This chapter consists of brief accounts of parts of speech, transitivity, and possession

in Tongan. The accounts will have important implications for the treatment of lexical items

in the dictionary. They will provide the guidelines needed to determine what grammatical

information is to be given about headwords in the dictionary. They are also intended as part

of the preparation for a grammatical sketch that would precede the body of the monolingual

dictionary. They should help also to identify those grammatical categories that need to be

represented in a metalatrguage for the dictionary.

Parts of speech is a well-knowr area of contention among Polynesianists. It is all the

more important, therefore, that its application in the dictionary needs to be based on a sound

theoretical basis. The section on parts of speech seeks to serve that end. Transitivity,

though perhaps less contentious, has features that have not yet been satisfactorily addressed,

at least for Tongan. Its description seeks primarily to identify which verbs in Tongan are

"transitive" and which are not. The central problem about A and O possession with regard

to the dictionary seems to be when - under which headwords - their use should be specified.

This necessitates investigating their various uses in section 4.

Note that in this chapter, the numbering of examples with inter-linear glosses is

separate in each of sections 2,3 and 4.

2 Parts of Speech
2.1 Background

Much previous work tends to support the idea that the identification of parts of speech

in many Polynesian languages and Fijian is dependent on the phrase rather than the structure

of the word. This idea is seen in the work of Churchward (1953) for Tongan (but was

attacked by Milner 1954), Milner (1956) for Fijian (but was attacked by Biggs and

Nayacakalou 1958), Pawley (1966) for Samoan, Biggs (1969) for Maori, Schtitz (1975) for

Fijian, and, more recently, Mosel (n.d.) for Samoan, Hooper in Simona (1986) for

Tokelauan, Vonen (1991) also for Tokelauan, and Broschart (1995) for Tongan. The basic

idea in these treatments of parts of speech is that there are verbal and nominal slots bounded

by "particles" or "minor words" in the phrase into which "bases" or "major words" can be
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inserted.

We may take it that this generalisation by various authors is true. It appears that it

is the particles that determine the function and the meaning of a base (see section 2.2 below).

But though analysts tend to agree on the importance of the context (or the phrase or particles)

in determining parts of speech, they tend to differ in their resulting analyses and the

conclusions or inferences drawn from the moreorless cotnmon theory. For example, Milner

(1956) does not differentiate between bases, and this is criticised by Biggs and Nayacakalou

(1958). They maintain that Milner's analysis implies that all bases are both nominal and

verbal but that this is not so in Fijian. Churchward (1953) bases his classification of parts

of speech in Tongan on frequency of occurrence and is criticised by Milner (1954).

Broschart (1995) draws the conclusion that there is no noun / verb distinction in Tongan.

My own position differs from this (see below).

One well-known analysis includes grouping most bases into one major class. Biggs

(1969) identifies five classes for Maori:

1
2
3
4
5

form
ngaru'wave', ika'{tsh'
ora'I ife', mnanu'float'
raro' down', koo'there'
ahau ' l ' ,  koe 'yov '
tnu'drink', kai'eat'

class
noun
stative
locative
personal
universal

Biggs notes that the members of the very large universal class can be both noun and

verb. It should be noted, however, that since there is no such slot as a universal slot, in the

same way that there would be a nominal slot and a verbal slot, there is no such function as

a universal function or a universal part of speech. The universal class is therefore a

combination of two parts of speech, noun and verb, which have two separate functions.

Since what the dictionary specifies are nominal and verbal uses and not a "universal" use,

for purposes of the dictionary, there may be no need for the category of "universal", as

Clark (1988) also points out. Biggs' universal class lumps together two parts of speech.

This mode of cla,ssification would be more appropriate for a system in which there

is a form-function pairing, such as that ika is a noun not only because it performs the

function of noun but also because it cannot be anything else. This is what Biggs means by

classes that would not overlap. But supposing there was a language in which a form cannot
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but perform several functions, and multifunctional forms were the norm, classes will

inwitably overlap. Given Biggs's mode of classification, we would presumably say for such

a language that there was only one class, which parallels Biggs's universal class. The

disadvantage in this conclusion is that there would be an implication that there are no nouns

or verbs in the language (cf. Broschart 1995 for Tongan), which is clearly not the case since

there are separate functions called noun and verb.

Churchward (1953: 15) approaches parts of speech differently. He identifies for

Tongan ten different word classes: the principal words - nouns and verbs; auxiliary words -

signs of number and signs of tense; qualifying words - adjectives and adverbs; relating or

connecting words - prepositions and conjunctions; and substitutional words - pronouns and

interjections. He defines the major parts of speech as follows:

By a word which is primarily a noun I mean one which, in its most characteristic
usage, is generally introduced by a preposition. By a word which is primarily a verb
I mean one which, in its most characteristic usage, is generally inhoduced by a tense-
sign or by the conjunction ke. By a word which is primarily an adjective I mean one
which, in its most characteristic usage, qualifies a noun. By a word which is
primarily an adverb I mean one which, in its most characteristic usage, qualifies a
verb, an adjective, or another adverb. (1953: 20)

There are difficulties, however, with this approach. First, by assigning a single characteristic

part of speech to a word, the fact is obscured that the same form can be used as all the four

parts of speech, that is, as a verb, noun, adjective and adverb. This is possibly the most

important fact about part of speech in Tongan.

His resorting to the notion of frequency, moreover, in order to be able to assign some

single part of speech to a form is problematic because frequency is a matter of usage, not

grammar. The corpus with which part of speech is determined is not restricted to what is

commonly used but must encompass what is accepted as grammatically correct, if the

grammatical potentials of a language is to be fully understood. The issue is not whether a

word like masiva'poor' is more commonly used as a verb than as an adjective, but whether

the word can be used as both parts of speech. Any difference in frequency of use in no way

changes the multifunctional status of a form.

Furthermore, there is as yet no empirical evidence to show which kind of use is more

common than others. At least intuitively, it would seem that for many words such as masiva
'poor', nominal, verbal, adjectival and adverbial uses would all be quite common. Milner
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(1954) also asks the question whether characteristic usage is arrived at by statistical methods.

He maintains that Churchward's approach is not free from the influence of English and Indo-

European analysis. Nouns can be verbs, adjectives or adverbs; verbs can be nouns,

adjectives, or adverbs; adjectives can be nouns, verbs or adverbs; then adverbs can be nouns

or adjectives or verbs. "On what basis, then, do these concepts rest? The explanation ...

appeals to 'characteristic usage.' But is characteristic usage arrived at by statistical methods?

The value of these categories is at least open to question' (1954: 163).

The unfortunate consequence in the dictionary of Churchward's description of part

of speech is that many words are not given their true potential with regard to part of speech.

Many "concrete nouns" which may also be used as nverbs" are described only as goncrete

nouns. The word tamasi'i, for instance, is given in the dictionary as a noun only. Not only

is the p,ut of speech 'verb' missing from its entry but also the sense of 'young'. In the

absence of any information on why such senses are left out (for instance, Churchward may

have thought it was "predictable" from the noun sense and left it out intentionally), it must

be assumed that such verbal uses were not recognised.

It seems, however, that Churchward was aware of some degree of multifunctionality

in Tongan, as when he wrote:

Most words which are primarily adjectives are used also as verbs, or, at any rate, as
verbal equivalents. Thus, masiva'to be poor' as in ha tangata masiva'a poor mar',
but na'a ka masiva,I was poor, which is grammatically parallel wtth na'a ku 'aht,

I went. Thus, in Tongan, though not in English, a predicative adjective is construed
exactly as if it were a verb. (1953:20)

Arms (1974) describes a similar phenomenon for Fijian. He speaks of a "verb- being

nominalised, a "noun" being verbalised, and so on. I would revise that for Tongan and say

instead that a "word" or "form" is nominalised, verbalised, and so on, for a "word" is not

a lexical noun or verb independent of any context.

2.2 Parts of Speech in Tongan

Two kinds of words can be recognised in Tongan: functional words or particles

(variously called grammatical words or functors), for example, he'deftnite article', and

lexical words or bases (variously called content words, major words or full words), for

example, tangata'mann.
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This chapter is concerned only with the parts of speech of the open class of lexical

words. Since functional words make up a closed class and have grammatical functions that

are largely uncontroversial and have been well described for the most part by Churchward,

no further mention will be made of them except to the extent of their significance to lexical

words.

With regard to pafts of speech, lexical words may be regarded as bases. A base in

Tongan is a form which is capable of being used as all the major parts of speech: noun,

verb, adjective, and adverb (see section 2.3 below). In contrast, a particle cannot be used

as any of the major parts of speech but can only determine the function (or part of speech)

of bases.

Schachter defines parts of speech as "the traditional term for the major classes of

words that are grammatically distinguished in a language" (1985: 3). We expect that

members of a class would be marked grammatically in some way. In Tongan, the first nvo

of the major parts of speech, noun and verb, are marked by functional words. The last two,

adjective and adverb, are marked by their position and the fact that no word comes between

them and the words they modify. In this sense, all the major parts of speech have formal

criteria for their identification, but these formal criteria are to be found only at the level of

the phrase, not the forms. The forms tlemselves do not change.

Parts of speech membership in Tongan is essentially a matter of function and not

form. To look for the part of speech of a word, we look at its function. But a lexical word

has no function unless it co-occurs with a functional word. Thus, identifying parts of speech

entails looking at the context of the lexical words. Without a context, it is not possible to

perceive the functions of forms, and therefore also their parts of speech. This is perhaps the

most important principle of parts of speech in Tongan: "no context, no function, no part of

speech".

The dif.ferent parts of speech are distinguished from one another in terms of their

functions in the phrase or sentence. Thus, it may be said that there exist functions called

verb, noun, adjective and adverb, all of which ngenerate" different meanings that may be

described as "thing" for noun, "action" or "state" for verb, "attribute of a thing" for

adjective, and "attribute of an action or state" for adverb. But because the same form can

be used as all the parts of speech, the meanings "generated" constitute a paradigm of related

senses of one basic lexical meaning too abstract to be defined explicitly. These statements
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are illustrated below.

2.2.L Noun

According to Schachter (1985), noun is assigned to the class of words in which occur

the names of most persons, places and things. Grammatically, nouns function as arguments

or heads of arguments, such as, as heads of subjects or objects. In Tongan, the articles, e.g.

fte 'definite article', and the genitive pronouns, e.g. 'ene'itsl his/ her' and prepositions, €.9.
'o 'of-O', mark nouns. They define and govern the slot for the part of speech called noun.

Even forms usually thought to be verbs are nouns in this slot. Broschart (1995) adds that

nouns are also marked by classifiers. Nouns are sometimes used with classifiers and

sometimes marked for pluralty.

Subclasses of nouns can be made on the basis of the use of the two possessive

categories. For example, ko 'ene poto'the fact that he is wise' or 'his being wise' can be

distinguished from ko hono polo 'his wisdom'. Churchward calls the former a "verbal noun"

and the latter an abstract noun. Churchward describes verbal nouns as "either adaptations

of verbs, or adaptations of verbal equivalents" (1953: 93). The sentences in the verb section

below show these "verbsn and "verbal equivalents" from which the verbal nouns are

supposed to be derived. Concrete nouns are semantically determined, and they can be

possessed by both A and O (see section 4 below).

Other grammatically marked noun types are local nouns, personal nouns and common

nouns. Local nouns do not require articles. The noun ka'car' in the phrase 'alu ki kd'go

inside the car' is treated as a local noun. With this use, the car is being conceived as a place

rather than a thing. In the sentence 'alu ki he kad'go to the car' the word frd is not a local

noun. Personal nouns also lack an article and is marked by the addition of the personal

preposition a to the locative preposition, as in 'Oange kia Sione 'give 
[it] to Sione'.

According to Churchward, all other nouns are common nouns. The main characteristic of

corlmon nouns is that they co-occw with the definite article and definitive accent, or with

an indefinite article.

2.2.2 Verb

Schachter (1985) speaks of a verb as the name of the part of speech in which occur
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most of the words that express actions, processes and states which function as predicates.

A verb in Tongan is the part of speech that co-occurs with a tense marker or that follows the

complementisers ke and 'o which are roughly equal to the to-infinitive in English. This is

the slot or context for verb in verbal sentences. Regardless of its form, words that fill this

slot are verbs in Tongan. Semantically, verbs locate actions or states in time, so they are

tensed. In the sentence:

'Oku tu'i 'a Sione
TEN king ABS Sione
'Sione is king',

the word tu'iis verbal sincb it is modifiedby thepresenttense marker 'oku. Althoughthe

English gloss uses the noun "king", the Tongan word tu'i is verbal rather than nominal in

this context. The gloss corresponds to something like'Sionekings'or'Sione is kinging'.

Verbs may also be subject to the processes of reduplication and affixation.

Different kinds of verbs may be found on a largely semantic basis, such as stative

verbs (e.9. fiefia'to be happy') and dynamic verbs (e.9. 'alu'to go'). The most basic

division between verbs, howwer, and the one that is determined on the basis of the grammar

as well as meaning is transitive and intransitive verbs, but this is the subject of section 3

below.

2.2.3 Adjective

Adjectives occupy attributive position. Functionally they appear to be semantically

closest to verbs since their main function is to modify nouns, a function that is also

performed by verbs in predicative position. Thus, while the word kulokala'red' is used

verbally in the first of the following sentences, it is adjectival in the second sentence.

Na'e kulokula
TEN red
'The house was red.'

Ko e fale kulokula
Pred the house red
'That is a red house.'

' ae

ABS thc
fat6.
house-da

('a)
(ABS)

ta.
that.

The difference in meaning between the verb kulokula in 2 and the adjective kulokula in 3 is
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that the former is perceived as more likely to be subject to change in time, whereas the latter

denotes a more permanent attribute. Sometimes, however, the verbal use takes on a more

"active" meaning, as seen in the verbal and adjectival uses of vale'foolish'.

Na'e vale 'a

TEN foolish ABS
'The woman was foolish.'

Ko e fefine vale
Pred the woman foolish
'That is a foolish woman.'

Na'e 'ahl 'a e
TEN go ABS the
'The woman went.'

Ko e f f f ine
Pred the woman

fefin€.
woman-da

'aht ('a) ia.
go ABS that.

tamasi'i.
boy

e
the

fefin4.
woman

('a) ia.
(ABS) that.

On the one hand, the verb meaning refers to a specific act, decision, or the like that was

carried out by the woman, so that a general gloss could be 'The woman made a foolish

move' or 'She did something foolish'. The reference is to something specific that may be

dated and tensed. This verbal use of vale has taken on the idiomatic meaning of 'becoming

pregnant before marriage'. The verbal slot is more appropriate for action-type or action-

based happenings. On the other hand, the adjectival use is more appropriate for a more

permanent state. By nature the woman is not bright. It seems that the adjective is more

semantically "stative" while the verb is more semantically "active" or action-oriented.

When an action word is used as an adjective, it tends to take on a habitual meaning.

For example,

7

'That is a woman who habitually goes out.'

From the habitual meaning developed the more "stativen meaning of 'promiscuous' or
'tending to be promiscuous'.

Consider another example:

Na'e lele
TEN run
'The boy ran.'

' ae

ABS the
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9 Ko e tamasi'i lele ('a)
Pred the boy run ABS
'That is a boy who habitually runs/ jogs.'

The difference between 8 and 9 is that 8 refers to an action that was carried out by the boy

while 9 refers to a quality or characteristic of the boy. He is a boy who habitually runs or

jogs.

It is sometimes maintained that there are no adjectives in Polynesian (Biggs: pers.

comm. 1994) presumably because there are no forms that are exclusively adjectives in

Polynesian. Since there is a meaning difference between an adjective and a verb of the same

form, and since the slots for adjective and verb are different, the two parts of speech are kept

separate in this analysis.

2.2.4 Adverb

Schachter states that "the usual functional definition of adverbs identifies them as

modifiers of verbs, adjectives or other adverbs" (1985: 20). But since there are also adverbs

that modify whole verb phrases and sentences, he extends his definition to "modifiers of

constituents other than nouns".

Adverbs in Tongan mostly modify verbs. An adverb always requires the presence

of a verb first, just as an adjective always requires the presence of a noun first. But since

noun and verb can only be determined if there is a context, adjectives and adverbs must also

be determined likewise.

Examples of adverbs in Tongan are given below. I use the common verb lele 'run'

to show how it is modified bv different adverbs.

ut.
that.

,a

ABS
10 Na'e lele lahi

TEN run big
'Mele drove fast.'

Na'a nau
TEN they-pl-exc
'They had a relay.'

Na'a nau

Mele.
Mele

lele fuka.
run flag

lele tangai.

11

TEN they-pl-exc run sack
'They had a race using sacks.'

t2
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r3 Na'e lele kulokula 'a e
TEN run red ABS the
'The car went through the red light.'

kad.
car-d.a.

14 Na'e lele ava 'a e kad.
TEN run open ABS the car-d.a.
'The car travelled without a lid on the petrol tank.'

15 Na'e lele 'osi 'a Mele.
TEN run finish ABS Mele
'Me[e ran as fast as she could.'

,a

ABS
16 Na'e lele tangi pc

TEN run cry only
'Mele cried as she ran.'

Mele.
Mele

17 'Oku lele Manite pE 'e Mele.
TEN run Monday only ABS Mele
'Mele runs / jogs only on Mondays.'

The use of these varied forms as adverbs in the above appears to show that any form

can be used adverbially since there does not appear to be any derivational process going on

here. [t seems to be the case that any major form can be used adverbially, so that verb *

adverb has a general meaning of the verb being modified by the adverb in some way.

Usually a specific meaning is conventionalised, as in number 4. Thus, lele kulokula'run

red' is now conventionalised as the offence of going through the red light. The phrase lele

hinehina'run white' sounds odd not because it is ungrammatical - for it is grammatical - but

because it is not conventionalised. What is clear is that the language has the potential to use

any major form adverbially. Examples of adverbs include what some would call "generic

objects" (Clark 1976: 53). Since these generic objects are not nouns - they do not satisfy the

criteria for nouns - they are really adverbs. This means that all forms in Tongan are capable

of fitting the adverb slot.

A verb and adverb sequence may be used as a noun and adjective sequence depending

on the grammatical particles that modify them. For example, instead of:

18 Na'a nau sio me'a
TEN they-pl-exc wateh thing
'They were watching things'

which has a verb-adverb sequence, number 19
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19 Ko 'enant sio me'a
Pred their-pl-exc watch thing
'lt is their watching (of) things.'

has a noun-adjective sequence. The word 'aupito is an exception in that in addition to

modifying verbs and nouns (thus becoming adverbial and adjectival respectively), it may also

modify adverbs and adjectives as an intensifier.

Schachter (1985: 20) makes the point that the label adverb is often applied to "several

different sets of words in a language, sets that do not necessarily have as much in common

with one another, either notionally or grarnmatically". Also, there may be subclasses of

adverbs that are closed classes. This can be illustrated from Tongan. In the sentence Na'a

nau lele fuka vave 'aupito 'they ran a very fast relay', all of fuka 
'flag', vave 'fast' and

'auptto 'very' are adverbs but fuka modifies lele 'run' 
, vave modifies lele fuka 

'relay', and
'aupito modifies vave. In the nominal sentence Ko 'enau lele fuka vave 'aupito, the word

vave and 'aupito would be adverbial in that vave modifies the adjectival fuka, and 'aupito

modifies the adverbial vave. Churchward gives a good description of several adverbial

particles that constitute closed classes in Tongan.

It is sometimes the case that a verb-adverb sequence (or noun-adjective) becomes a

compound word. This is a matter of conventionalisation (see chapter 5, section 4.3 above).

In such cases, the first element of the compound sometimes shortens from a partially

reduplicated form to the unreduplicated form, as nfulu lpz 'dish-washing' (fromffiIu ipu)

and fanga moa' chicken feeding' (from fafanga moa).

2.2.5 A Note on Classifiers

Classifiers may be regarded as functionally similar to adjectives in that they qualiff

nouns (but sometimes verbs). Unlike adjectives, however, they are preposed to nouns, as

fu'u infu'ufale'big house' , ki'i in ki'i ta'ahine'little girl', andfo'i info'i luo 'rotnd hole'.

This class is very limited in number. There are other kinds of classifiers, such as local

classifiers, e.g. ve'e in ve'e vaitafe 'river side' from va'e 'o e vaitafi 'foot of the river', and

plural classifiers, e.g. kau in kau f$ne 
'women' and 'il tn 'a 

fala 
'mats'. Broschart (1993)

gives a good description of local classifiers in Tongan.
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2.3 Multifunctionality

All major forms in Tongan are multifunctional, i.e. are capable of functioning as

"nounsn, "verbs", "adjectiveso and nadverbs" according to the way they are used in context.

This multifunctionality has implications for the dictiouary.

form

20 vale

function

n. Tuku ho'o
Stop your-/

2l

valE,
foolish

tangata

'Stop your foolishness.'

v. 'Oku vale 'a e ta'ahin4.
TEN foolish ABS the girl-d.a.
'The girl is foolish.'

a. Ko e ta'ahine vale.
Pred the girl foolish
'(She is) a foolish girl.'

adv. Na'e 'aht vak 'a Sione.
TEN go foolish ABS Sione
'Sione was gone for long.'

n. Ko e tangata'a Siua.
Pred the man ABS Siua
'Siua is a man,'

v. Kao tangata'a e 'Otud.

TEN man ABS the god
'God has become a man.'

a. Ko e fu'u lesi tangata.
Pred the cl pawpaw man
'(It is) a male pawpaw plant.'

adv. Na'e 'alu tangda 'a MeIe.
TEN go mau ABS Mele
'Mele slept with a man.'

This situation also holds with bases that are morphemically complex, such as derived words,

reduplications and compounds.
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22 fakatangata n,

valevale

ako hiva

Ko e fakatangata.
Pred the like-a-man
'(She is) a lesbian.'

'Okufalmtangma.

TEN like-a-man
'(She is) gay.'

Ko e fefine fakmangata.
Pred the woman like-a-man
'(She is) a gay woman.'

adv.'Oku hivafakatangata.
TEN sing like-a-mau
'(She) sings like a man.'

n. Ko e valevale.
Pred the baby
'It 's a baby.'

v. 'Oku kei valevak.
TEN still baby
'(She is) still a baby.'

a. Ko e tamnsi'i valevale.
Pred the boy baby
'It's a very small boy'

adv. 'Oku tauhi valevale.
TEN look-after baby
'(She is) looking after a baby'

n. Ko e ako hiva.
Pred the learn sing
'(lt is) a choir practice.'

v. Na'a nau ako hiva.
TEN they-pl-exc learn sing
'They were practising songs.'

a. Ko e sfas ako hiva.
Pred the church learn sing
'It is a church that always has singing practice'

adv. Nane toki tuka ako hiva.
TEN just finish learn sing
'The singing practice has just finished'

2t8
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It seems to be the case that the nominal and verbal uses may be more frequent with these

complex forms than the adjectival and adverbial uses, but the difference in frequency of use

is more to do with conventionalisation than grammar.

A lexical word is a base. In terms of the above, a base is a form with a paradigm

of separate but related senses. It is a word that can occupy the slots for noun, verb,

adjective and adverb. This means that a so-called derived word or reduplication can be a

base. They are called "derived" only because of their morphological composition but

grammatically they are bases.

The occurrence of a base in the different slots results in its having different parts of

speech and different senses. Each base, then, typically has a paradigm of related senses that

revolve around one basic abstract meaning. For example, the word tangata 'man' has

different (but related) senses and parts of speeches according to the functional words used

to modify it. These senses revolve around the abstract meaning of oman plus' (see the

headword to.ngata in the pilot dictionary, chapter 9). If tangata had a meaning that was

radically different from this paradigm of related senses and did not arise figuratively out of

the abstract meaning of 'man plus', then that would make another word of the same form,

i.e. a homonym. Thus, there is one (lexical) word or base tangata with several different

parts of speech and senses.

The definition of the notion of nbase" given here is therefore based on both formal

and semantic considerations, formal in the sense that it is grammatically determined by its

multifunctionality, and semantic in that its senses are related, being "generated" by their

occurrence with particles to make variations on an absract, basic meaning. It differs from

the traditional definition of its single morpheme constitution but similar to Milner's definition

of a base which may include words with affixes.

The notion of multifunctionality is further discussed in Taumoefolau (1991b).

2.4 Implications for the Dictionary

1. Most importantly, if a base has no context, then it has no function, no part of

speech, and no definable meaning. A word lke tangata has no part of speech and no

defurable meaning unless it is used in a sentence. Whereas there may be thousands of such

words in English, all lexical words in Tongan are like that. The implication for the

dictionary is that a context (in the form of illustrative sentences) should be specified first,
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then the part of speech should follow.

2. Each lexical item has a paradigm of senses corresponding to its different parts od

speech. Sometimes the difference between some senses would be small, especially in the

English gloss. Some uses may be more conventionalised than others. The dictionary entries

in chapter 9 show examples of the paradigm of senses of many headwords.

3. If it is the context that gives part of speech, then there is no such thing as

nominalisation in Tongan. The notion of nominalisation presupposes that a word was first

of all a "verb". Itpresupposes that "verbness" is inherentinthelexical item. Thisdoes not

appear to be the case in Tongan. It is the grammatical particles that determine verbness and

nounness. Syntax is needed to give meaning to bases. Bases do not somehow attain

verbness or nounness for reasons of their lexical semantics. In Tongan, then, at this level

of analysis at least, it is more appropriate to think in terms of conversion or zero-derivation.

There are two basic ways of viewing something: as verbal or as nominal, and neither is a

derivation of the other.

The implication for the dictionary is that the verbal sense and the nominal sense are

equally important and therefore pose special problems of ordering. The two senses of 'alu

which may be glossed as 'to go' and 'going' are both primary. For the sake of economy,

only one could be included in the dictionary, but often there will be lexicalised senses which

may necessitate inclusion. On the matter of frequency of use, it is not clear which of the

verbal or the nominal use is more common. It is likely that the nominal sense is more

common, but it is difficult to determine this.
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3 Tlansitivity

This section looks at those features of transitivity in Tongan that are of immediate

relevance to the provision of grammatical information in the monolingual Tongan dictionary.

The scene at which Churchward (1953) and (1959) leaves Tongan is described first, then the

main points of Chung's (1978) influential work are given next. My own account of

transitivity as I analyse it for Tongan follows, with recommendations for the dictionary.

3,1 Background

Most of the prominent studies that feature transitivity in Polynesian languages have

been carried out with aims of establishing language typologies based on transitivity and case

marking or reconstructing proto-systems (Hopper & Thompson 1980, Dixon 1979, Clark

1976, Chung 1978, Pawley n.d.). Some of these works, in particular, Chung (1978), have

been influential in directing synchronic descriptions of transitivity and case-marking in

modern Polynesian languages (e.g. Mosel 1989). Chung's work gives conclusions for

Tongan that are different in some important respects from the state in which Churchward

(1953) leaves the description of transitivity in Tongan.

One such conclusion is her subclassification of fransitive verbs into "middle" and

canonical transitive verbs. This conclusion can be traced to the fact that Chung sees the

Tongan locative prepositions 'f and h as Object markers in "middle" transitive clauses.

According to Churchward (1953), however, what Chung calls "middle" transitive verbs are

intransitive, not transitive, verbs. Just as Churchward (1953: 1,05-7 and 109-111) keeps the

locative prepositions 'i and h separate from the Object and Subject marker '4, I argue that
'i and kr in Tongan never mark grammatical Objects, a claim that places Tongan in a similar

position to higher order Oceanic languages such as Fijian and many Northern Vanuatu

languages, of which Pawley (n.d.: 14) remarks: "...*i and *kl always mark oblique case

nominals in external witnesses [of Polynesian languages], never subject or direct objects".

Since works such as Chung (1978) describes transitivity differently from Churchward

(1953), upon which is based the definitive dictionary of Tongan, Churchward (1959), the

next sections will describe the basic differences between the two views.
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3.1.1 Churchward

Churchward (1953) identifies 3 main uses of verbs: i) transitive, ii) intransitive, and

iii) semi-transitive. Examples are:

Transitive
I Na'e inu 'e. e vai 'e Seini.

TEN drink ABS the water-d.a. ERG Seini
'Seini drank the water.'

Intransitive
2 Na'e tangi 'a MeIe.

TEN cry ABS Mele
'Mele cried.'

Semi-transitive
3 Na'e fanpa moa 'a Sione.

TEN feed chicken ABS Sione
'Sione chicken-fed.'

He gives six verb classes on the basis of the uses above.

i) Some verbs occur only as I e.g. pehe'say'and -'i forms

iD Some verbs occur only as 2 e.E. 'aht'go', ha'u'come'

iil) Some verbs occur only as 3 e.g. fanga- 
'feed'

iv) Some verbs occur as both 2 and3 e.g. uku'dwe'

v) Some verbs occur as both 1 and 3, e.g. all verbs ending in -'i but, according
to Churchward, use of 3 is rare.

vi) some verbs may occur in all of 1,2 and 3. This class he calls "general
verbs".

Of all these classes, only the last is specified in Churchward's dictionary (v.g.) apart

from the labelling of transitive, intransitive and semi-transitive verbs. It may be that

Churchward considered a specification of all six classes too complex to incorporate into the

dictionary. With regard to a monolingual dictionary aimed at native speakers, it is probably

the case that labelling verb classes such as those above in the dictionary would be too

involved. A simpler labelling of verb classes is given below (see section 3.3 below).
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With regard to Churchward's semi-transitive verbs, such as in 3 above, Churchward

regards this kind of verb as semi-fansitive because it has a completely indefinite

(incorporated) object (1953: 76). However, a "semi-transitive" verb shows features that

argue it may be better regarded as a single unit, a kind of complex verb, which is, as a

whole, intransitive. It can be used attributively in the same way that an intransitive verb is

used attributively, as inKo e sianafanga moa'a Sione.'Sione is a chicken-feeding man'.

It is also commonly used as a noun. 'Oku sa'ia 'a Sione 't he funga mod. 'Sione likes

chicken-feeding'. It can also be made transitive by the addition of the so-called fansitive

suffix -'i. Na'e fsngamoa'i'e Sione 'a e fanga puakd. 'Sione fed the pigs as though they

were chickens' or 'Sione fed the pigs with chicken'. Some such verbs are quite common,

as rn Na'e t1manioke'i 'e Sione 'a e 'ep{. 'Sione grew tapioca on the allotment'. Such

compound verbs then are better regarded as single units, with some being more

conventionalised than others.

Another reason why these complex verbs should not be called semi-transitive is that,

as shown in section 2.2.4 above, they should not be regarded as having a structure of verb

* object because what is regarded as an nobject" here is not a "noun" but an adverb that

qualifies the verb. The meaning of such structures is always derived from the fact that the

first element, fanga in this case, is characterised in some way by moa, the second element.

Ina kava'kava-drinking' means inu'drink' that is characterised in some way by kava. The

second element cannot be said to be a noun because it does not satisfy the criteria for nouns

(see section 2.2.1 above). The relationship is therefore adverbial. If the first element is

used as a noun, then the characterising relationship becomes adjectival.

From this perspective, it seems that the notion of semi-transitive as conceived by

Churchward can be dispensed with. [f the combination is highly conventionalised as a single

word, then it can be treated as a complex intransitive verb. But if it is novel, then in context

the second element is a qualifying word, not an object.

3.1.2 Chung

An influential account of transitivity in Polynesian languages is Sandra Chung's

(1978) work on case and grammatical relations. It is probably one of the best known

approaches, in terms of the kinds of classifications she makes, to transitivity in Polynesian

languages.
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Chung describes the two main types of case systems in Polynesian: the accusative case

system and the ergative case system. She explains that Polynesian verbs fall into two

syntactic classes: intransitives, which are subcategorised for a subject but not a direct object;

and transitives, which are subcategorised for both a subject and a direct object. With regard

to transitive verbs, she claims that '[they] can be further classified into canonical transitive

verbs and middle transitive verbs, largely on the basis of their semantics. Canonical

transitive verbs describe events which produce a direct, often physical effect on the direct

object, while middle verbs describe events that do not affect the direct object immediately"

(1978: 47).

According to Chung, the category of middle verbs includes perception verbs e.g. sio
'see', verbs of emotion e.g. 'ofa'love', manako 'like', verbs normally selecting animate

direct objects including some communication verbs e.g. tokoni 'help', ui 'caII', and verbs

such as muimui'fo[ow' , tali 'wait', 'a.'ahi'visit'.

This classification conflicts with my account of transitivity in the following way: those

verbs that Chung calls middle (transitive) verbs in Tongan are not transitive but intransitive.

What Chung calls canonical transitive verbs are what I maintain to be the only transitive verb

type of Tongan. In the following section, I examine Chung's evidence for calling "middle

verbs" transitive. Chung appeals to four rules which she says treat middle verbs as transitive

because these rules treat canonical nansitive verbs and middle transitive verbs in the same

way as opposed to the way intransitive verbs are treated. The first rule is quantifier float

(QF) which can be triggered by the following NPs:

Subjects of intransitive clauses e.g.
Na'e mnnavahe lsicl(read mavahe) kotoa
TEN afraid leave all
'The men all left.'

Subjects of canonical or middle clauses e.g.

' ae

ABS thE
kakai tangatd.
people male-d.a.

vaivaf
old-d,a.

'a'Alani.

ABS'Alani
'The old people all scolded Alan.'

Na'e tafulu'i
TEN scold

Na'g 'a'ahi

TEN visit

kotoa 'e he kakai
all ERG the people

mai
dir

kotoa 'a

all ABS
e
the

tamaiW kiate au.
children-d.a. to me.

'The children all visited me.'
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6 Absolutive direct objects e.g.
Na'a mau takai'i kotoa 'a e 'otu motu 'o e Pasifikt.
TEN we-pl-exc tour all ABS the row island of the Pacific-d.a.
'We toured all the islands of the Pacific.'

7 The direct objects of middle clauses e.g.
Na'a ku 'a'ahi kotoa ki he fanga ki'i tamaiki 'i falernahaki.
TEN I visit all to the pl little children at hospital-d.a.
'[ visited all the children in the hospital.'

Na'a ku sio kotoa 'i he fanga pato 'i he anovai.
TEN I see all at the pl duck at the pond-d.a.
'I saw all the ducks in the pond.'

8 Locatives that are directly or physically affected by the action of an underlyingly
intransitive verb e.g.
Na'a ku tangutu kotoa 'i he 'fi sea 'i he lokt.
TEN I sit all at the pl chair at the room-d.a.
'[ sat in all the chairs in the room.'

Na'a ku nofo kotoa 'i he 'fr 
fale 

'i Tongd.
TEN I live all at the pl house at Tonga-d.a.
'l lived in all the houses in Tonga.'

Then Chung says that QF is never triggered by these NPs: indirect objects, stative

agents and unaffected locatives.

QF is never triggered by indirect objects e.g.

9 ?!r 'Oku mahino kotoa ki he tamaiH 'a e lea faka-Sipeini.
TEN clear all to the children ABS the language Spanish-d.a.
'The children all understand Spanish.'

or by stative agents e.g.

10 * 'Oku ilifia kotoa 'e e ta'ehini 'i he tamaiki tangatd.
TEN afraid all ABS the girl-d.a. at the children male-d.a.
'The girl is afraid because [sic] of all the boys.'

or by unaffected locatives e.g.

11 * Na'a moa takai kotoa 'i he 'fr 'otu motu 'o e Pasifiki.
TEN we-pl-exc travel all at the pl row island of the Pacific-d.a.
'We ftavelled in all the islands in the Pacific.'
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12 * Na'a. ku tangwtu kotoa 'i he 'fr 
fale 

'i Tongd.
pl house at Tonga-d.a.

'I sat in all the houses in Tonga.'

Chung also says that the quantifier sometimes cannot move across an intervening

animate NP, and her example of this is:

TEN I sit all at the

L3 * 'Oku li'aki kotoa 'a Sione 'e

TEN abandon all ABS Sione ERG
oThe women are all abandoning John.'

he
the

kakai fefin4.
people female-d.a.

However, all of sentences 9, 11 and 12 above have been judged as definitely correct by

several native speakers. Most of these native speakers consider numbers 10 and 13 to be

incorrect for a different reason. The problem with number 10 is that the word kotoa'all'

does not agree with singular ta'ahine 'grrl'. lf 'a e ta'ahint 'the girl' is replaced by 'a e

tamaiktffin|'the girls', then the sentence will be correct. Therefore, it seems that what is

wrong with the sentence has nothing to do with the alleged reason for its being wrong, which

is that QF is never triggered by indirect objects, "stative agents" in this case. A similar

problem applies in 13. What is wrong with 13 is the lack of number agreement between

kotoa 'all'and 'a Sione"Sione', and not the fact that'a Sione is "an intervening animate

NP". lf 'a Sione is replaced by a plural animate NP, then the sentence will definitely be

correct. This means that Chung's QF rule for Tongan does not prove that middle verbs are

transitive.

Moreover, the fact that these are diverse NPs including subjects of intransitive verbs

means that the test does not prove anything about transitivity or intransitivity.

Chung's second rule is that in relative clauses, if the verb is intransitive and the

subject is third singular, the third singular pronoun is deleted from the relative clause. Her

example is:

14 Na'a ku fie lea ki he siana kuo'ahi,
TEN I want speak to the fellow TEN go-d.a.
'I wanted to speak to the fellow who has gone.'

But if, Chung says, the verb in the relative clause is a canonical transitive verb and the

subject is third singular, the third singular pronoun may either be deleted or put in. Chung

gives 15 and 16 as examples.
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15 Tokaange ha tangata 'oku ne 'ilo hono 'uhingd.

There-must-be a man TEN he know its-O meaning-d.a.
'There is someone, no doubt, who knows the meaning of it.'
(pronominalisation.)

16 Hono ai ha taha kuo 'ilo 'a, e 'Otud?

Is there a person TEN know ABS the God-d.a.
'Is there anyone who knows God?
(deletion)

It is to be noted, however, that 16 is considered unacceptable by native speakers. To correct

16, the clitic pronolun ne'he' must be inserted between the tense/ aspect marker kao and the

verb 'ilo'know', i.e., the pronominalisation strategy must be employed. Sentence 16, whieh

Chung took from Churchward (1953), is part of the ftanslation of a hymn. [t appears that

the clitic pronoun was deleted deliberately from the line in order that the number of syllables

fit the musical notations better. For transitive verbs, then, only the pronominalisation

sfiategy should be applied.

Then Chung says that middle verbs are treated just like canonical transitive verbs in

that both the deletion and the pronominalisation strategies are used. Chung gives as

examples of deletion 17 and 18, and examples of pronominalisation 19 and 20.

17 Na'a ku sio ki he ta'ahine 'oku 'ofa 'iate koi.
TEN I see to the girl TEN love at you-d.a.
'I saw the girl who is in love with you.'
(deletion)

18 Ko e tangata eni na'e sio ki he afi.
Pred the man this TEN see to the fire-d.a.
'Here is the man who saw the fire.'
(deletion)

19 'Oku ou 'ilo'i 'a e tokotaha na'a ne 'uma kiate ko6.
TEN I know ABS the one TEN he kiss to you-d.a.
'I know the person who kissed you.'
(pronom.)

20 Ko e tangata eni na'a ne sio ki he aft.
Pred the man this TEN he see to the fire-d.a.
'Here is the man who saw the fire.'
(pronom.)

However, several native speakers agree that while t7 and l8 are acceptable sentences, 19 and
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20 are marginal. When intransitive verbs are used with the pronominalisation sfategy in

sentence frames similar to 19 and 20 (e.9. Ko e tangata eni na'a ne 'alu ki he fakatahri 
'This

is the man who went to the meeting'), such sentences would be marginal in the same way

as 19 and 20. But supposing the locative NP &z he fakatahd'to the meeting' were omitted,

the rest of the sentence would be unacceptable: * Ko e tangato eni na'a ne 'a\rt. 'This is the

man who went.' This would also be the case if the locative NPs in 19 and 20 were omitted.

* 'Oku oa 'ilo'i 'a e tangata na'a ne 'umi'I know the man who kissed.' * Ko e tangata eni

na'a ne sld 'This is the man who saw.' But if the clitic pronoun ze is dropped from the last

two sentences, they would then be acceptable: 'Oku ou 'ilo'i 'a e tangata na'e 'umil I know

the man who kissed (someone)' and Ko e tangata eni na'e srd 'This is the man who looked'.

From these considerations it seems that "middle verbs" are being treated as intransitive rather

than transitive verbs.

Chung adds in a footnote the following significant piece of information:

Although both strategies for relativization are possible for subjects of middle and
canonical transitive clauses, the frequency with which they are employed appears to
vary. The deletion strategy seems more common than the pronominalisation strategy
for subjects of middle clauses; the pronominalisation strategy is far more common
than the deletion strategy for subjects of canonical transitive clauses. The different
frequencies remain unexplained within the proposal outlined in the text. ( 1978: 242-3)

In my view, the different frequencies can be accounted for. The deletion strategy is more

frequent for middle clause subjects because indeed they are really intransitive clauses. The

"far more common" occurrence of the pronominalisation strategy with canonical transitive

subjects is most likely to be because that is the only strategy available for the transitive

ergative pattern; recall that the one example provided of deletion in a canonical transitive

sentence (Number 16) is not grammatical. * Honn ai ha taha kuo 'ilo 'a e 'Otud? 'Is there

anyone who knows God?' should really read Hono ai ha taha kuo ne 'ilo 'a e 'Otud?

Chung's third and fourth rules show up, she says, in clefting and topicalisation.

Third singular subjects of intransitive clauses cannot have clitic copies, such as in 21.

2l Ko e tamasi'i
Pred a bov

'oka va'inga'i mu[.
TEN play at back-d.a.

'[t is a child who is playing in back.'
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Since the verb va'inga'play' is intransitive, there is no clitic copy. Then Chung says that

both third singular subjects of canonical and middle ransitive clauses may or may not have

clitic copies. 22 and 23 are examples of canonical transitives with clitic copies.

Canonical: (with clitic copies)

22 Ko hoku tokoud 'oku ne haka 'a e ikd.
Pred my-O brother TEN he cook ABS the fish-d.a.
'It is my brother who is cooking the fish.'

23 Ko Mele na'a ne 'uma'i'a Sion4.
Pred Mele TEN she kiss ABS Sione-d.a.
'It was Mele who kissed Sione.'

24 to 26 are examples without clitic copies.

24 Ko hoku tunga'an1 na'e ma'u 'a e fo'i puhi.
Pred my-O brother-d.a. TEN catch ABS the cl ball-d.a.
'It is my brother who caught the ball.'
(topic.)

25 Ko e finemotu'ti na'e 'ai 'eku tamasi'f 'o puki.
Pred the woman-d.a. TEN make my-A child-d.a. com sick-d.a.
'lt is that woman who made my child sick.'
(topic.)

26 Ko e fefine ia 'oku 
fai 

'a e fo6.
TOP the woman that TEN do ABS the wash-d.a.
'As for that woman, she is doing the wash.'
(cleft.)

However, all of 24 to 26 are considered to be definitely unacceptable by native speakers.

This means that with transitive verbs, clitic copies are obligatory.

Then Chung gives 27 and 28 as examples of middleverbs thathave clitic copies.

27 Ko hai na'a ne sio ki he'eku pent?
Pred who TEN he see to my-z{-def pen-d.a.
'Who has seen my pen?'
(cleft.)

28 Ko e tangata Kalisitian| 'oku totonu ke ne 'ofa ki he'ene fanga manfi.
TOP the man Christian-d.a. TEN right com he love to hisz{-def pl animal-d.a.
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30

'A Christian man ought to be kind to his animals.'
(topic.)

However, several native speakers maintain that T7 and 28 are quite marginal and that the

natural sentences would be 29 and 30 where there are no clitic copies.

29 Ko hai na'e sio ki he'eku penf?
'Who has seen my pen?'

Ko e tangata Kalisitiani 'oku totonu ke 'ofa ki he'ene fanga manrt.
'A Christian man ought to be kind to his animals.'

If a clitic copy is added to sentence 2I, in which the verb is intransitive (Ko e tamasi'i 'oku

ne va'inga 'i muf , the result would be marginal rather than unacceptable. It would appear,

then, that with clefting and topicalisation, "middle verbs" are treated in the same way as

intransitive verbs rather than transitive verbs.

Thus, rather than showing that "middle verbs" in Tongan are transitive, Chung's tests

in fact show that middle verbs are intransitive verbs. My conclusion is that there are no

grounds for positing the existence of middle transitive verbs in Tongan.

3.1.3 Semantic Transitivity versus Grammatical Tlansitivity

So far I have made the points that:

l) Churchward's semitransitive class is subsumed under intransitive verbs.

ii) Chung's middle transitive verbs are subsumed under intransitive verbs, leaving only

one kind of transitive verb.

It is understandable that Chung should posit the existence of "middle" transitive verbs

in Tongan. She had found that in languages such as Maori, the particles i and kt do indeed

mark direct objects, so based on grammatical and semantic considerations, the distinction

between "middle" transitive verbs and canonical transitive verbs make sense in those

languages. As she was working on a number of Polynesian languages at the same time, one

of which was Tongan, it would have been easy to see, in all the historically-related languages

studied, something of the same pattern. Moreover, many of these "middle" elauses gloss

into English transitive sentences, and it is hard to see how they can be anything other than

transitive when they gloss into English transitive sentences. For example, the sentence 'Oku

'ofa 'a Sione 'ia Mele is often glossed 'Sione loves Mele', and semantically it seems that this
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is a clearly transitive sentence. The fact is, as I hope to show below, this is simply not the

case in Tongan. Part of the problem has been a confusion between semantic transitivity and

grammatical transitivity.

It may be useful at this point to distinguish between semantic and grammatical

transitivity. Hopper and Thomson's notion of clausal ransitivity is a well-known example

of semantic transitivity. Semantic transitivity varies so much according to context meaning

that it is not possible to base on it decisions about the kind of grammatical information on

transitivity to be specified in the dictionary.

In a 1980 article, Hopper and Thompson propose a framework for talking about

transitivity cross-linguistically. In their model, transitivity is a property of the clause, and

it refers to the degree of effectiveness or intensity of the transfer or carry-over of the action

from an agent to a patient. In an attempt to measure that effectiveness, they establish ten

parameters by which the degree of the transitivity of a clause could be determined. These

parameters include factors that either raise or lower transitivity. Lowering factors include

the following features of a clause: one participant only, non-action verb, non-volitional act,

negative verb, low agency of subject, unaffected object, and non-individuated object. Their

ultimate concern is to show that it appears to be a language universal that foregrounded

material in discourse coincides with high transitivity, as measured by their parameters, and

backgrounded material coincides with lower transitivity. Since my interest in uansitivity is

largely determined by what a dictionary entry may attribute to a given verb, a more discrete

view of transitivity is required.

According to the H&T model of transitivity, the following sentences have different

degrees of transitivity:

George startled me.

The picture startled me.

Similarly the following:

r)

iD

iir)

iv)

hugged Sally.

liked Sally.

ii) is said to be less transitive than i) because ii) could be 'completely a matter of an internal
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state". The same argument is forwarded for iii) and iv), where iv) is said to be less

transitive than iii).

This conception of semantically-based transitivity conflicts with grammatical

transitivity, which, though ultimately also semantically-based, is a discrete and grammatically

marked category. Whereas with semantic transitivity i) - iv) above differ in their degree of

transitivity, with grammatical uansitivity all of r) - iv) are equally transitive. Grammatical

transitivity is a property of the verb rather than the clause. Since only some verbs can be

used transitively, grammatical transitivity would appropriately be regarded as a part of

verbness, i.e., a subset of the part of speech called verb.

A verb is said to be transitive if, and only if, it oceurs in a verbal pattern that requires

a Direct Object. A verb is said to be intransitive if, and only if, it does not take a Direct

Object.

Hopper and Thompson maintain that in the following sentences, v) is more
ntransitiven than vi) because v) exhibits more of their transitivising factors than vi).

v) Susan left.

vi) Jerry likes beer.

The dictionary, however, will tell us that the verb "leave" as it is used in v) is "intransitive"

and the verb "like" as it is used in vi) is "transitive".

Semantic transitivity does not necessarily coincide with grammatically marked

transitivity. In Tongan, there are verbs that are marked as "intransitive' which would be

labelled "transitive" (to a greater or lesser degree) in the H&T model. Moreover, a

conception of transitivrty as a continuum would be very difficult to apply meaningfully to a

description of lexical items in dictionaries. There are other problems with semantic

transitivity, such as that pointed out by Rice (1987), which is that the H&T transitive

parameters do not necessarily covary, but there is no need to go into that here. The

discrepancy with which transitivity can be assigned using the two approaches discussed here

means that by the term "transitivity" we do not refer to the same thing.

3.2 Transitivity in Tongan

It seems possible in Tongan to more clearly delineate what is to be known as

"transitive" and what not to be, but it would necessitate a "grammatical" view of transitivity.
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Crystal (1980: 364-5) defines transitivity as "a category used in the grammatical analysis of

clause/sentence constructions, with particular reference to the verb's relationship to dependent

elements of structure. The main members of this category are 'transitive' referring to a verb

which can take a direct object...and 'intransitive' where it cannot..."

In the present study, transitivity in Tongan will be seen as a discrete grammatical

category that is a special property of verbs. It is regarded as a grammatical category chiefly

because it is marked formally. Being a grammatical category, its identification and

verification are achieved primarily by grammatical criteria.

In this analysis, a transitive verb is defined as one which takes an Object while an

intransitive verb is one which takes a Subject. An Object and a Subject are in

complementary distribution in the basic Tongan sentences. A sentence with an Object has

no Subject, only an Agent. As a Subject and an Agent are different in important ways, I

keep them separate inthis analysis. Because theterms "subject", "object" and "agent" are

often used differently by different writers, I capitalise them here to signify that I use them

specifically as I define them.

3.2.L Minimal Verbal Sentences with One NP

There are two types of basic verbal sentenees in Tongan. In each of these there is

one verb and one NP. Sentence 31 is intransitive and sentence 32 is transitive.

e
the

3 l Na'e tnu 'a

TEN drink ABS
'The man drank.'

tansatd.
man-d.a.

32 Na'e inu b g @.
TEN drink ABS the water-d.a.
'The water was drunk'

As the two NPs are marked in the same way, they must be the same in some important way.

At the same time, they are clearly separate in that they hold different relationships with the

verb (see below). A likely explanation for this state of affairs is that they have the same

marking because they are equal in status, both being indispensable in order for the sentence

to be complete. For convenience I call them NNs (Necessary NPs). Biggs (1974) discusses

a similar view of sentence completeness. The NN is what is psychologically indispensable
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in the sentence, that is to say, it has always to be understood as "what is being talked about",

the usual definition of "subject". The NN is the fundamental element of the sentence,

without which the sentence is not complete, and the verb is fundamental in that without it

there is nothing to say.

Although Biggs (1974) suggests that the NPs called here NNs should both be called

"subject", I take the position that they hold different grammatical and semantic relationships

with the verb and therefore warrant separate names. The NP in 31 I call the Subject and the

NP in 32 the Object. The Subject and the Object are of the same level of generality in that

they are both NNs, and they are in complementary distribution in the basic sentences of

Tongan.6

The different relationships with the verb held by the Subject in 3l and the Object in

32 are grammatically marked when the NPs are possessivised. The Subject takes A category

possession 'ene inu'his-r4 drinking' while the Object takes O category possession hono inu
'its-O being drunk'. A category possession denotes an agentive relationship befneen the

Subject and the Verb while O possession denotes a characterising relationship between the

Object and the verb (see section 4 below for the meanings of ,,4 and O). The man carries out

the drinking in 31 while the drinking characterises the water (i.e., the water is being drunk)

in32. ^4 possession is used for the Subject while O possession is used for the Object. This

is the reason why Churchward (1953) uses the name "subjective possession" for A possession

and "objective possession" for O possession.

Transitivity, then, can be defined in terms of the NNs. When a verb takes an Object,

then that verb is transitive. When a verb takes a Subject then that verb is intransitive.

Below t will show that 'i and h phrases cannot be (grammatical) Objects for the reason that

they cannot fulfil the criterion for grammatical Objects.

There is nothing in the surface structure of 31 and 32 to indicate that there is any

difference between them, since ttre NPs are marked in the same way. It is the categories of

possession that signal the different relationships between the verb and Subject (in 31) and the

verb and Object (in 32). Thus, the difference between the two sentences is better described

in terms of ,4 and O possession rather than "active" and "passive" voice.

6 Because the term "subject" and "object" are often used differently by differentpeople,
in this analysis, they are capitalised to signify that I use them specifically as I define
them.
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3.2.2 Basic Verbal Sentences with Two hlPs

The two basic patterns above are often extended to contain two NPs instead of one.

It is important to note that because these are the same patterns that have only been added to,

the patterns are still the intransitive and nansitive patterns of 31 and 32 abovd. These

extensions are numbered 33 and 34 below.

33 Na'e inu 'a e tangatd var.
water-d.a.TEN drink ABS the man-d.a.

'The man drank at the water.'

This is the pattern that is often called the accusative pattern (e.g. by Chung 1978), which is

based on the belief that 'i he vai is an Object. However, although 'i-marked NPs may

resemble Objects in the sense of the sentence, 'i-marked NPs in Tongan are not grammatical

Objece. The test for the Object is that it can be possessivised using O category possession.

However, the NP 'i he vaf 'at the water' in 33 cannot be possessivised at all (* hono inu 'a

e tangatd is ungrammatical). This supports the idea that NPs such as 't he vai are not

Objects. Therefore, the name "accusative" pattern is not appropriate here. Instead, it would

be better described as the locative / directional pattern in accordance with the use of the

locative/ directional preposition 'i. This pattern is intransitive since 'i he vai is not an

Object. The Subject is 'a e tangata'the man'.

't he
at the

34 Na'e inu 'a e vai
TEN drink ABS the water-d.a.
'The man drank the water.'

,e

ERG
tangatd.

man-d.a.
he
the

This is the pattern that is sometimes called the ergative or agentive pattern. The Agent 'e

he tangatd 'the man', with its ergative case marking, differs from a Subject in that an Agent

is not an NN, and therefore may be deleted from the sentence without affecting the

grammatical completeness of the sentence, leaving Na'e tnu 'a e vat'The water was drunk'

7 The extensions of the basic sentences in some Polynesian languages, however, result
in patterns that are analysed differently from the basic patterns with I NP. For
instance, in Maori, the intransitive basic sentence ka inu te tangata is extended to
become a transitive (active) sentence: ka inu te tangata 'i te wai. In the Tongan
patterns there is no change in the status of nansitivity in the extensions.
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(32 above).

It should be noted that the longer sentence 34 is glossed with an English active

sentence while the shorter sentence 32 is glossed with an English passive sentence. And yet

the pattern is the same one. My feeting is that the active is closer to the meaning of the

sentence, but in the shorter sentence, the English passive has to be used because an active

gloss would not be grammatical in English. It has been suggested to me that "(someone)

drank the water" might be a more appropriate gloss @iggs: pers. comm. 1994). The point

should be noted, however, that just because glosses are active and passive does not mean that

the patterns are also active and passive.

As in the case of sentence 32 above, the transitivity of sentence 34 shows up when

the NN 'a e vat'the water' is pronominalised and made to "possess" the verb. The result

is hono inu 'its-O being drunk'.

The work of Chung and others has led to the assumption that certain verbs e.g. 'ofa

'love' (her "middle" verbs) taking 'i/ki mwked NPs are transitive, which implies that they

would be labelled "transitive" in a dictionary since they are said to take "objects". The

examples described above show that this is not the case since 'i and ti NPs cannot be

pronominalised and possess the verb with O category possession.

3.2.3 Meanings of the Two Basic Verbal Patterns

Examples of the basic patterns are as follows:

35 'Oku inu 'a e tangatd 'i he vaf.
TEN drink ABS the man-d.a. at the water-d.a.
'The man is drinking at the water.'

36 'Oku inu 'e e vai 'e he tangat6.
TEN &ink ABS the water-d.a. ERG the man-d.a.
'The man is drinking the water.'

Number 35 may have several different meanings. The locative 'i marks a broad

location. The water is viewed metaphorically as a location rather than an object. Although

the basic meaning is locative / directional, it is not easy to see that it is because 'i is not

being used with a verb that is normally regarded as prototypically "locational* or

"directional". '1 is a grammatical metaphor for location or direction. There is ambiguity
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between a) the man being inside the water and drinking (something else perhaps) and b) his

drinking being directed at the water.

Thus, a close translation would be 'he dri*s at the water'. Although the water may

be regarded as a semantic object, the meaning is quite different from "the man drinks the

water". Inu 'i may be similar to the directional meaning of English "nibble at", "bite at",

"eat inton, and so on. So the implication of the locative / directional action is that the man

ftinks a little water only. This is the partitive meaning, and it arises out of the fact that the

water is viewed as a location rather than an object, and so marked by 'i rather than 'a. The

partitive meaning is an extension of the clearly locative meaning. The fact that the

directional phrase cannot be pronominalised in the way grammatical objects can (hono tnu
'its-O being drunk') shows that the phrase is not an Object.

As used in this pattern, 'i is only one of a paradigm of three locative markers that

may appear in the preposition slot. They are 'i'at', ki'to' and mei'from'. [n the sentence
'Oku inu 'a e tangatd ki he va{'the man drinks to the water', the locative marker h denotes

that the location of the man is separate from that of the water. The actual distance can be

long or short. What is marked is the separateness of the locations. [n the sentence 'Oku inu
'a e tangatd mei he vai'the man drinks from the water', the locative marker nei emphasises

the source from which the drink is obtained; it emphasises the location of the water rather

than that of the man. But the water in all cases is viewed as location.

It turns out that h and mei are sufficiently "locational" even in their English glosses

not to be confused with a transitive reading. For example'ofa kr 'loveto' implies thatthe

one who is beloved is located separately from the one who is giving love. 'Ofa mei'love

from' implies lhat the one who loves is absent or away and is sending love from afar. Their

English glosses seem to be clear directionals. ?, however, is less clearly directional. It is

often glossed using transitive, non-directional sentences because their English equivalents are

not themselves directional verbs.

Many Polynesian languages have a -Cra suffix (where Cstands for a consonant) which

has attracted some controversy in the literature regarding its grammatical functions and

semantics. Chung (1978: 66) believes -Cia is related to voice in some Polynesian languages

e.g. Samoan and Maori. In Tongan, -Cia can be attached to both transitive and intransitive

verbs. A -Cia suffix would often be optional because it represents variations on the basic

unsuffixed form, x in inu 'to drink', inu'i 'to drink completely' and inumia 'to drink in a
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metaphorical sense, e.g. to drink sorrow, or to drink the dew. Some verbs can be used

transitively without -Cia (or -Cl), as with kai'to eat' and tA'to hit'. Other verbs cannot be

used transitively in their unsuffixed form, as with slo 'to see' and ala'to touch'. Thus, in

Tongan, it seems that -Cia is not a condition for transitivity. Rather, it simply forms new

verbs with new meanings, which, in some cases, happen to be transitive. Milner (1973)

claims that Samoan -Cia adds aspectual meanings to verbs.

Below are more examples using different verbs in the two patterns of transitive and

intransitive. Some verbs are suffixed with -Ci or -Cia (or similar suffixes e.g. -ina), and

others are unsuffixed. The examples demonstrate the range of meanings between transitive

and intransitive sentences as well as indicate the elements of meaning contributed by -Ci or

-Cia. Many of these meanings are lexicalised and unpredictable, and therefore would need

to be described in the dictionary. The examples also show meaning contrasts between the

uses of the different locative prepositions 'i, ki, and rnei inintransitive sentences, underlining

the fact that 'i is part of a paradigm of locative prepositions.

37 'Oku ta 'a Mele kia
TEN hit ABS Mele to
'Mele hits towards Sione.'
Mele is located differently from Sione. She is delivering the blow in his direction,
towards him.

'Oku ffi 'a Mele
TEN hit ABS MEIE
'Mele hits upon Sione.'
Mele's blow has landed upon Sione. The emphasis is on the location upon which the
blow has landed. It is upon Sione that the blow has landed.

'Oku ffi 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN hit ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele hits Sione.'
Mele is hitting Sione. No directionality or locativeness is shown or implied. The
agentive particle suggests that her action is deliberate and volitional.

'Oku taa'i 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN hit-Ci ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele hits Sione.'
Mele is hitting Sione, but this time the action is seen as bounded and completive. It
differs from the previous sentence in that here, tiere is more of an endpoint to the
action.

Sione.
Sione

'ia Sione.
at Sione
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Na'e te'ia 'e he tcvolf 'a Sione.
TEN bit-Cia ERG the devil-d.a ABS Sione
'The devil struck Sione.'
The devil struck Sione, causing him to be sick. The action is more of a process;
duration is added.

38 'Oku kai 'a Mele ki he tofua'd.
TEN eat ABS Mele to the whale-d.a.
'Mele is eating towards the whale meat.'
She is sitting away from the whale meat and reaching towards it.

'Oku kni 'a Mele 'i he tofua'd.
TEN eat ABS Mele at the whale-d.a.
'Mele is eating upon the whale meat.'
She is nibbling at it. There is an implication that she is not going to finish it.

'Oku kai 'a Mele mei he tofua'd.
TEN eat ABS Mele from the whale-d.a.
'Mele is eating from the whale meat.'
She is sitting away from the whale meat and bringing the meat towards her. This
sentence differs from the first sentence in that the first sentence emphasises her
reaching away from herself towards the food whereas this sentence emphasises her
bringing the food towards her.

'Oku kai 'e Mele 'a e tofua'd.
TEN eat ERG Mele ABS the whale-d.a.
'Mele is eating the whale meat.'
She simply eats the whale meat. No directionality is shown or implied. The
deliberateness of the action is implied.

'Oka kai'i 'e Mele 'a e tofua'd.
TEN eat-Ci ERG Mele ABS the whale-d.a.
'Mele is eating the whale meat.'
Same as the previous sentence except that here we anticipate that she will finish the
meat. There is emphasis on the completion of the action.

'Oku nau keina 'e e tofua'd,.
TEN they-pl-exc eat-ina ABS the whale-d.a.
'They are devouring the whale meat.'
They are gobbling up the whale meat. There is even more emphasis on the
anticipated completion of the action. Duration, intensiveness, and plural agency are
added.

39 'Oku 
fr.Ii 

'a MeIe kia Sione.
TEN choose ABS Mele to Sione
'Mele's vote is towards Sione.'
Mele is voting for Sione. There is an implication that there are others beside Sione,
but Mele looks towards Sione as her choice.
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'Oku 
frli 

'a Mele 'ia Sione.
TEN choose ABS Mele at Sione
'Mele's vote is upon Sione.'
She is voting for him. Mele looks upon him as her choice.

'Oku 
frli 

'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN choose ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele chooses Sione.'
She chooses him. No locativeness or directionality is shown or implied. There is an
implied deliberateness in her choice.'

'Oku 
fili'i 

'e Mele 'a Stone.
TEN choose-Ci ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele's choice is definitely Sione.'
She chooses him most definitely. There is emphasis on the completion of the action.
It is as if the choice has been made after thorough consideration of everything. The
choice is even more deliberative than the previous sentence.

Na.'e filia 
'e Mele 'e. Sione.

TEN choose-a ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele chose Sione.'
The process of choosing him fook some time. There is a connotation of emotional
attachment. Perhaps she knew that he was the one, but she revelled in the process
of choosing him.

40 Na'e ala 'a MeIe kia Sione.
TEN touch ABS Mele to Sione
'Mele touched Sione.'
She reached forward and touched him. He is probably standing some way from her.

Na'e ala 'a Mele 'ia Sione.
TEN touch ABS Mele at Sione
'Mele touched Sione's sex organ.'
She laid hands on him. The idiomatic meaning is that she touched his sex organ. It
was upon him, or his sex organ, that she laid her hand.'

Na'e ala'i 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN touch-Ci ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele messaged Sione.'
Emphasis is on deliberate touching. No locativeness or directionality is shown or
implied.'

Na'e alasi 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN touch-Cf ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele felt Sione.'
The idiomatic meaning is that she felt him deliberately (and perhaps rather roughly).
Emphasis is on deliberate touching.'
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Kuo affia 'a MeIe.
TEN touch-Cia ABS Mele
'Mele has been touched (by a man).'
The idiomatic meaning is that she has lost her virginity or that she has become a
married woman.

4l 'Oku 'ofa 'a Mele kta Sione.
TEN love ABS Mele to Sione
'Mele misses Sione.'
They are located differently. The emphasis seems to be on the direction of her
outgoing emotions. Her love is directed towards him.

'Oku 'ofa 'a Mele 'ia Sione.
TEN love ABS Mele at Sione
'Mele is in love with Sione.'
Her love and desires are bestowed upon him.

'Oku 'ofa'i 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN love-Ci ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele loves Sione.'
She spoils him and does things to show that she loves him.

'Oka 'ofetna 'e he kakai 'a Mele.
TEN love-ina ERG the peope ABS Mele
'The people love and respect Mele.'
Emphasis is on the extension of love to include respect, admiration and sympathy.
Duration may also be added, such that people have felt like this for some time. Also,
'ofelna is often used with plural agency (although there can be just one Agent).

42 'Oku 'ita 'a Mele kia Sione.
TEN angry ABS Mele to Sione
'Mele is angry with Sione.'
Her anger is directed specifically towards him. Out of several other people, he is the
one who is most to blame.

'Oku 'ita 'e Mele 'ia Sione.
TEN angry ABS Mele at Sione
'Mele is angry with Sione.'
Similar to the previous sentence, but with no implication of blame.

'Oku 'itangi 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN angry-Ci ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele is scolding Sione.'
She is giving vent to her anger by scolding him.
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'Oku 'itangi'i 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN angry-Ci-Ci ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele is scolding Sione.'
There is emphasis on the scolding as a completed action.

'Oku 'itengia 'e Mele 'a Sione.
TEN angry-Cta ERG Mele ABS Sione
'Mele is angry with Sione.'
There is an implication that the cause of her anger is complicated and will
resolved for a while. Emphasis is on the persistence and deliberativeness
anger. She may also be verbally abusing him.

It appears from the above that the difference in meaning between the intransitive

(locative) and the transitive (agentive) patterns is not a passive and active opposition. Rather,

the transitive, agentive pattern is appropriate for actions that are deliberate, volitional, and

non-directional. The intransitive, locative pattern (especially in sentences that are not clearly

semantically locative) is appropriate for states, feelings, and attitudes that are directed

spontaneously, non-volitionally and naturalistically towards something else. Also, it is used

when there is potential, non-actual, partitive, and less action-associated meanings.

Evidently, -Cia gives variety to the basic, unsuffixed form, rather than indicating

passivity (as has sometimes been claimed for Tongan (e.g. Lynch 1972), Samoan and

Pukapukan, and as is the conventional function of -Cia in Maori). The executive -'i lends

more deliberativeness, completiveness and intensiveness. It may be that -a, as Churchward

describes it, adds duration and plurality of agency. It also seems likely from an examination

of the examples above that -Cia is a combination of -Cl and -a, as Churchward (1953)

maintains.

3.2.4 Complex Intransitive Verbs

As described in section?.2.4 above, verbs and their adverbials can combine to form

complex intransitive verbs. An example of this type of verb is matafaiva 'movie-watching',

as in:

43 Na'e mata faiva 
'e Sione 'anep6.

TEN movie-watched ABS Sione last night
'Sione watched the movies last night'

The phrase matafaiva makes one class of intransitive verbs. We know that the complex verb

not be
of her
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is one unit because we can use it attributively as an adjective, as in Ko e tangata mntafaiva

mo'oni 'a Sione'Sione is a real movie-watching man'. It can be used as a nominal, as in
'Oku ou sa'ia 'i he matafaivd'l love movie-watching'. Finally, it can also be used in the

executive form, as in Na'a mau matafaiva't pE 'anep1 'o 'aho 'We movie-watched the night

away until it was daylight'.

Since, however, such usages would be very numerous, only the most conventionalised

of them should be included in the dictionarv.

3.2.5 Stative Intransitive Verbs

A subclass of intransitives may be called nstative" verbs or, as Hooper (1984)

suggests, "non-agentive" verbs. Examples of such verbs are kulokula'red', mama.fa'heavy'

andfifia'happy'. Unlike the case in Maori (Biggs 1969), stative verbs in Tongan are able

to be used imperatively. They cannot, however, be used executively. That is, they do not

take the transitivising suffix -'i, which would have enabled them to become agentive verbs.

The examples kulokula, mamafa andfiffia can only become agentive if the causative suffix

is added first. Thus, we can havefakakulokula'i'make red' , fakamamsfa'i'to make heavy,

to stress' andfakafiffia'i 'to make happy, to entertain' but not * kulokula'i, * mamnfa'i and

* fiejia'i. Non-agentive verbs in Tongan often correspond in meaning to English adjectives.

3.3 ImFlications for the Dictionary

The two main classes of verbs, transitive and intransitive, will be specified in the

Tongan monolingual dictionary. For example, the verb ffi'hit' will be given both its uses

as transitive and intransitive verbs, in addition to its uses as other parts of speech (nominal,

adjectival, adverbial) if these uses are conventionalised. Executive (after Churchward 1959),

transitive forms, such as taa'i, will be given as separate headwords if they have separate

(even if related) meanings from the root. If executive forms differ semantically only in their

executiveness or aspectual meaning, they will not constitute separate headwords but will

merely be shown in parenthesis beside the headword of the root (see chapter 5, section 4.2).

Consequently, there is no label "stative' or "neuter" verbs because forms that do not have

executive forms are stative verbs.

Although it would be possible to label subclasses of verbs e.g. stative verbs, general
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verbs (see section 3.1.1above) and so on, it is recommended that this be reserved for the

grammatical sketch at the beginning of the dictionary. Since the dictionary is primarily for

native speakers who would be less likely to make use of such grammatical information, it

seems more important that grammatical information be kept as simple as possible. If

linguists are interested in the classification of verbs in the dictionary, they will be able to

derive it from the uses given and from the grammatical sketch.

Sometimes complex intransitive verbs are given as separate headwords, but only if

they are highly conventionalised with separate, idiomatic meanings. For example, the

compound word inu vai 'water-drinking' is a euphemism for eating. It is part of the

language of humility. It will be a separate entry from inu'drink' and vai 'water' with cross-

references from both. Occasionally there are complex transitive verbs such as ffi manioke
ocassava-growing' in the sentence Na'a nau t0 manioke 'a e 'apf 'they cassava-planted the

allotment'. The executive form tdmnnioke'i will be indicated in parenthesis. In some

compounds, the first element is shortened by removing the reduplication, as in fanga moa
'chicken-feeding' from fafanga 

'feed' 
, fulu nifo 'teeth-cleaning' and falu ipu 'dish-washing'

fromfufulu'wash'. Since the shortened forms are more common than the use of the full

forms (fafanga moa, fufulu ipu and so on), they are the citation forms used as headwords.

For the grammatical sketch, it is possible to divide verbs into the following classes:

1. verbs that can be both transitive and intransitive, i.e., used both agentively and

locatively e.g. kai 'eat', td'hit' , 
'ilo'know'.

verbs that can only be intransitive, i.e., only used locatively e.g. 'ofa'love', manako
'like', ala 'touch', 'alu'go' 

, sio 'see'n piki 'cltng'.

verbs thatcan only be fiansitive, i.e., only used agentively e.g. mn'u, and perhaps

all executive forms e.g. 'ofa'i'to spoil', sio'i'to stare at'.

intransitive verbs can be subcategorised for "stative" and "non-stative" verbs. Stative

verbs are those intransitive verbs that cannot be used executively e.g. kulokula'tobe

red', mamafa'to be heavy'.

2.

3 .

4.
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4 Aand,OPossessionE

This section has the purpose of clarifying the meanings of the A and O categories of

possession in Tongan with a view to determining the extent to which / and O are to be

specified in the Tongan monolingual dictionary. Only a brief outline of the meanings of .,{

and O in Tongan is given here. For a fuller account and more detailed examples, see

Taumoefolau (1993).

4.L Background

A lot of work has been carried out on the meanings of the A and O possessive

categories in Polynesian languages. These works have mostly been parts of standard

synchronic descriptions of Polynesian languages, such as the work on Tongan by Churchward

(1953) and the more recent work of Mosel and Hovdhaugen (1992) on Samoan. Some of

these works, like Wilson (1982) for Polynesian and Lichtenberk (1985) for Oceanic have

been more interested in the historical development of reconstructed proto-systems.

It seems that the earlier dependence on a "noun class" interpretation of ,.4 and O has

now given way to a general acceptance of the nature of the possessive relationship being the

controlling factor of the choice between A and O. Out of this acceptance has grown the most

widely accepted theory of the meaning of ,4 and O, proposed by Biggs (1969) for Maori, and

later refined by Wilson (1982) for Hawaiian and for Polynesian languages in general. This

theory states that z{-possession is for possessor-dominant relationships while O-possession is

for possessor-subordinate relationships.

Churchward's (1953) analysis of Tongan r4 and O is, in essence, similar to the

"control" theories of Biggs (1969) and Wilson (1982). The criticisms of Churchward by

Milner (1954) are similar to the kinds of criticisms often made about the control theories.

These criticisms take issue with certain possessions that are unexpected from the point of

view of the control theories. Thus, Milner (1954) finds Tongan z4-possessed 'mother' and
'father' and O-possessed 'son' and 'wife' inconsistent with Tongan culture, thus weakening

I I believe that the term "possession" is not adequate in expressing the meanings of ,4
and O in Tongan. One does not "possess" actions, for instance. Some analysts
prefer the term "genitive". I retain the more familiar "possessionn, however, for
now.
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Churchward's "control " theory.

Hohepa (1993) claims there is only one rule for r4lo possession in Maori. A different

kind of critieism from Milner's criticism above is Biggs's (1993) criticism of Hohepa (1993).

Biggs maintains that Hohepa has not accounted for the possession of "intransitive verbs" and

"stative verbs". The criticism brings up the question of whether the principles that govern

the possession of "verbs" are the same as those governing the possession of "concrete

nouns". Existing works onz{ and O have tended to separate the possession of "concrete

nouns" from the possession of "verbs", with the majority of studies, such as Elbert (1957)

and Mulloy and Rapu (1977), concentrating on the possession of "concrete nouns". The

possession of nverbs" has tended to be studied under different topics in the grammar:

nominalisations. Examples of these are the comments of Chung (1973) and of Clark (1981).

Judging from the traditional separation of the possession of "concrete nouns" and

the possession of "verbs" in past works, it may be that most analysts feel that the two are

separate. Pawley and Sayaba (1990) prefer a separate treatment for the Wayan dialect of

Fijian as they recognise a division between nouns whose choice of possessive marker is

governed by 'semantic principles" while the choice in others are "grammatically determined

or constrained" (1990: 167). Speaking of the possession of "verbs", Clark (1973:68) states

that "the choice of A and, O possessive category in possessor marking, as Chung [(1973)]

shows, depends upon both syntactic and semantic factors". Yet, Clark continues on the

possession of "verbs" in Polynesian languages, it "mirrors the basic semantic contrast

between r{ (dominant) and O (subordinate). Transitive subjects typically have a controlling

relationship to tie events in which they take part, while objects typically do not" (L973: 69).

Wilson (1982) advances a similar view.

Recently, two independent "relational" studies of ,,{ and O, Hohepa (1993) for Maori

and Tarrmoefolau (1993) for Tongan, came up with the conclusion that there is only one rule

for the use of each of the possessive categories. Both these studies attempt to bring out a

single fundamental principle believed to underlie all uses of each of A and O. Of the nvo

studies, Taumoefolau (1993) is the more ambitious since she concludes that a single principle

underlies the use of each of ,,4 and O with both "nouns" and "verbs".

I argue in Taumoefolau (1993) that all uses of r{ and O with the various nominals of

Tongan, though seemingly disparate in some areas, can be shown to be related, indicating

that there is a basic underlying principle in operation for each of ,4 and O. For the meanings
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of ,4 and O I give the terms "agentive" foru{ and "partitive" for O. There is, however, a

problem inherent in seeking a name that would embrace all the meanings of the various uses

of this absfract semantic dichotomy, for there are several different types of nominals whereas

there are only two categories of possession. As a result, there are O possessions that are not

actual "parts" and A possessions that are not actual "actions". Still, the lack of an all-

encompassing name for each of ,{ and O does not mean there is, therefore, no single

underlying principle in operation. Indeed, the fact that single names have already been

proposed for the basic meanings of / and O (e.g. "active"/ "passive" of Capell 1931,

"agentive"/ "partitive" of Elbert 1957, "dominant"/ "subordinate" of Biggs (1969), "initial

conffol"/ "non-control" by Wilson (1982), "responsibility"/ "dependence" of Mulloy and

Rapu 1977, ild the "alienable" / "inalienable" dichotomy proposed more generally by

different writers) shows that grammarians have a sense of the oneness of the principles

behind A and O, and the great uniformity with which A and O are used, both within and

across Polynesian languages, supports the notion of a single fundamental principle. In a

sense, all the names are "correct" if they are not interpreted too literally and if they account

for a large number of cases.

What seems to be of more import is the recognition that there is a link between all

the various uses and that they are not, for the most part, arbitrary. It may be that the

function of each category is too abstract and too general to be expressible by a single rule

or name. It may be that the most that can be done is a description of the link between the

uses of r4 and O among the various nominal types. It may be that only grammatical terms

can encompass the abstract semantic principles that motivate A and O; in Taumoefolau

(1993), I suggested the terms "verbal" for z4 and "nominal" for O. Once the link is made

clear, thenl{ and O will be seen to be so fundamental in the language as to be relevant not

only in "possession" but in other parts of the grammar. As Elbert (1957 24) expresses it,
'for those who like to "tag" their language families by the name of a richly developed

grammatical feature, possession might do for the Malayo-Polynesian family. "

The only significant difference between my intrepretation and those of others is that

mine is more basic. I feel that an "action" and a "thingn in the real world are basic

prototypical opposites that may have given rise to prototypical "verbs" and "nouns". Because

"actions", hence verbs, and "things", hence nouns, are prototypical concepts, it makes sense

that, as possessions, they should be marked differeutly: A for a possessed "action" and O for
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a possessed "thing". And when an "action" is possessed with O, it will be because in some

ways it is treated as though it were a "thing" that characterised the possessor rather than an

"action" carried out by the possessor. When a "thing" is possessed with 24, it will be because

in some ways it is treated as an "action" that is carried out by the possessor rather than a

"thfulg" that characterises the possessor. It seems plausible that possessions that fall in

between the two prototypes will tend to be viewed metaphorically as both and thus take both

A and O. But it should always be clear why a possession takes / or O.

4.2 A and O in Tongan

Each of A and O has a prototypical use. Prototypically, z{ is used for activities

carried out by a "possessor". For example, 'ene 'alu'her-A going' and'eku mohe'my-A

sleep' are possessed with,4 if they refer to actions carried out by an agent. Prototypically,

O is used with the possession of "things" that are partitive or characteristic of the possessor.

The parts of anything are O-possessed by that thing. Examples are nima 'o e tangatd'the

man's-O hand', mfsini 'o e kad'engine of-O the car', me'a kamosi 'o e mdmd.'switch of-o

the light'.

,,4-marked agentive relationships may be described as "verbal" in character. O-marked

partitive (or characterhitg) relationships are "nominal" in nature. Agentivity presupposes

verbality in that it entails doing, being or having something, as opposed to partitiveness

which presupposes nominality in that it entails being passively a part or property of the

possessor. Agentivity entails the "possession" being ndone" while partitiveness entails the

"possessor" being "characterised" or "constituted". Thus, O-markedpossessions characterise

or constitute the possessor, while z{-marked possessions are "carried out" by the possessor.

4.2.1 Between Activities and Parts: the Possession of "Statives"

In Tongan, nominals corresponding to nstativen or "non-agentive" verbs, such as

kulokula'red', 'ita'angry' and vela'hot' can take either A or O possession. When they take

,4 possession, they are viewed agentively as being carried out by the possessor. When they

take O possession, they are viewed partitively as being a property of the possessor.

Examples of ,4 possession are:
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'Oku on sa'ia
TEN I like

'Oku ou sa'ia 'i

TEN I like at
'I like its shades of red.'

,i

at
he'ene
its-24-def

toe kalokuld.
also red-d.a.

kei veld.
still hot-d.a.

'I like the fact that it is also red.'

2 Na'a ku kai pE ko 'ene

TEN I eat only Pred its-14-def
'l ate it only because it was still hot.'

3. 'Oku ou sn,'ia 'i he'ene meimei kulokuld.
TEN I like at its-z{-def almost red
'[ like the fact that it is almost red.'

z4 possession, being the "verbal" or agentive possession, is more compatible with verbal

particles such as the preposed verbal particles toe 'also' and kei'still' in the examples above.

O possession, being the nominal or partitive category of possession, is more compatible with

nominal classifiers such as plural markers like ngaalti 'several'. Thus, O-possessed kulokula

in 4 below refers to countable shades of red while z4-possessed in 3 above refers to the state

of being (almost) red. This is true when the possessor is constant for the two A and O

possessions, as the car for both 3 and 4.

hono ngaahi fo'i kulokuhi.
its-O pl cl red-d.a.

Thus, in Tongan we distinguish between a house's "being red', which is,4-possessed

and "verbal" (Churchward's nverbal noun") and the property of 'redness" that the house has,

which is O-possessed and "nominal" (Churchward's "abstract noun"). Other examples of the

two types of possessions are the man's *being angry" ('ene 'ita) and his "anger" (hono 'ita),

and the woman's "being sad" ('ene mamahi) and her "sadness" (hono trumahfi. In English,

the former type is not normally expressed as possession. It is often expressed verbally, as

"the fact that she is sad" and so on. Instead of saying (as one would in Tongan), "I don't

like the dress's being bright red" using,4 possession, in English one tends to say "l don't like

the fact that the dress is bright red". In Tongan, the use of .4 possession in this kind of

context is conventionalised.

It can be seen that here is an area of possession in Tongan that the control versus non-

control theories cannot explain. Consider, for instance, 'ene masivti'(r4 category) the fact

that he was poor' and hono masivd '(O category) his poverty' or 'ene 
fieftd'(,,4 category) the
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fact that he was happy' and hono fiefrrl'(O category) his happiness'. It is difficult to see

how control, or the lack of it, may differentiate between the two uses, even if the control

refers to the initiation of the possessive relationship, as advocated by Wilson (1982).

It is also hard to see what control and non-control have to do with the possession of

numerals and ordinals in Tongan. ,,4 is used with numerals, as inko 'ene tult its-l being

three in number', and O is used with ordinals, as in ko hono tuM'is-O third (one)' . Ko 'ene

'aho tohi'(of a function) means 'its-z{ taking three days' ,but ko hono 'aho tolfi means'its-O

third day'. These possessions are better explained in terms of the agentive and partitive

interpretation.

A and O also signify agentive and characterising relationships when it comes to the

"possession" of nominals corresponding to grammatical Objects and grammatical Subjects

and Agents. The eating of the food (Object) takes O possession: hono kai'its-O being eaten'

or kai 'o e me'a kai'eating of-O the food'. Here, O possession is used to signal that the

food is involved as patient in the eating. Subject and Agent nominals take A possession, as

in 'enau hold'their-r4 running away' and in 'ene kai ('a e me'a kai) 'his-A eating (the food)'.

z{ possession is used here to signify the agentive relationship.

Although states of being such as matangia'(especially of boats) blown off course by

strong winds', 'efihta'being crushed' , 
'auhia'be carried away by currents' and so on, are

often described as "patient verbs" in some Polynesian grammars, in Tongan, such nverbs"

that are "suffered" by the patient Subject can be "carried out" in Tongan. The word /ai

means 'to do'. It is idiomatic to say: Te ufai 'e au 'a e 'ffihid. 'l will do the being crushed'

in a situation, for instance, when one offers the better seat to someone else while one takes

the less comfortable seat. It is possible in Tongan to conceive of such states as

(metaphorised) activities, as indicated by the use of/ai. Their.,4 possession is not unexpected

in Tongan.

Nominals corresponding to such "statives" x mole 'to be lost', ngalo 'to be

forgotten' , Iilo 'to be secret', puli 'to fade, disappeff', can all be used in contexts in which

the grammatical Subject can "do" them. The word/ai 'to do' can be used with any "stative"

in the same way that it is used with an action, as fai 
'a e fo6/ kai/ ngdut 'do the washing/

eatingl work' and so on. It is idiomatic to say fai atu a 'a e mehekd/ 'itri / manattcarry

on doing the being-jealous/ being-angry/ being-lovesick' and so on. It seems to be the case

that stative nominals can be conceived, quite conventionally, as activities. z4 possession in
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these cases is not inconceivable, as would be expected, judging from English glosses.

As already mentioned in section 3 above, "stative" or "non-agentive" verbs in Tongan

can be used imperatively. The corresponding nominals can be seen, then, as possessing a

degree of dynamism as to parallel "action" nominals in taking z{ possession. Moreover,

"stative" nominals may sometimes co-occur with directional particles, implying a degree of

mobility, in turn implying characteristics of "action". Thus, mole atu 'be lost yonder', ngalo

hifo 'be forgotten down', sai mai 'recover hither', anga mai 'be accustomed hither' , 
'uli'uli

hake'be black up', and so on. There is an indication ttrat in important ways these "statives"

are not simply passive states. They show features of being ffeated as dynamic verbs and thus

take A possession.

4.2.2 Multifunctionalitv and Possession

By definition, Tongan bases are multifunctional (see section 2.3 above). This means

a word such as 'aht'go' can be possessed both "verbally" and "nominally" using both / and

O as long as the nature of the possessive relationship complies with the conditions of

agentivity for.4 and partitiveness for O. The agentive relationship in 'ene 'alu'his-A going'

gives the word, 'alu'go' membership under A category while the partitive relationship info'i
'ala 

fakalata taha 'o e ta'ti' 'most enjoyable trip of-O the year' puts it under O. The

agentive sense of the former relationship means it would be wrong to substitute O possession

for A, as in * hono 'alu'his-O going'. And the partitive sense of the latter relationship

means that it would be wrong to substitute A for O, as in x fo'i 
'alu 

fakalata taha 'a e ta'rt
'most enjoyable trip of-/ the year'. A word like 'alu, then, seems to be a lexical item with

A and O being its senses.

lt would be possible to speak of two great classes of z{ and, O nominals in Tongan,

but these are not classes of "wordsn in the usual sense, They are classes of senses or uses

of words, so that a typical lexical item, because of its multifunctionalrty, would always have

both z{ and O uses.

4,2.3 Why Inanimate Possesso$ may Only Possess with O

Biggs (1993) says that any rules covering the use of z{ and O must explain why

inanimate possessors may only possess concrete things with O. In terms of the agentive/
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partitive explanation, this is likely to be the case because inanimate possessors can never be

agentive towards their concrete possessions except in circumstances of personification. They

can only be constituted or characterised by their possessions, as in 'branches of-O a ffee'.

According to the agentive/ partitive interpretation, this is the prototypical situation of O

possession, hence the term "partitive".

ln contrast, the prototypical situation of agentive.4 possession is when an animate

possessor carries out an activity. In that case, only A may be selected. In terms of the

agentive/ partitive interpretation, this is likely to be the case because an activity "possession"

by an animate possessor can only be agentive, never npartitive".

4.2.4 Human / Animate Possessors and Concrete Possssions

Biggs (1993) also says that any A and O rules must account for the fact that "an

animate possessor may possess virtually anything by either A or O according to whether he/

she/ it dominates/ controls/ is active towards what is possessed or not". In terms of the

agentive/ partitive explanation, possessions in which the possessor is animate and the

possessed is concrete, are capable of being viewed as both "agentive" and "partitive".

Humans are capable of having either agentive or pafiitive relationships with concrete

possessions. Thus, the word fa'E 
'mother', when used with human possessors, takes .,4

because/a'd is viewed agentively in Tongan, Butfa'E could just as appropriately be O class

with lruman possessors, as in Maori, since fa'E can be viewed partitively as a member of a

kinship group (in the same way that 'brother' and 'sister' are viewed partitively with human

possessors in both Maori and Tongan).

Thus, possessions that are often called "exceptions" or are nunexpected' are not really

exceptions at all. Wilson (1982) states that O class foha'son (of male)' in Tongan is an

"exceptional" possession because it should be,4 class according to his analysis. Wilson's

initial control theory predicts that the father, who controlled the initiation of the possessive

relationship, should possess the son with ,4. A number of kinship terms in Tongan also

follow the same pattern: hako 'descendants' and huli'descendants' are also O-possessed in

Tongan. According to Wilson, these are irregular cases, even in Proto-Polynesian.

What is to be noted, however, is that all the above words are metaphorised body parts

of plants. The word foha (fosa in Rennellese) in Tongan also means 'tuber'. To say that
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a man's son is hisfoha is to say he is his'tuber', anextensionof his person. Whereas the

"control" theory cannot explain this possession, the partitive explanation can. Hako refers

to the long straight shoots of the sugatrcane, more often called hako'i td 'hako of the

sugarcane'. The use of hako to refer to descendants is also metaphorically partitive.

Similarly, the word huli refers to the new shoots of the banana, more often called huli'i

siaine 'huli of the banana plant'. This word, too, is a partitive term, used metaphorically

to refer to descendants. It may be that Maori uri, which is also O-possessed by human

possessors, is a cognate.

Apart from showing that the "partitive" interpretation has more explanatory power

than the "control" theory, which merely assigns "irregular" stafus to these possessions, the

terms above also show that 'partitive" is more appropriate than "passive" or "non-control",

for these are specifically names of "parts" that constitute a whole. This is to say that the

metaphor for O is one of constitution or characterisation rather than the polar opposite of

non-action or passivity. It appears that the O possessions maintained by Wilson to be

"exceptions" are not exceptions after all. It is not possible to explain the possession of each

and every "exception" given by writers like Wilson - it is only with words whose literal

meanings and etymologies are known that would show up metaphorical usages such as foha
otuber (e.g. of kumara), son (of male)', shedding light on their selected possession. The

most powerful evidence for the agentive-partitive hypothesis is the testimony of hundreds of

examples pointing only to an agentive-partitive interpretation or, given the terminological

problems already mentioned, something very close to it.

4.2.5 Possession and Conventionalisation

Some "concrete nouns" in Tongan can be possessed with both A and O by the same

animate possessor without any difference in basic meaning. For example, native speakers

select either A or O for uasi 'watch', ipu'cup' andtepile 'table'. The explanation for this

is that animate possessors are capable of viewing a concrete possession either agentively or

partitively in a metaphorical sense. Since for concrete possessions, both .4 and O are

possible, whichever category is conventionalised becomes "correct". In the case of words

hke uasi, both categories have been conventionalised and therefore become "correct", Novel

possessions select O partitive or r{ agentive by analogy with known possessions.
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4.3 Implications for the Dictionary

Those uses of A and O which are perfectly predictable need not be specified in the

dictionary. For instance, the possession of nominals that correspond to grammatical Objects

and Subjects as well as grammatical Agents need not be specified since transitive and

intransitive uses are specified in the dictionary. This will include the possession of nominals

corresponding to "statives" or "non-agentive" verbs. Possession in the prototypicat

situations, i.e. A possession for literal activities carried out by animate possessors and O

possession for literal parts constituting inanimate possessors), need not be specified.

Although the basic meaning of ,4 and O are known, the reason for the unpredictability

is that it is not always possible to predict what possession is viewed as agentive and what

partitive, as this is often culturally determined. This applies especially in the area of the

possession of concrete things by animate/ human possessors.

Of kinship terms for instance, it is not predictable that, with animate/ human

possessors , fa'E'mother', tamai'fatler', and kui'grandparent' should take A while/o&c 'son

(of male), tuof$ne 'sister (of male)' and, tokoua'sister (of female)' should take O. With

weapons and tools, it is not predictable that hele 'knife' should t*e A while huo 'spade'

should take O. Of methods of transport, it is not predictable that kA'car' and hoosi 'horse'

should take A while vafra should take O. Terms describing some forms of partnerships such

as 'sovereign and subject', 'doctor and patient', and 'teacher and learner' have unpredictable

possessions. For example, 'my king' takes O, as do 'my God' and 'my enemy' but 'my

doctor', 'my teacher' and 'my (religious) minister' take A. lnterms of the agentive/ partitive

interpretation, it seems that those partnerships that are more work-related are the ones that

take,4. The appropriate possessive categories should to be specified in the dictionary under

the appropriate headwords.

Sometimes the same lexical item would have a different referent depending on the

possessive category. For instance, one's,4 class kato refers to one's handbag whereas one's

O class kato refers to one's pocket. One's ,4 class matdpule is one's spokesman (one being

a chief) while one's O class matdpule is one's sister-in-law (one being female). The

possessive categories need to be both specified under such headwords. If both A and O are

possible for the same relationship, both should be specified, as for the word, ipu 'cup'. If

it is felt that the meaning and use of a headword would be clearer if ,,{ and O are specified,
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even if the possession is "predictable", as for the word mnmafa'heavy', O class 'weight',

then they should be specified. The possessive categories are sometimes shown in the

illustrative phrase or in the usage brackets or both, as for the word mamafa.
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CHAPTER SEVEN : MEANING IN TIM DICTIONARY

I Introduc{ion

This chapter is primarily concerned with how meaning is to be represented in the

dictionary. Although meaning has been studied for a long time by philosophers,

anthropologists, linguists and other scholars, formal semantic theory has not been applied to

the dictionary. Formal study of meaning has not been found to be very relevant to dictionary

making. As Landau (1989) and Zgusta (1971) point out, formal semantic theory is beyond

the scope of such a practical pursuit as lexicography. As a result, Landau says his 1989

work treats semantics only tangentially (1989: 2). Zgusta acknowledges it is necessary to

have a theory of meaning for dictionary making, but says many lexicographers do without

it. l,exicographers do not agree on whether it is necessary to understand lexical meaning

before doing their job or not. Weinreich (1962) regrets the lack of a theory of meaning for

the dictionary in western lexicography. Very few people articulate their theory before the

dictionary is made. It appears that most lexicographers simply go ahead and produce

dictionaries, and all we can do is deduce from the finished work what the underlying theory

of meaning might be. The discussion of meaning will therefore be kept to as practical a level

as deemed appropriate for and relevant to application in the dictionary. In dictionary writing

we deal only in what is practical, theory being used only as broad guidelines.

This chapter will explain aspects of meaning that are relevant to dictionaries: the

distinction between literal and idiomatic meaning, lexical and grammatical meaning, and

linguistic and cultural meaning or encyclopedic knowledge. tt will also explain the

implications of these distinctions for the dictionary. The way meaning is represented in

elements of the dictionary entr], such as in the illustrative sentence, the definition, the usage

brackets and etymology is also explained. There has been, in recent years, a tendency for

context, both linguistic and cultural, to be considered central in the definition of meaning.

This is reflected in the method of definition used in COBUILD (1987), the requirements for

detailed collocational material in Melcuk and Zholkovsky (1984), and in the work of various

lexicographers and linguists such as Sinclair (1987), Hanks (1979), Haiman (1980) and,

closer to home, Geraghty (1993).

The notion of meaning advocated in this thesis is that it is a totality. [t includes

encyclopedic information if the meanings of certain categories of words are to be fully
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understood. It includes connotations and emotive meaning. Above all, it includes the

contribution of the context in determining the meaning of a lexical item. Thus, "meaning"

in the dictionary is contained not only in the "definition" of a lexical word but also in the

illustrative sentence, the usage brackets, and the etymology.

Various comments have been given in different parts of this thesis about different

aspects of meaning. For example, aspects of lexical meaning were described in chapter 5

above, and examples of grammatical meaning were given in chapter 6, section 4 above. This

is only to be expected, since meaning is not a separate subject from the forms that express

it. The fact that this chapter is given to "meaning in the dictionary" is mainly for

convenience of description.

2 Some Relevant Distinctions in Meaning in the Dictionary
2.1 Literal and Idiomatic Meaning

With morphemically simple lexical items, literal meaning may be understood as the

direct meaning of a lexical item. The literal meaning of the word, la'd in Tongan is 'sun'.

The idiomatic meaning of a morphemically simple lexical item refers to the figurative

meaning, such that some words would have idiomatic meanings that are quite separate from

their literal meaning. Thus, the phrase la'A 'o Tonga'lit. sun of Tonga' is an idiomatic

reference to the monarch of Tonga. Many simple lexical items have not only literal but also

idiomatic meanings, both of which are given in the dictionary. Examples of these meanings

in the pilot dictionary in chapter 9 are shown in the headwords tahil, ipu and vakal'

With morphemically complex lexical items, idiomatic meaning is defined slightly

differently. The usual definition of idiomatic meaning in complex lexical items is the

meaning of the lexical item as a whole, which differs from the sum of the meanings of the

the component morphemes. This general definition is implied in fieatments of the meanings

of idioms by Weinreich (1969), Hooper (n.d.) and Lakoff and Johnson (1980). Milner

(1971) describes the structure of Samoan proverbs and give their idiomatic meanings.

Taumoefolau (1991a) gives examples of Tongan proverbs and explains their idiomatic

meanings and applications.

In chapter 5, we saw how different types of composite forms and multiword units in

Tongan have meanings that differ from the sum of the meanings of the component

morphemes. These composite forms, which consist of derived words, reduplications,

I
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t)

ii)

compound words, and idiomatic expressions such as proverbs, are justified in being separate

headwords since their idiomatic meanings make them differ essentially from their component

morphemes. Examples in the pilot dictionary of chapter 9 wefakate'ete'epuaka, ngulungulu

mo tokoto and matemate 'a liku.

2.2 Lexical and Grammatical Meaning

Many analysts (e.g. Cruse 1986, Crowley 1986a, and Zgusta l97l) make a distinction

befween lexical meaning and grammatical meaning. l,arson (1984) distinguishes between

referential and organisational meaning which she equates with lexical meaning and

grammatical meaning:

Referential meaning is when a word refers directly to a thing, event, attribution, or
relation that a person can perceive or imagine. This is sometimes called lexical
meaning.

Organizational meaning puts the referential information together into a coherent text.
It includes the meanings of connectives, pronourui, and grammatical pafiicles. This
is sometimes called grammatical meaning.

Lexical meaning refers to the meanings of lexical words while grammatical meaning

refers to the meanings of grammatical words. The kinds of meanings discussed in chapter

5 are lexical (and idiomatic) meanings, as opposed to the kinds of meaning discussed in

chapter 6 (e.g. the meanings of z4 and O) which are grammatical meanings.

According to Cruse (1986), lexical meaning usually refers to the meaning of a lexical

item before it is used in any context. It refers to the meaning of a word as it stands in

isolation. However, in the discussion of part of speech in chapter 6 (section 2), the point

was made that there are no lexical nouns and verbs in Tongan. A form would become a verb

and therefore attain a verbal meaning only when it co-occurs with a verbal particle; the same

form would become a noun and attain a nominal meaning only when it co-occurs with a

nominal particle. Thus, it is the context, i.e. the grammatical particles, that gives a word

a specific definable sense. This means that the lexical meaning of a word-in-isolation such

as tangata would be so abstract as to be almost impossible to detine without a context. The

sense of tangata that we might give as 'a man' would be made possible only by the presence

of a preceding article; tangata on its own cannot mean oa man'.
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It seems that an explanation of the abstract lexical meaning of a word in Tongan

would be almost impossible without a context or sentence frame to provide grammatical or

organisational meaning. Without a context, a word like tangata would have only an abstract

lexical meaning resembling 'man plus', with 'plus' being specified only by the syntax of the

context. In Tongan, then, the syntax is needed to bring out specific lexical meanings of

lexical items. Ruhl (1989) makes a case for just such a feature of lexical meaning in

English. He maintains that all too often meaning that rightly belongs in the context is

imposed on a lexical item to give the impression that the lexical item is polysemous. In

reality, says Ruhl, the vast majority of lexical items have only one basic meaning, but this

basic meaning is so abstract as to be undefinable.

Even with reference to English, Sinclair (1987: 3) makes a similar point in his

discussion of the importance of "explaining" as opposed to "defining" meanings: "It is

misleading to say "This word means..."". His point is that words in isolation do not have

full meanings. Meaning overlaps from word to word.

The structural organisation inherent in a dictionary is that there is a list of lexical

items with their lexical meanings defined or explained. There is no obligation to give a

context; many dictionaries do not give illustrative phrases at all. But this inherent structure

is not compatible with the nature of lexical meaning in Tongan, which cannot be definable

unless there is grammatical or organisational meaning. Although many good dictionaries

provide grammatical information, such as part of speech classifications, this may not always

be adequate, especially if a word is used figuratively. Since the abstract meaning of a word-

in-isolation is not definable, it is no use in a dictionary. The only definable 6saning of a

lexical item is its contextualised meaning, which is its lexical meaning and grammatical

meaning put together.

Therefore, in the pilot dictionary of chapter 9, the various senses of words like

tangata will be shown to be dependent on the various contexts in which the word occurs.

Most importantly, those contexts will show the particles that determine a word's part of

speech, verb type, and so on, as well as its specific sense. The word "sense" is used here

to refer to a single instance of meaning and use that is distinct from other meanings and uses.

When tangata occurs with an article, it may have the sense of 'a mann; when it occurs with

an A category possessive pronoun, it may mean 'being a man'; and when it occurs with an

O possessive pronoun, it may mean 'manliness'. All these are senses of tangata that are
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made possible by the influence of the grammatical particles and other contextual features.

Thepilot dictionary gives examples of how lexical meaning and grammatical meaning

combine to give the senses of words. With a word like kato, A possession gives it flre

meaning of 'handbag' while O possession gives it the meaning of 'pocket'. With a word like

mata, an article gives it a sense of 'face' while a tense marker gives it the sense of 'see' or

the meaning of 'raw'. Mata alone and kato alone are not readily defined in isolation.

Clearly, to explain the meaning of a lexical item, we need to provide a context in the

form of an illustrative sentence or phrase. With those few words that may be used without

a context, such as interjections (e.g. 'oiaue'expression used when one is sad, surprised, and

so on), Zgusta (197I) advocates that they be defined on the model of referential meaning.

Ostensive definition, as Crowley (1986b) explains, is not always possible. The crucial thing

in all this is that for most lexical items, whether it is a grammatical particle or a lexical

word, a context is required in the dictionary. We may say, then, that the illustrative sentence

is essential to the explication of meaning in the Tongan dictionary.

2.2.1 Components of Lexical lllsaning

According to some analysts, lexical meaning has components. Zgusta (1971) says that

there are three main components of lexical meaning: i) the designation, which consists of the

form / expression, the designatum, which is the prototypical or average idea of a thing, and

the denotatum, the segment in the extralinguistic world, ii) the connotation, and iii) the range

of applications. Zgusta has connotations and rrnge of applications subsumed under lexical

meaning.

Other descriptions of meaning differ from Zgusta's scheme. Besnier (1990) discusses

other descriptions of meaning in which referential meaning or lexical meaning is separate

from emotive meaning. He refers to the work of Lyons in which meaning is divided into

three components: descriptive meaning, soeial meaning and emotive meaning. Other analysts

give variations of this basic division, but whether connotations and range of applications are

components of lexical meaning or of something more fundamental, they should be

represented in the dictionary.

Besnier (1990) describes emotive or affective meaning as an important part of

linguistic meaning. He says that although it is mostly lexical words that have emotive

meaning, sometimes grammatical particles contain emotive ry1saning, as in Tongan (and

l
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Samoan). These are the words that Churchward (1953) calls the "emotive possessive

pronouns".

In the pilot dictionary, referential meaning is often brought out in the definitions while

emotive meaning and social meaning appear in the usage brackets. For example, a regal

word such as hd'ele'to go' is similar in reference to the neutral word 'alu. The main

difference is that of status. Thus, the status label (or usage label) shows hfr'ele as a regal

word. Examples of these are given in the pilot dictionary. Other examples of status labels

that indicate emotive meaning are "honorific", "self-derogatory", and nabusive" or "angfy"

words.

The theory of meaning as composed of semantic features that should be specified in

definitions is supported by many scholars and lexicographers. But some elements are

primitives and are not analysable into smaller components. These are the undefinable

semantic primitives of Wierzbicka (1984). Every other concept is definable in terms of the

semantic primitives. According to Wierzbicka, this theory of meaning should be the guide

to making dictionary definitions. The study of semantic features is therefore very important

for lexicographers. The presence or non-presence of semantic features often accounts for the

similarities and differences between the meanings of some words. The use of semantic

features in definitions, especially in a monolingual dictionary, is very important.

In their classic work on the meaning of meaning, Ogden and Richards (1945) give

three dimensions of meaning: the sign, the referent and the reference. The sign is the form

or expression that is spelt, the referent is the segment in the real-world, and the reference

is the concept of the real-world segment. tt is this concept, they maintain, that a dictionary

definition should explicate. It is the concept - what is in the language user's mind - that is

to be described since sometimes a word has no referent in the real-world and vet the word

or expression exists.

Words such as "utlicorn", that do not have denotata but only designata, can be thought

of as words whose denotata are their designata. They are projected by the mind onto the real

world, and they take on designata just as if they really existed in the real world. These

words include Tongan t€volo'devil' and, nifoloa'demon'. There are many concepts that do

not have any physical manifestation, but are piut of the reality of cultures. Reality is not just

what is there that we can see. It includes what our minds take for granted. Thus, things

created by the mind have designata that can be described. According to Zgusta (1971),
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words that have clearer designata than denotala, such as "love" and .justice", should be

modelled on designative words. Interjections such as "hello" may not have any denotatum

or designatum, but the attitude they show can be the comparable designatum.

Some interjections are "unarticulated" sounds that are usually left out by

lexicographers because they cannot be spelt in the ordinary way. They resemble other

interjections in that they have expressive functions. Examples in Tongan are the interjection

called kahi 'a rasping noise more or less like the German or Scotch ch that shows

disapproval' and patakd 'a clicking or sucking noise made with the tongue that shows

sympathy'. The expressive functions of such interjections can be described as their

designata. In the case of these Tongan "noises", the names of the interjections (kaht and

patuk1) can be used as the headwords instead of attempted spellings of the "noises"

themselves.

2.2.2 Criteriality and Definitions

Many lexicographers consider that criteriality is what a lexicographer should look for

when writing definitions. Zgusta (1971) says that a thing has criterial features that make it

qualify to be that thing. Weinreich (1962).uintains that it is useful to see the meaning of

a word as the set of conditions that must be fulfilled if the word is to denote the intended

denotatum. For example, if a word is to apply to a particular thing such as a carrot, that

thing must be a plant, of a particular shape, of a particular colour, and be edible. If the

thing fulfils all of these conditions, it is a carrot. If it lacks any of them, it is not a carrot.

A derinition must be contrastive: it must refer to the defined lexical item alone and exclude

all others. Hanks (1979) speaks of a typification of the concept as what is important in

definitions. Crowley (1986b) describes essential versus incidental features of lexical items.

A definition must include only the essential features.

Sometimes emphasis is given to the principle of substitutabilify: the definition should

be substitutable for the word in context, as a way of checking that the definition adequately

corresponds to the lexical unit. However, although substitutability is often said to be a

principle of defining, there are so many cases where it is impossible to apply that it is not

practicable to lay it down as a universal principle. Landau 1984: 132 remarks:

"As one lexicographer observes, the substitution rule cannot be applied to words like
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be, damn, in, it, yes, ought, the, to, tut tut, what? and yes. More significantly, many
thousands of popular meanings of scientific terms, if they appear at all, are not
defined in a substitutable way. For example, one looks in vain for a definition of
rose to fit the context "How sweet of you to give me a rose!" One does not mean ...
"How sweet of you to give me the flower of any of a genus...of usu. prickly shrubs
with pinnate leaves and showy flowers having five petals in the wild state but being
often double or semidouble under cultivation!"

It has been estimated that almost 40 percent of the content of general-purpose dictionaries

consists of scientific or technical vocabulary. In a dictionary where there are many

encyclopedic entries, the substitution rule also cannot apply. According to l-andau,

substitution in defining is a virtue and should be pursued with care, but it should be

abandoned if it can only be achieved at the expense of clarity and unambiguousness.

2.3 Linguistic versus Cultural Meaning

Haiman (1980) denies that there is a boundary between "linguistic" meaning and real-

world knowledge, something that is taken for granted by many lexicographers. Some

disagree with Haiman either explicitly or implicitly. Zgusta (1971) takes the division for

granted, as does Malkiel (1962), who does not see the need for anything other than "lexical

material" in the dictionary. Zgusta takes for granted the separation of these two things in

his typology of dictionaries: linguistic dictionaries record linguistic meanings while

encyclopedias record real-world knowledge. Others are more cautious in their approach.

Layeock (1972) believes that only cultural information provided by native speakers should

be included in dictionaries.

Keesing (1979) explains that cultunal information is necessary to understand a sentence

and that it is not just grammar that is needed. Nida (1958) emphasises the importance of

what she calls the "cultural context". This is also the point made by Malinowski (1945) in

his essay in Ogden and Richard's book on meaning. The work of Bulmer, Pawley, and their

associates in Kalam takes for granted the view that meaning is not necessarily universal. The

literature on indigenous knowledge shows great differences in understanding of the world as

encoded in different languages. Pawley (1996) supports the inclusion of cultural knowledge

and gives an example of how it is represented in his forthcoming dictionary of Wayan.

Geraghty (1993) also supports the inclusion of encyclopedic meanings which are incorporated

into the monolingual Fijian dictionary. Weinreich (1962) thinks that the definition of a
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lexical item should "orient" the term by reference to features of the real world.

According to Haiman, meaning is ultimately a description of the real world, so that

whether one thinks one is describing designata or denotata in the dictionary, eventually the

central concern in the use of language has its basis in the real world. t take Haiman's stance

in this. The generalisation about meaning in this thesis is that it includes cultural knowledge

and "encyclopedic knowledge". If we examine the Tongan word tangata, it is hard to know

how a native speaker can know the meaning of the word tangara without also knowing the

real-world fact of a man. Intuitively at least, it seems very likely that the two things are very

much interrelated, and it is not possible to know one well without the other. And even to

understand a new or foreign concept, say, of an alien, we would be likely to understand it

in terms of comparable knowledge of the real world. There can be no meaning that is not

in reference to the real world. The very motivation of languages is to talk about the real

world and things that arise out of the real world.

The knowledge that a horse is a kind of animal is real-world knowlege. That it is

used as a beast of burden in some places is also real-world knowledge. That it is used to

provide meat in some places is again real-world knowlege. And yet these are also features

of the meaning of the word hoosi. We usually draw a line after the nessential" information

and imply that that is where the meaning ends. But there is no theoretical basis for saying

that "meaning" ends and "encyclopedic knowledge" begins at a particular point. So if there

is no boundary between the two, then those features of meaning that may be left out of a

definition would be left out for reasons such as economy rather than that it was non-meaning

or that it was encyclopedic material. The pilot dictionary gives several examples of cultural

and encyclopedic meanings, notably in the entries for puaka and niu.

It is clear that some lexical items will be seen by the lexicographer to be more

culture-bound than others. This awareness would help to determine the choice of words in

the dictionary. Culture-bound words are very important; including them (with encyclopedic

information about them) would make available often treasured and unique cultural

knowledge. Some culture-bound words are now archaic or obsolete. They can be included

for more understanding of the past. The so-called rude or taboo words of Tongan are

culture-bound in the sense that they show what aspects of life are considered taboo in the

culture. Examples of them, such as words denoting body parts (e.g. pali 'vagina'), can be

included in the dictionary, as in Churchward's dictionary, but with appropriate usage
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information. Some words, such as those denoting sexual activities (e.g. kai pati
'cunnilingus'), are considered to be very rude indeed and should be excluded from the

dictionary; most native speakers would object to their inclusion because of cultural taboos.

Since the dictionary is primarily for native speakers (and not linguists), the opinion of native

speakers about what is included should be respected.

The notion of meaning advocated in this thesis is a totality, compatible with Haiman's

model of meaning. However, for practical purposes, a line must be drawn somewhere,

otherwise the dictionary would be unmanageable. For instance, although one may argue that

the meaning of hoosi'horse' includes what it is, its uses, and so on, one may decide that

there is no need to give an explanation of is anatomy: tail, fetlock, mane, and so on. (These

will make up other headwords, anyway, to which there can be cross-reference from hoosi.)

Although there is no theoretical basis for the restiction, the practical needs of the dictionary,

in particular, the need for economy, must be considered. In this connection, it would be

useful to follow Crowley's scheme of "essential" and "incidental" components of meaning

and the notion of criteriality Zgusta advocates.

Cultural words and lexical units would include those describing cultural items,

practices, and customs, such as words for and involving funeral rites and associated customs.

Some cultural words express cultural concepts, values and beliefs. Others express rank and

status, such as regal words used of the king, chiefly words used of chiefs, and "self-

derogatory" words used in the language of humility. Proverbs and idioms are also cultural

words. The world of emotions is another place where cultural meaning may abound. One

culturally specific word often described by anthropologists is mdfana 'warmt}r'. This word

refers to a kind of sentiment that is particularly salient among some Polynesian peoples in

social contexts of dance, feasts, and celebrations. The emotion of mdfana often affects

people in what they do; it may cause them to dance spontaneously, to increase what they give

away as gifts, or even to break certain taboos and not necessarily be punished for it.

Faka'apa'ap4 'respect' is a cultural word because it is associated with certain customs such

as the brother-sister avoidance, the father-son reserved relationship, and the custom of

wearing ta'ovala'mat worn around the waist as a sign of respect'.

In bilingual dictionaries, cultural words are usually harder to translate into the other

language because they often describe "thingsn, practices and institutions that are unique to

the culture. In a monolingual dictionarY, the definitions of cultural words would often
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contain a lot of encyclopedic information because these words would have special

significance for the speech community. Even if the lexicographers (of the monolingual

dictionary) are not bilingual (which would be unlikely), they would have a sense of many of

the things that are unique to their culture, those things that are "cultural". It is not likely

they would need to know another language to discover what is "cultural" in their language.

In the pilot dictionary, examples of cultural words are given, such as faka'apa'apa
'respect', heltakt 'to speak indirectly', falahola'kind of pandanus fruit', mrtfana'warmth'.

Nida (1958) stresses the importance of what she calls the "cultural context". She says

that we cannot give absolute definitions in dictionaries, only "very useful descriptions". She

also stresses the importance of what she calls the "foci vocabulary" and "subcultures",

probably what some people call "registers" or language appropriate in a particular situation.

The importance of culfural words shows up in abridging a dictionary, says Nida, for it is

important to keep the proportion of these word categories.

3 Meaning in the Dictionary Entry

The following sections discuss the way alsaning is to be represented in four of the

elements of a typical dictionary entry in the monolingual Tongan dictionary.

3.1 Illustrative Sentences

The first thing that is necessary to show the meaning of a lexical item is to place it

in a context by providing an illustrative sentence. The context gives the lexical item a

specific reference in contrast to the abstract lexical meaning of the lexical item in isolation.

The illustrative sentence in entries in the pilot dictionary, chapter 9, often gives some

indication of the cultural knowledge needed to understand the word. For example, the word

kato 'basket' is sometimes used to mean a basket made of coconut leaves that contains

cooked food given to the preacher after a feast. The 'basket' is to be taken to the preacher's

family. This is cultural information needed to fully understand that sense of kato.

Illustrations of the use of puaka'pig' will show essential meaning differences. The use of

the word puaka as a culturally important animal, as an insult to a person, and as colloquial

reference to the genitals can be distinguished by the illustrations. They reinforce the

explanation of meaning.
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The illustrative sentence also gives the part of speech used in each sense. Sometimes

the illustrative sentence provides other essential grammatical marking, such as A or O. A-

class kato refers to one's briefcase, handbag or purse while O-class refers to one's pocket.

Moreover, through the provision of illustrative sentences, the user is given what is

"trite" (after Grace 1981) and nativelike in the language. Exfacted from texts, or provided

by native speakers, these illustrative sentences also provide models for production.

It is sometimes asked whether illustrative sentences or phrases should be gleaned from

texts or invented. Some Iexicographers believe strongly that only illustrations already used

in texts should be used in dictionaries. Sinclair (1987) gives an example of a poor, invented

example to bring out the case that only text illustrations should be used. But many examples

are faulty or non-standard anyway, whether they are invented or taken from texts. If only

text examples are used, someone would still have to go through them and adapt them before

they are used in the dictionary, a task that could be avoided if the examples were merely

invented by native speakers. Invented examples are not necessarily inappropriate. Most uses

of words are trite, and these uses are what the inventors - if they are native speakers - would

ordinarily give. Also, in languages that are primarily spoken it is hard to glean examples

from texts.

In stressing the importance of illustrative sentences, Sinclair (1987: 2) explains that

"the whole structure of the database [on which was based the dictionary COBUILD] rests

upon the examples and the dictionary is ultimately little more than a commentary on the

examples. "

3.2 Definitions

The increasing acceptance of cultural meaning or encyclopedic knowledge as part of

linguistic knowledge corresponds to an increasing movement from "pure" definitions to

explanations and the use of supporting usage information in the dictionary. The word

"explanation" implies a more freely structured representation of meaning and a central

concern with making meaning clear to users of the dictionary. The word "definition" tends

to connote a more rigid, though perhaps more systematic approach, with more emphasis on

its internal coherence than on users' ease of comprehension. The definitions in the

monolingual Tongan dictionary will be more "explanation" than "definition" since the

dictionary is primarily for native-speaking users and will include substantial encyclopedic
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information.

One of the most significant departures from conventional lexicography is that of

COBUILD (1987). The main novel feature of this dictionary is the way it defines words.

A lexical item is embedded in a context, and the definition is an explanation of the word in

its context. According to Sinclair (1987), COBUILD is a dictionary for learners, so

immediately two changes were effecled, one of which was to change from "definition" to

"explanation". Sinclair writes:

lf you define, you define one word at a time and you allow nothing to be included in
it - unless you define a group of words at once, acting as an idiom. There seems to
be nothing in between. The way in which words are used is not like this. In nearly
every case, and particularly with the more common words, there are strings attached.
(1987: 3)

He thinks that a word does not have any definable meaning on its own.

COBUILD handles grammatical words in much the same way as it does lexical words
- in context. For example, COBUILD explains the meaning of to in To be honest, we were

glad that he was there, To tell the tuth,..., To sum up,..., To take an example,..., and so

on, as "when you are commenting on the statement you are going to make, either to indicate

that you are being honest, brief, etc., or that you are summing up, concluding, giving an

example, etc. " The message for the Tongan dictionary is that the definition must always take

its shape from the context, whether the word being defined is lexical or grammatical.

But the definitions should not be overly detailed. Hanks (1979:38) makes the point

that detailed definitions may not be ideal. He says that lexical meaning is so

incommensurable, the lexical component of language having no fixed structure, that any

attempt to write a completely analytical definition of any common word is absurd. "The

dictionary definition summarises what the lexicographer finds to be the most typical common

features, in his experience, of the use, context, and collocations of the word".

Other lexicographers think differently. The views of meaning shown in the works of

Russian lexicologists like Melcuk and Zolkovsky and their Explanatory Combinatorial

Dictionary is that meaning is extremely detailed, and this is reflected in their very detailed

dictionary entry. Their dictionary is supposed to be exhaustive and gives every single

element of meaning required by a user to use and to understand a lexical item. This means

including detailed information on collocations and selectional restrictions. Their notion of
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meaning seems to be much more than simply "lexical meaning". [n the Tongan dictionary,

if a lexical item has a very detailed meaning, it can be shared out amongst ttre elements of

tlte dictionary entry to avoid having an overly-detailed explanation of meaning.

Pawley (1970) stresses the importance of making systematic or "emic" definitions.

He suggests it may be possible to make use of general definitions, after which relations like

synonyms, antonyms, and collocations can be given to take care of the specific details. Such

information as synonyms can go inside the usage brackets.

A common way of making definitions systematic is to have a metalanguage for

definitions. [n some dictionaries, for example, a controlled vocabulary of a certain number

of words is used to construct definitions. In addition, only a minimum of abbreviations or

specialised grammatical or linguistic terms may be used in definitions. The Longman

Dictionary of Contemporary English (1987) uses this method, claiming that the use of this

vocabulary enables definitions to be always written using simpler terms than the words they

describe.

Other defining "metalanguagesn consist of a particular style of defining rather than

a vocabulary. COBUILD (1987: xvi) explains:

The word being explained is normally mentioned in the explanation in such a way that
you can see how it is typically used in English. For example: throw 18 If you throw
a fit or tantrum, you suddenly lose confol of yourself or your emotions. In many
cases, the explanation provides an illustration of the word in its typical grammatical
context. It is thought to be more useful than an attempt to account for the meaning
of the word in isolation. The wording of each explanation shows the basic word
class. So the entry for an ordinary count nounlike doorwlll begin, 'A door is...'
An entry for a transitive verb like conceal will begin, 'If you conceal sometling,
you...' This suggests that the verb in this sense is typically used with a human
subject and a wide range of direct objects, which are typically inanimate or abstract
rather than human. Variations of this style shows variations in the typicat range of
grammatical subject and object. An explanation that begins, 'To sink a ship means
to ...' implies that the range of typical subjects is very wide indeed - but that the
range of direct objects for this sense is restricted to ships and things like ships. In
these explanations, the words 'if you say that ...'very often signal metaphoric,
figurative, and other non-literal meanings. For example, glue 4 If you say that
someone's eyes are glued to something, you mean that they are watching it with all
their attention.

The result of selecting this style is that all words in the dictionary are defined using these

phrases, so definitions are very systematic.
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Another kind of defining metalanguage is where there are certain words considered

to be "semantic primitives" (Wierzbicka 1974) or semantically prototypical terms which,

though used as superordinates in the definition of enffy words, are themselves undefinable

or almost so. The Tongan dictionary uses such prototypical words in the definitions of many

words. Examples of these words are me'a'thing', ngdue'work', anga'behaviour, state',

feitu'u'place' and ongo 'sensation, feeling, attitude'. However, they are able to be defined

because there are synonyms and antonyms and other lexical relations that can be used in their

definitions as approximations of their meaning. Any differences between the meanings of

synonyms are explained using other words. Moreover, these prototypical terms are also used

in other more specific senses that are definable.

The word me'a'thing' has compounds that describe more specific kinds of things.

For example, while me'a c,an encompass anything at all, me'a m.ate refers only to the kinds

of things that are 'inanimate things'; me'a mo'ui refers to 'living things'; and m{a kehe to
'supernatural things/ beings'. But under these words there may be other more specific

classificatory words. Thus, words like manu'animals', "akani 'plants' are kinds of me'a

mo'ut. But words like mnnu can be further divided into kinds of animals such as manu puna

and mnnu totolo. In the Tongan dictionary, these classificatory words are used in the

definitions of natural kinds. Puaka is a mnnu totolo, nd niu is an 'akau.

Some compounds are more specific still, and describe kinds of things such N me'a

ngdue 'tools' 
, me'a tau 'weapons', me'a kai 'food', me'a lele 'vehicle', me'a fononga

'means of transport', and me'a teuteu 'cosmetics'. The word hele'knlfe' is defined a kind

of me'a ngdue, and vaka'boat' as a me'a fononga. The word kolo 'town' is a feitu'u
'place'. Mdfana'warmth', 'ofa 'love' 

, and faka'apa'apa'respect' are all ongo 'sensation,

attitude'.

3.3 Usage

Usage in the dictionary refers to information pertaining to the good, correct, or

standard uses of language, as opposed to bad, incorrect, and non-standard uses. It includes

any limitations on use, whether geographic, social, or temporal. It may also include

information on lexical relations such as synonymy and antonyfly, as well as information on

the semantic domain to which belongs a lexical item. Usage is a broad concept that also
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includes any kind of information that helps a user understand the uses of a lexical item. In

dictionaries, these kinds of information are included within definitions or in the form of

special notes and labels. In the monolingual Tongan dictionary, information on usage may

either be part of definitions or be contained in the usage brackets.

This element of the monolingual Tongan dictionary entry contains extra information

about the meaning of a lexical item that has not been included in the explanation or

definition. There are no hard and fast rules separating the usage brackets from the

definition. This reflects the fact that meaning is a continuum of knowledge about a form,

and there is no clear line that separates "meaning" from "extralinguistic knowledge". Thus,

the role of the usage brackets is complementary to that of the definition in that it may

continue the explication of meaning where the definition left off. This can be seen in the

treatment of cultural words in the pilot dictionary.

The lexicon of a language is always structured so that there are relationships of

synonymy and antonymy. Such relations are listed in the usage brackets in the Tongan

dictionary. Users will be able to look up synonyms in their alphabetical places where

differences between them will be made clear. In Tongan, there are several kinds of

synonyms: 1. Synonyms across levels of language, such as kai 'ordinary for eat' and

taumafa'regal for eat'. The difference between the two synonyms should be clear from their

entries. The information that taumafa is restricted as a regal term must be given. 2.

Synonyms across registers and domains, such as hfr and kolenga'to ask earnestly'. The

former is used in the language of prayer while the latter is used generally. The register

should be specified in the dictionary. 3. Synonyms resulting from borrowing, suchas tnpai
'kind of food made of flour (doughboy)' and, vaitenga 'Niuafo'ou word for tnpai'. The

borrowing from Niuafo'ouan should be made clear. With other kinds of synonyms, such as

pa'anga'money' and, silini'money', which are similar in one general sense only, but differ

specifically, the differences in meaning will be shown in their entries.

Typical information included in the usage brackets are cross-referencing to:

synonyms, antonyms, superordinates, more specific words, reduplications, derived words,

roots, unique parts, and unique behaviour. There may also be status labels indicating levels

of usage such as "regal" and "vulgar".
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3.4 Etymology

Some limited meaning is given under this element of the dictionary entry.

Etymological information is given mainly for three types of lexemes: words borrowed from

other languages, polymorphemic words, and words inherited from Proto-Polynesian (if

known). An example of words borrowed from other languages is temokalarl 'democracy'.

The etymological information given about this Tonganisation will tell those users who do not

know English that the word comes from an English word, which in turn comes from Greek

words meaning 'people' and orule'. This will help users understand the meaning of the

Tonganisation. A large number of borrowed words from English makes up tecbnical terms

in various registers. Although borrowed words in Tongan are mostly from English, there

are borrowings from other languages. Borrowings are given in the Bible of tree names and

other cultural items not present in Tonga. The plant name keakula which appears in the

Bible has a Hebrew origin. Many words are of Fijian origin including taaket'experienced',

sola'stranger' and vfilangi 'sfranger' (see chapter 5, section 5).

An example of polymorphemic words is the word feleoko 
'chest or breast of a pig'.

Erymological information given for this word is that it comes from the rcotsfale'house' and

oko- 'to gather firewood'. This suggests to users that a pig's chest is its storing shed (see

the entry for feleoko in the pilot dictionary, chapter 9).

Finally, an example of old words known to have been inherited from Proto-Polynesian

(PPID is hele'knife'. The etymological information provided is that it comes from the PPN

word * sele. Users may find such historical information interesting, especially if there is a

known folk etymology of the word, which can be compared with the historical information.
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CHAPTER EIGIIT : ARRANGEMENT OF TIIE DICTIONARY

1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the arrangement in the dictionary of the following: headwords,

homonymous headwords, senses of a headword, and the elements of a typical dictionary

entry. The chapter ends with an introduction to the pilot dictionary in chapter 9.

2 Arrangement of the Headwords

As a general principle, headwords are to be arranged in alphabetical order, as in the

case of Churchward's dictionary (see chapter 2, section 3.3 above). As the monolingual

dictionary is for native speakers who generally do not have linguists' learned knowledge

about language, a strict alphabetical order would be simpler for them to use. Arrangement

by semantic domains or arrangement of complex lexical items under their roots would

assume some knowledge about the language which native speakers would not necessarily

have. Alphabetical order is simpler not only for native speakers but also for lexicographers

in that they are saved from having to make decisions concerning where to put a

morphemically complex form and decisions concerning the separation or non-separation of

a morphemically complex word from their root(s). The monolingual dictionary is aimed at

native speakers who may want only to look up the meaning of a word without being led to

follow other related words that linguists are often interested in. Those who are interested

in the word-forming potentials of a word may go to the grammatical sketch in the front-

matter material, where the usual meanings of reduplications and affixes will be given.

Moreover, as discussed in chapter 5, section 4 above, morphemically complex lexical

items, such as derived words, reduplications and compounds, are "headwords" in their own

right. This means that they are not subheadwords to be listed under their roots. To group

composite forms under their morphological roots is to irnply that they are somehow

dependent on or subordinate to the roots. The vast majority of morphemically complex bases

behave syntactically like simple bases. This is the real potential of the language for word-

formation. It derives composite forms that are syntactically and semantically independent

from their roots. This important facility should be reflected in the arrangement of headwords

in the dictionary. Composite forms are themselves multifunctional and they are often
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sometimes polysemous. Although for most reduplications, derivatives and compounds the

usual productive meanings are present, for the vast majority there are additional

unpredicatable senses or extra elements of meaning which may be the more salient senses.

Some of these unpredictable meanings are very different from or only remotely related to the

meanings of the component parts (see chapter 5, section 4 above).

Finally, the decision to group composite forms under their roots is hard to execute

consistently, for always there will be items that will be listed separately, as shown in

Milner's Samoan Dictionary, where he lists most composite forms under their roots. Even

if the decision is made to group derivatives under their roots, it is still sometimes necessary

to stop grouping under a root and list some derivatives as main headwords. For example,

Milner (1966) lists words like tdupule 'consult together' and taumanu 'flock of birds' as

headwords even though they are obviously derivatives of pule 'authorify' and mnnu'birds'.

If lexemes are listed separately in alphabetical order, there wil[ be no major arrangement

problems. Idioms should be listed separately too.

As a principle of ordering headwords in the dictionary, then, headwords will be listed

in strict alphabetical order, following the Tongan alphabet as currently ordered: a e f h i k

Imnng o p st uv'. T}^te digraph ng is recommendedto bechanged tog, andthe inverted

apostrophe used for the glottal stop is recommended to be replaced by the letter q in the

monolingual dictionary (see chapter 4, section 4 above). Their positions in the alphabet are

to remain the same. I argue in chapter 4 that the "long vowel", represented by the macron

in the presert orthography, is unnecessary and should be replaced consistently by double

vowels instead. This means the new alphabetization will be quite different from the order

used in Churchward (1959).

2.1 Alternative to Making a Complex Lexical Item a Main Entry

In the case of phrasal lexical items (see chapter 5, sections 2 and 4.4), although they

may merit being main enfiies in their own right, to economise on space, they should be

entered under the first major word. For example, the phrasal lexical item ongo me'a
'couple, lit. dual marker thing' would be listed under the major word rne'a'thing' as a

special sense of me'a. Thus, under me'a, one sense would have an illustrative sentence

about ongo me'a and the definition'two people, usually married to each otler'.

With longer multiword sequences, if they show all the signs of being true idioms,
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they are, ideally, to be listed as headwords, e.g. proverbs such as matemate 'a liku 'the calm

of a cliff-bound coast'. But it should be cross-referenced from matemate 'die down (of wind,

sea, etc)' and liku'cliff-bound coast'. For the sake of economy, however, such multiword

units (including proverbs and colloquialisms) as mnnako maka fai ki Tofua 'desiring rocks

from Tofua', could be listed under a major word as a special usage of that word. Ideally,

the expression should be listed under all the major words in the expression (manako'like',

mnka'rock', fai 
'do' and Tofua'name of a volcanic island in Ha'apai'). To save space,

cross-references could be made from all major words to the place where the expression is

located, either as a "headword" or as a special usage of a major word.

There are examples of this in the pilot dictionary. For instance, the idiomatic

expression lea pE 'e taha'speak only once' is defined, not as a separate lexical item, but as

a special usage of lea'speak'. In the ideal dictionaty, the expression deserves a place as a

headword. But for the sake of economy, and for the reason that it is also a grammatical

string with a high degree of literal meaning, it is entered as a sense of lea'speak'.

A lexicalised compound is preferably to be listed as a headword in its own right (see

chapter 5, section 4.3), but since there are very many compounds, an alternative is to list it

as a special usage of the first word. In the pilot dictionary, we come across lea mali
'marriage proposal' and lea hake'spe,ak up and confirm' listed under lea'speak'. Instead

of turning these into separate entries, I list them as special usages of lea because in these

expressions , lea is still being used literally but in a special situation. The compound fefine

ngdue 'house-girl' can be listed as a special sense of f$ne, with an illustrative sentence that

uses fefine ngd,ue and a definition that gives the special meaning of the combination.

Compounds so listed are usually ones in which the component words are also largely literal

rattrer than figurative in meaning. Where a compound is so idiomatic in meaning that any

links with the component morphemes are obscure (e.g. me'a faka'eiki'funeral, lit. chiefly

thing'), it is more appropriate to list the compound as a separate headword.

2.2 Cross-references as Compromiss

With strict alphabetical listing, it is the cross-referetrces of a headword that will show

the scope of meaning that a word has. The cross-references under a word lke tangata'mar'

will show its derivatives and compound words, which are listed in their proper alphabetical
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place. One would be able to see at a glance if a word has a lot of cross-references. If it

has, then it may be an indication of the semantic or syntactic potential that the word has.

In this way, cross-references act as a compromise between listing lexical items as separate

headwords (as Churchward 1959 does - see chapter 2, section 3.3) and listing derivatives

under their roots (as Milner 1966 does - see chapter 2, section 4.3).

3 Arrangement of Homonyms

With homonyms, the homonym with the longest entry is placed first while the shortest

entry goes last, since the length of the entry would indicate something of the productivity of

the homonym. The homonym with the shortest entry, which is the most semantically

productive homonym, is listed first.

Homonymy differs from polysemy in that while polysemy constitutes different senses

belonging to the one word, homonymy refers to different words with the same form. With

homonymy, most people are unable to see if the meanings of the words of the same form are

related. In the Tokelauan dictionary (Simona 1986), Hooper admits that it is hard to resolve

this problem, and often a decision was reached to apply a particular order only because it

seemed easier (see chapter 2, section 8.2.2). There are no objective ways of distinguishing

between homonymy and polysemy. The lack of agreement among linguists on the precise

boundary between homonymy and polysemy is also shown by the criticisms advanced by

Elbert (1960) of the sixth edition of Williams' dictionary of Maori regarding homonyms in

Maori. In turn, Schiitz (1994a) criticises Elbert and Pukui's Hawaiian dictionary for the

same thing. Zgusta (1971) advises that lexicographers should seek to get agreement from

a number of native speakers about whether two words are really homonymous and about

which senses are most psychologically salient to be listed first.

4 Arrangement of the Senses of a Headword

The senses of a headword will be arranged according to what is considered to be the

most psychologically salient sense to the native speaker. This criterion will often coincide

with what Sinclair (1987) calls the ncore meaning", by which he means the main sense or

most fundamental sense. The most psychologically salient sense seems also to be similar to

tlre "dominantn sense of Zgusta (1971), by which he means the sense that occurs first to
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native speakers when the word is given to them without a context. An example that he gives

is the sense of the word "table" which is an article of furniture. Though a mathematician

may think of a list of figures first, native speakers in general are likely to think of the piece

of furniture first. Sometimes this "dominant" sense also coincides with the most frequently

used sense (see also chapter 6, sections 2.3 &2.4r.

5 Order of the Elements of an Entrv

The recommended order of elements in a typical entry in the monolingual Tongan

dictionary is as follows:

headword

pronunciation brackets if necessary I I

illustrative sentence

part of speech

definition

usage brackets ( )

etymology brackets [ .l

The illusfative sentence holds pride of plaee in the dictionary. It is the first main

element of an entry after the headword. The illustrative sentence provides a context for the

headword, indicating its part of speech and the particular sense to be defined. This order

seryes to emphasise the fact that the context is essential to give the precise meaning of a

word and its part of speech. To write the part of speech straight after the headword (as is

the practice in most dictionaries) implies that the part of speech is apparent from the form

of the word. As discussed in section 2 of chapter 6, this is not the case in Tongan. The

placement of the illustrative sentence at the beginning of the entry is considered to be an

innovative feature of the dictionary. It is intended to convey an important feature of the

language. Illustrative sentences ile very important in some English dictionaries. As Sinclair

(1987: 2) says, ultimately, the dictionary (COBUILD) is little more than a commentary on

the examples.
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Some entries will not have all these elements for obvious reasons. For example,

many words will not require a pronunciation or an etymology. But most entries (other than

those for multiword units) will contain an illustrative sentence, an explanation of the meaning

or function of the lexical unit based on the context given by the illustrative example, and

some grammatical information on part of speech, possessive class, and so on (see also section

6.l below).

5.1 Flont-matter Material and Appendices

The front-matter material will contain a simple and concise introduction to the

dictionary, explaining its purposes, the intended audience, the methodology and sources used

in the production of the dictionary, as well as a clear and concise grammatical sketch of the

language.

Special appendices may list names and some illustrations of birds, plants, fish, and

so on. There may also be lists of names and illustrations of body parts of humans and

culturally important animals such as the pig, as well as parts of boats, houses, and other

traditional things.

6 Introduction to the Pilot Dictionary

Chapter 9 contains the pilot dictionary upon which the new monolingual dictionary

is to be modelled. The pilot dictionary presents the recommended structure and content of

different kinds of entries in the new dictionary. Sample entries are given for different word

categories to illustrate the recommended ways of structuring and ordering entries. The

entries also serve to illustrate the kinds of information required in the dictionary.

Note, however, that the ordering of the pilot dictionary is different. It is not strictly

alphabetical but rather arranged according to word categories.

6.1 Typical Pilot Dic{ionary Entry

The following represents a fairly full entry in the pilot dictionary:

headword (bolded), superscript numbers for homonyms

pronunciation brackets e.g. /tokai ma'ananga/
The pronunciation (if any) is between strokes, and the boundaries between stress

1 .

2 .
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3.

4.

5 .

6.

7.

groups are shown by spaces

the illustrative sentence is italicised

the part of speech is abbreviated e.g. n.

definition
If a word is polysemous, then numerals will indicate the different senses. A
homonymous form is indicated by a superscript number.

usage information is enclosed in angle brackets (

etymological information is in square brackets [ ]

6.2 Note on Usage, Pronunciation, and Etymology Brackets

The "luxury" information in the dictionary is contained in brackets: angle brackets

for usage, strokes for pronunciation, and square for etymology. As already described in

chapter 7, section 3.3, the usage brackets give more information about the meaning and use

of the headword. This information consists mainly of cross-references to lexical relations

and morphologically related words, such as reduplications and derived words if the headword

is a root. The essential information given about words in the dictionary are the illustrative

sentences, the parts of speech, and the definitions. If users are interested in finding out more

about a word, they can follow up the cross-references.

The pronunciation brackets will only be provided for words whose pronunciations are

not predictable (see chapter 4, section 2.4.5), and these are relatively few. Since it is quite

important that users know how to pronounce a word, the pronunciation is placed next to the

headword (if it is provided). The usage brackets follow the definition because the usage

brackets reinforce the statement of meaning. The etymology brackets follow the usage

brackets because etymological information can add to information on the meaning and use

of a word (see chapter 7, section 3.4 above). This is the last element of the dictionary

because some of the information provided here may be specialist information, such as proto-

terms, cognates in related languages (for a few headwords), and English words. If the

headword is a reduplication, a derived word or compound word, the component parts are

indicated. Etymology is placed at the end of an entry because if it is placed at the beginning,

there may be an implication that the word, if it is a loanword, is not quite a fully-fledged

Tongan word (cf. chapter 2, section 5.2.1).
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6.3 Note on Orthography and Word Division

In the pilot dictionary, I use the spelling rules I propose in chapter 4, section 4.

Word division is largely as I recommend it chapter 4, section 4.6. This is basically to write

compound words separately for the sake of consistency. However, there are compound

words that native speakers no longer regard as morphemically complex. These, such as

me'akai'food', are written as one word.

6.4 Word Categories in the Pilot DictionarJ

Words have been selected from the following word categories to be represented in the

pilot dictionary:

Grammatical metalanguage e.g. veape qopwseki'transitive verb, lit. object verb'

Usage labels e.g. lea ofo'interjection, lit. surprise word'

Inanimate things in the natural world e.g. ano'lake'

Man-made things e.g. hele'knife'

Living things e.g. niu'coconut palm'

Body parts e.g. mata'eye'

Actions and states e.g. lea'speak' and mamafa'heavy'

Manner of actions and states e.g. qaupito 'very'

Archaic and rare words e.g. naapaqa 'broken'

Colloquialisms and slang e.g. tengaqi koa'free, in the sense of not bought with money'

Dialectal and Niuafo'ouan variations e.g. fakahali 
'guttering'

Words from subject fields and registers e.g. fakaqiloa'accused'

Grammatical particles e.g. he'definite article'

Affixes e.g. faka- 
'causative prefix'

Compounds e.g. inu kava'kava-drinking'

Cultural words, such as rank words, words from customs and traditions, words showing

values and beliefs, proverbs, words from ceremonial language, e.g. heliaki 'speaking

indirectly'

Words from the metalanguage of definition e.g. meqa'thing'
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6.4.1 Note on Cultural Words

The category of "cultural words" is a broad category that is meant to include any

word that the lexicographer considers to encode customs, values, material possessions, and

so forth, peculiar to the way of life of the speech community. Like other word categories

in the pilot dictionary, this category is created for the purpose of showing how words

belonging to that class will be defined in the dictionary. In the monolingual dictionary, there

will be no such labels as "culfural words".

6.5 Grammatical Metalanguage and Usage Labels in the Dictionary

The grammatical metalanguage used in the pilot dictionary consists mainly of names

of parts of speech and usage labels. Names of parts of speech in Tongan were devised by

Moulton (n.d.) when he wrote his grammar of Tongan in Tongan in the 1880s (see chapter

3, section 4 above). Some of Moulton's grammatical terms are still used today in schools,

so I retain them here, but the rest I have made up myself. The principles used in devising

the metalanguage are similar to those used by Moulton (n.d.) for Tongan, Barlow (n.d.) for

Maori, and Geraghty (pers. comm. 1993) for Fijian. Basically, where Tonganisations are

not used because none has been conventionalised, indigenous Tongan words are sought that

appropriately illustrate the meaning of a concept.

The following words are examples of the metalanguage for use in the pilot dictionary.

Where words are not simply Tonganised, literal meanings are given.

article - mu'a nauna'lit. front of noun'

definite article - mu,'anauna pau'lit. definite front of noun'

sign of number - faka'ilonga lahi'sign for many'

plural - pulula

sign of tense - faka'ilonga taimi 'lit. sign for time'

conjunction - fehokotakinga lea'lit. words for joining'

verb - veape

adverb - hoa veape 'partner of verb'
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durational verb - veape lau fuoloa'verb-telling-time-length'

subject - sapuseki

object - qopuseki

transitive verb - veape qopuseki'lit. object verb'

intransitive verb - veape sapuseki'lit. subject verb'

noun - naana

pronoun - fetongi nauna'lit. noun replacement'

possessives - lea laa koloa'lit. word telling precious possessions'

adjective - hoa nauna'lit. partner of noun'

synonym - lea tatau'lit. similar word'

antonym - lea fehangahangai'lit. opposite word'

regal - leafakatu'i'lit. word pertaining to king'

honorific - leafakahouhou'eiki'\it. word pertaining to chiefs'

self-derogatory - lea faka'aki'akimui 
'lit. word showing humility'

language of abuse - lea 'lta'lit. word of anger'

6.6 Translation of the Pilot Dictionarv

ln translating the pilot dictionary I have tried to keep as close as possible to the

Tongan peanings to give the reader both an understanding of the meaning and a feel for way

that meaning is expressed in Tongan. Sometimes the result is that the translation is not

idiomatic.

In places the translation may seem odd and perhaps wordy, but this is because it is

a translation of a monolingual "dictionary" rather than a straight bilingual dictionary. For

example, instead of simply giving the gloss "a man" to the headword tangata, as one would

do in a bilingual dictionary, the translation of the monolingual definition is "adult person of

the class that impregnates (or fathers) rather than the class that gives birth". The avoidance

of the word "man" in the translation makes it sound particularly odd.
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I retain the Tongan headword in the fianslatiou of the illustrative sentence to prevent

any duplication of the English equivalent in the illustrative sentence and the definition. Also,

sometimes there is no single English equivalent.

Sometimes what is conventionally expressed as a verb in English is conventionally

expressed as a norln in Tongan, and vice versa. When this happens, the translation is kept

as close to the Tongan as possible, including the part of speech. Here, I sacrifice

idiomaticity in order that the Tongan meaning is brought out.

In the usage brackets, I gloss cross-references to enable the reader to understand why

a word is being cross-referenced to. This is ono of the reasons why the English hanslalisa

is longer than the Tongan orrginal.
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VAHE HIVA : TIKISINALE FAKAAGAAGA

aefh ik lmngops tuvqMotuqa Lea:

feh.
fet. n.
hn.
hv.
Kat.
kap.
l.aka.
lfeha.
lfm.
lfqa.
lhhm.
lhou.
lkg.
lkog.
llkoloa.
lpel.
LPM.
Itat.
Ituqi.
lqita.
m.
n.
n.f.
n.k.
nkog.
g .
P.
pul.
Uees.
v.
vfeg.
vhol.
vkak.
vkog.
vlahi.
vlfuo.
vs.
vqo.
qa.
qo.

il
t1

Fakanounou

fehokotakiga lea
fetogi nauna
hoa nauna
hoa veape
lea Katolika
kapekape
lea akataha
lea fehagahagai
lea fakamataapule
lea fakaqakiqakimui i lea fakaqapaqapa
Iea haahaamolofia
Iea kia houqeiki
lea kaaiga
lea kogokoga
lea lau koloa
lea pelu ua
lea Polinisia moorqa
lea tatau
Iea ki he uqi
lea qita
mei he
nauna
nauna feituqu
nauna kakai
nauna kogokoga
gaahi
lea fakapaalagi
lea pulula / fakaqiloga pulula
lea Ueesiliana
veape
veape fegaaueqaki
veape gaue holo
veape fakakakato gaaue
veape kogokoga
veape fakatokolahi
veape lau fuoloa
veape sapuseki
veape qopuseki
kau ki he g. lea lau koloa qc
kau ki he g. lea lau koloa qo
fakahinohino ki he gaaue qaki qo e quluqi led
fakahinohino ki he puqaki qo e quluqi led
fakahinohino ki he qetimolosia pe tupuqaga qo e quluqi led



Examples of the erammatical metalanguage

veape (fakanounou ko e v.) Ko e veape qa efoqi lea ko e "qalu" qi he seetesi ko qent:
Naqe qalu ia. n. Ko ha lea pee qoku gaaue qaki fakataha mo ha fakaqiloga taimi pe
taha qo e ogo feh. ko e ke pe qo pe quhiga ki ha gaaue pe aga. Qi he seetesi qi
qolugd, ko e qalu ko e veape he qoku hoko fakataha mo e fakaqiloga taimi kuo hili
ko e naqe. (Ko e veape ko e tuquga fakakalama qoku kau ki hono fakahigoa qa e
g. koga qo e seetesr. Ko e lahi qo e g. foqi lea qi he lea faka-Togl qoku nau ala
nauna mo toe veape. G. faqahiga: v. aga, v. gctoue, v. qopuseki, v. sapuseki, v.
fakakalato gaaue, v. fakatokolahi, v. fegaaueqaki, v. kogokoga, v. lau fuoloa, v.
gaue holo. Lkg: hoa nauna, hoa veape, nnuna> [m. P. verb]

veape fakakakato gaaue (fakanounou ko e vkak.) Ko e "inuqf" mo e "tafiqf" ko e
ogo vedpe fakakakato gume. nkog. Faqahiga veape qopuseki qoku qi ai e muiqi
lea ko e -qi ke fakamamafaqi qoku quhiga ke fai ke qosi pe kakato qa e gaaue pe
aga qoku tala qe he veapE. Qoku kakato age qa e inuq[ qihe inil pea gali age ke
qosi qa e vai qoku inuqf qi he vai qoku inu. < Lkg: v. qopuseki, v. lau fuoloa)
[m. P. verb + fakakakato * gaauef

veape sapuseki (fakanounou ko e vs.) Ko e "tagf" ko e veape sapuseki qi he seetesi
ko qen[: Naqe tagi qa e taqahinE. nkog. Faqahiga veape qoku qi ai hono sapuseki
kae qikai ko e qopuseki. <Ko e qa e taqahinE ko e sapuseki qi he seetesi ko enl:
Naqe tagi qa e taqahin7. Ko e qa e falE ko e qopuseki qi he seetesi ko enl: Naqe
laga qa e fale. Ko e sapusekr mo e qopusekr qoku fakatou fakaqilogaqi qe he
kihiqi lea ko e 4c. Qoku tau qilo feefee pe ko e sapuseki pe qopuseki qa e nauna
qoku fakaqilogaqi qe he qa? Te tau qilo ko e sapuseki kapau qe qikai lava qa e
seetesi qo taanaki atu ki ai ha nauna qoku taki qe he kihiqi lea ko e qe, hrgee ko
qenr: * Naqe tagi qa e taqahinE qe he siand. Qoku hala qa e seetesr ia, ko ia ai
ko e taqahinE ko e sapuseki, pea ko e tagf ko e veape sapuseki. Ka te tau qilo ko
e qopuseki qa e nauna qoku fakaqilogaqi qe he qdkapau qe lava qa e seetesl qo
taanaki atu ki ai ha nauna qoku taki qe he kihiqi lea ko e qe, qo hagee ko qenl:
Naqe laga qa e falE qe he tagatd. Qoku tonu qa e seetesl, ko ia ai ko e faIE ko e
qopuseki, pea ko e lagdko e veape qopuseki.Ikg: sapuseki, supiesi, qopuseki, v.
qopuseki, Qa, ee> [m. P. verb mo e subject]
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veape qopuseki (fakanounou ko e vqo.) Ko e "lagd" ko e veape qopuseki qi he seetesi
ko qent-: Naqe laga qa e falE. nkog. Faqahiga veape qoku qi ai hono qopuseki kae
qikai ko e sapuseki. (Ko e qa efalE ko e qopuseki qi he seetesi ko enl: Naqe
laga qa efale. Ka ko e qa e taqahin7 ko e sapuseki qi he seetesi ko enr: Naqe tagi
qa e taqahinE. Ko e qopusekr mo e sapusekl qoku fakatou fakaqilogaqi qe he
kihiqi lea ko e 4a. Qoku tau qilo feefee pe ko e qopuseki pe ko e sapuseki qa e
nauna qoku fakaqilogaqi qe he qa? Te tau qilo ko e qopuseki kapau qe lava qa e
seetest qo taanaki atu ki ai ha nauna qoku taki qe he kihiqi lea ko e qe, qo hagee
ko qenr: Naqe laga qa e faIE qe he tagatd. Qoku tonu qa e seetesl, ko ia ai ko e
falE ko e qopuseki, pea ko e lagdko e veape qopuseki. Ka te tau qilo ko e sapuseki
kapau qe qikai lava qa e seetesl qo taanaki atu ki ai ha nauna qoku taki qe he
kihiqi lea ko e qe, hagee ko qenr: * Naqe tagi qa e taqahinE qe he siand. Qoku
hala qa e seetest ia, ko ia ai ko e taqahinE ko e sapuseki, pea ko e tagt ko eveape
sapuseki. Lkg: qopuseki, qopiesi, sapuseki, v. sapuseki, qe, qe> [m. P. verb mo e
objectl

Examples of usage labels

lea fakamataapule (fakanounou ko e lfm.) /mataa pule/ Kuo pau ke tau gcmue qaki qa
e lea fakamataapulE qi heqetau lea he leetio1. nkog. Ko e faqahiga lea
fakaqapaqapa qoku fai ki he kakai matuqotuqa pe maqu nrquga nai pe maaqoluga qi
ha faqahiga tapa qo e moqul ka qoku qikai ke nau houqeiki pe tuqi. Qoku kehe
pee qa e lea fakamataapulE mei he lea kia houqeikr pe ki he tuql. Kapau te tau
gaaue qaki qa e lea fakamataapule, te tau pehee tagataqeiki kae qikai ko e tamai,
poquli aa kae qikai ko e mohe ea, pe afe mai qo tokoni kae qikai ko e haqu qo
kai. lLkg lea fakaqakiqakimui, kapekape, lea kia houqeiki, lea ki he tuqi, lea
qita) [Galigali ko e haqu qa e kupuqi lea mei he lea fakaqapaqapa qo hagee ko e
lea qa ha mataapulE.l

lea ofo Ko e "qoiaue€" ko e lea ofo. nkog. Ko ha lea pee qoku heqaki qi haqate maqu
ha faqahiga ogo hagee ko e ofo, qohovale, qita, mamahi, fakameqapagoqia, mo e
haa fua. Kau ki ai qa e qoi, uee, siqi, pea kau ki ai mo e ogo qo e kahi[ mo e
patakad. [m. lea + ofo'qohovale']

Examples of words for inanimate things in the natural world

ano 1 Qoka qi ai qa e ano lahi qi Nomuka. n. Foqi tokaqaga vai fakanatula mei he quhl
hagee ko e ano qi Nomuk[, Vai Lahi qi Niud, mo e ano qi Tuqanuk[. Qoku lava ke
konokona qo ka ofi ki tahi. Taimi niqihi qoku tuqu ai ha kiqi motun pea taimi niqihi kuo
mamaha ia qi he Iahi e laqad. <Lkg: anovai, kouta, vai, lepa. Llkoloa qoi ano qo
Sione) [m. LPM. ranol2 Qoku lahi qa e and qi Geleqia. n. Faga kiqi vai mei he quhd.
qoku toka qi he fuga kelekelE. 3 Qoku ano qaupito qa efeituqu HalaovavE vs. Tokaqaga
vai hono kelekelE qo ka lahi qa e quh6. <Lpel: aano, anoano. L.aka: taano, anoqia,
anoa. Lkg: lepelepa, vaivai> 4 Ko e feituqu ano qa Halaqovave. hn. Lahi ai e ano. 5
Naqa mau Imukau ano pee he fuoloa. ftv. Kaukau qi he ano (he naqe qikai ha fale
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kaukau).

peau I Sio atu ki he fuqu foqi peaii. n. Koga tahi qoku aake ko e ueqi qe he matagi qo
pupula hake ia qi he fukahi tahl pea hagee qoku lele qa e foqi pupula ko id qo holo hono
laht pea fakaqau ke mate ki he mataatahl nai. (L.aka: peaua, peauqia.Lkog: peau
kula, peau afi, fisiqi peau, peau ogo, lau peau. Lkg kaupeau, galu, narla, opea,
aakefua, hopohopokia, hou, loka, paa, fasi> [m. LPM. peauf 2 Qoku peau qaupito e
qaho ni. vs. Peaua, lahi e pea[. (Lpel: peepeau> 3 Ko efeituqu peau pee qa e liku
ia ko qent. hn. Lahi ai e peaD, 4 Naqa mau lau peau pea mau toki puna. ftv. Lau pe
qoku fiha qa e g. foqi pea[. 5 Ne hake e peau homnu loto fal|. n. I-ea fakataataa ki he
mate qoku hoko, too ha taufa pe faigataqa kuo hoko ki he faamilI. 6 Kuo hake mai qa
e peau qo e lilirl. n. I.e,a fakataataa ki he hoko mai qa e lilil ko e meqa qoku qikai lava
ke toe taqofi, hagee ko e haqu qa e peau.

tahil 1 Ko e koga lahi qo maamnnf ko e tahi. n. Ko e fuqu vai konokona qoku ne vaheqi
qa e fonua mei he fonua, pea tuqu ai qa e g. fonua mo e g. motrl, ko e nofoqaga qo e
ikd mo e faiqaga qo e folau vakd. Ko e qoosenT. (Lfeha: quta. Lpel: tahitahi. Lkog:
anu tahi, kaukau tahi, mataatahi, potu tahi, tahi aano, tahi lahi, tahi lelei, tahi siqi, tahi
kovi, tahi ua, taka tahi, tau tahi, vaka tahi, qalu tahi. Qoktt qi ai e g. meqa moqui qo
tahi qoku haa ai e foqi lea ko e tahi, hagee ko efonu tahi, hoosi tahi, Iaione tahi. Lkg:
vaha, moana, namo, peau. Ko e tah[ ko e hoa lea qo e lea faka-Haqamoa ko e tai,
mahalo qoku huqu mei ai qa e lulu tai, magamagaqaatai, taitai, toutai. > [m. LPM.
tahil2 Tau oo ki tahi qo kaukau. nl Quhiga ki he tahl ka qoku gaaue qaki qi he seetesr
ko e feituqu. (Ko e nauna feituqf qoku qikai toe tuqu ha muqa nauna qi muqa ai, hagee
ko e ki tahi kae qikai ko e ki he tahi.) 3 Tau oo ki tahi qo sio vaka. n.f. Quhiga ki ha
feituqu pee qoku ofi ki he tahI, hagee ko e uafu, mataatahi, pe taulaga. lLkog: lwla
tahi) 4 Qoku mau tali fiefia qa e faanau ako mei taht. n.f. Ko e ui fakalaulaunoa pee
qo Haqapai mo Vavaqu. (Lkg: Tokelau, Tokelau mamaqo) 5 Naqe haka qaki qa e ilcn
qa e meqi tahi. n. Huqa tahi, vai mei tahi. (Lkog: inu tahi, puopuatahi, haka tahi.
Lkg: lanu> 6 Ko e (potu) tahi lahi taha qi maamant ko e Tahi (pe Qooseni) Pasffikt.
n. Taha qo e g.koga tahi lahi qaupito qe nima qo maamanr, faqa ui ko e qoosent,
feituqu tahi, pe potu tahi. (Ko e g. koga tahl qoku nau taki taha e higoa. Ko e tahi pe
qooseni qoku tuqu ai qa TogE qoku ui ko e Tahi (Qooseni) Pasifikl. Ko e higoa qo e g.
potu tahr ko e (Qooseni / Tahi) Pasifiki, Qaatiki, Qenitakatiki, Qatalanitiki, mo e
Qinitia> 7 Ko e tahi naqe taaqi qe MoosesE ko e Tahi Kulokuld. n. Ko e koga tahi qoku
siqi hifo qi he qooseni pe potu tahi pea faqa takatakaiqi kotoa qe he fonua hagee ha ano
var, pea qoku qi ai hono higoa pau. <Qoku kau ki he g.tahi ko qenl qa e Tahi
Quliqull, Tahi Meteleniane, mo e Tahi MatE. > 8 Qoku tahi qa e ano qi Nomuki? vs.
Huqu mei tahi, fio mo e [ahi, qikai vai quha pe huqa fonua qataqataa pee. 9 Hili qa e
afaa ko Qaisak? naqe tahi qaffi pee qa Sopu mo e koga qo Hihifo. vs. Qufiqufi qe he
tahr , fonu tahi. < Lkg taitai> 10 Tuputupulefanua ke tahi kotoa qa e hnldt vs. Hoko
ko e tahi. ( Lea mei he fanaga. ) ll Ko e feituqu tahi qoku lahi ai e qagd. ftn. Feituqu
qi he tahr . 12 Naqa mau kaukau tahi pee qo poquli. ftv. Kaukau qi he tahi . t3 Ko hono
tahi qa e fikA. n. I*a fakapunake ki he meqa qoku poto taha aI, ko hono tavi pe faiva
pe malaqe. ( Faqa qasi he taqagd, hagee ko qenl: Ko e tahi ia qo e hakulad mo e qagd.
Lau fakapunake ki ha gaaue pe malaqe faigataqa qoku toki lavaqi pee qe he toqa
moqoni. > 14 Hagee ha taht qa e quft qi maaketi. Lahi pe fele. (Ko e hagee ha taht
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ko e lea kanaga. >

tahiz Kuo tahi e tod. vs. Fefeka hono uhd pe qelitO. <Qoku faqa ui qa e koga fefekd. ko e
tahiqi qalau, tahiqi toa, tahiqi fau, tahiqi toi, tahiqi pua, pe tahiqi puataul@nave.)

Examnles of compounds of fofti

tahi aano Kuo tahi aano e g. qaho ni. vs., vkog. Aqlsia e taimi qoku siqi taha ai qa e
faikehekehe qo e huqa mo e mamaha.

tahilahi Qokulolotogatahilahi.vs.,vkog.Huqaqaupitoqaetahi. (Lfeha: tahisiqi.Lkgi
fonohake, mofisi, tau)

tahi lelei Qoku tahi lelei qa e qaho ni ki hefaagotd. vs., vftog. Mamaha fequga e tahr ki he
faagota. (Lfeha: tahi kovi, tahi tamaki)

tahi siqi Qoku lolotoga tahi siqi. vs., vkog. Mamaha qaupito qa e tahr (Lfeha: tahi lahi.
Lkg: fakalolo, hohoko, fonohifo, matuku, utua, qaqafa)

tahi ua Qoku sai he qoku tahi ua e qaho ni. vs., vkog. Maqu e mamaha mo e huqa tuqo ua,
qo lava ai e faagota pe kaukau tahi nrqo ua.

Examples of words for man-made things

heler 1 Toqo mai qa e helE ke tuqusi qaki e maed. n. Ko e meqa gaaue qoku mata maasila,
pea kau ke puke ai, pea qaoga ki he tuqusi qo ha meqa. (G. faqahiga: hele fufuu, hele
hihi niu, hele kai, hele lcau hinehina, hele kau papa, hele feihaka, hele paipa, hele pelu,
hele lahi, hele tafa, hele tofi maa, hele tui, hele taa, kofe tafa, mutu, toku. Lkg hele
kosi> [m. LPM. sele) 2 Qoku toe hele pee foki mo e meqa hae lmpa ko qent. vs. Qi ai
hono koga ko e hele pe koga qoku gaaue fakahele. 3 Naqa nau hele qa e lnunimfr ke tufa
ki he kaufakaafE. vqo. Qalu qo hele mai efoqi muliqon7 ke taukai. vqo. Tuqutuqu qaki
qa e hele (pe hele kosi he taimi niqihi kapau ko e gatu). Qai ki ha gatu, koga holo pe
fala, toe qai ki ha meqa moluu nai hagee ko e kakanoqi manu, figota pe ika. (Lpel:
hehele, helehele. L.aka: helea, heleheleqi, helega, heleqi, fakahele, mahele, mnhelega.
Lkog: hele gatu. Lkg hifi, tuqusi) 4 Qoku hele hono nifa qe he manfi. v4o. Kilisi pe
kai qe ha faga kiqi manu fakaqauha qo avaava pe luoluo. <Qai pee ki he nifo mo e
qakau. Lkog: nifu hele> 5 Ko e hele qe ono qi he seti helE. hn. Seti qo e quu hele. 6
Qoku laved he naqe gaahi hele. hv. Gaahi qa e hele pe quu hele.

helez QaIu qo hele mai haqotau moa. vqo. Tauhele, puke qaki qa e meqa gaue ko e tauhele.
(Lkog: noqo hele) [m. LPM. sele]

heles Naqe hele qe Sione qa e lalt. vqo. Taa vave mo taa fakatohala. Ko e taa vaaligl qoku
ui ko e hele vaaligi. <L.aka: fakatohele, heleqt, heleheleqi, tahele> [Gali ko e hoa lea
qo e lea Tikopia sale'taa ha meqa lea filo'l

held Naqe hele hoto qene fakamanla. vs. Hopohopo holo qo qikai tatau e g. meqa qe niqihi



he qoku kalo holo mo fakaqikaiqi e meqa qe niqihi. (L.aka: faluhelehele,
fakahelelegavale ) [m. LPM. hele'fakaqikaiqi']

ipu 1 Toqo mai muqa qeku/hoku ipti ke u inu. n. Qaiqaga vai qoku te inu qaki, faqa qi ai
hono kau, gaohi qaki e maka pe kapa pe sioqata pe pelesitiki pe geqesi niu vau. (G.
faqahiga: ipu kava, ipu sioqata, ipu kapa, ipu pelesitiki, ipu maka. Lkog: fuIu ipu. Lkg:
mnki, pelu, peleti, sosa. Llkoloa qa pe qo: ko qeku ipu, ko hoku ipu> fm. LPM. ipul
2 Qalu qo fufulu qa e ipfi pea ta toki oo. n. I"ea fakakaatoa ki he quu meqa gaahi kai mo
kaiqaga hagee ko e ipu, peleti, seepuni, huhu mo e haa fua. (Pul: quu) 3 Ko e ipu
fakaqofoqofa naqe fai ki ai qa e sivi hivd.. n. Faqahiga ipu makehe, faqa siliva, koula pe
palasa, qoku faqa foaki qi ha feqauhi ki he kau maqu palE. (Lkg: sila, meetali) 4 Ko
e taqu ia naqe ipu ai qa Muqa. vs. Maqu pe ikuna ha feqauhi qoku fai ki ha ipu siliva,
koula pe palasa. 5 Qoku fai qene fafuIu ipu. hn. Fufulu qa e quu ipu(2). 6 Kuo qosi inu
ipu qa e peepe7. /rv. Inu mei he ipu kae qikai ko e hina. 7 Ko Pauld ko e ipu maatuqaki
fili. n. Lea fakapunake ki ha toko taha qoku qi ai hano faqahiga taleniti mavahe. (ka
mei he Tohi Tap0. >

kato 1 Fakaqofoqofa hoqo kat6. n. Faqoqaga meqa qoku lahi qaupito hono kalasr mo e
faqahiga meqa qoku quhiga ke faqo ar, pea kehekehe qa e aga hono lalahl, fuO mo e aga
hono toqotoqd. ( Faqa gaohi qaki qa e lou niu, tuqa niu, lou qakau, fetaqaki, akaqi
qakau, leta, tupenu, pelesitiki, mo e haa fua. G. faqahiga: k. foo, k. Ieta, k. alu, qoa,
peesi, k. mosikaka, k. tuqa niu, k. gatu, k. kiitaa, k. Tohi Tapu, k. polopola, k. faka-
Ono, k. faka-Huga, k. naunau, k. tuki, k. tufuga, k. vala. Lkog: tui kato, laga kato, toqo
kato, kano kato. Ko e koto ko e haqu ia mei he kat6, ko ia qoku qi ai e koto qufi, kato
Ioi, koto loi, koto launoa. Palooveape: Faagota fai ki he kato ava. Llkoloa qa: ko qeku
kato> [m. LPM. kato. Mahalo ko e aka ia qo e g. lea ni: kakato, koto, kotoa, I(aatoa,
kotokotoa, katokaatoa, kaatofl2 Faqo e kit qi ho kat6. n. Kiqi koga tupenu faqa tapafaa
qoku tuitui fakapipiki ki hoto koft kae fakaava qa e tafaqaki qe taha ke faqo hifo ai
haqate kiqi meqa hagee ko e kii pe holoholo. (Ko e kato qo e sotd qoku faqa haa kituqa
qi he fatafatE, ka ko e kato qo e talausese loolof, mo e tupenu faka-Fisl qoku faqa tuqu
ki tafaqaki pea puli ki loto. Ko e talausese qoku faqa qi ai hono kato loto, qa ee qoku
puli ki loto, mo hono kato tuqa qa ee qoku qasi ki tuqd. Llkoloa qo: ko hoku kato> 3
Qoku kato ho koftl? vs. Qi ai hono kato. 4 Ko qemnu kato ki he qaqaht ko e lomu
qataqataa pee. n. Meqakai pe koloa qoku teu qo faqo ki ha kato, hagee ko e ft.
vesitapolo, k. faikakai, k. kakala. 5 Naqe qalu qo mnlaga pea haqu mo qene kato. n.
Kato meqakai moho ko hono fakaafe. ( Uees. > 6 Qoku tuqu ofi qa e fale katd ki he
maamfr. hn. Fale koloa qoku fakatau atu ai qa e g. kato. 7 Ko hai naqe toqo kafi? hv.
Taki qa e katO, tautefito ki ha kato meqakai.

kolor L Ko e kolo fakaqofoqofa qa Kanokupolu, n. Feituqu qoku nofoqi, fehagahagai mo e
quta, qi ai hono higoa, hagee ko Nukuqalofa pe Kanokupolu. (L.aka: fakakolo,
fakaekolo. Lkog: kolo muqa, kolo hau, kolo qeiki, kolo taanaki, kolo talaa, matanikolo,
tuqa kolo, loto kolo, mata kolo, mui kolo, nofo kolo. Llkoloa qo: kolo qo Sione. Pul: 9.,
quu, tukui) 2 Tau oo ki kolo he tuku qa e qaka. n.f. Koga qo ha feituqu nofoqi qoku
toko lahi tahd, faqa tuqu ai e g. fale koloa, fale faiva, fale lotu, qoofisi, mo e g. fale
mahuqiga ki he kaka\. 3 Ko e feituqu ni foki naqe kolo kaatoa pee, Iw kuo fakaqauha
qi he tafr. vs. Nofoqi. 4 Ko e tama kolo foki qa Sione ia. hn. Tamasiqi mei he kolo lahi



kae qikai ke haqu mei quta pe ha kolo siqi. 5 Naqa nau nofo kolo fuoloa pee. hv. Nofo
qi he kolo pe feituqu kolo. 6 Naqa nau hola ki he kolo ko Feletod. n. Qapitaga pe
nofoqaga qoku huufaga ki ai qa e kakal qi ha tau, hagee ko Velata mo Hule. (I-ea
motuqa, lhhm. Ltat: kolo tau. Llkoloa qa/qo: ko qene/hono kolo. Pul: g. , quu) fm.
LPM. kolol7 Kuo hamu qeku kolo qe he qofa. I*a fakataataa ki he ikunaqi qe he qofl
hono lot6. (Haa he taqag6. )

kolo2 I Naqe tataqo qa e kapakafi he loto kold. n. Koga qo ha malaqe vaqiga qoku faiqaga
tataqo, fakahuu, pe lau ai qa e kal, hagee ko e kolo qakapulu pe pasiketipolo. ( Llkoloa
qa; ko qenau kola ee > [m. P. goall2 Qoku kolo ki fee qa e Kolisi ko Tupoil? vs. Maqu
qa e kolo fee (qe he Kolisi ko Tupo[)?

kolo3 Qoku tauhi qe he misiumE qa e foqi kolo. n. Faqahiga poovai. (Lra motuqa, lhhm.
Llkoloa qa: ko qeku kolo)

koloa Naqa ne tui qa e kolo qi heqene fuhfi. n. Ukamea qoku tui he nimE qo tuki qaki ke ne
maluqi qa e nima. ( Llkoloa qo: ko hono kolo)

kolos Qoku nofo pee qa Mele qo kolo kia Qana. vs. Holi ke fakamatalili mo fakafetau ka ko
e vaqiga pee nai. (L.aka: fekoloqaki> [m. LPM. kolo'loto atu ke fai ha meqa,
fiemaqu'l

kolo6 Naqe puke qe he faga makapund qa e kolo qo e fonualot|. n. Gatu pe fihu qoku
pukepuke qe he niqihi qo takatakai qi he fonualotd ke qoua qe sio qa e kakar ki he loto
fonualoto mo e gaaue qoku fai qi aI. (Lkog: kolo tagata. Llkoloa qo: ko hono kolo)

koloT Qi he kokolo mo e kolokolo.

vakal I Ko e "Olovahd" ko e vaka qo e puleqagd. n. Meqa fonoga qi tahi, gaohi qaki qa e
papa pe ukamea, qoku ne uta ha kakai pe koloa mei he potu ki he potu. lLtuqi: fata.
Llkoloa qo; vaka qo e puleqagd, quhiga qoku maqu qe he puleqagd; llkoloa qa: vaka qa
e puleqagd, quhiga qoku fakalele qe he puleqag5. G. faqahiga: v. Iaa, v. miisini, v. uta
paasese, meili sitima, v. fokotuqu, v. toutei, Iafalafa, poopao, vakavalcaqaamei, v. uku,
v. puna, v. heu maina, v. fakatoka m.aina, vakaloa, v. siu, v. siuqaqalo, v. tapu. Lkg:
kauvaka, qeiki vaka, foqu vaka. Palooveape: meta vaka piki vaka> [m. LPM. vaka
'poopao'] 2 Naqa nau quluaki puna kinautolu lmu toki vaka atu au. vs. Heka atu he vaka
tahi. 3 Ko e haa e vaka naqe haqu af? Ko e Qea Nuqusild. n. Vaka puna. 4 Ko e lova
vaka maalie moqoni. hn. I-ava qa e g. vaka. 5 Ko e qaho ka ko qenau oo qo sio vaka.
ftv. Sio qi he vaka pe g. vaka qoku tau maI. 6 Naqe vaka m.ai qa Tagaloa qi he foqi kiu.
ys. Haa mai qi he footuga qo ha foqi kiu. <Lkg: fakahala> [m. LPM. vaka'haaqaga
qo ha qotua'l 7 Naqe vaka mai qi hoku kiqi mokopund qene kolc. vs. Fakafou mai,
fakaheka mai (qi he mokopund). Fouga kole qoku kole mai ke te fakaai qa e kol€ qo
hagee pee ha kole mai qa ha taha qoku ofi qaupito kiate kim, <Sio. mnta[141.) 8 Ko
e vaka lahi qo e punkd. n. Fata pe hiliqaga, faqu qaki qa e qakau qo toho ai ki he
kaatoagf, pe fakapagal pe haa fua. < Qoku faqa hiva qa e hiva tauqaqalO lolotoga qoku
toho atu e vaka ke fakatuuqutS. ) 9 Tama hono foqi vakd. n. ka fakataataa ki he aga,
tooqoga, pe agafai. Faqa qai fakaoli pee ki ha taha kuo ne fai ha qulugaaga faikehe pe
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pauqu nai. 10 Kuo hao hake hoku vakd he qikni qi at qa Seint. n. I*a fakataataa ki
heqeku toki qiloga qi he qikai ke qi ar qa Seinr, he kapau naqe qi ai qe laka ia. ll Ko
e vaka fee ena? n. lra fakataataa fakaoli pee ki ha toko taha. Qoku qikai qeke
fakahagatonu pe ko hai ka qoku heliaki pee ko e vaka. L2 Ko e vaka vav€ ko e vuka
viku. I-ea Toga. Maumau qene vavE ka qoku viku. Faqa qai fakakata pee ki ha taha qoku
pupuhaqia he kai vavE. 13 Qi hefakavaka mo efakavaknqi, hagee ko e fakavaka qo e
helE mo e fakavakaqi taa. L4 Qi he vaka eke.

vaka2 Qi he vakavaka.

Examples of words for living things

niu 1 Ko e fuqu niu looloa moqoni ee. n. Ko e taha qo e qakau tuqufonua qo Togd (Cocos
nucifera). Qoku hako taha pee qo qikai vaqavaqa, sino kupukupu mo looloa ki qoluga,
lau lalahi qaupito, fua gafuhi qo huqa melie ki he kai mo e inu, pea lahi hono g. qaoga
pea mo hono g. faqahigl. Ko e fuqu qakaii qoku ui ko e fuqu niu, ko e fu6 ko e foqi niu,
ko hono vaT ko e huaqi niu pe huqa niu, ko e kakano ko e kanoqi niu.

Ko e laii qoku loloa mo mavahevahe kae pipiki fakaholoholo kotoa pee ki he foqi
pipikiqaga qe taha qo laku ki he ogo tafaqaki qo e pipikiqagd. Qoku tupu mai ia ko e
foqi muka mohemohe pea lanu melomelo pea fai atu qo matuqotuqa age qo lanu mata pea
hoko mo qene paqikele pea toki moomoa qo gagana qo ui ko e hulu.

Ko hono fud qoku gafuhi qo ui pee ko e fuhi niu pe fuhiga niu. Ko e koga qo e lal
qoku piki qaki ki he sinoqi nifi ko e palalafa, pea qoku hekeheka ai qa e toume, kaka,
loholoho mo e fuhiga nitr, qo kamata qa e foqi nifi mei heqene kei foo iiki tahd ko e
pooniu, hoko mo e kiqi foo lalahi agE ko e gono, pea hoko qo niu mata gono pea niu
matavelivali, pea hoko qo niu mata, pea niu mata hihiloku, pea niu mata motomoto, pea
niu motomoto, pea niu motuqu, pea niu quto. Qi heqene qut6 qoku quluaki matasili qo
lelei e qutd ki he kai pea toki papanaki qo qikai sai ki he kai.

Ko e foqi ni[ qoku meqakai pea meqainu qo kamata pee mei heqene gond qoku
fakafaaki qo inu qo aqu ki heqene qut6. Qoku fakapaqaga ia qo ka mata pe motuqu qo
aqu ki he tatau lolo. Ka mokulu teqeki motuqu leva qa e nitr qi ha quhiga hagee ko e lulu
qe ha matagi pea qe moomoa ia qo ui ko e mataqali, pea qi ai pee qa e niu ia qoku
motuqu mo fuo iiki pee ia qo qikai ha huhuqa kae kano melie mo qagamaha, pea qoku
ui ia ko e ginigini. Qoku taqo pe haka qa e niii qo irnr mo kai ko e meqakai maheni qa
e toutame, pehee mo e veihalo mei he niu matf,, mo e hihiloku qo e niu mata, pea vau
qa e niu motuql qo tatau qo loloqi haka meqakai qaki ko e ifo mo namu lelei kae toqo
e kotd pe penuqi nif ki he faga moa, pea ka toe pekepeke taufua pee qa e niu naqe tata[,
qaa, ko e tootoo atu! Qoku toe namoa foki maqa e valevalE. Qolar haha mo fii qa e pulu
qo e niu kafE qo faqo qaki qa e laga fale Togd. Qoku lalava mo fakamaqu qaki qa e g.
alaga fale, pea ka popo qo ka hili ha g. taqu pea toe fakafaqo foqou qaki hono lalava
foqou hagee ko e fale lotu qo Tolod. Ko e kane qutu vai qa e kakai Togd qa e geqesi qo
e niu var qa ia ko e hohoni.

Ko e sinoqi ni[ qoku gaohi mei ai qa e papa tologa mo maalohi ki he laga falE.
Qoku ui ko e fale niu ha fale naqe alaga niu, kahoki, saa, pou mo e haa fua, hagee ko
e fale qo e tuql qi Kauvar. Qoku qi ai e tokotoko niu qi he misiume qi Tolod kuo tologa
mai qo laui taqu. Ko e kapa qato mo holisi fale qa e kakai Togd qa e lauqi niii pe lou
ni[. Qoku laga pola qaki ki he qato mo e holisi, puipui, fakamalumalu, mo e kaiqaga.
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Qoku laga kato qaki, pehee ki he ii, faliki takapau, mo e gaohi taufale foki qaki qa e tuqa
ni[. Ko e fili qo e niii qa e qiniseekite ko e manu kai niu he qoku ne kai qa e lau qo e
ni[. < Lkg: kokanati, mataka, fale niu, niuniu, niuvaakai, huumataniu, haum.atutu. G.
faqahiga: niu huhu, niu kafa, niu kula, niu kelekele, niu matakula, niu meleni, niu piu,
niu pule ua, niu kafakala, niu lauquto, niu loholoho taha, niu pulufufula, niu taqokave,
niu tea, niu vai, niu quto, niu qutogau, niu mea, niu mea toto, niu mea qalava, niu qui.
Palooveape: tautefua qa niu motuqu, potopoto qa niu mui. Llkoloa qa: ko qeku niu, faga
kiqi niu naqa ku too; llkoloa qo: ko hoku niu, qulu niu lalahi qoku tupu hoku qapi. Pul:
g.fu.qu niu (uqu taautaha), qulu nia (tuqu fakataha) g. foqi niu (quhiga fuhefud), quu
foqi niu (tua, mahalo qoku siqi age qi he g. foqi ni[) > [m. LPM. niu]2 Qoku niu qataa
e motu ni. vs. l,ahi ai e qakau ko e niu pe ko hono fud. (L.aka: niua, niuqia) 3 Mou
qufiqufi e nifr naqa quheina. n. Mataka, kanoqi niu moomoa. <Llkoloa qa: ko qeku
niu) 4 Naqe laga qa e fale niu qo Soonasi. hn. Fale qoku gaohi qaki qa e papa mei he
qakau ko e niu. 5 Naqa nau inu niu pee he hoge va[. hv. Inu qa e huqa niu.

puaka I Ko e puaka eni qa hai qi he qad? n. Faqahiga manu totolo, lahilahiga qo e kulii,
faqa sino tapotopoto, faqa gutu looloa qo ne hua qaki, faqa lanu quliquli qo ui ko e puaka
quli, pe hinehina qo ui ko e puaka tea pe puaka paalagi, pe kelo momoho pe lavilavi pe
tukumisi, pe pulepule qaki ha niqihi qo e g. lanu ko ie. Qoku faqa tuku qaa qo lalata kae
lava ke puaka kaivao pee. Quhiki toko lahi, lava pee qo quhi taha ua. Faqa taamateqi
qaki hono fanaqi tautefito kapau ko e puaka lahi, pe taaqi qa e qul[. Faqa taqo toqofua
pe tunu kapau ko e puaka siqisiqi, pe qe fahi qo taqo pe haka kapau ko e puaka lahi.
Fafaga qaki qa e keikeinaga, hagee ko e kiliqi meqakai, lesi mo e kanoqi niu, pe ko e
laqi qakau vao hagee ko e kanini mo e laqi kumala. Qolru kokoo qo ka taaqi, pea faqa
guuguu tokoto pee qo ka fuqu sino.

Ko e puakd ko e manu fakafonua ia qo To96. Ko e kiki maaqoluga taha qo ha pola.
Ko e koga qeiki qo e puakE ko hono tuqa, ko ia qe qave maqa ha qeiki pe taha
maaqoluga qi ha foaki. Qoku gaaue qaki qa e puakd ki he g. fatogia fakafonua hagee ko
e fakapagal qi ha kaatoaga qoku qi ai qa e tuql qo foaki ai ha faga puaka mo e kava,
pea toe gaaue qaki foki ki hono foaki pe gaahi meqakai qaki qi ha pulua pe feituqui qi
ha putu, gaohi qumu pe kava qi ha mali, pe qi ha kava fakalaagilagi qo ha taha pe
qapisia pee. <G. faqahiga: fufu\a, sinaamnnu, puaka haqamo, puaka hili fuga qumu,
puaka hula, puaka tau, puaka toho, puaka laivao, lefu, faagaga, moo, pusiaki, nifo,
toho. G. koga: fakalaqaa, feleoko, keukeu, tola, toqotoqoga, taqopatu. G. qulugaaga:
halu fanau, hua, gala toka, tau, lavilavi, qeiki. G. tooqoga pe tuukuga fekauqaki mo e
puakd : fakapuaka, fakapuopuaka , namu kulikuli , fakapuopuaka lahi , fakateqeteqepuaka,
fakapelepela, fakahaquhaqu. Lkg lalata, faitoqo, poka.Palooveape: Hagee ha puaka
tuqu qad. Llkoloa qa: ko qene pualu. Pul: faga puaka (he taimi lahi), g. fuqu paaka (he
taimi niqihi, tautefito ki he puaka qosi mate), g. puaka tunu, quu puaka tunu (he taimi
niqihi qo fetogi qaki e g.), faga puaka tuna (qai ke tunu), faga kiqi puaka tunu (qok::
lava qo gaaue qaki qa efaga ki he g. nauna tavale lahi kapau qoku muimui ki ai qa e lea
fakafaqahiga ko e kiqi)> [m. LPM. puakalL Ko qetau lukulukti qoku puaka qa Sione
kae ika qa Teevita. vs. Foaki pe qomai ha puaka, fakapuaka. 3 Naqe puaka qataqataa
pee qa e kikt. vs. Qikai ha toe meqa kehe ko e puaka pee. 4 Ko qemnu kikt ko e luu
puaka. hn. Luu qoku qai ki ai qa e kanoqi puaka. 5 Naqa mau kai puaka he qaho kotoa
pee. hv. Kai qa e kakanoqi puaka. 6 Ko e puaka mei fee qa Sione? n. Toko taha qoku
fai ki ai ha qita. <Lqita. Lkg: kulii, hoosi) 7 Ta he siana puaka moqoni eni! hn.
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(Siana qoku) hagee ha puaka. <Lqita. ) 8 Naqe kape age qa Mele kia Sione, "Puaka
vale!" lea ofo. Ko e foqi kape ki ha taha qoku fai ki ai ha qita tautefito ki ha taha qoku
te maaqulaloqia ai. Faqa fakalooloa qa e quluaki silapE qo peheni: puuaka. (Ko e g.
foqi kape eni pe lqita. qoku faqu qaki qa e puaka: puaka qofuu, puaka fiemeqa, puaka
taqo ha qumu, kiqi / fuqu puaka. Pul: faga> 9 Naqe qikai ke toe haku puaka hono
kapeqi. n. Agaqi puaka. (Llkoloa qo: haku puaka)

Crossreferences from paalra

faagaga Fakaqofoqofa ko e kiqi faagagd. n. Quhiki qo ha sinaamanu. Toe quhiga ki he
quhiki qo ha moa, pato, toloa, kulii. < Sio. puaka.)

faitoqo Haqu qo faitoqo e puaka. vqo. (Qai ki ha puaka tagata) poka ke qoua qe toe tau pe
fakafanau kae lava ke tupu pee qo fuqu lahi qo hoko ko e fufuIa. (Lkg: fufuha, laqu.
Sio. puala.)

fakahaquhaqu QaIu qo fakahaquhaqu qa e faga puakd. vqo. (Qai pee ki he puaka) ui ke
haqu, faqa pehee: haqu, haqu, haqu! (Lkg: paa, nuut, piki. Sio. puaka. > [m. faka- +
haqul

fakalaqaa Kuo aqu ki he moho leler hono fakalaqad. n. Tuqa qo ha puaka moho. ( Llkoloa
4o. Sio. puaka. > [m. faka- * laqaa]

fakapelepela Qoku fakapelepela qa e puakd qi he vat. vs. Fai qa e tooqoga fakapuaka ko
e hua mo tokoto qi ha vai ke fetuiaki mo e kelekel€. (Sio. puaka.) [m. faka- +
pelepelal

fakapuaka I Qe fakapuaka qe Sione qa qetau pold. v.qo. Qe fakapuaka qa Sione qi
heqetau pola. vs. Qomai ha (faga) puaka. (Sio. puaka. > [m. faka-'qomi' + punka)
2Naqefakapuakaqaupitoqenaukaf . vs. Naqanaukaifakapuaka. hv.Hageehapuakd,
fakapalakuu, taqe maau, noaqia. (Lava ke qai ki he qulugaaga hagee ko e aga
fakapuaka> [m. faka-'hagee' + puakal

fakapuopuaka I Naqa naufakapoupuaka pee kinautolu qi honau lokt. vs. Fakapalakuu,
quliqi holo e lokr. <Sio. puaka.) fm. faka-'hagee' * puaka) 2 Naqa nau nofo
fakapuopuaka qi honau lokt. hv. Fakapalakuu, fakalaalaafuaqa, taqe fakamaqa, hagee
ko e nofo qa e faga puakd. 3 Ko e tamaiki fakapuopuaka. hn. Qikai fakamaau mo
fakamaqa mo teuteu.

fakapuopuaka lahi Qoku fakapuopuaka lahi qene agd. vr., vkog. Fakafoofoolahi,
fakamahumahuqiga, fakataqetaqetokaga holo he qoku mahino pee qoku maalohi. Faqa qai
ki ha taha lahi mo mahuqiga. Tupu mei he tooqoga qa e puaka lahl. < Sio. pual<a. > [m.
faka-'hagee' * puaka + lahfl

fakateqeteqepuaka Mou omi qo fakateqeteqepuaka mai qeku loqakafi. vqo. Takatakai e g.
Iaqi loqakafl ke mafolofola mo faigofua hono takai fakatakaiga. Tupu mei hono takai e
Iaqi loqakaii pea fakamaqu qo tuo hagee ha foqi teqepuakE. (Sio. puaka. > [m. faka-
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'qai ke hagee' + teqe + puakal

feleoko Ko au naqa ku mnqu qa e feleoko qo e puakd. n. Fatafata. (Llkoloa qo. Sio.
puaka. > [m. LPM. fale * oko- qihe okooko'taataanaki fefie'. Ko e fatafata qo e puaka
qoku hagee ha fale fefic.l

fufula Kiqi fufula faluqofoqofa qa Sion€. n. Puaka qosi faitoqo, qoku faqa sino.
(Palooveape: pukepuke qa fufu\a. Pal: faga pe g. kae muimui ai qa e fuqu. Sio.

puaka.>

halu fanau /halu fanaul Kuo puli e sinaamanfr qo halu fanau. vs. (Qai ki ha puaka tei
faaqele) taanaki veve ke gaohi qaki hano mohega mo hono quhiki foqof. < Sio. puala. >

Hagee ha puaka tuqu qai (palooveape) Qai ki ha taha qoku kii pea pauqu foqofoqou he kuo
toki tauqataaina. Tupu mei he aga qo e puaka qoku nrku qi ha qaE, Ko e puaka tuqu qai
qoku nofo maqu mo aga lelei pee qi hono qaa, ka qo ka hola ko e qalu lahi he qoku
fiefia heqene tauqataaind. ( Sio. pualca.)

lrua Naqe hua qe he pualcd qa e gouE. vqo. Naqe hua qa e puaki qi he gouE vs. (Qai pee
ki ha puaka) taqaki qaki hono gut[ qa e kelekele ke kumi kai. ( Sio. puaka.>

keukeu Qoku saqia hono kai efoqi keukeil. n. Vaqe qo e puakd. (Lkog: keumuqa, keumui.
Sio. puaka.)

lalata Kuo lalata e kiqi pusiakl. vs. (Qai ki he faga manu pe manu puna) maheni pe aga ki
ha feituqu, qikai hehegi kae lata mai. (Lk5 puaka kaivao. Sio. puaka.>

lavilavi Qomai maqaku qa e kiqi puaka lavilavl ia- hn. (Qai pee ki ha puaka) lanu kelo
momoho. (Sio. pualm.)

lefu Ko e leffr ena qoku lele hak7. n. Kiqi puaka siqisiqi taha qi ha faagaga. (Pul: faga kiqi
lefu. Qokn muimui qa e lea fakafaqahiga ko e kiqi qi he faga. Sio. puakn. )

moo Ko e kiqi foqi moo lanu kelokela ia qa qaku. n. Puaka foqi sino pukupuku mo
fakaqofoqofa. (Pul: fagafoqi, g. foqi. Qoku muimui qa e lea fakafaqahiga ko efoqi qi
hefagd. Sio. puaka.)

namu kulikuli Kuo nama kulikuli hono kofti he gaawe qi he laqad. vs., vkog. Nanamu qo
hagee ha kakanoqi puaka matd, namu pupuha qaupito. (Sio. puaka.)

nifo Ne qasi mai ki kolo ni qa e fuqu nifd qaneuha. n. Fuqu puaka tagata lahi qoku faqa taka
vao mo veqe qalu. <Lkg: puaka tau. Pul: faga fuqu ntfo, g. fuqu ntfo. Qe muimui qa
e lea fakafaqahiga ko e fuqu qi he fagd pe g. Sio. puaka. )

gala toka Kuo gala toka qeku puakd hono fafaga. vs. (Qai ki ha puaka) fuqu sino qo qikai
toe lava qo tuqu kae tokoto pee qo guuguu. <Lkg: gulugulu mo tokoto, toho. Sio.
puaka.)
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gulugulu mo tokoto (lea Toga) Ke u Imi mai hafuqu gulugulu mo tokoto!n. Tupuqa qi he
talatupuqd mo e lea fakataataa ki ha puaka sino qaupito kuo qikai toe lava qo gaue kae
guuguu pee mo tokoto. <Lkg: toho, gala toka. Sio. puaka.)

poka Naqe poka qe Sione qa e kiqi puakd.. vqo. (Qai ki ha puaka tagata) faitoqo ke qoua qe
toe lava qo fakafanau kae qalu qo fufuIa. (Ltat: laqu. Sio. puaka.)

puaka haqamo Naqa nau haaquga qaki qa e puaka haqamo. n. Puaka qoku hoko hake hono
lahi ki he puaka huld, kiki qo e qumu haqam6. (Sio. puaka.)

puaka hili fuga qumu Ko e qumfi naqe qi ai hono puaka hili fuga qumu. n. Puaka siqisiqi
pee qoku faqa hili fakafoqohifo qi qoluga qi ha qumu puaka toho qo qate qaki. <Sio.
puaka.)

puaka hula Ka qemau feituquf ko e puaka hula. n. Puaka qoku hoko hake hono lahl ki he
puaka toh6, kiki qo e qumu huld. ( Sio. puaka.)

puaka kaivao Naqe fanaqi e puaka kaivad qe Soonasi. n. Puaka qoku hehegi mo taka vao
pee. ( Sio. puaka.)

puaka tat Kuo qosi fakatau qa e puaka tati. n. Puaka tagata teqeki faitoqo qoku fequga ki
he fakafanau. <Lkg: nifo. Sio. pual@.>

puaka toho Ko hono hanqugd ko e puaka toho. n. Ko e lahi taha eni qa e puakE, kuo haa
ki tuqa hono nifb, mahuqiga ke foaki atu qi ha fatogia fakafonua hagee ko e putu, mali
pe pogipogi higoa. Lava ke qave moqui pee qi ha fatogia pe qe taqo qo fakafoqohakeqi
pea hunuki hono qatE qi ha vaqakau qo fokonrqu qi hono ketE qo toho ai qi hano vaka
kuo faqu. (Sio. puaka.)

pusiaki Ko e kiqi pusiaki ia qa Tomu. n. Kiqi puaka qoku tauhi mavahe mei heqene faqeE
talu qene kei siqisiqi. Faqa gaahileleiqi, nofo fale, faqa kamata hono tauhi makehE qi ha
mate qene faqeE. Lava ke qai ki ha manu kehe, hagee ko ha kiqi kulii pe kiqi moa.
( Pul: faga. Sio. puaka. )

sinaamanu /sinaa manu/ Qoku quhi fiha hoqo sinonmanii? n. Puaka fefine qoku qi ai hono
quhiki. (Pul: faga, 9., quu. Sio. puaka.> lMahalo m. tina'lea qi he g. lea Polinisia
niqihi qoku quhiga ko e faqee' * qa * manul

tau Kuo tau qa e puaka ko qen[? vs. Fakafanauqi ha puaka fefine. (Lkog: namu tau. Sio.
puaka.)

taqopatu Ko fee koaa qa e taqopatu qo e puakd? n. Koga qo e huituqa qo ha puaka qoku
ofi ki hono umE. (Sio. puaka.>

toho Qoku tokoto pee e fuqu tohd he avaqi puk6. n. Puaka toho, qa ia ko e puaka qosi nifo,
ko e lahi taha ia qa e puakd. <Lkg: qeiki. Pul fagafuqu toho, g. fuqu toho. Qe muimui
qa e lea fakafaqahiga ko efuqu qihefaga pe g. Sio. puaka.)
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tola I Ko e tola qo e puaka ko qent qoku looloa qaupito. n. Muqa gutu qo ha puaka,
huohua. (Ltat: muqa tola. Sio. puaka.) 2 Taapuni ho tolfr. n. l*a qita ki he gutu qo
ha taha.

toqotoqoga Ko e toqotoqoga eni qa hai? n. G. koga qi loto qo ha puaka hagee ko e qate,
maqamaqa, gaakau, qoku faqa gaohi qo kai. Lava ke qai ki he faga manu lalahi kehe
hagee ko e pulu. <Sio. puaka.)

qeiki Kuo qeiki e puakd. vs. (Qai pee ki ha puaka) toho pe nifo, lahi qo fequga mo ha
fatogia pe kavega mahuqiga. <Lkg: toho. Sio. puaka.)

tagata I Ko e tagata ee qi tuqa qoku haqu kia koe. n. Toko taha lahi qoku kau ki he
faqahiga meqa moqui qoku tau kau ki ar, ka ko e kalasi qoku fakafana[ kae qikai ke
faaqele. (Lfeha: fefine. Ltat: siana, sulu, tarna. Lnrqi: tama. Lfm: tagata. Lfqa. &
lqita: motuqa. L.aka: falmtagata, fakaetagata, fakatagataqi, tagataqia. Lkog: falutagata
tatau, fakatagata gataqa, fakavahaqa tagata, fatu tagata, fakaqii tagata, fakamotuqa
tagata, falcatagata poquli, fie tagata, fie tagata lahi, halaitagata, kai tagata, kaugaa
tagata, kovi tagata, kaihaqa tagata, lau tagata, logologo tagata, manako tagata, ftnutnnu
tagata, mataatagata, namu tagata, sio tagata, taamakitagataqi, tagata kalcato,
tagataqeiki, tagataqi fonua, tauqaki tagata, teu tagata, taonatagata, uiui tagata, qalu
tagata. Lkg tagata qi loto, qotua mo tagata.Pul: kau tagata laka he tagata qe ua, g. kau
tagata g. pupuga tagata> [m. LPM. tagatal2 Naqe faqu qe he Qotw qa e tagatd. n.
Higoa fakakaatoa qo e faqahiga meqa moqui qoku kau-ki ai qa e kakai kotoa pee qo
rnamanl, tatau mo e kupuqi lea ko e faqahiga qo e tagatd. <Qoku muimui maqu pee
qa e foqi led qi he muqa nauna pav e pe he, pea gaaue qaki qa e fakaqiloga pau. ) 3
Kuo tagata qa e Qotud. vs. Hoko qo tatau mo e tagatd. <Quhiga ki he qaloqi qo
Siisuu. ) 4 Kuo fuqu tagata qa Peepeel vs. (Qai pee ki ha toko taha tagata kei siqi)
qiloga kuo tupu qo lahi age. (Faqa gaaue qaki fakataha mo e lea fakafaqahiga ko e
fuqu.Lfeha: fefine > 5 Sio atu pe ko e kosi tagata ena qoku haq{ pe ko e kosi fefine. hn.
Kau ki he faqahiga qo e meqamoqul qoku ne fai qa e fakafanafl, fakaoqo, fakatouqia,
pe fakafud (hagee ko e lesi tagatE) kae qikai ko e faqahiga qoku faaqele pe fakatoofuE
pe fakatupu fud. (Lfeha: fefine) 6 Naqe too qa Qatamn koequht ko qene tagatd. n.
Koequht ko e tagata qa Qatamfr, naqe faigofua ai ke higa. n. Ko e maqu qa e g.
qulugaaga qo e faqahiga qo e tagate. < Llkoloa qa) 7 Naqe fili pee qa Sione ia ke
palesiteni koequhf ko qene tagatd. n. Kau ki he kalasi ko e tagata kae qikai ko e fefine.
(Lfeha: fefine. Llkoloa qa) 8 Ko SionE ko e tagata qa Mele. n. Ko e tagata kuo ne
mohe mo ha taha pe nonofo mo ia kae qikai ko e mali. (Lfeha: fefine. Llkoloa qa) 9
Ko qene tagata lahl ia kae kimui e tamaiki fefinc. n. Tama tagata. (Lfeha: fefine.
Llkoloa qa. Pu|. kau> l0 Ko ena, ko hoqo tagatd ena qoku lue mat. n. Ui fakaoli pee
qo ha kaugaa meqa tagata pe taha gaaue tagata pe tagata maheni pe taha tagata qoku
fekauqaki mo ia. (Lfeha: fefine. Llkoloa qa> tl Qoku lolotoga qilo kava qa Invaka
mo hono kau tagatd. n. G. kaumeqa tagata pe kaugaa tagata. <Qai fakatokolahi pe pul.
maqu pee mo e foqi lea fakaqiloga pul. ko e kau. Lfeha: fefine. Llkoloa qo) L2 Tokua
naqe folau mai qa Sinilau mo qene kau tagatd mei Haqamoa. n. Kau tamaioqeiki pe
sevaaniti tagata. <Gaaue qaki pul. maqu pee mo e foqi lea fakaqiloga pul. ko e kau.
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Lfeha: fefine. Llkoloa qa> l3 Naqe toki qasi hono tagatd qi he gaaue m.aqogoqoga qo
e qaho ko id. n. (Qai ki he kakai tagata) g. qulugaaga fakamataapule qo e faqahiga e
tagate. (Lfeha: fefine. Llkoloa qo> t4 Qoku qikai ke hoge tagata qa e fonua ni. hv.
Hoge qi he kakai tagata tautefito ki he hoa mo ha fefine. 15 Naqe qi ai qa e kiqi tagata
naqe qaaqaa heni qanepoo. n. Talavou pe tagata teqeki motuqa pe teqeki mali. < Gaaue
qaki mo e lea fakafaqahiga ko e kiqi. Lfeha: fefine> 16 Ta he kiqi tagatafiemeqa qapee
ko Sione! n. Tagata qoku te qita pe fehiqa pe taqe fakaqapaqapa ki ai. (Gaaue qaki mo
e lea fakafaqahiga ko e kiqi. Lfeha: fefine> 17 Mou inu foki he qoku kei tagata qa e
poa. vs. Toe lahi, kei efiafi pee. <Faqa gaaue qaki mo e hv. tuqu muqa ko e kei,lea
fakataataa. > L8 Qoiauee, kuo hola e tagatd, ia! n. Ko ha toko taha tagata kuo mate qoku
qafaqi pe manatua. <Qai fakananivi pe fakalaulaunoa pee ki ha taha tagata tatau ai pee
pe qoku lahi feefee. )

Crossreferences from /cgafa

fakaetagata /faka etagatal Ko e qffi ko e qulugaaga fakaetagata. hn. Qo e faqahiga e
tagata. (Sio. tagata.>

fakamotuqa tagata Ko Peeseti qoku fakamotuqa tagata qi homau siasf . vs., vkog. Aga pe
tooqoga hagee ha taha kuo motuq[ koequhl ke fakaqapaqapaqia age. (Lfeha:

fakatamaiki, fakatalavoa. Sio. tagata. >

fakatagata L Qoku fakatagata qa Malia. vs. (Qai pee ki ha taha fefine) maqu qa e g.
qulugaaga fakananrla qo e kakai tagaE, hagee ko e manako fefine, kosi nonou qaupito
e qul[, mo tooqoga hagee ha tagatd. (Lfeha: fakafefine,fakafaafine, fakaleitii.Pul kau.
Sio. tagata.> 2 Qoku ou saiqia au qi he uasi fakatagatd. ftn. Quhiga mo gaohi ke tui
pee qe he kakai tagata. ( Lfeha: fakafefine> 3 Ko e hiva ni ko e hiva fakatagata pee.
hn. Fai pe qe he kakai tagata pe ko e kau pee ki ai qa e kakai tagata. (Lfeha:

fakafefine, fakafaaite. Ltat: fakafakataqane> 4 Naqe sivt qe he toketurt qa e fakatagata
qo Sion€. n. Koga qo e sino qo e kakai tagatd qoku fai qaki qa e fakafanafi. (Ko e lfm.
Lfeha: fakafefine. Pul: g. pe quu>

fakatagata gataqa Qokufakatagata gataqa moqoni pee qa Qana ia! vs., vftog. (Qai pee ki
ha fefine) faigataqa ke maqu (qe ia pe qe ha taha kehe) hano hoa tagata pe mali.
(Lfeha: fakafefine gataqa. Sio. tagata.)

fakatagata poquli Naqe toki qilo atu kuo mnte pea mahaloqi ko e fakatagata poquli. nkog.
Fepaki pe fuhu qa ha kau tagata lolotoga e poqulr. (Lkg: pako. Sio. tagata.)

fakatagata tatau Ko qene led qoku qasi ai qene fakatagata tatau ki he kau tagataqeikf.
nkog. Talauhuqi pe fie tatau pe aga taqe fakaqapaqapa qa ha taha maaqulalo pe siqisiqi
ki ha taha qoku maaqoluga pe lahi age. <Qi he faka-Toga qoku alea pee qa e tatau: poto
tatau, lahi tatau, qeiki tatau, pea ka fie alea ha taha siqi mo maaqulalo ki ha tatra qoku
lahi age mo maaqoluga age, ko e fakatagata tata[ ia. Lfeha: fakafefine tatau. Lkg
fakauouaqi, fakafekaakeqf. Palooveape: Qoua e tagi ke tatau naqa qita qa Taaufaqanhau,
qufi lei fie qufi. Sio. tagata.>
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fakatagataqil Mou kaataki qo fakatagataqi mai qetau lagafalE qapogipogi. vqo. Taanaki
mai ha kakai tagata ke nau fai qa e gaaue. <Sio. tagata.> 2 Mou kaataki qo
fakatagataqi hifo qetau gaauE naqa poquli. vqo. Gaaue maalohi ke gali ko e gaaue qa
ekakaitagata. (Lfeha: fakafefineqD 3 Naqe qikaimaquhatouqapeafakatagataqtpee
qemau faikavd. vqo. Tagata qataa pee qo aqu ki he touqa tagata.

fakavahaqa tagata Ko Sione mo Teevitd qoku na fakavahaqa tagata. vs., vkog. (Qai ki ha
ogo tagata) feqauqauhi pe ko hai qoku laka agE. (Lfeha: fakavahaqa fefine. Lkg:
tauqaki tagata, falavahavahaqa. Sio. tagata. )

fakaqii tagata Tuku hoqo fakaqii tagat7 he qoku lahi e tagaffi. nkog. (Qai pee ki ha fefine)
futa qaki pe fakamahuqigaqi mai ha tagata ke qita ai ha tagata pe fefine qe taha. ( Sio.
tagata.)

fatu tagata Kuo fatu tagota qa Sione. vs., vkog. Fuqu lahi qo hoko ko e tagata. (Lkg:
aquaqu, matuqotuqa. Sio. tagata.)

fefine (This word is not defined because it is the antonym of tagata in most of the senses
of tagata. Most of the derived and compound words of fefine also correspond to those
of tagata.)

fie tagata Qoku fai qaki qemau fie tagatd qa e tokoni fakapaqaga ki Tolod. n. (Qai pee ki
ha tagata) fie ivi lahi, fie toqa, fie maalohi, fie qai ke pehee qoku hagee ha tagata nima
maalohl Tupu mei he pehee qoku lava meqa qa e kakai tagata moqonid. lLfeha: fie
fefine. Sio. tagata.)

fie tagata lalrd Tuku hoqo fie tagata lahi he qoku ke kei teqefehiqi. nkog. (Qai pee ki ha
tamasiqi) fakatatau pe faqifaqitaki ki ha tagata lahi he teuga, tooqoga, gaaue pe
qulugaaga. (Lfeha: fie fefine lahi. Sio. tagata.>

halaitagata /halai tagatal Qoku halaitagata e gacrue ko id. vs. Qikai ke qi ai hano tagata
fequga. (Ltat: fele qa touqa. Sio. tagata.)

kaihaqa tagata Naqe faqa haqu qa e vaka kaihaqa tagata ki Qata. hn. Kaveiga qaki hono
qave taqe fakalao mo fakafufuu ha taha pe kakai. <Sio. tagata.>

kai tagata Tokua ko Fisi naqe lahi ai qa e kai tagatd. he kuoga ki muqd. nkog. Taamateqi
qa e kakal qo kai. (Lkg: fetaqo, nifoloa, qotua mo tagata, saianiti, teevolo. Sio.
tagata.>

kaugaa tagata Ko Teevitd ko e kaugaa tagata qo Sione. n. (Qai pee ki ha tagata) kaumeqa
tagata pe leuleu maafana pe takaga. (Lfeha: kaugaafefine. Sio. tagata.>

kovi tagata Ko e fale lotfi eni kuo lava, pea ka at hano mele, ko e kovi tagata pee. nkog.
Vaivai qa e kau gaauE kae lelei pee qa e meqa gaauE mo e meqa kotoa. (Sio. tagata.)

lau tagata Ko e haa fua e lau tagata? nkog. (Qai pee ki he kakai fefine pe fakafefine) faqa
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talanoa ki ha (kakai) tagata qoku fai ki ai ha manako. (Lfeha: laufefine. Sio. tagata.>

logologo tagata t Kuo logologo tagata qa Pagai. vs., vkog. Hagehagee ka toko lahI. < Lkg:
logologo kakai, logologo kaatoaga, logologo quha. Sio. tagata.> 2 Qoku ou ogoqi qoku
logologo tagata. vs., vkog. Mamalu mai qa ha fonoga, ko e maama pe faqahi kehe.
<Lkg: logologo faqahi kehe, logologo teevolo)

manako tagata Qoku manako tagata hohaqa qa Mele. vs., vkog. (Qai ki ha toko taha fefine
pe fakafefine) fuqu tokaga mo saqia he tagatd. (Lfeha: manako fefine. Sio. tagata.>

mataatagata lmataa tagatal Pehee tokua ko Sinilafr ko e tagata mataatagata. lrn. (Qai pee
ki ha toko taha tagata) mata lelei, talavou pe fakaqofoqofa. (Lfeha: mataafefine. Sio.
tagata.>

maumau tagata Meqa maumau tagata moqoni ko Mele. hn. (Qai pee ki ha fefine) kupuqi
lea maheni qoku quhiga qoku qikai maqu qe Mele qa e talavou pe lelei qoku maqu qe
hono mall pe ko hano kaumeqa tagata. (Lfeha: maumaufefine.L.aka: maumauqi. Sio.
tagata.>

motuqa Ko e motuqa lahi taha ena qi he faanafi. n. Lfqa. ki he tagata, quhiga fakafoqiled
ko e tagata kuo qalu ke vaivai. (Lfeha: finemotuqa. Pul: mnatuqa. Sio. tagata.>

namu tagata /namu tagatal I Kuo namu tagata e maqald. vs., vkog. (Qai pee ki ha maqala)
toutou qahia qe he tagata gouE qo huo mo tauhi qo tupu ai e pehee kuo nanamu ai e
tagatd. (Sio. tagata.) 2 Kuo qosi namu tagata ia. vs., vkog. (Qai pee ki ha fefine)
qosi mohe mo ha tagata. (Lfeha: namu fefine. Lkg qalu tagata>

siana Ko e fuqu siana fakailifia hono mata. n. Ko e lea qoku ui qaki ha tagata qoku makehe
qi ha faqahiga quhiga, ko e lea tavale qoku qikai fuqu fakaqapaqapa hagee ko e tagatf,.
(Pul: l<au- Sio. tagata.>

sio tagata Naqa nau oo ki kolo ko e sio tagata. nkog. (Qai pee ki ha fefine) mamata ki he
kakai tagata qoku nau manako ar. (Lfeha: sio fefine. Sio. tagata.)

sulu Ka e sulu ee qoku tali mai kia koe. n.l*a tavale ki he toko taha tagata, faqa gaaue qaki
qe he tamaiki. (Pul: kau. Sio. tagata.)

taamakitagataqi /taamaki tagataqi/ Naqe haga qe he kaufefakatauqakf qo taamakitagataqi
qa e temipalE. vqo. Fakataqeqaogaqi pe fakameleqi (ha meqa mahuqiga pe gaaue).
(Ltat: mnumauqi. Sio. tagata.>

tama Ko e tama mei Folaha qa Qalifeleti. n. l*a tavale ki he toko taha tagata tautefito ki
he teqeki motuqa. (Pul: kau. Sio. tagata.>

tagata kakato Qoku tokaga qa e Folofold ki he tupufakalakalaka qa e tagata kakat6. nkog.
I*a fakakaatoa ki he sino, qatamai mo e laumalie qo e tagati. <Sio. tagata.)
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tagataqeiki ltagata qeiki/ | Naqa kufetaulaki mo e tagataqeiki qoku ne haqamo mni e kato
qafr. n.Foqi lea fakaqapaqapa ki ha tagata matuqotuqa pe motuqa. (Lfeha: fineqeiki.
Pul: kau. Sio. tagata.) 2 Tapu rno e tagataqeiki Palesitent. n. Ko e foqi lea
fakaqapaqapa qoku ui qaki ha tagata qoku qi ai hono tuquga maaqoluga hagee ko e
palesiteni, faifekau pe sekelitali fakalotu. 3 Qoku qi Vavaqu pee hoqo tagataqeiki? n.
Foqi lea fakaqapaqapa ki he tamai. (Lfeha: fineqeiki. Ltuqi & lhou: qeiki. Lfqa. &
lqita: motuqa> 4 Siqi Tagataqeiki, ... n. Foqi lea qoku gaaue qaki ki ha toko taha tagata
qi ha tohi fakalao pe fakaqoofisi. < Lfeha: fineqeiki> 5 Kuo teqeki ke tagataqeiki qa
Sefo. vs. Hoko ko e tagataqeiki.

tagataqia Qoku tagataqta e qapi ni. vs. Toko lahi e kakai tagatd,. <Sio. tagata.>

tagataqi fonua lTapu mo e kau tagataqi fonua qoku nau qi fale ni. n. Kau tagata tupu tonu
qi he fonu6. (Lfeha: fefineqi fonua, muli, qaaunofo, sola, vuulagi. Pul: fraz. Sio.
tagata.>

tagata qi loto ltagata qiloto/ Tau tokaga muqa ki hotau tagata qi lot6. nkog. Loto pe
laumaalie. (Kupuqi lea faka-Tohitapu. Llkoloa qot hotau tagata qi lota. Sio. tagata.)

taonatagata/taona tagatal Ne ta.onatagata hotau Qeikt. vqo. Taarrateqi, fakapoogipe qohofi
qo taaqi. (ka motuqa, lhhm. Lkg: taonakita, Iapasi, moemoepoo. Sio. tagata.>

tauqaki tagata Ka haqu qa Puga qo qita pea talaage ke ne tuli hake ke ma tauqaki tagata.
vs., vkog. (Qai ki ha ogo tagata) feqauhi pe fetakai pe ko hai qe maalohl. < Lkg: tauqaki
loto, fefakatapupuqaki. Sio. tagata. )

teu tagata Ko e taumuqa qa e Kolisi Togd ko e teu tagata maqa e ka haqfr. nkog. Akoqi qo
ha faanau tagata telia qa e ka haqii. (Lfeha: teu fefine. Sio. tagata.)

uiui tagata Ko e kiqi fefine uiui tagata qa Qana. hn. (Qai pee ki ha fefine) feiga maqu pee
ke tohoakiqi mai qa e tokaga qa e tagatd. (Lkg: tauhele, uiuiqi, fakatauele. Sio.
tagata.>

qalu tagata Kuo teqeki ke qalu tagata qa Mele. vs., vkog. (Qai pee ki ha toko taha fefine)
mohe mo ha tagata, alafia. (Lfeha: qalufefine. Lkg: namu tagata, taapoqou, mali. Sio.
tagata. >

qotua mo tagata Naqe mana pea fatulisi, pea fokifaa kuo qasi mai qa e qotua mo tagata.
nkog. Meqa kehe pe faqahi kehe qoku koga maama. ( lra mei he fanagd. Pul: g. Sio.
tagata. )

teevolo L Ko e feituqu qoku lahi ai e faga teevol6. n. Meqa kehe pe faqahi kehe qoku qikai
ko e maama pe kau ki he faqahiga qo e tagate. (Lpel: teeteevolo. L.aka: teevoloa,
teevoloqia, fakateevolo. Lkg: mntaqi teevolo, taula teevolo, logologo teevolo, nifoloa,
qotua mo tagata, fetaqo, saianiti, palepalegaqkau, piinoonoo, laumnalie quli, mnna hena
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ho teevolo. Pul: faga> [m. P. devil] 2 Qoku nau teevolo kotoa pee. vs. Maqu e aga qo
e teevolo pe hoko ko e teevolo. 3 Ko e fefine teevolo qa Fehuluni, hn. Ko Fehulunl ko
e teevolo fefine. 4 Naqa nau talanoa teevolo pee he putu qo qaho. &v. Talanoa kau ki
he teevolope fagateevolo. 5 Qouaqe ikunaqikoe qe heteevol6.n. Seetane, fih, toko
taha kovr. <Lkg: qahiqahi, kovi) 6 Fielau he ko e teevolo. n. Kafi, toko taha qoku
pauqu pe kaakaa. 7 Haa ai hoqo teevold. n. Agaqi kafi mo pauqu. I Kuo teevolo qeku
peesf . vs. ka fakataataa ki he qosi, qikai ke toe ai ha paqaga. 9 Qai hano vala mo e
qasi mai e teevol0, n. Lea maqirmaqa mo fakaoli pee ki he koga fakafefine pe fakatagata
qo ha taha. (Llkoloa qo: ko hono teevolo. Pul: g., QHil,fagafuqupefagakiqi,kae
qikai ko e faga qataqataa pee>

Example of words for body parts

matar L Qoku pupula qa e foqi mata qo e taqahinE n. Taha qo e ogo koga qe ua qo e tagata
pe manqoku ne sio qakr. <Ltuqi: /agf. Lhou: fofoga.Lfm: tauqoluga. Uqa: pokoqi
m{fia. Lqita: afi, pate, fela, Iupi, faea, peuleki, fausi. L.pel: mam.ata, matattnta. L.aka:
mataqi. Lkog: mata sio, mnta qaaqae, mata kikila, mata poto, mata kilokilo, matavalea,
mata ila, mata qikai mamata. G. koga: tamnqi tnnta, kanoqi Fnaxa, lau mata, tefitoqi
mnta, hiku mata> [m. LPM. matal2 Naqe siqi too qo tuqu hono mald. n. Ko e koga
pe qeelia kotoa kimuqa qo e qul0 mei he kumukum[ ki he laqE, qa ia qoku kau ki ai qa
e teliga, kuoqahe, gutu, ihu, laqe, mo e kumukumu. Ko e koga eni qoku fai qaki qa e
haga hol6. (Lkog: mt$aatagata, m.ata lelei, mata mahi, mata kovi, mata poko, mata
kakat, mnta quli, mata sino, mata fakaqofa, mata tatau. Pul: g. pe quu, faga mata
(fakamaaqulaloqi ha kakai) ) 3 Naqa ne taa qa e foqi niu qi hono matii kae qikai ko e
takE. n. Mui qo e foqi ni[ qoku hagee ko e mata qo ha taha, qo qi ai qa e kiqi luo qe
tolu, ko e ua ko e ogo foqi mata pea mo e taha ko e gutu, qa ee qoku fakaava qo inu aI.
Tatau mo e mata qo e lopega, qa ia ko e avaava qo e kupeg6, mo e mata kupegE, qa ia
ko e avaava qo e kupega qa e hinE, mo e mata qo e laalagE, qa ia ko e faalahi hono a[.
( Lkog: mata tonu, mnta lalahi, mata iiki> [m. LPM. mata qyagavaga kupega'l4 Qofa
he mata qo Mel€ qo qomai siqamau meqi sukn. n. Kupuqi lea maheni qoku quhiga ke
hiki mai hoqo qofa he mata qo MelE qo qofa tatau mai qo qomai haqamau meqi suka.
< Sio. qofa(8).> 5 Qoku qikai ke u qilo pe ko fee qa e mata qo e tupenfi. n. Tafaqaki
qo e tupenE qoku lelei ke haa ki tuqE mo qiloga age. Tatau mo e mata qo e laqi qakau
mo e mata qo e laalagd. (Lfeha: tuqa> 6 Qoku maasila qa e mata qo e helE. n. Ko
hono feituqu qoku fai qaki qa e tele, tuqusr pe fahl. Tatau mo e mata qo e kili, ko e
tele, mo ha meqa pee qoku koga maasila. ( L.aka: fakamata> [m. LPM. mnta'l7 Naqe
motu qa e mata qo e tad. n. Koga muqa tootao mo maasila. Tatau ki he mata qo e hui,
mo e faqo, mo e hele tui, mo e huhu. 8 Pea kuo ne haga qo qilo qi he mata qo e tao.
n. Ala mai ho nima ki he mata qo e faq0 (pe mataqi faqd.n. Ko e lavea qi hono tuki
qaki qa e faqd mo hono hoka qaki qa e ta6. Tatau mo e mata nifo, mata faqo, mata kafo,
mata tuitui, qa ia ko e meqa qoku qilogd. 9 Ko e mata ia qo qemau kolod. n. Ko e lelei
taha qo ha g. meqa mahuqiga. (Lkg: mataqi koloa, fugani> 10 Ko e kie qena qoku
mata qaki qemau kolod. vs. (Qai ki ha koloa) mahuqiga taha. 11 Naqa ne kapekapeqi qa
e mata qo e hagataamakt. n. Kiqi foqi nrmuqaki qo e hagataamakl qoku fakatahataha
ki ai e peld. Tatau ki he mata qo e lavea pe mataqi laved. 12 Kuo mota e hagataamnkt.
vs. Tupu hono mata, fakamata. <Lkg: fakapela, molefua, qeltto> 13 Ko e falmqofa
qene laga matd. hn. Laga qa hono (ogo) foqi mat5. 14 Kuo kamata ke sio mata e kiqi
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peepee. ftv. Sio ki he mata qo e kakaT kae qikai kei sio noa pee. 15 Qi he mata qusi
(kap.), mata fale, mata fonua, mataafonua, mataafaga, mataatahi. 16 Kuo nau mata
kotoa mai heqeku hwu atr,i. vs. Sio mai. (Lpel: mamata. L.aka: fakamnmata. Lkog:
mata vitioo, mata qakapulu, mata faiva. Sio ki he g. quluqi lea kogokoga mo aka taha
qi 1al6 he quluqi lea ko e mata2.>

mata2 | Qoku kei mata qa e foqi mag6. vs. Teqeki ke momoho pe motuqa, teqeki aqu ki he
tuquga totonu ke kai pe fakaqaogaqi ar. (Lpel: matannta. L.aka: lcamata. Lkg:
momoho, poloquto, mui) [m. LPM. mata. Mahalo qoku fekauqaki qa e quhiga ko qenr
mo e matal he qoku quhiga eni ki ha tuukuga ki muqa pe fuofua tuukuga, qa ia qoku
tatau ia mo e koga ki muqd qihe mata|12 goku kei mata qa efefic. vs. Teqeki moomoa
fequga ke fakaqaogaqi. Tatau ki he qakau.3 Qoku kei mata qa e haka. vs. Teqeki ai ke
moho, kei qota. <Lkg: matakekee> 4 ToIi mai ha lesi mata ke qai he kal€. hn. I*si
qoku kei mata. 5 Ko e mago eni ia qoku kni rnata pee. hv.l-nlei ke kai lolotoga qoku kei
mata pee ia.

Examples of words for actions or states of things. animate or inanimate

feleeleaki /felee leaki/ Naqa nau feleeleaki he teu fakavave ha meqa tokoni ke maqu e kau
qaqahi fakatuqupake€. vs., vhol. kle takai holo, lele ki hee mo ee. Im.fe- 

'muaqi lea
fakatokolahi mo gaue holo' + lele * -afti 'muiqi lea gaue holo'l

lea I Naqa ne lea mai. vs. Fakaava e gutrl qo tala pe fetuqutaki mai ha faqahiga meqa,
pehee. ( Ltuqi : /o lofola. Lhou : meqa. Lqita : kokoo, kovaho, mapoqi. Lfqa: fakahohaqa,
fakataufolofola.Lpel: leelea. L.aka: leaqi, fakalea, feleaqaki, alea, aleelea, fakaleelea,
leaqia, taqe leaqia, fie leaqia, leakovia, leakoviqi, leaekina, leeleaekina. Kupuqi lea:
foqtfoqi lea, qaiqai lea, qosikoa he led. Lkog: lea tuqu, Iea tokoto, Iea tagutu, Iea
maalohi, lea lahi, lea moqoni, lea lot, lea qasi, Iea tonu, lea oqo, Iea ofo, lea vale, lea
kovi, lea tuku, lea tuki, leafutefate, motuqa lea, laku lea, kupuqi lea. Lkg: qeke,fafana,
gogohe, gonegone, knila, talanoa, huaqaki, puqaki, fakahaa, kote, talatalaakiqi,
talataladale, pootalanoa, poolave, heqaki, fai atu ha tokoni, lau, Iaulau, leve, kekete,
ketekee, keteketekee, lalamu, kaa, Ialau, valo, vavalo, valelau, siqi, tatepo,
tauvalovaloqi, valoki, eginaki, gutu, gugutu, gutuqi, kapekape> [m. LPM. leal2 Naqa
ku lea qi he Saapate Akd qi Veitogo. vs. Fakahoko ha tokoni pe malaga qi ha faqahiga
kaveiga ki ha kau fanogo. (Ko e aga maheni qoku fai qi ha gaaue fakalotu pe
kaatoaga. ) 3 Ko e lea maalie qa Qakilist. n. Tokoni, malaga, fakamalaga, meqa naqa
ne lea qakl. 4 Naqa mau talitali qa e kaa lea he Saapate Ak6. n. Kakai naqa nau fai qa
e tokonl pe malagd. (Gaaue qaki qa e fakaqiloga pul. ko e kau.) 5 Ko e tagata lea
qa Peni. hn. Poto he lea(2) pe pootoqilau. <Lfeha: vale he led> 6 Ko e tamasiqi lea
qa Sione. /rn. Gutu faqa lea(I) pe faqa talanoa. ( Lfeha: fakalogologo) 7 Ko e fefine
lea qa Mafi. hn. Taqe maa qi he fakahaa qene fakakauka[, tatau ai pee pe qe lavea ai ha
niqihi. ( Lfeha: logo) 8 Qoku gutu lea pee qa Talo ia. ftv. Maqu qa e gutu qoku faqa
lea. 9 Lea kia Seini ke tuku e vall. vs. Tapou, akonaki, faleqi, tafulu, fakahaa pe tala
qi ha fouga mamafa mo fakamaatoato. t0 Ko e pehee ke mnqu hano malf he qoku lea?
us. Qeveqeva ki ha fefine. ll Naqe lea age qa Sione kia Mele ke na mali. vs. Kole,
huhuu. ( Lkog: lea mali) 12 Toki ava honau gutfi qo lea mai. vs. [,au pe kape mai,
lauqi au. L3 Ko e haa qa e meqa twqa ne lea atu qakt? vqo. I-au ki ai. 14 Qoku lea pee
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e paqaga. vs. Mahuqiga, moqoni pee ke qi ai ha paqaga. 15 Ko e han qa e meqa qoku
lea qi he kad? us. Ogo pe logoaqa hagee ko e gatata, gahaha, paakakihi, paatatoo, mo
e haa fua. Naqe lea qa e tod qi he toga qa e matagf. y,r., kupuqi lea maheni. Gahaha qa
e lauqi toe qi hono ueqi qe he havilr. <Qoku lahi qa e g. higoa qoku kamata qaki qa
e led , hagee ko e Leaqaetoa, Leaqaetohi , Leaqaevai . Qoku lava ke lea qa e g . meqa lahi,
hagee ko e vai, qaisi, pe miisini. Qoku qi ai qa e Puko lea qi he fanagE. > L6 Ko e haa
qa e quhiga qo e (foqi) lea ko e "nimo"? n. Ko e pupuga mataqitohi tuqu fakataha qoku
qi ai hono quhiga pe fatogia qi he seetesr, lava qo sipela pe tohi pe puqaki qo ne kau ki
hono faqu ha seetesi. Qoku tohi mavahe qa e foqi lea mei he foqi lea. Ko efalE ko e foqi
lea ia qe taha, pea ko efale kulokula ko e foqi lea ia qe ua. (Llkoloa qa: ko qekufoqi
led ia - ko e lea ia naqa ku puqaki; Llkoloa qo: ko hokufoqi ledko hoku foqi kape pe
foqi lea kovi pe lelei qoku qai mai kia au qe ha taha. Lkg: kupuqi lea, seetesi, palakalafi,
moofimi, muiqi lea, muaqi lea, lea fie pipiki. Pul: g. , quu> t7 Ko e lea pee qe taha
qoku ou poto at ko e lea faka-Togd. n. Kotoa qo e g. foqi lea(15) mo e quhiga qoku
fetuqutaki qaki qe he toko lahi qo e kakai qo TogI. <Qi he Pasifikl qoku qi ai qa e lea
qa e meimei fonua kotoa pee, hagee ko e lea faka-Haqamora, lea faka-FisI, lea faka-
NiuE, mo e haa fua, pea gaaue qaki foki qae lea faka-Paalagi qi he meimei fonua kotoa
pee. Llkoloa qa: ko qeku led ko e lea faka-Togd. Pul: g. , quu> 18 Naqe lea faka-
Paalagimai. vs. Lea(I) mai qaki qa e g. foqilea(15) qihe lea faka-Paalaet (16). 19
Qoku qi ai qa e lea Toga qoku pehee. nkog. Palooveape pe tala fakataataa pe foqi lau
maheni qi he lea faka-Togd qoku faqa qi ai hono akonaki pe fekau, hagee ko e potopoto
qa niu mui.20 Lea hake, Mele!vs. Fakamoqoni ki ai, qeke pee. (Kupuqi lea maheni)
2l Qoku lea pee qe taha qa Qovava ki heqene tumn. vs. Pule fakaqaufuli. (Kupuqi lea
maheni. Tatau mo e taha pee qene led.> 22 Qoku lea qa e fetuqfi qo tala hono
laagilagt. v^r. Qasi qi he fetuqfl, fakahaa qe he fetuq[ (hono laagilagT). (Tatau mo e
qoku tala qe he lag[ qa e na,unau qo e Qotua, pea fakahaa qe he qatad qa e gaaue qa
hono nim^d. Toqo mei he Tohi Taptr.> 23 Fielau he qoku qi ai hono lea. n. Fakamatala
maheni, hagee ko ha kupuqi lea maheni pe palooveape nai. ( Hagee ko e qohovale pee
kuo qita ha taha fakalogologo mo aga lelei, qe pehe mai leva ha taha, fielau he qoku qi
ai hono lea, ko e logologo mo e loto. > 24 Qoku qikai ke lea ia ai. vs. Kau.

mamafa I Qoku mamafa qa e foqi ukamed. vs. Faigataqa ke lavaqi, hiki, fua pe toqo he
qoku qikai ke maqamaqa pea fuqu lahi hono fua paaunl. (Lfeha: maqamoqa. Llkoloa
qa: ko qene flwmafa. Akaqi lea mafa-. Lpel: ntafamafa. L.aka: mafataki, mnfasia,
fakamamafa, fakamamafaqi. Lkog: mahaki mamnfa, hiki meqa mamafa, tolo meqa
mamafa, mnfatukituki> [m. LPM. mamafal 2 Ko e foqi ukamea mamafa eni. hn.
Faigataqa ke lavaqi. 3 Ko e mamafa qo e tagai mahoaqd ko e kilo qe teau. n. Fua paauni
pe kilo hono lahl ke fakafuofua mei ai hono totogi mo e haa fua. (Llkoloa qo: mamafa
qo e tagal> 4 Naqe lea mamafa qa e pule ki he kau maumau IaO. hv. Lahi pe maalohi.
Tatau ki he tautea mamafa. ( Lkog: lau mam.afa> 5 Ko e kaveiga mamafa ia qo e
pogipogi nl. hn. Mahuqiga, totonu ke tokagaekina. (Lkg: lahi> 6 Naqe marnafa
qaupito qa e kaa neogo ko e sekeniheni pee. vs. Lahi hono mahuqiga fakapaqagl pe
totogr. (Lfeha: maqamaqa> 7 Ko e lma namafa qa Tonfr. hn. l-ahi hono totogl. 8
Naqe fuqu mamafa qemnu sivf. vs. Faigataqa ke tali. (Lfeha: nmqamaqa) 9 Ko e sivi
mamafa qamnutolfi. hn. Faigataqa. 10 Qoku seti mamafa qa Qana. ftv. Fuqu faigataqa
qene faqu sivT, toe lea fakataataa ki hono faqa taqe tali ha kakai qoku fie mali mo ia. 11
Qoku qikai te u mamafa au ki he kat. vs. Tokaga lahi. 12 Ko hai te ne fua hono
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mamafA? n. Ko e fie haqamo taha qa e mamafa qo e moqul-. (Toqo mei he himi.) n.
Kanogataamaki pe hohaqa pe kavega. < Lkg: qaqafa>

mater I Naqe puke pee qo mMe at. vs. Mole pe gata qa qene moqur tupu qi ha puke,
taamateqi, pe fakatuqutaamaki hagee ko e moloki qe ha meqa lele pe melemo qi tahi.
<Ltuqi: hala. Lhou: pekia. Lfm. & lfqa: mnalooloo, mamaqo, folau hola, mole, hiki,
qalu, vaavaakee e fokotuqugA, fetukutuku. Lqita: qukaka, vio, kekeva, kala, fefelffi,
mahaki. Kanaga: tali e af , teevolo. Lpel: mamate, matemnte. L.aka: trctteqaga,
mantatea, mnteaki, taamate, femaateaki, fematematei, fakamnwrte. Lkog: mate gataqa,
mate fuqu, mate kala, mate palakuu, fale mate, puha mate. lkg: putu, tuqukuu,
taanekinaga, tala tuku, maaloolooqaga, mnlaqe, pooki, tukitoa, fakatologa, fakahake,
toofaa, tootookaki, tauqaki, tauhaqa> [m. LPM. mate] 2 Ko e male fakamamaht ia qa
e mrfie melem6. n. Mole pe gata qa e moquT. ( Pul: 9., quu> 3 Qoku uta atu qa e mate
qe ua he Qolovahd. n. Pekia, sino kuo qosi mate. lLlkoloa qo: toko teau qa e mnte qo
e taqfi: llkoloa qa; ko e ogo mate looua qa Veitogo. Pul: g, quu kapau qoku te
fakakaukau atu ko e g. sino mate pe putu, kae kau kapau qoku te fakakaukau atu ko e
kakai mate. ) Ko e g. lea fakataataa qoku gaaue qaki qa e tnatc: 4 Ko e teepilE ko e
meqa qoku mate. vs. Qikai moqui, qikai toki mole e moqur ka naqe qikai pee ke qi ai
ha moqui qi he meqa ko id. (Lfeha: moqui. Lkog: meqa mnte> 5 Kuo mate qa e aff
ia. vs. Qikai toe moqui pe ulo hagee naqe qosi fuqifuqi. <Lkg: qosiqosi) 6 Naqe male
qa e vakd qi tuqa Malinoa. vs. Tuqu e miisinl he maumau pe ko e maha e lol0. <Lkg:
teekina) 7 Kuo mate hoku uasf qoku. vs. Qikai toe gaue qa e hur he kuo qosi e makd
pe maumau pe qikai kiiqi. 8 Ko e moquga art matu foki qa Kao. ftn. Qikai toe laku. 9
Ne mate e mntagi pea tuai ai qemau folafi. vs. Tofu, qikai toe agi. ( Lkg tofukii > 10
Qoku teqeki ke mate qa e tagata kilikftr. vs. qosi hono taimi taa. (Lkg qauti> 11
Naqe mate qa e tagata fuh,n qi he takai tuqo nimd. vs. Pogia qi hono wki. 12 Kuo
fakaqau ke mate hoku nima qe taha. vs. Mamatea, qikai toe qi ai ha neave moqui ke lava
qo gaue pe ogoqi ha tau mai. ( Lkog: mate fakafaqahitaha) L3 Kuo male qenau moh€.
vs. Maqu, maaqumohe, mohe qaupito qo qikai toe qilo ha meqa qe taha. lLkog: mnte
mohe> 14 Kuo mate e mnahind. vs. Puli fakataimi. (Lfeha: tuqu> L5 Kuo mate hono
peenisf. vs. Qikai toe fefekape tuqu, migiqo moluu. lLea kovi. Lfeha: moqui) 16
Kuo nau mate he gaauE. vs. Fiu, paahia, hela he fuqu lahi qenau gaaud. 17 Naqa nau
mate he katd. vs. Fematematei, femaateaki, maatuqaki kata, taupotu hono fai qo e katd.
( Gaaue qaki tatau ki he tagi, fiemohea, fakaqamu, fiekaia, manako, qofa, fakaliliqa.
Lkg: hagee ha niu afaagid, fevalevalei, fevanleaki, fola> 18 Qoku mffie qa e hala ko
qeni ki he Hala Taaufd. vs. Gata. 19 Naqa nau loi mate ka nau hao. ftv. Kikivi pee he
lol qo qikai toe afe. 20 Ko e tagata gaaue lahi ka kuo mate. vs. Qosi hono ivr qo qikai
ke ne toe lava ha meqa qo hagee pee kuo mat€ neogo qoku kei moqui pee. 21 Kuo mate
qeku pisinisf. us. Tuqu, qosi, qikai lava qo toe hoko atu. 22 Mate pee ki ai. vs. Feiga
qaki e maalohi ahd. 23 Qoku mate qa e ua ko ee ki he ua ko ee. vs. (Qai ki ha ogo
mataqi fika) lava qo vahevahe qaki pe kaniseli qaki qe ha mataqi fika tatau qo holo hifo
ai qa e falakisenr. (Ko e lea he fikl. L.aka: femateqaki, fetaamateqaki. Lkg:
fekaniseliqaki> 24 Qoku mate atu qeku siaki ki hoqo sitelc. vs. Meqa he pele ko e
nimageau qoku lava ai ke tuku hifo qe ha taha ha laqi pele qo hoko atu qaki qa e sitele
pe kaniseli ha toluqi meqa qa e taha qoku na pelE. (Ko e lea he pelE. Lkg:
fakatauhoa)
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mate2 Mou mate mai pe ko hai hoku higod. vqo Yavaloqi, kikiteqi, fakalavelave, tala mai
pe ko hai hoku higod. Ko e qai ki ha meqa qoku teqeki qilo. ( Lpel: matetnnte. L.aka:
mntea, m.ateqi, nmtennteqi,femateqaki. Lkg: makamiki,fakamnhaloqi, kamotuqll. Lkog:
mate tupuqa> [m. LPM. mate]

motur I Naqe motu qa e maea taulant. vs. Maumau qo mavahe qa e koga qe taha mei he
taha pe te na taki taha maqana. Qe lava ke motu ha vaqakau, meqi filo, peni, uaea, faqa
qai ki ha meqa fefeka qoku fuo looloa nai, kae qikai qai ki he vai pe huhuqa. <Lpel:
momotu, motumotu. L.aka: motuhi, motuki, motuqi, motumotuqi. Lkog: motuloutou,
kalevemotu (pe kavelemotu), motu ua. Lkg: mofesi, mafesi, makoga, nttrvaeua, mavahe)
[m. LPM. motuf 2 Toqo mai e mnea motti ke hokoqi. ftn. Maumau pe koga ua. 3 Naqe
motu qa Sione mo hono faamilr. vs. (Qai ki ha kakai qoku nau kaaiga) vaa kovi qo taki
taha maqana pe maavae qo qikai toe lau ha fekauqaki. (L.aka: fakamotumotu,
femootuaki, femotumotuaki, femotuqaki, femotumotuqaki, femotumotuhi, femotuhaki> 4
Naqe motu atu pee qa e misinale ia qa Vainif. vs. Makehe atu pee qene lahl mei ha toe
misinale. Taumamaqo, kilukilua, mamaqo pe mavahe atu, too atu. Tatau mo ha lova pea
motu atu ha taha ia mei he toega. ( Lkog: motu tnaanoa, motu atu fau, motu taha, motu
kafa, motu pula. Lkg: taukakapa)

motuz I Ko e motu fakaqofoqofa qa Ofu. n.Koga fonua qoku takatakaiqi kotoa qe he tahl.
Faqa quhiga ki ha kiqi fonua siqisiqi, kae lava pee ke qai ki ha fonua lahi, hagee ko
Qasiteleelia. ( Pul: 8., quu, qotu, tukui > [m. LPM. motu. Qoku faqa pehee ko Haqapar
qokr.t motumotu, qa ia ko e pehee ko e faga kiqi motu qoku vahevaheqi qe he tahr, pea
ko ia qoku gali ai ke fekauqaki qa e motul mo e motu2 .l2 Kuo toki motu ka naqe qutuaki
hakau. vs. Hoko ko e motu pe fonua. (L.aka: fakamotu. Lkog: qotu motu, vao motu>
3 Naqe kape motu mai ia kia au. hv. Kape qaki mai qa qeku haqu mei motu. < Qoku
lau ko e kakai mei ha monr siqi qoku maaqulalo age ia qi ha kakai mei ha motu lahi. )

motu3 Ko e fuqu fusi ko qen[ ko e motu. n. Faqahiga fusi.

siko 1 Kuo siko e peepeE qi hono napikent. vs. Tuqu mamaqo, kaasele, haqu ki tuqa qa e
taqE qi he tugaikE. (Ko e lea kovi pe kap. Luqi:fakamaqafu.Lfm: tuqu mamaqo, qalu
nuimaqo, tuqu, qalu. Lpel: sisiko, sikosiko. Ltat: kaasele. L.aka: sikoqi, fakasiko,
sikomakiqi, sikomekina. Lkg: ta,qe, teqe, mimi, tuqu ofi, pihi, pihipihi, falwlele, hana,
tuqu tata, tuqa qaa, faqelu, fakamaqa, siko tata, taa ki liku taa ki faga, fale maalooloo,
fale siqi > [m. LPM. tiko 'kaasele') 2 Tata e siko qa e peepee. n. Kaasele, taqe. ( Ica
kovi. Llkoloa qa: ko qene siko) 3 Qoku mohe siko maqu pee qa e peepe€. ftv. Tuqu
mamaqo lolotoga qene moh€. ([ra kovi) 4 Ta he kiqi peepee siko moqoni eni! hn.
Faqa tuqu mamaqo. (ka kovi> 5 QaIu ki hee kae tuku hoqo haqu qo siko mai hend.
vs. Talanoa maumau taimi, puhi mai e vevE, fai ha faqahiga meqa qoku te qita ai.
< I-qita. >

sior 1 Qoku qikai lava ha toko taha kui qo sio. vs. Vakai qaki qa e matd ki ha meqa qoku
haa mai. <Ltuqi: qafio, taagaki. Lhou: meqat. Lfm: mamata. Lfqa: laveqi. I-qita:
kikila. Lpel: sisio, siosio. L.aka: sioa, siosioa, siofi, siosiofi, siosiofiqi, siofia, siosiofia,
sioqi, siosioqi, sioqaga, fakasio, fakasiosio, fesiofi, fesiosiofi, fesiofaki, fesiosiofaki,
sioqia, fiesioqia, moqusioa. Lkog: siosioua, siosio kehe, faqa sio, sio age, sio atu, sio
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mai, sio hake, sio hifo, sio lelei, sio kehekehe, sio fakamnga, sio fakamamaqu, sio
fakaqiloga fehuqi, sio faiva, sio kai, sio kakai, sio kita, sio kovi, sio lalo, sio lau, sio
looloa, sio loto, sio meqa, sio koloa, sio mamaqo, sio noa, siosio noa, sio ofi, sio taha,
sio tagata, sio fefine, sio tatau, sio taqaki, siotaqakiqi, sio tanu, sioqata, sio qalu, sio
gutu. Lkg: m.ata, maataa, maataqia, kilo, hila. Palooveape: sio lmlo sio, sio qa e mata
kae hol<n e tala, sio pee ka kuo qi Aqa> [m. LPM. tiro] 2 Ko e faqahiga sio fee enaT
n. Aga qo e mamate. 3 Sro ki he lahi qa efolau ki mult. vs. Fakatokagaqi pe fakakaukau
pe vakai ki ha meqa, qo qikai pau ke mamata ki ai qa e matd. 4 Manatuqi ke ke qalu age
ki qoofisi qo sio age kia au. vs. Feqiloaki mo au qo taumuqa ki ha pootalanoa nai. [m.
P. see qi he g. kupuqi lea hagee ko e come and see me.l5 TaIa age kia Seini ke sio lelei
pee he qe maqu pee hono hoa. vs. Vakavakai pe fakakaukau lelei qo qoua qe fakavave.
6 Qoku sioqata he qoku kovi qene si6. n. Aga qo e vakai qa hono mata, qoku mata
vaivai. (Llkoloa qa) 7 Ko e kiqi taqahine sio moqoni. hn. Faqa sio. I Mou lii sio
naqa mole e pulfi. ftv. Fakapotopoto, qo sio ki he feituqu qoku mou lii ki aI. 9 Naqa ne
sio qaki qa e sioqata qo e vaivat. vqo. Gaaue qaki ki he sio. L0 Naqe sio mat qaki qe
Seini qa e teail. vqo. Gaate qaki mai qa e faqahiga sio. ll Naqe sio qa e toketafr qia
Sione. vs. Sio qi hono koga fakatagatd.

sioz Naqa nuw oo qo faagota sio mei he quluqulfi. n. Faga kiqi figota kalasi qo e tofE. [m.
lea faka-Fisi diol

Crossreferences from sio

fakasio I Qalu qo fakasio mai qa e tamasiqt. vqo.Kumi, feiga ke qilo pe qoku qi fee.
< Akaqi lea: siot ) 2 Haa fua hono fakasio qa Sione, MeIe! n. Muimui holo ai ke sio
ki ai he qoku manako ai. 3 Naqe qalu hake qa MeIe qo fakasio ki fale. vs. Feiga ke sio
ki loto fale.

fakasiosio \ Qalu qo fakasiosio mai qa e tamasiqt. vqo. Toutou fakasio pe fakasio takai
holo. (Akaqi lea siol ) 2 Tuku aa hono fakasiosio qa Sion€, Mele!n. Toutou fakasio
koequht ko e manako. 3 Naqe qalu hake qa Mele qo fakasiosio ki fale. vs. Toutou
fakasio, fakaasiasi pe ko e sio fieqilo.

faqa sio Ko e hau e kau lekd qa e faqa si6. nkog. Kupuqi lea maheni qoku quhiga ki he
toutou sio pe lahi e sio, mata sio. ( Sio. sfd. >

fesiofaki /fesio fakil Ne mo qosi fesiofaki mo Sione he qaho ni? vs., ufeg.Sio atu ee ki hee
kae sio mai ee ki hee. (Akaqi lea siol, Lkg: femaataaki, fesioqaki, fetaulaki, tauqaki
sio)

fesiofi Naqa nau fesiafi hifo ki he valevale qi he qatqagakai qo e manfi. vs., vlahi. Sio
fakamamaqu fakataha hagee qoku nau ofb. (Akaqi lea: sior)

fesiosiofaki /fesio siofaki/ Qokufesiosiofaki qa e Ueesiltand mo e Metotist qi Nuqusila. vs.,
ufeg. Fakavahavahaqa pea nofo ai ee qo sio atu ki hee kae nofo ee qo sio mai ki hee qo
feqauhi pe ko hai qoku sai agE. <Akaqi lea: siol>
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fesiosiofi /fesio siofrl Naqa nau fesiosiofi mai mei he pett6. vr., vlahi. Toutou sio
fakamamaqu fakataha mai. ( Akaqi lea: sior )

feqauhi sio Naqe feqauhi sio qa Timi mo Tema. vs., vkog. Tauqaki fesiofaki taqe kemo pe
ko hai qe qikai ke teitei kem6 pea ko hai qe foqi qo quluaki sio kehE. <Ltat: tauqaki
sio. Sio. siol.>

fie sioqia Tuku aa muqa qa e fiesioqid ia. n. Fie maaqoluga mo e loto ke sio age qa e
kakal. <Akaqi lea: sfol>

tnla Naqe kiqi hila mai pee pea haga kehe leva. vs. Sio fakatafaqaki vave mo nounou,
meimei tatau mo e kil6. Qikai pau ke gaue qa e qulfr kae gaue pee qa e kanoqi matd.
(Lpel: hilehila. L.aka: falcahila, fakahilehila, hilnqi. Sio. sior.>

kikila Ko e toe kikila mat ko e haa? vs. Sio mai. <Lqita. L.aka: fakakikila, fakakikilaqi,
fekikilaqi. Sio. sfol. )

kilo Naqe qai qene kiqi kilo mai. n. Hila, sio nounou mo vave. (Lpel: kikilo, kilokilo.
L.aka: kilofi, kilofiqi. Sio. sio'. >

laveqi Naqa ku laveqi atu hoqo meqa maf . vs. Sio atu (ki). <Lfqa. Qai pee kia kita. Sio.
siol.>

maataa Ko qeku toki maataa ee ha meqa masani pehee. n. Sio (qi ha meqa masani pehee).
( Faqa gaaue qaki pee he taqagd mo e sio ki ha meqa qoku fakaofo pe makehe qaupito.
Sio. sior. )

maataqi Teqeki ke u maataqi ha meqa fakaofo pehee. vqo., vkak Sio (ki ha meqa fakaofo
pehee), pea fakamamafaqi age qene lavE qi he maatad. Mamafa age ia qi he sio, pea faqa
gaaue qaki qi he sio ki ha meqa lahi. < Sio. sior. >

maataqia lmaa taqial Ko e loto maqd te nau maataqia qa e Qotua. vqo., vlfuo. Meimei tatau
mo e mnataa mo e maataqi. Quhiga ki he mamata pe sio ka ko e mamata ki ha meqa
maaqoluga. Hagee qoku taimi lahi age qihe maataqr. (Faqa gaaue qaki he taqagd,
tautefito ki he fakalohr. Sio. siol.>

mamata Naqa mau mnmata qi he faiva maalie qo Peni Hed. ys. Sio. (Ko e lea
fakamataapule. Sio. siol . >

matar (See the entry matar above.)

meqa2 (See the entry meqa2 below.)

moqusioa /moqu sioa/ Naqe moqusioa qa Sinilau qi he hoihotfua qo Hina. us. Qikai lava
qo tuku qa e si6. <Akaqi lea: siol)

sioa Kau Iu sioa qa Hono fofogd te u toki lata ai au. (Toqo mei he himi). vqo., vlfuo. Nofo

\
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qo sio fakaqaufuli mo fuoloa ki ha taha (pe meqa he taimi niqihD qoku tokagaekina mo
fakaqapaqapaqiE qo hagee nai qoku kilukilud qa qene had. ( Faqa gaaue qaki he taqagl.
Akaqi lea: siol >

sio age Sio age, naqa ku qosi tala atu pee. Lea ofo. Ko e lea qoku te lea qaki kapau qoku
te fie fakamoqoniqi naqe tonu haqate lau. (Ko hono quhiga fakafoqile5 ko e vakai age
pe sio ki ai. Taimi niqihi qoku puqaki fakavaveqi ko e soage. Sio. siol. >

sio atu Sio atu, sio alu, ko e vale qataa! Lea ofo. ka qoku te gaaue qaki ke fakatokagaqi
ha taha qoku te qita ai pe fakamatalili ki ai. Taimi niqihi qoku puqaki fakavave ko e
soatu. <Lkg: qiuee, qiuvee, sio age, soage. Sio. sioI. >

sio faiva Qoku ke saiqia he sio faivd,T nkog. Mata helequhila pe mata faiva. lLtat: mata
faiva.Ikg: mata tau, mata koniseti, sio tau, sio koniseti, sio tauqoluga. Sio. siol.>

sio fakakuitaha Naqe sio fakakaitaha mai qa Simi. vs., vkog. Sio qaki mai qa e foqi mata
pee qe taha kae kuikui qa e taha. <Qoku faqa quhiga qa e sio peheE ko e manako. Lkg:
fakakuitaha pe fakakuikuitaha. Sio. sfor. )

sio fakamamaqu Naqe sio fakamamaqu mnt qa e siand qo hagee qoku ne qilo afi. vs., vkog.
Sio maalohi mo fuoloa taqe toe haga kehe. (Sio. siot.>

sio fakamaga Naqe sio fakamaga qa e kau leka qi he hiva qa Qelevisi. vs., vkog. Mataqi
qohovale pe toqoa, qo ava ai qa e gutti taqe te nau fakatokagaqi. <Sio. siol.>

sio fakaqiloga fehuqi Naqa ku qilo qoka qikai mahino qeku Iafi qi heqene sio fakaqiloga
fehuqi mat. nkog. Mataqi taqepauqia, mataqi fakaqiloga fehuqi. < Sio. siol .>

sio fefine Qoku qalu pee qa Sione ia ki he lotfi qo sio fefine. vs., vkog. (Qai pee ki he kakai
tagata pe fakatagata) sio ki he kakai fefinE koequhi ko e manako mo e tokaga. (Lfeha:
sio tagata. Sio. siol. >

siofi 1 Nofo pee qa Mele qo siofi qene tamd. vqo.Vakaiqi pe leqohi pe tokagaqi. <Akaqi
lea: siol) 2 Tuku hono sioft e kiqifefine naqa nun. n. Faqa sio ki ai, tautefito qi he loto
kovi.

siofia Peheage mai ke u siofia hono fofond! vqo., vfuo.Sio fakaqamu mo sio ofi qi ha taimi
looloa ki ha taha (pe meqa) qoku qofeina pea hagee qoku qikai fiu he si6. (Akaqi lea:
siot >

siofiqi Naqe toki nofo hifo qo siofiqi qene kiqi tamd. v.qo., vkak. Maatuqaki tokagaqi mo
vakaiqi, pea too qa e fakamamafh ki hono fakakakato qa e foqi gaauE. (Akaqi lea:
siol )

sio hake Qoku mnu sio hake kia Qana he ko e fefine poto. vs., vkog. Maaqolugaqia ai.
(Lfeha: sio lalo. Ltat: sio maaqoluga. Sio. sioI.)
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sio hifo Sio hifu ki ho fuqu tntd. vs., vkog. Kupuqi lea qoku gaaue qaki qi haqate koviqia
pe sio lalo ki ha meqa. ( Sio. siol .>

sio kai Tau qofo muqa ki he masivd naqa qalu qetau faanafi qo sio kai qi ha feituqu. vs.,
vkog. Sio ki he kai qa ha niqihi qo fakaqamu ke kau he kai. < Lkg: quakni, fakaqatulwi,
fakaeve. Sio. sio'. >

sio kakai Tau oo qo nofo qi toumuqa qo sio kakai. vs., vkog. Mamata ki he kakal (qi ha
kaatoaga nai pe feituqu kakaiqia). <Ltat: mata kakai. Lkg: sio fefine, sio tagata. Sio.
siol.>

Sio kalo sio (palooveape) Quhiga ki heqete fakaagaqi ha meqa ka te fai pee qa e meqa ko
ie. <Sio. sfoj. >

sio kehekehe Qoku ma sio kehekehe ki he meqa ni. vs., vfrog. Maqu qa e fakakaukau pe tui
(kau ki ha meqa) qoku faikehekehe. ( Lfeha: sio taha, sio tatau. Lkg: quhiga kehekehe.
Sio. sior. >

sio kita Qoku akoqi kitautalu qe he Folofola ke tuku qa e sio kitd. r*og. Tokaga pee ki
hoqotd mo haqatd kae taqe tokagaqi qa e kakai kehE. <Lkg: agafakakaivale, muqomuqa
puke fue, qafugi, fakafekeke, fal<nekita. Sio. siol.) [ m. sio' + kital

sio koloa Tuku e sio koloa he putil. nkog. Feiga ke maqu mai ha koloa hagee ko e kie, gatu,
mo e haa fua. <Lkg: sio meqa. Sio. slor. )

sio kovi Qoua te ke sio kovi ki ho kaugaa qapt. vs., vkog. Sio maanumanu qo fakakaukau
kovi. Sio. siol.>

sio lalo Qou.a te tau sio Inlo ki he kakai masivd. vs., vkog. Pehee qoku nau maaqulalo.
(Lfeha: sio mnaqoluga. Ltat: sio mnaqulalo. Sio. siot.>

sio lau Ko e kiqi tamasiqi sio lau qa Sione. hn. (Faqa qai ki he tamaiki) faqa fakafanogo pe
sio fieqilo ki ha talanoa. ( Ltat: sio gutu. Sio. siol.>

sio lelei A: Feefee koaa hoqomoufoqt? E: Sro lelei he wtqa tww mnalohi. Lea ofo. Kanaga
qoku gaaue qaki ki ha taha qoku hala qene maq[. <Lkg: tr*u muqa, tuku ia. Sio.
s io l .>

sio looloa Qoku totonufoki ke tau sio looloa qo qikai gata pee qi he qaho ni. vs., vkog.
Qiloqilo qo tokateu ki he ka haq[, sio mamaqo. (Lkg: mata looloa. Sio. siol.>

sio loto Naqa ku nofo pee qo sio loto ki qapi. vs., vkog. Manatu pe fakakaukau pe viisone.
<Lkg: manatu loto, faknkaukau loto. Sio. siol. )

sio mai Sio mai, tapu qaupito te ke lea maf kiate au! Lea o/o qoku quhiga ke tokaga mai
ha taha kae fai atu ha foqi lau (pauqu). <Lkg: qei, sii. Sio. sid. >
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sio mamaqo I Naqe qilwi ke u sio lelei ki he konisetf ka ko e sio mamaqo pee. nkog. Tuqu
mei he mamaqO qo fai mei ai e siO. (Lfeha: sio ofi. sio. siol.> 2 eoku oufiemnqu
haku mata sioqata he qoku ou sio matnaqo. vs., vkog. Lava pee qo sio lelei kapau qoku
mamaqo qa e meqa qoku sio ki aI. (Lfeha: sio ofi. Ltat: sio looloa) lm. P. far-
sightedl3 Naqe sio mamaqo qa Toomnsi qo sinaki teuqi hono foln. vs., vkog. Maqu qa
e fakafuofua lelei ki he ka haq[ qo qilo qa e mahuqiga qo e sinaki tokatetr. ( Lfeha: sio
nounou. Ltat: sio looloa)

sio meqa Naqa nau oo qo sio meqa he putt|. vs., vkog. Sio maanumanu ki ha meqa pe
fakaqamu ke maqu mai ha meqa taqe totogi. (Lkg: sio koloa. Sio. siot. >

sio noa Qoku kei sio noa, pee qa e peepe€ pea teqeki ke fakatokaga meqa. vs., vkog. Sio pee
kae qikai quhiga ha meqa. ( Sio. siol .>

sio gutu Mou oo kae tuku hoqomou sio gutu heqemau talanod. nkog. Fakafanogo talanoa (qa
ha taha qoku qikai kau he talanod) ke ne qilo, meimei ko e fai qe he faga kiqi tamaiki
iiki qoku nau siofi e gutu qo e taha qoku led. < Lkg: sio lau. Sio. sior. )

sio ofi L Qoku oufiemaqu haku mata sioqata he qoku ou sio ofi. vs., vkog. Lava pee qo sio
lelei ki ha meqa qoku ofi mai. (Lfeha: sio mamaqo(2). Sio. siol.> [m. P. near-sightedl
2 Naqa ku sio ofi ki he tagatakaf6. vs., vkog. Tuqu ofi ki ai qo lava qo sio lelei ki ai.

Sio pee ka kuo qi Aqa (palooveape) Sio noaqia pee ka kuo mole e lot6. Tupu mei he ogo
qotua fefine qi he talatupuqd ko Sisi mo Faigaqa naqa na nofo tokua he motu ko Aqa qi
Vavaqu. Pehee naqa na faqa toqo qa e laumaalie qo e kakai tagata talavoE qo qave kae
tuku pee qa e sinO, pea neogo naqa nau ogoqi mo sio pee ki he g. meqa naqe hoko ka
naqe hagee pee ha kakai matE he qave honau laumaalie. < Sio. siol .>

siosio I Siqi, ko e fefine siosio fakaqulia qa Sia. hn. Tokaga mo toutou sio ki he kakai keh€
koequhr ko e fakavahavahaqa pe manuki kia kinautolu. ( Akaqilea siol > 2 Naqe siosio
pee e kiqi peepee. vs. Sio maqu pee qo qikai ha toe meqa kehe qe fai. < Lkg: kilokilo>
3 Qoua te ke fakavave ka ke siosio lelei pee. vs. Vakavakai pe fakakaukau maamaalie
pee. 4 Mou siosio naqa tau ha meqa lele qia moutolu. ys. Toutou sio holo, qaaqaa,
tokaga.

siosioa /sio sioa/ Tuku ke u siosioa pee he kuo mei puli. vqo., vfuo.Sio pee sio pee (ki ai)
he taimi kotoa pee. <Akaqi lea: siol>

siosiofi /sio siofi/ | Tuku hono siosiofi peheqf mo qene poopula. n. Toutou vakaiqi pe leqohi
pe tokagaqi. <Akaqi lea: siol> 2 Ko e nofo pee qo siosiofi mai qa e kiqifefine qa e
laugaa qapf .v4o. Toutou siofi, tautefito qi he loto kovi.

siosiofia /sio siofia/ Peheage mai ke u siosiofia hono fofogd he qaho mo e poo. vqo., vlfuo.
Sio fakaqamu mo sio ofi ki ha taha qofaqi he taimi kotoa pee. (Akaqi lea: siot >

siosiofiqi /sio siofiqil Ko e haa Iua qa e meqa qo e kiqi fefinl qoku siosiofiqtT vqo., vkak.
Toutou siofi pe maatuqaki siofi, pea fakamamafaqi hono fai ke lava leler. (Akaqi lea:
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siol >

siosio kehe Naqe siosio kehe pee qa e kau takf qi he mnte he fiekaid qa e kalat. vs., vkog.
Feiga ke pehee qoku qikai ke nau fakatokagaqi, fakamatamataqivalea loi. <Lkg:
hohohohaqa, tokotokaga. Ltat: fakakuikui. Sio. siol.>

siosio noaHaqane siosio noa atu qi muli. nkog. Mataqi paea qo hagee qoku tueno6, sio toko
taha hagee ha sola qi he lotolotoga qo ha kakai kehe. ( Sio. siol .)

siosioua /sio sioua/ Qoku ou kei siosioua pee qi he meqa ni. vs. Fakaveiveiua pe ko e fee
qa e meqa qe fill pe far. < Ltat: lotolotoua. Lkg kauhilaua, fifi\i, taalaqa. Sio. slol. >
[m. siosio * ua]

siosioqi /sio sioqi/ Tuku hono siosioqi qa e taqahine foqofr. n. Meimei tatau mo e siosioft,
toutou sioqi, tautefito ke fakaagaqi pe lauqi. <Akaqi lea: siot )

sio taha Naqe sio taha hake qa e kaufanogd kiate au qi he tuquga. vs., vkog. Sio fakataha
kaatoa mai, mata taha mai. (ka pulula pe tuali. Sio. sior. >

sio tagata Ko MeIe qoku qalu pee ia ki he lottt qo sio tagata. vs., vkog. (Qai pee ki ha kakai
fefine pe fakafefine) sio ki he kakai tagata koequhr ko e manako mo e tokaga. (Lfeha:
sio fefine. Sio. sior. >

sio tatau Neogo qema faqa fepakr ka ko e foqi meqa eni qoku mn sio tatau ai. vs., vkog. Tui
tatau pe fakakaukau tatau. (Lfeha: sio kehekehe. Sio. siol.>

sio taqaki Tuku hoqo sio taqak| mo e fakamaa. nkog. Ko e siofi ke qilo qa e migimigiqi
meqa kotoa pee. < Sio. sror. >

siotaqakiqi /sio taqakiqil Tuku aa hono siotaqakiqi peheqi qa e kiqi siand. n. Siofi ke qilo
e migimigiqi meqa kotoa pee, fakamamafaqi hono fai ke qosi qa e sio. < Sio. siol .)

sio tonu Naqa ku sio tonu he fakatuqutaamakt. vs., vkog. Qi ai tonu qo mamata pau kae
qikai toki fanogo talanoa pee. < Sio. sior. )

Sio qa e mata kae hoka e tala (palooveape) Quhiga ko qete qi ai pee kae lauqi pee qe ha
niqihi hato kaaiga ofi pe kaumeqa mamae. Tupu mei he quhiga fakafoqiled, qa ia ko qete
sio hake pee kae fai pee hoto taamateqi qaki qa e talanod. <Sio. siol.)

sio qalu Ko Sione foki qoku sio qalu pee. vs., vkog. Teuteu hiki pe folau. (Sio. siol.>

sioqaga I Naqa mau sio mei he sioqagd ki he g. palanit€. n. Feituqu pe fale qoku fai mei
ai ha sio, mamataqaga, niuvaakai. <Akaqi lea: siol) 2 Tuku ai pee ke u sioqi he ko
hoku sioqaga. n. Toko taha qoku te pehee qoku qi ai e totonu ke te sioqi, meimei ko e
kaaiga maaqulalo.

sioqata Toqo mai agee hoku sioqatd. n. Meqa qoku tui ki he matE ke tokoniqi ke lelei age
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qa e si6 pe maluqi qa e mate mei he laqaI, havill mo e alaa meqa pehee, mata sioqata.
( Ltuqi: lagi sioqata. Lhou: fofoga sioqata. Sio. siol. >

sioqi Haga qe he kalast qo sioqi qa e taqahine foqofi. vqo., vkak Sio fakamamaqu pe taqe
kemo. <Akaqi lea: sioi>

sioqia Ko e fefine sioqia moqoni he ko e fefine fakaqofoqofa. hn. l-aln qa e sio ki ar, siofi
qe he toko lahi. <Akaqi lea siol)

sisio Ko e hna qoku mou sisio pehee mai at? vs. Sio kotoa mai, lea qoku gaaue qaki qi he
qita. <Pul. pe tuali. Akaqi lea: sloi )

taagaki Naqe taagaki mai hono lag[. vs. Haga mai. <Ltuqi. Sio. sdo]. >

qafio Naqe qafro mai e tuqt ki he fakameqite, vs. Sio mai ki hono fakafiefid. < Ltuqi ki he
siol. Sio. siot.>

qita 1 Naqe qita qa Toomnsi he kaihaqasi qene puaka. vs. Ogoqi taqefiemaalie fio mo e
mamahi mo e fehiqa koequhl ko e hoko ha meqa qoku fepaki mo e qamanakl pe lot6.
(Ltuqi: houhau, loulouaqa. Lhou: tuputaarnaki. Lpel: qiteqita. L.aka: qitagi, qitagiqi,
qitegia, fakaqita, fakaqitaqi, fakaqiteqita, feqitaqaki, feqiteqitani. Lkog: qita
fakamolokau, qita fakafatulisi, katakata qita, fakatupu qita. lkg: lili, lililili, tekelili,
teketekelili, matalili, kilia, kilikilia, kiliaqia, fisiqia, mofisi, mofuta, fie lahi, fieqeiki, loto
taagia, fakapoquli, tata, houtamaki, tafihu, teeteevolo, teevoloa. Palooveape: sopusopu
qa natula. Llkoloa qa & qo: ko qene qita, quhrga qoku ne maqu qa e qita; ko hono qitd,
quhiga ki he qita qoku ne magn> [m. LPM. qital2 Ko e fefine qita qa Mele. hn. Faqa
qita. 3 Naqe lea qita qaupito qa e pulE. hv.l*a qi he fouga qoku haa ai qoku qita. 4 Ko
e qita ia qa e Foqi QoneqonE. n. Qosi taha, lelei taha, kai, kana. (ka kanaga qoku
faqa gaaue qaki ki ha taha, fonua pe kakai kuo nau fai ha meqa lahi, pea tau pehee tokua
naqe tupu qa e lava qa e gaaue lahi ko id ko e ivi lahi naqe maqu qi he "qita", ka ko e
qita loi pee he ko e fiefia ia. Lkg: tavi, faiva, tau, tahi, malaqe.)

Example of manner of states or actions

qaupito L Naqe lelei qaupito qenau gaauE. hv. l*lei lahi, fuqu lelei, maatuqaki lelei, lelei
fau, lelei qaanoa. <Qoku haa qi he g. kupuqi lea maheni ko enr : maaloo qaupito, qofa
atu qaupito, qosi qaupito) 2 Qoua qaapito te ke ala ki ai. hv. Naqe qilcai qaupito ke
naufiefi,a. ftv. Qoku ne qai ke ogo mamafa pe maalohi age hano taqofi pe fakaqikaiqi ha
meqa. Tuku qaupito ia. ftv. Tuku fakaqaufuli, tuku kaatoa.

Examples of archaic and rare words

naapaqa I Qokufeefee qa e meqd? Kuo naapaqa ia.. ys. Maumau. <ka motuqa, lhhm.
Haa he tikisinale qa Colomb I890:2I4 qo quhiga ko e maumau. ) [Mahalo m. lea
Polinisia Lotoloto ko e napaqa 'mala, tuqutaamaki'l 2 Ko e naapaqa eni qo e poopa6.
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n. Kiqi ava he poopad qoku tukuage ai e li[. < ka motuqa, lhhm. Fakaquhiga qe he
kakai Toga.> 3 Ko hoto naapaqa ko Sonatane. n. Kaumeqa fafale kuo mole. (ka
motuqa, lhhm. Toqo mei he Tohi Tap[. )

nimoitalafau /nimo italal Ko qene pult ko e nimoitalafau pee.I*a Toga qoku quhiga ko e
puli ka qoku ofi mai pee pea qe vave pee ha toe qasi. (Ko e tupu mei he qaqau e
faagotd mei he qoa kae qefihia pee qa e kiqi koga ia he talafau qo e qoa. Ko e meqa
mahuqigd ko qenau qosi qi he katd pea qosi too mai mei tahT. Ko e puli he loto katO ko
e puli siqisiqi pee. lra motuqa, lhhm. Maqu mei a Rabone 1845: I77 qo quhiga ko e
qikai qiloa kae qi ai pee. Lkg: mamaqo qafolau> [m. LPM. nimo'puli' + qi + talafau
'foqi fiiga qi lalo he qo6'l

tonomea Naqa ne hokaqi qa e tefitoqi qakafr qaki qa e tonomea. n. Faqahiga tao he taimi
fuoloa. 1lr"a motuqa, lhhm. Maqu mei a Martin l8L7:448 qo quhiga ko e faqahiga tao.
Llkoloa qo: tonomea qo Sione)

Example of colloquial or slane expressions

tegaqi koa 1 Mai ha tegaqi koa ke foo qaki e vala qo Nod. n. Ko e kiqi toega qo ha meqi
koa. 2 Qoku ou tegaqi koa au. vs. Hala qataa mo e paqaga. (Kanaga) 3 Qoku tegaqi
koa qa e faivd he poo ni. vs. Taqe totogi. <Kanaga) 4 Qoku naufaqa heka tegaqi koa
qi he g. pas f . hv . Heka taqe totogi. ( Kanaga > 5 Ko qene tegaqi koa tuqo fiha eni he
pasf . n. Taqe totogi. (Kanaga)

Examples of dialectal words and Niuafoqouan words which have entered the Togan
language

fakahali I Qoku mama qa e fakahali qo e simd. n. Lea faka-Vavaqu ki he fakatali pe
fakatafe, qa ia ko e paipa pe kapa kuo pelu fakalooloa qo fakamaqu ki he matatulutulu
qo e falE qo ne fakatafe qa e var qo ka quha mei he fuga falE ki he simd. (Ko e lea
qoku gaaue qaki he g. feituqu kehE ko e fakatali. > [m. faka- + LPM. sali 'tafe'] 2
Qoku fakahali homou fal€ pe qikai? vs. Qi ai hano fakahali.

vaitega I Ko qemau fakaefiafr ko e vaitega. n. Foqi lea faka-Niuafoqou ki he toopar, qa ia
ko e faga kiqi foqi keke mahoaqa qoku haka qi ha vai lili. < Lkg: vaivaimnhoaqa,
fakalili, halalutu, faki, foki, kasitati> [m. lea faka-Niuafoqou vai + tegal2 Te tau toe
vaitega pee qa efiafi. vs., vkog. Kai vaitega (he efiafl).

Examples of generally used words from subject fields and registers

fakaqiloa (lea lao) Ko e higoa qo e fakaqilod ko Sione. n. Toko taha qoku tukuakiqi ki ha
maumau lao qo tupu ai qa e hopo he fakamaauqage, ko e taha qoku fakaqil6. <Akaqi
lea qilo. Lfeha: talatalaaki. Lkg fakamaauqi, fakatonutonu, fakatotoloqi, loea, taukapo,
fakamoqoni. Pul: kau)

kupesi (lea kokaqaga) Koleqi mai qa e kupesi qa Hoa ke tau koka ai. n. Lauqi kaka kuo tui
ki ai ha pule pe fakataataa qaki qa e kaleveqi pulu mo e tuqa niu. < Qoku lahi hono
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faqahigd mo hono g. higof,, pea qeiki mo mahuqiga age qa e niqihi. Ko e gaaue qiloga
qa fafine qa e tui kupesl. Qoku lalava ia ki he papa kokaqag5 qo ka fai ha kokaqaga.

Qoku hilifaki atu leva ki ai qa e fetaqakl pea toki tafi qi he fuga fetaqakr qaki qa e tata
(kiqi koga fetaqaki) kuo qosi unu mo fakamaatuqu qi he kokd (taD ke qiloga hake qi he

fuga fetaqakr qa e pule qo e kupesr. G. faqahiga: m^anulua, fakamalu-qo-katea, tokelau

feletoa, mo e haa fua)

penisilini /peni silinil (lea faitoqo) | Naqe huhu qaki qe he neest qa e tamasiqi puk€ ha

penisilinf. n. Faqahiga faitoqo taamate pekitiilia qoku faqa faitoqo qaki qa e niumoonif,
mo e g. mahaki qoku fakanrpu qe he pekitiiliE. [m. P. penicillinl2 Naqa ku folo foqi
qaknu penisilini pea toki sai qa e gagau hoku qulfi. hn. Foqi qakau qoku qi ai qa e
penisilini.

temokalati /temo kalati/ (lea politiki) Ko e temokalati qa Qamelika. n. Faqahiga faquga
puleqaga pe pule qoku fai tuqutuquni ai qa e toko lahi qo e kakar qaki qenau fili honau

kau takr, qo puleqi qe he kakai qa e kakal, qo kehe ia mei he puleqaga fakatuqT pe

puleqaga fikatikitatO, <Ko kinautolu qoku nau taukaveqi qa e temokalatr- qoku qikai ke

tru,, i"qiu qi he puleqaga fakatuql, ka ko e kau poupou qo e puleqaga fakanrql qoku

qikai te nau poupou ki he temokalatT. Lkg: temo, politiki, kominiusi> [m. P.

it*ocraq, qa ia qoku haqu mei he lea faka-Kalisi ko e demo- qoku quhiga ko e kakai

mo e kratia qoku quhiga ko e Pule'l

saikolone /sai kolone I (lea siokaalafi) 1 Naqe mawnau lahi e siainE qi he gaaue qa e

saikolon7. n. Afaa fakatalopiki pe matagi maalohi qaupito. Faqa fakahigoa, hagee ko e

saikolone ko Sulietl, pea ui qaki qe he potu gaaue tala matagi qi he fakamatala qe6.

< Lkg: qahiohio, teevolo kui, qotua kzi. Llkoloa qa: ko e saikolone qa Vanuatii; llkoloa
qo: ko e saikolone qo e taqii> [m. P. cyclonel2 Naqe saikolone qa Vanuatu qi Maqasi.
vs. Hoko ai e saikolone.

kemikale, kemikolo (lea saianisl) Qoku ne gaaue qaki qa e kemikale ke fana qene hind. n.

Efuefu, huhuqa pe kasa qoku gaohi makehe ke gaaue qaki ki he faitoqo kelekele, taamate
qiniseekite, piuta foo, mo e alaa meqa pehee. <Lkg: kemi, keemisi, fakakemi, huqi vai,

fale tala vai, meqa fakalelei kelekele, meqa fafaga> [m. P. chemical]

seloo I#/i qetau marc te tuu oo ki seloo. nl Heevani. <Kat. Ltat: lagi> [m. lea faka-

Latina caelumf

faka-Mee L Ne qosi kumi mai e vala foqou qo e kaa leka ki he faka'MeE. n. Kaatoaga
fakalotu qa e faana0 qoku faqa fai qi he Saapate quluaki qo Me€ pea nau fakataataa ai
qa e g. talanoa mo e g. akonaki mei he Tohi Tap[. (Uees. Llkoloa qa: ko qetau faka-
Mee) [m. faka- + P. May) 2 Te u faka-Mee au ki Vavaqu he taqu ka haq'fr. vs. Kau
ki he faka-Mee (qi Vavaqu). 3 Qoku qikai hamau faka-Mee lelei. n. Meqa tokoni qi he
faka-Mee. (Llkoloa qo: ko hotaufaka-Mee)

Examples of grammatical words

hel /hee/ (lea kalama) t Naqe taa qe he faiakl qa e hivd. Muqa nauna paa. Qoku haga qe
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he hE fakataha mo e fakaqiloga pa[ qo fakahaaqi qoku pau ha foqi nauna, hagee ko e

nauna ko e faiako qi he seetesi qi qolugd. Qoku quhiga ia ko e faiako pau pe ko e faiako
qoku tau qosi qilo. Siipiga TJa: Naqe nofo qa Poni qi he fuqu puk6. Ko e fuqu puko eni

kuo tau qosi qilo ki ai he qoku fakamelomelo qe he h€ pea toe fakaqiloga pau. Siipiga

Tolu: Natqe qoage ki he fefine qa e fatogid. Ko e fefine eni qoku tau qosi qiloqi he qoku

fakamelomelo qe he hE pea toe fakaqiloga pau. Siipiga Faa: Naqa mau foki mai mei he

fale faiva. Qoku tau qilo qa e fale faiva ko qenr he qoku tuhuqi pau. lMahalo ko e hoa-tea 
qo e lea faka-Polinisia Lotoloto ko e se 'muqa nauna taqepau'l 2 Naqe taa qe he

faiako qa e hivd. Muqa nauna pau. Qoku haga qe he hE qo fakaqilogaqi ha nauna ke pau

fakakoga pee, qo hagee ko e nauna ko e faiak6 qi he seetesi qi qoluga. Qoku qikai ke

tau qilo pe ko e faiako fee, ka qoku pau pee ko e faiako qo qikai ko e faifekau pe toe

tahaige. Qoku qikai foki ke toe fakaqiloga pau qa e nauna ko id. Siipiga Ua: Naqe nofo

qa Poni qi he fuqu pnko. Qoku qikai tuhuqi pau pe ko e fuqu puko fee, ka qoku pau pee

io e fuqu puko qo qikai ko e fale pe fuqu kuava, pe toe meqa age. Qoku qikai foki ke

toe fakaqiloga pau qa e naun6. Siipiga Tolu: Naqe qoage ki he fefine qa e fatogtrz. Qoku
qikai ke-tauqilo pe ko e fefine fee, ka qoku pau pee ko e fefine qo qikai ko e tagata.

Qoko qikai foki ke toe fakaqiloga pau qa e naund. Siipiga Faa: Naqa mau foki mai mei

he fali faiva. Qoku qikai ke tau qilo pe ko e fale faiva fee kae pau pee ko e fale faiva

kae qikai ko ha toe feituqu age. Qoku qikai ke toe fakaqiloga pau qa e naunl. (Ko e

ftd qoku gaaue qaki qi he g. lea ko e qe he, qi he, ki he mo e mei he, ka qoku tuku qa

e hE kae gaaue qaki qa e e qi he g. lea ko qenl: qa e, qo e, ko e mo e mo e. Lkg: ha,

siqi)

hE eoku qikai maqu he qoku qikai ha paqaga. feh. Koequhl. <Gaaue qaki ke ne fakahaa

ha quhiga> [m. LPM. hel

11e3 He qikai ke fai ia. fakaqiloga taimi ka haqu. Qe qikai fai ia qi ha taimi qi he ka tutqd
<Ko e lea hE qoku ne ala fetogi qo e fakaqiloga taimi ka haqu ko e qE qi muqa he foqi

lea ko e qikai. Lkg qe, te>

kaur (lea kalama) Kau qalu muqa? fet. n. (Te) u, fetogi nauna qoku ne fakafofogaqi qa e

taha qoku le[. Ko e kafr qoku gaaue qaki p€ qi he kamataqaga qo e seetesr . lLkg: ou,

ktt, u, au) fm. LPM. kau. Galiko e ka'fakaqiloga taimi ka haqu' * u'fet. n. ko e

au'l

kau2 (lea kalama) Ko e kau tagt ena kuo nau naqa. lea fakafaqahiga. l*a qoku ne tala ko

e quhiga ki ha kakai. Ko e kau tagr ko e kakai naqa nau tagi. Tatau ki heni: kau hiva,

kakai qoku hiva; kau maalooloo, kakai kuo maalooloo; kau masiva, kakai qoku masiva;

kau gaaue, kakai gaaue; kaulea, kakai qoku lea.

kau3 (lea kalama) ! Kuo omi qa e kau faifekafr. fakaqiloga pul, tuqu muqa qi ha n.k. tuku

kehe qa e higoa. Faifekau qe toko tolu pe lahi age. <Lkg: ogo, gaahi,faga, quu) fm.
LPM. kauj

kaua Naqe haqu qa Vili mo e kau niu. Lea lau fika tuqu muqa. (Qai pee ki hono lau qo e

qufT, ika mo e ni[) ua noa.
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kaus I pakiqi mai mo e kau qo e matalaqi qakafr ke u sei qaki. n. Vaqa pe koga palooloa
qoku pipiki ki ai qa e matalaqi qaka[. [m. LPM. lcaul2 Kuo motu e kau qo e hel7. n.

Kog" palooloa qoku puke qaki qa e g. meqa qe niqihi. Ko e koga ko id qoku faqa
palooloa hagee nai ko e fuo qo ha vaqakau ka qoku kehekehe hono lahr qo fakatatau pee

ki h.1n.qu ko ia qoku koga ki aI. (Ko e g. meqa eni qoku qi ai honau kau: kau qo e

mata sioqata, fohe, pate, pasikala, ipu, kulo, fakapaku, toki. Qoku faqa ui ko e kauqi

mata sioqata, kauqi ipu, kauqi hele, kauqi peni, kauqi paipa tapaka, kauqi nima, kauqi

vaqe, mo e haa fua. Lkg: palalafa,fakavaka, qesia, kavei, meqa puke, meqa toqo, meqa

takai, pukega, kaunaka, takitakiqaga) 3 Naqe haqu mo e kau siaine. leafakafaqahiga.
(eai pee ki he siaine mo e hopa) fuhiga, fua kakato qo e fuqu siainE qi heqene tuqu

fakataha ko e fuhiga siaine. (Lkg: tauga,fuhiga, foqi, fuqu, meqi) 4 Qi he knufana,
kaunatu, kautaa, vaqakau.

kau6 Qi he kaukau, lukau, kaufaki

kau? L eoku ou kau mo Seini. vs. Faqahi (mo), tuqu fakataha qi he faqahi qe taha (mo).

<Qotu muimui qi ai qa e mo. L.aka: kauhaki, kau-) [m. LPM' kau] 2 Qoku ou kau

qi ie timi qa e Qolopelekt. vs. Hoko ko e taha qi he (timi qa e Qolopelekl), hoko ko e

kogu, -...ipr, pe taha maqu tuquga (qi he Qolopelekl). < Qoku muimui qi ai qa e taki

*.r* ko e qi. I*g: fakakaugataamaki> 3 Qoku ke kau ki he faqahi fe? vs. Poupou.

<eoku muimui qi ai qa e taki nauna ko e fti. ) 4 Ko e haqafee qoku ke kau ki af ? vs.

Huqu pe haqu mei he haqa fee. 5 Qe kau ke fakalalm qa e fonud. vs. Tokoni. <Qoku

muimui qi ai qa e feh. ko e ke. L.aka: fekauqaki, kauga, kaugaa)

kaus Naqa nau taa qa e fuqu kaii. n. Faqahiga qakau qaoga ki he pap5, meimei kulokula pea

meimei tatau mb e fehr. Qoku fua meimei foo potopoto kiqi siqi hifo qi ha foqi pulu

tenisi pea tega taha foo lahi.

kaue Qi he kau hala, kau vai, kau qaa, kau teleqa, kau luo [m. LPM. kau'tafaqaki'f

kaul0 Qi he huqa knu, tau lcau [Mahalo m. P- cow)

tolu (mataqi fika) L Qe mamaqo pee he qaho qe tolu. Gaaue qaki makehe mo e "qe". Ko e

mataqi fika pe lea qoku ne tala ko e lahi qo ha meqa qoku fequga mo hono taanaki qo

e tahd mo e ua. Ko e mataqi fika ni qoku tuqu he vahaqa qo e ud mo e fa6, pea qoku

tohiqi ko e 3. [m. LPM. tolu] 2 Qoku tolu pee qa e lokt. vs. [,ahi fequga mo e mataqi

fika ko e tolu. 3 Naqe fiefia ko e tolu hono sufi. n. Maqu e suu qe tolu. 4 Naqe fiefia qi

heqene tolu he kalast. n. Maqu qa e tuquga fika tolu. (Llkoloa qa: qene tolu) 5 Ko

hoio totu qeni qo qene tohi kuo aqu mai. n. Fika tolu qo e quu tohl. (Llkoloa qo: hono

tolu) 6 Naqe qaukai qo tolu mahina ko e qofa kia Pulelepuqta. Gaaue qaki makehe mo

e mahina (mei he maahina) mo e taqu qofaqu qa efaqahiga lkog. Fequga mo e maahina
qe tolu.

qoiauee /qoi auee/ Qoiauee kuo hola qa Salala mo qeku pent. lea ofo. ka qoku te lea qaki

qi haqate qohovale, mamahi, fiefia, pe ha toe ogo kehe. ( Lkg: qoi, qoiau, uee, uoi,
uisa, qisa, qiuvee, qiuee) [mahalo m. qoi * au * eel
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qokur (lea kalama) Qoku qalu qa Sifa ki kolo. Fakaqiloga taimi lolotoga. Kihiqi lea

fakakalama qoku ne fakaqilogaqi ko ha meqa qoku lolotoga hoko pe moqoni. Qi he taimi

nI qoku qi kolo qa Sifa. Siipiga lJa Qoku hopo e laqa1 he hahakc. Ko e moqoni qoku

hopo qa e laqad he hahak€ he qaho kotoa pee. Siipiga Tolu: Qoku ou taqu 40
qapogipogi. Ko e moqoni qoku hoko hoku taqu 40 qapogipogi. Siipiga Faa: Naqa mau

oo atfr qoku nau lolotoga kai. Qoku fakaqilogaqi qe he qolatnaqe lolotoga hoko qa e kal
qi he taimi naqa mau aqu atu ai. Siipiga Nima: Te mou aqu atil qoku nau talitali mai'

Qoku tala qe he qoku qe lolotoga hoko qa e talitalr qi hoqomou aqu atii. (Lkg'. naqe,

ne, qe, te, he3, kuo)

qoku2 (lea kalama) Ko e kofu ia qo qoku. hn. fet. n. Iau koloa qo. Ko e kofu ia qo e taha

qoku lea, qa ia ko au. (lkg: qaku)

Examples of affixes

-a (lea kalama) Ko e muiqi lea qoku taanaki ki ha foqi lea ke ne fakalooloa age qa e taimi
qo e gaaue pe aga qoku tala qe he led, pe te ne fakatokolahi nai qa e kakai qoku nau fai

e gaauE, pe te ne fakahaaqi qa e hulu qa e meqa qoku tala qe he foqi led. Siipiga Taha:

Wiqa *i tolio e fuqu naga qo qosi. vqo. Fai e gaauE qe he toko lahi pe hoko qi ha

taimi looloa age. Tatau ki he: haea, kumia, talia, manatua, sioa. Siipiga Ua Naqe qikai

mohe he naqe namua. vs. Hulu e namD.

faka- (lea kalama) Ko e muaqi lea qoku lahi qaupito hono gaaue qakr mo hono g. quhig6.

1 Qoku lava ke quhiga ki he tatau pe hagee. Qai homou agd ke faka-Qotua. Tatau pe

hagee ko e Qotu[ . Qoua te mou agafakamanu. Aga tatau mo e manu pe hagee ha man['

eai ke mou aga fakatagata. Hagee ha tagatA kae qikai hagee ha man[. (Mahalo qoku

quhiga pehee qa e fakd- qi he g. foqi lea ko enI: faka4apaqapa (hagee ha qapaqapa),

Nroforp*ou (iagee ha faifekatr) , fakapoto (hagee ha pot6) > 2 Qoku lava ke quhiga ki

ne fikauqaki mo e... pe meqa qa/qo e...pe gaaue qaki qe he... Ko e meqafakahisitoolia
qa e tuuquta qi he maahind. Ko e meqa qo e hisitoolia. Ko e kaa fakatuqt ena qoku

haqA. Kaa qa e tuqr pe kaa qoku gaaue qaki qe he tuql, pe kaa qoku fekauqaki mo e

uqi. Qokufai qa e sipoti fakaakl qi Qepeleli. Sipoti qa e g. ak6. Qokufai qa e konisett
qi he fale fakakoll. Fale qo e kolO. Ko qemau kiqi meqa fakamotu pee. Kiqi meqa qo

motu. Ko e suufakatagata eni. Suu ke maqu qe ha tagata kae qikai ko ha fefine. (Tatau

mo e g. lea ko qenr: meqafakasino, afaafakatalopiki,fakatahafakafaifekau> 3 Qoku
lava ke quhiga ki he fakatupu pe qai ke... Naqe fakamohe pea toki tafa. F^k^tlrpu pe qai

ke mohe. Fakatonutonu hoqo qeeset pea toki taanaki. Qai ke tonu. Fakalelei ho matd.

Qai ke sio lelei. Fakalotoqi ke mou ao. Qai ke loto ki ai. Ko e toki meqa fakaofo ia.

Meqa fakatupu ofo. Naqa ne fakamoqoni ki he talanod. Fakatupu ke haa qoku qi ai e

moqoni. Naqa ne fakaqilmiqi qa e talanod. Fakatupu ke haa qoku qikai ke moqoni qa

e taianod. Naqa ne fakakoviqi qa Sione. Fakatupu ke kovi pe qita qa Sione. Ko Sione
qokufakaqufi he polaa. Fakatupu ke qi ai ha qufi he pold qaki hono qomi ha qufi. Naqa

ne fakavaka qa e helE. Fakatupu ke qi ai hono kau qaki qene gaohi hono kau. Naqa ne

faiaqesia e tad. Fakatupu ke qi ai hono qesia qaki qene gaohi qa e qesia. Ko MeIe qoku
-fakasapa. 

Fakatupu ke qi ai qa e sapa qaki qene teuteu ha sapa. (Tatau mo eni:-fakafdogia, 
fakakavega, fakafiem.aalie, fakakaikai, fakaqofa, fakamaafana, fakalata,

fakafiefia, fakamnmaqo, fakatokaga, fakafanogo, fakaqilo, fakateki, fakasio'
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fakataqeqaogaqi, fakahuu, fakamaalohi age, fakalele, fakanofo, fakahifo, fakatatau,
fakamata,fakapaagopago,fakamomoho, fakafolau,fakamatala,fakatatali, fakagalo.)
[m. LPM. faka-'muaqi lea fakatupu'] 4 Qoku lava qo quhiga ko e kamata ke tupu mai
qo hoko ko e meqa qe aqu ki aI. Kuo fakaquluqulu mai e mata hakarT. Kamata ke tupu

ko e quluqulu. Kuo fakahagataamaki hono laved. Kamata ke hoko ko e hagataamaki.
Kuo fakaquliquli mai qa e tafaqaki tagt. Fakaqau ke quliquli. 5 Qoku taimi e niqihi
qoku qikai fuqu pau qa e quhiga qo e fakd-, hagee ko qene qasi qi he g. lea ko qent:

fakapotu (mahalo ko e qai ke taupotu) , fakafotu (?), fakataa (mahalo ko e qai ke tau pe

maavae mo e meqa), fakakaukau (?), fakaqau (?).

-qi (lea kalama) Ko e muiqi lea qoku taanaki atu ki ha foqi lea ke ne fakakakato pe fakaholo
qa e gaaue pe aga qoku tala qe he foqi lel (qo qai e foqi led ke falwkakato gaaue).

Siipig", Naqa nau toliqi pee qa efuqu mag1 qo kaqaga. Tatau mo e: kumiqi, pakiqi, mo

e haa fua. Qoku haga qe he -qt qo fakamamafaqi hono faiqi e foqi gaauO ke qosi leva
pe [ava, pea kehe ai mei he toli, kumi, paki qolr.lt qikai loko pau hono fakaqosi qo e
gaaue. <Lkg. (I(o e g. fooliga kehekehe eni qo e -qi] -fi, -hi, -i, -ki, -mi, -ni, -gi, -si)

[m. LPM. -4f 'muiqi lea fakaqopuseki']

Examples of compounds

inu kava Naqa nau inu kava pee qo mnqa e qah6. vs., vkog. Kau ki ha faikava qo maqu qa

e huhuqikuo gaohi mei he qakau ko e kava. (Ko e qulugaaga fakafonua qoku fai qe

he kakai tagntd. Ltuqi: taumafa kava. Lhou: qilo kava. Lfqa'. mama kava. Lpel inuinu

kava. L.aka: inukavaqi. Lkg: tautoa, kalapu knva Toga, kava Toga)

too manioke Qoku too manioke qa Qaisea ke uta ki muli. vs., vkog. Goueqi ha koga

kelekele qaki qa e manioke. (Lpel: tootoo mnnioke. L.aka: toom"aniokeqi)

Examules of cultural words

heliaki ! Ko e heliaki pee qene talanod. n. Ko e talanoa pe lea qoku qikai fai fakahagatonu
pe lela ki ha meqa pe toko taha ka qoku lea fakataataa pe fakapunake, hagee ko hono ui

ha fefine talavou ko e kakala hagee ko e heilala pe lagakali. Qoku toqo mai ha meqa
qoku fakaqofoqofa mo namu lelei qo fakataataa qaki qa e fefinE, he qoku tuha qa e

fakaqofoqofa qo e kakal[ mo e talavou qo e fefin€. Neogo ko e kakal4 ko e meqa kehe
quupito mei he fefine, ka qoku qomi ia qo fakataataa qaki he qoku qi ai hono koga qoku

tata-u ai mo e fefine, qa ia ko hono fakaqofoqoFa. Tatau eni mo e faqa lea fakapunake ki
he tuqr ko e fetuqu gigila pe ko ha qumata he fuga taua.

Ko e lea faka-Tog[ ko e lea qoku ne gaaue qaki lahi qaupito qa e heliakt. Qoku
gaaue qaki he fakatapii mo e lea ki ha qeiki hagee ko e Tapu mo e laione qi Malaqekula,
io 

" 
qai kia Tupou 1. Tapu mo e fuifui lupe qo loto palasi, ko e qai ki he faleqald. Qoku

gua,t" qaki lahi qi he qeveqeva ki ha fefine, pe taqaga pe maau pe hiva kakala, he ko e

io.rgu lia qoku fakaqofoqofa fakapunake. Qoku gaaue qaki qi he lotu ki he QotuE. Ko

e heliakt ko e tooqoga moqui qoku haa he lea qa e kakai Togd ke fakahaaqi qemu

fakahikihikiqi ha meqa. Qoku fuqu maaqoluga qa e toko taha qoku fakaqapaqapaql pea

ogoqi leva qoku fiematamuqa, pe takuanoa, pe fakatagata tatau, pe fakasiqisiqi qeiki qo

ka fakahagatonu hono fai qo e fakaqapaqapE pe fakahikihikl qo tuquga ai hono heliaki.
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Ko e lea qoku kofukofuqi pe fakaqesia pe teuteuqi, ka qoku qikai fuqu fakapuliqi ke mole

ai qa e quhigA.
Qoku kau foki ki he heliakt qa e lea ki he tuql, lea kia houqeikr, lea

fakamataapulg, mo e lea fakaqakiqakimul. G. siipiga: ka ki he tuqi - ko e foqi lea ko

e lagi ko e heliaki ia ki hono qulu. Lra kia houqeiki - ko e foqi lea ko e qilo ko e heliaki

ia qo qene kar, tatau Vi he meqa, ko e heliaki ia ki he g. gaaue kehe hagee ko e qalu,

tagutu, pe tuqu. (Qoku taqe fakaqapaqapa ke te taku fakahagatonu qa e gaaue qa e qeikl

qoku fal kae qai pee ko e meqa.) I-ea fakamataapule - ko e poquli adko e heliaki ia qo

e mohe he qoku qikai puqaki ai e lea ko e mohe; tatau ki he afe mai qo tokoni, ko e
heliaki ki he kal. Ko e lea fakaqakiqakimur qoku fonu qihe heliakt-, hagee ko e pehee

ko e foqi manioke hamu ka ko e lau ia ki ha fuqu pola. Ko e fatogia ia qo e heliakf ko

e fakahaaqi qa e fakaqapaqapa mo e fakamaaqulaloqi kita kae haakeakiqi ai qa e taha
qoku lea ki aI.

eoku lahi qaupito qa e g. siipiga qo e heliakf qi he taqaga faka-Togd. Ko e lau

maatag6 mo e lau kakala ko hono qelit6 ko e heliaki. Qoku qasi lahi eni qi he fakatapt,

tautefito ki he fakatapu qi ha taqaga pe maau pe hiva. G. siipiga mei he taqaga mo e led:

a. Fakatapn mo e taloni qo Toga - qoku taku pee hono qafioqagd kae qikai ko hono sin6.

e. Tapu mo e laione qi Malaqekula - lea pee ki hono maka fakamanatl kae qikai

fakahagatonu kia Tupou I. f . Tapu mo e lupe he taufi - quhiga kia Kuini Saalote qene

maaqoiuge mo qene taukakapa. h. Toqamalekini, ko e kiqifoqifuatau pee ki peito' Qoku
tala pee kia Toqa kae qoua qe huumataniu, pea tala pee ko e kiqi foqi qufi noa pee qe

taha, pea tala pee ko e qave ki peito. i. Tuku pee kia Toqam.alekini ke ne fakasiqisiqi e

taimf . Qoku ui e higoa qo e mataapule kae quhiga ia ki he tuqI. k. Ko e kehe pee ke u

haa mni qo fataki qemau poopoaki, Tauga pekfr mo Hala Fatai, pea mo e Toa qi

Havelulahi... Neogo ko e fuqu meqa lahi qoku omi mo ia kae heliaki pee ko e siqi, ko

e poupou pee. Ko e gaaue qaki qo e g. higoa fakatenetene qo e g. kold ko e heliaki ia

qotu ui ko e laumaataga. Qoku qikai taku qa e higoa qo e houqeiki qo Hihib ka qoku

fakafofogaqi mai pee qe he g. maatagE. Ko e heliakt ko e fouga fakapunake mo toe

fakaqapaqap a.l. Ko siqa papai qo ha vuulagi tuifio he tagimausid (qai ki Fisi), he mnkita
qo 

" Tugo moqugd (qai ki Haqamoa) - houqeiki muli mei Fisi mo Haqamoa qoku fio he

[aatoaga. m. Kuo nunu e kakala talad - fihi e kakai qiloga mo mahino, houqeikisia, kau

maaqoluga . n. Pea loka e uafu ko Vund - lahi e folau vaka he uafr pea kuo logoaqa pea

vaakee, pea gatuu qa Togatapu qi he fiefia he kaatoaga. g. Laku qa Lofia he tuetue€ -

Ko e moquga afi ia qo Haqapal, pea ko qene lak[ ko e qosi ia qa Haqapar, fiefia qa

Haqapai mo kau kotoa. o, Qoku tuqu ai e vao tamanu ko e fakaogoogo ki he hau. Qoku
nofo ai e kakai toqa qo fakaogoogo ki he ha[. Ko e quhiga ki he houqeiki qo Hihifr.
( Lfeha: lela, hualeta) 2 Qoku heliaki pee qene talanod. vs. [,ahi ai e heliakt' ( Lkg:

taasipa) 3 Mahalo ko e aga pee qo e talanoa heliakt. hn. Talanoa qoku fakataataa mo

taqe fakahagatonu. 4 Qoku talanoa heliaki nwqu pee ia. ftv. Talanoa fakataataa mo taqe
fakahagatonu.

maafana I Qoku ogo lelei ki he sinA qa e maafana qo e vat. n. Faqahiga ogo qo e var qoku

qikai fuqu momoko pea qikai fuqu vela kae tuqu he vahaqa qo e maamaafan6 mo e

mafanl pea ogo fakanoga ki he kilI. (Llkoloa qo> [Mahalo m. LPM. mafanaf 2 Qoku
maafana pe qa e vai he tiipotd. vs. Maqu qa e ogo ko e maafana. I-ava ke ne
fakamataliqi qa e g. lea hagee ko e fonua, loki, mo e haa fua. (Lfeha: momoko. Lpel:

mnamaafana. Lkog: taimi mnafana, faqahi taqu nnafana. Lkg: mole e teilfr) 3 Ko e
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haa qa e maafana totonu qo e sin|? n. I-ahi qo e maafana qoku fakanatula ke nofo he
sino qo e tagate. Ko e maafana ko enr qoku lava ke fua qo lau tikilt. ( Llkoloa 4o:
hono mnafand) 4 Ko e kafu maafana qo qokfi. hn. Kafu qoku ne qomi qa e maafana
ki he sin6. 5 Qoku ke maafana pe qikai? vs. Maqu ha maafana, qikai mokosia. 6 Qoku
manfana hono sin6. vs. Kiqi mofi pe maamaafana. T Qoku mau maafana ke talitali koe.
vs. Ogoqi fiefia qaupito qi he lotd ki ha meqa pe taha. (Ko e maafanfr ko e faqahiga
fiefia mo e toqotoqoa qoku tupu mei he loto lelei mo e fie fai lelei ki he kakai kehE'

Qoku faqa hoko qi he taimi kaatoaga qoku ogoqi ai qe he kakal qoku nau ofi ki honau

Qotud, houqeikr mo e kau takl. Qoku tupu ai qenau fai e g. tooqoga fakaoli mo
sekisekia qo aqu ki he meimei gali vale nai, he ko e taimi ia qoku gofua ai qa e g. tapu
qo e nonofo fakasoosiale. Qoku gofua ke fai qe he kakai fefinE qa e g. meqa naqe faqa
tapu koequhT ko qenau maafand, hagee ko e huke vala pe tataqo ha motuqa. Qi ha feiga
paqaga qoku ne fakatupu ke foaki taqe fakagatagataqa e kakar, hagee ko e misinale qa

r riuif , pea qi ha taimi lotu qoku tagi leqo lahi e lotu qa e niqihi mo hiva leqo lahi.
Taimi niqihi qoku qikai meimei lava qo mapuleqi qa e maafana qa e kakal, ka qi heqene
qosT qoku maqu qe he kakal qa e fiemaalie. Lfeha: momoko, mokoteilo. Ltat: vela, vela
qosiqosi.L.aka: fakamaafana, femaafanaqaki.Lkg: loto maafana, loto veekevekefai, loto
qoya, toto lelei, loto fiefia, loto fie foaki. S Naqe lea maafana qaupito. hv. l-oto fiefia'

9 Naqe maafana qenau misinalE. vs. Naqe maafana(7) lahi ai e kakar . l0 Naqe maafana
heqeie led. vs. Tagi heqene ogoqi fiefia pe mamahi, pea taimi niqihi ko e ilifia hagee

ko e kau lekd he faka-MeE. lI Naqe toko lahi qa e kau maafana qi he tala lot6. n.

Kakai naqe loto maafanf,. (Faqa gaaue qaki qa e fakaqiloga pul. ko e kau.> lZ Qoua
te ke fuqu maafand ka ke fakamokomoko hifu. vs. Qita, tautefito ki he lolotoga ha alea,

qofa 1 Naqe nofo pee qo qofa ki heqene faanaii. vs. Ogoqi maalohi qene tokaga, saiqia, mo

mahuqigaqia qia kinautolii. <Qoku faqa gaaue qaki qa e qofa muimui ki ai qa e taki

nauna ko e fri ki ha taha qoktr mamaqo. Lfeha: fehiqa. Lpel: qofoqofa.L.aka: qofaqi,
qofeinn, fakaqofa, fakaqofaqia, fakaqofoqofa, feqofaqaki. Lkog: qo. fonua, qo. mateaki,
qo- tuqugaqa, qo.uquuqu, qo. tuquloa, qo. tuqufue, qo.toonoa, qo. fakatonutonu, qo.

Eovi, qo. aqu, qo. maqataqataa, aga qofa, qaloqofa, manava qofa. Lkg:. qofa taqe qosi,

tuqa qofa atu, tuqa qofa qeiki atu, qofa atu, qofa atu fau, qofa mai, qofa pee, siqoto
qoB,-lileiqia, huumataniu. Palooveape: qofa qa fine paqa, qofoqofa qa kui, feqofaqaki
qa kakau) [m. LPM qofalz Qoku qofa qa Sione qia Qana. vs' Manako pe tokaga.
k eotu faqa gaaue qaki qa e qofa muimui ki ai qa e taki nauna ko e qi ki he qofa qa e

tagata ki he fefine pe fefine ki he tagata qo quhiga ki he tokaga fakananrla ko ee qoku

faqa hoko ai qa e mah, ka qoku toe lava pee ke gaaue qaki ki he fetokagaqaki qa e kakai
kehe, hagee ko e maatuqa ki he faanau, faanau ki he maatuqa, kaaiga ki ha kaaiga,

kaumeqa ki he kaumeqa, mo e haa fua. Lkg: qofa mam.ahi, qofa vale, qofa loi, qofa

kaakae, mamana, qofaqaga) 3 Ko e Qotua qofa ia. hn. Manava qofa' 4 Lea qofa mai

kiate kimautolu kae tuku hoqo lea taqe qofa. hv.ka qaki mai ha lea qoku ne fakahaaqi
qa e qofa. 5 Qoku lahi qene qofa ki he kalui masivd. n. Tokaga. 6 Ko e qofa qena qa

i kaatga lotfr. n. Koloa qoku foaki. Tatau ki he kupuqi lea maheni ko e maaloo e qofa.

Quhiga ki he maaloo e foaki pe maaloo e lototoo pe tokoni. <Pul: 8. pe quu> 7 Mou

afe iai ke tau maqu qa e qofa ko ent. n. Meqa tokoni. (Lfm. ki he meqakai' )

[Mahalo ko e tupu mei he qofa qo tupu ai hono teu qo e meqa tokonl| 8 Qofa he mata
qo SionE... Kupuqi lea maheni. Ko e lea qoku ne fakamelomelo ha foqi kole faigataqa
pe lahi. < Sio. matal (4).> 9 Qofa age qa e Qotua ee ke ne taki ho fonoga. Kupuqi lea
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maheni. Ko e fakatauage ke hoko (ha faqahiga meqa). <Lahi hono gaaue qaki he lofir. )

l0 Qofa pee ke quha. Kupuqi lea maheni. Fakatauage ke quha. < Lkg: fakaqamu,
taumniaa) Il Naqe too qa e qofL qi Qutui. Kupuqi lea qolrc.t faqa gaaue qaki he

Ueesiliana ke quhiga ki he foqi maafana fakalaumaalie naqe ului ai e toko lahi qi Qutui
qi he taqu 1834 qi he kei foqou mai qa e lohr. 12 Qofa qo fai ha meqa. vs. gaugaue,

feifeiga. (Mahalo ko e pehee ko e qofE qoku tupu ai hono fai ha faqahiga gaaue. )

The following are examples of cultural words that express rank:

afeitaulalo /afei taulalol 1 Mau kole atu ke ke afeitaulalo qo fakamolemoleqi kimautolu. vs.

Fie fakatookilalo qo tokaqi qa e maaqulalO. <Ltuqi. Gaaue qaki lahi taha pee ki he

Qotud qi ha lotu pe malaga, ka qe lava ke qai ki he tuqI pe ha qeiki lahi. Lfeha:

afeitauqolaga. Lkg fie fakamaaqulalo, fie maaqulalo) lm. afe + i + taulaloll Ko

hoqo afeitaulalo mnt ko e fuqu koloa. n. Tokaqi qo e maaqulaloo.

taumafa L Qoku lolotoga taamafa qa e tuqf . vs. lra fakatuqi ki he kai pe maqu meqa

tokoni. < Lkg: kai, taumafaqaga, falataumafa, taumnfa momoko, taumnfa kava, taumafa

tii, meqakai, pola taumnfa, meqa taumafa> [m. LPM. taumnfa'feilaulau ki he g.

qotul'l 2 Ko qene taumafd ena qoku hiki at,il. n. Meqakai ke kai qe he tuqI. 3 Qoku
npu ke lea taia lolotoga qa e taumafd. n. Kai qa e tuqi pe kai qoku qafio ai e tuql. 4

Ko Fuiva qoku ne qai e pola taumafd. hn. Pola ke taumafa ai e tuqI . 5 Ko Toomasi qoku

gaahi taumafd. ftv. Teuteu qa e taumafh.

quhiki I Qoku qi ai e quhiki qe tolu qo e kulit. n. Faagaga, gaaue qaki ki ha manu hagee

ko e moa, puaka, pusi, pe faqahiga manu totolo pee pe manu puna. <Akaqi lea: quhi.

L.aka: quiikiqt, quhiqi. Mahalo mo eni: quhia, quhiga, mahuqiga, koequhi, moqui,

maquiqui. Llkoloa qo; ko hono quhiki.Prl faga> [m. LPM. quhiki'faagaga pe faanau']
2 Qoku toko tolu hoku faga quhikt-. n. l*a fakaqakiqakimui ki he faanau pee qaqata pe

faanau qa hoqota. <Lkg: morutmarut Llkoloa qo: hoku quhiki.Pul faga) 3 Ko e
quhiki iot qo hai ke ke lea pehee? n. Tama pe foha pe qoofefine. < lqita. Gaaue qaki
qe ha taha qoku qita qo quhiga qoku tatau e taha qoku fai ki ai e qitd mo ha manu. Lkg:

iuhuqa> 4 Kro quhiki ia he kuo fuoloa hono tataq6. vs. Hoko pe liliu ko e quhiki' 5

Ko e taha eni qi hefagakiqi puaka quhikt. hn. Faga kiqi puaka qoku nau kau ki he
quhikl. 6 Kuo tau paahia qi heqena nofo pee qo fakavahaqa quhikt. hv. Feqauhi qaki
qena faanaii. < Lqita. >

The following are examples of words that show customs, traditions and cultural identity:

fahu 1 Ko e tuquga qoku faqa keeqi qa e fahfi. n. Tuquga maaqoluga taha qi he g. qapisia

faka-Togd tautefito ki he puhi, pea qoku totonu ke maqu qe he tuofefine lahi qo e tamal,
qa ia ko e mehekitaga lahi tahd. Kapau qoku qikai ha mehekitaga ia, pea qoktt faqa fahu

llva ha mokopuna qo e peki6 pe ko hano qilamutu pe ko ha kaaiga ofi pee he kaaigaqi

tamal pe ko ha taha qeiki nai qo fakatatau pee ki he loto qo e faamill. Qoku faqa fahu
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qa e mehekitagd qi heqene fakafotti kae fahu e qilamutii qi heqene faqee tagatd. (Ko

e fahfi qoku qi ai hono laagilagi mavahe qi he qapisil hagee ko e foaki hano koloa pe

hiki hano qinasi meqa tokoni, pea qoku pehee ko ia qoku qeiki taha he faamilt mo ne
fai e g. tuqutuquni mo pule he g. meqa, pea tupu ai e lea ko e fal<afahufahu, qa ia ko e
aga hagee ha pulE mo e qeiki. Lkg: fakafuafaha> [Mahalo m. lea faka-Fisi vasul2 Ko

MeIe qa e fahu qo e faanau qa Solomon€. n. Toko taha qoku ne maqu qa e tuquga ko

e fahu. ( Llkoloa qa mo e qo'. qenau/honau fahu. P:ul: kau) 3 Naqe fahu qa Qana he
putu qo SooanE. vs. Maqu e tuquga ko e fahu. 4 Ko e fefine fahti eni. hn. Fefine qoku

faht. 5 Qoku qikai ha taha ia qe feqauhi fahu mo Mele. /rv. Feqauhi he toutou fah[. 6

Naqe fahu qaki qe he putfi qa MeIe he naqe nmmaqo qa e fahu totonfr ia. vqo. Qai pee

ke fahu.

fatahola L Naqe tui qaki qa e kahoa qo e tiukE qa e falahola. n. Fua qo e qakau kakala ko

e falahola, kalasi qo e fa6. Qoku ui qa e fud ko e fuhi falahola, qo ka motuqa pea

fakahopo ia qo tui qaki ha fugani sisi, qoku fuo iiki mo kulokula pea qalaha manogi hono

nunu*11, tautefito qo ka hegihegi hahau. < Lkg: papai falahola) 2 Ko e kahoa talahola
qo e tiuke. hn. Kahoa qoku gaohi qaki qa e falahola. 3 Ko hono sist qoku fugani
jalahola. ftv. Teuteu qaki e falahola. 4 Ko e m.okoi qo e foqi falahold. n. Tama tuql pe

iamasiqi qeiki. (Ko e kakala maaqoluga he lau faka-Toga pea fakatenetene qaki qa

houqeiki, 
-Ko 

e hopoqaga qo e fatahold. (Toqo mei he lakalaka qiloa.) I-ea fakataataa ki

Hihifo, ko e rupuq"ga qo e Haqa Tuqi Kanokupolf, qa ee qoku kau ki ai qa e tuqi

lolotogd.

mali I Naqe mali qa Sela mo Sifa qaneafi. vs. (Qai ki ha tagata mo ha fefine) lesisita qi he
puleqaga ke ni nonofo fakalao qo faqu ha faamili. (Ko e mali faka-Togd qoku fai e

fuakava qa e t^gatamo e fefine ke na hoko ko e huspaaniti mo e uaifi. Qoku maqu mai

e tohi fakamoqoni mei he puleqagd (qoofisi mali) pea qave ki he faifekafl ke fakagofua
ke ne fai qa e ouau fakalot[ pea ko e lava ia qa e mall. Taimi niqihi qoku fai qa e

kaatoaga qo e malr, qa ia ko e fai kava mo e tuqu vala mo e kai meqakai fakafiefia.

eoku ioe fai qa e tuqu vala qo maqu lotu he quluaki Saapate hili qa e mall. Ko e

qulugaaga nrkufakaholo naqe faqa fai ki ai ke qosi e fai e qapl pea foaki qa e qumu

tuuvii qe he faamili qo e tagata ki he faamili qo e fefinE ko e fakamaaloo he tauhi qa e

faqeE klapau naqe molumalu qa e fefine malf , ka kuo qikai toe fai eni qe he toko lahi'
Ltuqi mo e lhou: taqane. Lpel: mamali, malimali. L.aka: fakamali, falamaliqi,
fematiqaki. Lkg: togipou, takaifala, kite tama, qapisia, tuukua, fakapukupuku, sagasaga,

ogo nnatuqa, ogo meqa, fineqeiki, tagataqeiki, motuqn, finemotuqa, husepaaniti, aaifi,

sinifu, hoa, qohoana, maqitaki, qunoho, toume, fefine 7anue, alafia, moqunofoa, faitohi,
maqu tohi, jai e qapi, tohi mali, lea mnli, kole mali, vala mali, mali vete, vete mali,

noiop, faka-Suva, fakateevoto, mnli paalagi, mali lelei) [m' P' marryl2 Ko Sela qa

e mali qo StfA.n. Toko taha qoku mali mo Sif-a, hoa moqui. (Toe qai pee ki he tagat6,

hagee ko Sifa qa e mali qo Sel[. Llkoloa qo. Pul faga, g., quu ki he g. hoa toko lahi

kae kau ki he kakai kuo qosi mali) 3 Naqe toomui mai qa e fefine mali. ftn. (Fefine)

qoku qai ke mah. ( Lfeha: tagata mali> 4 Naqe lea mali qa Sione kia Mele. hv. KoLe

age ke na mali. 5 Qoku ke mali? vs. Qosi qi ai hano mali. (Lfeha: taqe mali,
taaupoqou> 6 Naqe fai qa e mali qi Veitogo. n. Kaatoaga fakafiefia pe ouau fakalotu

ke fakahoko ha ogo meqa qi he mali.
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The following are examples of words that show cultural values and beliefs:

Fakaqapaqapa I Ko e fakaqiloga qo qenau fakaqapaqapd qa qenau taqovald. n. Ogoqi
maaluqia, tokaqi, mo moqulaloa qoku maqu qe taha ki ha taha qeiki pe maaqoluga pe

lahi age. <Akaqi lea: mahalo ko e qapa- pe qapaqapa. L.aka: qaqapa, qapasia,

fakaqapaqapaqi, fakaqapaqapaqia. Ko e fakaqapaqapd ko e aga qoku fakamamafaqi qi

he mbqui faka-Tog[ he qoku qi ai e houqeiki mo e kau maaqoluga qoku pau ke fai ki ai'

eoku qi ai e g. fouga hono fakahaaqi e fakaqapaqapE qo kau ai e fouga lea Qoku qi ai

e g. lea makehe ke fakahaaqi qa e fakaqapaqapa ki he tuqt hagee ko e haaqele, mo

houqeiki hagee ko e meqa, pea qoku qi ai e fouga lea fakamataapule hagee ko efakaqau
oo. i" qoku qi ai e fouga lea fakaqakiqakimui qoku maatuqaki tuku hifo ai kita, kae

maatuqakl hiki hake qa e tuqI pe qeikl pe taha qoku fai ki ai e fakaqapaqapf,. Ko e

maaquialo age hoto tuku hifr ko e maaqoluga age ia qo e taha qoku fakahikihikiql qo

hagei ko hono ui qete faana[ ko hoto quhiki qo fakatatau ki he manu. Kapau qoku qi ai

haqate meqa lelei qe tuku hifo ia qo fakamaaqulaloqi ke fakahaaqi qete fakaqapaqapd,

hagee ko haqate talitali ha kau fakaafe pea te pehee: qoku qikni ha meqa ko e foqi
manioke hamu pee neogo kuo teu ha pola mo e kiki kehekehe. > [Mahalo m. faka- +

qapaqapal 2 Qoku nau fakaqapaqapa ki he pulE. vs. Fai qa e fakaqapaqapa' 3 Naqe
jakaqapaqapa e knu soofiA ki he toko taha qaqahf. vs. Fai qa e meqa hagee ko e salute
pe punou pe tuee mo e haa fua ke fakahaa qaki qa e fakaqapaqapa. 4 Qoku
ja*iqapawapa qa Sione mo Mele. vs. Tuogaqane mo e tuofefine, qo qi ai e g. tapu qoku

i"u t" * ta-uhi, veitapui. <Lkg: Saapate, tei) 5 Ko e lea fakaqapaqapa qa e "poquli

ad'. hn. 6a qoku ne fakahaaqi qa e fakaqapaqapa. 6 Qoku totonu ke tau lea

fakaqapaqapa. hv. I-ea qaki qa e g. lea qoku ne fakahaaqi e fakaqapaqapa.

molumalu I Koe tagata molumalu qa Tiuke. hn. Fakaqofoqofa, talavou, sino lelei, lahi,

kogokoga tatau, mo manumanumelie. <Akaqi lea: malu. L.aka: molumnluqia,

fakamoiumaluqi.Lkg mamalu,fakamamalu,femaaluaki, matamntaqeiki> [m. akaqi lea

LPM. mnlu 'uuuu pe malumalu'l 2 Qoku tnolumala e tuqu qa e fuqu lakalalcd. vs.

Fakaqofoqofa qenau toko lahl mo honau teuga. 3 Pukepuke qa e molumalu qo e nofi.

n. G. ouau, fatogia, tuukuga melino mo e maau. 4 Qoku molumalu e haqofagd. vs.

eeikisia, qi ai e kakai mahuqiga. 5 Naqe molumalu efefine malt. vs. Taaupoqou, teqeki
qiloa ha tagata pea toki malr. 6 Kuo qosi mole hono molumalii. n. Geia,

fikaqapaqapaqia, aga lelei. 7 Qoku totonu ke tau tooqoga molumalu maqu pee. hv. Qai
e tooqoga qoku ne fakahaaqi e molumalu.

The following are examples of proverbs:

matemate qa liku /qaliku/ (palooveape) Quhiga ki ha faqahiga tuukuga lelei ka qe qikai ke

fuoloa. Hug.. ko e aga lelei fakataimi qa ha taha fakapoquli. Qoku hagee pee ko e likii
qo logologo p.. ka qe qita. Ko e natula totonu ia qo e lik[ ko e havili mo peaua, pea ka

mate qa e matag I qo noga ko e fakataimi pee ia. ( Lkg tofutofu kae hako, mohemohe
qa kulii fafagu, pekopeko qa pusi lmi moa)
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qumu poquli kae ai hoqota (palooveape) Ko qete maqu faigamaalie qi ha meqa qo tuquga
qi haqate kaaiga mo ha taha maqu mafai kae qikai tuquga qi haqate gaaue lelei. (Tupu

mei he quhiga fakafoqiled, qa ia qoku pehee: ko e qumu qoku fuke poqull qoku

tautaufaqao qo vave qene qosr he qoku fakapoquli pea faigataqa ai ke maqu ha kiqi meqa
mei ai, ka qo kapau qoku qi ai hato kaaiga ai, neogo qene tuqu faigataqd ka te ne qomi

hoto qinasi. >

The following is an example of words used in ceremonial or oratorical language:

tapu mo. .. Tapu rno houqeiki lwe qataa ke fai ha lea. Kupuqi lea maheni. Ko e kupuqi lea
fakaqapaqapa qoku faqa kamata qaki ha lea ke fakaqataa qa e taha led ke ne gaaue qaki

ha lea pee qoku ne fie gaaue qakr kae qoua qe uesia ai qa e toputapu qo e kau fanog6.
Ko e qulugaaga fakafonua ia qoku quhiga ke fakahaaqi qaki qa e fakaqapaqapa ki he kau

fanogO. Qoku ui qa e aga ko ia ko e fakatapu. Kapau ne qosi fai ha fakatapu qi ha lea

ki muqa, qoku faqa pehee leva qe ha taha lea ki mui ke ne huufaga qi he fakatapu kuo
qosi hono faT, pea qikai ke toe fakatapu foqou ia. ( Lkg: Puipui age hee mo houqeiki,

iuufaga he fakatapu kuo aofakf, tulou knu hao atu hee, fakatulou mo houqeiki,

fakaqesia> [m. LPM. tapu + mo m. LPM. mal

Examples of words from the metalanguage of definition

agal 1 Tuku e aga ko ia. n. Tooqoga, qulugaaga, meqa qoku fai. ( Llkoloa qo: aga qo

Sione. Lkg: natula, naanltga, loolega, aakega, fouga, qaluga, faaliuga, tooqoga fai.
Lkog: aga lelei, aga kovi, Qga ua, aga fai, aga vale, pea sio ki he g. quluqi lea

kogokoga qi lalo he quluqi \ea agaz. > [m. LPM. agal2 Ko e aga ia qo qenau gaau€.

,. Fo.rg", agafai, tooqoga, natula. 3 Qoku aga pehee qenau gaau7. vs. Maqu qa e fouga
pehee. 4 Naqa nau aga qaki qa e qaa pogipogia. vqo. Fai maqu pee qa e aga ko id. 5

Ko e tamasiqi qoku aga qa Stone. vs. Maqu e qulugaaga kovi pe faikehe. (L.aka:

agaqi, fakaaga, fakaagaqi) 6 Naqe tupuga hono tauted ko qene agd. n. Aga taqe taati,

aga tovi. (Llkoloa qa> 7 Ko e tamasiqi mo hono aga. n. Qulugaaga kovi. (Kupuqi

lea maheni > 8 Ko e fefine aga qa Mele. ftn. Fefine qoku kovi hono qulugaagd" 9 Tuku

muqa ke mafeqauhi aga hake. ftv. Feqauhi pe ko hai qe kovi age hono agd ki he toko

taha ko ee. (Ko e kupuqi leamaheni> 10 Qokukulokulamo matoluqa e qgaqo e

toht. n. Natula, footuga. < Lkg: aakega, tuukuga. Llkoloa qo> ll Ko e aga ia e tafr.
Ko e lea kanaga qoku quhiga ko e qaatugd ia.

agf qoku qikai ke u aga ki he kaa laht. vs. Maheni, taukei, alaaaga. ( Lpel: agaaga. Lkg

ala poto)

meqat I Qoku qafioqi qe he Qotua qa e tneqa kotoa pee? n. Ko e faqahiga kotoa pee qoku

moqui, hagee ko e tagata, manu, ika, pe qakau, mo e naunau kotoa pee qo natula, hagee

ko e moquga, vaitafe, pe fonua, mo e naunau toki faqu kotoa pee, hagee ko e qaisi,

sitou, sea, pe teepile, mo e gaaue mo e aga qo e faqahiga kotoa pee qoku moqui pe mate,
hagee ko e qofa, loi, kulokula, fuo potopoto, koniseti, lotu, tagi pe qalu. (Lkg:

fakatokaga meqa, faifai meqa, fai meqa foqou, fie meqa, foqi meqa, fuqu meqa, ko e haa
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e meqa lahi?, ko e haa e meqa qoku hoko?, maheni meqa fakavale, qilo meqa
kehekehe) [m. LPM. meqaf 2 Toqo mai qa e meqa he fuga teepilE. n. Ko e haa qa e

meqa qoku nanamfi? n. Ko e haa pee ha faqahiga naunau qi maamani qoku tau lava qo

sio ki ai, ala ki ai, fanogo ki ai, pe naamuqi. <Sio ki he g. quluqi lea aka taha mo

kogokoga qoku hoko hake ki he quluqi lea meqaz.) 3 Ko hai nai qoku meqa qanat? vs.

Ko e foqi lea meqd qoku ne ala fetogi ha faqahiga lea age, hagee ko e fai lotu pe fatogia
pe lea kapau qoku galo qa e foqi lea totonfl pe qikai fie gaaue qaki qe he toko taha le[.

4 ee meqat n.fr. Foqi lea qoku ne ala fetogi qa e higoa qo ha taha. (Lkg: sil, qei. Qoku
taqe fakaqapaqapa hono gaaue qaki peheqi qa e foqi lea meqd he qoku hagee ai qoku taqe

mahuqiga e taha ko id he galo hono higoa.) 5 Naqa mou oo ki meqa? n./' Foqi lea

qoku ne fetogi qa e higoa qo ha feituqu. 6 Ta he fefine meqa moqoni! hn. Lea fakamatala
qoku gaaue qaki kae tuku qa e foqi lea totonu qoku quhiga ki ai e taha qoku led he qoku

fiqa taqe fakaqapaqapa. 7 Te tau taanaki rneqa he lotu he uike ka haqfr. ftv. Taanaki ha

faqahiga meqa tautefito ki he meqakai pe koloa. 8 Ko e meqa mei fee qa Seini? n. Toko

taha. <Qoku taqe fakaqapaqapa hono gaaue qaki ko id. Ikg: ogo meqa, kau meqa,

tuquga meqa, kaumeqa, kaugaameqa> 9 Naqe pehee naqe kanisaa hono meqd. n. Koga

fakatagata pe fakafefine qo ha taha. <Qoku gaaue qaki qa e foqi lea ni ke qoua qe

puqaki qa e foqi lea totonfi he qoku kapekape pe taqe fakaqapaqapa. Lkg: fakatagata,
7ahb, mahaki, nava, peenisi, ute, fakafefine, pali, taugafanaun tole, vesaina) l0 Ko fee

fua qeku / hoku quu meqd? n. Kotoa qo e g. naunau fakaqapi pe gaqotoqota qoku ou

*uq6. (Llkoloa qa. kapau ko e fakamamafa ki he g. naunau hagee ko e kulo, peleti,

quutohi, mo e miisini, kae llkoloa qo. kapau qoku fakamamafa ki he g. naunau hagee

lio e kafu, mohega, vala. Pul: quu> tL Qoku qikai ke u qilo atu qe au e faga meqa ko

id. n. Kakai, faqahiga. <Qoku gaaue qaki qa e faga meqd qi he lea qita pe taqe

fakaqapaqapa. Pul: faga> L2 Qoku ou fie lea qi he g. meqa lalahi qe faa. n.

Fakakaukau pe quhiga pe kaveiga. (Pul: g. kae taimi niqihi ko e qufi ka qoku siqi

age. ) Ko e g. kupuqi lea maheni eni qoku haa ai qa e meqat 13 Qai cISe muqa haqaku
kiqi meqa kia Mele. n. Tala age muqa kia Mele ke qai ke ma kaumeqa. (lra kanaga
mo fakaoli pee. Lkg: moaquli, qeva, qeveqeva, kole soo, kole kaumeqa> 14 Feefee qeta

meqa? n. Ko e lea fakafeqiloaki ki ha taha qoku te qilo ki haqane faqahiga gaaue qoku

lolotoga fai, qa ia ko e quhiga ki ai e lea meqd. (ka kanaga) 15 Ko e hpa qa e meqa

naqe toloi ai e mA? n. Quhiga. Ko e meqd he naqe quha. n. Quhigd. Naqe meqd' he nnqe

quio. vs. Pehee. 16 Ka meqd pea tau oo. vs. Kapau qoku peheE pea tau oo. Ko e lea

Ea meqa qoku ne fakaqilogaqi ko e fokotuqu pee. Meimei tatau pee mo e pehee: Kapau
qoku meqd pea tau oo. 17 Meqd mo ke qalu qo sio ki ai. Qai pee' (Kupuqi lea

maheni> 18 Ko e kiqi meqa hake pee kuo tagi. n. Ko e hoko pee ha kiqi fakatamaki
siqisiqi kuo tagi, (qa ia qoku fakaqiiqii)'

meqa2 L Kuo meqa mai qa Fulivai? ys. ka fakahouhouqeiki ki he qalu pe haqu. (Lpel:
-meqemeqa. 

Ltat: qalu) 2 Kaataki, qeiki sea, ka ke meqa age ki he tohf. vs. Lea

fakahouhouqeiki ki he lau (qa e tohl) mo e sio hifo (ki he tohl). ( L.aka: meaqi. Lkog:

lau tohi, sio tohi) 3 Mou meqa hake ke tau hiva. vs. lra fakahouhouqeiki ki he tuqu

hake. Mou meqa hifo. vs. ka fakahouhouqeiki ki he tagutu pe nofo ki lalo. ( L.aka:

fakameqa, fakameqaqi. Lirig: fakanofo(qi) , fakatagutu(qil > 4 Ko e meqa ia qa e noopelE

he fale aled. n. ka fakahouhouqeiki ki he lea pe tokoni. 5 Naqe meqa qa e noopelE he

fatb atea. ys. 6a fakahouhouqeiki ki he lea pe tokoni. (L.aka: femeqaqaki. Lkg:

fakamalaga, malaga, too folofola>
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gaaue L Qoku fai qe Mele qa e gaaue tatau he qaho kotoa pee. n. Ko e fatogia qoku fai,
hagee ko e feihaka, hfi, foo, mo e haa fua. (Lkg: nafa, gafa, tooqogafai, maafihuga.
Llkoloa qa; gaoue qa Sione; llkoloa qo: gaaue qo e qahf> [Mahalo m. I]M. gaa
'fakaqiloga pul. tuqu muqa he n. pau' + LPM. Iue'galulu, tete'l 2 Qoku gurue mnalohi
qa Mele qi qapi he qaho ki he qaho. vs. Fai qa e gaaue (1). <Lpel: gaagaaue. L.aka:
gaaueqi, fakagaaueqi, gaaueqaga, mahalo mo e gaue. Lkg: kikivi, fai, ala, faaiga,
fakahaqapulou, fakaogasia. Sio ki he g. quluqi lea kogokoga qi lalo he quluqi lea
gaauE.) 3 Naqa nau gutuefakavalevale qaki honau taimf. vqo. Halahono fakaqaogaqi
(honau taimi). 4 Naqe qi ai qene fefine gaaue. hn. Fefine qoku ne fai qa e giulue totogi
he qapr. 5 Te ke lau gaaue pee kae qikai te ke fai ha meqa? ftv. Talanoa fiepoto ki he
gaaue qoku ne lav[. 6 Ko qene gaauE ko e toketaa. n. Fatogia qoku fai qe ha taha kae
totogi, hagee ko e tauhi koloa, kalake, faitaipe, faiako, qenisinia. < Ltat: lal<aga,
tuquga> 7 Qoku gaaue qa Tonu qi Tominioni. vs. Fai qa e gaaue pe fatogia totogi.
(Lpel: gaagaaue. L.aka: gaaueqi, falugaaue, fakagaaueqi, gaaueqaga> I Kuo tuku
qa e gaauE. n. Taimi fai fatogia totogi qi he foqi qaho. <Qoku faqa kamata he 8.30
pogipogl ki he 4.30 efiafi. > 9 Ko e himi falmqosi qo e gaaue ki he pogipogi ni ko e
535. n. Feiga lotu pe fatogia fakalotu. <Ltat: gaaueqaga> 10 Naqe fakatuuquta qa e
gaauE qi he I0 pogipogt. n. G. qumu qoku foaki qi ha fatogia fakafonua. (Lkg:
muqaki, tauhi, qauaki, hanquga) IL Ko e ganue qa e qaist ko e fakatologa qa e
meqakal. n. Taumuqa, quhiga, kaveiga, qaoga. 12 Qoku qtkai ke guue qa e komipiutd.
vs. Qoku maumau pe tuqu pe qikai ke lele lelei. [m. P. work qi he kupuqi lea does not
work qo quhiga ki he maumau] 13 Ko e IeIe qa e kad ko qene gurue ia. n. Meqa qoku
fai. Ko e meqa kotoa pee qoku fai qe he kaa qoku ui ia ko qene gaaue. (Kehe mei he
aga qo e kad, hagee ko hono kulokulE, ko hono mamafE, pe ko hono fakaqofoqoft. )
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CHAPTER 9 : PILOT DICTIONARY

Alphabetical order: a e f h i k I m n g o p s t u v q

A.
abu.
adj.
adv.
ant.
arch.
Cath.
col.
comm.
comp.
coqi.
cont.
der.
dur.
Eng.
ex(s).
exe.
f.
fig.
mod.
hon.
interj.
joc.
l.n.
lit.
n.
o.
plu.
p.n.
pol.
pos.
PPN.
pron.
prov.
recip.
recipv.
redup.
reg.
rel.
rep.
self-dero.
sw.

Abbreviations

A category possession
abuse / abusive
adjective
adverb
antonym
archaic
Catholic
colloquial
communal
compound
conjunction
continuative
derived word(s)
durational
English
exarple(s)
executive
from
figurative(ly)
moderative
honorific
interjection
jocular
local noun
literal0y)
noun
O category possession
plural forrr / marker
personal noun
polite
possessive
Proto Polynesian
pronoun
proverb
reciprocal
reciprocative
reduplication(s)
regal
related word(s)
repetitive
self-derogatory
swear word

(qa.)
(lqita.)
(hn.)
(hv.)
(lfeha.)
(lea monrqa)
(Kat.)
(lea tavale)
(vlahi.)
(lkog.)
(feh.)
(hokohoko)
(lkg.)
(lltuo.)
(P.)
(siipiga)
(vkak.)
(m.)
(lea fakataataa)
(meimei pee)
(lhou.)
(lea ofo)
(fakaoli)
(n.f.)
(quhiga fakafoqilea)
(n.)
(qo)
(prl.)
(n.k.)
(Ifin.)
(llkoloa.)
(LPM.)
(fet. n.)
(palooveape)
(vfeg.)
(vhol.)
(lpel.)
(ltuqi.)
(lkg.)
(toutou hoko)
(lfqa.)
(kap.)
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syn. synonym(ous) (ltat.)
v. verb (v.)
v.i. intransitive verb (vs.)
v.t. transitive verb (vqo.)
vul. vulgar (lea kovi)
Wes. Wesleyan (Uees.)

/ I pronunciation brackets (puqaki)
t I etymology brackets (tupuqaga)

Examples of the grammatical metalanguage

The following words are examples of the grammatical metalanguage to be used in the
dictionary. As with usage labels, they will be special entries enclosed in boxes to show that
they are technical terms with information about the language. Since the emphasis is on
explaining the meaning of a term as a grammatical label, only one main sense is represented.
For example, the tenn veape 'verb' may be used verbally, nominally and adjectivally, but
only the nominal use is given here.

veape (abbreviated, v.) The word "qalu" 'go' is a veape in this sentence: Naqe qalu ia
'He did go.' n. Any word which co-occurs with a tense marker or is introduced by
one of the conjunctions ke ot qo and refers to an activity or state. In the sentence
above, the word qalu is a verb because it occurs together with the past tense
marker naqe. ( A verb is a certain part of speech which participates in naming the
parts of a sentence. The bulk of words in Togan can be both nouns and verbs.
Kinds of verbs: v. aga'stative verb', v. gaaue'dynamic verb', v. qopuseki
'transitive verb', v. sapuseki'intransitive verb', v. fakakakato gaaue'executive
verb', v. fakatokolaht'communal verb' , v. fegaaueqaki'reciprocal verb', v.
kogokoga'complex verb', v. lau fuoloa'durational verb', v. gaue holo
'reciprocative verb'. Rel:. hoa nauna'adjective', hoa veape 'adverb' 

, nnuna
'noun'> 

lf . Eng. verbl

veape fakakakato gaaue (abbreviated vkak.) "Inuqi" 'to drink' and "tafiqi" 'to sweep'
are veape fakakakato gaaue-s. complex n. Kind of transitive verb that contains the
suffix -qi to emphasize that the action or state the verb denotes is intended to be
carried out to completion (executive verb). Inuqi'to drink' is more complete and
unintemrpted while the action is proceeding than inu'to drink', and water that is
inuqi'drunk' is more likely to be finished than water that is ina 'drunk'. (Rel: v.
qopuseki'transitive verb', v. laufuoloa'durational verb'> [f. Eng. verb *
fakakakato'to complete' * gcrnue'thing that is done']
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Yeape sapuseki (abbreviated vs.) The word "tagi" is a veape sapuseki in this sentence:
Naqe tagi qa e taqahin7 'The girl cried'. complex n. Kind of verb that has a
subject but not an object (intransitive verb). lQa e taqahin€'the girl' is a subject
in this sentence: Naqe tagi qa e taqahin€ 'The girl cried'. Qa e falC'the house' is
an object in this sentence: Naqe laga qa e falE 

'The house was built'. The subject
and the object are both marked by the particle qa. How do we know which qa-
marked noun is a subject and which an object? We will know it is a subject if a
noun marked by the particle qe carrlrot be added to the sentence. Ex: * Naqe tagi
qa e taqahin€ qe he siand 'The man cried the girl'. The sentence is wrong, so qa e
taqahinE'the girl' is a subject, and tagi'uied' is aveape sapuseki. But we will
know the qa-marked noun is an object if a noun marked by the particle qe canbe
added to the sentence. F;x: Naqe laga qa e fale qe he tagatd 'The man built the
house'. The sentence is correct, so qa e falE 

'the house' is an object, and laga
'built' is a veape qopuseki. Rel: sapzsel<l 'subject', supiesi 'old word for subject',
qopuseki 'object', v. qopuseki 'transitive verb', qa 'absolutive case market', qe
'agentive marker'> [f. Eng. verb and subjectf

veape qopuseki (abbreviated vqo.) The word "laga" 'built' is a veape qopuseki in this
sentence: Naqe laga qa e falE 

'The house was built'. complexn. Kind of verb
which has an object but not a subject (transitive verb). <Qa e falE 

'the house' is
an object in this sentence: Naqe laga qa e falE 

'The house was built'. But qa e
taqahin€ 'the girl' is a subject in this sentence: Naqe tagi qa e taqahinC 'The girl
cried'. The object and subject are both marked by the particle qa. How do we
know which qa-marked noun is an object and which a subject? We will know it is
an object if a noun marked by the particle qe car' be added to the sentence, for
example: Naqe laga qa e falE qe he tagatd 'The man built the house'. The sentence
is correct, so qa e fal€ 

'the house' is an object, and laga 'built' is a veape
qopuseki. But we will know the qa-marked noun is a subject if a noun marked by
the particle qe cawrot be added to the sentence, for example; * Naqe tagi qa e
taqahinE qe he siand'The man cried the girl'. That sentence is wrong, so qa e
taqahin€ 'the girl' is a zubject, and tagi 'cried' is a veape sapuseki. Rel: qopuseki
'object', qopiesi'old word for object', sapuseki'subject', v. sapuseki'intransitive
verb', qa 'absolutive case marker', qe 'agentive marker'> [f. Eng. verb and
objectl

Examples of usage labels

The following words are examples of usage labels to be used in the dictionary. Like the
grammatical metalanguage, they will be special entries enclosed in boxes to show that they
are technical terms with information about the language. Since the emphasis is on explaining
the meaning of a term as a usage label, only one main sense is represented. For example,
the term lea fakamataapule may be used verbally, nominally and adjectivally, but only the
nominal use is given here.
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Iea fakamataapule (abbreviated lfm.) lmataa pulel We must use the lea fakamataapule
when we speak on the radio. complex n. A respectful way of speaking used to
address, for example, elderly people, people with high positions, people who are
high in some sphere of society, but who are not chiefs or royalty (pol. level of
language). The pol. level of language differs from hon. language and reg.
language. If we want to use the pol. level of language we will say tagataqeiki 'pol.

for father' instead of tamni'ordinary word for father', poquli aa'be benighted,
pol. for good night' instead of mohe aa 'sleep then, ordinary for good night', df€
mni qo tokoni'turn hither and help (yourself), pol. for come and eat' instead of
haqu qo kai'ordinary for come and eat'. (Rel: leafakaqakiqakimai'self-dero.
language or language of humility in which one speaks lowly of oneself as a way of
showing humility and deference to others', kapekape'swear words, vulgarities,
obscenities', Iea kia houqeiki'hon. language or chiefly language' , lea ki he tuqi
'reg. language', lea qita'abu. language or language of anger'> [Probably f . lea
'speech'* 

fakamntaapule 
'in the fashion of a mataapzle (spokesman of a chief;'l

lea ofo "Qoiauee" is a lea ofo. complex n. Word or expression one utters when one
has a feeling of surprise, anger, sadness, regret, etc. (interj.). Includes qoi'oh',
uee 'oops', siqi 'interj. of impatience', also the sounds of knhii'rasping noise like
the German ch that shows disapproval' and patakaa'clicking noise made with the
tongue to show sympathy'. lf . lea'speak' + ofo'to be zurprised'l

Examples of words for inanimate things in the natural world

ano L There is a big ano in Nomuka. n. A natural piece of lowland that collects rain water,
such as the lake in Nomuka, Vai Lahi in Niua, and the lake in Tuqanuku. Can be salty
if near the sea. Sometimes has a little island in it, and sometimes dries up in the sunny
season, (Rel: anovai'pool of water, lake', kouta 'marshy land', vci 'pool, lake',lepa
'well'. Pos. O: ano of-O Sione> [f. PPN. ranof 2 Geleqia has a lot of ano-s. n. Pools
of water (swamps) from rain that remain on the surface of the ground. 3 The Halaqovave
area ano-s very much. v.i. Collects a lot of water on the surface of the ground if it rains
a lot. (Redup: aano'neap tide', anoano'to be a bit swampy'. Der: taano'to be very
swampy', anoqia'to have many lakes', anoa'syn. with preceding'. Ptel: lepelepa'to
have pools here and there' , vaivai'syn. with preceding'> 4 Halaqovave is a ano place.
adj. Having many swamps (to be swampy). 5 Long ago we bathed ano only. adv. Bathed
in a lake (for there was no bathroom).

peau 1 Look at that big peau. n. Part of the surface of the sea that swells when the wind
blows over it. The swelling tends to run a certain distance and gradually decreases in size
especially as it nears the shore. (Der: peam'stormy', peauqia'having many waves'.
Comp: peau kula 'tidal wave', p€au afi 'lawa stream', fisiqi peau 'foarf, peau ogo
'sound waves', lau peau 'wave-counting'. Rel: kaupeau 'wave created by a moving
boat', galu'bteaker', naua 'very big wave', opea'to be carried away by the waves',
aakefua'(of waves) to swell to a great height' , hopohopokia'(of a boat in the waves) to
beat over and into' , hou'(of the sea) rough', loka'(of harbour, lagoon, etc.) rough' , paa
'(of waves) collision with one another or with rocks on the shore, etc.' , fasi 

'(of waves)
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to hit one another') [f. PPN. peauf 2 Today is very peau. v.i. Stormy or rough at sea.
(Redup: peepeau'moderately wavy at sea'> 3 This cltff-bound coast is always a peau

place. adi. Havng many waves (stormy). 4 We counted peau before we jumped. hv.
Counted how many waves there were. 5 A peau swept over our house. n. Fig. for a
death, a storm or catastrophe (meaning a death) that has befallen the family. 6 The peau
of change has come. n. Metaphor describing the coming of change, which is inevitable,
like the coming of waves.

tahil 1 The large part of the earth('s surface) is tahi. n. The big (stretch ofl salt water that
separates land from land, on which stand countries and islands, the home of fishes and
the place on which ships sail. The ocean. (Ant: quta'all areas that are not sea, land'.
Redup: tahitahi'splashed / soaked with sea-water'. Comp: anu tahi'to be habitually
swimming in the sea or soaked in sea-water', kaukau tahi 'swimming in the sea',
mataatahi 'beach', potu tahi 'area of sea, an ocean (such as the Pacific Ocean)', tahi
aano 'neap tide, lit. swampy sea', tahi lahi 'high tide, lit. big sea', tahi lelei'good sea
conditions for fishing, lit. good sea' , tahi siql 'low tide, lit. small sea' , tahi kovi'bad sea
conditions for fishing, lit. bad sea', tahi ua 'when there are two low tides in a day,
enabling shell-fishing twice a day,lit. two seas'o talm tahi'to be constantly sailing at
sea', tant tahi 'the navy, also staying long in the sea' , vaka tahi 'to travel by sea as
opposed to air', qalu tahi'to be employed in a ship that is constantly at sea'. There are
living things at sea whose names feature the word tahi e.g. fonu tahi'turtle', hoosi tahi
'sea-horse' 

, laione tahi 'sea-Lion'. Rel: vaha'indefinite area of sea very far from land',
moana'the open sea, the deep sea', namo 'shallow part of the sea near the shote' , peau
'wave' . Tahi is a cognate of Samoan /ai, from which probably come lulu tai'fish name
in a proverb, probably the same as the fish called lulutahi' , mngamngaqaatai'starfish',
taitai 'having a slightly salty or briny flavour' , toutai'fisherman'. > [f. PPN. tahf] 2
Let's go to tahi and swim. /.n. Refers to the sea but used in the sentence as a place.
(Local nouns do not require a preceding article, e.g. to tahibtttnotto the tahi.) 3
Let's go to tahi and watch the boats. /.n. Used in reference to any place that is near the
sea e.g. the wharf, the beach, or the harbour. (Comp: halatahi'road that mns near
the sea'>. 4 We welcome happily the students from tahi. l.n. An affectionate reference
to Haqapai and Vavaqu. (Rel: Tokelau'lit. north, endearing reference to Vavaqu',
Tokelau mnmnqo 'lit. far north, endearing reference to the Niuas') 5 The fish was
boiled in a little tahi. n. Sea-water, water from (the) sea. < Comp: inu tahi 'fig. to be
constantly battling with adversities at sea', puopuatahi'salt from sea-water dried on the
skin', haka tahi'boiled in sea-water'. Rel: lanu'to take a bath with the intention of
washing off sea-water from the body'> 6 The Inrgest tahi in the world is the Pacific
Ocean. n. One of the five large areas of sea in the world, often called an qooseni
'ocean', 

feituqu tahi 'marine place', ot potu tahi 'syn. with preceding'. ( The sea areas
each have a name. The sea area or ocean on which Toga stands is called the Pacific
Ocean. The names of the sea areas are the Pacific, Arctic, Antarctic, Atlantic, and Indian
Oceans. > 7 The tahi that Moses struck was the Red Sea. n. An area of sea that is
smaller than an ocean or large sea area, is often completely surrounded by land in the
way lakes are, and has a certain name. ( Among such seas are the Black Sea, the
Mediterranean Sea, and the Dead Sea. > 8 /s the lake at Nomuka tahi-d7 v.i. From the
sea, mixed with sea-water, not made up of just rain water or water from land. 9 Afier
Cyclone Isaac, Sopu and parts of Hihifo were completely tahi-d. y.i. Covered / flooded
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by sea-water, filled with sea-water. (Re|. taitai'(of water) brackish, slightly salty'>
L0 May+he-land-grow that the road be all tahi-d! I I command that the road be att tahi-
d! v.i. Become a sea. ( Folk tale style of language. ) 11 It is a tahi place where sharlcs
abound. adj. Place in the sea. 12 We bathed tahi until dark. adv. Bathed in the sea. 13
Maths is his tahi. n. Maths is what he is best in, his specialty, talent, field. < Often used
in poetry e.g. It is the tahi of the swordfish and the shark - metaphor for a difficult feat
or achievement which only the very outstanding can achieve.) 14 Yams were like a tahi
in the market place. Plentiful, abundant. lHagee ha tahr 'like a sea' is a col. or slang
expression. )

tahi2 The ironwood tree has tahi-d. v.i. Become hard and solid in the centre (of the wood).
<Applies only to the wood of certain trees. Usually described as tahiqi qalwu 'solid

centre of a tree' , tahiqi foa 'solid centre of an ironwood tree', tahiqi fau'same of afau
tree', tahiqi toi 'same of a toi tree' , tahiqi pua 'sarte of a pua tree' , tahiqi puataukanave
'same of a puataukanave tree'. )

Examples of compounds of tafti

The following are examples of tahi compounds which will be placed in their proper
alphabetical places. Although they can be used both nominally and verbally, only their
verbal senses are given here. As with all multiword lexemes in the dictionary, only the
major senses are represented.

tahi aano These days are tahi aano-ing. v.i., complex v. Characterised by the fact that the
difference between high tide and low tide is minimal.

tahi lahi Right now it is tahi lahi-ing. v.i., complex v. Be in a state of very high tide. ( Ant:
tahi siqt 'in a state of low tide'. Rel: fonohake 

'when the tide begins to come in' , mofisi
'syn. with preceding' , tau 'when the tide is highest')

tahi lelei Today is tahi lelei-dfor shelffishing. v.i., complex v.lnan appropriate state of low
tide to enable shell-fishing. (Ant: tahi kovi'to be in an inappropriate state for fishing,
etc.' , tahi tamaki 'syn. with preceding, lit. bitter-tasting sea'>

tahi siqi Right now it is tahi siqi-ing. v.i., complex v. Be in a state of very low tide. < Ant:
tahi lahi 'be in a state of high tide'. Rel: falalolo'when the tide is only half way out',
hohoko'syn. with preceding', fonohifo'when ttre tide begins to go out' , matuku'when
the water is going out gradually but noticeably', utua'when the tide is completely out
and the beach is completely exposed', qaqafa 'when the tide begins to come in again
before it is completely out')

tahi ua Just as well today is tahi ua-d. v.i., complex v. Has two instances of low tide and
high tide, enabling shell-fishing or swimming twice a day.
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Examples of words for man-made things

heler 1 Get the hele to cut the rope. n. An instrument that is sharp-edged, has a handle to
be held with, and used to cut something. (Kinds: hele fufuu'pocket knife', hele hihi
niu'krife with a curved wooden handle used to remove coconut meat from the shell of
dried coconuts', hele kai 'knife used for eatirrg', hele kau hinehina'lit. knife (with a)
white handle, usually used for eating' , hele luu papa'lit. knife (with a) wooden handle,
usually used for peeling vegetables', helefeihaka 'cooking knife, syn. with preceding',
hele paipa'pipe-brand knife or knife with a wooden handle and of good quality', hele
pelu 'lit. curved knife, used for opening coconuts, cutting grass, and various tasks in the
bush', hele lahi 'lit. big knife, syn. with preceding', hele tafa'scalpel, lit. operating
knife' , hele tofi maa'bread knife', hele tui'sword', hele taa'lit. knife (for) hitting, syn.
with preceding' , kofe tafa'Yvnife made of bamboo used in circumcision, rare word' , mutu
'sharp shell or other cutting instrument used in trimming the edges of tapa cloth, rare
word', toku 'Y.nife or cutter made from turtle shell used for cutting yam, breadfruit, etc. ,
rare word'. Rel: hele kosi 'scissors' > [f. PPN . sele] 2 This tin-opener also hele-s. v.i.
Has a knife in it or has a part that works as a knife. 3 They hele-d the 100 foot tapa
cloth to be distributed among the guests. v.t. Go and hele for us a sea-slug to eat. v.t.
Cut up into pieces using a knife (and sometimes a pair of scissors in the case of tapa).
Applied to gatu arrd koga holo'tapa cloth' or mats, also to soft substances such as meat,
shell-fish, or fish. (Redup: hehele'to cut roughly with a knife', helehele'to cut into
pieces with a knife'. Der: helea 'to cut with a knife for a time (dur.)', heleheleqi'exe.
for helehele' , helega 'line on the gatu / mat, etc. that one cuts along', heleqi 'to cut
completely with a knife in a single movement' , falmhele'to cut and clear a track through
the bush to prevent the spread of fire', mahele'to be cut unintentionally by a knife or
sharp edge of a leaf or similar sheet-like objects', mahelega 'raw-edged pieces of mat
cut from a larger mat'. Comp: hele gatu'ktnfe-cutting of gatu'. Rel: hifi'to cut up,
carve? pare, or slice, with a sawing movement of the knife'o tuqusi 'to cut (general
application)'> 4 His teeth is hele-d by organisns. v.t. Drilled or bored by organisms
leaving holes. ( Used mainly of teeth and wood. Comp: nifo hele 'to have holes in the
teeth' > 5 There are six knives in the hele set. hn. Set consisting of knives. 6 She is hurt
because she hele handled. /rv. Handled a knife or knives.

hele2 Go and helefor us a chicken. v./. Ensnare, catch in a trap or snare or noose. (Comp:
noqo hele 'to noose'> [f. PPN. sele']

hele3 Sione hele-d the native drum. v.l. Beat rapidly with special flourishes. Playing the
violin is called hele vaalingi. ( Der: falutohele 

'to play a musical instrument using a
rhythm that emphasises off-beats', heleqi 'exe. for hele' , heleheleqf 'rep. for heleqi' ,
tahele 'syn. with fakatohele') [Probably cognate with Tikopian sale 'play a stringed
instrument']

hele4 ̂I*s explanation hele-d around. v.i. Had contradictions because he tried to evade the
issue by denying some things and introducing new and varied explanations. (Der:
fakahelehele 

'to try to worn information out of someone', fakahelelegavale 
'(of speech

and physical movement) awkward, tending to mispronounce words, not completely co-
ordinated in movement') [f. PPN. hele'deny']
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ipu 1 Bring nry-A/O ipu so that I can drink. n. Water container for drinking, often has a
handle, made of china, tin, glass, plastic or polished coconut shell. (Kinds: ipu kava'kava cup', ipu sioqala 'glass cup or glass', ipu lapa otin cup', ipu pelesitiki'plastic
cup', ipu maka'china cup'. Comp: fulu lpz'dish-washing'. Rel: maki'mud, pelu
'container for fluids made by folding green banana leaves', peleti'plate', sos4 'saucer'.

Pos. .,4 or O; my-A cup or my-O cup > [f. PPN. ipu] 2 Go and wash the ipa before we
go. n.Collective word for dishes, cooking utensils and cutlery. (Plu: quu) 3 The ipu
presented in the singing competition was a beautiful one. n. Special cup usually made of
silver, gold or brass that is oftengiven to the winners of a contest. (Rel: si/c 'shield',

meetali'medal' ) 4 That was the year Muqa ipu-d in. v.i. Won the contest for the silver,
gold or brass cup. 5 She is carrying out ipu washing. ftn. Washing of cups, plates, etc.
6 The baby is already ipu drinking. adv.Drinking from the cup and not from the bottle.
7 Paul is a specially selected ipu. n. Fig. for a person of special talents. ( Taken from
the Bible. )

kato 1 Your-A kato is beautiful. n. Container of many different kinds each differing with its
intended contents; has different sizes, shapes, and ways of carrying. ( Sometimes made
of coconut leaves, coconut leaf midribs, pandanus leaves, tapa, roots of plants, leather,
fabric, plastic, etc. Kinds: k. foo'laundry basket', k. leta'suitcase', k. alu'basket made
with the root of the alu tree' , qoa'basket made of young coconut leaves', peesi 'purse

(or handbag)' , k. mosikaka 'rare kind of basket that is finely woven', k. tuqa niu 'basket

made of coconut leaf midribs' , k. gatu'basket made of tapa' , k. kiitaa'guitar case', k.
Tohi Tapu'Bible case', k. polopola'rough basket made of green coconut leaves', ft.
faka-Ono'kind of basket made in the style of Ono in Fiji', ft. faka-Huga'kind of basket
made in the style of Huga Haqapai' , k. naunau 'briefcase', k. raki 'basket used in
sorcery', k. tufuga 'carpenter's kit for his tools', k. vala'clothes basket'. Comp: tui kato
'basket sewing', laga kato'basket weaving', toqo kato'basket carrying' , kano kato'(of
treasures) of outstanding value, lit. (worthy of being the) content of a basket' . Koto is
a variant of kato, hence koto qufi 'basket full of yams', kato loi'fig. basketful of lies',
koto loi'utter lies', koto launoa'sheer nonsense', Prov: Faagota fai ki he kato ava
'collecting shellfish in a basket that has a hole'. Pos. A: my-A basket) [f. PPN. fraro.
Probably the root of the following: kakato 'complete', koto 'basketful of', kotoa'all',
kaatoa 'all' 

, kotokotoa 'all', katokaatoa 'all', kaatoi 'to encompass, to contain'] 2 Put
the keys in your-O kato. n. Piece of material uzually square that is sown onto one's
dress/shirt with one side left open in order that things such as keys or handkerchiefs can
be put in. ( Pockets in shirts are usually shown in front on the chest area, but pockets
in long trousers and men's skirts are usually sown at the hip area and do not show on the
outside. Trousers often have both irurer pockets which do not show on the outside and
outer pockets which do. Pos. O: my-O pocket> 3 Does your dress kato? v.i. Have a
pocket. 4 Our kato for the presentation is all seafood. n. Food or other good things that
have been prepared and placed in a basket, making such things as k. vesitapolo
'vegetable basket' , k. faikakai 

'pudding basket', k. kakala'flower basket' . 5 He went to
preach and he came back with a-his-A kato. n. Basket of cooked food given to him as
a gift. (Wes. > 6 The kato house stands near the lights. ad7. Shop which sells bags.
7 Who kato carried? adv. Carried the basket, especially basket of food.

kolor I Kanokupolu is a beautiful kolo. n. Place that is settled, opposite of quta 'country',
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has a name such as Nukuqalofa or Kanokupolu. (Der fakakolo'of avillage',fakaekolo
'syn. with preceding'. Comp: kolo muqa'capital', kolo hau'mighty town, now rare',
kolo qeiki'chiefly town' , kolo taanaki 'town consisting of people from different places',
kolo talaa'renowned town' , matanikolo 'edge of the town', tuqa kolo'back of the town',
loto kolo ncentre of the town', mata kolo 'beginning of the town' , mui kolo 'end of the
town' , nofo kolo 'town-dwelling'. Pos. O: Sione's-O town. Plu: g., quu, tukui) 2 Let's
go to kolo after school. /.n. Most densely settled area of a town, often has shops,
cinemas, churches, offices and other buildings important for the public. 3 Thts place was
all kolo-d but it was destroyed in the war. v.i.Inhabited, settled. 4 Sione of course is a
kolo fellow. adj. Fellow from a big town and not from the country or a small village. 5
They have been kolo dwelling for a long time now. adv. Lived in a town or urban area.
6 They fled into the kolo called Feletoa. n. Camp or fort where people sheltered in times
of war such as Velata and Hule. (Arch., rare. Syn:. kolo tau'fort'. Pos. A/O: his-A/O
fort. Plu: 5., quu> [f. PPN. kolo] 7 My kolo has been seized by love. Fig. for the heart
being overcome by love. (Poetical)

kolo2 | The winger scored in the middle of the kolo. n. Part of a field or court where tries
or scores are made, as in football or basketball goals. (Pos. A: then-A goal) [f. Eng.
goatl2 Were is Tupou College kolo-d to? v.f. (fupou College) has which goal?

kolo3 The museum keeps a kolo. n. Kind of club. (Arch., rare. Pos. A: my-A kolo)

koloa He wore a kolo when fighting. n.Metal things worn in the fist to protect it while
fighting. ( Pos. O: hrs-O kolo)

kolos MeIe is hnbitually kolo-ing to Qana. v. i. Provoking or trying to annoy (Qana) with the
intention of teasing or arguing in a friendly way. (Der: fekoloqaki'(of two parties)
provoking each other'> [f. PPN. kolo 'to intend or want to do something, to desire']

kolo6 The grandchildren were holding the kolo of the grave. n. Tapa cloth or fine mats held
by a number of people to surround the grave in order to prevent people from looking
inside the grave and seeing the things that are being done there. ( Comp: kolo tagata
'kolo formed by people standing around the grave instead of using tapa cloth or mats'.
Pos. O: his-O kolo)

koloT ln kokolo 'dripping' and kolokolo '(of hot water) to make a bubbling noise when
boiling'.

vakar I The "Olovaha" is the government's-O vaka. n. Kind of sea transport or carrier at
sea, made of timber or metal, which transports people or goods from place to place.
(Reg: fata. Pos. O: boat of-O the government, meaning the government owns it; boat
of-,{ the govemment, meaning that the government operates it. Kinds: v. laa'boat with
sails', v. miisini'steamer', v. uta paasese'passenger ship', meili sitima 'mail steamer',
v. fokotuqu 

'dinghy', v. toutai 'fishing boat', Iafalafa 'barge', poopao 'canoe',

vakavakaqaamei oraft', v. uku 'submarine', v. pune 'aeroplane (flying boat)' , v. heu
mnina 'mine sweeper', v. fakatoka maina 'mine layer', vakaloa 'ghost ship', v. siu
'shark catching boat', v. siuqaqalo 'rowing boat', v. tapu 'chief's boat'. Ptel kauvaka
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'crewn, qeikivaka 'captain(of theboat)',foquvaka'boatbuilding'. Prov: matavakapiki
vakn'seeing a boat and clinging to it (though it belongs to someone else)'. > [f. PPN.
vaka 'caraoe'l 2 They flew first and I vaka-d over later. v. i. Travelled on a ship at sea.
3 What vaka did she come on? Air New Zealand. n. Aeroplane. 4 It was a most exciting
vaka race. adj. Race of boats. 5 Every day they would go and vaka watch. adv. Watch
the boat or boats that arrived. 6 Tagaloa vaka-d over in a plover. u.i. Appeared in the
form of a plover. ( Rel: fakahala 

nto come or appear in the form of' > [f. PPN . vakn
'medium, bodily abode of a god'l 7 Her request vaka-d to me upon my linle grandson.
v.i. To be made by way of (my grandson). Form of request in which one is asked to
consider the request as though it were a request from someone very close to one. ( See
mata(4)> 8 The pig had a big vaka. n. Framework or container, made with timber (or
sticks) in which the pig is dragged along to the presentation, celebration, etc. ( The
rowing song is usually sung as the pig in its framework is dragged to its proper place in
the ceremony. > 9 Just look at his vaka. n. Fig. for conduct, behaviour, or way of
acting. Usually used in a joking manner of someone who has done something rather
funny. l0 My vaka is safe because of Seini's absence. n. Fig. for my excelling only
because Seini is not present because if she was present she would do better. ll Which
vaka is that? n. Fig. joc. reference to a person. Instead of asking directly who a person
is, one may refer to him as a boat. 12 The fast vaka is a wet vaka. Togan saying
meaning that a fast boat is not without its shortcomings - for one thing, the passengers
usually get wet. Its speed is spoiled by the fact that it can be quite wet. Sometimes used
jokingly in reference to a person who eats so quickly and earnestly that he sweats a lot.
13 In fakavaka and fakavakaqi, as n fakavaka qo e hele 'handle of a knife' and
fakavakaqi taa'frame of a picture'. 14 In vaka eke'kind of dance that imitates a gliding
boat'.

vaka2 ln vakavaka'side of the thorax of human beines and animals'.

Examples of words for living things

niu 1 That's a really tall niu (tree). n. One of the long-standing / indigenous trees of Toga
(Cocos nucifera).It has a single trunk without branches, a segmented body that is very
tall, very big leaves, fruit that hang together in a bunch, with sweet juice (that is good)
for eating and drinking, and it has many uses and many kinds. The tree is calledpqu niu
'big coconut', the fruitfoqi niu'rowd coconut', the water in the fruit huaqi niu'}uice
of cocornrt' or huqa niu'coconut juice', the flesh kanoqi niu'flesh of coconut'.

The leaf is long and consists of separate parts which all stick together one part after
another to each side of a stalk, and these parts fall away to the sides of the stalk. It (the
leaf) grows first as a single young leaf, whose parts stick together around the stalk, and
is brown in colour, then later it turns green, then next it becomes paqikele'the turning
brownish (from green) of coconut leaves' then it becomes very dry and falls off as hulu
'very dry and brittle coconut leaf dark brown in colour'.

The fruits grow together in a bunch called fuhi/ fuhiga nlz 'bunch of niu fruit'. The
part of the leaf that is affached to the trunk of the tree is called the palalafa. and above
it are some toutne 'spathe', kaka'frbrous integument at the top of a coconut palm',
loholoho 'branching stem on which coconuts are borne' and the fuhiga niu, with the fruit
starting out as pooniu'very young coconut, hardly the size of an egg', and grows into
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Sono at a slightly bigger stage, then it becomes niu mata gono, then it is niu
matavelivali, then niu mata, then niu mnta hihiloku, then niu mata motomoto, then niu
motomoto, then niu motuqu and eventually it becomes niu quto. When the coconut
sprouts, it is first matasili at which skge the soft sweet cottonlike growth in the coconut
is very nice to eat, then it becomes papanaki at which stage the quto is no longer eaten.

The coconut fruit is food and drink, beginning from the gono stage at which it is
possible to crack the coconut whole and drink it from the side until the stage at which
the fruit sprouts. When the fruit becomes mata'green' or motuqu'dry' it is used
commercially and it is also used to make oil. If the fruit falls off before it is dry for
reasons such as stormy weather it will dry up and become mntaqali'to be a coconut that
has been cracked and has lost its juice so that it is no longer edible', while other fruit
become dry while still small and the meat becomes very sweet and qagam"afta 'empty of
its natural juice' and will become ginigini'shrivelled coconut with very sweet dry meat'.
The fruit is baked (in the underground oven) or boiled for eating or drinking, especially
for mothers who have babies, and veihalo'stew made from the flesh and juice of green
coconuts' is also made, and one can hihiloku'eat coconut flesh and drink the mitk at the
same time' or scrape the meat of dry coconuts and squeeze out the milk for use as loloqi
'coconut cream in which food is boiled' resulting in delicious and nice-smelling food,
while the kota or penuqi niu'dry coconut flesh after the milk has been squeezed out' is
used for chicken feed, and if the raw coconut milk is used as a dip, ah, far out! It
(coconut milk) is also namoa'baby food made from coconut milk squeezed out of roasted
coconut flesh, sometimes used before the mother's milk has come in'. The husk of the
coconut variety called niu kafa is thrashed and plaited into sennit to be used in
replacement of nails in the construction of a Togan house. It (the sennit) ties up and
holds together the framework of the house and, after some years, if the sennit is worn
out it is replaced, as they have often done with the church building at Toloa. Togan
people used as bucket the hohoni or shell of the niu vai'kind of coconut with a very big
shell'.

The trunk of the coconut tree is used to make strong and lasting timber. A house
whose framework (kahoki, saa, pott, etc.) is made from coconut timber is a fale niu,
such as the king's house at Kauvai. There is a walking stick made of coconut wood at
the museum at Toloa, and it has lasted for many years. The leaves of coconut trees are
the material from which are made the roofs and walls of Togan houses. The leaves are
woven tnto polas 'woven coconut lgaves' to make roofs, walls, curlains, shades, and
mats on which people place food to eat. They are used to weave baskets, fans, and floor
mats (taknpau), and, the tuqa niu'mid-rib of coconut leaflet' is used to make brooms.
The enemy of the coconut tree is the insect called rhinocerous beetle, which eats the
leaves. (Rel: kokanati'(f. English coconut) derogatory for Pacific islander in New
Zealand', m.ataka 'copra', 

fale niu 'shed in which copra is dried' , niuniu 'gristle,

cartilage', niuvaakai'a tall tree or high place used as a watch tower, originally a coconut
tree', huumataniu'(of love) reserved for one special person or a few special persons',
haumatutu'very tall and old coconut tree that no longer bears fruit'. Kinds: niu huhu
'pierced coconut' , niu kafa'sennit coconut' , niu kula 'red coconut', niu kelekele 'earth

coconut', niu matakula 'red-faced coconut', nilf, meleni 'melon coconut', niu piu 'fan

palm coconut' , niu pule un'coconut with trvo colours' , niu kafalcala'kafakala coconut,
the best variety for making veihalo', niu lauquto 'kind of coconut tree in which the
leaflets that stick out from the stalk of the leaf are not separated', niu loholoho taha
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'coconut tree with only one loholoho, the branching stem on which coconuts are borne',
niu pulu fufula 

'coconut with swollen husks' , niu taqokaye 'kind of coconut tree with
small and numerous nuts', niu tea 'pale coconut', niu vai 'watet coconut', niu quto
'sprouting coconut' , niu qutogau 'kind of coconut whose husk is sweet and chewed like
sugar cane', niu mea'reddish-brown coconut' , niu mea toto 'blood-red coconut'n niu mea
qalava'striped reddish-brown coconut' , niu qui 'greentsh coconut'. Prov: tautefua qa niu
motuqu 'hanging-by-itself of mature-coconut', potopoto qa niu mui 'clever but a young
coconut'. Pos. A: my-A coconuts 'small coconut trees that I am cultivating'; pos. O: my-
O coconuts 'large coconut trees that grow on my land'. Plu: g. Iuqu niz 'individual

coconut trees', qulu niu 'group of coconut trees', g. foqi niu 'coconuts', quu foqi niu
'coconuts but probably fewer than preceding') [f. PPN. niu]2 The island is completely
niu-d. v. i. Covered with coconut trees or their fruits. ( Der: niua 'full of dry coconuts',
niuqia'full of coconut trees') 3 You cover up the niu in case it rains. n. Copra, dried
coconut meat. (Pos. A: my-A copra) 4 Soonasi had a niu house built. adj. House
made of timber from coconut trees. 5 Thev only niu drank when water was scarce. hv.
Drank coconut juice.

puaka L Wose puaka is this in the enclosure? n. Kind of four-legged animal, about the size
of a dog, with possibly a roundish body, often has a long mouth with which it roots
around, often black in colour and thus called a puaka quli, ot white and called a puaka
tea'white pig' or puaka paalagi'paalagi pig', or ginger coloured or reddish brown or
greyish, or a mixture of those colours. Often confined in an enclosure so that it becomes
tame, but can be wild. Can have several off-spring, can be as many as twelve.
Slaughtered by being shot especially if it is big, or by being hit in the head. Often baked
or roasted whole if it is small enough or, if it is too big, it may be cut up and baked or
boiled as pieces. Fed with food scraps, vegetable peelings, pawpaw and coconut meat,
or with leaves of certain wild plants such as kanini and kumala. Can squeal if beaten and,
if it is too fat, it just lies on the ground and grunts.

The puaka is the cultural animal of Toga. Its meat is the most prestigious dish in
a traditional feast. The chiefly part of the puaka is its back, which is the part that is
given to a chief or high person in a traditional food distribution. The puaka is used in
traditional presentations, such as the presentation of pigs and kava in the presence of the
king, also given as gifts or as food to feed the people in funerals, also used in wedding
celebrations as part of kava and food presentations, or in presentations in honour of
someone or in any traditional ceremony. <(The following are not glossed here because
they are defined below. ) Kinds: fufu\a, sinaamanu, puaka haqamo, puaka hili fuga qumu,
puaka hula, puaka tau, puaka toho, puaka kaivao, lefu, faagaga, moo, pusiaki, nifu,
toho. Parts: fakalaqaa, feleoko, keukeu, tola, toqotoqoga, taqopata. Unique behaviour
orcharacteristics: halufanau, hua, galatoka, tau, lavilavi, qeiki. Behaviour originating
from a pig: fakapuaka, fakapuopuaka, namu kulikuli, fakapuopuaka lahi,
fakateqeteqepuaka, fakapelepela, fakahaquhaqu.Frel lalata, faitoqo, pokn.Prov: Hagee
ha puaka tuqu qad. Pos. u4: his-24 pig. Plu: faga puaka'pigs' (used most of the time),
g. fuqu puaka 'big pigs' (used sometimes, especially with dead pigs), g. pualm tunu
'roasted pigs', quu puaka tunu'roasted pigs' (used sometimes instead of g.), faga puaka
tunu 'live pigs to be roasted' , faga kiqi puaka tunu 'little roasted pigs' (most common
nouns may take faga as a plu. marker if the classifier kiqi follows faga)> [f. PPN.
puakal2 Our food donation is like this: Stone will puaka while Teevita supplies the frsh.
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v.i. Supply or bring a pig, provide a pig. 3 The meat dishes all puaka-d. v.i. Had
nothing else but pork. 4 Our meat dish was a puaka taro-leaves dish. adj. Taro-leaves
mixed with pork. 5 We puaka ate every day. adv. Ate pork. 6 Where is the puaka Sione
from? n. Person with whom one is angry. <Abu. Fiel: kulii'abu. term, lit. dog' , hoosi
'abu. term, lit. horse'> 7 What a puaka man this man ts! adj. Qvlanwho is) like a pig.
(Abu. ) I Mele insulted Sione saying, "Stupid puaka!" interj. An insult to someone
with whom one is angry especially a person whom one despises. The first syllable is
often lengthened like this: puuaka. (The following are common insults using puaka:
puaka qofuu'burnt pig' , puakafiemeqa'conceited pig' , puaka taqo ha qumu 'pig baked
in an underground oven', kiqi / fuqu puaka'little / big pig'. Plu: faga> 9 Not a puaka
of-O mine was krt when they abused me. n. Pig's manners. (Pos. O: a-my-O puaka)

Crossreferences from puaka

The following are crossreferences from puaka.In the dictionary, they will be placed in
their proper alphabetical places. Although these words may have other senses and
information in their entries, for the purposes of this thesis I include only the main senses that
are directly relevant to the crossreferences from puaka.

faagaga What a beautiful faagaga. n. Litter of a sow. Can also refer to the young of hens,
ducks, wild ducks, dogs. (See puaka.)

faitoqo Comeandfaitoqothepig. v.r. (Of amalepig)castrateitsothatitwil lnotbeable
to breed but grow big and become a fat pig. (Rel: fufula'very fat pig', Iaqu'(of a
small pig) to castrate'. See puaka.)

fakahaquhaquGo andfakahaquhaqu the pigs. v./. (Used of pigs only) call to come, usually
by saying: haqu, haqu, haqu! 'come, come, come!'(Rel: paa'name of pigs', maa
'name of pigs', piki'rurme of pigs (f. Eng. pig)'. See puaka.> lt. faka- 

'cause to' +
haqu'come'l

fakalaqaa lts fakalaqaa is real$ well-cooked. n. Back of a cooked pig. (Pos. O. See
puaka.> ft.faka- 

'pertaining to' + laqaa 'sun'l

fakapelepelaThe pig is fakapelepela-ing in the water. v.i. Carrying out such pig behaviour
as rooting and wallowing in the water, causing the water to be muddy. (See puaka.)
lf . faka- 

'causing' * pelepela'mud'l

fakapuaka I Sione will fakapuaka our feast. v.t. Sione wilI fakapuaka in our feast. v.i.
Supply the pig(s) for the feast. ( See pualca.> lt. faka-'supply' * puaka'pig'l 2 Their
eating was very fakapuaka. v.i. They ate fakapuaka. adv. Like pigs, in an ugly way,
untidily, in any old way. ( Can be used to describe manners as in aga fakapuaka'uncouth manners'> lt. faka- 

'like' * puakal

fakapuopuaka L They were just fakapuopuaka-ing in their room. v.l. Making a mess of
everything and not keeping things clean. lSee puaka. > ff . faka- 

'like' * puakal2 They
lived fakapuopuaka in their room. adv. ln a dirty state, not caring about tidying up or
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cleaning up, living like pigs. 3 They are faknpuopuakayoung men. adj. Not tidying up,
cleaning up and attending to bodily hygiene.

fakapuopuaka lahi His manner is fakapuopuaka lahi. v.i., complex v. Behaving in a
confident and dignified manner, and seeming not to worry about surrounding things
because it is clear that one is strong. Often used to refer to someone great and important.
Comes from the ways of a big pig. (See puaka.> [f. faka- 

'like' * puaka + lahi
'big'l

fakateqeteqepuaka You all come and fakateqeteqepuaka nry pandanus leaves. u.t. Roll up
the pandanus leaves until they are smooth and easy to make into a coil. Comes from the
way a pandanus leaf is rolled up and then fastened in such a way that it is shaped like
a pig's excrement. (See puaka.> [f. faka-'cause to be like' + teqe'excrement' *
puakal

feleoko I was the one who got the feleoko of-O the pig. n.Chest or breast. (Pos. O. See
puaka. > [f. PPN. fale'house' + oko-'inokooko - to gather firewood'. The chest of
the pig is regarded as a storing shed.l

fufula Sione's little fufula is cute. n. Castrated pig, usually very fat. (Prov: pukepuke qa
fufula'hold tightly a very fat pig'. Plu: faga or g. but followed by fuqu. See puaka.)

halu fanau /halu fanau I The sow has gone to halu fanau. v.i. (Of a pig about to give birth)
collect rubbish to make a place for itself and its newly born young. (See pualu.>

Ifagee ha puaka tuqu qal (prov.) Refers to someone who suddenly behaves badly when
given some new freedom. Taken from the ways of a pig kept in a sty. A pig that is kept
in a sty is well-behaved and always stays in one place, but if it escapes, it will wander
very far away because it is happy in its new found freedom. (See puaka.)

hua The ptg hua-d the garden. v.t. The pig hua-d in the garden. v.i. (Of a pig) used its
snout to root the soil in search of food. (See puaka.>

keukeu He likes eating the keukeu. n. A pig's foot. (Comp: keumuqa'front foot', keumui
'hind foot' . See puaka. )

lalata The linle pet pig is lalata-d. v. i. (Used of animals and birds) become familiar with or
accustomed to a place, not wild, feeling at home (tame). (Rel: puaka kaivao'boar'. See
puaka.>

lavilavi Let me have the ltttle lavilavipig. adj. (Of a pig only) golden or ginger-cloured.
( See pualca. )

lefu ,See the lefu running out there. n. Smallest piglet in a litter. ( Plu: faga kiqi lefu 'little

piglets'. The classifiet kiqi'little' follows/aga. See puaka.)

moo That linle brown moo there is mine. n. Beautiful and plump little pig. < Plu: faga foqi,
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g.foqi.The classifier foqi'marker for roundish things' follows/aga. See puaka.)

namu kulikuli Her dress is namu kulikuli after she worked in the sun. v.i., complex v.
Smelling of raw pork, or smelling strongly of sweat. (See puaka.)

ntfo The big nifo 'lit. tooth or tusk' came to town this morning. n. I-arge male pig that likes
to live in the bush and usually wanders long distances. (Rel: pu.aka tau'male pig that
is not eastrated'. Plu: fagafuqu nifo'big pigs with tusks', S.fuqu nifo'big pigs with
tusks'. The classifier/zqu 'big' will follow faga or g. See puakn.)

gala toka My pig has become gala toka on account of its being overfed. u.i. (Of a pig) so
fat that it is unable to stand up but instead can only lie on the ground and grunt. (Rel:
gulugulu mo tokoto'grunting and reclining', toho'very large pig'. See puaka.)

gulugulu mo tokoto (Togan saying) I want to eat a gulugulu mo tokoto!n. Riddle in Togan
mythology and fig. expression referring to an extremely fat pig that cannot move but can
only lie on the ground and grunt. (Rel: toho'very large pig', gala toka '(of a pig) very
fat indeed' . See puaka. )

poka Sione poka-d the mnle pig. v.t. (Of a male pig) castrated it so that it would not be able
to breed but grow and become very fat. ( Syn: laqu 'to castrate (a pig)' . See puaka. )

puaka haqamo They used as their gtfi of food for the visitor a puaka haqamo. n. Pig (lit.
pig tied to a stick and carried over the shoulder) that is next in size to a puaka hula'lit.
fat pig', baked meat for an qumu haqamo 'certain kind of baked food cooked in the
underground oven'. (See puaka.)

puaka hili fuga qumu The bakedfood had a puaka hilifuga qumu. n. Smallish cooked pig
that is usually placed face down on top of a puaka toho 'largest-sized pig' to replace the
piece of cooked liver that is usually placed on the puaka toho. lSee puaka.)

puaka hula Our gifr of foodfor the funeral was a puaka hula. n. Pig that is next in size to
a puaka toho 'largest-sized pig', baked meat for the qumu hula 'certain kind of baked
food cooked in the underground oven '. (See puaka.)

puaka kaivao Soonasi shot the puaka kaivao. n. Wild pig that lives in the bush. (See
puaka.)

puaka tau The puaka tau has been sold. n. Male pig that is not castrated but appropriate for
breeding pu{poses. (Rel: nifo'male pig with tusks growing out of its mouth'. See
puaka.>

puaka toho The baked food to welcome him consisted of a puaka toho. n. A pig that has
grown to the largest size recognised for pigs, its tusks stick out of its mouth, it is a
prestigious presentation at a traditional function such as a funeral, marriage, or title
installation. Can be presented live in a presentation or baked and placed face up with its
liver impaled on a stick and stuck to the belly, then dragged along on a special wooden
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framework. ( See puaka.>

pusiaki That is Tomu's linle pusiaki. n. Piglet that has been kept separate from its mother
since it was very young. Usually well-kept, stays indoors, uzually kept as a pet after its
mother has died. Can be used also of other animals zuch as dogs and chickens. (Plu:
faga.See puaka.)

sinaamanu /sinaa manu/ How marry piglets does your sinaamanu have? n. Female pig with
a litter (sow). (Plu: faga, 9., quu. See puakn. > [Probably f . tina'mother, word found
in some Polynesian languages' * qa'of-A' * manu'animal'l

tauHas this pig tau-dyet? v.i. Mated with a female pig. <Comp: namu faa'having the
distinctive smell of a puaka tau'. See puaka.)

taqopatu Where is the taqopatu of the pig? n. Part of the backbone of a pig next to its
shoulders. ( See puaka.)

toho The big toho is lying in the hollow of the trunk of the puko tree. n. Big pig whose tusks
have appeared, ttre largest size pigs can reach. (Rel: qeiki'become very large'. Plu:
fagafuqu toho 'huge pigs with tusks' , g.fuqu toho'h'uge pigs with tusks'. The classifier
fuqu 

'big' will follow faga or g. See puaka.)

tola 1 The tola of thk pig is very long. n. Mouth of a pig, snout. (Syn: muqa told 'snout'.

See puaka.) 2 Shut your tola. n. Abu. word for a person's mouth.

toqotoqoga Wose toqotoqoga is this? n. Internal parts of a pig such as the liver, lungs,
intestines, often prepared for food. Can be used of the same parts of other large animals
such as cows. (See puaka.)

qeiki The puaka has qeiki-d. v. i. (Of a pig only) grown tusks, become big enough for an
important function or traditional presentation. (Fiel: toho'become very large and has
grown tusks' . See puaka.)

tagata I There is a tagata outside who has come to see you. n. Adult person who belongs
to the kind of living things that we belong to, but to the class that impregnates rather
than gives birth. < (The following words are not glossed because they are defined
below.) Ant: fefine. Syn: siana, sulu, tama. Reg: tamn. Pol: tagata. Self-dero. & Abu:
motuqa. Der: fakatagata, fakaetagata, fakatagataqi, tagataqfa. Comp: fakatagata tatau,
fakatagata gataqa, fakavahaqa tagata, fatu tagata, fakaqii tagata, fakamotuqa tagata,
fakatagata poquli, fie tagata, fie tagata lahi, halaitagata, kai tagata, l<nugaa tagata, kovi
tagata, kaihaqa tagata, lau tagata, logologo tagata, mnnako tagata, maumnu tagata,
mataatagata, namu tagata, sio tagata, taamakitagataqi, tagata kakato, tagataqeiki,
tagataqi fonua, tauqaki tagata, teu tagata, taonatagata, uiui tagata, qalu tagata. Rel:
tagata qi loto, qotua mo tagata. Plu: kau tagata'refers to more than two men', g. kau
tagata'groups of men'> [f. PPN. tagata] 2 God created the tagata. n. Generic name
for the class of living things to which belong all peoples on earth, same as the phrase
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faqahiga qo e tagatd'mankind'. (The word always follows the definite article e or he,
and the definite sign is used on it. > 3 God has tagata-d. v.i. Become like humans.
(Reference to the birth of Christ. > 4 Baby has really tagata-d! v.i. (Used only of a
young male person) grown much bigger. ( Usually used together with the classifier fuqu'big'. Ant: fefine 

'grown much bigger but of a female') 5 Check whether the goat tied
there is a tagata goat or afemale goat. adj. Belonging to the class of living things which
impregnates or fertilises (such as the male pawpaw) but not to the class that gives birth,
lays eggs, or produces eggs. (Ant: fefine 

'female') 6 Adam fell because of his-A
tagata. n. Because of the tagata of-A Adam, it was eary for him to fall. n. The having
of the characteristics of humankind. ( Pos. A> 7 Sione was elected only because of his-
A tagata. n. Belonging to the class of males but not females. (Ant: fefine 

'being

female'. Pos. A> I Sione is a tagata of-A Mele. n. A man who has slept with or
cohabited with someone without marriage. (Ant: fefine'woman'. Pos. A> 9 That's
her-A eldest tagata; all her girls are younger. n. Male offspring. (Ant: fefine'woman'.
Pos. ,4. Plu:- kau> 10 Look, here comes your-A tagata towards us. n. Joc. reference to
a male friend, work employee, acquaintance or associate in some way. (Ant: fefine'female servant, friend, etc.'. Pos. A> ll Lavaka is drinking kava with his-O tagata-s.
n. Male friends or companions. <Used as a plu. n. always with the addition of the plu.
marker kau. Ant'. kaufefine'female companions'. Pos. O> 12 It is said that Sinilau and
his-A tagata-s sailed over here from Samoa. n. Male servants. (Used always as a plu.
n. with the addition of the plu. marker kau. Ant: kauy'y'ne'female servants'. Pos..4)
13 His-O tagate was apparent in the important achievement of that day. n. (Used of
men) respectable characteristics of human beings. <Ant:fefine 'womanliness'. Pos. O>
14 This country is not tagata scarce. adv. Short in the number of men available
especially to be sexual partners. 15 There was a linle tagata who visited here last night.
n. Youth or young rnan or single man. < Used with the classifier kiqi 'little' . Ant: fefine'girl') 16 Whnt a snobbish little tagata ts Sione! n. Man with whom one is angry or
whom one hates or does not respect. (Used with the classifier kiqi'little'. Ant: fefine'woman'> 17 Go on, drink up for the night is still tagata. v.i. Still a lot (of night time)
left, still early. ( Uzually co-occurs with the preposed adv. kei'still', fig. use ) 18 Alas,
the tagata has run away! n. A male person who has died but is beloved or missed.
(Used indulgently of a male person regardless of his age (he could be a child).)

Crossreferences from /agafa

The following are crossreferences from tagata.In the dictionary, they will be placed in
their proper alphabetical places. Although these words may have other senses and
information in their entries, for the puposes of this thesis I include only the senses that are
directly relevant to the crossreferences from tagata.

fakaetagata /faka etagatal Love is afakaetagata characteristic. adj. Of human beings. < See
tagata.>

fakamotuqa tagata Peeseti is fakamotuqa tagata-ing in our church. v.i., complex v.
Behaving or acting as one who is old to give the impression of being more respectable.
( Ant: fakatamaiki 

'childish' 
, fakatalavoa 

'(pretending to be) youthful'. See tagata. >
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fakatagata t Malia is fakatagata. v.i. (Of a female person only) having the natural ways of
men, such as being attracted to women, having a very short haircut, and being
masculine. (Ant: fakafefine 

'(of a male person) being homosexual', fakafaafi,ne 
'syn.

with preceding', fakaleitii 
'syn. with preceding'. PIu: kau. See tagata.) 2 I like

fakatagata watches. adj. Meant and made to be worn only by men. ( Ant: fakafefineowomen's' > 3 This song is only a fakatagata one. adj. Sung by men only or joined in
only by male members. < Ant:fakafefine 'female' 

,fakafaaite'syn. with preceding'. Syn:
fakafakataqane'men's'> 4 The doctor examined Sione's fakatagata. n. Part of the body
of male persons with which sexual reproduction is achieved. <A pol. usage. Ant:
fakafefine'female sex organ'. Plu: g. or quu>

fakatagata gataqa Qana is well and truly fakatagata gataqa!) v.i., complex v. (Used only
of a woman) being such that it is hard to find (by herself or by others) a male partner
or husband for her. <Ant: fakafefine gataqa. See tagata.)

fakatagata poquli He was found dead and it was thought that his death was due to a
fakatagata poquli. complexn. Clash or fight between men in the dark of night. (Rel:
pako'to snap the fingers as a challenge to a fight'. Seetagata.)

fakatagata tatau His speech shows his-A fakatagata tatau to the older men. complex n.
Impudence or presuming to be equal of a low or young person to a person who is higher
or older. ( In Togan culture only people with equal status may appropriately argue. They
should be of an equal level of education, equal age, and equal rank, so if a young and
low person wants to argue with an older and higher person, he is being fakatagata tatau.
Ant: fakafefine tatau. Rel: fakauouaqi 

'to put oneself on a level with a person of higher
rank or greater wealth or greater knowledge', fakafelmakeqi 

'to presume to oppose a
person of higher rank or status or ability'. Prov: Qoua e tagi ke tatau naqa qita qa
Taaufaqaahau 'Don't try to be equal in case Taaufaqaahau gets angry' , qufi lei fie qufi
'qufi lei yam variety presuming to be real yam'. See tagata.)

fakatagataqiL Do please fakatagataqi oar construction of the house tomorrow. v./. Collect
a number of men to do the work. ( See tagata. ) 2 Do please fakatagataqi our work
in case night falls. v.t. Work hard to show that it is the work of men. ( Ant:
falrafefineqi> 3 We could not get a womnn to make the kava so we just fakatagataqi-d
our kava party. v.t. Had an all-men parfy including a male preparing the kava.

fakavahaqa tagata Sione and Teevita fakavahaqa tagata. v.i., complex v. (Of two men)
compete to see which of them is better. (Ant: falwvahaqa fefine. Fiel: tauqaki tagata
'competition between two men'; fakavahavahaqa'to compete especially to show which
person has more wealth, education, power, etc.' See tagata.>

fakaqii tagata Stop your fakaqii tagata for there are plenty of men (around). complex n.
(Used only of a woman) flaunting a man-friend or bragging about the importance of a
man to make another man or woman angry. (See tagata.>

fatu tagata Sione has fatu tagata-d. v.i., complex v. Mature, become a man. ( Rel: aquaqu
'to become old' , matuqotuqa 'to become older or mature' . See tagata. >
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fefine (This word is not defined because it is the antonym of tagata in most of the senses
of tagata. Most of the derived and compound words of fefine also correspond to those
of tagata.)

fie tagata We use our financial assistance to Toloa as our fie tagata. n. (Of men only) desire
to seem well-off, wanting to appear brave, wanting to appear strong, wanting to seem
like men who are powerful or wealthy. Originates from the thought that "real" men
achieve a lot. ( Ant: fie fefine. See tagata.>

fie tagata lahi Srop your fte tagata lahi for you are still too little. complex n. (Of a boy
only) imitating or copying an older man in the way he dresses, actsn works, or behaves.
( Ant: fie fefine lahi 'same as fie tagata lahi but applied to girls who want to imitate
older women'. See tagata.)

halaitagata lhalai tagatal That work (project) is halaitagata. v.i. Not having suitable man
(to carry out the work). ( Syn: fele qa touqa 'idiom meaning having many but not one
of them is suitable'>

kaihaqa tagata A kaihaqa tagata boat used to come to Qata. adj. Having the purpose of
illegally and secretly kidnapping a person or people. (See tqgata.>

kai tagata It is said that in Fiji there was a lot of kai tagata in the old days. complex n.
Killing of people for food. (Rel: fetaqo 

'cannibalistic demon', nifoloa'cannibalistic
supernatural being with long teeth' , qotua mo tagata'demigod', saianiti'giant' , teevolo
'devil'. See tagata.)

kaugaa tagata Teevita is Sione's kaugaa tagala. n. (Used only of a man) male friend or
helper or companion. < Ant: kaugaa fefine. See tagata. )

kovi tagata The (construction of the) church is finally completed and if there's arry fla,v, it
is only kovi tagata. complex n. Weakness of the (male or human) workers while the
equipment and everything else are fine. (See tagata.>

lau tagata Can't you stop your lau tagata? complex n. (Used only of women or male
homosexuals) constantly talking about men in whom the talkers are very interested.
(Ant: laufefine. See tagata.>

logologo tagata I Pagai is logologo tagala. v.i., complex v. Feeling as though a lot of
people are / will be present. < Rel: logologo kakai'syn. with logologo tagata' , logologo
lmatoaga'feeling that a festival is nearn, Iogologo quha'feehng that it will rain'. See
tagata.> 2 I feel that it is logologo tagata. v.i., complex v. Premonition that some
people are approaching, they may be human or supernatural. < Rel logologofaqahi kehe
'feeling that a supernatural being is present', logologo teevolo 'feeling that a devil or
spirit is present')

manako tagata Mele is very manako tagata. v-i., complex v. (Used only of females or male
homosexuals) too interested in men. (Ant: manako fefine. See tagata.)
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mataatagata lmataa tagatal It is said that Sinilau is a mataatagata man. adj. (Used only of
a male person) goodlooking, handsome or beautiful. (Ant: mataafefine. See tagata.>

manmau tagata Wat a maumau tagata person is Mele. adj. (Used only of a woman)
idiomatic expression meaning that Mele is not nearly as good or attractive as her partner
or husband. (Ant: rnaumnufefine. Der: mnumauqi'wasted'. See tagata.>

motuqa That is the eldest motuqa of the children. r. Self-dero. for tagata'man', lit. old
man. ( Ant: finemotuqa. Plu: maatu4a. See tagata.>

namu tagata /namu tagatal I The yam garden is namu tagata. v.i., complex v. (Used only
of a yam garden) frequently visited by a farmer to weed and look after the yam plants
thus giving rise to the idea that the man's smell is left behind. ( See tagata. ) 2 She has
already namu tagata-d. v.i., complex v. (Used only of a woman) already slept with a
man. ( Ant: namu fefine. Rel: qalu tagata'already sleeping with a man')

siana He is a big siana with a frightening face. n. Word used to refer to a man who is
special in some way, col. word that is less respectful than tagata. (Plu: kau. Sio.
tagata>

sio tagata They went downtown for the putpose of sio tagata. complex n. (Used only of
females) watching the men they are interested in. <Ant: sio fefine. See tagata.)

sulu There's a sulu waiting for you. n. Col. word used to refer to a male person, often used
by the younger generation. (Plu: kau. See tagata.>

taamakitagataqi /taamaki tagataqil The traders taamakitagataqi-d the temple. v./. Made
useless or marred (some important thing or work). (Syn: maumauqi'spoil'. See
tagata.>

tama Qalifeleti is a tamafrom Folaha. n. Col. word that refers to a male person especially
one who is not old. (Plu:. kau. See tagata.>

tagata kakato The Sciptures are concerned with the development of the tagata kakato.
complex n. Collective word for the body, the mind and the spirit of a person. ( See
tagata.>

tagataqeiki ltagata qeiki/ t I met a tagataqeiki carrying a basket of yams. n. Respectful
word for an elderly or old man. ( Ant: fineqer&i. Plu: kau. See tagata.> 2 My respect
to the President tagataqeiki. n. Respectful word used in the title of a man who occupies
a respected position such as president, minister, or secretary in some church
organisation. 3.Is your tagataqeiki at Vavaqu? n. Respectful word for tamai'father'.
(Ant: fineqeiki. Reg. & hon: qeiki. Self-dero. & language of abu: motuqa) 4 Dear
Tagataqeiki, ... n. Word used to address a male person in a legal or official letter.
(Ant: fineqeiki> 5 Sefo has not yet tagataqeiki-d. v.i. Become an elderly man.

tagataqia Our home is tagataqia. v.i. Has many male persons living in it. < See tagata. )
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tagataqi fonua My respect to the several tagataqi fonua who are present in this house. n.
Men who belong to the original people of the land. ( Ant: fefineqi fonua, muli'foreigner' 

, qaaunofo 'visitor', sola 'stranger', vuulagi 'stranger'. Plu: knu. See
tagata.>

tagata qi loto ltagata qiloto/ Let us take care of our tagata qi loto. complex n. Heart or
spirit. <Biblical term. Pos. O: olr-O man inside. See tagata.>

taonatagata ltaona tagatal Our Lord was taonatagata. v.t. Killed, assassinated, or attacked
and beaten. (Arch., rare. Rel: taonakita 'suicide', lapasi 'ambushed', moemoepoo
'murdered (of a chief)'. See tagata.>

tauqaki tagata If Puga is angry when he comes, tell him to come over and tauqaki tagata
with me. v.i., complex v. (Of two men) wrestle (fig. and lit.) to see which man is
sfronger. (Rel: tauqaki loto'to try to outdo each other in determination (each one
refusing to give in to the other)', fefakatapapuqaki 

'(of a person) to try to outdo the
others in the number of jobs he gets done in a given time'. See tagata.)

teu tagata The goal of Toga College is to factlitate teu tagata for the future. complex n.
Education of male students in preparation for the future. ( Ant: teu fefine. See tagata. )

uiui tagata Qana is a uiui tagata little woman. adj. (Of a woman only) to be always trying
to attract the attention of men. (Rel: tauhele'to snare', uiuiqi'constantly calling for
attention to oneself' , fakatauele 

'to tempt'. See tagata.>

qalu tagata MeIe has not yet qalu tagata-d. v.i., complex u. (Used only of females) slept
with a man, no longer a virgin. (Ant: qalu fefine. Rel: namu tagata 'syn. with qalu
tegata', taaupoqou'virgin', mali 'marned'. See tagata.)

qotua mo tagata There was thunder and lightning, and suddenly the qotua mo tagata
appeared. complex n. Supernatural being or ghost who is part human (demigod). (Term
used in folk tales. Plu: g. See tagata. )

teevolo I It is a place where there are tTnny teevolo-s. n. (One of) supernatural beings which
are not of earth and which do not belong to the class of humans. ( Redup: teeteevolo 'to

be continuously angry with'. Der teevoloa 'to be angry with over a long time',
teevoloqia '(of a place) to be full of devils' , fakateevolo 

'to cohabit'. Rel: mataqi teevolo
'having the face of a devil, ugly-faced', taula teevolo 'witch doctor' , logologo teevolo
'premonition of the approach of devils', nifoloa'demon', qotua mo tagata'demigod',
fetaqo'cannibalistic demon', saianiti'giant', palepalegaakau'demon'n piinoonoo
'demon', Iaumaalie quli 'evil spirit', mane hena ho teevolo 'idiom used in threatening
someone, means something like "may your god protect you (from my wrath)"'. Plu:
faga> [f. Eng. devi\ 2 They are all teevolo. v.i. To have the characteristics of devils
or to be devils. 3 Fehuluni is a teevolo womtrn. adj. Fehuluni is a female devil. 4 They
teevolo talked at the funeral until daybreak. adv. Taked about a devil or devils. 5 Don't
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let the teevolo conquer yoa. n. Satan, the enemy, the devil. ( Rel: qahiqahi'temptation',
kovi 'ev7l') 6 No wonder for she is a teevolo. n. Cheeky person, naughty or deceptive
person. 7 That shows your-A teevolo. n. Devilish and cheeky conduct. 8 My purse has
teevolo-d. v.i. Finished, has no money in it.9 Put some clothes onhimfor his teevolo
shows. n. Joc. for the sex organ of a person. ( Pos. O: his-O teevolo. Plu: g. , quu, faga
fuqu 

'many big' or faga kiqi 'many little', but notfaga on its own. )

Example of words for body narts

matal I The girl's foqi 
'classifierfor roundish objects' mata is swollen. n. One of the two

organs of humans or animals that they see with. (Reg: lagi'lit. sky'. Hon: fofoga'lit.
front'. Pol: tauqoluga'lit. fruit on higher branches'. Self-dero: pokoqi mata'lit. slit
eyes'. Abru: afi'|it. fite', pate'lit. round lid of certain shells', fela'lit. wide-opened
eyes', lupi'raby, rude because of its shininess', faea'ftre', peuleki'beurek, brand of
batteries', fausi'face'. Redup: milrcfia'to see', matatlnta'to be likely', Der: mataqi
'eye of'. Comp: meta sio 'staring eyes', mnta qaaqaa 'big-eyed' 

, mnta kikila'prominent
eyes', mr$a poto 'alert' 

, mnta kilokilo 'eyes that keep darting about', matavalea 'to fail
to see or to heed what one ought to see or heed', m.ata ila 'perpefitally gazing and
behaving in an obstinate way, especially as the result of being eonstantly ptnished' , mata
qikai mamala 'unseeing eyes'. Parts: tamaqi mata 'pupil', kanoqi mata 'eyeball', lau
mata 'eyelid', tefitoqi mata 'inner corner of the eye', hiku mata 'outer corner of the
eye') [f. PPN. mntal2 She fell and hit her mata. n. The part or area in front of the
head from the chin to the forehead, which includes the ears, cheeks, mouth, nose,
forehead, and chin. This is the part that faces around. ( Comp: mntaatagata'(of a man)
handsome' , mata lelei '(of a person) good-looking' , mota mahi 'sout-faced', mnta kovi
'angry-faced' 

, mnta poko 'fat faceo, mnta kakai 'able to socialise and meet people' , mata
quli'black-faced', matasino 'chubby-faced',matafakaqofa'facethatinvites pity',mata
tatau'to look alike'. Plu: g. or quu, faga mata (rude reference to people) 3 He cut
open the coconut in its mata but not its sharp end. n. End of a coconut that resembles
the face of a person in that it has three little holes, two of which are eyes and one a
mouth, which is the hole that is opened and used in drinking. Also, the mata of the
fishing net, which are the holes in the net, and also the mata kupega, which are the webs
that spiders weave, and the mata of the mat, which is the width of the pandanus strips.
(Comp: mnta tonu'having holes that are just right in size to trap fish', mata lalahi
'having wide strips of pandanus leaves in a mat', mata iiki'ant. of preceding'> [f. PPN.
ftiata'mesh of net'] 4 Have pity on Mele's mata and give us some sugar. n. Idiomatic
expression meaning to transfer your love for the face of Mele to ours so that you would
give us some sugar. ( See qofa(8). > 5 / don't know which is the mata of the material.
n. Side of the material which is appropriate to show on the outside and which is more
prominent. Same as the mata of a leaf or the mata of a mat or something that is woven.
(Ant: tuqa'underside or wrong side) 6 The mata of the knife is sharp. n. Part of the
knife used in peeling, cutting or chopping. Same as the mata of the saw, or blade, or
anything that has a sharp edge. (Der: fakamata'to sharpen'> [f. PPN. matal7 The
mata of the spear was severed. n. Paft that is pointed and sharp. Same as the mnta of
the needle, nail, sword, and fork. 8 And he has known it in the mata of the spear. n.
Reach for-th your hand and touch the mata of the nail (or mataqi faqo 

'wound caused by
the nail'). n. The wound caused by the nail being hammered into (the flesh) and the spear
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being driven into (it). Same as mata nifo 'mark left by teeth', mata faqo'mark left by
a nail', mata kafo'centre of the wound', mata tuitui'marks made by the stitches', which
are the marks made. 9 That is the mata of our treasure. n. The best of any group of
valuable things. (Rel: mataqi koloa'eye of the treasure' , fugani'best') l0 That's the
fine mat which our treasure mata-s with. v.i. (Of treasures, etc.) to be most precious.
Ll She opened up the mata of the boil. n. Part of the boil at the top where the pus
collects. Same as the mata'eye'of the wound or mataqi lavea 'eye of wound'. 12 The
boil has mata-d. v.i. Formed an eye, developed an eye. (Rel: fakapela'developing
pus', molefua '(of a boil) without an eye' , qelito 'centre, essence'> 13 How pitifuI is
her mata ache. adi. Aching of her eye(s). 14 The linle baby has begun to mata watch.
adv. Watch people's faces instead of just staring ahead without knowing anything. 15 In
mata qusi 'anus (sw. ) 

' 
, mata fale 

'front of the house' , mata fonua 
'coast on the front side

of an island (the side where the main settlement is)' , mataafonua'coast, shore, from the
standpoint of the sea', mataafaga 'area in a beach just in front of the sea', mataatahi'beach'. 16 They all mata-d towards me as I entered. v.i. Looked. (Redup: mnmata'to
look'. Der: fakamamata'in appearance only'. Comp: mata vitioo'video watching' , mata
qalcapulu'football watching', rnata faiva'picture watching'. See the compound and
derived headwords below the headword mata2.>

mataz I The mago is stilt mata. v.i. Not yet ripe or mature, not yet in the right stage to be
eaten or to be used. (Redup: matamata'to seem or to be likely'. Der: kamata'to
begin'. Rel: momoho 'ripe', poloquto 'red or orange in colour from ripeness', mui'green'> 

[f. PPN. mata. This meaning of mata is probably metaphorically related to
m.atal in that this meaning refers to a first or preliminary stage, which corresponds fig.
to the notion of front in mntat .-l2 The firewood is still mata. v.i. Not yet dry enough to
be used. Same of trees. 3 The vegetables in the pot are still mata. v.i. Not yet cooked,
still raw. (Rel: matakekee'very green or raw') 4 Get some mata pawpaw to put in
the curry. adi. Pawpaw that is still green. 5 This kind of mago is eaten mata. adv. Eaten
while it is still green.

Examples of words for actions or states of things. animate or inanimate

feleeleaki /felee leaki/ They feleeleaki-d in order to quickly prepare some food for the
visitors who turned up suddenly. v.i., recipv. y. Run around, run here and there. It.fe-'recipv. or plu. prefix' * lele'to run' * -aki'recipv. suffix']

lea L He lea-d to me. v.i. Opened the mouth and said or communicated something, spoke.
(Reg: folofola'lit. to unfold'. Hon: meqa'lit. to thing'. Abu: kokoo'lit. to cry
hoarsely', kovaho'lit. to howl loudly' , mapoqi'rude word for speaking when one should
remain silent'. Self-dero: fakahohaqa 

'lit. to disturb' ,fakataufotofola 'to address the king
(used of commoners)'. Redup: leelea'keep on speaking'. Der: leaqi'to scold', fakalea'to greet', feleaqaki 

'to speak to each other', alea 'to discuss', aleelea'discussed by
several people, plan', fakaleelea'singing entertainment the night before a wedding',
leaqia'constantly counselled', taqe leaqia'not able to be spoken to or counselled',y'e
leaqia 'arrogant, high-headed' ,leakovia 'insulted' 

,leakoviqi 'to insult or abuse verbally',
leaekina'to be constantly spoken to in a friendly way by people in general' , leeleaekina'rep. for preceding'. Idiomatic expression: foqtfoqi lea'having a special aptitude for
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words, especially insulting words', qaiqai lea 'to interject usually insulting words',
qosikoa he lea'to talk until one's mouth is dry, now rare'. Comp: lea tuqu'to address
someone while standing - impolite' , lea tokoto'to address someone while lying down',
Iea tangutu'to address someone while sitting', lea maalohi 'to speak up', lea lahi 'to
speak roughly or sharply' , Iea moqoni 'to tell the truth'n lea loi 'to tell a lie', lea qasi'to speak plainly so as to expose everything', lee tonu 'to speak directly to', lea oqo'piercing words' , Iea ofo'interj.', lea vale'to speak of something that one ought not to
speak about' , lea kovi'wlgar words', lea tuku'last words or parting words', lea tuki 'to
curse', lea futefute 

'to speak sharply in a snappy wiy', motuqa lea 'alphabet', laku lea'to interject constantly', kupuqi lea'idiomatic expression, phrase'. Rel: qeke'to ask',
fafana 

'to whisper', gogohe 'to speak in an affectedly soft or mild or affectionate or
sorrowful manner', gonegone 'to speak indistinctly', kaila 'to shout', talanoa 'to

converse' , huaqaki 'to mention' , puqaki 'to pronounce' , fakahaa 
'to inforrn', kote 'to

speak quickly in an unknown language' , talatalaakiqi 'to repoft', talatalaifale 'to

counsel', pootalanoa'to hold a conversation', poolave'syn. with preceding' , heqaki 'to

utter, to say so as to be audible', fai atu ha tokoni'euphemism for a refutation of
something', lau oto gossip', laulnu 'to chant', lave 'to speak of', kekete 'to chirp or
twitter in an unpleasant manner', ketekee'to talk rapidly in a high-pitched voice',
keteketekee 'syn. with preceding', lalamu 'to move the lips as though chewing or
speaking' , kaa'to hawk, to clear the throat clumsily or noisily', lalau'to woo or court',
valo 'to blab or yap', vavalo'to predict', valelau'to talk as if delirious', Ji4f 'to

acknowledge' , tatepo'to speak very quickly as to be almost unintelligible' , tauvalovaloqi
'to shout out and make remarks in surprise and wonder', valoki 'to admonish' , eginaki
'to advise', gutu 'to report', gugutu'to report something especially unfavourable' , gutuqi
'to persuade', kapekape 'to swear') [f. PPN. Iea] 2 I lea-d in the Schools Sunday at
Veitogo. v.i. Gave a talk or speech on a particular topic to an audience. (This is
customary in a religious function or celebration. ) 3 Qakilisi's lea was enjoyable. n.
Talk, sermon, campaign, thing he delivered or spoke about (speech). 4 We welcomed the
kaa lea in the Schools Sunday. n. People who gave the talks or speeches. (The plu.
marker kau is used. > 5 Peni is a lea man. adj. To be clever at lea(2) (giving speeches)
or to be eloquent. (Ant: vale he /ed 'foolish at speaking') 6 Sione is a lea boy. adj.
To be talkative or constantly speaking. (Ant: falwlogologo'to be quiet') 7 Mafi is a
lea woman. adi. Not shy to give her opinion, regardless of whether people might feel
hurt. ( Ant: logo 'reticent') 8 TaIo is just too mouth lea. adv. Has a mouth that talks
often. 9 Lea to Seini to stop beingfootish. v.i. Teach, advise, counsel, admonish, inform
firmlyandseriously. 10 Howcanhegetawtfetf doesnotlea? v.i. Courtawoman. 11
Sione lea-d to Mele to get married. v.i. Proposed, asked seriously. (Comp: lea mali'marriage proposal'> 12 Their mouths have final$ opened and lea-d to me. v.i. Sworn
at me or insulted me, gossiped about me. 13 What did he lea to you qaki? v.i. (but a
transitive verb in the Togan version.) Speak about. L4 Money lea-s. v.i. (Only) money
is important (money talks), only money counts. 15 What thing is lea-ing tn the car? v.i.
Making a noise or sound such as rattling, rustling, crashing, or thudding, etc. The
ironwood trees are lea-ing when the wind blows from the south. v.i., idiomatic
expression Humming of the ironwood tree leaves in the wind. ( There are several
names that begin with lea, such as Leaqaetoa'Sounds of ironwood trees', Leaqaetohi'Sounds of writing' , Leaqaevai 'Sounds of water'. Several things can lea'make a noise',
such as water, refrigerators, or engines. There is a puko /ea 'speaking Harnandia tree'
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in some folk tales.> 16 Wat is the meaning of the (foqi'classifier') lea "nimo"? n.
Group of letters that stands together and has a meaning or function in the sentence, able
to be spelt or written or pronounced and be included in making up a sentence. Each
(foqi) lea is written separately from other (foqi) lea-s. Fale is one lea, andfale kulokula
are two lea-s. <Pos. A: my-A word - the word that I pronounced or said; pos. O: My-O
word is the word or phrase used by someone else to insult or compliment me. Rel:
kupuqi lea'phase, group of words', seetesi'sentence', palakalafi'paragraph' , moofimi
'morpheme', muiqi lea 'suffu.', mueqi lea 'pteftx', Iea fie pipiki 'enclitic'. Plu: g.,
quu> 17 There is only one lea that I amfluent in; it is the Togan lea. n. All the words
and meanings used by the majority of Togans to communicate. (In the Pacific there is
a lea of almost every country, such as the Samoan lea, the Fijian lea, the Niuean /ea,
etc., and the English lea is used in almost every country. Pos. r{: my-A language is the
Togan language. Plu: 9., quu> 18 He lea-dfaka-Paalagi to me. v.i. Spoke using words
in the English language. 19 There is a lea Toga that is like that. complex n. Togan
prov., saying or idiomatic expression that usually has a moral or message, such as
potopoto qa niu mui 'clever, but a young coconut' .20 Lea up, Mele! v.i. Say it's true,
confirrt it. ( Idiomatic expression ) 2l Qovava lea-s only once to her daughter. v.i. Be
in total control of. < Idiomatic expression. Same as her lea is once only> . 22 The stars
lea and tell about his glory. v.i. Show, reveal (his glory). ( Same as the heavens tell the
glory of God, and the universe reveals the works of his hand. Taken from the Bible. )
23 No wonder for he has a lea. n. Common description, such as an idiomatic expression
or prov. ( Ex: if a quiet and mild person suddenly gets angry, we might say, no wonder
for he has a saying, which is logologo mo e loto'to be habitually silent but potentially
explosive'> 24 He does not lea in it. v.i. Have any say in it.

mamafa I The piece of iron is mamafa. v.i. Difficult to lift, carry, or hold for it is not
light, and its pound quantity is substantial. ( Ant: moqamnqa'light'. Pos. A: its-A berng
heavy. Root word: mafa- (not used on its own). Redup: mafamafa 'mod. of heavy'. Der:
mafataki '(of body) to feel heavy or listless or lacking in energy', mafasia 'to be
burdened', fakanamafa' to emphas ise', fakamamafaqi' stressed' . Comp : mahaki mamafa
'elephantiasis in the testicles (sw.)' , hiki meqa mamafa 'weight-lifting', tolo meqa
mamnfa'discus-throwing' , mafatukituki'oppressively heavy' > [f. PPN. mamafal2 This
is a mamafa piece of iron. adj. Ditfrcult to lift. 3 The mamafa of the sack of flour is a
hundred kilos. n. The quantity of the content in terms of pounds or kilos from which the
cost is sometimes calculated. ( Pos. O: its-O weight > 4 The principal talked mamafa
to the la,vbreakers. adv. Strongly, harshly. Also tautea mnmnfa'to punish severely'.
(Comp: lau mnmafa'to insult'>. 5 That is the mamafa lesson of this morning. adj.
Significant, ought to be heeded. (Rel: Iahi'of great import'> 6 The car was very
mamafa though it was only a secondhand car. v.i. Costing a lot of money or having a
high price (expensive). ( Ant: maqaftmqa'cheap' ) 7 Tonu'E car is a mnm"afa car. adj.
Costing a lot of money. 8 Our examination was too mamafa. v.i. Hard to answer.
(Ant: mnqamaqa'easy') 9 Ours was a mamafa examination. adj. Difficult. L0 Qana
sets mamafa. adv. Sets an examination that is too hard, also fig. referring to her
rejection of suitors who want to marry her. 11 I don't mamafa to eating. v.i. Care much
about. L2 Who will bear its-O mamafa? n. Wanting to bear alone the tnamafa of lW.
(Taken from a hymn.) n. Troubles or anxiety or burdens. <Ptel qaqafa 'gravity (fig.),
urgency')
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matel | (He) became ill and mate-d. v.i. t ost his life or reached the end of his life through
such causes as illness, being killed, or accidents such as being run over by a vehicle or
being drowned at sea. (Reg: hala'lit. to be no more'. Hon: pekia 'probably frompakia'to be plucked'. Pol. & self-dero: maalooloo'lit. to rest', mamaqo'lit. to be away',
folau hola 'lit. to escape during a journey' , mole 'lit. to be lost' , hiki 'lit. to transfer',
qalu 'lit. to go' , vaavaakee e fokotuqugd'lit. there are mufinurs coming from the place
where the ferry boat leaves from', fetukutuku 

'lit. trips with the purpose of moving
house'. Abu: qukalw'probably related to pakaka'dry and rough or stiff like over-
starched clothes' and mnkaka'somewhat stiff instead of being nice and soft', vio 'has the
sense of he's dead and good riddance', kekeva'lit. to be stiff , kala'lit. to struggle as
if in pain when dying' , fefeka'lit. to be hard' , mnhaki 'lit. to be sick'. Col: tali e ut 'lit.
answer the call', teevolo'lit. to become a devil'. Redup: mflmate'to be numb', matenate'(of an engine) to break down frequently'. Der: tnateqaga 'reason for someone's death',
mamntea 'to be paralysed', mateaki 'to be loyal even unto death', taamate 'to kill',
femaateaki'to do something so vigorously or so continuously as almost to die with it e.g.
in laughing, weeping, or sleeping', fematematei 

'to engage in war to the death',
fakamnmate 

'tobe unflagging no matter how tired one is'. Comp: ftnte gataqa'slang for
cheeky, not easily beaten' , mate fuqu'completely dead', mate kala'to die as if in great
physical pain', mate palakulr 'slang for being beaten in an undignified manner',./a le mnte'mortuary' 

, puha mate'coffin'. Rel: putu'funeral' , tuqukurz '(of someone's life) abu. for
cut short', taanekinaga 'place where the dead go' , tala tuku 'someone's last words before
he/she dies', maaloolooqaga 'ftg. place of test' , malaqe 'grave' 

, pooki 'to close the eyes
of someone who has died', tukitoa 'to embalrn', fakatologa 

'syn. with preceding',
fakahnke 

'(of a dead person) when blood comes out of the nose or mouth' , toofaa'(reg.)
to sleep in death' , tootookaki 'to show signs of imminent death', tauqaki'(of a dying
person) to gasp every now and again', tauhaqa'(of a dying person) to be in the worst
stage of life'> [f. PPN. mate) 2 Death by drowning is a sad kind of mate. n. Loss of
life. <Plui 9., quu) 3 Two mate-s are being transported by the Qolovaha. n. Dead
bodies, bodies of people who have died. < Pos. O: a hundred deaths of-O the year; pos.
A: rhe two deaths of-A (the village called) Veitogo. Plu: g. ot quu if one is thinking of
corpses or dead bodies, but kau if one is thinking of dead people. > Fig. uses of mate:
4 A table is mate. v.i. Not living (inanimate), rrot mate from loss of life but not at any
time alive. (Ant: moqui'animate'. Comp: meqa mate'inanimate thing' ) 5 Thefire has
mate-d. v.i. Become no longer alive or aflame, as if the fire has been extinguished.
(Rel: qosiqosi 'to be completely burnt to ashes'. > 6 The boat's engine mate-d just
beyond Malinoa. v.i. Stopped because of some flaw or because the boat has run out of
petrol. (Rel; teekina'to be adrift'> 7 My watch has mate-d. v.i. Ceased to move
because the batteries are flat or the watch is broken or unwinded. 8 Kao is a mate
volcano. adj. No longer active (extinct). 9 The wind mate-d and our sailing became
slow. v.i. Died so that there was a state of calm, no longer blew. (Rel: tofukii'to be
very calm' > l0 The cricketer has not yet mate-d. v. i. Run out of chances to bat. ( Rel:
qauti'to be out (f. Eng. out)' ) lI The boxer mate-d in the fifrh round. v.l. Fainted
from being punched about. 12 One of my arms is gradually becoming mate. v.i.
Paralysed, no longer having living nerves to enable one to move about or feel anything.
( Comp: mate fakafaqahitaha 

'(of the body) to be partly paralysed' . 13 Their sleep is
mate. v.i. Tight, fast, so tight that they are not aware of a single thing. lComp: mate
mohe 'to be sound asleep'> 14 The moon has mate-d. v.i. Faded temporarily. (Ant:
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tuqu'appear'> L5 His penis has mate-d. v.i. Become no longer hard or erect, shrunken
and soft. <Vul. Ant: moqui> 16 They have mate-d of working. y.i. Become tired, sick
of working too much. 17 They mate-d with laughter. v.i. Became hysterical, swayed to
and fro with (mirth), laughed without stopping, laughed as hard as possible. (Used also
with tagi 'to cry' fiemohea'to be sleepy' fakaqamu'to wish' fiekaia'to be hungry',
manako 'to like' qofa 'to love', fakaliliqa 

'to hate', and others. Rel: Hagee ha niu
afaagia'Like a coconut tree in a storm', fevalevalei'to be mad or crazy on doing
something' , fevaaleaki 

'to overdo to a foolish extent', fola 
'to be out of breath from

doing something' > L8 This road mate-s towards Taaufa Road. v. i. Ends at. 19 They lied
mate to save themselves. adv. To insist on a lie and never go back on it. 20 He is a hard
worker but he has male-d. v. i. Run out of energy so that he is unable to do anything and
it is as if he has died even though he is still alive. 2l My business has mate-d. v.i.
Stopped, finished, become unable to continue.22 Mate to it. v.i. Try to the utmost. 23
That two mate-s to that two over there. v.l. (of two numbers) divisible by or cancelled
by the same number so that the fraction is reduced (to common denominators).
(Mathematical term. Der: femateqaki'to cancel each other ovt',fetaamateqaki'syn.
with preceding'. ReI: fekaniseliqaki 

'syn. with preceding' > 24 My jack mate-s to your
cards. v.i. A rule in the card game called five hundred in which one can put down a card
to continue a sequence of cards put down by the opponent or cancel out the opponent's
three same-number cards. (A word in card games. Rel: fakatauhoa'to pair up')

matez Mate what my name is. v.t. Predict, guess, make a stab at what my name is, give your
opinion of what my name is. Applied to something that is not yet known. (Redup:
motennte 'rep. for mate'. Der: nntea 'dur. fot mate', mnteqi 'exe. for mate',
mntem.ateqi 'exe. for matemate' , femateqaki 

'rccip. fot mate'. Rel: makamiki'game in
which one player guesses in which hand the opponent holds something' , fakamnhaloqi'to guess' , kamotuqu 'game in which a person has to guess who touches him from
behind'. Comp: mate tupuqa'game in which answers to riddles are guessed' > [f. PPN.
mate)

motur I The towing rope was motu. v. i. Broken so that one part became separate from the
other, or severed. A stick, a piece of thread, a pen, a piece of wire cn motu, uzually
used of something solid and longish and not used of water or fluid. (Redup: momotu'tapering' 

, motumotu 'weak (such as an old piece of thread) and tending to break in many
places'. Der: motuhi 'to break or sever, especially thread or similar soft objects' , motuki'to break or sever, especially sticks or hard objects, perhaps requiring more force than
motuhi', motuqi 'old and worn', motumotuqi 'syn. with preceding but plu.'. comp:
motuloutou 'broken off straight and clean as if cut (of bone, etc.)', kalevemotu (or
kavelemotu) 'to be thin or narrow in one place as to be almost severed' , motu ua'severed in two'. Rel: mofesi'broken (of a stick or something hard and inflexible)',
mafesi 'syn. with preceding but less respectful and sympathetic than mofesi', makoga'broken in two' , mavaeua'to be separated into two parts (e.g. of curtains)' , mavahe 'to
be separated from something else') [f. PPN. motu'|2 Get the motu rope to be joined.
adi. Broken or severed in two parts. 3 Sione motu-d with his family. v.i. (Used of people
who are related by blood) quarrelled and separated or split up and no longer said to be
related. (Der: fakamotumotu'to cut oneself off from', femootuaki 

'to break or be
broken in various places', femotumotuaki 

'syn. with preceding', femotuqaki 
'(of two
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persons or two families) to become severed', femotumotuqaki'comm. for preceding',
femotumotuhi'to cease to be friendly with one another', femotuhakf 

'(of relationships)
tobebroken') 4Theannualmissionary donationofVainiiwasmotuatu. v.i. Farahead
of others in amount. Exceptional, extremely outstanding, much greater than any other
donation, far out. Also used when the winner of a race has been way out in front of the
other competitors. (Comp: mota maanoa'greatly separated from the rest (as a person
winning a race)' , motu atu fau'far beyond reach', motu taha'to be quite outstanding',
motu kafa'to be off the chain and to be doing moreorless as one likes', motu pula 'to
be beyond reach'. Rel: taukakapa 'too high to reach' )

motu2 L Ofu is a beautiful motu. n. Piece of land that is completely surrounded by sea.
Usually a small land, but can be used of a big country such as Australia. ( Plu: g., quu,
qotu, tukui> [f. PPN. motu. It is sometimes said that the Haqapai Group is motumotu'made up of cut-up pieces', which is to say that it consists of little islands separated from
each other by the sea, so it is likely that mot# is related to mot#.12 It has now motu-d
but it was first a reef. v. i. Become an island or land. ( Der: fakamotu'characteristic of
people from a small island'. Comp: qotu motu'group of islands', vao motu 'area of
bushland in the midst of cultivated or inhabited land' ) 3 She motu insulted me. adv.
Insulted me by saying I come from a small island. <It is believed that people from a
small island are lower than those from a big island. >

motu3 This banana tree is a motu. n. Kind of banana.

siko 1 The baby has siko-d in his nappy. v.i. Defecated, let out waste matter from its
bottom. ( A disrespectful term and sw. Reg: fakamaqafu. Pol: tuqu mamaqo 'lit. to
stand far', qalu mamaqo 'lit. to go far', tuqu'lit. to stand', qalu'lit. to go'. Redup:
sisiko 'plu. for Eiko' , sikosiko 'tending to ease the bowel often'. Syn: kaasele 'to
defecate'. Der: sikoqi 'exe. for siko' , faknsiko 

'to make siko' , sikomnkiqi 'arch., to soil
by defecating upon', sikomekina'arch., syn. with preceding'. Rel: taqe'faeces', teqe'variant of taqe used in compounds', mimi'urine', tuqu ofi'pol. for urine', plftf 'to pass
very soft faeces' , pihipihi 'rep. for pihi' , fakalele 

'diarrhoea' 
, hana'wl. for diarrhoea',

tuqu tata'to defecate in places other than the toilet', tuqa qaa'pol. for toilet, lit. outside
the fence', faqelu 

'vul. for wiping oneself after defecating', fakamaqa 
'pol. for

preceding' , siko tata 'vul. fot tuqu tata', taa ki liku taa ki faga 
'reg. and arch. for

wiping the anus (used of the Tuqi Toga),lit. strike towards the cliff-bound coast, strike
towards the public beach', fale maalooloo 'poI. for toilet, lit. rest house' , fale siqi'toilet,
lit. small house' > [f. PPN . tiko 'to defecate'] 2 Remove the siko of the baby. n. Waste
matter, faeces. <Vul. Pos. A: its-A srko> 3 The linle baby always sleeps siko. adv.
Defecates while sleeping. (Vul. ) 4 What a siko little baby! adj. Defecating often.
(Vul. > 5 Go away and don't come and siko around here. v.i. Talk nonsense wasting
time, talk rubbish, do any irritating thing. (Abu. )
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siosioua, siosio kehe, faqa sio, sio age, sio atu, sio mai, sio hake, sio hifu, sio lelei, sio
kehekehe, sio fakamaga, sio fakamnmnqu, sio fakaqiloga fehuqi, sio faiva, sio kai, sio
kakai, sio kita, sio kovi, sio lalo, sio lau, sio looloa, sio loto, sio meqa, sio koloa, sio
manutqo, sio noa, siosio noa, sio ofi, sio taha, sio tagata, sio fefine, sio tatau, sio
taqaki, siotaqakiqi, sio tonu, sioqata, sio qalu, sio gutu. Ftel: mata, maetaa, maataqia,
kilo, hila. Prov: sio knlo sio, sio qa e nnta kae holca e tala, sio pee ka kuo qt Aqa> ff .
PPN. ttrol2 What kind of sio is that? n. Way of looking (look). 3 Sio to the many who
migrate overseas. v. i. Note or consider or observe something, without necessarily seeing
it with the eyes. 4 Remember to come to my office and sio to me. v.i. Meet with me
especially for a talk. [f. Eng. see in expressions llke come and see me.f 5 Tell Seini to
sio wellfor she is sure to get a husband. v.i. Watch or think carefully without hurrying.
6 He wears glasses for his-A sio u not good. n. The way his eyes see (eye-sight or
vision), he has a weak eyesight. (Pos. A> 7 She's a sio linle girl. adj. Habitually
staring at things. I You-plu. throw sio in case we lose the ball. adv. Sensibly, looking
where you-plu. throw (the ball). 9 He sio-d using the glasses of the old man/woman. v.i.
(but a transitive verb in the Togan version) Used in looking, looked with/using.l0 Seini
sio-d at me with/using a hundred. v.i. (but a transitive verb in the Togan version) Use
a certain kind of look in looking at me. Ll The doctor sio-d upon Sione. v.i. t aid eyes
upon his sex organ.

si& We went to fish for sio on the reef. n. Kind of shellfish like oysters. [f. Fijian dioj

Crossreferences from siol

The following are crossreferences from sior. In the dictionary, they will be placed in
their proper alphabetical places. Although these words may have other senses and
information in their entries, for the purposes of this thesis I include only the main senses that
are directly relevant to the crossreferences from slor.

fakasio I Go and fakasio the boy. v./. Search for, try to find out where he is. (Root:
siot ) 2 Stop fakasio-ing Sione, Mele!n. Following him around because she is interested
in him. 3 Mele went and fakasio-d into the house. v.i. Tried to look inside the house.

fakasiosio I Go and fakasiosio the boy- v.t. Look around for, more rep. than fakasio.
( Root: siol ) 2 Stop fakasiosio-ing Sione, MeIe!n. Repeatedly looking for him because
she is interested in him. 3 MeIe went andfakasiosio-d into the house. v.i. Looked or
peeped repeatedly into the house with the purpose of being nosey.

faqa sio The small children are noted for their faqa sio-ing. complex n. Idiomatic expression
meaning looking often (at things), having a habit of staring (at things). (See Sio/. >

fesiofaki /fesio fakil Have you and Sione fesiofaki-d today? v.i., recip. y. Seen each other.
(Root: siot. Ptel femaataaki'to see each other', fesioqaki'to eye each other
deliberately' , fetaulaki 

'to meet' o tauqaki sio '(of two people) to look at each other to see
who will look away, blink, etc. first'>

fesiofi They aII fesiofi-d down at the infant in the nnnger. v.i., comm. v. Looked together
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at with wonder. (Root: siol >

fesiosiofaki /fesio siofaki/ The Weslqans and the Methodists in New Zealand are
fesiosiofaki-ing. v.i., recip. v. Be rivals with one another, so that the two sides watch
each other and compete to see which side is better. (Root: siol>

fesiosiofi /fesio siofrl They fesiosiofi-d at me from the kitchen. v.i., comm. v. All repeatedly
looked intently at me. (Root: siot>

feqauhi sio Timi and Temnfeqauhi sio-d. v.i., complex v. Looked at each other to see which
of them could look without blinking for the longest time or which of them would give
up and look away. (Syn: tauqaki sia 'syn. withfeqauhi sio'. See ̂Sjoi, >

fie sioqia Stop your fie sioqta. n. Presuming to be something and wanting to be looked at
by people. (Root: siol>

hila He iust hila-d at me then turned ailay. v.i. Looked sideways quickly and for a short
time, nearly syn. withkilo. Only the eyes move but not the head. (Redup: hilehila'rep.
of hila'. Der: fakahila 

'to glance without moving the head', falmhilehila'rep. of
fakahila', hilaqi'exe. of hila'. See sior. )

kikila What are you kikila-ing at me for? v.i. Looking. (Abu. word. Der: fakakikila 
'to

glare at with wide-open eyes' , fakakikilaqi 
'exe. for fakakikila', fekikilaqi 

'comm. for
kikila'. See sior. >

kilo FIe gave me a linle kilo. n. A glance, s short and quick look. <Redup: kikilo'to roll
the eyes', kilokilo'to glance furtively around'. Det kilofi'to keep glancing at', kilofiqt'exe. for kilofi'. See sio'. )

laveqi I laveqi-dyou coming-hon. v.i. Saw. <Self-dero. word. Used only of oneself. See
siol .>

maataa It is my rtr$ mantaa-ing of such a wonderful thing. n. Seeing (such a wonderful
thing). (Usually used in poetry and in beholding things that are wonderful or
extraordinary. See siol.>

maataqi I haven't maataqi-d such a wonderful thing. v.t., eJCe. v. Seen (such a wonderful
fring), with more emphasis than maataa on the completeness of the seeing. More
emphasised than the use of the word sio, and often used when one sees something special
or extraordinary. (See siol.>

maataqia /maa-taqial The clean-hearted will maataqia God. v.t., dur. v. Almost syn. with
mnataa and maataqi. Refers to seeing but the object seen is really exceptional. Dur. so
it takes_longer than maataqi. (Often used in poetry, especially in religious language.
See slot. >

mamata We mamata-d to the spectacularfilm of Ben Hur. v.i. Saw. <Pol. word. See
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siot .>

matar (See the entry matar above.)

meqa2 (See the entry meqd below.)

moqusioa /moqu sioal Sinilau was moqusioa at the beauty of Hina. y.i. Unable to stop
looking. (Root: siol>

sioa If I sioa His face-hon., only then will I be content (Taken from a hymn.) v.t., dur. v.
Look long and lingeringly at a greatly admired and revered person (or sometimes thing)
as if they were on a pedestal. ( Often used in poetry. Root: siol >

sio age Sio age, I told you so. Interj. Words used when one wants to show that one was
right. <Lit. Iook there or see there. Sometimes shortened to soage. See ,Siol. )

sio atu Sio atu, sio atu, just ltke afooMnterj. Words used to draw attention to someone one
is angry with or is teasing. Sometimes shortened to soatu. (Rel: qiuee'interj. of
disbelief', qiuvee 'syn. with preceding' , sto age'interj. introducing the notion of I told
you so'. See Siot. >

sio faivaDoyoulike siofaiva-ing? complex n. Watching films. (Syn: matafaiva 'watching

films'. Rel: mata tau 'watching games', mata koniseri 'watching concerts', sio tau'watching games', sio koniseti 'watching concerts' , sio tauqoluga 'watching dances'. See
Sio/. )

sio fakakuitaha Simi sio fakakuitaha-d at me. v.i., complex v. looked with one eye while
the other eye was closed. (That kind of look often means that one is romantically
interested in the person looked at. Rel: fakakuitaha or fakakuikuitaha'to wink'. See
Siol.>

sio fakamamaqu The man sio fakamamaqu-d at me as if he knew me. v.i., complex v.
Looked intently for a long time without turning away. See Slor. )

sio fakamaga The children sio fakamaga-d when Elvis sang. v.i., complex y. Looked with
wonder or excitement not noticing that their mouths were open. See Siol. )

sio fakaqiloga fehuqi I knew he didn't understand because of hk sio fakaqilogafehuqt-ing
at me. complex n. Expression of uncertainty, questioning look. See Sior. )

sio fefine Sione only goes to church in order to sio feftne. v.i., complex v. (Used only of
men or lesbians) look at the women because he is interested in them. (Ant: sio tagata
'watching men'. See ,Slo1. >

siofi 1 Mele is always siofi-ing her daughter. v.t. Watched with the purpose of checking,
guarding, or looking after. ( Root: siol ) 2 Stop siofi-ing the young wonwn in case she
feels embarrassed. n. Looking at her often, especially in jealousy.
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siofia How I wish I could sioft,a his face! v.t., dur. verb. Look longingly and closely for a
long time upon a beloved person (or thing) as if to take in all the details. (Root: sid >

siofiqi I She really siofiqi-d her linle child. v.t., exe. v. Watched very closely and
determinedly, with emphasis on the completion of the act of watching. (Root: siol >

sio hake We sio hake to Qanafor she is a clever woman. v.i., complex v. Regard highly.
(Ant: sio lalo 'despise', sio hifo'syn. with preceding'. Syn: sio maaqoluga 'think
highly (of)'. See SioI.>

sio hifo Sio hifo at your ugly face. v.i., complex v. Phrase used when one looks down on
or dislikes something. (See SioI.>

sio kai Do let's love the poor in case our children go and sio kai somewhere. v.i., complex
v. Look longingly on while someone eats. (Rel: quakai'to be greedy', fakaqatukai'to
crave for food' , falcaeve 

'to beg for left-overs'. See ,Sior. )

sio kakai Let's go and sit at the front and sio kakai. v.i., complex v. Watch the people
(usually at a celebration or where there is a crowd). (Syn: mata kakai'watching
people'. Rel: sio fefine'watching women', sio tagata'watching men'. see sio/. >

Sio kalo sio (prov.) Refers to one's criticising something and yet doing it. < See Sfot. >

sio kehekehe We-dual-exclusive sio kehekehe in this matter. v.i. , complex v. Have different
views or opinions (of something). <Ant: sio taha'of one mind', sio tatau'fiaying the
same view'. Rel: quhiga kehekehe'having different purposes'. See Sio,. >

sio kita The Bible teaches us to stop our rto kita. complex n. Caring for oneself and one's
relatives only but forsaking others (selfishness). <Rel: agafakakaivale 'being foolish
because one is selfish', muqomuqa puke fue 

'prov. referring to selfishness', qafugi
'arrogant', 

fakafekeke 
'quarrelsome' 

, faluekita'personal, private'. See Sio/. ) [f. siol'seeing' * kita'self']

sio koloa Stop sio koloa-ing in the funeral. complexn. Having an eye to gaining some fine
mats, tapa, etc. (Rel: sio meqa'expecting or desiring to gain something, usually from
a celebration in which food, fine mats, etc. are distributed'. See Siol.>

sio kovi Do not sio kovi towards your neighbour. v.i., complex v. Look covetously at with
bad intentions. See .Sio/. >

sio lalo Let us not sio lalo towards poor people. v.i., complex v. Regard as low. <Ant: sio
maaqoluga oto regard as high'. Syn: sio mnaqulalo 'to regard as low'. See Sio/. >

sio lau Sione is a sio lau little boy. adj. (Usually used of children) habitually listening in to
the talk of others, with the purpose of learning what the gossip is about. ( Syn: sio gutu
'watching mouths to work out what people are saying'. See ̂Sior. >
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sio lelei A: How did you like being defeated? B: Slo lelei, for we won. Interj. Slang
expression said to someone who has been mistaken. (Rel: tuku muqa 'd.o stop', tuku ia'stop that'. See Sior. )

sio looloa 
'We 

should sio looloa and not just care about today. v.i., complex v. Iook ahead
and. be prepared for the fufure, far-sighted. (Rel: mata looloa'be prophetic'. See
Siol .>

sio loto I always sio loto-d to my home. v.i., complex v. Remembered, thougtrt of or
visualised. (Rel: menatuloto'to visualise', fakakaukauloto 

'syn. withpreceding'. See
Siol.>

sio mai Sio mai, don't you dare speak to me. Interj. one uses to get someone's attention
before making a (usually cheeky) comment. (Rel: qei'hey', sli'youthere'. See Siol. )

sio mamaqo I I didn't get a good view of the concert, only a sio mamaqo. complexn. View
from a distance. ( Ant: sio ofi, 'close-up view'. See Sior. > 2 I need glasses for I am sio
mamaqo.v. i . ,complex v.  Abletoseewel lonly i f  theobjectseenisfaraway. (Ant:
sio ofi'short-sighted'. Syn: sio looloa'far-sighted'> [f. Eng. far-sighted, lit. sio
mamaqof 3 Toomasi sio mamaqo-d and trained his son ahead of time. v.i., complex v.
Had good insights into what the future might bring and realised the importance of
planning ahead. < Ant: sio nounou 'tending not to plan for the future'. Syn: sio looloa'tending to take the future into consideration and plan ahead'. See Siol. >

sio meqa They went and sio meqa-d at the funeral. v.i., complex v. Expected or desired
greedily to get something for free. ( Rel: sio koloa 'having an eye to getting some fine
mats, tapa, etc.'. See Siol.>

sio noa The baby is still sio noa-ing and does not notice anything in its surroundings. v.i.,
complex v. Looking on without understanding or knowing anything. See ,Siat. >

sio gutu Go away and stop sio gutu-ing in our conversation. complex n. (Of someone who
is not a participant in the conversation) listening in to a conversation to know what it is
about, usually done by children who watch the mouths of speakers. (Rel: sio lau'listening to gossip'. See ,Siol. >

sio ofi I I need glasses as I am sio ofi.v.i., complex v. Able to see clearly only near objects
(short-sighted). <Ant: sio mamaqo(2)'far-sighted'. See SioI.> [f. Eng. near-sighted,
lit. sio ofl 2 I sio ofi-d to the wounded man. v.i., complex v. Stood near him and could
see him well.

Sio pee ka kuo qi Aqa (prov.) To look absentmindedly or as if one is day-dreaming.
Originated from the legend of t'wo female gods called Sisi and Faigaqa who are said to
have lived on the island of Aqa in Vavaqu. It is said they often took away the souls of
handsome men leaving their bodies behind, and although these men could hear and see
their zurroundings they were like dead people since their souls had been removed. ( See
,Sior. >
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siosio I You know, ,Sla is a very siosio womnn. adj. Tending to watch other people for
reasons of competing with them or making a mockery of them. (Root: siol> 2 The
little baby was just siosio-ing. v.i. Lnoking on without doing anything else. (Rel:
kilokilo'rep. of kilo') 3 Don't be in a hurry but siosio carefully. v.i. Consider carefully
or take time to think. 4 You all siosio in case a vehicle hits you. v. i. Constantlv look
around you, be alert, be careful.

siosioa /sio sioa/ Let me siosioa (him, his face, etc.) for soon he'll be gone. v.t., dur. v.
Keep on looking (at him) all the time (Root: siol >

siosiofi isio siofi/ | Stop siosiofi-ing her like that causing her to feel oppressed. n.
Continuously watching with the purpose of checking, guarding, or looking after. (Root:
siol > 2 She is always siosiofi-ing the young woman next door. u.r. Keep on watching
closely, especially in envy.

siosiofia /sio siofia/ How I wish I could siosiofta his face day and night. v.t., dur. verb.
Look longingly and closely upon a beloved person all the time. (Root: slol)

siosiofiqi /sio siofiqil W on earth do you siosiofiqi the young wonnn next door? v.t., exe.
v. $/atch continuously and intensely, with emphasis on carrying out the act of seeing to
completion. <Root: siol>

siosio kehe The leaders just siosio kehe-d when the people were starving. v.i., vkog.
Pretended not to see, turned a blind eye to. (Rel: hohohohaqa'to be concerned, nearly
opposite in meaning to siosio kehe', tokotokaga'syn. with preceding'. Syn: fakakuikui'to turn a blind eye to'. See siol. >

siosio noa Her siosio noa in the foreign country is cenain. complexn. Looking desolate and
lonely, looking like a stranger in the midst of an alien people, not his own kind. See
SioI.>

siosioua /sio sioua/ I am still siosioua about this matter. v.i. Uncertain or ambivalent as to
what to do. <Syn lotolotoua'of two minds, undecided'. Rel: kauhilaua'uncertain',
frrtU'thirk hard and questioningly about something' , taalaqa'doubtful'. See sior. > [f.
siosio 'cont. for seeing' + ua'two'f

siosioqi /sio sioqi/ Stop siosioqt-ing the new girl. n. Almost syn. with siosiofi, watch
continuously, especially with the purpose of criticising or finding fault. (Root: siol>

sio taha The audience sio taha-d up to me at the pulpit. v.i., complex y. Looked together at,
all looked up. (Plu. or dual word. See Sioi. >

sio tagata Mele only goes to church in order to sio tagata. v.i., complex v. (Used only of
women or gay men) look at the men because she is interested in them. <Ant: sio fefine'watching women'. See ,SioI. >

sio tatau Although we sometimes clash, we-dual-exclusive sio tatau in this mntter. v.i.,
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complex v. Have the same opinion or thoughts. (Ant: sio kehekehe 'having different
opinions'. See ̂Siol. >

sio taqaki Stop sio taqaki-ing because it is embarrassing. complex n. Staring or looking
intensely at as if to dig out every detail. See ,Sio/. )

siotaqakiqi /sio taqakiqil Stop siotaqakiqi-ing the young nwn. n.Inoking closely ar as if ro
dig out every detail, more emphasis on the completion of the act of seeing. See Sio/. >

sio tonu I sio tonu-d at the accident. v.i., complex v. Saw with my own eyes and not just
heard about the story. See Sid. >

Sio qa e mata kae hoka e tala (prov.) To be present and yet a close relative or friend is
being gossiped about by others. Comes from the lit. meaning, which is, the eyes look
on while the story stabs. ( See ,Sior. >

sio qalu Sione is sio qaluing. v.i., complex v. About to depart or go on a voyage. (See
Siol.>

sioqaga I We watched the planets from the sioqaga. n. Place or house from which people
view things, viewing-place, look-out. (Root: siol) 2I'lt just stare at him because he
is my sioqaga. n. Person one thinks one has a right to stare at, usually a relative of an
inferior rank.

sioqata WiIl you pass nry sioqata please. n. Object worn on the eyes to help improve the
vision or protect the eyes from strong sunlight, wind, etc., glasses. (Reg: lagi sioqata.
Hon: fofoga sioqata. See Siot. >

sioqi The class sioqi-d the new girl. v.t., exe. v. Stared at or looked at without blinking.
( Root: stol >

sioqia She is a most sioqiawotnan, being very beaatiful adj. Looked at frequently, watched
by many people. (Root: siol )

sisio Irt&y do you sisio at me like thatT v.i. All look at me, word used in anger. (Plu. or
dual word. Root: siol >

taagaki His head-reg. taagaki-dtowards me. v.i. Turned towards me. (Reg. word. See
siot .>

qafio The king qafi.o-d to the dancing. v.i. Watched the entertainment. (Reg. for sior. See
siol .>

qita L Toomasi qita-d because his pig was stolen. v. i. Had feelings of dissatisfaction mixed
with sadness and hatred because something had happened that conflicted with what he
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had hoped or wished. (Reg: houhau, loulouaqa. Hon tuputaamaki. Redup: qiteqita'irritable'. Der: qitagi'to scold', qitagiqi 'exe. for preceding', qitegia 'to be the object
of other people's anger', fakaqita 

'to make known through one's actions that one is
angry' , faknqitaqi 

'to make angry', fakaqiteqita'to sulk', feqitaqaki'(of two people) to
be angry with each other' , feqiteqitani'(of several people) to be angry with one another'.
Comp: qita fakamolokau 

'to be angry for a long time, lit. in the fashion of a centipede',
qita fakafatulisi 

'to be violently or fiercely angry, lit. like a storm', katakata qita 'to
smile in order to hide one's anger' , fakatupu qita 'irritating'. Rel: /i/i 'to boil with rage',
lihliU 'emphatic for preceding' , tekelili'to be incensed', teketekelili'to be hysterical with
anger', matalili 'to be annoyed', kilia 'to be intensely angry at one's having been
improperly treated', kilikilia'emphatic for preceding', kiliaqLrz 'syn. with preceding',
fisiqia'to be indignant at being insulted by a lower person' , mofisi'to be angry because
one has been insulted by a person lower than oneself', mofuta'to feel anger well up
inside', fie lahi '(of a younger or lower person from the point of view of an older or
higher person) to be angry when he has no right to be', fie qeiki'(of a chiefly person)
to be rightfully angry at being treated as if one were only a corlmonef , loto taagia'temperamental', 

fakapoquli 
'to lose one's temper', tata 'to shout in anger', houtamaki'tending to beat up others in anger', tafihu'to turn away abruptly in anger', teeteevolo

'to be continuously angry with', teevoloa'to be angry with for a long time'. Prov:
sopusopu qa natula'to be in a bad mood, lit. nature is stormy'. Pos. A & O: his-A qita,
meaning the fact that he is angry; his-O qita, meanrng his anger) [f. PPN. qtta] 2 Mele
is an qitawoman. adj. Habitvally engry. 3 The pincipal spoke qita. adv. Spoke in a way
that showed he was angry. 4 That's the qita of-A the Grain of Sand (pet name of
Haqapai). n. Utmost, best effort, ability, capability. (Idiomatic expression inreference
to a person, country, etc. who has achieved some outstanding feat, and we say that that
achievement was possible because of the special effort resulting from the person's
"anger", but it was only feigned anger, a way of expressing happiness. Rel: ravi'outstanding characteristic', faiva 

'special talent', tau 'specialty', tahi 'sea', malaqe'field')

Example of manner of states or actions

qaupito I Their work was good qaupito. adv. Very good, absolutely good, exffemely good,
wholly good, exceptionally good. (It appears in the following idiomatic expressions:
maaloo qaupito 'thank you very much', qofo atu qaupito'lots of love', qosi qaupito
'completely finished') 2 Don't qaupito touch it. adv. They were not qaupito hapry.
adv. The word qaupiro gives more emphasis or strength to a negative statement or
command to stop something. Stop qaupito it. adv. Stop it completely.

Bxamples of archaic and rare words

The meanings of the following terms have been worked out from the little information
found about them. It is not known for certain whether the meanings given here are correct
or not.

naapaqa I How's the thing? It has naapaqa-d. v.i. Broken. (Arch., rare. Taken from
Colomb 1890:214 with the gloss of "endommager, gater. Yoir maumanz.") [Probably
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f. the Nuclear Polynesian word napa4a 'misfortune, bad luck'l 2 Here's the naapaqa of
the canoe. n. Small hole in the canoe to let out water. (Arch., rare. Interpretation by
informants .> 3 My naapaqa, Jonathan. n. Precious friend who has been lost. (Arch..
rare. Taken from the Bible. >

nimoitalafau /nimo italal His disappearance was only a nimoitalafaz. Togan saying that
refers to a situation in which someone is absent but is somewhere nearby, so he/she is
bound to turn up sooner or later. Comes from the time when shellfish is poured out of
the plaited basket and some do not fall out because they are stuck to the plait at the
bottom of the basket. The important thing is that they are in the basket and have already
been fished out of the sea. So their disappearance in the basket really does not matter.
( Arch., rare. Taken from Rabone 1845:177 nwhich the gloss was "not to be found yet
there". Rel: mamaqo qafolau'To be gone but only temporarily'> [f. PPN. nimo'to
vanish' * i 'in' * talafau'pigtail-like part of a coconut leaf basket']

tonomea He speared the tree trunk with a tonomea. n. A kind of spear in the old days.
(Arch., rare. Taken from Mariner's vocabulary in Martin l8l7:448 with the gloss "a
kind of spear". Pos. O: tonomea of-O Sione)

Example of colloquial or slang expressions

tegaqi koa 1 Get a tegaqi koa to wash Noa's clothes with. n. The small remainder of a piece
of soap. 2I am tegaqi koa. v.i.I have no money. (slang expression) 3 The movie is
tegaqt koa tonight. v.i. Free (no payment required). (slang expression> 4 They often
ride tegaqi koa in the buses. adu. Ride for free. (slang expression> 5 His tegaqi koa
in the bus has been quite ofren. n. Free ride. (slang expression)

Examples of dialectal words and Niuafoqouan words which have entered the Togan
language

fakahali I The fakahali of the cement tank is leaking. n. Vavaqu word for spouting or
guttering, which consists of pipes or galvanised iron made into pipes fastened onto the
edges of the roofs of houses to drain rain water into water tanks. ( The word in other
places is fakatali.> It.fakn- 

'cause to' + PPN. sali 'flow'l 2 Is your house fakahali-d
or not? v.i. Supplied with spouting or gutrering.

vaitega I Our evening meal is vaitega- n. Niuafoqouan word for toopai'doughboy', which
are little cakes made of flour cooked in boiling water. (Rel: vaivaimahoaqa'foodmade
by pouring a flour mixnrre into boiling water', fakalili'syn. with preceding' , halalutu
'food made with arrowroot starch' , foki'to shape the flour mixture with a spoon or with
the fingers and let the mixture fall into the boiling water', foki 

'(of doughboy)
overcooked', kasitatiocusiard'> [f. Niuafoqouan vai'water' + tega'seed'] 2 We will
vaitega again tonight. v.i., complex v. Have vaitega for dinner.

Examples of generallv used words from subject fields and registers

Although these words may have other senses and information in their entries, for the
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purposes of this thesis I include only the main, technical senses.

fakaqiloa (legal term) The name of the fakaqtloa is Sione. n. Person who is accused of a
crime leading to a prosecution in court, person who is prosecuted (defendant). (Root:
qilo 'to know'. Ant: talatalaaki'prosecutor' . ReI: fakamnauqi 

' judged' ,fakatonutonu 'to
settle out of court' ,fakatotoloqi 'to detect' , loea'lawyer', taulwpo 'lawyer of defendant',
fakamoqonf 

'witness'. Plu: lmu)

kupesi (tapa-makng term) Ask for Hoa's kupesi for us to use in our tapa-making. n. Piece
of coconut fibre onto which a design is sewn using strips of coconut husk and coconut
midrib. (It has several kinds and names, and some are more chiefly and important than
others. It is an important task of women to sew kupesi. T\e kupesi is then tied on to the
surface of the tapa-mak,rng board for a tapa-making session. The joined pieces of white
tapa are put on the kupesi and the surface is rubbed using a tata (little piece of tapa) that
has been emersed in a koka dye (known as tai) so that the design of the kupesi shows on
the surface of the tapa. Yl.rnds mnnulua, fakamnlu-qo-katea, tokelau feletoa, and
others )

penisilini /peni silinii (medical term) | The nurse injected the sick boy with penisilini. n.
Kind of medicine that kills off bacteria, sometimes used against pneumonia and diseases
caused by bacteria. [f. Eng. penicillinf 2 I swallowed sorne penisilini tablets before my
headache was cured. adj. Tablets containing penicillin.

temokalati /temo kalati/ (political word) America is a temokalati. n. Kind of structure of
government or control in which the majority of the people make the decisions by electing
their leaders, so that the people rule themselves, which is different from a monarchical
system or dictatorship. (Those who support democracy in Toga are against the
monarchical form of government, but the monarchists do not support democracy. Rel:
temo 'shortened form of temokalali, derogatory name', politiki 'politics', kominiusi
'communist'. > [f. Eng. democraqt, which comes from the Greek words demo- meaning
people and the word -kratla meaning rule or authority.l

saikolone /sai kolone/ (geographical term) | The banana plantations were greatly devastated
by the saikolone. n. Tropical storm or hurricane. Usually has a name, such as the
saikolone called Sulieti, and the name is used by the meteorological office in weather
forecasts. (Rel: qahiohio'tornado', teevolo kai 'blind devil - fig. reference to the
whirlwind', qotua kai 'blind god, also meaning whirlwind'. Pos. r{: hurricane of-1
Vanuatu; pos. O: hurricane of-O the year> [f. Eng. cyclonef 2 Vanuntu saikolone-d in
March. v.i. Experienced a hurricane.

kemikale, kemikolo (scientific word) He uses kemikale to sprq) his squash. n. Powder,
liquid or gas made specially to be used as fertilizer, insecticide, washing powder, etc.
(Rel: kemi'chemistry', keemisi'chemist', fakakemi'pertaining to chemistry', huqi vai
'to dispense medicine', fale tala vai 'dispensary', meqa fakalelei kelekele 'fertilizer',

meqa fafaga'fertilizer'> [f. Eng. chemical]

seloo Afier we die we will go to seloo. /.n. Heaven. (Cath. Syn: lagi'Wes. tenn for
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heaven'> [f. Latin caelumf

faka-Mee I New Clothes have been bought for the children to use in the faka-Mee. n.
Religious ceremony for children usually held on the first Sunday of May in which they
act out stories and plays from the Bible. (Wes. Pos. z{: our-A faka-Mee> [f. faka-'pertaining to' + Eng. Mayl 2 I will faka-Mee to Vavaqu next year. v.i. Join the faka-
Mee in Vavaqu. 3 We haven't any goodfaka-Mee (withpos. O). n. Food in the faka-
Mee ceremony. <Pos. O: our-Ofaka-Mee)

Examples of grammatical words

her /heel (grammatical word) | The song was conducted by he teacher. Definite anicle. The
particle he, together with the definite sign (on the word faiako'teacher'), marks a
definite noun, such as the noun/aiako'teacher' in the sentence above. That means it is
a certain teacher or a teacher that we already know. Ex. Two: Poni lived inside he puko
tree. Tlis is a puko tree that we already know for it is preceded by he and also
lengthened for definiteness. Ex. Three: The task was given to he woman. This is a
woman we already know for the woman is preceded by he and also lengthened for
definiteness. Ex. Four: We were returning from he cinema. We know this cinema for it
is pointed out as definite. [Probably cognate with Proto Nuclear Polynesian se 'indefinite

article'l 2 The song was conducted by he teacher. Definite article. The particle fte marks
a noun as semi-definite only, such as the noun/aiako'teacher' in the above sentence. We
do not know which teacher it is, but it is certain that it is a teacher and not a minister
or any other person. That noun does not take the definite sign. Ex. Two: Poni lived
inside he puko tree. The exact puko tree is not pointed out, but it is clear that it is a puko
tree, and not a house or a guava plant, or any other thing. That noun does not take the
definite sign. Ex. Three: The task was given to he wonnn. We do not know which
woman it was, but it is a woman and not a man. That noun does not take the definite
sign. Ex. Four: We were returning from he cinemn. We do not know which cinema it
was but we know it was a cinema and not any other place. The noun does not take the
definite sign. < The word fte is used in the sequences qe he, qi he, ki he and mei he, but
he is not used with the following words - instead, e is used: qa e, qo e, ko e and mo e.
Rrel: ha'indefinite article', slqi 'emotional article')

hez It cannot be obtained he there is no money. Conj. Because. (Used to introduce a
reason> [f. PPN. /te]

he3 1r he not be done. Future tense marker. It will not be done at some unspecified time in
the future. ( The word he is a variant of the future tense marker qe in front of the word
qikai'not'. Rel: qe 'future tense marker', te 'future tense marker'>

kaut (grammatical word) Kau go please? Pron.I (will), pron. that stands for the person who
is speaking . Kau is used only at the beginning of the sentence. ( Rel: ou 'I' , ktt 'l' , u'I', au'me'> [f. PPN. kau'preposed frst person singular personal pron.' Probably ka'future tense marker' + u'I'l

kau2 (grammatical word) The kau tagi-s have stopped crying. classifi.er. Word that
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introduces people. Kau tagi-s are people who cried. Same as these: kau hiva: people who
sing; lcau maalooloo, people who have died; kau m.asiva, people who are poor; kau
gaaue, workers; kau lea, speakers.

kau3 (grammatical word) The kau ministers have arrived. Sign of plu., precedes a p.n. but
not names. Three or more ministers. (Rel: ogo'dual sign', gaahi'the most common
plu. sign', faga 

'plu. sign especially used with animalf, quu'plu. sign, probably less
numerous than g.'> [f. PPN. kaz 'group, company, bunch']

kau4 Vili came with a kau coconut. Preposed numerical word. (Used only with numbers of
yams, fishes and coconuts) twenty.

kaus 1 Pluck also the kau of the flower so I can stick it behind ftry ear. r. Stalk or longish
part to which the flower is attached. [f. PPN. kau] 2 The kau of the hele is broken. n.
Longish part (handle) with which some things are held. That part is often long and
shaped like a stick but the size can vary according to the object of which it is a part.
(Here are things which have kau-s'handles': spectacles, oars, bats, bicycles, cups,
pots, pans, axes. Often called kauqi mata sioqata 'handle of spectacles' , kauqi ipu'cup's
handle', kauqi hele 'h,nife's handle', l<auqi peni 'pen's frame', lmuqi paipa tapaka
'tobacco pipe's handle', kauqi nimn 'wrtst', kauqi vaqe 'ankIe', etc. Ftel: palalafa
'midrib of coconut leaf', fakavaka 

'frame (of photo)' , qesia 'frame (of photo)' , kavei
'handle (of bag)' , meqa puke 'lit. thing for holding, handle', meqa toqo 'Iit. thing for
carrying, handle', meqa takai 'Iit. thing for winding, handle', pukega 'lit. thing for
holding, handle' , kaunaka 'handle of a snare', takitakiqaga 'lit. thing for carrying,
handle'> 3 He came with a kau bananas. classifier. (Used only with bananas and
plantains) bunch of, the whole bunch of bananas as the fruit stands together in a bunch.
(Rel: tauga'things hanging together', fuhiga'bunch', foqi'classifier marking a single
usually round object', fuqu'classifier marking a tree or plant as opposed to the fruit',
meqi 'classifier meaning piece of or a quantity of' > 4In kaufan4 'bow', kaunatu'sticks
rubbed hard on a log to make ftre', kautae'drumsticks', vaqakaa 'stick'.

kau6 In kauknu'to take a bath', kakau'to swim' , kaufaki'to swim with a drowning person
whom one is rescuing'

kauT 1 I kau with Seint. v.i. Side (with), stand together on one side (with). (Followed by
mo 'with'. Der: kauhaki'to side with or support a person who is accused' , kau-'side or
edge of'> [f. PPN. kau) 2 I kau in the AII Blacks team. v.i. To be one of (the All
Blacks team), to be a part or member of, to be one with a position in. (Followed by
the preposition qi. Rel: fakakaugataamaki'self-dero. for participate in') 3 Which side
do you kau to? v.i. Support. <Followed by the preposition fti. > 4 Which tribe do you
kau to? v.i. Come from or belong to. 5 That will kau to develop the country. v.i. Help.
(Followed by the conjunction ke. Der: fekauqaki'related to each otler', kauga 'related

to' , lcnugoa'together with')

kaus They cut down the kau. n. Kind of tree that is useful for providing timber, reddish in
colour and similar to fehi. Has a roundish fruit just smaller than a tennis ball, with one
big stone.
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kaue ln kau hala'side of the road', kau vai'side of a lake, river, etc.', kau qaa'boundary
fence', kau teleqa'side of a valley', kau luo 'area immediately surrounding a hole on the
ground'. [f. PPN. knu'edge, side']

kau10 ln huqa kau'mik', tau kau'milking cows' [Probably f . Eng. cow'!

tolu (numeral) L He will be absent for tolu doys. Special usage with the particle qe. Number
or word that tells that the number of something is equal to the sum of two and one. The
number three is between two and four, and it is written also as 3. [f. PPN. tolul2 The
rooms are only tolu. v.i. Equal in number to three. 3 She was glad because of the being
tolu of her-O shoes. n. (Her) having three shoes. 4 He was happy for his-A being tolu
inthe class. n. Having the third position. (Pos.,,{: his-.4 tolu> 5 This is its-O tolu of
her letters to arrive. n. Third of the letters. (Pos. O: its-O tolu> 6 Shefasted to be
tola months for love of Pulelepuqia. Special use with mahina (variant of maahina) and
taqu to form a complex lexical item. For the duration of three months.

qoiauee /qoi auee/ Qoiouee, Salala has taken offwith my pen. interj. Expression used when
one feels surprise, sorrow, happiness, or any other emotion. <Rel: qoi 'oh', qaiau'ah
me' , uee'oops', ttoi'alas' , uisa'ah' , qisa'patdon me', qiuvee'look at you' , qiuee'syn.
with preceding') [probably f . qoi 'oh' + au'me' * ee 'there'f

qokur (grammatical term) Sifu qoku going to town. Present and, curent tense marker.
Grammatical particle which signals that something is currently happening or is true. Now
Sifa is in town. Ex. Two: The sun qoku rises in the east. lt is true that the sun rises in
the east every day. Ex. Three: I qoku 40 years tomorrow. It is true that my fortieth
birthday is tomorrow. Ex. Four: When we got there they qoku eating. The word qoku
signifies that the eating was current at the time of our arrival. Ex. Five: When you get
there thq qokuwaitingforyou. The word qoku shows that the waiting will be happening
at the time of your arrival. (Rel: naqe'past tense market', ne'past tense marker in
some environments', qe 'fufure tense marker', te 'future tense marker in some
environmertts', he3 'future tense marker in some environmerfis', kuo 'perfect tense
marker')

qoku2 (grammatical word) That is a dress of-O qoku. Pronominat adj. O category. That is
a dress of the person who is speaking, who is I. (Rel: qaku'A category pronominal
adjective, singular, first person, inclusive' )

Examples of affixes

-a (grammatical word) A prefix added to a word to extend the duration of the action or state
denoted by the word, or to pluralise the agents of the action, or to signify the abundance
of the noun denoted by the word. Ex. One: Thq tolia-d the mago tree until it was
finished. v.r. The work was done by many or happened over a longer period of time.
With these too: haea'to be torn over a period of time' , kumia'to search over a period
of time', talta 'to wait for a long time', manatw oto remember all things about' , sioa 'to

watch for a long time'. Ex. Two: He couldn't sleep because it namua-d. y.i. There were
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many mosqultoes.

faka- (grammatical word) A very commonly used prefix that has several meanings. 1 It can
mean to be the same as or to be hke. Make your behaviour to be faka-Qotua. To be the
same as or to be like God's. Don't behave faka-manu. Behave in the same way as
animals. Be sure to behave fakatagata. As men but not as animals. (Probably faka-has
the same meaning in the following words: fakaqapaqapa 

'respectful' (as an qapaqapa
'one of the two spokesmen sitting at the sides of the monarch during the royal kava
ceremony'), fakafaifekar,r (like a faifeluu 

'minister of religion'), fakapoto (lke a poto
'wise person')) 2 It can mean to be related to or connected with or pertaining to ... or
to be of ... or used by ... Landing on the moon is afakahisitoolia thing. A thing of
history (a historical thing). Here comes the fakatuqi car. Car of the king or car used by
the king, or car that is related (in some way) to the king. The fakaako sports competition
is held in April. Sports of the schools. The concefi is held in the fakakolo hall. Hall of
the town (townhall), It is only our littlefakamotu thing function). Ttmg / function of
the (small) island only (and not too important). This is a fakatagata shoe. Shoes to be
owned by a man, not a woman. (The same as these words: meqafakasino 'thing to do
with the body', afaa fakatalopiki 

'storm of the tropics (tropical storm)' , fakataha
fakafaifekaz 

'meeting of the ministers' > 3 It can mean to cause or to bring about... IIe
was fakamohe before he was operated on. Caused to sleep, put to sleep. Fakatonutonu
your essay before handing it in. Make it correct (check it for errors). Fakalelei your
face. Make your face look well (take that frown off your face). Fakalotoqi (htm) to go
with you. Make him want to go with you (persuade him to go with you). That's a most
fakaofo thing. Thing that causes surprise (that's a most amazing thing). Hefakamoqoni-d
to the story. Made it known that there is truth in it (testified to, confirmed irs truth). FIe
fakaqikaiqi-d the story. Made it known that there is no truth in it (he denied it). He
fakakoviqi-d Sione, Caused Sione to look bad or to be angry. It is Sione who will
fakaqufi in the feast Caused the feast to have yams by supplying them. He fakavaka-d
the knife. Caused it to have a handle by making one. He fakaqesia-d the picture. Caused
it to have a frame by making one. It is Mele who is fakasapa-ing. Cause (the function)
to have supper by providing it. <The same as in the following: fakafatogia 

'to give a
dut5r to', fakakavega 

'to give a burden to (to be burdensome)' , fakafiemaalie 
'causing

satisfaction (comforting)', fakakaikai 
'make (animals) eat (grass) (to graze)', fakaqofa'bringing out love in (pitiful, poignant, pathetic)', fakamaafana 

'causing warmth (as in
kofu fakamaafana'cardigan')' , fakalata'tending to bring about enjoyment especially of
a place (beautiful, enjoyable)', fakafiefia'bringing about happiness' , fakamamaqo 

'to

cause to be distant from (to avoid)', fakatokaga'to cause to be careful (to warn)',
fakafanogo 

'to bring about hearing (to listen, to try to hear)', fakaqilo'to cause to be
known (to inform or to prosecute)' , fakateki 

'to cause to shake the head (head
movements in dancing)', fakasio 

'to bring about seeing' (to peep, to try to see'),
fakataqeqaogaqi'to cause (something) not to be useful or applicable anymore (to waste,
to cancel, to destroy, to disparage)', fakahul, 

'to cause to enter (to admit), fakamaalohi
age 'to strengthen' , fakalele 

'lit. to cause to run or fig. to suffer from diarrhoea',
fakanofo'lit. to cause to sit or fig. to appoint', fakahifo'lit. to cause to come down or
off or fig. use in reg. for giving birth', fakatatau 

'to cause to be similar with (to
imitate)', fakamata 

'to sharpen', fakapaagopago 
'to make bad (to tease, to say bad

things about (someone) in order to annoy him/her)' , fakamomoho 
'to cause to become
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ripe (to leave (e.g. green bananas) until ripe)' , fakafolau'to cause to sail across (to send
across water)', fakamntala'fig. only, to cause to unfold or become clear (to explain, to
describe)' , fakatatali 

'to cause to wait (to delay or posryotre)', fakagalo 
'to cause to

forget (to try to forget)'> [f. PPN.fala- 'causative prefix'] 4 It can mean to begin to
grow into or become like the thing it is going to become. The front of the reef is
fakaquluqulu. Begirrring to grow into an quluqulu'lowlying rocks adjoining the shore
or inner reef'. His wound is fakahagataamaki. Beginning to show characteristics of a
hagataamaki 'boil'. The side of the slq (there) is fakaquliquli. Becoming quliquti'black' .
5 Sometimes the meaning of faka- is not clear, as in the following words: fakapotu'position at each end of each row in a traditional dance performed by several people'
(probably cause to be taupont 'to be in the end position'), fakafotu 

'sister's brother's
child' (?), fakatatr 

'to buy or sell' (probably cause to tau'part with'), fakaluulau'to
think' (?), fakaqaa 

'to gradually become (?).

-qi (grammatical word) A prefix added to a word to make the action or state more complete
or to speed up the action or state denoted by the word (making the word executive). Ex:
They toliqi the whole mago tree until all the mangoes were gone. 'exe. of toli meaning
to pluck'. With these too: kumiqi'exe. of kurzl meaning to look for' , pakiqi'exe. of paki
meaning to pluck'. The prefix -4i stresses the immediate execution of the action or
carrying it out to completion, thus gening different meanings from those of toli, kumi,
andpaki whose endpoints are not stressed. (Rel. (These are variants of -ql): -fi, -hi, -i,
-ki, -mi, -ni, -gi, -si > [f. PPN. -4i 'transitivising suffix']

Examples of compounds

There are also other examples elsewhere such as the compounds under the headword sio
above. Like other compounds elsewhere in the pilot dictionary, only the main senses are
given here.

inu kava They inu kava-d until day broke. v.i., complex v. Took part in a kava party and
drank the juice made from the kava plant. ( A custom only of men. Reg: taumafa kava.
Hon: qilo kava. Self-dero: nutmakava'lit. kava-chewing'. Redup: inuinu kava'cont. for
kava-drinking'. Der: inukavaqi 'exe. for inu lwva' . Rel: tautoa'slang for kava-drinking',
kalapu kava Toga'Togan kava-drinking club', kava Toga'col. for kava-drinking')

too manioke Qaisea too manioke-s to be exponed overseas. v.i., complex v. Cultivates
cassava on a piece of land. (Redup: tootoo manioke 'cont. for too manioke'. Der:
toomaniokeqi 'exe. fot too manioke')

Examples of cultural words

The following words have been selected to exemplify how important cultural information
is to be made explicit in the dictionary.

heliaki I His talking is all heliaki. n. Talking or speaking that does not directly refer to
something or to a person but is a fig. way of talking or talking in the fashion of
composers, such as calling a beautiful woman a fragrant flower hke heilala'kind of
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flowering tree' or lagakali'Aglaia edulis'. One takes up something that is beautiful and
fragrant and uses it to refer to the woman, for the beauty of the flower is an appropriate
comparison for the beauty of the woman. Although fragrant flowers are totally different
things from a woman, they are comparable to the woman for they have a common
feature, which is their beauty. This is the same as the customary referense to the king
as a bright star or a rainbow over the tower.

Togan makes use of heliaki a great deal. It is used in falcatapa 
'customary

acknowledgement of chiefs before a speech is given' and in addressing a chief as lnTapu
mo e laione qi Malaqekula 'I acknowledge the lion of Malaqekula', a reference to Tupou
l. Tapu mo e fuifui lupe qo loto palasi. 'I acknowledge the flock of doves of the palace',
a reference to the royal children. It is used a great deal in a man's courtship of a woman,
or in poetry or in love songs, for it is a beautiful poetical style. It is used in prayers to
God. Heliaki is a Togan custom that is manifest in Togan speech especially when Togans
praise someone or something. A respected person is usually regarded as so high that to
speak in a direct fashion to him or of him would be impolite; it would be blasphemy; it
would befakatagata tatau'presuming to be an equal of a higher or older man'; it would
be trying to disparage him; so it would be appropriate to heliaki. Heliaki is speech that
is covered up, disguised or decorated, but not so disguised as to render it
incomprehensible.

The reg., hon., pol. and self-dero. levels of language are also part of heliaki.Exs:
in reg. language, the word lagi 'lit. sky' is heliaki for the king's head or face. In hon.
language (chiefly language) the word qilo (lit. to know) is heliaki for eating. The same
applies to the word, meqa (lit. thing) which is heliaki for a number of activities such as
qalu 'to go', tagutu 'to sit' , or tuqu 'to stand' (one avoids pronouncing the activities
directly by using the indirect and vague reference 'to thing'). In the pol. language,
instead of saying goodnight, one says poquli aa 'be benighted' which avoids direct
reference to the activity of sleeping; similarly, one says in the pol. language afe mai qo
tokoni'turn hither and help' which is heliaki for 'come and eat'. The language of
humility (or self-dero. language) is full of heliaki, such as calling a pola'woven coconut
leaves laden with food for a feast' a foqi manioke hamu 'one cassava tuber without
meat', The function of heliaki is to show respect and to put oneself down in order to
elevate the person one is speaking to.

Heliaki is also abundant in the Togan poetical style. The essence of lau mtwtaga
'reciting names of beautiful places' and Inu kakala'reciting fragrant flowers' is heliaki.
It is plentiful infakatapu'acknowledgements of chiefly or respected persons or sacred
places', especially in the fakatapu before a poem or song. Exs. from poetry and
speeches: a. I respect the throne of Toga - the reference is to the place where the king
sits rather than to the actual person of the king. e. I respect the lion of Malaqekula - the
reference is made only to the statue, not to the person of Tupou 1. f. / respect the dove
in the tower - refers to the late Queen Saalote who is high and inaccessible. h.
Toqamalekini, this is only a single linle hanging fruit for your kitchen. Only
Toqamalekini, spokesman of Tupoutoqa, title held by the Crown Prince, is told this
rather than the chief Tupoutoqa himself, and the food is described as the smallest yam
that grew almost by accident, implying the poverty of the givers. The kitchen, a symbol
of lowliness, is the place for this gift. The gift does not deserve to be in the palace at all.
i. Just leave it to Toqamalekini to reduce the time (peiod). The name of the spokesman
is used, but it is really the king who reduced the time period (reference to the king's
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completion of his degrees in minimal time). k. Just as long as I appear and convey our
message of love, Hanging-Place of the Flying-foxes and Fatai Road, and the lronwood
tree at Havelulahi... Although the persona brings with him great presentations of gifts
and food, he brushes them aside and says he has only come to convey their message of
love and support. The use of the pet names of the villages is the form of heliaki known
as laumaataga'reciting the names of scenic views'. The names of the houqeiki'aristocracy' of the Western District are avoided, but they are represented by village pet
names. Heliaki is a poetic device and also a way of being respectful. l. Dear strangers,
garlands of pandanus fruit alternating with tagimausia flowers (symbolic of Fiji) and
makitaflowers from the mountain-top (symbolic of Samoa) - these are references to high-
ranking foreign chiefs who mingle in the ceremony, flust the Fijians and then the
Samoans. m. The renowned flowers are numerorzs - this says that well-known people of
rank are present, the gathering is chiefly, there are many important people present. n.
And the sea around Vuna Wharf is rough - the wharf is astir with many people arriving,
and Togatapu throbs with the excitement of the celebrations. g. Lofia, the extinct volcano
of Tofua, erupts with laughter - it is the volcano of Haqapai, and its eruption marks a
burst of joy from the people of Haqapai, as they join the celebrations. o. There stands
a tamanu bush waiting upon the hau. A strong people live there, waiting on the
sovereign. This is a reference to the aristocrats of the western district serving the Tuqi
Kanokupolu, title of the present king. < Ant: lela'speaking directly', hua lela'syn. with
preceding' > 2 His talking heliaki-s. v.i. To be full of heliaki. ( Rel: taasipa'to speak
unclearly, not dwelling on the point') 3 Perhaps ir's only a heliaki comment. adj.
Comment that is not to be taken lit. 4 He always talks heliaki. adv. Talks in a fie. and
indirect way.

maafana I It feels nice to the body the maafana of-O the water. n. Feel of water that is not
too cold or too hot but in between lukewarm and hot, and it has a comforting feel to the
skin (warrnth). <Pos. O) [Probably f. PPN. mafana 'warm'] 2 The water in the teapot
is only maafana. v.i. Having the feel of warmth. May describe words likefonun oland',

loki'rooms', etc. (Ant: momoko'cold'. Redup: maamaafanc 'lukewarm' . Comp: taimi
maafana'summer' , faqahi taqu mnafana 'summer, lit. warm season'. Ptel: mole e teilo'lose the chill, lukewarm'> 3 What is the normal maafana of the body? n. Amount of
heat that is natural to the body (temperature). This heat can be measured and stated in
degrees. ( Pos. O: his-O temperature > 4 I have a maafana blanket. ad7. Blanket thar
brings warmth to the body. 5 Do you maafana or not? v.i, Have or feel warmth, not be
cold. 6 His body is maafana. v.i. Feverish or having a slight temperature. 7 We
maafana to welcomeyou. v.i. Feel very happy or have warm feelings towards something
or someone. lMaafana is a kind of elation, a state of extreme excitement, motivated
by a strong desire to please others. It shows up usually in situations of celebrating, when
people feel they are elose to their God, chiefs or leaders. It leads to frivolous and joking
behaviour, bordering on the ridiculous, because the constraints of social taboos are
temporarily lifted. Women may act in otherwise unacceptable ways in the name of
maafana, doing such things as lifting their dresses or lying on top of a man. In situations
where money is being raised, it leads people to give extravagantly, such as in the annual
donation ceremony of the church, and in a situation of worship, people may weep aloud
while praying and sing at the top of their voices. Sometimes mass maafana is hard to
control, but afterwards people get a sense of achievement and fulfillment. Ant: momoko
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'cold, tense, restrained', mokoteilo 'chilly, very cold, very tense'. Syn: vela 'hot,
deliriously happy', vela qosiqosi 'extremely hot, extremely happy in a special occasion'.
Der: fakamaafana'cause to be warm (or happy)' , femaafanaqaki 

'to be warm or happy
with each other'. Rel: loto maafana 'warm-hearted', loto veekevekefai'eager, willing',
Ioto qofa 'loving, kind' , loto lelei 'amiable' 

, loto fiefia 
'happy' 

, loto fie foaki 
'generous' .

8 He spoke very maafana. adv. With a happy heart. 9 Their missionary annual donation
was maafana. v.i. Had people there who were very maafana(7). l0 He maafana-d in
his speech. v.i. Cried because he felt happy or sad. (Sometimes people cry because of
fear, such as the children who cry in the Children's Sunday performances. ) 1.1 There
were ftnny maafana-s during the testimonies. n- People who felt elated or happy.
(Usually with the plu. marker kau.> 12 Don't be too maafona but try to cool down.
v.i. Angry, especially in an argument.

qofa 1 All the time she qofa-d to her children. v.i. Felt a strong sense of care, liking, and
need of them. ( Often qofa followed by the preposition fti is used of someone who is
away. Ant: fehiqa'to dislike'. Redup: qofoqofa'mod. for qofa'. Der: qofaqi'exe. for
qofa', qofeina 'to love and respect' , fakaqofa 

'pitiful, pathetic, deserving love',
fakaqofaqia 

'to sympathise with', fakaqofoqofa'beautiful', feqofaqaki 
'to love each

other'. Comp: qo. fonua 
'to be patriotic', qo. nnteakf 'to be loyal to', qo. tuqugaqa'to

love unconditionally' , qo. uquuqz 'to love intensely' , qo. tuquloa 'everlastinglove', qo.
tuqufae'unselfish love', qo. too noa'to love for no reason', qo. fakatonutonu 

'to love
only one's close relatives' , qo. kovi 'to love too much', qo. aqu'far-reaching love' , qo.
maqataqataa 'free love', aga qofa 'loving', qaloqofa'(of God only) compassionate',
nwnava qofa 'compassionate'. Rel: qofa taqe qosi 'never-ending love', tuqa qofa atu
'customary salutation in letters to a high-ranking person', tuqa qofa qeiki atu'syn. with
preceding' , qofa atu 'with love', qofa atu fau 

'with lots of love', qofa mai'do please. . .',
qofa pee'would that...', siqoto qofa'greeting, now arch.', leleiqia'to find pleasing',
huumataniz 'to favour anespecially beloved person'. Prov: qofa qafine paqa 'love of
sterile woman' , qofoqofa qa kui 'love of grandparents', feqofaqaki qa kakau 'love

between swimmers'> [f. PPN.qofal2 Sione qofa-s over Qana. y.i. To be in love with.
<Qofa followed by the preposition 4i is often used for the love of a man for a woman
or vice versa meaning the strong sexual love that often leads to marriage, but it is
possible to use the words to describe the love between other people, such as the love of
parents for children, children for parents, relatives for one another, and the love between
friends, etc. Rel: qofa mamahi'love so strong it hurts', qofa vale'Iove so strong it is
foolish' , qofa /oi 'false love', qofa kaakaa 'cheating love', mamana'beloved', qofaqaga
'beloved'> 3 He is an qofa God. adj. Compassionate. 4 Speak qofu to us and don't
speak cruelly. adv. Speak to us in a way that shows love. 5 His qofa to the poor is great.
n. Carc for. 6 This ts the qofa of the church members. n. Gifts donated by. Same as in
the common expression maaloo e qofa.It means thanks for the things given or thanks
for the generosity or help. (Plu: g. or quu) 7 Come here and let's have this qofa. n.
Food. ( Pol. for food. ) [Probably from the love that resulted in the preparation of the
food.l 8 Qofa over theface of Sione... Idiomatic expression. An expression that often
precedes a request for something regarded as substantial and therefore likely to be hard
to grant. ( See matal 141.> 9 Qofa age 'a e 'Otua ee that He wilt lead your journey.
Idiomatic expression A wish that something would happen. <Often used in prayers. )
L0 Qofa pee that it would rain. Idiomatic expression. I wish it would rain. (Rel:
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faka'amu 
'towish', taumaiaa 'if only'> tlTheqofafellin'Utui.Expressionoftenused

by the Wesleyans to refer to a spiritual revival that took place in 'Utni, Vava'u in 1834
in which many people were converted to Christianity. 12 Qofa.and do something. v.i.
Try to do something, make a move towards doing something. (Probably originates from
the thought that one's actions shows the extent of one's love. )

The following are examples of culnrral words that express rank.

afeitaulalo /afei taulalol I We ask that you afeitaulalo and forgive us. v. i. Deign to consider
the lowly. ( Reg. Most commonly used of God in prayers or sennons, but it can be used
of the king or a big chief. Ant: afeitauqoluga'caring only for high people'. Rel:y'e
fakamaaqulalo'willing to be humble', fie maaqula/o'humble') [t. afe'turn' + I
'towards'* taulalo 'the lowly') 2 Your afeitaulalo to us is a great privilege. n.
Consideration for the lowly.

taumafa I The king is right now taumafa-ing. v.i.Reg. word for eating or having food.
(Rel: kai'to eat' , taumnfaqaga'place where the king eats' ,fala taumafa 'mat on which
the king's food is laid out', taumafa momoko'cold drink', taumafa kava'kava-drinking
of theking', taumafatii'teaof theking', meqaleai 'food', polataumafa 'king'sfoodlaid

out on woven coconut leaves', meqa taumafa 'king's food') tf. PPN. taumafa
'ceremonial food, offering to the gods'l 2 That is his taumafathey are carrying. z. Food
for the king to eat. 3 No one is allowed to speak during his taumafa. n. Eating by the
king or feast at which the king is present. 4 Fuiva is responsible for the taumafa coconut
leaf tray. adj. Tray of food from which the king will eat. S Toomnsi ts the one who
taumafa makes. adv. Prepares the king's food.

quhiki I The dog has three quhiki-s. n. Offspring, used of animals and birds such as fowls,
pigs, cats, or other animals and birds. (Root: quhi 'lke quhiki but used with a
following numeral'. Der: quhikiqi 'offspring of', quhiqi 'syn. with preceding'. And
maybe these: quhia'fig. frequented', quhiga'reason' , mahuqiga'imporcant' , koequht
'because', moqui'liven active', mnquiqui 'fertile'. Pos. o: its-o young. Plu:faga> [f .
PPN. quhiki'offspring'l2I have three quhiki-s. n. Self-dero. for one's own children or
the children of one's close relatives. <Rel: monunumu'animals, usually plu'. Pos. O:
my-O quhiki. PIU: faga) 3 Whose quhiki are you that you should speak thus? n. Child
or son or daughter. (Abu. word. Used by someone who is so angry that he/she
compares the person with whom he/she is angry with an animal. Piel: huhuqa Juice,
semen') 4 They (eqgs) have quhiki-ed for thq have been laid a long time. v.i.
Developed nto quhiki 'baby birds' . 5 This is one of the little quhiki pigs. adj. Pigs that
belong to the litter. 6 We are tired of their wanting to compete quhiki. adv. Using their
children in competition.

The following are examples of words that show customs, traditions and cultural identity.
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fahu 1 The position of fahu is ofien quarrelled about. n. Position of the highest starus in
celebrations in Togan culture especially the funeral, and it should be held by the eldest
sister of the father, who is the eldest mehekitaga'father's sister'. If there is no
mehekitaga, then a grandchild of the deceased is sometimes fahu, or a niece or nephew,
or a close relative from the father's family, or a chiefly person, in accordance with the
will of the family. It is usual that the mehekitaga 'father's sister' is fahu over her
fakafotu'sister's brother's child' while the qilamuta 'brother's sister's child' isfahu over
his/her maternal uncle. (The position of fahu has special privileges in a traditional
function, such as receiving fine mats and, tapa or baked food, and it is said that she is
the most chiefly person in the extended family and she carries out orders and has control
of things, giving rise to the wofifakafahufahu which means having the attitude of being
in control or being chiefly. Rel: fakafuafahu 

'to be domineering because one is fahu' )
[Probably f. Fijian vasuf 2 Mele is the fahu of the children of Solomona. n. Person who
occupies the position of fahu. (Pos. A and O: their-A/O fahu. Phl: kau) 3 Qanafahu-
d in Sooane'sfuneraL v.i. Had the position of fahu. 4 Here comes thefahuwoman. adj.
Woman who is fahu. 5 No one can compete fahu with Mele. adv. Compete who will
fahu more often. 6 The funeral fahu-d with Mele for the right fahu was away. v.f. (but
transitive verb in the Togan version) Used as fahu.

falahola I The duke's garland was strung with falahola. n. Fruit of the fragrant plant called
falahola, a kind of pandanus. The fruit is called afalahola bunch, and when it is ripe it
is plucked and strung as the top row of a girdle of fragrant flowers. It is small and red
and very sweet-smelling, especially on a dewy morning. ( Rel: papai falahola 

'garland

made of falahola fruit' > 2 The duke's was a falahola garland. adj. Garland made of
falahola. 3 His girdle of fragrant flowers is falahola decorated at the top. adv.
Decorated withfalahola. 4 It is the will of the falahola. n. Fig. for the king or a high
chief. <T'he falahola is a high-ranking flower in Togan culture so it is sometimes used
as a pet name for aristocrats. .Ir is the place from which the falahola has arisen. (Taken
from a well-known lakalaka.) Fig. for the Western District of Togatapu, original home
of the Tuqi Kanokupolu line, which title is now held by the present king.

mali I Sela and Sifa mali-d yesterday. v.i. (Of a man and woman) registered in the
government to live together in a legal fashion and create a family. ( The Togan way of
marrying requires that a vow be made by the partners to become husband and wife. A
license is obtained from the government (registrar's office) which is taken to a minister
of religion who has been permitted by law to carry out the religious aspects in order to
complete the marriage. Sometimes there is a wedding celebration which includes a kava
Party, the wearing by the partners of traditional marriage costumes, and a feast. On the
Sunday following the wedding, the couple again wears special mats and attends a church
service. Traditionally, after the marriage is consurlmated the bridegroom's family
present baked food known as qumu tuuvai to the family of the bride in appreciation of
the good services of the bride's mother in guarding her daughter's virginity, but this
custom is no longer observed by many people. Reg. and hon taqane. Redup: mamali
'abu. for marrying' , malimali'mod. for marrying, meaning cohabiting without marriage,
col.'. Der fakamali 

'as if married', fakamaliqi 
'to bring about the marriage of',

femaliqaki 
'to intermarry'. Rel: togipou 'Tuqi Toga's wife's replacement, arch.' , takai

fala'(usually of a chief's wife) to fold mats, meaning to become the wife of', kitetama
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'(of chiefly people) to marry a close relative, arch.', qapisia 'celebration especially in
a funeral or wedding', tuukua'(of a chief's wife in old Togan practice) to be given to
another chief, arch.',fakapukupuku 'informal wedding in which only the essential things
take place', sagasaga 'col. for a marriage celebration', ogo mnatuqa 'two married
people', ogo meqa'couple', fineqeiki'pol. for wife', tagataqeiki'pol. for husband',
motuqa 'self-dero. for husband or boyfriend', finemotuqa 

'self-dero. for wife or
girlfriend', husepaaniti'husband', uaifi 'wife', sinifu'concubine, arch.', hoa'pol. for
spouse', qohoana'spouse, arch.', mnqitaki'principal wife of the Tuqi Toga, arch.',
qunoho'spouse, arch.', toume'lit. coconut spathe, col. for wife', fefine gaaue'lit.
working woman, joc. for wife', alafia'(of a woman) married, no longer a virgin',
moqunofoa'(of a woman) to be unmarried for a long time, lit. forgetting to stop staying
(alone)', fai tohi'traditional marriage proposal', maqu tohi'obtainng the (marriage)
license',/ai e qapt 'consummation of the marriage' , tohi mali 'maniage certificate' , lea
mali 'maniage proposal' , kole mali 'syn. with precediog', vala mali'fine mats worn in
a wedding', meli vete'divotced',vete mali'to divorce a spouse', nonofo 'to cohabit',
faka-Suva 

'vul. for cohabiting' ,fakateevolo 'to cohabit' , mali paalagi'having a European
spouse' , mali lelei 'manied to a good person or family'> [f. Eng. marryl Z Sela is the
mali of'O Sifa. n. Person who is married to Sifa, spouse. (Used also of a man, e.g.
Sifa is the mali of Sela. Pos. O. Plu: faga, g., quu used of several spouses, b:ut kau for
several married people > 3 The maliwoman arrived late. adj. (The woman) who is about
to get married (bride). (Ant: tagata mnli 'the man who is about to get married,
bridegroom'> 4 Sione mali spoke to Mele. adv. Asked her to marry him. s Are you
mali-d? v.i. To have a spouse, (married) (Ant: taqe mali 'unmarried', taaupoqou
'virgin' > 6 The mali was held at Veitogo. n. Celebrations or religious function joining
a couple in marriage.

The following are examples of words that show cultural values and beliefs.

Fakaqapaqapa I The sign of their fakaqapaqapa ts their wearing mats. n. Feeling of
intimidation, acknowledgement of or consideration for others, and inferiority that one
feels towards a person who is more chiefly, more senior, or has a higher status than
oneself. < Root: probably qapa- 'in qaqapa, qapasia, etc.' or qapaqapa'two spokesman
sitting at either side of the monarch in the royal lmva ceremony'. Der: qaqapa'feeling
that one is restrained by the other person's superior stafus' , qapasia'to fear or respect
greatly' ,fakaqapaqapaqi'to respect, exe. offakaqapaqapa' ,fakaqapaqapaqia'respected
by many people'. Respect is a highly valued quality in Togan culture since there exist
chiefs and high people at whom this feeling must be directed. There are ways of showing
respect, which includes ways of speaking. There are special words to show respect
towards the king, such as haaqele'reg. for go', and towards chiefs, such as meqa'hon.
for go', and there is a pol. form of speech such as fakaqau aa'gradually fade away'.
And there is a language of humility (self-dero.) in which one puts oneself down, while
the king or chief or person being respected is greatly elevated. The lower one puts
oneself down, the higher the person being praised is elevated, such as when one calls
one's children one's quhiki'animal young' rendering them comparable to animals. If one
has any good things one will speak very humbly of them so that they appear very
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unworthy to show one's respect, such as when one welcomes guests with the words:
there is nothing here but a single cassava root without meat even though one has
prepared a pola 'feast laid on woven coconut leaves' with all sorts of meat dishes. )
[Probably f . faka-'in the fashion of' + qapaqapa'two spokesmen sitting on either side
of the monarch in the royal kava ceremony'l 2 They fakaqapaqapa to the princi,pal. v.i.
Have respect for. 3 The soldiers fakaqapaqapa-d to the guest of honour. v.i. Showed
their respect by saluting, bowing, cheering, etc. 4 Sione and MeIe arefakaqapaqapa-ing.
v. i. They are brother and sister, or cross-cos5ins, and they have certain taboos they have
to observe, veitapui 'to have a taboo relationship with each other'. ( Rel: Saapate'(from
Sabbath) col. for person with whom one has a taboo relationship', tei 'syn. with
preceding') 5 "Poquli aa" is a fakaqapaqapa expression. adj. Expression that shows
respect. 6 We ought to speak fakaqapaqapa. adv. Use or speak words that show respect.

molt'nalu I Tiuke is a molumalu man. adj.Handsome, good-looking, having a good
physique, tall, well-proportioned, and graceful. <Root: malu'shaded, sheltered'. Der:
molumaluqia 'dignified',fakamolumaluqi'to treat with reverence'. Rel: mamalu 'nearly
syn. with molumalu' ,fakamnmalu 'to act in a dignified manner' , femaaluaki'overlapping
shadiness e.g. of trees' , mntamata qeiki 'looking dignified like a chief > [f. PPN. root
malu 'sheltered, shaded'l 2 The standing of the rows of lakalaka performers ls
molumalu. v.i. There is a dignity in their number and costumes. 3 Maintain the
molumalu of the society. n. Customs, duties, state of peace and order. 4The gathering
is molurnalu. v.i. Full of chiefs and important people. 5 The bride was molumalu. v.i.
Still a virgin, did not know a man before her marriage. 6 Her molumalu was lost. n.
Dignity, respectability, virginity. 7 We should always behave molumalu. adv. Behave
in a dignified manner.

The following are examples of proverbs.

matemate qa liku /qaliku/ (prov.) Refers to a good sinration which is only temporary. Ex:
The calm state of a bad-tempered person is deceptive, like that of the sea of the cliff-
bound coast. It may be calm now but it will be rough again soon, for the real nature of
the cliff-bound coast is that it is windy and stormy, and if the wind dies down, we know
that that is only a temporary state of things. (Rel: tofutofu Ime hako 'calm before a
storm' , mohemohe qa kulii fafagu'lit. sleeping of awakened dogs', pekopeko qa pusi kai
moa'lit. modesty of fowl-eating cat')

qumu poquli kae ai hoqota (prov.) Refers to one getting an opportunity because one is
related to an influential person rather than because one has merit. ( From the lit.
meaning: if food in an underground oven is cooked by night it is quickly finished because
people take their share in the dark, but if one has a relative present, though it is hard to
get a share, the relative will see that one gets something. )

The following is an example of words used in ceremonial or oratorical language.
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tapu mo. .. Tapu mo the chiefly people present and let me be free to give a speech. Idiomntic
expression A respectful expression with which one usually begins a speech, which frees
one to use any word one wants without intruding upon the sacredness of the audience.
It is a Togan custom that is meant to show respect to the audience. The use of such
words is called fakatapu'to acknowledge the sacredness of'. If afakatapu has been
carried out in a previous speech, the person giving a later speech can say that he requests
refuge in the fakatapu that has already been given, and he does not have to carry out a
new fakntapz. (Rel: Puipui age hee mo houqeiki'Irt chiefs be exempt from this, a
formulaic expression often given at the beginning of a speech to acknowledge the
presence of chiefs', huufaga he fakatapu kuo aofakf 'let me find refuge in the
acknowledgements already given - fonnulaic expression before a speech', tulou kau hao
atu hee'excuse me but let me come through - another formulaic expression given before
a speech to acknowledge the presence of important people', fakatulou mo houqeiki'another formulaic expression given before a speech acknowledging the presence of
chiefs' , fakaqesia 

'to use words that are appropriate in the presence of chiefs' > [f. PPN.
tapu 'prohibited, taboo' * mo f. PPN. mn 'and, with']

Examples of words from the language of definition

agar 1 Stop thnt aga. n. Behaviour, conduct, thing that is done. (Pos. O: aga of-O Sione.
R:el: natula'nature', naanuga'*"yn, loolega'customary behaviour' , aakega'fashion',
fouga'*ay', qaluga'way of acting', faaliuga'behaviour or mannerism', tooqoga fai'way of acting' . Comp: aga lelei ogenerous', aga kovi 'stingy', aga ua 'insane', aga fai'behaviour', aga vale 'to pass wind, lit. foolish behaviour', and see compound
headwords following the headword agaz > tf. PPN. agal2 That is the aga of their work.
n. Way, method, behaviour, nature. 3 Their work aga-s like that. v.i. Has such a way.
4 They aga-d with getting up early. v.i. (but transitive verb in the Togan version) Used
to doing the same thing. 5 Sione is a boy who is aga. v.i. Has bad or strange manners.
(Der: agaqi'to behave badly towards (someone)', fakaaga'to criticise', fakaagaqi'exe. for preceding) 6 He was punished because of his-A aga. n.Inappropriate conduct,
bad manners. (Pos. A> 7 That boy with his-O aga. n. Bad behaviour. (Idiomatic
expression) 8 Mele is a aga womon. adj. Woman who behaves badly. 9 lt's time we
compete aga. adv. Compete to see which of us behaves most badly to the other person.
(Idiomatic expression) l0 The aga of-O the book is red and thick. n. Nature,
appearance. ( Rel: aakega 'fashion' 

, tuukuga 'state or quality'. Pos. O> ll That's the
aga of the war. Slang expression meaning that's the way it is.

aga' I'm not aga to the big car. v. i. Used to, be accustomed to, be familiar with. ( Redup:
agaaga'to be fairly accustomed to'. Rel: ala poto 'to be dextrous')

meqar I Does God know every meqa? n. All kinds that live, such as humans, animals, fishes
or plants, and all features in nafure, such as mountafu$, rivers, or land, and all man-
made objects, such as refrigerators, stoves, chairs, or tables, and all activities and states
of all animate or inanimate kinds, zuch as love, lying, redness, roundness, concefrs,
praying, crying or going. (Rel: fakatokaga meqa'tending to notice things, observant',
faifai meqa 'tending to do things, active', fai meqa foqou 

'doing something new that is
objectionable', fie meqa 'presuming to be important, snobbish', foqi meqa 'idiom
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meaning particular thing', fuqu meqa'idiom meaning a fat and ugly person', ko e haa
e meqa lahi? 'what's the happening or what's up?, ko e haa e meqa qoku hokoZ 'syn.
with preceding', maheni meqa fakavale 

'love - the thing that makes fools', qilo meqa
kehekehe 'general knowledge (a school subject)'> [f. PPN. meqa) 2 Bring the meqa on
the table. n. What meqa smells? n. Whatever objects or features in the world that we can
see, touch, hear, or smell. ( See the derived and compound headwords that follow the
headword meqaz below. > 3 Who is meqa-ing tonight? v.i. The word meqa can be used
as a substitute for another word (or phrase) zuch as fai lotu'lead the devotion', fatogia'be on duty', or lea 'speak' if the speaker cannot find or does not want to use the right
word. 4 Hey, meqa! p.n. Word that may replace the name of a person. (Rel: sii
'vocative interj.', qei'syn. with preceding'. This use of meqa is disrespectful because
it implies that the person being addressed is so insignificant that his / her name has been
forgotten. > 5 Did you go to meqaT /.n. Word used to replace the name of a place. 6
What a meqa woman! adj. Descriptive word used instead of the real word meant by the
speaker because it is usually rude. 7 We will rneqa collect next week in church. adv.
Collect certain things especially food or mats. 8 Where's that meqa Seini from? n.
Person. <This is disrespectful usage. Rel: ogo meqa'couple', kau meqa'group of
people, especially relatives' , tuquga meqa'a few people, now a rare usage', keumeqa
'friend', kaugaa meqa'friend, more formal than kaumeqa) t h's said that he / she had
cancer in his / her meqa. n. Male or female (sex) organ. < This word is used in order
to avoid the use of the right (body part) term which is a swear word. Rel: fakatagata'pol. for male sex organ', Iaho 'testaeles', m.ehaki 'male sex organ' , ncma 'arch. for
penis', peenisi 'penis' 

, ule 'penis' 
, fakafefine 

'pol. for female sex organ', pali 'vagina' 
,

taugafanau 'womb' 
, tole 'female sex organ'o vesaina 'vagina'> 10 Where are all try-

A/O meqa-s? n. All of my domestic belongings or things. (,4-possessed if the
belongings are mostly activity-related things, such as pots, plates, books, and machines,
but O-possessed if the belongings are things like linen, beddings, and clothes . Pll: quu)
ll I don't know those meqa-s. n. People, kinds (of people). (The words faga meqa
'meqa-s' are an abu. and disrespectful usage. Plu: faga> 12 I want to speak on four
main meqa-s. n. Ideas, reasons, or topics. (Plu: 9., sometimes quu but less common. )
Here are idioms that contain the word meqa: 13 Would you make a little meqa from me
to Mele? n. Please ask Mele (on my behalf) to be my girlfriend? (Put in a good word for
me with Mele.) (col., joc.usage. Rel: moaquli 'match-maker', qeva'to court',
qeveqeva'to court, less formal than qeva', kole soo'asking for romantic friendship' , kole
kaumeqa'syn. with preceding but more pol.') L4 How's our-dual-inclusive meqa? n.
This is a greeting to someone whom one knows to be carrying out a particular project,
etc., to which the word meqa refers. (col.> 15 Wat meqa caused the game to be
postponed? z. Reason. The rneqa was that it rained. n. Reason. It meqa-ed because it
ra ined. v. i .  Tobel ikethat.  16 I f  i tmeqa-sthenlet 'sgo.v. i .  l f  i t 's l ikethatthenlet 's
go. The phrase ka meqd marks a tentative suggestion. Almost the same as: If it's meqa,
then let's go. 17 Meqd and go and see him. Do...sometimes. (Idiomatic expression)
18 When there's only a ltttle meqa, she cries. n. When a little unfortunate incident
happens, she cries, (which means she is a cry-baby).

meqa2 L Has the Honourable Fulivai meqa-d here yet? v.i. Hon. for go or come. (Redup:
meqemeqa 'cont. for meqa'. Syn: qalu 'to go'> 2 Honourable chairmnn, would you
meqa to the letter? v. i. Hon. for read (the letter) and look over (the letter), ( Der: meaqi
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'hon. for know'. Comp: lau tohi'read', sio tohi'looking at books') 3 Please ,neqa up
and let us sing. v.i. Hon. for stand ap. Please meqa down. v.i. Hon. for sit down.
(Der: fakameqa'hon. for to seat (a chief, a chief's child)', fakameqaqi 

'syn. with
preceding but with an exe. sense'. Rel: fakanofo(qi) 

'syn. with preceding' , fakatagutu(qi)'syn. with preceding'> 4 That was the meqa of the noble in parliament. n. Hon. for
speech or talk. 5 The noble meqa-d in parliament. v.i. Hon. for spoke or talked. ( Der:
femeqaqaki 

'hon. for conversation or discussion'. Ptel: fakamalaga 
'arguments about a

particular topic' , mnlaga'sermon' , too folofola'reg. for speech (made by the king)'>

gaaue L Mele does the same ganue every day. n.Duty perforrnedn such as cooking,
sweeping, washing, etc. (Rel: rwfa'duty', gafa'syn. with preceding' , tooqogafai'way
of acting', maafihuga'syn. with preceding'. Pos. A: gaaue of-A sione; Pos. o: gaaue
of-O the day> [Probably f. PPN. gaa 'pht. marker preposed to definite or specific
nouns' + PPN. lue 'shake, tremble'] 2 MeIe gurue-s hard at home every day. v.i.
Carries out work (I). <Redup: gaagaaue 'to keep on working'. Der: gaaueqi'to action
(exe. form)' , fakagaaueqi 

'to cause to work' , gaaueqaga 'place of work', probably also
gaue 'to move'. Rel: kikivi 'to persist in working' , fai 

'to do' , ala 'to assist', faaiga 
'to

persevere in doing' , fakahaqapulou'to work separately or as individuals' , falwogosia 
'to

work so hard as to be exhausted, pol. usage. See the compound headwords below the
headword gaaue.> 3 They ganue unwisely with their time. v.i. (but transitive verb in the
Togan version) Misused (their time). 4 She has a gurue womnn. adj. Woman paid to do
work around the house. 5 Are you going to talk gurue instead of doing some actual
work? adv. Boast about the work one can achieve. 6 His gaaue is being a doctor. n. Paid
job done by a person, such as being a shopkeeper, clerk, typist, teacher, engineer.
( Syn: lakaga 'occupation' 

, tuquga'position' ) 7 Tonu gaaue-s in Dominion Road. v.i.
Carries out paid employment. <Redupi gaaguwe'to keep on working on a paid job'.
Der: gaaueqi'exe. for work', fakagaaue'pertaining to paid employment',falcagaaueqi
'to employ', genueqaga 'place of paid employment'> I The gaaue is over. n. Paid
hours of work in a day. (It usually starts at 8.30 a.m. and ends at 4.30 p.m. > 9 The
last lrymn of the g(mue this morning is 535. n. A religious meeting or devotion. ( Syn:
Snaueqaga 

'devotion'> t0 The gaaue was presented at 10 in the morning. n. Baked
food given away at a national function. (Rel: muqaki'food carried for presentation',
tauhi'to take the baked food (to a certain place)', qauaki'to queue up with food at a
presentation', haaquga 'baked food to welcome a visitor'> ll The gaaue of the fridge
is to preserve food. n. Function, purpose, goal, use. 12 The compater is not gaaue. v.i.
It is broken, has stopped (working), is out of order. [f. Eng. work in does not work
meaning to be out of orderl 13 The movement of the car is its gaaue. n. Thing done
(activity or action). Everything that the car does is its gaaue (activity). ( Different from
a quality or characteristic of the car, such as its redness, its weight, or its beauty. )
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